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A MESSAGE FROM THE
1987 TECHNICAL PROGRAM CHAIRMAN

GEORGE JENKINS
Technical Program Chairman, ITC/USA/’87

CONFERENCE THEME: The Challenge of Telemetry in Critical Technology
Applications

As we strive to reconstruct and define the Nation’s Military and Civilian Space
Programs in the wake of the “CHALLENGER” disaster, there is renewed interest
throughout the telemetering industry to support the many new requirements. NASA and
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory have been asked to address these needs at ITC/USA/’87,
and a strong response has ensued with their commitment to provide our opening session
speaker, the Blue Ribbon Panel, luncheon speaker, banquet speaker, chairmanship of six
technical sessions and the presentation of 22 individual papers. The status of the National
Space Transportation (SHUTTLE) System, the International Space Station, Planetary
Programs, the Hubble Space Telescope, the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System
and their related telemetry needs has considerable influence on the ITC Community and
will be great interest to all attending. As always, Representatives of many other aspects of
telemetry will be making fine technical paper presentations and informative tutorials, giving
this year’s program great variety. My special thanks to the many authors involved,
particularly those who traveled from The People’s Republic of China, India, France,
England, West Germany and Italy to share their presentation with us. I therefore
encourage you to participate fully in ITC/USA/’87’s many program events as a most
memorable conference unfolds. It was an honor and privilege to arrange it for you.

George Jenkins, Technical Program Chairman, ITC/USA/’87



KEYNOTE LUNCHEON SPEAKER

DAVID C. LEESTMA (Commander, USN)
NASA Astronaut

Born May 6, 1949, in Muskegon, Michigan. Graduated from Tustin High School,
Tustin, California, in 1967; received a bachelor of science degree in Aeronautical
Engineering from the United States Naval Academy in 1971 and a master of science
degree in Aeronautical Engineering from the U.S. Naval Postgraduate School in 1972.
Married to the former Patti K. Opp of Dallas, Texas. He enjoys golfing, tennis, flying and
fishing. Member of the Association of Naval Aviation. Special Honors: The Navy
Commendation Medal, Navy Achievement Medal, Meritorious Unit Commendation
(VX-4), National Defense Service Medal, the Rear Admiral Thurston James Award
(1973), and the NASA Space Flight Medal (1984).

Leestma was graduated first in his class from the U.S. Naval Academy in 1971. As a
first lieutenant afloat, he was assigned to USS HEPBURN (DE-1055) in Long Beach,
California, before reporting in January 1972 to the U.S. Naval Postgraduate School. He
completed flight training and received his wings in October 1973. He was assigned to
VF-124 in San Diego, California, for initial flight training in the F-14A Tomcat and then
transferred to VF-32 in June 1974 and was stationed at Virginia Beach, VA. Leestma
made three overseas deployments to the Mediterranean/North Atlantic areas while flying
aboard the USS JOHN F. KENNEDY. In 1977, he was reassigned to Air Test and
Evaluation Squadron Four (VX-4) at Naval Air Station Point Mugu, California. As an
operational test director with the F-14A, he conducted the first operational testing of new
tactical software for the F-14 and completed the follow-up test and evaluation of new
F-14A avionics, including the programmable signal processor.

Commander Leestma served as a mission specialist on STS 41-G, which launched
from Kennedy Space Center, Florida, on October 5, 1984. He was accompanied by
Captain Robert L. Crippen (spacecraft commander), Captain Jon A McBride (pilot), and



fellow mission specialists Dr. Sally K. Ride and Dr. Kathryn D. Sullivan. The flight also
included two payload specialists, Commander Marc Garneau of Canada, and Mr. Paul
Scully-Power, a Navy oceanographer. During this mission the crew deployed the ERBS
satellite using the remote manipulator system (RMS), operated the OSTA-3 payload
(including the SIR-B radar, FILE, and MAPS experiments) and the Large Format Camera
(LFC), conducted a satellite refueling demonstration using hydrazine fuel with the Orbital
Refueling System (ORS), and conducted numerous in-cabin experiments as well as
activating eight Getaway Special canisters. Commander Leestma also successfully
conducted a 3½ hour Extravehicular Activity (EVA) accompanied by Dr. Sullivan to
demonstrate the feasibility of actual satellite refueling.
David C. Leestma (Commander, USN), NASA Astronaut,
Keynote Luncheon Speaker ITC/USA/’87



FOREWORD TO THE 1987 PROCEEDINGS

Norman F. Lantz
General Chairman ITC/USA/’87

The ITC/USA/’87 Conference Committee and the International Foundation for
Telemetering are pleased to present the twenty-third volume of the Proceedings of the
International Telemetering Conference (ITC). This year’s (1987) Proceedings includes
technical presentations which address both theoretical and practical application of
telemetering and instrumentation system theory and technology. The Proceedings continue
the heritage of the Conference with the inclusion of technical presentations from outside
the United States of America.

The Technical Program Committee has organized a program which reflects this year’s
Conference theme: “The Challenge of Telemetry In Critical Technology Applications”.
Included within the program are technical sessions pertaining to advanced concepts in
instrumentation systems, telemetry and communications. Several tutorials are provided as
a means of fulfilling a continuing education function for the practicing telemetry systems
engineer. Of particular interest this year is the working group meeting being conducted by
the Telemetry Group Range Commanders’ Council, to discuss the development of a
standard recording technique for MIL-STD-1553 data bus information.

NASA is being highlighted in this year’s conference, Mr. R. O. Aller, NASA
Headquarters, Associate Administrator, Space Operations, is the Opening Speaker and
will chair a panel of representatives from NASA-HQ, NASA-GSFC and NASA-KSC.
The keynote luncheon speaker is Astronaut, David C. Leestma (Cmdr, USN). Dr. Lew
Allen, Jr., Director, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, will be the main speaker at the Awards
Banquet.

The organization and arranging of the Conference requires a great deal of work and
dedication by the volunteers comprising the ITC/USA/’87 steering committee. I offer my
sincere appreciation and thanks to these individuals, and their companies, for making this
year’s Conference a success. Further, I offer a special thanks to you, the men and women



of the telemetering community, for your continued support and participation in the
Conference.

We appreciate your interest and hope that you find the Conference both enjoyable and
educational.

Norman F. Lantz, General Chairman, ITC/USA/’87



BLUE RIBBON PANEL CHAIRMAN

Robert O. Aller
Associate Administrator

for Space Operations

Robert O. Aller was named Associate Administrator for Space Operations on January
9, 1987. In this position he is responsible for the development of a comprehensive plan
for managing NASA spaceflight operations to be implemented when Shuttle recovery is
complete. He shall, in addition, continue the overall management of NASA’s tracking and
data network which has been absorbed into the newly formed Office of Space
Operations.

Aller served as Associate Administrator for the Office of Space Tracking and Data
Systems (OSTDS) at NASA Headquarters, Washington, DC, from November 1983 to
January 1987. In that position he was responsible for NASA’s tracking, data and
communications networks which support all manned spacecraft, unmanned satellites, and
interplanetary probes. Prior to his present position, he was Director of the Tracking and
Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) Division and was responsible for the planning,
direction, execution and evaluation of the TDRSS Program.

Aller came to NASA in August 1964, from Ford Aerospace in Houston, Texas. Prior
to joining Ford, Mr. Aller served for 10 years in the United States Air Force. He has held
numerous positions in NASA during the Gemini, Apollo, Skylab, Apollo/Soyuz, and
Space Shuttle Programs. In September 1977, he was appointed Deputy Director of
Expendable Launch Vehicles and was responsible for the organization and implementation
of the Skylab Reboost/Deorbit Project.

A native of Dayton, Ohio, Mr. Aller attended Miami University and earned his
Bachelor of Science Degree from the United States Naval Academy in 1953. He has also
attended Harvard University and the University of Michigan, where he received his Master



of Science Degree in Aeronautics, as well as a professional degree in Aeronautics and
Engineering.

Aller has been awarded two NASA Exceptional Service Medals for his work in the
Apollo and Skylab programs, the NASA Outstanding Leadership Medal while working on
the Apollo/Soyuz Test Project, and the NASA Distinguished Service Medal for the
recovery of the Tracking and Data Relay Spacecraft.

Aller and his wife, the former Nancy B. Rife of Dayton, Ohio, have three children and
reside in Bethesda, Maryland.

Robert O. Aller, Associate Administrator for Space Operations, Blue Ribbon Panel
Chairman ITC/USA/’87



BANQUET SPEAKER

Dr. Lew Allen
Director, Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Dr. Lew Allen is a vice president of the California Institute of Technology and the
director of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, where he assumed his duties October 1, 1982.

Dr. Allen previously served as Air Force Chief of Staff and a member of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff. He held the rank of general. As Chief of Staff, he served as senior officer
responsible for administration, training and equipping a combined force of nearly one
million people serving in active duty, guard, reserve and civilian positions at nearly 3,000
locations in the United states and overseas.

On the Joint Chiefs of Staff, he served with the other service chiefs as principal
military advisers to the secretary of defense, the National Security Council, and the
president.

Dr. Allen was born September 30, 1925, in Miami, Florida. He graduated from the
U.S. Military Academy at West Point in 1946 with a bachelor of science and a
commission as a second lieutenant. He was also awarded pilot wings upon graduation.

In November, 1946, Allen was assigned to the Strategic Air Command’s 7th
Bombardment Group at Carswell Air Force Base, Texas, where he flew B-29 and B-36
aircraft, and served in various positions related to nuclear weaponry.

He entered the University of Illinois for graduate study and received a master of
science degree in 1952 and a doctorate in physics in 1954 after completing an
experimental thesis on high-energy photonuclear reactions. Dr. Allen was then assigned to
the Atomic Energy Commission’s Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory as a physicist in the
test division.



From June 1957 to December 1961, Dr. Allen was assigned to Kirkland Air Force
Base, New Mexico, as a science advisor to the physics division of the Air Force Special
Weapons Center. He was assigned in December 1961 to the Office of the Secretary of
Defense, Space Technology Office, in the Directorate of Research and Engineering,
Washington, D.C. From June 1965 to February 1973, he was assigned to the Office of
the Secretary of the Air Force, initially in Los Angeles as deputy director for advanced
plans in the Directorate of Special Projects. He moved to the Pentagon in June 1968 as
deputy director of space systems, and became director in June 1969. He returned to Los
Angeles in September 1970 as assistant to the director of special projects. In April 1971,
he became director of special projects, with additional duty as deputy commander for
satellite programs, Space and Missile Systems Organization.

Dr. Allen was appointed in March 1973 as deputy to the Director of Central
Intelligence for the Intelligence Community in Washington, D.C. In August 1973, he
became Director of the National Security Agency, and Chief, Central Security Service, at
Fort George G. Meade, MD. In August 1977, he was named commander of the Air Force
Systems Command.

He is a command pilot with more than 4,000 flying hours, and holds the master missile
badge. His military decorations and awards include the Defense Distinguished Service
Medal with two Oak Leaf Clusters, the Air Force Distinguished Service Medal with one
Oak Leaf Cluster, the Legion of Merit with two Oak Leaf Clusters, the Joint Service
Commendation Medal, and the National Intelligence Distinguished Service Medal. He is a
member of the National Academy of Engineering.

Dr. Lew Allen, Banquet Speaker, ITC/USA/’87
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ABSTRACT

Over its lifetime, the international Space Station Program will use a variety of
communications and tracking systems which could span the frequency spectrum from VHF
to optical wavelengths. Primary communications traffic will initially occur in the S-band
and Ku-band regions. Tracking will initially consist mostly of L-band satellite links. As the
demand for more C&T services increases in the growth phase, use of millimeter and
optical wavelengths will be required. Although many issues remain to be resolved, the
most significant interference concern at present is that of Ku-band space/space links
between co-orbiting Space Station elements.

INTRODUCTION

The current concept of a mature International Space Station Program is that of a manned
“Core” structure, several unmanned platforms, and several interacting elements (both
manned and unmanned) which are either attached to or co-orbiting with the Core. The
Core is a large structure containing habitable modules with interconnecting nodes, a
servicing facility for spacecraft, and the necessary resources for accommodating attached
payloads. The Core will operate in low earth orbit at 28.5 degrees inclination, between
180-250 nautical miles altitude. The platforms are of two types: (1) polar orbiting platform
(POP), (2) co-orbiting platform (COP). The U. S. POP will operate at approximately 98
degrees inclination, between 270-486 nautical miles altitude; the U. S. COP will be at 28.5
degrees inclination, between 250-540 nautical miles altitude. Foreign platforms will be in
similar locations. The other Space Station elements include robotic servicing devices, and
various types of free-flying spacecraft which interact with the Core and the platforms.

The Space Station Program will be evolutionary, with its capabilities phased in during its
projected 20-30 year lifetime. Figure 1 is an illustration of a completed Core configuration.
A recent phasing concept would provide an initial permanently-manned configuration by
1996 which would consist of all the Core modules and nodes, but delay implementation of



the Core upper and lower booms, the Core servicing facility, the Core solar dynamic
power system, the Core mobile transporter, and the U. S. COP.

To support the varied scientific and engineering activities of this program over its lifetime,
an extensive, evolving communications and tracking (C&T) capability is planned. The
Core and the platforms have a diversity of space/ground and space/space C&T interfaces.
Space/ground C&T for all Space Station elements will primarily be over geosynchronous-
orbit relay satellites such as the NASA TDRSS (Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
System) and possibly similar foreign systems being planned by Europe and Japan. Core
space/space communications will use a wideband multiple-access system for links with
co-orbiting terminals such as EVA’s (extravehicular astronauts), OMV (orbital
maneuvering vehicle), OTV (orbital transfer vehicle), telerobotic devices such as the MSC
(mobile servicing centre), and the FTS (flight telerobotic servicer), manned shuttle craft
such as the U. S. Shuttle Orbiter and the European Hermes, and free-flying spacecraft
(FF’s) such as satellites and platforms, etc. U. S. platform space/space communications
will consist of links with the U. S. Shuttle Orbiter payload interrogator. Tracking services
will initially be provided by the TDRSS and the U. S. Air Force GPS (Global Positioning
System) satellites. All unmanned free-flying elements in the control zone of the Core will
be required to provide their GPS tracking data to the Core for determination of relative
location.

In addition to the above primary C&T links, there are several other radio systems
envisioned. These include wireless crew communications within modules, nodes, and
airlocks; emergency wireless communications between modules/nodes; user-provided
Core/ground direct links to selected ground sites around the world, etc.

As growth requirements are further defined, it is expected that the Space/ground links will
be accommodated by an advanced TDRSS capability using higher frequencies and perhaps
optical links. Space/space links will also evolve to higher frequencies. New tracking
sensors for soft docking, for better spacecraft traffic management, debris tracking, and for
proximity operations support are expected.

SPACE/GROUND LINKS

At the beginning of the program, the NASA TDRSS will be the main linkage for
information transfer between the Space Station elements and ground facilities throughout
the world. The TDRSS provides several communications services which vary according to
user data rate requirements and design capabilities. The two basic types of service are
multiple access and single access. The multiple access (MA) service is a single set of
forward/return link S-band frequencies for simultaneously supporting multiple low data
rate spacecraft by using code-division-multiple-access signaling over an electronically-



steerable multiple-beam array antenna. The single access service is available at S-band
frequencies (SSA - S-band single access) and at Ku-band frequencies (KSA - Ku-band
single access). Two mechanically-steerable parabolic reflectors, each with dual S-band and
Ku-band feeds, provide two SSA and two KSA links simultaneously from each satellite.

Table 1 summarizes the expected TDRSS support of several Space Station elements in
terms of frequency and data rate. In the Space Station era, it is expected that 4-5 TDRSS
satellites will be used; a likely configuration is two east satellites (in the vicinity of 41
degrees west longitude) and two west satellites (in the vicinity of 171 degrees west
longitude), and possibly an on-orbit spare between these two locations.

During the assembly phase of the Core, its TDRSS support will initially consist of the SSA
service until the Core Ku-band equipment is installed and operational for subsequent KSA
services. After the Core KSA service is available, the SSA service may only be used as a
contingency capability, although it is very possible that the SSA service could be used
continuously to provide a dedicated link for Core operational data. Regardless of its usage,
the Core SSA capability will consist of a single duplex set of forward/return link
frequencies, selectable from at least two frequency sets. The selectability is required to
avoid interference with other TDRSS SSA users in the near-vicinity of the Core,
particularly with the Shuttle Orbiter which will probably maintain TDRSS SSA linkage
even while attached to the Core. Core SSA frequency selectability will be in the
forward/return bands of 2025.8-2108.7/2200-2290 MHz. The Core will likely incorporate
the same frequency sets as the Shuttle and perhaps a third set to allow nearby simultaneous
operation with two Orbiters (or with other combinations of the Core and two simultaneous
SSA users in the vicinity of the Core). However, selection of the third SSA frequency set
is not straightforward. Choosing the frequency set that is midway between the two Orbiter
frequency sets (i.e., 2074.2/2252.2 MHz) minimizes mutual interference, but also requires
that a separate TDRSS satellite antenna be used because of TDRSS satellite bandwidth
limitations (10 MHz on the return link); this frequency plan then requires three TDRSS SA
antennas for simultaneous coverage of three SSA users that are essentially co-located. A
better selection for a third Core frequency would be one within the TDRSS satellite
bandwidth that can accommodate both the Core and other SSA channels; this would result
in the use of only two TDRSS SSA antennas, rather than three (Note: the TDRSS was not
designed to accommodate multiple SSA users through one SA antenna. However, with the
advent of operational scenarios where “clusters” of SSA users must be serviced
simultaneously, it is expected that the TDRSS ground station will be modified to allow
such support, at least within the constraints of the existing orbiting TDRSS satellites.)
Selection of a frequency set for this capability will depend on a trade of several variables
including TDRSS satellite SSA bandwidth, characteristics of the Core SSA signals and
other near-vicinity SSA user signals, etc. However, a reasonable guess at this time is that
the best choice is one near the high end of the band (to minimize earth-based radio



frequency interference which currently is more prevalent in the lower S-band region),
probably near 2099.5/2280 MHz. To avoid SSA mutual interference, additional Core
design/operational capabilities may be required, such as switchable Core antenna
polarizations to allow opposite-sense circular polarization discrimination and variable Core
EIRP control to provide roughly equal received signal levels at the TDRSS satellite prior
to retransmission to the ground.

Once the Core KSA capability is operational, it will use the 13.775/15.0034 GHz forward/
return frequency set for virtually all space/ground communications, including experimental
data, video, operations, etc. Unfortunately, all other TDRSS KSA users must use the same
set of frequencies. Therefore, when multiple KSA users are clustered together, the
interference potential is even worse than that discussed previously for SSA users where
each user could use a different frequency set. For KSA service to the same TDRSS
satellite, the only means of discriminating between two users is through the usage of
opposite-sense circularly polarized antennas. If the resulting isolation is inadequate, or if
more than two KSA users are co-located, time-sharing of the service is the only acceptable
alternative.

As shown in Table 1, the Core does not plan to use the TDRSS MA service, but the U. S.
platforms and the OMV will. The MA service of a single TDRSS satellite can
accommodate up to twenty simultaneous return links on the 2287.5 MHz frequency, but
only one forward link at a time on the 2106.4 MHz frequency. So if simultaneous
commands are needed to two or more TDRSS S-band users, only one could use the MA
service and the other(s) would have to use an SSA service, unless the MA service of a
different TDRSS satellite was available.

NASA expects to develop an advanced TDRSS which will provide more SA services,
higher data rates, better performance, etc. Included in this advanced system would likely
be the use of different portions of the spectrum, such as frequencies in the 20, 30, 60 GHz
bands, and optical wavelengths. The Space Station Core and its elements would also be
upgraded to use these new services as they become available.

The U. S. TDRSS may not be the only geosynchronous relay satelite system used for
Space Station space/ground C&T. The European Space Agency (ESA) is planning a
similar system for ESA spacecraft, including the ESA module on the Core. Although only
in the preliminary design stage, the ESA data relay satellite design would use the same
S-band spectrum as the TDRSS (2025-2108/2200-2290 MHz), but instead of Ku-band
high data rate service, it would use frequencies in the Ka-band (e.g., 26-27 GHz) region.
Likewise, Japan is considering a relay satellite system which may also use the same
S-band spectrum for low/medium data rates, but it would use the 20/30 GHz bands (e.g.,
22.55-23.55/32-33 GHz) for high data rates. The requirement for interoperability between



these systems (if any) has not been determined yet, but if it is realized, it would almost
certainly impact the frequency plan and signaling design of the advanced TDRSS and the
Space Station.

Other possible geosynchronous satellite interfaces include commercial satellites and
military satellites. Future commercial satellites may be used to provide entertainment and
other “cable TV” services, and possibly some forms of duplex data transfer. Current
commercial satellites, however, lack the capability to track a low-earth-orbiting spacecraft
or provide antenna coverage of its trajectory except for very brief periods. An exception to
this is the Advanced Communications Technology Satellite (ACTS), an experimental
NASA satellite which reportedly will have high data rate duplex link capability to low-
earth-orbit spacecraft in both the 20/30 GHz band and at optical wavelengths (since this is
a single, experimental satellite, its use as an operational relay satellite is not very
practical).

The use of U. S. military geosynchronous satellites may be considered for contingency
purposes such as the unlikely event of the loss of all TDRSS links or a Core power failure
which inhibits the C&T system. Self-contained, battery-powered transceivers and stowable
antennas would be used for voice communications through a window. Currently, these
links operate at UHF (approximately 240-320 MHz).

In addition to space/ground relay satellite links, direct links with the ground are allowed
for Space Station users who provide their own communications equipment. These links
would be allowed subject to compatibility with Space Station C&T systems and Core
resource limitations. Examples of these links are (1) experimenters who wish to dump data
whenever the Core is in view of their ground stations, (2) experimental radio links to
ground terminals, (3) amateur radio service links, etc. Specific frequencies/bands for direct
links have not been proposed yet, but such links are expected to be requested for
frequencies throughout the spectrum.

SPACE/SPACE LINKS

All low-earth-orbit activity related to the Core will occur in the operational control zones
described in Figure 2. Direct C&T with the Core will be limited to terminals located in
zones 1-6. Table 2 is a representative overview of the Core remote C&T links as the Space
Station Program evolves from assembly through growth. As shown, most C&T is
concentrated in zones 1 and 2 unitl the growth phase, when there could be several
spacecraft which co-orbit with the Core in zones 5 and 6, out to a maximum range of
1,080 nautical miles. Because these terminals handle similar information and have similar
operational requirements, the Core will use an evolving multiple access communications
system to accommodate all of these links. The initial capability will probably handle 4



simultaneous terminals in zones 1 and 2, and will grow to handle 10-20 total simultaneous
terminals throughout the six control zones. The initial capability will probably include low-
gain hemispherical-coverage antennas to provide close-in coverage about the Core, and
medium-gain steerable antennas for high data rate coverage in the extremities of zone 2.
High-gain steerable antennas would be added for growth to provide coverage out to zones
5 and 6.

A likely design for the space/space communications capability is a duplex frequency-
division-multiple-access (FDMA) system which operates in the Ku-band spectrum (13-15
GHz). An FDMA design can support the multiple wideband channels required for digital
video and high rate data, and can readily support evolutionary growth. Ku-band usage is
attractive because it is the lowest frequency band in the electromagnetic spectrum with
sufficient bandwidth (300-400 MHz) that is also allocated for space usage. The next
highest band with sufficient bandwidth and a space usage allocation is Ka-band (20/30
GHz). However, hardware development costs are significantly higher at Ka-band, power
efficiencies are lower, and providing adequate antenna coverage is much more difficult.

At this writing, the frequency plan for the Core multiple access system is illustrated in
figure 3. The forward link channels (Core-to-user) are in the 14.0-14.3 GHz band; the
return link channels (user-to-Core) are in the 14.5-14.89 GHz band. (Forward link
maximum data rates range from 64 KBPS to 1 or 2 MBPS for data and 400 KBPS to 25
MBPS for video; the return link maximum data rate is about 25 MBPS for data or video.)
These frequency bands were selected because of their large bandwidth and relative
compatibility with other NASA communications systems such as the TDRSS and the U. S.
Shuttle. The major problem with this plan is that these bands are in the space research
allocation which is secondary to the fixed satellite and radionavigation services. This
means that the Space Station multiple access system will not be allowed to cause harmful
interference to these primary services (present or future systems) and cannot claim
protection from harmful interference from them.

The extent of interference due to this frequency plan is still under study. One concern is
the interference potential from space station transmitters into geostationary satellite
services. A preliminary study by the National Telecommunications Information Agency
(NTIA) estimated that a U. S. domestic satellite main beam would intersect the space
station orbital path for about 10 minutes. If the space station mainbeam intersected the
satellite mainbeam during this time, the satellite would continue to operate above an
acceptable threshold except for some cases of narrowband, low EIRP satellite ground
stations transmitting during heavy rains. Another concern is interference by high-EIRP
satellite ground stations into a space station multiple access system receiver. The NTIA
study determined that mainbeam-to-mainbeam visibility time for this case was only 8
seconds. However, the interference level was very severe and concern was expressed that



successive stations along the orbital path could create an interference problem due to long-
term cumulative visibility.

To operate within this potential interference environment, the proposed multiple access
system will probably contain various interference mitigation capabilities. Dynamic
frequency assignment will allow the Core/user link frequencies to be changed by command
as needed to avoid using interference-susceptible frequencies. Antenna selection can be
used to select Core hemispherical antennas which avoid interfering with primary services
while still maintaining adequate Core/user links. Also, automatic antenna pointing
restrictions can prevent steerable antennas from pointing into the mainbeam of a satellite or
ground station. Power control can be used to reduce the EIRP from the Core (or an
interfacing user) to an acceptable level. Polarization diversity may also provide isolation
from some interferers. And, if required, operations can be scheduled to avoid predictable
interference situations.

These mitigation techniques could be adequate for the interference scenarios that are
currently known. They may not, however, be satisfactory for future fixed satellite or
radionavigation service configurations which cannot be predicted. Other, more
sophisticated techniques such as spread spectrum signaling, adaptive antenna nulling, etc.,
were also considered but rejected as technically or economically impractical. The
expectation is that the planned Ku-band multiple access system will be agile enough
relative to interference until such time as it is appropriate to replace the system with new,
mature technology that is very robust in an interference environment, or the new system
frequencies will be in a relatively benign primary service band for space-space allocations
(Ka-band, W-band, etc.) or possibly it will use optical wavelengths. However, if current
studies indicate that the planned Ku-band system is not appropriate, implementation of
20/30 GHz technology is probably the most likely alternate.

Space/space tracking of detached terminals by the Core will initially rely on the use of
relative-GPS techniques and will consequently apply only to co-operative targets. Each
(unmanned) co-operative terminal would have a GPS receiver and a communication
system that is compatible with the Core multiple access system (See Table 2 for a listing of
expected relative-GPS terminals). GPS data received by the co-operative terminal will be
transmitted to the Core via a multiple access communication system link for comparison
with Core GPS data to determine its position relative to the Core. GPS satellites transmit
at 1575.42 MHz (both precision and coarse codes) and at 1227.6 MHz (precision code
only).

For the growth phase, the Space Station Program is considering the addition of a multi-
target radar which would probably be constrained to operating within zones 1 and 2.
Potential radar frequency bands under study include 9.5-9.8 GHz, 13.25-13.35 GHz, and



35.5-35.6 GHz. Other tracking considerations under study for the growth phase include (1)
automatic tracking sensors for close-in targets such as EVA’s, which could operate in
either radio frequency (RF) bands or at optical wavelengths, (2) automatic docking sensors
which could also be either RF or optical, (3) debris tracking sensors for collision
prediction (probably an RF radar), etc.

Space/space communications for U. S. platforms will consist of standard S-band links with
the Shuttle payload interrogator (forward link: single frequency in the 2025-2108 MHz
band; return link: single frequency in the 2200-2290 MHz). Should a co-orbiting platform
located in one of the six operational zones require C&T with the Core, its frequency plan
would be that described above for Core space/space links.

OTHER EXPECTED SPACE STATION LINKS

Several other Space Station C&T systems are envisioned; two of the more likely ones are
described below.

Since operational and scientific activities in the modules, nodes, and airlocks will be
similar to those already experienced on Shuttle and Spacelab, it is expected that a hands-
free, wireless communications system will be provided within the habitable areas. This
system will consist of a fixed base unit in each module/node/airlock and a remote unit for
each crew member. The remote unit would be similar to a telephone handset with a
microphone unit. The radio portion of the system could be at RF or at infrared
wavelengths; the exact frequencies/wavelengths are still under study.

In some proposed Core configurations, habitable modules may have only one attachment
point to other habitable areas. Due to concern that the hardline communications interface
could be lost due to damage or some other problem, a duplex wireless link has been
proposed as an emergency, back-up capability. It would be a self-contained, self-powered
system that could be used for wireless communications with crew members in other
habitable areas. No specific design has been proposed at this time, so the frequency plan is
undetermined.

CONCLUSIONS

The Space Station Program will contain extensive C&T capabilities which range over a
substantial portion of the available spectrum. Most of these links will use internationally
accepted frequency allocations and will operate in a fairly standard manner. However, this
Program is also introducing a new type of C&T which may be described as “co-orbiting
space/space links,” and which must find an appropriate niche in the radio spectrum in
which to operate. The current proposal to operate a Ku-band FDMA system between the



Core and multiple co-orbiting interfaces is being heavily scrutinized since it and possibly
similar systems will be continuously operated in low-earth-orbit for perhaps decades in the
future.

As continuous activities in space become more commonplace, several new Space Station
C&T systems will almost certainly be added, some of which will require new usage of
radio spectrum resources.

FIGURE 1.  Core Configuration



FIGURE 2.  Operational Control Zones



FIGURE 3.  Cor Multiple Access System Frequency Plan



 Table I

TDRSS LINKS WITH SELECTED
SPACE STATION-ERA SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT FREQUENCIES (MHZ)  DATA RATE (MAXIMUM)

Forward Link Return Link Forward Link Return Link

MULTIPLE ACCESS LINKS

0MV 2106.4 2287.5 1 KBPS 16 KBPS
U.S. POP 2106.4 2287.5 1 KBPS 50 KBPS
U.S. COP 2106.4 2287.5 1 KBPS 50 KBPS 

S-BAND SINGLE ACCESS LINKS

CORE One of several One of several 300 KBPS     6 MBPS

OMV One or more in One or more in     1 KBPS 972 KBPS

U.S. POP One or more in One or more in 125 BPS     2 KBPS

U.S. COP One or more in One or more in     1 KBPS     6 MBPS

U.S. ORBITER 2041.9 or 2217.5 or   72 KBPS 192 KBPS

choices in choices in
2025-2108. 2200-2290.

2025-2108 2025-2108

2025-2108 2025-2108

2025-2108 2025-2108

2106.4 2287.5

KU-BAND SINGLE ACCESS LINKS

CORE 13,775 15,003.4   25 MBPS 300 MBPS
U.S. POP 13,775 15,003.4 100 KBPS 300 MBPS
U.S. ORBITER 13,775 15,003.4 216 KBPS   50 MBPS



Table II

CORE/Remote Terminal C&T Links

Remote Assembly Initial Operational Growth Phase
Terminals Phase Phase

Information No. of Control Zones Information No. of Control Zones Information No. of Control Zones
Term. Term. Term.

1 2 3,4 5,6 1 2 3,4 5,6 1 2 3,4 5,6

EVA C,T,A,V 2 X C,T,A,V 4 X
OMV C,T,V,D,G 1 X X C,T,V,D,G 2 X X
OTV C,T,V,D,G 1 X X
ORBITER C,T,A 1 X X C,T,A 1 X X C,T,A,V 2 X X
MSC C,T,V,D 1 X C,T,V,D 1 X C,T,V,D 1 X
FTS C,T,V,D 1 X C,T,V,D 1 X C,T,V,D 1 X
COP,FF C,T,V,A,D,G TBD X* X* X* X*

     * COP’s or FF’s which have their own propulsion/rendezvous capability and are not controlled from the ground
     ** Maximum range from the Core is 1,080 nautical miles
     C - Commands
     T - Telemetry
     A - Audio
     V - Video
     D - Data
     G - GPS data
TBD - To Be Defined
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ABSTRACT

Spacecraft telemetry systems have evolved from simple hardware devices to complex
computer applications performing data acquisition and formatting tasks. This paper
reviews the role of spacecraft computers in performing telemetry functions and examines
computer based telemetry systems being considered for use on the NASA Space Station.
Keywords: Telemetry, Space Station Data Services, Space Station

INTRODUCTION

Telemetry is defined as the science of remote measurement. Traditionally the field of
telemetry has included techniques required to acquire, condition, transmit, receive and
display a measurement. The definition of measurement has widened with time from simple
physical measurements to include multiple types of information including video, radar
images, and computer data streams. This paper will review the history of spacecraft
telemetry and show how computer based telemetry services for the Space Station are being
defined.

HISTORY AND TRENDS IN TELEMETRY SYSTEMS

Until recently, the main concern of space telemetry systems was measurement of physical
parameters by simple transducers and their communication to a remote location. The
spacecraft telemetry system included all of the following tasks:

sampling a parameter via a transducer
amplifying and conditioning the output of transducers
conversion of conditioned values
multiplexing of multiple conditioned values



encoding of the multiplexed stream for error control
modulation of rf carriers by the multiplexed stream

The ground system performed the complementary tasks:

demodulation of the multiplexed stream from the rf carrier
decoding for error control
synchronization and demultiplexing of values
calibration/engineering unit conversion of raw values
display of values

Both the roles of data acquisition and data transmission were performed by the telemetry
system. These tasks were originally performed in the analog domain, but as technology has
progressed, digital techniques have become more common.

As space systems have increased in complexity, telemetry systems have grown to
incorporate additional functions. The manned space program has added to this complexity
by requiring video and audio streams to be mixed with telemetry data. The unmanned
space programs have also required imagery data. This has led to a broadening of the
definition of “telemetry” in NASA to include almost any remotely acquired signal. This
has caused confusion in discussions of space station telemetry requirements.

This “broadening” of the definition of telemetry has not occurred in the domains of aircraft
and missile testing where the main concerns are still predominantly in the area of physical
parameter measurement. Aircraft and missile testing is beginning to broaden its definitions
with new telemetry systems containing computer data as well as MIL-STD 1553 avionics
bus traffic.

ROLE OF COMPUTERS IN TELEMETRY SYSTEMS

Onboard computers have greatly influenced our modern definition of telemetry. As the
microelectronics revolution occurred, computers moved onto spacecraft to perform
guidance, navigation and control (GN&C) tasks. When this first occurred, telemetry
systems were usually hard-wired electronics components which combined acquisition and
transmission functions. Only parameters required for the GN&C task were connected to
the spacecraft computer. Most parameters were not needed by the spacecraft computer, so
they were independently acquired, formatted and transmitted by the telemetry system. The
desire to remotely monitor these computers led to a requirement to incorporate computer
data into telemetry.



In order to minimize the interactions between telemetry systems and computers, usually a
fixed “telemetry window” was allocated to the computer. The telemetry system sampled a
computer port to acquire computer information to place in that telemetry window. Because
the computer and telemetry system were not necessarily synchronized, it was necessary to
provide synchronization information inside the computer stream. This concept led to the
development of telemetry systems with a primary stream, and embedded “asynchronous”
streams to accomodate computer data. The NASA/General Dynamics Centaur Upper
Stage telemetry is an example of this approach.

As space systems increased in complexity it became clear that the capability to change
telemetry formatting inflight was required. This allowed ground controllers to see different
parameters during different flight phases and activities. This was done initially with
dedicated hardware, but as micro-computers continued to shrink in weight, power, and
cost, the job of formatting telemetry moved into computers. The trend of computer
formatting of telemetry has been accelerated as more systems monitoring and control
functions have moved into spacecraft computers to allow spacecraft autonomous
operations. All of the parameters are being acquired by the computer for system control, so
it is efficient for the computer to perform the formatting tasks.

Most new space systems now use the onboard computer to perform all data acquisition
tasks and to format the information for transmission to the ground. The USAF/Boeing
Inertial Upper Stage and the NASA/TRW Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle both use this
approach. The NASA/ESA Spacelab also uses an onboard computer to acquire
housekeeping data and format all engineering telemetry. The Space Shuttle telemetry
system is a hybrid approach. The Shuttle General Purpose Computer (GPC) loads formats
into a telemetry master unit to control the contents of the telemetry format.

As space systems have grown more complex, spacecraft computers have also grown to
include more functions in addition to guidance navigation and control. These functions
include items such as antenna pointing, electrical and thermal system management, and
fault detection and recovery. The Space Shuttle is an example of this trend where separate
computers are dedicated to GN&C and Systems Management (SM) functions. The Space
Station program currently plans separate onboard computers for each major functional
area.

As these computers have assumed more important roles in spacecraft management, the
requirement to interact with these computers from the ground has also grown. Early
spacecraft computers had hardware primitives to allow ground controllers to dump and
load the computer memory from the ground. The Space Shuttle computer provides several
data services including memory load and dump, ground programming of limited onboard
automated sequences, the capability to control automated sequences from the ground, and



the ability to enter keyboard commands to the onboard displays from the ground. These
data services have usually been implemented using telecommand and telemetry links to
provide forward and return data paths

Experience with these data services has shown them to be of such great value that they are
being expanded in the Space Station program. For example the memory load/dump
capability has developed into remote file access services. The remote keyboard capability
has grown to be a full two way Virtual Terminal Service. The following end to end data
services have been baselined for the Space Station Program (ref 1,2):

File to File Transfer
Virtual Terminal
Real Time Telecommand/Telemetry
Non-Real Time Telemetry Delivery
Database access
Remote Job Entry
Application to Application Messaging
Interpersonal Messaging
Multi-Media Conferencing
Multi-Cast Message Distribution

The state of the art of telemetry in space systems has changed from limited hardwired
devices, to devices that accepted computer data, then to the prime communication function
in a spacecraft computer, and finally to becoming only one of many data communications
services functions that occur inside a computer!

As this evolution has occurred, there has been a separation of the data acquisition and data
transmission roles of traditional telemetry systems. Now the data acquisition services are
just one of the services that run in the spacecraft computer. Data transmission services are
responsible for communicating computer data services, audio, video and scientific imaging
in addition to telemetry data. In the Space Station it is anticipated that all engineering data
acquisition will be performed by computers. All of the space to ground communications
functions will be performed in a separate communications system that will support a
multitude of separate data, video and audio services.

SPACE STATION TELEMETRY TYPES

For the purposes of the Space Station program it is possible to break down telemetry
requirements as follows:



Engineering Telemetry - This are data streams containing performance information
generated by station subsystems for use in real time operations control and monitoring
(C&M).

Ancillary Telemetry - These are data streams containing data on station performance that
is of interest to station users. Examples are station position and attitude information.

Scientific Telemetry - These are data streams containing the output of scientific
instruments.

Instrument Engineering Telemetry - These are data streams similar to engineering
telemetry. They contains information required for C&M of scientific instruments.

Scientific Quick Look Telemetry - These are data streams with small samples of the
scientific instrument telemetry. This allows investigators to monitor small subsets of their
instruments output in real time to obtain status of their experiments.

STREAM ORIENTED VERSUS TRANSACTION ORIENTED MESSAGING

The major distinction between the different types of telemetry is whether they require
stream oriented or transaction oriented Network Communications Services (NCS).

In stream oriented services it is assumed that messages between two endpoints are all
related and that they require the same routing, priority, error control and processing
services. Stream oriented services use management control to establish a communications
path between the two endpoints. When there is only one communications service over a
single physical channel, this management function is physical circuit switching similar to
older telephone systems. When multiple communications paths are conducted in parallel
over the same physical communications link, these are referred to as Virtual Circuits or
Virtual Channels (VC). Once the VC is established, a VC Identifier (VC ID) is assigned.
Stream oriented services use this VC ID to minimize the communications overhead on
messages between the two endpoints. Overhead is minimized by only including the VC ID
in a message header, instead of including all of the information on how the message is to
be processed (destination, priority, etc...). Whenever a communications node receives a
message, it infers how to process that message by the VC ID. This approach allows for
very small headers and a greater efficiency in transfer of information bits. It further allows
for each communications node to configure equipment during the establishment phase so
that all equipment is ready when a VC message unit arrives at a node.

Stream oriented services are very appropriate to scientific telemetry. Typically scientific
telemetry is very high volume, for long periods of time and requires very efficient



processing. The gain in efficiency in processing is generally worth the time required to
establish the virtual channel. The management establishment phase configures supporting
networks to support a Virtual Channel between a user instrument and a user processing
facility. This gives the impression of a “dedicated pipe” between the user and the
instrument. This is the user model that the scientific community desires for their data
acquisition. It is also very appropriate because scientific telemetry acquisition is generally
a schedule driven activity. The spacecraft must be in a certain part of the orbit to view
either astronomical or earth resources targets. The orbital mechanics allows and in fact
requires the construction of very precise schedules for activity. VCs can be established
according to schedule so that they are available at the start of an activity.

Stream oriented services require the capabilities provided by the first three layers of the
International Standards Organization (ISO) model for Open Systems Interconnection
(OSI). The OSI model has been baselined as the model for discussing requirements for
Space Station communications services (ref 2). The first three layers provide physical
connection standards, data link operation protocols and error recovery protocols, and
network VC establishment and routing control. Because scientific telemetry users require
only the services provided in these first three layers, it is natural for scientific telemetry
users to attach to layer 3 (Network layer) Service Access Points (SAPs).

Transaction oriented services do not assume that messages between two endpoints are
related. Each message carries all of the information required in its header so that the
message can be processed independently. This results in larger headers, but allows the
communication service to treat each message as a “stand-alone” unit. Transaction oriented
networks take advantage of the fact that each message unit carries all of its routing data in
the header, to provide a “data-driven” network that can reconfigure immediately to
compensate for either failures or changes in message traffic.

Transaction oriented telemetry services are ideal for control and performance/fault
monitoring tasks. This is because in control and monitor (C&M) type telemetry systems,
each message is usually a snapshot of system status. These snapshots are treated by users
as independent units. Network Communications Services (NCS) can take advantage of this
independence to provide a very flexible data-driven network to handle variations in traffic
as well as network failures. This is important because it is not possible to schedule the
flight vehicle or network failures that cause changing demands in C&M telemetry systems.
A further advantage of transaction oriented telemetry systems for C&M functions is that
they easily deal with adaptive telemetry systems that change telemetry output based on
system status.



Transaction oriented systems typically require the services provided by all seven of the
layers of the OSI model. Their natural point of attachment is at a layer 7 (Applications
layer) SAP.

This leads to a telemetry flow model for Space Station that provides stream oriented
services at Network layer SAPs for scientific users and transaction oriented services at
Applications Layer SAPs for station and experiment C&M users. A model with these
characteristics has been baselined into the Space Station program (ref 1, ref 2) and design
requirements for this approach are under review for onboard and ground systems.

For transaction oriented systems, packet technology is a natural way of delineating
messages. For stream oriented systems, bit streams or packets can be used. Packets
provide “standard envelopes” for telemetry data that provide for the functioning of the
transmission system to be independent of packet content. Because of these factors, NASA
has been heavily involved with the Consultative Committee For Space Data Systems
(CCSDS) in defining standard packet formats. The CCSDS is composed of representatives
of all of the free world’s space agencies that meet to define data systems standards. The
goal is to allow cross-support of one agency’s spacecraft by another agency’s ground
systems. CCSDS proposals for packet telemetry standards have been under intensive
review for possible use on space station.

A MODEL FOR TRANSACTION ORIENTED TELEMETRY SERVICES

A preliminary model will now be presented for a transaction oriented telemetry system.
For the purposes of this model it will be assumed that the layered Network
Communications Service provides a powerful digital messaging system similar to the
Electronic Industry of America (EIA) Standard RS-511 Electronic Messaging Standard.
This standard is being used in the Manufacturing Automation Protocol (MAP) efforts
underway in industry today. This allows us to allocate transmission error control, network
routing and message authentication and access control concerns to the the NCS. When
telemetry components receive a message from the NCS they always assume that the
message is error free, intended for them and from an authorized source.

AGENTS IN THE TELEMETRY SERVICE MODEL

There are four types of agents in the telemetry services model. Multiple different agents of
the same or different types can be co-resident at the same location. The four types are:

Telemetry Acquisition Agent (TAA) - This agent acquires data from subsystems,
conditions it, converts it, performs generic data compression and evaluation algorithms and 



formats specified data into standard packets for transmission to a Telemetry Utilization
Agent (TUA) via NCS services.

Telemetry Utilization Agent (TUA) - This agent receives telemetry and uses it for mission
operations and engineering functions such as systems monitoring, performance assessment
and control. The TUA may be many types of hardware/software combinations such as a
display and control system or an rule based expert system.

Telemetry Control Agent (TCA) - This agent sends directives to TAA’s to change the way
they acquire information or the contents of information incorporated into packets for
transmission.

Simulation Telemetry Agent (STA) - This agent generates simulated measurement
information which is sent to TAA’s via NCS. The TAA’s (when so instructed by TCA’s)
use the simulated data received via NCS in lieu of real data for constructing telemetry
packets. These packets containing simulated data are then sent to TUA’s. This allows
complete end to end checkout of telemetry services.

Diagram 1 shows a typical configuration for these components. Note that although this
example shows some components on the ground and some in space, all could be in space
(onboard display/control/checkout/training) or on the ground (prelaunch checkout/
training).

DIAGRAM 1 AGENTS IN THE TELEMETRY SERVICES MODEL

CONCLUSION

In this paper I have presented a discussion of the history of space telemetry systems and
how this history is affecting the development of Space Station telemetry systems. This
discussion shows how both stream oriented and transaction oriented telemetry services are



required onboard the Space Station. A transaction oriented model for telemetry services
for Space Station has been presented. Models for telemetry systems can serve to provide a
framework for discussions during the development of the Space Station. These discussions
will lead to a clearer understanding of system requirements and a more capable and
operable system.
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ABSTRACT

Traditional space telemetry has generally been handled as asynchronous data stream
fed into a time division multiplexed channel on a point-to-point radio frequency (RF) link
between space and ground. The data handling concepts emerging for the Space Station
challenge each of these precepts. According to current concepts, telemetry data on the
Space Station will be packetized. It will be transported asynchronously through onboard
networks. The space-to-ground link will not be time division multiplexed, but rather will
have flexibly managed virtual channels, and finally, the routing of telemetry data must
potentially traverse multiple ground distribution networks.

Appropriately, the communication standards for handling telemetry are changing to
support the highly networked Space Station environment. While a companion paper (1. W.
Marker, “Telemetry Formats for the Space Station RF Links”) examines the emerging
telemetry concepts and formats for the RF link, this paper focuses on the impact of
telemetry handling on the design of the onboard networks that are part of the Data
Management System (DMS).

The DMS will provide the connectivity between most telemetry sources and the
onboard node for transmission to the ground. By far the bulk of data transported by DMS
will be telemetry, however, not all telemetry will place the same demands on the
communication system and DMS must also satisfy a rich array of services in support of
distributed Space Station operations. These services include file transfer, data base access,
application messaging and several others. The DMS communications architecture, which
will follow the International Standards Organization (ISO) Reference Model, must support
both the high throughput needed for telemetry transport, as well as the rich services needed
for distributed computer systems. This paper discusses an architectural approach to
satisfying the dual set of requirements and discusses several of the functionality vs.
performance trade-offs that must be made in developing an optimized mechanism for
handling telemetry data in the DMS.



INTRODUCTION

The Data Management System (DMS) comprises networked computers, workstations,
resources, and services needed for system and payload operations onboard the Space
Station. The Space Station Program includes a Base Station that will support a crew of
eight, as well as unmanned platforms. The DMS for the Base Station and (U.S.) Platforms
will have a high degree of commonality, however the specific examples in this paper are
taken from the Base Station architecture, hereafter referred to as the “Space Station”.

The Space Station Program has defined the concept of a Space Station Information
System (SSIS) that embraces all of the networked resources and facilities that participate
in the Program. The Primary SSIS Domain, of which DMS is an onboard element, is
defined as that part of SSIS that can guarantee end-to-end communication and data
handling services by using interoperable, standard protocols and management functions.
The Secondary SSIS Domain comprises those parts of SSIS that do not implement the
interoperable protocols and management functions, but have access to SSIS services via
standard interfaces.

The architecture of the DMS, and hence telemetry handling within it, will be largely
driven by the role of DMS in the overall SSIS and the requirement to interoperate with
other space-based and ground-based SSIS elements. The other major driver on the design
of telemetry handling within DMS derives from the realization that not all telemetry can be
handled the same way.

Several categories of telemetry have been identified for Space Station (2) that differ in
quantity, priority, distribution, and the extent to which processing capability is remoted to
the sensing site. At one end of the spectrum, there is a class of telemetry where a “dumb”
onboard sensor sends raw data to a computer or workstation located on the ground. At the
other end of the telemetry spectrum, onboard sensors are associated with local or
networked processing capability, which perform higher order processing on the data,
possibly merging or comparing it with other system data or doing trend analysis, and
converse in a computer-to-computer sense with groundbased workstations. These two
telemetry extremes, as well as the need to support a rich array of other computer-to-
computer services such as file transfer and electronic mail, result in a dual set of
requirements on end-to-end communication services. SSIS, and in particular, DMS must
be able to accommodate both.

The following section gives a brief overview of the DMS architecture. The dual set of
requirements affecting telemetry handling on the Space Station are then discussed,
followed by the DMS communication architecture to support them. The final section 



discusses several trade-offs that must be considered between the richness of telemetry
handling services and their performance.

OVERVIEW OF THE SPACE STATION DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Figure 1 is a diagram of the current DMS architecture envisioned for the pressurized
nodes and modules of the Space Station. The elements of this architecture are briefly
described below.

Communication Elements

The backbone of the DMS is composed of high speed local area networks (LAN’s). A
dual redundant 100 Megabit per second (Mbps) fiber optic LAN traverses the Space
Station interconnecting payloads, while a separate, but identical, triply redundant LAN
interconnects processors controlling the station “core” systems. Network Interface Units
(NIU), connect system processors to the LANs, implementing a layered communications
architecture according to the International Standards Organization (ISO) Reference Model.
Network communication services, including telemetry handling, within DMS and between
DMS and other parts of the SSIS will be accomplished using standard protocols and
management functions.

Both the Payload network and the core network connect to Signal Processors (SP)
provided by the Communications and Tracking (C&T) system that send and receive data
on the bi-direction space-ground and space-space links. Audio, video and several payloads
with data rates in excess of what can be handled by the DMS NIU’s comprise the other
direct inputs to the SP. The SP handling of these inputs, as well as data handling concepts
for the Space Station R-F links are discussed in a companion paper in these proceedings
(1).

Space Station, and hence DMS, will be constructed in parts over a number of flights.
Connectors (C) are used to extend a given LAN with the addition of a new flight element,
while Bridges (BR) are used to interconnect identical, but functionally separate LAN’s.
Gateways (GW) are used to connect with nonidentical networks, such as those provided in
the European and Japanese modules. Since the cost and complexity of GW’s increase with
the difference between the two networks they interconnect, efforts are being made within
SSIS to constrain divergence among various SSIS networks, such that these GW’s can be
lower level (i.e., network layer or below) relay devices.

In addition to the high speed LAN’s, DMS also provides lower rate buses or networks
(generically referred to as “local buses” in Figure 1) used to connect local controllers or
instrumentation to system processors. Bus Interface Adapters (BIA) provide a standard



interface to these local buses. Some of these local buses are dedicated to a particular core
system, such as Guidance, Navigation and Control (GN&C), while others are shared
among systems in a particular node or module. Some local buses connect directly to a
given system processor (as in GN&C), while others are indirectly connected to any
processor on the network through a BIA/NIU combination.

There are several implications of this DMS connectivity on telemetry handling. First,
with the exception of a few very high rate payloads, all telemetry sources on the Space
Station will send their data through DMS buses and/or networks in order to reach the
space-ground links. Depending on the physical location of the telemetry source, its data
may have to traverse a local bus, multiple LAN’s, going through BR’s and GW’s along the
way, in order to reach the SP. Traditional hardwired point-to-point links will give way to
highly networked resources in which routing, flow control, segmentation and other
networking issues must be addressed.

Second, the DMS architecture supports, and we will almost certainly see, a significant
amount of onboard processing of telemetry data, prior to its transmission to the ground.
Traditional bit streams of raw sensor readings will give way to formatted packets of
information, possibly mixed with ancillary data (i.e., relevant data from other systems
conveying the context in which this data was obtained), time, or the results of higher order
processing (e.g., trend data). Even bit streams of raw sensor data that will be transported
through networks will have to be packetized in units that make effective use of onboard
bandwidth (i.e., in the range of 1000 to 4000 bytes).

Processing Elements

DMS will define and provide a family of computers for onboard application processing.
They will range in size and functionality from an Embedded Data Processor (EDP) suitable
for use within a local controller of sensors/effectors, to a family of more capable Standard
Data Processors (SDP) whose high-end member is a multi-million instruction-per-second
processor capable of hosting expert systems. DMS will also provide the operating system
and run time environment “seen” by onboard applications
in these processors.

Another important element of the DMS processing environment is the Multi-Purpose
Application Console (MPAC), which is the electronic core of the onboard workstation. In
addition to a processor (which is a member of the SDP family), the MPAC provides the
onboard instance of a standard SSIS User Interface, used for crew interaction with
onboard systems and payloads, as well as with other parts of the overall SSIS.



All core system application software will reside in SDP’s and EDP’s. Payloads may
also use these processors, or provide their own by meeting the standard interface to an
NIU. Again, the implications on telemetry handling are that a significant capability will
exist for onboard processing of sensor data. From the ground perspective, a significant
amount of the telemetry received will not come from “dumb” sensors, but from “smart”
computers.

Data Acquisition, Storage, and Distribution Elements

In addition to the above communication and processing elements, the DMS architecture
includes several resources and services which function to acquire, store, or distribute data.
Included in this category is random access mass storage units (MSU), complemented with
file management and data base management systems. DMS also includes a Time
Generation System (TGS) that has atomic clocks and an interface to the Global Positioning
System. Its role is to distribute an accurate time and frequency reference to onboard
processors.

Finally, DMS will define a configurable multiplexer-demultiplexer (MDM) for
interfacing to a variety of sensor/effector types. This MDM will be able to accommodate
an EDP for local processing, and will interface to either a BIA or NIU. With its rich
input/output and optional processing capability, configurability, and connectivity to the
DMS networks, the MDM is viewed as a principal way in which payloads will be
connected to the Space Station. For core systems, the MDM is more likely to be attached
to a local bus, which in turn connects to a system-level SDP, either directly, or through the
network.

DUAL SET OF DATA HANDLING REQUIREMENTS:  TWO SCENARIOS

As discussed in the Introduction, a dual set of requirements for onboard data handling
has emerged from the facts that not all telemetry will be able to be handled the same way
and DMS must handle more than telemetry. These two sets of requirements call for two
general categories of communication services: stream-oriented and transaction-oriented
(See also ref. (2) for a discussion of these two types of service). Stream-oriented service is
characterized by being relatively simple in functionality (i.e., a “bent pipe”) and high in
throughput. It is well-suited for moving large amounts of periodic data between sources
and destinations that do not change very often; that is, it is well-suited for what could be
called “traditional” telemetry.

In the Space Station era, typical use of stream-oriented service would be the periodic
transmission of data from an onboard payload to a ground-based processing facility, called
a Level Zero Processor (LZP). This data flow is depicted in Figure 2 as Scenario 1. In this



scenario, the payload would periodically send units of data to DMS via its NIU interface.
Through prior interactions between the payload and the appropriate resource and network
management functions, DMS would already “know” how much data this payload is
allowed to send and how it should be handled (e.g., grade of service, priority). In a
concept under development by the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems
(CCSDS), the payload would format its telemetry into CCSDS Source Data Units (SDU,
also called Source Packets), which are variable-length user data structures with a 48-bit
header containing destination information (in the form of a logical path identifier), as well
as length and sequence information. DMS would identify the logical destination with a
particular LAN address. The LAN address would not only code for a particular NIU that
connects to a space-ground SP, but also for a particular virtual channel (VC) within the
space ground link (see (1) for further discussion of this concept). Through the space-
ground link, different VCs can receive different grades of service; once on the ground, they
can also be routed to different processors. The LZP handling this payload data would have
to be able to interpret and perform any subsequent processing or non-real time routing of
the SDUs. From the perspective of real time data flow, the requirement is principally that
what the “goes in” from the payload to DMS onboard, “comes out” at the LZP with
minimal overhead and minimal services; i.e., stream-oriented service.

Transaction-oriented service is characterized by being relatively rich in functionality at
some expense in performance. It is well-suited for coordinating actions, including data
exchange, between application programs in different computers. Its use in what could be
called “interactive” telemetry is illustrated in the following scenario, depicted as Scenario
2 in Figure 2.

A ground controller monitoring the onboard Environmental Control and Life Support
System (ECLSS) interacts with an ECLSS telemetry application process onboard and
arranges to have, for example, all ECLSS sensor readings sent to a particular display
process in their ground workstation once per second. Onboard these readings would be
collected from the various sensors and, once per second, this ECLSS telemetry process
would format and send them to the NIU for transmission to the ground (case 2a in
Figure 2). As in the previous scenario, this data could be formatted in a CCSDS SDU or it
could be in a different format understood by the display process at the receiving end. In
either event, logical destination information supplied by this process would be mapped by
the NIU to a globally unique SSIS address (i.e., the display process at the ground ECLSS
workstation) and to a DMS LAN address (i.e., the NIU that connects to the appropriate
SP). As before, the LAN address would further specify the appropriate VC on the space-
ground link.

Once on the ground the data would be routed to the control center containing the
ECLSS workstation, either based on the VC identifier or based on the data’s global SSIS



address, interpreted at intermediate routing nodes. The destination control center would
also have a LAN, which in this end-to-end data flow, is the functional counterpart of DMS
onboard. By interpreting the globally unique SSIS address, the control center routing
process would determine the LAN address and route the data to the appropriate display
process in the ECLSS workstation.

Now assume that after receiving all ECLSS data for a period of time, the ground
controller wants only a periodic summary report of all sensor readings that exceed certain
thresholds or show certain trends. There is an onboard process that is part of the ECLSS
application software that performs this intelligent processing. The ground controller
interacts with the ECLSS telemetry process, requesting the sensor data not be sent directly
to the ground, but rather to this processing “filter”, the output of which is requested for
ground display once per minute (case 2b in Figure 2). Coordinating this multi-application
interaction would require richer communication services in order to for example, confirm
the onboard processing can be performed, interrupt and redirect the original telemetry flow
to this process, make provisions for link or processor outages, assure consistency of the
ground controller’s view of the ECLSS information with other views of the system, and
segment and reassemble the processed system summary if it is too large to be handled by
the LAN’s in a single packet.

Finally, assume that the ground controller wishes to receive only an event-driven report
when the system summary changes in some significant way potentially requiring action.
This second level of processing is embodied in another ECLSS application, which is
perhaps rule-based. This second application process receives input from the first and, as
warranted by events, it submits output to the network for transmission to the ground
controller’s display console (case 2c in Figure 2). Again, coordinating and synchronizing
activities among these applications would require richer communication services. In
addition to those outlined above, it would require assurance that when an event-driven
ECLSS message is generated, it is given high priority and high integrity service, that its
transmission is confirmed and that if transmission is in any way not successful, an
alternative action (e.g., onboard crew alert) is successfully carried out.

In all three stages of this second scenario, the basic collection of ECLSS sensor data
remains unchanged. What does change, particularly from the ground controller’s
perspective, is whether the data is raw or processed, periodic or event-driven. In order to
support dynamic interaction with intelligent telemetry sources, which may be “smart”
sensors or “dumb” sensors that are processed by smart onboard systems, a rich level of
communication service is required; i.e., transaction-oriented service.



DMS COMMUNICATION ARCHITECTURE TO SUPPORT TELEMETRY

The DMS communication architecture is based on the ISO Reference Model (3), which
treats the communication problem in seven layers, as briefly summarized below:

Layer Name Example of Services

7 Application Services for application programs,
e.g., file transfer, standard messaging

6 Presentation syntax negotiation
5 Session dialogue organization, synchronization,

access controls
4 Transport end-to-end reliable transfer, segmentation
3 Network routing, internetworking
2 Data link link control, access to shared media

(e.g., on a LAN)
1 Physical Reliable transfer of bits on media

The above service examples are by no means exhaustive of the functions performed at
each layer; they are listed only to give a sense of the increased functionality and level of
abstraction handled as one “moves up” through the layers. Transaction-oriented
communication will typically require services at all (or most) of the ISO layers. Stream-
oriented communication will typically require services only at the lower two or three
layers. Figure 3 depicts a layered architecture approach to making both types of services
available; an architecture such as this is currently under study for the DMS NIU.

Upon receiving a request for a transaction-oriented service, an interface process within
the NIU would direct the request to the appropriate Application Layer service element.
There would be distinct service elements for each type of transaction supported, for
example, file transfer, remote job control, electronic mail, and distributed messaging
service would each have Application Layer agents servicing host application processes and
communicating peer-to-peer with like Application Layer agents at the other end of the
communication process.

From the point of view of SSIS-guaranteed service, the other endpoint of the
transaction would be at the opposite boundary of the Primary SSIS Domain (e.g., an NIU
in a control center or a gateway into the Secondary SSIS Domain) since, by definition, the
Primary Domain encompasses networks that guarantee end-to-end services by using
standard, interoperable protocols and management functions. Between the endpoints, many
networks would transparently handle the data associated with this transaction by being
lower layer (i.e., Layers 1 through 3) relay points that perform routing and link control.



Again at the endpoints, the services required at Layers 4 through 6 would vary as a
function of what is needed by Layer 7, but they would interoperate in a lock-and-key sense
between the end-points of the transaction.

Upon receiving data needing stream-oriented service, the host interface function in the
NIU would direct a service request to a layer 2 or 3 protocol agent. The distinction of
whether Layer 2 or 3 would be appropriate would principally have to do with the
complexity of the routing job to be performed on the data. If the data is destined for a
ground-based LZP that can be reached based on an extension of link layer addressing
(i.e., a LAN addressed mapped into a VC that uniquely identifies the LZP), the service
request could be handled by Layer 2. If routing needs to be done at a finer level of
resolution, for example, associated with a globally unique SSIS address that is carried in a
network layer header, service at layer 3 would be required. The mechanics of SSIS
addressing and the extent to which network routing is connectionless versus connection-
oriented remains an area of active investigation within the Space Station Program. Results
of such studies will determine whether Layer 2 or 3 is an appropriate entry point for
stream-oriented service, or whether both are under different conditions.

In order to bypass upper layer functionality in stream-oriented service, several
interfacing requirements would be placed on the data structures received from the host and
service would be limited. For example, input data units would have to be small enough to
fit into one LAN packet (i.e., no segmentation services). They would have to be explicitly
understood by the receiving end (i.e., no syntax services) and expected (i.e., no buffer
management or end-to-end flow control). They would generally not be recoverable if lost
or corrupted and unplanned link outages would result in lost data (i.e., no session level
recovery from interruptions in the transport service). All data units in the stream would be
treated the same way by the communication service. To the extent that data privacy or
security measures (e.g., access authorization) were implemented by services at the upper
ISO layers, these data units would not have the benefit of such services. Safety and
security considerations are the chief reasons why it is doubtful that stream-oriented service
will be suitable for uplinked traffic (with the possible exception of video); however, the
issue of whether streams can “flow uphill” is still under investigation. The requirements for
and feasibility of streams flowing “downhill’ are far better established.

CONCLUSIONS

Telemetry users on the Space Station will place varying requirements on the
communication systems, as they collectively differ and even individually operate in
different modes and evolve over time. These requirements call for two general categories
of service: transaction-oriented and stream-oriented. The onboard DMS will support both
categories by implementing an ISO protocol stack for transaction-oriented service and an



enhanced performance architecture that bypasses unneeded upper layer protocols for
stream-oriented service. Stream service will be optimized for high performance with the
absence of services such as segmentation, flow control, syntax negotiation, error control,
recovery from outages, synchronization, and upper layer data security measures.
Transaction-oriented service will, at some compromise in performance, perform these
functions, as well as specific mechanisms for implementing application services such as
file transfer, messaging, and remote job control. The reduced communication throughput
would be somewhat mitigated by the fact that as processing is remoted to the sensing site,
there is (potentially) less data that needs to be sent. The extent of performance
compromise for transaction-oriented service in DMS will depend primarily on how
powerful (and power-hungry) the NIUs can afford to be.
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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the formats that have been proposed for the manned Space Station
space/ground RF link. In addition to discussing the specific RF formats, the paper seeks to
discuss the requirements that have caused the proposed format to exist in its current form.
The paper begins by briefly discussing the historical basis for telemetry formats within
NASA, and then discusses the unique requirements that the Space Station imposes,
compared to traditional space probes. The paper next treats the overall requirements that
must be satisfied by the Space Station communications system. Finally the paper discusses
the details of the RF format and its proposed operational usage.

INTRODUCTION

The telemetry formats for the Space Station RF links are driven by a variety of factors
which are often in conflict. Perhaps the strongest driving factor is the goal of the NASA
ground Receiving Stations to have a common RF format for all space missions. In the past,
each space mission has tended to develop a telemetry format that was best suited to that
mission’s particular needs. This has usually resulted in telemetry formats that were unique
for each space mission. This, in turn, has required extensive modifications of existing
ground receiving facilities for each space mission. Clearly it would be advantageous for
the ground systems, if all space missions used the same format. If this were the case, far
fewer modifications of the ground receiving stations would be necessary. Furthermore, it
makes cross support of various missions possible. For example, if there is equipment
failure of one mission’s ground station, if the formats are identical, it might be possible to
use another mission’s ground station temporarily. Similarly, it might be possible for the
ground receiving stations of all the international partner agencies of the Space Station to
cross-support one another.



On the other hand, there are several factors that tend to counterbalance the clear
advantages of having a common format. To begin with, a common format has not been
optimized for any particular mission. Hence, a format that is tailored for a particular
mission will probably serve the needs of that mission better. Similarly, the requirements for
space missions vary greatly. Very complicated missions such as the Space Station require
far more elaborate communication services than a simple space probe. The problem is to
adequately serve the requirements of the complicated missions without overburdening the
hardware designs of the time, it must be flexible enough to meet the requirements of new
space missions, as they occur.

The push for a common RF format for all space missions was pioneered by the Goddard
Space Flight Center (GSFC) and by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) through the
Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS). CCSDS is an international
committee of seven member space agencies (US, France, West Germany, European Space
Agency, India, Brazil, and Japan) which develops recommendations for space systems.
The original CCSDS work on RF format recommendations began several years ago and
were directed toward unmanned space systems at low-to-moderate data rates
(kilobits/sec). The original CCSDS format recommendations contained two data
structures: a packetized data structure called a CCSDS Source Packet; an RF telemetry
format called a CCSOS Transfer Frame. The general idea was that an experiment’s output
would bp formatted into variable length Source Packets. The transmission to the ground.
The Transfer Frame also has a small header so that limited addressing is possible. A fixed
Transfer Frame length was selected to allow the sync pattern to occur at fixed time
increments. It was generally agreed that would allow the Transfer Frame boundaries to be
determined more easily in the noisy RF environment. For the Space Station space/ground
links a Transfer Frame length of 10,000 bits seems likely. The challenge facing the Space
Station Program is how to adapt these standards (or some derivative of these standards) for
a manned program with much higher data rates and a much more dynamic environment.

DIFFERENCES IN TRAFFIC FROM SPACE STATION VERSUS CLASSICAL
SPACE MISSION

There are several main differences between the traffic that is envisioned for the manned
Space Station and the traffic for which the CCSDS formats were originally conceived:

1. The Space Station traffic will have a much more dynamic component of traffic than
traffic from most unmanned probes.

2. The Space Station traffic will involve human to human interaction via audio, video,
and workstations.

3. The Space Station traffic will have a large number of users involved with computer to
computer traffic.



4. The Space Station Program will have much higher data rates and will require a much
broader geographic distribution of data in near real time.

Each of these items will be discussed in turn.

Dynamic Component of Traffic

In addition to classical telemetry, the Space Station will have a type of user who will cause
much more dynamic changes in traffic. The Space Station will have a very large number of
ground controllers and ground based experimenters who will interact with both
experiments onboard and with core Space Station functions. This will be much more like a
Local Area Network at a university, than a classical space mission. Like any other
computer networks, this will involve large numbers of users interacting with the computers
onboard the Space Station. Users will be logging on, issuing commands, checking system
status, interacting with astronauts, etc., in addition to dumping data. This is very different
from a classical space probe mission in which a fixed number of instruments produce data
at a fixed rate. The classical space mission could use standard Time Division Multiplexing
to interleave the data from its fixed number of instruments. The Space Station must employ
modern data communication techniques of buffers and statistical multiplexing.

Human Interaction Via Audio and Video

Human interaction also imposed unique requirements on the Space Station Program. The
telephone companies long ago discovered that humans are very sensitive to time delays in
communications. For example, if someone asks a question, (“Do you agree?”), if the reply
does not occur relatively rapidly the question tends to be repeated. In communication
systems with long internal delay times, the reply can be processed by the system, while the
question is being repeated. This tends to cause the two ends of the communication system
to “talk over” each other. This greatly increases effective system response time and tends
to cause confusion since the question is often changed when it is repeated. The long
distance telephone companies have found that this “talk over phenomenon” tends to occur
when the round trip delays exceeds 1/2 sec. Similar phenomena occur with human
interaction via video and workstations. Unfortunately, the RF speed of light transmission
delays for Space Station traffic relayed from the TDRS satellites are approaching this
figure. Thus the Space Station communication system can only add minimal processing
delays of its own to the communication process.

Computer-to-Computer Traffic

As described in (1) and (2), interaction of users with the Space Station will be much more
like interaction with a computer system than like classical telemetry. The Space Station is



simply too complicated to be run manually by flipping switches. Instead, large numbers of
computers are required to monitor system status, configure equipment, etc.
Communications with these computers will be implemented using standard data
communication techniques. The Data Management System (DMS), which connects all
U. S. computers onboard the Space Station, and also provides gateways to the
international partner’s modules, is planning to implement a full International Standards
Organization (ISO) Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) 7 layer protocol stack. These
computer-to-computer protocols are generally intolerant of bit transmission errors and
effectively have to be delivered error free. This is a much more stringent error criterion
than has been applied to data from most space mission in the past. An exception to this
statement is the loop back of commands that is used on the current Space Shuttle. In this
system, commands issued by the ground are echoed back by the Orbiter. The ground then
does a bit by bit comparison, to determine if any bits were corrupted during transmission.
This technique works, but it is very slow and inefficient in bandwidth utilization. It is not
practical for the large volume of data anticipated for Space Station.

High Data Rates and Widespread Geographic Distribution of Data

The Space Station Program has baselined a Space-to-Ground data rate of 300
megabits/sec. This is a tremendous amount of data. It makes data storage of all data at a
single facility impractical. This corresponds nicely with the desires of most scientists to see
their data as quickly as possible. Thus, it is planned to distribute most Space Station data
fairly quickly to the experimenters facility. For small amounts of data (status, summary,
command loops, etc.), this usually involves transmitting the data over data networks on the
ground. Thus, considerable internetworking will be required. This is very different from
classical space missions where data was recorded onto tape at the ground station to be
processed and finally mailed to the experimenters weeks or even months after it was
received.

FUNDAMENTALS OF SPACE STATION ARCHITECTURE AND TRAFFIC

The details of the Space Station communication systems architecture are given in other
papers in this session. However, the key point for the current paper is that all onboard
systems are interfaced with the ground via the signal processors, which are part of the
Communications and Tracking System. In terms of the OSI model , this signal processor is
a low level relay node in the overall Space Station Information System (SSIS). The signal
processor has very limited data communication functionality. Its job is to transform the
onboard Space Station communications to the RF link format. The preliminary Space
Station design calls for a 300 Megabits/sec space to ground downlink and a 12 or 25
megabits/sec ground to space uplink. These are the current operational limits of the TDRS
satellite that will be used to relay Space Station traffic to/from the ground. The vastly



different data capacities on the up and down links are reasonable because the Space
Station is envisioned to be somewhat of a research facility in the sky. Tremendous
quantities of data will be broadcast from the Space Station to the ground. Relatively little
data will flow to the Space Station. The same format is planned to be used on both the
uplink and downlink.

This signal processor interfaces to:

1.  The Data Management System Local Area Networks (LAN’s);
2.  Individual Fiber optic links from high rate payloads;
3.  The audio system
4.  The video system

Each of these traffic sources will be discussed in turn.

Data Management System LAN’s

It has been proposed that the Data Management System will consist of two 100
Megabits/sec LAN’s. One LAN will connect all core Space Station computers. The other
LAN will interface all experiments with data rates below approximately 10 megabits/sec.
Traffic from the core DMS system will be typical computer-to-computer traffic. It will be
very bursty as various users require various actions from the computers and will require
very low bit error rates. The full ISO protocol stack has been proposed. The DMS traffic
on the low rate payload LAN will consist of actual user data, which has been encapsulated
by whatever of the OSI protocol suite is required to support the services requested by the
user. The DMS will interface to the RF link via an interface to the C&T signal processor.

Preliminary analysis of Space Station traffic has indicated that Space Station users fall into
two distinct classes from a data communication standpoint:

S Transaction oriented users, who require the full suite of ISO data communication
protocols.

S Stream oriented users, who desire only stripped down telemetry service with a
minimum of protocol overhead.

In fact, a given user probably falls into both categories at different times during their
interaction with Space Station. For example, when a scientist interacts with their payload,
they will probably engage in a computer-to-computer dialogue, which requires the full
suite of ISO protocols. However, when the payload is in the data transmission phase, only
classical telemetry services are required. Since the Space Station communication system is 



being designed using a layered communication architecture, the type of data being carried
is largely transparent to the RF format.

High Rate Payload Links

Some payloads that are planned for Space Station have data rates that exceed the
throughput capacity of the DMS/C&T interface. Hence, they cannot be adequately served
by the DMS LAN’s. Instead it is proposed that these payloads be attached directly to the
C&T signal processor via optical fibers. The high rate payload data will be inserted
directly into the RF format. Little if any data communication services will be performed for
this data.

Audio System

The Space Station will have an internal audio network which extends throughout all the
pressurized modules. There will be numerous internal taps throughout the Space Station
that will enable the crew to plug into the audio system and obtain most of the audio
services that are available from a modern telephone. While the exact audio format has not
been baselined by the Space Station Program (as of the writing of this article), the ISDN
format is currently favored. Regardless of the format selected for the onboard audio
system, when transmission to the ground is required, the audio channel must be extracted
from the onboard audio network and integrated into RF space ground link.

Clearly, it is not acceptable to place audio into its own channel by accumulating enough
audio samples to fill a 10,000 bit/frame. The standard digital audio sampling channel is 64
kilobits/sec. Thus to accumulate 10,000 bits will take approximately 1/6 of a second. This
is a large fraction of the total available time budget. Audio compression that has been
contemplated will only aggravate the problem. A more time efficient method must be used
to handle audio. The number of audio channels that must be transported to the ground will
vary considerably as a function of the mission profile. However, the number will never be
very large. The Space Station is currently baselined to have an initial crew size of 10. It is
unlikely that all the crew will want to talk to the ground at the same time. Hence, only 3 or
4 simultaneous audio channels are anticipated. With a maximum of 64 kilobits/sec per
audio channel, it is clear that audio will only use a small portion of the space/ground
bandwidth.

Video System

The video system has a network that extends both throughout the pressurized modules as
well as on to the Space Station external truss and boom structure. Numerous attachment
points are provided for both video cameras and monitors. Again the precise format that



will be used for video has not yet been baselined by the program (as of the writing of this
article). However, there is a strong push for the use of international standards. CCITT
standards are currently being investigated for possible use. Regardless of the format
selected for the onboard video system, when transmission to the ground is required, the
video channel must be extracted from the onboard video network and integrated into RF
space ground link. Preliminary analysis suggests that the video signal can easily be
compressed to approximately 22 megabits/sec for full motion, full color video. Further
compression is possible if full motion is not required. However, the large number of video
channels that will probably be utilized means that video will contribute significantly to the
utilization of the space/ground link.

OVERVIEW OF THE REVISED CCSDS TRANSFER FRAME FORMAT

The details of the CCSDS Transfer Frame format are undergoing rapid evolution. It is
planned to finalize the format late in 1987. The evolution of the Transfer Frame format is
caused by the need to update the original CCSDS Transfer Frame format so that it is
suitable for use on advanced space missions like the Space Station. Thus, the previously
published CCSDS documents which discuss the Transfer Frame format are useful
references for design philosophy and approach. However, slight changes in the bits of the
header should be anticipated.

The primary characteristics of the CCSDS Transfer Frame structure are:

1. Fixed length of approximately 10,000 bits for Space Station space/ground link.
2. A header of approximately 48 to 64 bits.
3. An error protection code of unspecified length (probably in the range of 24 to 48 bits)

protecting the header. (This is a modification of the original Transfer Frame format.)
4. Within the header, having fields which indicate (among other things):

S space craft identifier
S Virtual Channel (VC) ID
S VC sequence number
S pointer to beginning of first packet header within the data portion of the Transfer

Frame
S flag to indicate existence of audio insert field (This is a modification of the original

Transfer Frame format.)

5. Audio insert field immediately following the header error correction field. (This is a
modification of the original Transfer Frame format.) The audio insert field is a variable
length field which consists of:



S A one octet field that indicates the length of the audio insert field in octets.
S The indicated number of octets of audio data.

6. The option of protecting the entire Transfer Frame with Reed-Solomon encoding.

OPERATIONAL USE OF TRANSFER FRAME CONCEPT

While the operational plans for the usage of the CCSDS Transfer Frame for the Space
Station are still evolving, a consensus is beginning to emerge within NASA. The header of
all Transfer Frames will be protected by the header error protection code. It seems
reasonable to use the VC ID number to segregate the various types of traffic on the RF
link; video, high rate payload, etc. In other words, when the traffic initially arrived at the
C&T signal processor, a specific VC ID would have already been selected for that traffic.
In fact many things are assumed to be prearranged. A few VC’s are assumed to be
reserved as “order wires” to specify the type of service the data receives and to control the
configuration of the network, particularly between the Space Station and the ground
receiving stations Data Interface Facility (DIF). When the data arrives at the C&T signal
processor everything has been preparranged. The data is placed in a buffer for that
particular VC; either approximately 8,000 bits for Reed-Solomon coded VC’s or 10,000
bits for uncoded VC’S. The data is placed into transfer frames and transmitted on the RF
link, either when the buffer is full or when some prearranged timeout has been reached. In
addition, it is assumed that there will be a small number of “Emergency” priority channels.
Data in these channels will be placed in Transfer Frames as quickly as possible, when they
arrive at the signal processor. However, it is envisioned that this will be handled by a
sequential poling scheme in the signal processor which just samples the emergency VC
often enough to satisfy any SSIS delay criterion.

This mapping of data to VC’s is perhaps easiest to visualize if each type of traffic is
discussed sequentially.

High Rate Payload Data

The manner in which high rate payload data is handled is clearly the easiest case to
visualize. The traffic arrives at the C&T signal processor on a dedicated optical fiber. It is
not multiplexed on the fiber with any other traffic. The C&T signal processor must take all
data that appears on that fiber and place it in Transfer Frames with a prearranged VC ID
number and Grade of Service. It is not assumed that there is any protocol information on
the fiber which can be used to configure the treatment that the data receives. The data only
requires stream service. The VC ID number that has been preallocated for this data has
been communicated to both the C&T signal processor and the DIF. When the DIF receives 



this VC it switches it (based on VC ID number) to the next set of equipment which has
been preallocated to perform whatever processing the data requires.

This type of service represents the classical telemetry service. It is assumed that the high
rate payloads will generate vast quantities of data, but will require very little network
services from SSIS. It is assumed that the data will either be processed at the ground
station or put onto dedicated transmission lines to route it to its final destination. Hence, no
elaborate networking protcols are required. The VC ID number alone will be sufficient.

Video

The case for video is very similar to the case of the high rate payload data, but is a little
more complicated because many video channels are available on the video network. At the
interface of the signal processor to the video network, the signal processor will be directed
to select a specific video channel and place it in a preselected VC (i.e., place channel 4 in
VC 49). The DIF will have been informed in advance of what to do with the selected VC.
In most cases, the DIF will perform any required smoothing, buffering, etc, and then place
the video onto a ground will be similar to what is done today for video distribution.

Audio

Audio traffic is handled somewhat differently from the two previous cases. The audio data
will be inserted into the audio insert field of selected, prearranged, Virtual Channels.
However, the final destination of the audio traffic need not be related to the final
destination of the other data in the selected VC’s. The VC’s in which audio will be insert
are planned to be selected on the basis of a high and regular data rate. In other words, the
goal is to insert audio into transfer frames that will be transmitted as near as possible to
synchronously with the audio sampling rate or some multiple of it. The goal of course is to
minimize the buffering and time delays in accumulating the 8 bit audio samples. For
example, if there was a data source onboard Space Station that transmitted a Transfer
Frame every 125 micro seconds, then the audio sampling rate would be exactly matched
and the 8 bits of audio could merely be inserted into every transfer frame. However,
10,000 bits every 125 micro seconds corresponds to 80 Megabits/sec. This is a very high
data rate and will not usually be available. On the other hand, the Reed-Solomon encoding
adds about 20% coding overhead, so an encoded channel only carries about 8000 bits of
data. Thus, the real data rate required for a near-synchronous encoded channel is closer to
64 megabits/sec. This is still rather high. However, if 4 audio 8 bits samples were included
in each transfer frame, the required data rate would drop to 16 megabits/sec, which is
reasonable.



The audio insert field represents a flexible way of configuring the system to allow audio to
be transmitted to the ground in a time efficient fashion. It is not anticipated that the length
of the audio insert field will vary over a short time period; i.e., frame to frame on the
selected VC’s. Over a long time period, as audio channels are added or subtracted from
the link, the size of the audio insert field will change. Similarly, the size of the audio insert
field will also change as the bit rate of the piggyback channel changes. For this reason, a
relatively static relatively synchronous Virtual Channel is desired. Core Space Station
housekeeping data seems to be a good candidate data stream on which to piggyback audio.
The Core Station housekeeping data will always be present and its rate should be known
apriori.

When the VC which contains the audio insert field reaches the DIF, the audio data is
immediately copied from the transfer frame and sent to an audio processor which performs
any necessary smoothing, buffering, etc., and then sends the data out over ordinary audio
lines. If for example, the ISDN standard was both used on the Space Station and available
on commercial telephone networks, a direct interface to the telephone network would be
possible.

The significance of the word copied in the above description should not be overlooked. If
the piggyback channel is a Reed-Solomon encoded channel, the audio insert field falls
within the coded space. Thus these bits cannot be removed before the Transfer Frame is
decoded. To avoid processing time delays, the alternatives are either to build very fast
decoders or to copy the audio insert field. It was initially believed that copying the audio
insert field would be cheaper to implement. However, this issue is still being studied.

DMS LAN Traffic

The DMS LAN traffic falls into two distinct types; transaction oriented and stream
oriented. However, both service types are handled identically by the C&T signal
processor, except for error protection. All DMS traffic is segregated at the interface of the
C&T signal processor with DMS, into memory buffers on the basis of the VC in which the
data is to be placed. The mapping of data sources to these VC have been coordinated
between DMS and the DIF. In other words, the data is segregated according to the type of
service it is to receive at the ground. For example, DMS has a Payload network as one of
its LAN’s. Some data from this LAN is only destined for local processing at the ground
station, just like the high rate payload data. Such data can be treated exactly like the high
rate data was treated. It is placed “as is” into Transfer Frames and the initial routing on the
ground is based on the VC ID number.

On the other hand, the DMS transaction oriented service involves data that has been
encapsulated by layers of ISO protocols. These protocols are carried transparently by the



Transfer Frame in its data portion. As far as the Transfer Frame is concerned, this data
looks like any other data. However, the error requirements for this type of data are far
more stringent than classical telemetry. Effectively, no errors are tolerable. The only way
error free, complete transmission can be provided is with a retransmission protocol. It is
planned to save each Transfer Frame of transaction oriented service onboard the Space
Station until it has been received and decoded on the ground. If uncorrectable errors are
detected, retransmission of the frame will be requested.

CONCLUSION

This paper has discussed both the formats and the operational concepts of the format that
have been proposed for the Space Station space/ground link. The requirements that are
causing the evolution of NASA RF formats have been discussed. A similar set of
delibrations are also underway for the Space Station space-to-space links. Again, there is
discussion of using a format that is similar to CCSDS Transfer Frame. However, the
variability of data rates and equipment sophistication that must be supported over the
space-to-space links are much greater than over the space-to-ground link. This will be a
major study area for near term work within the Space Station Program and the standards
committees.
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ABSTRACT

The growing complexity of space vehicle, aircraft, and missile test data analysis requiring
larger data volumes and higher data rates, in conjunction with real-time analysis and
display, calls for a new approach in telemetry system bus architecture. To meet these
needs AMS developed the Mercury Bus, and a high-speed ring architecture capable of
linking up to 7 Mercury Busses together without reducing targeted bus bandwidth of
6 MWPS.

The Mercury Bus is a 48 bit parallel bus consisting of 32 data bits, and 16 “token” or
address bits. It supports setup or real-time transfers between multiple master/slave
modules within a chassis. The ring architecture consists of Bus Arbitrator, Repeater,
Terminator Modules (BAT’s) connected together by circular unidirectional read and write
pipelines. The BAT arbitrates bus mastership, repeat’s intra-chassis transfers and provides
signal termination for the Mercury Bus. The pipelines relay bus transfers to successive
chassis within the ring. This architecture currently supports up to 7 chassis or 112 modules
per system.

The ring architecture has met and exceeds initial design criteria with transfer rates
measured in excess of 8 million words-per-second. It performs sustained high-rate data
transfers while maintaining the data integrity and reliability associated with real-time
telemetry. This architecture is well suited for systems with multiple input streams and high
data processing requirements. Overall performance is attributed to the low noise
characteristics of a controlled impedance backplane; implementation of module front end
standardized bus interfaces; and the Bus Arbitrator, Repeater, Terminator module.



INTRODUCTION

A Telemetry System with the capability for real-time data analysis is a powerful tool for
space vehicles, aircraft, and missile flight testing. Major design considerations for real-
time systems include; speed to accommodate large volumes of high-rate input data;
flexibility enabling reconfiguration with different applications; and expandability to permit
future growth as new technologies emerge. With these considerations in mind it was
decided to design a high-speed, flexible format, modular system. The system was designed
around high-rate modular busses, linked together with a high-speed ring architecure.

The basic function of the system is to accept data from multiple input sources and merge it
on to a common bus. Once a data word has been tagged and placed on the bus it then
becomes available to all the other cards within the System for processing and/or
distribution. The system bus, called the Mercury Bus (HgBUS), consists of a 32-bit wide
data bus, a 16- bit wide address bus and 9 control signals. The HgBUS is implemented on
a printed circuit board backplane that is capable of accepting up to 16 cards per chassis.
All cards that interface with the HgBUS contain a standardized HgBUS interface to assure
system compatibility and reliability. Each chassis contains a Bus Arbitrator, Repeater,
Terminator module (BAT) that permits multiple chassis to be connected together while still
maintaining the data transfer rate of 6 Mwps.

This paper discusses equipment design and function in a typical system configuration. It
begins with the features of the bus design and leads into its operation in the high-speed
ring architecture. Although discussion is focused on a specific bus (HgBUS) in its typical
configuration, design principles may be expanded to telemetry systems in general.

1.  MERCURY BUS

The Mercury Bus (HgBUS) is a parallel high-speed data bus. It was designed to meet the
requirements of manipulating, processing and transferring information at high rates.
Primary applications have been directed toward the telemetering market where multiple
data sources are required to be merged, identified, processed and distributed to various
destinations during space vehicle, aircraft, and missile testing. The HgBUS consists of 16
address, 32 data and 9 control lines that permit sustained data transfers at 6 Mwps. Its
function is to provide the path by which program information and processed data are
transferred to and from modules within the system and/or external devices.

Three types of modules are used in the system for processing data. The first is an input
module which accepts data from an external source and places that data on the HgBUS.
Typical input modules are PCM synchronizers, PAM synchronizers, IRIG time code
translators and analog-to-digital converters. The second is an output module which accepts



data from the HgBUS and transfers it to an external device. Typical output modules are
digital-to-analog converters, computer interfaces and display generators. The third is a
processor module which accepts data from the HgBUS, performs a processing function on
the data and then places the results back on the HgBUS. Typical bus processors are data
compressors, floating point processors, digital signal processors and the derived
measurement processors.

Access to the HgBUS is on a fixed card slot priority scheme that is determined by module
location within each chassis. Bus Request/Grant logic, controlled by a bus arbitrator, is
employed.

MULTIPLEXED DATA TRANSFERS

Two types of transfers take place on the HgBUS. One is a setup (Directed Transfer) and
the other is a real-time (Broadcast Transfer). A Setup Transfer directs program information
to a particular module within the system. This transfer takes the form of writing or reading
information to or from a particular module. Each module is assigned a unique setup code
and will respond only when that code is placed on the bus. The Broadcast Transfer is used
to distribute real-time processed data on the HgBUS. Broadcast transfers are accepted by
any module with a slave function. The address lines are used to uniquely identify the data
being transferred. Each module having a slave function contains a word selector which is
accessed by the HgBUS address lines. This memory is programmed to indicate whether
the slave module is to accept or reject the current broadcast data transfer on the HgBUS.
This permits all words or any combination of words to be routed to master/slave modules
for further processing and/or slave modules for use by external devices.

The HgBUS is designed to permit the transfer of both real-time and setup data over the
same data and address lines. A control signal labeled “SUP”, for setup, is used to alert the
modules on the HgBUS that the current transfer is setup information. When “SUP” is
active, the address lines are used to transfer the setup data to the correct module. This is
accomplished by using 8 MSBs of the address bus to identify the module type, the next
4 bits of the address bus to identify the module in that group and the last 4 bits to identify
which register/memory of the selected module is to be activated. The address bus provides
control of up to 255 different types of modules. Up to 16 modules of the same type may be
interfaced to the HgBUS at one time. Each module can have up to 16 registers/memories
for setup information storage.

A second control signal labeled “DTID”, for Broadcast transfer, is used to signify that the
current information on the HgBUS is a real-time transfer. When “DTID” is active, the
16-bits of the address bus represent one of 65,535 unique ID tags assigned to a data word.
This unique identification of measurements permits the modules interfacing with the



HgBUS to selectively accept or reject measurements for or from further processing. This
feature enhances the ability of each module to operate only on those parameters pertinent
to the tasks assigned within a test scenario.

32-BIT WIDE DATA BUS

The HgBUS design permits data words from 1 to 32 bits in length to be transferred in any
order. This bus width will accommodate may different types of data formats. A typical
scenario of data words might be an 8-bit binary word, a 1-bit discrete word, a 16-bit 2’s
complement word, and a 32-bit floating point word. The preprogrammed slave module
accepts the word length it requires and ignores the remaining data bits. The 32-bit wide
data word is becoming increasingly more popular with the advent of 32-bit
microprocessors.

STANDARDIZED INTERFACE

To assure HgBUS compatibility a standardized HgBUS interface (SBI) was designed. The
SBI is used on the front end each module that interfaces to the HgBUS. The SBI design is
segmented to permit only that part of the logic necessary to perform the processing
function incorporated on the module. Module processing functions are separated into three
categories: bus master, bus slave or bus master/slave. A bus master is a module that only
places data on the HgBUS. A bus slave module only takes data from the HgBUS, while a
bus master/slave performs both processing functions. All modules, regardless of their
processing function, can be written to or read from, with respect to setup information.

BUS ARBITRATION

A Bus Arbitrator Repeater, and Terminator (BAT) module was designed permitting
multiple modules to place data on the HgBUS without creating contention problems.
HgBUS Mastership Arbitration is based on a fixed slot priority scheme. Two non-bussed
control signals are connected to each HgBUS access point “BUS REQUEST” and “BUS
GRANT”. HgBUS request are made to the Arbitrator located on the BAT card. The
arbitrator issues a grant to the requester based on the following priority structure. External
read requests have the highest priority, followed by external write requests, followed by
the module in chassis slot A1, followed by A2, etc., with the module in slot A16 having
the lowest priority. The grantee makes an HgBUS transfer on the next available HgBUS
cycle. To increase bus rates the BAT was designed to perform look-ahead arbitration
during all Broadcast transfers. If a grant is issued to a master which fails to take control of
the bus the arbitrator times out and issue the next grant. The BAT module also provides
the circuitry that enables multiple HgBUS backplanes to be connected together in a ring
without sacrificing the 6 Mwps transfer rate of each backplane.



2. HIGH-SPEED RING ARCHITECTURE

The basic function of the system is to accept data from multliple input sources and merge it
onto the HgBUS. Once a data word has been placed on the HgBUS it then becomes
available to all the other modules within the system for processing and/or distribution. The
system is expanded to multiple chassis via the high speed ring pipeline architecture. The
ring relays HgBUS transfers to each chassis in the system so data placed on the HgBUS of
one chassis is available on the HgBUS of the other chassis in the system. Multiple chassis
can be linked together to effectively form a large continuous HgBUS.

The ring architecture is illustrated in figure 1. Its primary functions are to relay inter-
chassis transfers between system chassis and to repeat intra-chassis transfers on the
HgBUS. Individual modules plug into chassis card slots linked together by a common
HgBUS. Each chassis contains a BAT007 Module connected together by circular
undirectional Read and Write pipelines. These pipelines relay bus transfers along the
systems’ daisy-chained chassis while each BAT module repeats the transfer on its HgBUS.
When the bus transfer comes full circle, the originating chassis removes it from the
pipeline. Bus transfers between chassis are executed by either the write or read pipeline.
The route is determined by the nature of the transfer.

WRITE PIPELINE

The Write Pipeline is responsible for relaying write transfers between chassis and
repeating write tranfers on the HgBUS. It consists of the write pipeline and the repeater
section of the BAT module illustrated in figure 2. Bus write transfers from connecting
chassis are clocked in the write input pipeline register along with a three-bit chassis ID tag.
The ID tag identifies the chassis which originated the transfer. On the basis of the ID tag,
the pipeline arbitrator disregards the transfer, or forwards it to the input FIFO and the
output pipeline register. The write pipeline can be divided into the following three sections:
the Write Pipeline HgBUS Interface, the Write Pipeline Input/Output FIFO, and the Write
Pipeline Ring Interface.

The Write Pipeline HgBUS interface is responsible for the interface and control of all BAT
HgBUS slave or master write transfers. It consists of a Standardized Bus Interface (SBI)
modified to perform only write operations. When a module within the chassis makes a
transfer, the BAT SBI captures it and loads it into the Output FIFOs for transport to
external chassis. Intra-chassis transfers from external chassis are read from the Input FIFO
by control logic and loaded into the SBI. The SBI requests HgBUS Mastership from the
Arbitrator and waits for a bus grant. When a grant is received the SBI repeates the transfer
on the HgBUS.



The Write Pipeline Input/Output FIFOs acts as a “system rubber band” to stretch between
the differing and fluctuating rates of the 6 Mwps HgBUS and the 10 Mwps Write Pipeline
Ring Architecture. The Input FIFO is 52 bits wide by 512 words deep. Intra-chassis
transfers from the Write Pipeline Ring are written into the Input FIFO by the Write
Pipeline Arbitrator. Control Logic monitors the input FIFO EMPTY signals and loads the
SBI. The Output FIFO is 52 bits wide by 512 words deep. Inter-chassis transfers from the
HgBUS are written into the Output FIFO by the SBI. The Write Pipeline Arbitrator
monitors the output FIFO EMPTY signals and the Write Pipeline Chassis ID Tag (CIDs).
When the Write pipeline is open, the Control Logic reads the Output FIFO and loads its
contents into the Output Register along with a three bit chassis ID tag (CID) for transport
to the next chassis in the ring.

The Write Pipeline Ring Interface is responsible for the relaying of write transfers to and
from the chassis, and the transporting of intra-chassis write transfers within the BAT Ring
Architecture. Intra-chassis transfers move through the Ring Interface in three cycles of the
Write Pipeline clock. The first clock tick loads the transfer and its 3-bit chassis ID tag
(CID) into the Input Write Pipeline Register. The second clock loads the Internal Register
with the transfer and the pipeline arbitrator with the CID. The third clock loads the Write
Pipeline into the Output Write Pipeline Register for transport to the next chassis in the
ring. The Write Pipeline Arbitrator performs reads and writes of the Input/Output FIFO’s
and supervises the traffic on the Internal Write Pipeline. The Pipeline Arbitrator monitors
incoming CIDs. All transfers with CIDs not equal to its own or a binary 7 (inactive
pipeline ID) are written into the Input FIFO and forwarded to the Output Register. When
the Arbitrator detects its own CID or a binary 7 one of the following events occur.

a. If the Output FIFO is empty, the Internal Register is tri-stated and the CID bits are
pulled up to a logic high (PCID = binary 7 = inactive pipeline). This will discard the
transfer from the Write Pipeline.

b. If the Output FIFO is not empty, the Internal Register is disabled, the Output FIFO is
read, and output enabled on to the Write Pipeline for transport over the Write Pipeline.

READ PIPELINE

The Read Pipeline is responsible for relaying read transfers between chassis and repeating
read transfers on the HgBUS. It is located on the BAT module and consists of a Read
Pipeline HgBUS Interface, a Read Pipeline Ring Interface, and Read Pipeline Control
Logic as illustrated in figure 2. Its function varies, depending upon chassis read master or
read slave setup parameters.



If a module within the chassis makes a master read transfer the Read Pipeline Control
logic relays the transfer to the Internal Read Pipeline and waits for a ready response from
the HgBUS or the Read Pipeline. If the HgBUS responds the interface terminates the
transfer on the Read pipeline. If the Read Pipeline responds the interface enables the Read
Pipeline Data on to the HgBUS and asserts the Read Ready (RDDY(-) signal. When the
transfer has been completed the interface terminates the transfer on the Read Pipeline.

In a Slave Read operation the chassis is read from an external chassis. In response the
Read Pipeline interface requests HgBUS from the HgBUS Arbitrator. When a Grant is
received the Read interface repeats the read transfer on the HgBUS and waits for a Ready
response from the HgBUS or the read pipeline. If the HgBUS responds, the Read Pipeline
interface enables the HgBUS on to the Read Pipeline. When the transfer has been
completed, the interface terminates the transfer on the HgBUS. If the Read Pipeline
responds, the interface terminates the transfer on the HgBUS.

CONCLUSION

The high-speed ring architecture has exceeded initial design expectations. It is currently
supporting sustained HgBUS transfer rates of 6 million words-per-second (Mwps) with
bursts measured in excess of 8 Mwps. High performance is attributed to the development
of a Standardized Bus Interface (SBI) and the design of the BAT, performing look-ahead
arbitration during HgBUS transfer.

The versatility of the tagged data bus has proven to be particularly useful during real-time
operation. The 16-bit wide address/tag permits the identification of up to 65,536 unique
data words. This enables particular system modules to operate only on those
measurements pertinent to their operation. The variable width data bus accommodates
several different types of data formats. Anything from a 1-bit discrete word to a 32-bit
floating point word may be transferred in any order.

The modular nature of the architecture enhances flexibility and expanability. Systems may
be configure to reflect specific user applications. HgBUS access priority may be changed
by re-assigning card locations. Additional modules and/or chassis may be added to expand
existing system without reducing 6 Mwps bus bandwidth.

The principle applications of the high-speed ring architecture have been directed towards
the telemetering market. This is an environment where data from multiple input sources
must be identified, merged, processed, and distributed to various destinations during space
vehicle, aircraft and missile testing. It supports input data from a variety of sources
including PCM, PAM, IRIG time, Analog (via A/D converters), Digital (discretes, host
computers, Mil 1553 Bus devices, etc.). The processing of data includes the ability to



support floating point operations, data compression and derived measurement calculations.
Raw and/or processed data can be distributed to host computers, special signal analysis
equipment, graphics subsystems, D/A converters, etc.

Typical applications include: TELEMETRY GROUND STATIONS, DATA
ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS, PROCESS CONTROL, PRODUCTION TESTING,
DATA PREPROCESSING, and DIGITAL TRANSLATION.

A)01-4004
Figure 1.  BAT007 Typical Configuration



A)01-4005
Figure 2.  BAT007 Simplified Block Diagram
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ABSTRACT

In an Independent Research and Development (IR&D) effort, the Telemetry Systems
Operation (TSO) of Computer Sciences Corporation (CSC) sought to determine the
feasibility of using Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques in a real-time processing
environment. Specifically, the use of an expert system to assist in telemetry data
acquisition processing was studied. A prototype expert system was implemented with the
purpose of monitoring F15 Vertical Short Take Off and Landing (VSTOL) aircraft engine
tests in order to predict engine stalls. This prototype expert system was implemented on a
Symbolics 3670 symbolic processor using Inference Corporation’s Artificial Reasoning
Tool (ART) expert system compiler/generator. The Symbolics computer was connected to
a Gould/SEL 32/6750 real-time processor using a Flavors, Inc. Bus Link for real-time data
transfer.
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INTRODUCTION

The objective of our expert system was to computerize the thought processes of Flight
Test Engineer experts. The expertise could then be applied to situations requiring the
objectivity of a computer. This technique also allows valuable expertise and knowledge
gained throughout a professional’s career to be captured in a computer program and used
by others who must perform similar or complementary job functions. Expert systems can
contain and use large stores of facts, concepts, rules-of-thumb, and other types of expert
knowledge. The sought after effect is to reduce training and operating costs. Due to the



complexity of the human brain, however, the building of these expert systems is not always
straightforward. Additionally, due to the relative late emergence of this technology, few
areas of activity have been investigated and documented as to the applicability of expert
systems.

This study was proposed, not to develop a working system to be deployed, but rather to
investigate the feasibility of this technology. The specific area of monitoring the health and
welfare of the F-15 VSTOL engine tests was chosen because of the access to experts in
this field.

This paper is divided into two areas of concern. First, a look at the representative generic
architecture is made. Second, there is a discussion of implementation problems, as well as
the difficulties associated with extracting the “expert information” from the experts.

DEVELOPMENT SUITE

The expert system development suite is shown in Figure 1 and includes the following
components:

a.  Symbolics 3670 Computer.  This symbolic processor provided the basis of
development of the expert system activities. This processor was chosen because of its
widespread use and acceptance in the industry. This system came complete with a wealth
of development tools required to facilitate the development of rule-based programs.

b.  Artificial Reasoning Tool (ART).  This expert system generator provided an easy to
learn language that permitted rapid prototyping of the rule-based processing, along with
easy to use capabilities for the generation of real-time displays. This language was chosen
because of its wide-spread use and acceptance on similar projects. This language provides
the user with forward chaining, backward chaining and viewpoint analysis capabilities.

c.  LISP.  This language was used to provide low level access to operating system
interfaces. The use of this language provided more rapid data transfers for input/output
operations. An appropriate analogy is that LISP is to ART as assembly language is to
FORTRAN.

As seen in Figure 1, the domain expert, who is the person that possesses the expertise
required by the application, works with a knowledge engineer to define expert rules and
procedures using ART and LISP. Preliminary testing of the generated expert system was
done on the Symbolics computer using the debugging capabilities provided. This
debugging function allowed the tracing and monitoring of logic steps using convenient,
easy-to-use display windows.



Complex activities, such as monitoring high speed engine tests, involve the resolution of
conflicting determinations. The expert system, in the same fashion, must have the ability to
compare these conflicts, and provide the highest priority to one set involved in the conflict.
This effort of resolving conflicts is an inherent capability of the ART inference engine. The
identification of problems is closely related to the forward chaining capability of expert
systems such as are produced by the ART system. The backward chaining of ART
provides the capability of working backward from a problem to determine the cause of the
situation. The expert observer adds flight test expertise from having observed many such
tests. ART also provides the capability to add new rules to the system as a result of rule
processing. This, in effect, allows the system to automatically “get smarter”. The final
effect of the Expert System when reacting to a verified anomaly is to provide a corrective
action. In order to provide a higher degree of trust in such a computer-generated action, the
ART viewpoint analysis capability can be used. This feature provides a “what if” type
walk through of possible ramifications of the implementation of the proposed corrective
action.

It should be stated that most of the described expert system generation capabilities of a
system like ART are available in traditional arithmetic processors. However, the loose
coupling of rule set architecture in logic processors permits the addition of rules as the
system matures without excessive restructuring of the programs, such as is the case with
traditional non-expert systems.

VALIDATION ENVIRONMENT

After the expert system prototype was developed and checked out, more thorough
validation was possible by passing data from the Gould/SEL real-time data acquisition
system to the Symbolics computer over a Flavors Bus Link interface. The Bus Link
provides this transfer capability by allowing the physical memory space of the Symbolics
processor to be mapped into the physical memory of the Gould/Sel processor. In this
manner, the mapped memory is used as a shared memory (accessed by memory
reads/writes), such that, after initial semaphore communication is established, explicit
input/output instructions are no longer necessary. This is similar to techniques used by
array processors such as the Sky Warrior. An effective data transfer of 4 megabytes per
second is provided by the Bus Link. Random access to all mapped memory addresses is
provided.

Figure 2 depicts the data path of information from a data tape to the Gould processor, after
being processed by the real-time data acquisition system, data is then passed over the
Flavors Bus Link interface to the expert system in the Symbolics processor.



EXPERT SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Figure 3 illustrates the expert system architecture that was used to implement the
prototype. A LISP-based input/output task fields the data that is transferred over the Bus
Link interface to the Symbolics processor. The use of LISP provided optimization at a
potential choke point. The architecture of ART provides the flexibility of driving the expert
system with a LISP module, or having the expert system call the LISP module in
subroutine fashion. For this study, the LISP module functioned as the master in effecting
the data transfer.

The nature of rule-based processing permits a loose organization of processing commands
in that the execution is controlled by logic in rule sets with little regard to the location of
the various rules. However, for design concept purposes, the rules were logically grouped
by functional area. These areas were Examiner Rule Set, Judge Rule Set, Display Driver
Rule Set and Executioner Rule Set as seen in Figure 3. The Examiner Rule Set is a logical
group of rules that provides the initial, high level monitoring of anomalies. Rules triggered
by these anomalies relay their occurrence by setting facts in the ART data base. The Judge
Rule Set includes rules that react to these new facts and provide a more intensive analysis
of the significance of these facts. This Judge Rule Set screens anomalies and discards
benign conditions.

For example, the Examiner Rule Set might ascertain that certain engine measurements are
out of tolerance. The Examine Rule Set conveys this information to the Judge Rule Set by
introducing facts into the ART data base. The Judge Rule Set has the responsibility of
using correlation algorithms to determine the validity of the transducer readings indicating
the anomalies. If a valid anomalous condition is determined, the Judge Rule Set then
introduces new facts into the ART data base as hard evidence of a problem. The Display
Driver Rule Set then reacts to these new facts and provides the appropriate interaction
with the domain expert who would be viewing the terminal attached to the Symbolics
processor. The function of the Executioner Rule Set is to provide definite commands
which should be acted upon based on the verified anomaly. For example, the Executioner
Rule Set could set additional facts in the data base which would cause the Display Driver
Rule Set to tell the domain expert to use voice communication with the pilot to change
flight dynamics. The confidence in relying on computer-generated suggested corrective
activities could be augmented by using the ART viewpoint analysis capability which
would be implemented in conjunction with the Executioner Rule Set. This viewpoint
analysis provides for the walk through of possible ramifications of the suggested corrective
commands on a “what if” basis.



The two way communication of the Flavors Bus Link permits data to be sent back to the
Gould processor from the Symbolics processor using memory reads and writes. In this
fashion, the Expert System can easily output to flight test displays on the Gould processor.

DISTRIBUTED RULE SET PROCESSING

The ART system supports rule-based processing by the service of rule sets with respect to
their reaction to data base facts with an inference engine. The inference engine reacts to
the occurrence of a new fact in the data base by searching all the rules in the system to see
if any are sensitive to this fact. This processing involves the resolution of conflicts set up
when more than one rule set is affected. In real-time data acquisition systems, several
thousand measurements might be monitored where many of the measurements would be
changing rapidly at a rate of hundreds of times per second. The Symbolism 3670 computer
is rated at about one-MIP for sequential processing. For LISP-based processing, it
performs as well as a four-MIP sequential processing machine. The overhead of the
inference engine and the resultant data base processing typically results in a processing
rate of around 70 rule firings per second.

A separate IR&D study done at the same time as this study indicated that the data
acquisition processing module in the Gould processor could easily absorb a portion of rule
processing load without perturbing the acquisition loop, which has a budget of 50
microseconds per measurement for a given 20,000 sample per second required processing
rate. By offloading a portion of the rule processing load to the host processor, the overall
monitoring capability of the integrated system could be maximized. Thus, a mini-inference
engine is implemented as an Alert Function (see Figure 4) in the acquisition loop. The
Alert Function provides high level inferencing and signals the expert system in the
Symbolics processor to focus in and provide intensive analysis of a selected group of
anomalous measurements. This signaling is done via the Flavors Bus Link interface.

TEST ENVIRONMENT

This study resulted in the architecture shown in Figure 5. Data from the flight test vehicle
is telemetered to a Telemetry Front End Processor. The front end processor synchronizes,
decommutates and provides engineering unit conversion of the data and places the data in
an acquisition buffer. The Acquisition Processor investigates the data and provides further
processing, which includes the determination of whether the measurement is a subject for
the Alert Function. The Acquisition Processor then calls the Alert Function to do high level
inferencing with boolean and arithmetic algorithms. Results of this analysis are placed in a
Current Value Table (CVT) which is in the memory shared by the expert system in the
Symbolics processor. This, in effect, passes data over the Flavors Bus Link where it is
processed by the expert system via the LISP Input/Output task.



Display processing provides both the Flight Test Engineer and the domain expert with the
appropriate displays, considering the constraints of CPU availability in both processors.
The domain expert has physical location access to displays driven by the Gould CPU
which are tailored to that specific need.

EXTRACTING EXPERTISE

The knowledge engineer for health and welfare monitoring systems must extract the
thought concepts of the experts in the form of reactions to observed anomalies. These
concepts must be verbalized and formulated into rule sets and priorities of execution.
Unfortunately, this process is not an easy one.

Consider an expert observing a multitude of observed physical activities in the form of
sensor readings. The expert’s brain assimilates the readings at a particular instant and
integrates these readings with all happenings over the recent time period. False indications
must be ascertained and discarded, and focus must be made on only pertinent facts. This
type of observance can be envisioned by looking at the collection of graphs on Figure 6.
This figure depicts a continuous recording of measurement readings over a time period for
an engine test. This test is known as a snap throttle test which involves the pilot
“snapping” the throttle forward very quickly. Fuel is provided to the engine which results
in an increase of engine pressure. For this particular test and set of recordings, at a certain
point, the pilot engages one of the afterburners. The “light off detector” provides an
indication of the success of the firing of the first afterburner and is a signal of go ahead for
the firing of the remaining afterburners, as seen on the figure. As observed on the figure,
the test results in an engine stall, which is evidenced by the rapid drop of engine pressure.
The pilot senses this drop and rapidly snaps the throttle back which results in a refiring of
the engine.

The building of an expert system which can detect this engine stall involves the
formulation of algorithms that effectively observe all indicators, just as would be done by
the attendant expert that is looking at this data on the ground. First, the expert correlates all
measurements such that erroneous data can be discarded. In the previously described
expert system architecture, this is done by the Examiner Rule Set and the Judge Rule Set.
Anomalies are noticed and analysis made as to the validity of the observed readings.
Correlation analysis of dependent readings are made in order to ignore superflous data.
The expert might require further access to measurements that were not being continually
observed. This same logic must be entered into the logic of the expert system. The
remaining activity by the expert would involve the formulation of prescribed responses to
correct the situation.



EXPERT SYSTEM USAGE

During the process of investigating the performance aspects of expert system usage in real
time data acquisition applications, an attempt was made to determine other areas of
applicability of expert system techniques. Most of these areas focused on that set of
operator automation activities.

a.  Automated Setup.  Telemetry processing setup is already automated for the most
part. Data tables are downloaded into the telemetry front end processor and read back for
verification. If substitutable equipment is found to fail, the operator can switch to alternate
redundant equipment. An expert system could provide this capability automatically, with
the additional feature of providing history accumulation to failed equipment by number. To
implement this type of activity with an expert system, the operation would be observed for
a prescribed period. Activities that were observed to be work intensive and repetitive
would be the most obvious targets for automation. This activity is an ideal candidate for
expert system involvement based on similar work done on other projects.

b.  Automated Display Selection.  The capability to automatically bring up displays for
the operator is a very questionable and hotly debated activity. Consider the case where the
operator spots a critical item on a display and begins to track it earnestly, all the while
communicating with a pilot as to how to correct a maneuver. Then, without warning, the
computer automatically switches displays on the operator. This type of scenario has
precluded the automation of display selection with traditional automation programs.
However, the potential of the depth of logic with an expert system provides the confidence
of automating the display selection. The idea is to place enough logic in the expert system
to exhaust all possibilities of perturbations that could be caused by such a switch. The state
of the art for expert systems in this type of activity is a long way from providing a current
implementation.

c.  Automated Hardcopy.  In conjunction with the automated display selection, the
capability to have an expert system perform display hardcopies becomes feasible. The
expert system would base this activity on values of data being monitored. Displays could
automatically switched to alternate views just long enough for the hardcopy, and then be
switched back. Also, by analyzing trends, more selectivity could be made in order to
minimize hardcopy output of redundant data, or of data of no concern. This represents a
viable area for current expert system involvement.

d.  Open-ended Systems.  By inserting an expert system into the system generation
function, it could be used to intelligently configure a hardware and software, allowing ease
of future expansion. The overhead of this activity would be high initially, but maturity of
this endeavor would result in a cost effective implementation. This is certainly a noble



cause and worthy of consideration. Activity here is expected over the next few years rather
than during the near term.

In all the above capabilities, along with those oriented towards data monitoring, a very
cautious approach has to be taken. The capability to easily add logic to expert systems
allows corrections to be made when deficiencies are discovered. Many iterations of this
approach would be required in order to take control of the system away from the operator
and give it to the expert system. The ability to estimate the cost of such iterations is not
currently available.

CONCLUSION

This study provided significant insight into the design of an expert system to assist the
Flight Test engineer in the monitoring of real-time health and welfare data. Study results
indicated that a local host processor, containing a mini-inference engine, may be used to
allow the current state of expert system technology to be employed to solve today’s
telemetry problems. Finally, the extraction of expert knowledge from the expert today is a
new frontier, and certainly more an art than a science.

Figure 1.  Development Environment
(After Reference 1)



Figure 2.  Validation Environment
(After Reference 2)

 Figure 3.  Expert System Architecture
(After Reference 3)



Figure 4.  Current Flight Test Environment
(After Reference 4)

Figure 5. Real-Time Expert System Architecture
(After Reference 5)



Figure 6.  A/C Engine Readout
(After Reference 6)
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ABSTRACT

The Telemetry Systems Operation (TSO) of CSC in Lompoc, California, has been
developing telemetry systems since October 1981. Three major turnkey systems have been
developed as well as several smaller derivative systems. Each system, built for a different
end-user, was custom fit to support unique requirements and often represented several
different techniques for accommodating similar problems within different system
architectures. This paper describes the evolution of TM system architectures developed by
TSO Lompoc, and the special engineering problems solved in the course of their
development to provide the user with accommodating telemetry systems that are
responsive, expandable, and cost-effective.
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INTRODUCTION

There are many existing flight test telemetry data acquisition systems deployed that
process high speed ingest data, produce sophisticated output products and, in general
satisfy the requirements for which they were designed. Most of these systems have
evolved to satisfy requirements that have appeared over the last two decades. However,



during the last few years, performance requirements have grown exponentially, due to the
rapid advancement of the technology of the vehicle under test. As an example, flight test
telemetry stream requirements have grown in a short three year period from an ingest rate
of five megabits per second (Mbps) to ten Mbps and now to 20 Mbps per telemetry
stream. Real time processing has grown from that of simply recording data for later
processing, to a situation where walkaway data analysis products are required during and
immediately after real time tests.

The telemetry system is the user’s support tool. As the complexity and speed of the data
increases, the telemetry system must be designed more intelligently to assist the user in this
data evaluation process. As a result, CSC systems have evolved over the years to include
significant features to support the user’s real-time evaluation process. Some of these
features to be discussed include sophisticated graphic displays, user man-machine
interfaces, operator control methods, security provisions, display recall, and hardcopy
techniques. Each feature plays a different role in accommodating the telemetry system
uses.

CSC has also evaluated the addition of expert systems and other Artificial Intelligence
techniques in these flight test systems to assist the flight test engineers in analyzing this
high volume of ingested data. This assistance is becoming mandatory as data rates exceed
the human capacity to absorb the plethora of alerts, alarms, limits and statuses.

CSC ARCHITECTURES

CSC TM System architectures are built upon modular software. Portions of this modular
software, written in the high-order-language of FORTRAN, are easily transportable, while
other portions were designed to support real-time interfaces for which a lower-level
language was more suitable.

Over the course of several years, however, CSC has developed a palette of functional
modules in both software and hardware which may be used to support an upcoming
project’s specific needs. This hardware, as shown in Figure 1, consists of telemetry
preprocessors, networks, host processors, peripherals, and workstations. The software
modules consist of data acquisition, mission setup, history recording, display, and post
processing.

The overall architecture of the system depends upon a complete set of performance
requirements which may dictate either a single or multiple processor configuration. These
software modules have been fashioned to perform in either hardware framework.



CONFIGURATIONS

The simplest CSC system involves a single telemetry front end preprocessor and one host
processor, as shown in Figure 2. Here, the data acquisition, display, history recording and
mission setup software modules operate in a single processor. The basic CSC system is
implemented with Gould processors and Aydin monitor telemetry preprocessors. The
number of displays for this system is dependent on the type of displays and the required
display data rate. This single Gould processor offers the user the functional features of the
larger, integrated systems previously developed by TSO at a fraction of the cost. This
configuration is currently under development for the Air Force for the EAFB Test Pilot
School and the Utah Test and Training Range (UTTR).

Figure 3 identifies an alternate configuration utilizing two processors coupled with shared
memory. The configuration offers more processing power to support the inclusion of
14 color graphic and alphanumeric displays. It may be configured to support history
recording in either processor, and has not failed to support an operation at Edwards over a
two year period.

Figure 4 depicts a three-processor, triad system that includes a separate processor for each
of the data acquisition, display and history recording functions. This triad configuration
provides the most effective distribution of processor power to each function. Each triad
system can support up to 65K measurements with four telemetry streams per triad. EU
conversion rates are at least 300K per second. Expansion cards permit rates of 500K to be
realized. This triad configuration is the basic building block for large scale Gould-based
systems.

Figure 5 represents the integrated IFDAPS system that provides data acquisition services
for the Ridley Flight Test Center at EAFB. Processors in this system are connected by both
high-speed serial networks and shared memories. This system is designed to process four
missions simultaneously. Historical data is recorded on a centralized data base. Hardware
security switches provide physical isolation of any one or all of the stream processes such
that simultaneous classified and unclassified operations may be supported.

Figure 6 represents the advanced version of the IFDAPS system. it provides a loosely-
coupled system to provide multiple, simultaneous triad processing. Engineering Unit
Conversion data recording rates of up to 300K samples per second are provided. Historical
data is initially recorded directly to the local history processor of the triad configuration.
This data can then be moved in real-time or post flight to a storage archival data base,
which provides the foundation for access by display workstations.



Figure 7 represents the configuration of a system being delivered by CSC to the Navy at
Patuxent River, Maryland. The basis of this architecture is a triad system, where one
processor performs data acquisition, one processor performs display and history recording,
and the third is reserved for user application programs. The total configuration contains
several triads, all connected to a file system that provides a centralized data base for
mission setup. Each triad is loosely-connected to the File System by a single network
cable. This technique allows easy system expansion, or separation to support secure mode
processing.

VAX CONFIGURATION

In a move towards machine independence, CSC has been involved during the last two
years in providing a system that could easily accommodate new hardware configurations.
CSC chose the DEC VAX configuration for an initial conversion from the Gould
environment. This effort was basically two efforts in one. By rehosting from the Gould
computers to the VAX configuration, the steps taken were in line with becoming machine
independent. The conversion to the VAX environment provided a common denominator to
other processors by eliminating Gould-specific assembly language routines and Fortran
constructs.

The initial CSC system on a VAX processor was demonstrated at the 1986 International
Telemetry Conference. The architecture of that system is shown in Figure 8. This system
provided data input from a Loral ADS100 front end processor which was processed on a
DEC Microwav II and drove a Megatek 7200 display.

ACCOMMODATING FEATURES

During the evolution of the CSC architecture, several areas of special user requirements
were addressed in order to provide for a system that will be viable into the 1990’s.

a.  Man Machine Interface (MMI).  CSC has developed a man-machine interface that
will minimize user input interaction required to run a mission. This interface has been
designed to be easy to learn for the new user, yet efficiently operated for a more
experienced user. Additionally, the interactive menus may be modified to accomodate
operational requirements for a specific user. This is done by providing a table driven
system wherever possible, such that changes to the interface can be effected by changing
tables, rather than code. In contrast, CSC is developing the Navy RTPS III system, where
an existing MMI has been developed over many years and is fully accepted by the user. In
this particular case, the more advanced RTPS III is designed within the existing MMI
constructs to ensure user acceptance with little training or re-orientation.



b.  Operational Control.  In meeting differing concepts for system control, CSC systems
have accomodated both the centralized, “resource-pool”, control approach, as well as the
separate control offered to users who operate on dedicated resources. The integrated
IFDAPS offers a redundant, centralized system operation station. The advanced IFDAPS
allows user control of each individual suite of equipments. RTPS III allows centralized set-
up, with control possible in either a secure or integrated node after a flight test is initiated.

c.  Security.  Providing secure modes of operation in telemetry systems offers
interesting challenges to the system designer. In the case of the more tightly-coupled
IFDAPS system, a security switch matrix was developed which would allow the system
operator to dismember the system at critical points such as disk, network, and shared
memory interfaces. As an off-the-shelf product, the CSC security switch is used on other
CSC systems to provide an one-line disconnect of each operational stream from the
remainder of the system.

d.  User Processing.  Many telemetry users maintain their own software inventories to
support specialized analysis software. CSC provides off-the-shelf access programs and
subroutines that interface to the ingested wavetrain to allow access by these user
programs. This technique allows the user to intercept the incoming data, and perform
specialized processing, as well as recording or display of the derived results. Depending
upon the system architecture, this interface has been implemented within a single
processor, or between processors using shared memory techniques.

e.  Displays.  Over the course of several system developments, CSC has now
accommodated users who desire high-velocity color graphics, as well as high resolution
stroker displays. Interfaces vary between high-speed parallel interfaces of several varities,
as well as serial interfaces for less demanding tasks. Users may define displays using an
interactive, ICON-based, technique, allowing up to 1000 pre-defined displays to be stored
for operational use. Depending on the application, users may be accommodated using
displays from Megatek, Tektronix, Adage, Intercolor, Human Designed System or IBM
ATs.

f.  Display Recall.  Display recall is a system feature which allows the recall of
measurements to the display after their occurence in real-time. This feature allows the user
a “second look” at the display data for more exacting analysis, or for comparison with test
data from previous tests. Data may be recalled whether it has been previously viewed or
not. Implementation approaches now include recall from a local disk or recall from a
centralized data base on a separate processor over a high-speed network at rates up to
800K bytes/second.



g.  Hardcopy Spooling.  Users will typically desire to hardcopy display screens during
an operation without interruption to the displayed data or the CPU that drives that data.
CSC has solved this particular problem on the IFDAPS system by maintaining display
images in the display memory which may be rapidly output to Versatec V-80 hardcopy
devices. Should numerous display hardcopies be requested in succession, hardcopy images
are spooled to disk for output when a particular hardcopy device is free. For other
applications, CSC has developed a micro-processor ba sed frame-grabber which has been
added to the display controller. This device will capture and queue up repeated requests
for hardcopy and, without CPU intervention or display freezing, will output more than
6 pages per minute output from a Hewlett-Packard Laserjet II + printer. Both solutions are
available as off-the-shelf products, depending upon the user’s specific hardcopy
requirements.

THE ACCOMMODATING SYSTEM

In order to move ahead to a capability that will provide processing for the near term
stringent requirements, CSC has extended its research and development hand in hand with
Aydin Monitor. The target is to provide a system with expansion capabilities that represent
a quantum leap from those currently envisioned. The architecture for this system is shown
in Figure 9. The philosophy of this design is simple: by continuing to move data acquisition
processing (EU conversion, derived measurement processing) away from the host
computer towards the telemetry front end, machine independence at the host is fostered.
The host computers have more resources left to provide display processing and data
routing. Additionally, display workstations are designed to pull the display overhead away
from the host. This frees the host up even more to provide user application processing and
to provide machine independence.

The key to this architecture is an Aptec IOC24 I/O processor that provides buffering and
data processing capabilities. The IOC24 is a 24 megabyte I/O bus device that provides the
capability to process, record and display data at very high rates. The IOC24 can be
expanded by adding a bus, or by substitution of the IOC200 that provides 200 MB I/O bus
rates.

The Aydin Monitor Systems (AMS) Telemetry Front End Preprocessor has the capability
to ingest data at rates up to 20 Mbps. EU conversion can proceed at more than 500K
samples per second, depending on the number of processor cards. Additionally, the AMS
includes 68020 processors to be used to execute user supplied algorithms for EU
conversion and derived measurement processing.



CONCLUSION

The CSC design continues to move as much processing away from the host processor as
possible. Data conversion is moved to the telemetry front end processor. History recording
and retrieval is moved to the APTEC I/O processor. Display processing is moved to the
APTEC or to display workstations.

The CSC design is applicable for either Gould or DEC processors, as well as others that
conform to the same type of processing. CSC has a sufficient base of off-the-shelf
hardware and software modules that it is a simple task to customize a system to
accommodate any user’s requirements.

Figure 1.  Hardware and Software Easily Combined to Meet Specific Needs
(After Reference 1)



Figure 2.  Single Processor TM System
(After Reference 2)

 Figure 3.  Double Processor TM System
(After Reference 3)



Figure 4.  Triad TM System
(After Reference 4)

Figure 5.  Integrated Flight Data Processing System (IFDAPS)
System Architecture
(After Reference 5)



Figure 6.  Integrated System - Loosely Coupled
(After Reference 6

Figure 7.  RTPS III System Architecture
(After Reference 7)



Figure 8.  Microvax Data Acquisition Workstation
(After Reference 8)

 Figure 9.  Accommodating System
(After Reference 9)
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ABSTRACT

Coherent detection of full response M-ary digital FM corrupted by additive white gaussian
noise is studied. Prior to detection processing the signal plus noise is bandpass filtered and
sampled. Upper error bounds which are applicable to the sampled system are given. With
these bounds some comparisons of the effects of system parameter selection on the error
performance can be made. These system parameters include deviation ratio, baseband
pulse shape, sampling rate, number of levels (M), and signal-to-noise ratio.

INTRODUCTION

As data rates increase to meet the demand of higher information transfer the consideration
or use of complex modulation schemes is needed. One such modulation type which has
enjoyed some inspirational development as of late is M-ary digital FM, that is the digital
FM scheme which uses a larger symbol alphabet than the simple binary case. Since most
of the digital data is binary in its original form the larger alphabet sizes are usually powers
of two owing to the fact that the symbols are generated by grouping n bit blocks into
words. Generated in this manner, these words take on one of the M different values
available in the alphabet where M = 2 . For high complexity systems the detection problemn

is one of determining which one of the M symbols was sent in a particular symbol period
which can be a sizable task even for moderate n values. For n = 8 the detection process
must identify each received symbol as one of a possible 256. The implementation
problems this suggests in the analog domain can be addressed more satisfactorily in the
digital domain leading to the notion of a digital detection processor. Certainly, the
employment of a digital processor introduces some performance characteristics not found
in the analog detectors, such as quantization and sampling effects, so it is necessary to
develop the performance analysis to incorporate these effects. As a precursor to a full 



analysis, this study concerns the effects of predetection sampling without regard to
quantization effects or arithmetic round-off errors.

The performance bounds presented herein are based on statistically optimal receiver
structures which detect the baseband data by processing the modulated signal directly.
This differs greatly, in concept and implementation, from the baseband detection
processing at the output of a limiter-discriminator which may be considered the more
common or conventional approach. With this in mind the following assumptions and
system constraints are listed for which the ensuing development is valid.

1)  Random input data, uniformly distributed
2)  Full response baseband signalling
3)  Representative waveforms: rectangular, half cycle sinusoid, and raised cosine
4)  Additive white gaussian noise channel
5)  Fully coherent detection
6)  Detection interval length of one symbol period
7)  Ideal bandpass presampling filter with a bandwidth of one-half of the sampling rate

The first assumption is that the digital input data is random and uniformly distributed. For a
continuous sequence of M-ary symbols this means that any symbol in any location in that
sequence will take on one of the M distinct values of the alphabet with probability 1/M.
Let a(j) denote the data symbol existing during the j  time slot, then the M-ary datath

sequence at time t will be the sum of the current symbol and all previous symbols,
expressed as

(1)

where

(2)

(3)

For convenience, the values that the a(j)’s may take are a  for i = 1, 2, . . . , M where a  =i            i

2i - (M+1). This convention provides equally spaced baseband symbols that are symmetric
about zero.



The digital FM signal studied herein is a generalized form of the continuous phase
frequency shift keying (CPFSK) signal. The properties of phase continuity of the
modulated signal over the symbol boundaries and a single valued deviation ratio are
common, but the baseband pulse shaping allowed in the digital FM case permits frequency
variations of the FM signal during the symbol period. This added degree of freedom affects
the range of achievable performance beyond that of the CPFSK, and it yields another
system parameter for control of power spectral characteristics in addition to the deviation
ratio and value of M. The full response baseband signalling constraint means that the pulse
shaping function, f(t), has an existence interval of [0,T ) which avoids any basebands

symbol overlap. Since the frequency modulation process involves an integration of the
baseband then a normalized phase function is introduced. This is

(4)

By applying an additional constraint that the pulse shape function, f(t), has an absolute
maximum of 1 somewhere in the interval [0,T ) then the deviation ratio, h, can be defineds

as the ratio of the difference of two adjacent signalling frequencies to the symbol rate.  
With this nomenclature introduced the digital FM signal can be expressed in the time
interval [kT ,(k+1)T ) ass s

(5)

where
(6)

(7)

(8)

CHANNEL MODELLING

Equation 5 is an expression for the digital FM signal which is applied to the channel. In
this study the channel is assumed to be an additive white gaussian noise channel so the
received signal prior to the presampling filter is simply the digital FM signal plus white
gaussian noise with double sided power spectral density of N /2. Prior to detection0

processing this received signal is first order bandpass sampled with a presampling filter



 Although digital FM is of a class of constant amplitude signals, it does not have constant energy1

over all possible symbols. Thus, each matched filter output must be biased by a term which
reduces it by the amount of one-half of the square of the modulus of the signal vector.

specified as an ideal bandpass filter (rectangular frequency response) with a bandwidth of
one-half of the sampling rate. It is convenient to define the sampling rate in terms of the
symbol period, so for a system which has N samples per symbol the sampling rate is N/T .s
After the filter and sampler the received signal can be represented in vector form as
r = s + n where the components of the signal vector are the time samples of s(t) when the
discrete time index defines t as

(9)

The elements of the noise vector are the samples of the white gaussian noise process taken
after the presampling filter at the time instants defined by Equation 9. The statistics of
these noise samples depend not only on the shape and relative bandwidth of the
presampling filter, but also on its position relative to the sampling frequency. Assuming
that the lower bandedge of is set to some integer multiple of one-half of the sampling rate
then these noise samples are independent, identically distributed normal variates with zero
mean and variance of NN /2T .0 s

PERFORMANCE BOUNDS

Any development of an explicit performance measure is characterized by the constraints
placed upon the detection processor. The detection interval length is specified as one
symbol period so the detector processes each received vector of length N and decides
which one of the M symbols was most likely transmitted. Fully coherent detection has
been assumed here which means that the signal amplitude, A, the carrier frequency, T ,c

and the phase prior to the detection interval, N , are all known to the detector. Since thek

symbols are equiprobable the optimum receiver structure for a maximum likelihood
detector can be implemented, for the sampled case, as a bank of M finite impulse response
(FIR) digital filters matched to each of the M possible signals. A decision circuit selects
the symbol corresponding to the filter with the largest biased  output at the end of the1

symbol period. Of course, this representation of the optimum detection processor tacitly
assumes that the digital FM signal is unaltered by the presampling filter which is strictly
true only when the signal has a finite bandwidth less than the bandwidth of the filter.
However, if almost all of the signal power falls within the filter bandwidth then this
approach is fairly accurate.

The measure of performance for this system is the average symbol error probability. This
average is first taken over all possible transmitted symbols. Cox (1) has developed an 



expression for an upper bound on the average symbol error probability using the union
bound. This is

(10)

where

(11)

The term d (N ) is the normalized Euclidian distance metric which is just the vectori,j k

difference of the signal vector for the symbol value ai and the signal vector for the symbol
value a . From Equation 5 it can be seen that this distance is a function of the signal phasej

at the beginning of the detection interval, N . To obtain an overall average on the symbolk

error bound Cox (1) derived the probability functions for N  and then used the followingk

upper bound to the Q-function to average over N .k

(12)

The bound resulting from this averaging process can be expressed as an equivalent bit
error probability as a function of the CNR, which is the ratio of the carrier power to the
noise power in a bandwidth equal to the bit rate. In this form it is given by

(13)

where

(14)

(15)



(16)

The function I  in Equation 13 is the modified Bessel function of the first kind, order zero.0

Equation 13 represents the upper bound on the equivalent bit error probability averaged
over all possible transmitted symbols and all possible values of the phase, N , subject tok

the constraints and assumptions presented herein. This bound can be used to determine
specific performance measures for given parameters h, f(t), N, M, and CNR. Some
numerical examples will follow after the specification of these parameters.

BASEBAND PULSE SHAPES

Three representative full response pulse shapes will be used in the examples. These are the
rectangular, half cycle sinusoid, and raised cosine shapes. The rectangular shape is the
most common in literature and practice since it can be considered as the natural output of
an M-ary symbol generator. It maintains a constant amplitude of 1 over the existence
interval, thus it is defined as

(17)

The baseband phase function corresponding to this f(t) is found using Equation 4 and is
given as

(18)

Using the nomenclature presented by Anderson, Aulin, and Sundberg (2), the pulse
defined in Equation 17 will be called a 1 REC frequency pulse. The “1” indicates the
existence interval of f(t) is one full symbol period and the “REC” is an abbreviation of
rectangular.



The half cycle sinusoid pulse shape, denoted 1HCS, is defined as

(19)

The corresponding phase function for 1HCS is

(20)

The raised cosine pulse shape, denoted 1RC, is defined as

(21)

The corresponding phase function for 1RC is

(22)

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

Some numerical examples are presented here to indicate the utility of the bound in
Equation 13 and to show the effects of parameter variation on the error performance.
Figure 1 is a plot of bit error probability versus CNR for three deviation ratio values of
binary (M=2) 1REC digital FM with 4 samples per symbol period. The curve for h = 0.5
corresponds to the bound for the MSK type of signalling, and the curve for h = 0.823
corresponds to the bound for the case in which the c1 term given in Equation 14 was
maximized. Since the c1 term is the dominant h dependent term in Equation 13, then the h
value which maximizes that term is very nearly the optimum h value.

There are M-1 distinct c1  terms for any given M, so, for M greater than 2, the optimum hi,j

value selection criterion can be approximated by selecting the h value which maximizes the
minimum c1  terms over all i and j. This procedure was followed to determine the h valuesi,j

used for the performance comparison of quaternary (M=4) systems of 1REC, 1HCS, and
1RC, with 8 samples per symbol period. This performance data is given in Figure 2.

Since Equations 14 and 16 are summations of N terms it is natural to assume that the
performance of a specific pulse shape is affected by the number of samples per symbol



period. Figure 3 illustrates that effect for an octonary (M=8) 1HCS system with N values
of 12, 18, and 24. Optimum values for h corresponding to these three sampling rates are
found as in the previous example.

As a final example of the effects of parameter selection on the error performance bound a
1RC system is optimized for three values of M: 2, 16, and 256. These three cases are
calculated in the same predetection bandwidth, that is four times the bit rate. To maintain
this constant bandwidth the number of samples per symbol must be scaled up from the
binary value by a factor of log M. Thus, N = 8, 32, and 64 for the M = 2, 16, and 2562

cases, respectively. This comparison is given in Figure 4.

CONCLUSION

A concise expression for an upper bound on the equivalent bit error probability has been
used to investigate the effects of parameter selection on the performance of full response
M-ary digital FM with predetection sampling. Through the use of specific numerical
examples some performance improvements have been demonstrated by the proper
selection of deviation ratio, baseband pulse shape, sampling rate, and number of levels
(M).
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Figure 1.  Error performance for three deviation ratios of 1REC, M=2, N=4.

Figure 2.  Error performance for three different pulse shapes with M = 4 and N = 8.



Figure 3.  Error performance for three sampling rates of 1HCS, M=8.

Figure 4.  Error performance for three values of M (2,16,256) for 1RC with
corresponding values of N (8,32,64).



Recent Trends in PSK Demodulation
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ABSTRACT:  Increased usage of PSK signals in TT&C formats has generated unique
challenges   for  ground  support equipment developers. DSI has met this challenge with
the introduction of its model 7133 BPSK / QPSK modem. Enhanced on the Aerojet /
USAF GS-14 program, the 7133 is the latest addition to the company’s modem product
line. The 7133 uses a dual mode cross arm Costas loop to demodulate BPSK or QPSK
data. With an implementation loss averaging 0.8 dB, the 7133 demodulates asynchronous
2.56 MBps QPSK data. It also processes BPSK data at rates up to 2.56 MBps, with a loss
of less than 0.5 dB. We present the 7133 demod design and test results.

Current work at DSI extends the basic 7133 design to handle unbalanced QPSK formats.
DSI’s new model 7750 receiver-demodulator processes quadrature input signals either in
pairs or independently. The 7750 uses phase locked loops to demodulate PSK, FM, PM or
AM. We present the 7750 extended Costas loop design and preliminary test results.
Finally, we look at applying recent DSP and NCO IC’s to multi-mode TT&C
demodulation.
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ABSTRACT

Presented as an implementation of a Reed-Solomon encoder and decoder, which is
16-symbol error correcting, each symbol is 8 bits. This Reed-Solomon (RS) code is an
efficient error correcting code that the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) will use in future space communications missions. A Very Large Scale Integration
(VLSI) implementation of the encoder and decoder accepts data rates up to 80 Mbps. A
total of seven chips are needed for the decoder (four of the seven decoding chips are
customized using 3Fm Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconduction (CMOS) technology)
and one chip is required for the encoder. The decoder operates with the symbol clock
being the system clock for the chip set. Approximately 1.65 billion Galois Field (GF)
operations per second are achieved with the decoder chip set and 640 MOPS are achieved
with the encoder chip.

INTRODUCTION

An RS code is a cyclic symbol error correcting code that is useful in burst error channels.
This code has potential applications in communications systems and in digital systems
where burst error conditions exist. In each of these areas, VLSI implementations of the
encoder and decoder systems are of great interest since Transistor Transistor Logic (TTL)
implementations could require 1,000 to 2,000 chips, using conventional Medium Scale
Integration (MSI) devices.

The Microelectronic Research Center at the University of Idaho has designed a chip set for
NASA to implement a (255, 223) RS code according to the Consultative Committee for
Space Data Systems (CCSDS) specifications (1) which have been promoted by NASA and
the European Space Agency (ESA). The chip set has been fabricated and is functional. The
encoder was built following a conventional architecture (2) and the decoder has been
designed around Euclid’s algorithm (3).



The RS code has been well described in the references and no attempt will be made to
define all of its parameters.

PARAMETERS

The RS code can be described with the following parameters and notation:

q = the number of bits in each symbol
n # 2  - 1 = thenumber of symbols in each code blockq

t = the number of correctable symbol errors in a block of n symbols
2t = the number of check symbols
k =  n-2t = the number of information symbols
C(x) = the code block represented as an order n-1 polynomial
M(x) = the k information symbols represented as an order k-1 polynomial

For the code designed,
q = 8 and t = 16

CODE DESCRIPTION

The RS code block is defined to be

C(x) =x  C M(x) + M(x) mod G(x). (1)32

Every valid code block is a multiple of the generator polynomial G(x). In its simplest form,
the generator polynomial is defined as

(2)

where " is a primitive element of the field.

A more general form of the generator polynomial is described as

(3)



where s is an offset and $ is another primitive element of the field equal to " . The secondi

form is used by NASA and ESA; specifically, $ = "  and s = 112. Symmetrical11

coefficients of G(x) are a consequence of an offset of 112 (4).

Each of the 255 8-bit symbols of the code polynomial are members of the finite Galois
Field GF(2 ). A Galois Field can be defined by an irreducible polynomial p(x) (5). For the8

field under consideration, p(x) = x +x +x +x+1.8 7 2

ENCODER ARCHITECTURE

The encoder consists of one VLSI chip and uses the classical architecture as shown in
Figure 1 and implements a feedback shift register (6). The feedback multipliers are the
coefficients of the generator polynomial G(x). The operation can be defined as follows for
a (n,k) code: with the shift register initially empty, the k information symbols are shifted
into the encoder one symbol at a time; each symbol is input in a parallel (bit-wise) fashion.
After k clock pulses, the feedback shift register contains the check symbols; the input is
disabled and the n-k check symbols are shifted out. All operations occur in a bit-wise
parallel fashion. The hardware necessary to implement this circuit is summarized below:

n-k, j-bit registers
n-k, j-bit in, j-bit out GF multipliers
n-k, j-bit exclusive or gates.

With a symmetric generator polynomial, the number of multipliers is reduced by a factor of
two.

Figure 1.  Reed-Solomon Encoder RS (255, 223)



DECODER ARCHITECTURE

The decoder consists of four VLSI chips as shown in Figure 2. The system is configured to
perform in a pipeline manner where several messages are being processed simultaneously.

Figure 2.  Reed-Solomon Decoder, RS (255, 223)

During transmission, the code changes due to noise in the channel which amounts to an
error polynomial being added to the code polynomial C(x). Let the received polynomial be

R(x) = C(x) + E(x) = r  X -1+ . . . r  + r (4)n-1     1  0
n-1

where E(x) is the error polynomial and each r  is a field element. Symbols r , i goes from 0i      i

to n-1 and are the check symbols. The first step in the decoding algorithm is to calculate
the syndromes. The syndrome polynomial is defined as

S(x) = R(x) mod G(x). (5)



An equivalent definition of the syndrome polynomial is:

(6)

where 0 # k # 2t-1. The syndrome polynomial can be defined as

(7)

The next step is to obtain the error location polynomial, )(x) and the error magnitude
polynomial S(x). These polynomials have the following relationship with the syndrome
polynomial

S(x))(x) = S(x) mod x (8)2t

The error location and error magnitude polynomials can be obtained by using Euclid’s
greatest common divisor algorithm (5), which is a recursive operation.

Once the two polynomials are known, the location and magnitude of a given error is
found as follows: let $  be a zero of )(x) (i.e., )($ ) = 0), then the error magnitude at i        i

location -i mod 2 -1 isq

)($ ) / )'($ ) C ($ ) (9) i    i   112i

where )'(x) is the first derivative of )(x) with respect to x. For more details and
examples, refer to Clark and Cain (5).

The general operation can be described as follows: the received polynomial, R(x), is input
from a fast serial to parallel module to both the First In First Out (FIFO) for storage and
to the syndrome calculator. The 32 syndromes are passed to the Euclid Divide/Multiply
module that generates S(x) and )(x). These polynomials are passed to the Polynomial
Solver. The Polynomial Solver evaluates S(x), )(x), and )'(x) at x = B  where i takes oni

the values (255, 254, . . ., (255-N)) where 255-N is the amount that the code has been
shortened. If $  is a root of )(x), then a zero is passed to the Error Correction Module. i

Both )'(x) and S(x) are evaluated for x = $  and these results are also presented to the i

Error Correction Module. The Error Correction Module determines the error magnitudes:
if x = $  is zero, then the magnitude for location -i mod(2 -1) is given by Equation 8; i         q

otherwise, there is no error at that location. The polynomial solver calculates both )(x)
and S(x); to error correct, it divides these two values and in doing so generates a new



polynomial. This new polynomial is then exclusively-ored with the delayed original
information signal, and the resultant is the corrected message which is passed on to the
user.

The system clock is the symbol clock which is a very important feature. Therefore, this
decoder can decode symbols at the same rate message symbols are received. Decoders
that cannot use the symbol clock as the system clock must utilize a more complex clock
system where the decoder operates at a higher clock rate than the symbol clock. Therefore,
for a given technology, this decoder can operate faster than other designs that require a
system clock that operates at a higher rate than the symbol clock. Moreover, operating at
the symbol clock rate reduces the amount of message buffering.

CONCLUSION

A decoder has been described that corrects up to 16 symbol errors for an RS code at an
80-Mbps data rate. The output consists of the corrected information symbols and a status
word. The status word, which is inserted in symbol location 31 (location of the first check
symbol), contains the number of errors found and an uncorrectable error flag. If the
message is uncorrectable, the information symbols are unchanged. The operation rate of
the decoder chip set as a whole exceeds 1.65 BOPS.

The decoder is configured to perform in a pipeline manner where several messages are
being processed simultaneously. The processing delay has a latency of four messages, one
message delay per module. The decoder, as designed, consists of four customized chips
and are implemented using 3 Fm CMOS technology. The decoder requires three support
chips, one three-message buffer (FIFO), and two Read Only Memory (ROM) devices.

The encoder requires one customized chip and was also implemented using 3 Fm CMOS
technology. Both the encoder and decoder chip set has been fabricated, tested, and
operates at the real time of 80 Mbps as presented in the paper. This code is currently
designed into the next generation spacecraft systems by both NASA and ESA.
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Advanced Joint Test Assembly (JTA) Telemetry System
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ABSTRACT

We design telemetry systems which instrument weapons in the Joint DoD/DOE flight test
program. These telemetry systems gather data which can be used to determine if a weapon
functioned as intended.

Traditionally, a telemetry system has been designed to fit the individual requirements of
each of the many weapons which have gone into production. The process of defining
requirements, designing the system, and getting it into production with the quality
assurance demanded of all weapon components takes considerable time, manpower, and
money. Due to the rapid advancement of electronics and computer technology, these
telemetry systems and their production testers become difficult to support if the weapon
service time is extended or if aging test equipment breaks down.

We are designing a telemetry system to support new programs for the next decade and to
replace old telemetry systems which can no longer be produced. This multi-system Joint
Test Assembly (JTA) is being designed to be modular, flexible, and testable. New
techniques for increasing reliability, such as redundancy, error detection and correction,
and microprocessor recovery will be employed. The requirements for each program can be
met by choosing the necessary circuitry from a “shopping list” and packaging to meet the
mechanical constraints for each system. Production specifications and test equipment will
be in place to support any telemetry which is composed of the previously-designed
modules. Modifications of hardware and software to support individual requirements will
be kept to a minimum.

We expect this new approach to telemetry system development to significantly reduce cost
and lead time for every program on which it is employed. The use of this telemetry system
on multiple programs should also enhance reliability.
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The Possibility and Prospect of Adopting New Multiplexing
Techniques in Telemetering

Jiang Chang
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Abstract

Ordinarily, in telemetering systems people use FDM and TDM techniques for transmitting
various signals from a great number of transducers. But neither in FDM nor in TDM there
always exist some shortcomings, such as inter-modulation interference, oversampling, low
efficiency of channel utilization and troubles in synchronization. In recent fifteen years,
many new multiplexing techniques are proposed due to the development of satellite
communications, such as multiple carrier system in DCP, which is often used in
geostationary meteosat for collecting environment parameters of the earth surface, SCPC,
SPADE and code division multiplexing by m-sequences, GOLD sequence, frequency
hopping, Waith functions.

In this paper, from the standpoint of telemetry, we discuss and compare the advantages
and drawbacks of these methods in bandwidth utilization, capacity, interference, and the
ratio between performance and cost when they will be used in telemetry.
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DATA ACQUISITION & RECORDING SYSTEM

Thomas W. Gustin
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The Data Acquisition & Recording System (DARS) is a totally self-contained, high
technology data conversion and acquisition system, especially designed for unconstrained
and hostile test environments. This system’s initial use is for the Advanced Dynamic
Anthropomorphic Manikin (ADAM), a test article for acquiring physical event and
performance information from both the fully instrumented manikin which contains this
system, and from the advanced technology CREST ejection seat upon which it rides. The
ADAM development program was sponsored by the Air Force’s Aeronautical Systems
Division, Life Support Systems Program Office, and the Armstrong Aerospace Medical
Research Laboratory.

This paper presents the system level design of the DARS with emphasis on techniques
used to solve special applications problems including survival in high ‘G’ tests, high speed
computer controlled acquisition activities emulating PCM functions, simultaneous
Telemetry and onboard data storage techniques, special sensing techniques, and a custom
generic signal conditioning front end system. The presentation will conclude with several
types of test environments and scenarios chosen to demonstrate the capabilities of the
DARS, including the ADAM application.
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D-1 and DCRSi
The Present and the Future

Tracy G. Wood
Ampex Corporation

Under the auspices of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers (SMPTE) and the
European Broadcast Union (EBU), committees consisting of professional broadcasters,
media manufacturers and tape recorder manufacturers are developing a set of digital
component and composite television recording standards based upon three standard 19mm
cassettes. The technology involved is multichannel helical recording.

These D-1 cassettes and the recorders which will use them have motivated a new
generation of digital instrumentation standards. The Naval Air Development Center
(NADC) has generated MIL  STD 2179 and the American National Standards Institute
(ANSI), under the X3B.6 Committee, is developing a standard for general instrumentation
purposes. Efforts are currently underway to merge these two efforts into a single digital
instrumentation recording standard for a wide variety of applications.

In addition to being deeply involved with D-1, Ampex has been shipping limited
numbers of its high density digital cassette recording system (DCRS) since early 1986 and
will commence volume shipment of an enhanced version (DCRSi) which provides fully
variable data rates, several different user interface options, a modular airborne
configuration, and a rack-mounted laboratory companion unit during 1987.

The DCRS product has performed far better than previous generation instrumentation
products in initial applications and is gaining rapid customer acceptance. The format is
based upon high speed single channel transverse recording. It represents the only high
density, high data rate cassette digital instrumentation standard product available today.

The advocates of the emerging D-1 class of instrumentation recorder cite many
potential advantages over the DCRSi, such as lower cost due to several suppliers for
media and recorders, higher data rates due to its multiple channel architecture, and longer
record times due to the existence of a large cassette. Others cite the many inherent
advantages for DCRSi such as compactness, environmental robustness and availability.
The facts are that both have fundamental advantages, and ultimate selection should be
application driven for any given program.
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This paper will compare the underlying technology and expected performance
characteristics for these two classes of machines. The specific advantages claimed for both
D-1 and DCRSi will be explored in detail. The conclusions drawn will clearly show the
significance of D-1 based data recorders for many emerging data recorder applications
while also showing that envelope and environmentally driven applications may be better
served by DCRSi-based data recorders due to significant inherent format advantages.



THE INSTRUMENTATION DATA RECORDER
IN AN AUTOMATIC MODE

TO RECORD AND REPRODUCE DIGITAL DATA

G.C. Nottley
THORN-EMI Technology

Abstract

The conventional IRIG Instrumentation Tape Recorder has two major disadvantages when
used to record and reproduce digital data.

Firstly it has a limited number of discrete tape speeds, and secondly the operator has to
calculate and then set the tape speed to give the appropriate packing density or clock rate.

The use of microprocessors has made it possible to take the majority of these calculations,
and also the setting up of the recorder, out of the users hands. Also the tape speeds
available are virtually continuous over the range 17/8 ips to 120 ips.

There are other facilities available and this paper describes the operation and facilities of
an instrumentation recorder which is almost totally automatic.

1.0 Introduction

Instrumentation Data Recorders commonly conform to IRIG standards i.e. tape
speeds are related in a binary sequence usually in the range from 17/8 ips to 240 ips
although some are optimised for several ranges lower. Usually digital signals require
the higher ranges and techniques of spreading the signal over many tracks enables
data rates of up to hundreds of megabits per second to be recorded, and reproduced
on a virtually standard recorder.

The amount of data to be recorded is usually very large and therefore it is essential to
utilise the tape as efficiently as possible i.e. the maximum packing density must be
used irrespective of the incoming data rate. If data has to be recorded which
originates from several sources at different rates or the rate changes in the middle of a
recording, unless the operator is aware of the new data rates and does the arithmetic
and resets the tape speed each time, the tape will either be inefficiently used or worse, 



the packing density may be above the working range and the record will exhibit a
high error rate on reproduction.

Another common problem is on reproduce where bit-syncs are used to separate the
clock and data. A local clock in the bit sync circuit has to be set to the expected
frequency and a phase-locked-loop can then operate to lock this clock to the data.
The data rate range of 10 kb/s to 4.5 Mb/s per track implies some means of presetting
the clock (provided the expected rates are known) or an auto-ranging bit sync design
is needed which needs no pre knowledge.

The THORN-EMI tape recorder 9000HD is a version of the conventional IRIG model
with extra facilities which deal with the difficulties mentioned above and also
provides some extra facilities on FM and DR.

2.0 Configuration of Recorder

Fig 1 shows the layout of the recorder within a 6 ft rack. The major changes are:

1. A new control unit with microprocessor control, giving either automatic
computation of tape speed or manual with memory of settings and a key lock to
prevent unauthorised changes and to recall previous settings.

The tape speeds available are virtually continuously variable 3 3/4 - 120 ips or
the fixed IRIG speeds 7 1/2, 15 ips etc may be selected.

2. To achieve maximum packing density with a good error rate, the recorder and
reproduce channels must have a good phase characteristic as well as the
expected frequency response and good signal/noise ratio. Also since the
recorder is designed to work with continuously variable tape speeds the
equalisation cannot be the usual IRIG configuration which is only optimised at
the standard speeds.

The tape path is standard, as are the heads with a resolution of 2 MHz (DR) at
120 ips and a life in excess of 3000 hours.

3.0 Digital Electronics

The digital electronics are housed in another 6 foot rack. The inputs may be serial up
to 144 Mb/s ECL, or parallel, up to 4.5 Mb/s TTL. The formatter spreads the data
over as many tracks (up to 32) as is needed, at a maximum of 4.5 Mb/s/track to give
the necessary throughput rate.



The following operations are performed on each individual data track.

a) The continuous input data is divided into groups of 476 bits, while retaining the
relationship between tracks to enable the orginal input serial stream to be
reconstructed on reproduce or to maintain the input skew on parallel streams.

b) The 476 bit group is speeded up so that a gap of 34 bits is created between
each group.

c) The 476 bit group is divided by a poly nomial which produces a 16 bit
remainder which is put into the gap. This is used for error detection.

d) The remainder of the gap is fitted with a block marker to identify uniquely the
start of a block.

A further action performed is to generate a parity track from the parallel data streams.
A maximum of eight data tracks produce a parity track. This track is treated in exactly
the same way as a data track. This is for error correction. So far the data is in NRZ-L
form but this is not a good code for recording and so it is converted into 3PM before
being passed to the recorder.

On replay, data from the tape is first equalised in the recorder and then passed (still in
3PM code) to the digital processing rack.

Firstly clock and data are separated in the auto ranging bit sync and NRZ-L data is
then processed for error detection and correction, deskewing, and finally parallel to
serial conversion.

The user does not see the block marker or the error detection information. The system
is transparent.

4.0 Recording

When the recorder is placed in an automatic mode the operator has to define the
packing density.

This is an operator decision which is mainly determined by error rate requirements.

The use of 3PM code enables higher packing densities than NRZ or Miller, but
depending on the requirements, the normal user figure of 40 kbpi may have to be
degraded.



The reasons for restricting the packing density may be:

1. Poor quality tape.

2. Tape interchange between machines.

3. Up or down shifting e.g. record at 120 ips reproduce at 15 ips or vice versa.

Constant packing density gives the most efficient use of tape but there may be a
requirement of the recording time, due for example to the time a satellite is within
sight of an earth station which may mean that best error rate has to be compromised.

The computation done by the control unit in the auto mode is a simple one:

1. Measure frequency of incoming data clock.

2. With the packing density given, calculate the tape speed.

3. Set recorder to run at that speed.

4. Set equalisers to match the calculated speed to enable downstream monitoring
of recorded data.

5. Continuously monitor the input clock rate to follow any changes.

There is no need for the operator to make a note of the packing density or tape speed
for replay purposes.

Where several tracks are used the format must be noted so that they system can be
reset to that configuration, but data rates and packing densities are contained in the
data on the tape.

5.0 Reproduction

The crucial item in the replay chain is the auto ranging bit synchroniser which uses
the block marker to provide information to set up the bit sync oscillator frequency to
nearly the required one. A description of the waveform will be necessary.

3PM coding takes the NRZ input in groups of 3 bits and using a look-up table,
recodes it into six bits and records the information as flux changes in six bit cells. The
combinations chosen only allow transitions further apart than 3 code bit cells i.e.



1 1/2 data bit periods. NRZ can have transitions 1 data bit period apart. This factor is
the one which enables higher data packing densities than other codes.

For the block marker we use another feature of 3PM. The maximum time between
transitions is 6 data bit periods. Therefore a unique block marker can be obtained by
inserting an interval which never occurs in the data. We use 7 1/2 data bits set in an
18 bit window.

The choice of 18 bits enables easy stuffing arithmetic. Data is speeded up by 510/476
= 15/14.

In a train of data from the tape, an interval longer than all the others occurs every
510 bits and that interval is 7 1/2 bits long.

The auto bit sync module employs a microprocessor to firstly measure the time
between transitions and remember the longest in a given time interval.

Secondly, the local oscillator is set to give 7 1/2 bits (15 2 x clock periods) in that
time interval.

Thirdly, check that one of these markers occurs every 510 bits. If that is so then we
can move on to the normal phase locked loop operation.

The design of that is easier since the pull-in range is determined by the micro as just
described and the time constant of the loop can be optimised to match the
characteristic of the recorder, and not be a compromise as is normally the case.

The measurement and setting of the coarse adjustment of the oscillator frequency
continues during normal operation and so allows ± 10% variation of the rate from the
tape and stay in lock. A bigger variation than this may mean the digital control will
not cope and a change of range is necessary, depending on where the operation is
within a given range.

Thus a tape played at any speed (within the operating range) will be decoded with no
operator intervention whatsoever.

The data rate will depend, in the manual mode, on the tape speed and packing
density, but an automatic mode is also available. This is known as ‘data on demand’.
The tape is loaded and a clock applied. The recorder will fill a memory from the tape
and each external demand clock pulse will read out one data byte or serial bit. The
recorder keeps the memory half full. Since this is a large reel instrumentation recorder



and the information is not written with inter block gaps, it is not possible to work on a
start-stop basis but the system will lock up to any clock which has a relatively
constant (± 5%) frequency.

This also relies on the auto-bit sync operation to lock-on. An initialisation routine,
microporcessor controlled, sets the tape speed to provide nearly the required data rate
and a servo using the difference from the memory being half full is then used for fine
control of tape speed.

Firstly the tape recorder is set to 120 ips and when the bit syncs lock, the data rate is
measured.

Secondly, the measured rate and the required rate are compared and the control unit
resets the recorder to a new speed which will provide nearly the required data rate.

Finally the memory is filled from tape and when it is half full, the servo loop is closed
and data is read out.

This mode is not only automatic, the data that comes out is synchronous with the
demand clock and of course has no flutter.

6.0 Typical Application

This equipment has lots of different applications, but for the recording of downlinks
from satellites its automatic features have enabled one set of equipment to record and
replay the data from several satellites with no adjustment to suit the data rates.

For example:

ERS-1 Real time SAR at 105 Mb/s

JERS-1 Real time SAR at 60 Mb/s

JERS-1 Playback SAR at 60 Mb/s

RADARSAT Real time SAR at 100 Mb/s

RADARSAT Playback SAR at 100 Mb/s

With replay at almost any rate.



Another feature which is essential for the record/reproduce of these downlinks is the
facility to record or reproduce in reverse. The equalisation is automatically selected
for reverse when the transport is in the reverse mode, and the block markers and error
correction also work in reverse. Again no user controls require adjustment.

7.0 Summary

The equipment described requires the minimum of user interaction to change the
record or reproduce requirements for another application. The effect of data rate
change is totally handled automatically, as is reverse operation.

The change from one channel to several asynchrous channels probably requires more
user interaction than any other but provided the total data rate requirement does not
increase this is only a minor internal cabling adjustment and resetting of two DIL
switches.
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ABSTRACT

The efficiency of range telemetry as currently practiced is somewhat limited by the
display technology employed. The manpower, space, and accuracy problems
associated with current methodology are examined. The limitations of some new
approaches are discussed. The concept of Real Time Digital Strip Chart Emulation
(RTDSCE) and the benefits inherent to such a technical approach are presented and
discussed in detail. These benefits include reduction of manpower and space
requirements by the use of the workstation concept, the elimination of D/A
conversion by direct recording of digitized signals, and the facilitation of critical
realtime viewing through high resolution video monitoring.

INTRODUCTION

The efficiency of range telemetry as presently practiced is somewhat limited by the display
technology employed. Direct pen writing strip chart recorders continue to be the display
instrument of choice because they are the only chart recording devices which are truely
real time. In contrast, array writing recorders have not been well suited to flight test
because they are not real time devices. While pen recorder technology has kept pace with
the general electronics industry, there are still limitations associated with the use of an
analog machine in the digital flight test environment. The Real Time Digital Strip Chart
Emulation process is designed as an integrated telemetry display process which utilizes
current technology to overcome most of the limitations of pen and array recorders.

BACKGROUND

Early in the history of telemetry, range display facilities were designed around the strip
chart recorder. Each pen represented an important parameter of any given test. But
telemetry was a perfect application for digital technology and soon much of the processing
of telemetry data was computerized. This meant that data which originated as analog was



digitized on-board and remained digital throught the telemetry stream until it came to the
display step, where it had to be D/A converted to be compatible with the analog strip
chart. Not surprisingly, most installations still follow these same processing steps. The
investment in D/A conversion equipment and system design has been great while there has
been no suitable digital strip chart equipment available as an alternative.

Advances in the sophistication of air and spacecraft placed increased demands on
telemetry processing capability. A dozen strip charts quickly grew into several dozen, or a
hundred, or more each requiring set-up and calibration by a trained technician. Further,
each and every test may require totally different procedures. During a mission, a skilled
operator can only monitor a few of the many units in one room. The result is a tremendous
requirement for manpower. While these personnel are highly skilled and dependable, each
step in any process that involves human intervention is a potential source of error. Before a
new process can be defined, an analysis of current techniques and equipment is in order.

CURRENT SOLUTIONS

The current solutions for telemetry data display and quick look viewing include pen
writing strip chart recorders, light beam oscillographs, and linear array recorders. Each has
its own advantages and disadvantages (see figure 1).

Pen Recorders

The pen strip chart recorder has been the standard telemetry display device since the early
days of the US space program. This type of recorder is by nature a real time device. The
writing system is designed so that the moving pens can be easily viewed as they record
telemetry data. If a vital parameter goes critical during a mission, the user can see it
immediately and take action.

Because of the mechanical inertia in the writing system, pen recorders are limited to
recording signals up to about 100Hz. Also, as analog machines they require manual
calibration and adjustments such as limit setting and scaling. These set-up operations can
become very operator intensive as they must be repeated for each channel of data on many
strip charts.

Another disadvantage is the required D/A conversion step itself. Once the data is in analog
form, it is susceptable to noise that could obscure vital information. Sources of noise could
be connections of dissimilar metals or electromechanical noise induced in analog signal
cabling.



Telemetry Data Monitoring:
Current Solutions

Display Technology Advantages Disadvantages

Direct Writing - Viewable pens ideal for real - Limited Frequency response
(Strip Chart) time quick look.

- Ink units provide permanent * requires D/A conversion
trace on non- fade paper. for data display.

- Analog machine:

* requires manual
calibration and setup.

Indirect Writing - High paper speeds - Analog machine:
(Light Beam * requires D/A conversion
Oscillograph) - High frequency response for data display.

* requires manual calibration
and setup

- Delay in viewing of data
while paper develops.

- Photo paper subject to fading
under ordinary room light.

- Minimal computer
interfacing.

Linear Array - Machine digital by nature. - Delay in trace viewing

- Minimum of moving parts. critical applications.

- High frequency response. - Thermal paper subject to

- Printer/plotter capability.

unacceptable in realtime

fading.

- Low chart speeds with
thermal array

Figure 1.



Light Beam Oscillographs

For recording of signals faster than 150 Hz, light beam oscillographs are preferred because
of their high frequency response and fast paper speeds. The disadvantage of this
technology is the inherent time delay associated with the developing of the trace on the
photosensitive paper. Also, the life of the data is short because the traces fade under
ordinary room lighting conditions.

Like the pen recorder, light beam oscillographs are analog machines requiring manual
calibration and setup to assure that all output will be properly formatted and scaled.
Additionally, since LBOs use somewhat obsolete technology, many products have not
been redesigned for 10 years or longer. Hence they lack the current computer interfacing
capabilities to allow remote control from a host mainframe.

Linear Array Recorders

Advances in digital technology have led array recorders to be used for telemetry display.
The two priciple writing methods are electrostatic array and thermal array. These machines
have specific advantages that make them attractive for telemetry data display. Since
thousands of styli make up the print head, data must be processed in digital form and a
microprocessor determines which of the styli will be activated for priniting graphical data
as well as text. As strip chart emulators, array recorders can potentially eliminate both the
D/A step in data display and the manual calibrations required by analog recorders. Also,
the array writing technology improves bandwidth well beyond that of pen recorders.

Current array recording technology does have a limitation that prevents it from being the
primary display device during realtime critical missions. This is a slight delay from the
time the data is printed to the time it emerges from the recorder and can be viewed. This
problem makes the stand alone array recorder unsuitable when safety of flight is the
primary consideration.

REAL TIME DIGITAL STRIP CHART EMULATION (RTDSCE) PROCESS

When defining a new approach to telemetry data display the following requirements are
vital:

1.  The process should allow the data to be viewed in real time.
2.  The process should eliminate the need for a D/A conversion for display.
3.  The process should minimize the amount of required operator intervention.



These goals should be achieved with consideration given to the limited space available in
telemetry ground stations. The RTDSCE system which fullfills these requirements is
intended to replace the strip chart recorder as the primary data display device. It is
composed of four subsystems: a realtime controller, a dedicated keyboard, a high
frequency video monitor and a high speed printer.

Controller

The system is centered around a controller which manages all inputs in real time. These
inputs include digital telemetry data from a processor or front end equipment, control
inputs from a host computer and manual inputs from the operator. Data is merged with
critical information such as scales, engineering units, time code, user text and grid lines
resulting in a flexible display and permanent record.

The controller can be programmed locally using the monitor and keyboard. The user has
full control over the display format including trace width, grid lines and text. Once the
required format is programmed, the configuration can be stored via a floppy diskdrive
resident in the controller. This allows the set-up for a particular type of mission, say the
test of a specific vehicle, to be stored and on subsequent missions involving the same
vehicle, the configuration can be quickly retrieved and the system set up time is minimal.
Since the data is handled in noise free digital form, all scaling and signal limits information
can be programmed and stored thus eliminating many redundant operator tasks.

A built-in word processor can store up to 12 pages of user text and up to 32 pages of “on-
the-fly” messages. User text can be printed as an introduction to the test record. “On-the-
fly” messages are printed immediately upon receipt of a preselected character from the
keyboard or host computer. They are used to document events that occur during the
mission without having to write directly on the chart. For example, the operator could
preprogram text for an event he expects during the mission. When he observes the
occurrence of the event, he presses a single key to print the message. Alternately, if the
event can be detected by the telemetry data processor, printing can be achieved by a
command over the interface between controller and processor.

Display

The video monitor is considered the primary display device. All test data is scrolled in real
time across the screen with high resolution. The monitor size may be selected based on
viewing reqirements and the size of the room: 9 inch screen for workstation type set up,
20 inch for across the room viewing and 12 inch for mid-distance operation. The monitor
also acts as a prompting device during off-line set-up. Hard copy is generated by a high
speed electrostatic printer operating at .25 to 500mm/second. These speeds are



independent of the scrolling speeds of the monitor. The chart recorder and monitor can be
configured to display different signals simultaneously. For example, the system can be
configured so that only the realtime critical signals are viewed on the monitor while the
chart recorder prints all parameters.

Figure 2.  Real Time Digital Strip Chart Emulation subsystem components: Printer,
High Frequency Video Monitor, Controller, Keyboard.

Digital Recording

The controller receives formatted digital signals via a 16-bit parallel interface or an 8-bit
parallel (IEEE-488) bus. The system displays a reconstructed analog representation of
every channel without the need for DACs and analog cabling. Position and scale can be
quickly changed by the local operator or host mainframe. Up to 80 channels may be
received simultaneously and when data is being acquired at a rate faster than the display
(or print) rate of the the system, a peak capturing routine displays all fast transitions and
transients at full amplitude. The system can also accomodate up to 80 discrete or event
channels.

System Flexibility

The controller, keyboard, monitor and printer are all separate modules and need not be
located in the same rack. For instance, printers can be placed in another part of the facility,
say a chart room, where their noise will not distract mission personnel. Several monitors



may be mounted in the same console, away from the controller, where they can be viewed
by a single operator to improve space efficiency. Several slave monitors can be connected
to a single controllers redundancy is required.

CONCLUSION

The Real Time Digital Strip Chart Emulator is an integrated system designed to improve
range telemetry efficiency through state of the art data display. As test vehicles become
more sophisticated and data processing equipment advances, display devices must keep
pace to insure the effective use of available manpower. The RTDSCE system seeks to
solve the current display problems with todays technology and improve overall ground
station productivity.

Figure 3.  Real Time Digital Strip Chart Emulation in the telemetry
data display environment
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ABSTRACT

An architecture is described for Processing Multiple digital PCM telemetry streams. This
architecture is implemented using a collection of Motorola mono-board microprocessor
units (MPUs) in a single chassis called an Intermediate Processing Unit (IPU). Multiple
IPUs can be integrated using a common input data bus. Each IPU is capable of processing
a single PCM digital telemetry stream. Processing, in this context, includes conversion of
raw sample count data to engineering units; computation of derived quantities from
measurement sample data; calculation of minimum, maximum, average and cyclic
[(maximum - minimum)/2] values for both measurement and derived data over a pre-
selected time interval; out-of-limit, dropout and wildpoint detection; strip chart recording
of selected data; transmission of both measurement and derived data to a high-speed,
large-capacity disk storage subsystem; and transmission of compressed data to the host
computer for realtime processing and display. All processing is done in realtime with at
most two PCM major frames time latency.

Keywords:  realtime telemetry data acquisition, distributed processing, parallel
computation.

INTRODUCTION

In the course of developing general-purpose telemetry data acquisition systems, one is
eventually confronted with the realization that considerable sacrifices must be made
regarding the quantity and timeliness of data available for realtime decision-making and
analysis. This is due, in part, to the sharpness of the boundary between telemetry front-end
equipment (TFE) and the host realtime computer systems. Typical TFE-to-host data paths
are rigid, direct hardware connections; all flexibility must be programmed into the host.
Most realtime host computer systems are required to perform other functions in addition to
data acquisition and therefore tend to be less specialized than in the past. As a result, they 



are sometimes inadequate at very high-speed data acquisition or at performing highly
repetitive computations in conjunction with other realtime processing.

In a different vein, it is my contention that realtime software engineers prefer to design
code that can operate on a variety of data structures which are in some sense natural with
respect to processing requirements and thereby independent of the particular idiosyncrasies
of telemetry stream structures. I also contend that it is highly desirable to remove from the
host the complex operations inherent in preparing telemetry data for analysis, and the
intricacies involved in mapping individual telemetry stream characteristics to the common
data structures required for efficient realtime manipulation.

Toward these ends, we have designed, developed, and implemented a device referred to as
an Intermediate Processing Unit (IPU). This device is a collection of parallel, distributed
microprocessors positioned between the TFE and the host computer system. The salient
features of such a device are

1) isolation and concentration of telemetry stream computations
2) reduction of the load on the host computer system
3) programmability, flexibility, and modularity
4) mechanisms for data routing
5) performance of repetitive functions not usually amenable to a general-purpose host

computer system
6) comparability with other system elements
7) comparability with system design philosophy

The balance of this paper will be concerned with a presentation of the architecture (both
hardware and software) of the IPU.

SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS

The particular IPU design being presented was created for the Fixed Base Data System for
the McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company. As such, it is required to perform the
following functions:

Engineering Unit Conversion.  All analog telemetry count data (up to 16 bits/word) are
converted to 32-bit floating point engineering units compatible with the host data format.
This conversion is done using table look-up for 10-bit/word or less count data and a
mixture of table look-up and calculation for count data greater than 10-bit/word, depending
on allocated memory. All binary coded decimal (BCD) data is also converted. Certain data
(e.g., discrete and time) can be passed through unaltered.



Derived Calculation.  A collection of additional data is to be computed from input
telemetry data. Virtually any algorithm can be implemented for such computation.
Typically, multi-linear, trigonometric, exponential, and logarithmic functions are used.

Data Compression.  Telemetry measurement and derived data are to be averaged over a
user-defined time interval. These data are usually those which are presented to the host
computer system for monitoring and display. In addition, the minimum, maximum, and
cyclic value [i.e., (maximum - minimum)/2] are computed for each measurement and
derived quantity over this interval. It is these compressed data which are used principally
for realtime decision making.

Varied Formats.  The IPU must be capable of processing a variety of different PCM
telemetry streams structures. These include different sub-commutation, sub-sub-
commutation, and super-commutation strategies, different minor and major frame sizes,
and different telemetry word formats.

Data Routing.  The IPU is capable of producing various data products. As such, these
products can be transmitted to different components of the realtime system. Typically,
converted sample data (both measurement and derived) are routed to a fast-disk
subsystem, compressed data (minimum, maximum, cyclic, and average over a specified
time interval) to the host, and selected measurement and derived data to digital-to-analog
converters (DACs) for recording on strip charts and monitoring on event displays.

Dropout Detection.  Since the host is one step removed from the TFE, telemetry signal
dropout it detected by the IPU and this information passed to the host.

Wildpointing.  Any number of wildpoint algorithms can be implemented. Typically, a
forward or central difference is used.

Limit Detection.  Since the primary function of the system of which the IPU is a part is
flight test, safety issues are paramount. To assist  in this function, the IPU can detect limit
threshold violations of measurement and derived data. Any violations are signaled to the
host via status information transmitted as part of the compressed data.

Programmability.  The IPU is highly reprogrammable because the system of which it is a
part is designed for flexibility. In this broader context, the IPU data and program structures
originate from a complex database specifically constructed to allow the rapid generation of
products bound to the details of individual test conditions.



Phase Alignment.  Because of the sampling delays inherent in many telemetry systems, it
is necessary for the IPU to maintain data and program structures to ensure that all sample
(and corresponding derived quantities) are aligned correctly in time.

Multiple Streams.  An IPU is designed to process a single telemetry stream. Therefore,
by inserting several IPUs between the TFE and the host, multiple streams can be
processed.

Although capable of performing a wide variety of tasks, the IPU described herein is
designed with the above requirements in mind.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

The IPU is composed of seven functional components (See Figure 1): 1) a Global Input
Processor (GIP) and its corresponding memory, the Global Input Memory (GIM); 2) a
TFE-to-GIP interface; 3) several Data Stream Processors (DSPs); 4) a DAC Output
Processor (DOP); 5) a Global Output Processor (GOP) and its corresponding memory, the
Global Output Memory (GOM); 6) a GOP-to-disk interface; and 7) a GOP-to-host
interface. Each of these is discussed in turn.

Global Input Processor (GIP).  The GIP is responsible for obtaining the digital telemetry
data from the TFE. In its operation it is much akin to a video frame grabber; i.e, it
assembles a complete PCM telemetry major frame before signaling the remainder of the
IPU components. Using this strategy, the GIP can properly construct a phase-aligned PCM
major frame, ensure completeness of the data, and ensure correct data order. By detecting
dropout in the input stream (done with internal timers), the GIP can signal the other IPU
components so that they can perform their necessary initialization functions. In addition,
the GIP is connected directly to the host via an RS-232 interface so that it can respond
directly to user-initiated commands and pass them, if necessary, to other IPU components.
Among these are start/stop data acquisition, inhibit sample data transmission (i.e., transmit
compressed data only), and reset. (See Figure 2)

TFE-GIP Interface.  This is a custom interface between the GIP private bus and the TFE
bus. It accepts 16 bits of tag and 32 bits of data from the TFE bus and translates the tag
into a 16-bit address using an on-board 64K RAM. This address is combined with a
programmed 16-bit base address register to form a 32-bit address and is presented along
with the 32-bit data in GIP address space. The GIP uses the address to vector to the
subprogram responsible for processing the data.

Data Stream Processors (DSPs).  The DSPs perform the hulk of the work in the IPU.
Each is programmed to process a selected set of measurements and deriveds independently



of the others, so that they operate in parallel. This processing includes: 1) all engineering
unit conversion; 2) wild point detection; 3) derived Parameter computation; 4) compressed
data computation; and 5) limit threshold detection. (See Figure 3)

DAC Output Processor (DOP).  The DOP is responsible for transferring selected
measurements and derived sample data to strip chart recording devices. This component
can be independently controlled from the host via its own RS-232 interface, thereby
allowing realtime changes to be made to the DAC/strip chart assignments. (See Figure 4)

Global Output Processor (GOP).  The GOP performs two essential functions. First, it is
responsible for data routing--EU-converted sample data is transferred to a fast-disk
subsystem and compressed data is transferred to the host. Second, it acts as the boot
loader for the entire IPU. In its reset state, it expects to receive a collection of load
modules for the other IPU components from the host. (See Figure 5)

GOP-Host Interface.  This is a standard DMA interface between GOP memory and host
memory. It is bidirectional, used both to download software from the host and to transmit
compressed data to the host.

GOP-Disk Interface.  The GOP-to-disk interface is a custom interface card between the
GOP private bus and the disk controller (which is actually an I/O computer--see below)
private bus. This interface is not DMA (since the GOP private bus does not support this),
so transfers through this interface must be performed under program control.

SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

Software for all IPU components is constructed from a collection of library subprograms
on a per-test basis. This allows for the flexibility, maintainability, and modifiability of all
IPU code. There are three primary software categories for each IPU component. First,
each has a initial program loader in onboard ROM. This is used to download other code
from the host. Second, each loadable code module has a high-level executive routine
which is responsible for supervising the execution of the test specific code. This routine is
independent of test-specific details; therefore, it is the same for all tests. The remainder of
each loadable code module consists of test-specific code and data structures operating in
the environment established by the executive.

GIP Software.  GIP code it essentially a collection of small subprograms bound together
via a vector table. The executive is responsible for loading the GIP-to-TFE interface RAM
with measurement-tag/subprogram-address pairs (obtained from a data packet bound at
load time). This defines the measurement tag-to-subprogram binding. After loading, the
executive turns control over to the major frame synchronization subprogram. Subsequent



executive activity is limited to interrupt service when responding to host commands (via
the RS-232 interface) or dropout (via internal minor and major frame timers).

DOP Software.  The DOP code consists of an executive together with collections of
tables used for translating measurement and derived sample data to DAC/strip chart count
data. In addition, there are data structures which map measurements and derived quantities
to DAC channel and strip chart number. These mapping structures can be modified in
realtime by host commands to the DOP executive via an RS-232 interface. The DOP-to-
DAC interface is identical to the TFE-to-GIP interface since the DAC channels are
connected to a second TFE bus having the same architecture as the input telemetry bus.

DSP Software.  DSP code consists of an executive routine together with a collection of
data structures and threaded code defined by the specific computational requirements of
each DSP. The data structures consist of a linked list of computational packets, each of
which contains a 32-byte header followed by a set of entries. The packet header contains a
vector table whose entries point to the processing subprograms associated with the packet.
These include the packet initialization, computation, and compression subprograms. All
entries in a packet must be capable of being processed by the same code. Thus,
measurements and deriveds of like type are collected together in the same packet. It is
important that the processing subprograms be efficient so that the MC68020 instruction
cache is utilized to the maximum possible extent.

When the DSP executive receives a “major frame ready” interrupt from the GIP, it
determines from the common data area which processing is required. These are initialize
and compute, compute only, and compute and compress. It then proceeds through the
linked packet list, vectoring through each packet header to the appropriate code sets.
When the end of the list is reached, the executive returns to its dormant state, waiting for
the next interrupt.

From this discussion, it should be clear that whatever a DSP does must be accomplished in
one major frame cycle. Therefore, load balancing the various DSPs is a critical issue. This
is done a priori by host software for each test.

GOP Software.  The GOP code is very similar to that of the GIP except that it is less
sensitive to changes in telemetry stream structure. The primary function of the GOP
executive is to determine, using the common data area, when it is necessary to initiate
transfer of the sample data buffers to the fast-disk subsystem and compressed data to the
host. The GOP executive must also collect status information (DSP and telemetry stream)
and pass this to the host and fast-disk subsystem controller.



THEORY OF OPERATION

The operational details of the IPU are relatively easy to understand. Each component
executes independently from and in parallel with the others. They coordinate their
activities by using a global interrupt and a common data area (in the GOM, since it is
visible from all processors). The GIP assembles telemetry major frames in GIM via the
TFE-to-GIP interface using its private bus. After each is successfully assembled, the GIP
generates the global interrupt to signal other components and proceeds with the next
frame. During this Process, the GIP is also monitoring the count of major frames in the
compression interval. When this interval expires, the GIP indicates this event in the
common data area. Telemetry stream dropout is also communicated to other IPU
components via the common data area.

When the global “frame ready” signal is generated, each DSP should be dormant. Upon
interruption, they can proceed through four different paths, dependent upon the contents of
the common data area. When the first major frame is ready after the initial load or after
recovery from a dropout, the DSPs initialize all of the required items in the data structures
and then execute their normal computation code. For successive major frames, they simply
execute the computation code until the compression interval has expired, at which time
they also execute the compression code. Dropout indication is ignored since initialization
must eventually be performed when the telemetry is re-acquired. Finally, a reset may be
indicated, in which case the DSPs branch into their initial program loader (IPL) located in
onboard ROM. It should be noted that DSP code obtains sample count data from the GIM
via the global IPU bus while the GIP is accessing the GIM via its private bus. This is
critical for throughput considerations since it is important not to saturate the global bus.

As the DSPs execute their computation code, they are assembling in the GOM (via the
global bus) an output buffer containing EU-converted sample data plus derived data. When
the “frame ready” interrupt is received by the GOP, it interprets this to mean that the
previous output buffer (i.e., the one filled by the DSPs in the previous frame cycle) is
ready for transmission to the fast-disk subsystem, and initiates this activity. Should
expiration of the compression interval also be indicated, the GOP initiates DMA transfer to
the host. It is important here also to note that transmission of sample data to the fast disk is
achieved using the GOP private bus, to reduce the global bus load. However, DMA
transfer of compressed data cannot be done across the private bus since it has no DMA
capability. A separate bus (having the same architecture as the global bus) with DMA
capability is used instead.

From the above description, there is clearly a two major-frame latency through the IPU.
The GIP is assembling the “current” one, DSPs are processing the previous one, and the
GOP is transmitting the one previous to that.



IMPLEMENTATION

The above IPU architecture is implemented using Motorola MC68020/MC68881 mono-
processing units (MPUs). The GIP, GOP, and DOP are 16.67 MHz MVME130 MPUs
with the VMX private bus and VME global bus interface. The GIM, GOM, and DOM are
MVME214 dual-ported (VMX/VME) 512KB static RAM. The DSPs are 16.67 MHz
MVME133 MPUs with 1MB onboard DRAM and VME bus interface. The GOP-to-host
interface is a VMIC VME-to-DEC DR11-W DMA interface card. The TFE is an Aydin
Monitor System 2000 with two Mercury (Hg) buses. The TFE-to-GIP interface was
designed and built by the Physical Science Laboratory (PSL) of New Mexico State
University to interface the Hg and VMX buses. The fast-disk subsystem is an Ibis hosted
by an Aptec 2400 I/O Computer. The GOP-to-fast disk interface was also designed and
built by PSL to interface the VMX bus and the Aptec private bus. (See Figures 6 and 7)

PERFORMANCE BENCHMARKS

The following timing benchmark data has been determined.

1) Analog EU conversion (using table lookup), wildpointing, new maximum, new
minimum, running sum and band edge (sample counts all zeros or all ones) detection
takes from 10.5 to 16 microseconds per sample.

2) Derived computation, new maximum, new minimum, and running sum takes from
14 microseconds (linear equation) to 85 microseconds (modulus) per sample.

3) Compression (minimum, maximum, average, and cyclic) plus seven limit threshold
detection takes 65 microseconds per measurement or derived.

4) Aggregate IPU throughput is from 2 - 4 MB per second.

These figures were obtained by using both simulated and live PCM telemetry data.

FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS

There are several enhancement areas for the IPU architecture. First, there are faster
processors, co-processors, buses, and memories already available which are compatible
with the existing software structure. With these products, it is possible to incorporate more
intelligence into the IPU, particularly in the DSPs. Secondly, it would be desirable to
develop an Ada-like structured language in which IPU software could be written (it is
currently written in assembly language). This would be very beneficial for development
and would fit in with other imbedded computer languages. Finally, there are several



VME-compatible storage devices available. Incorporating these into the IPU could enable
implementation of other recording strategies.
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Figure 1.  IPU Functional Components



Figure 2.  GIP Component
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Figure 5.  GOP Component



Figure 6.  IPU Implementation



Figure 7.  IPU Implementation



RECENT ADVANCE IN INSTRUMENTATION
RECORDING TECHNOLOGY IN CHINA
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ABSTRACT

In this paper the YJ2-4 portable tape recorder, which was recently developed by Beijing
Research Institute of Telemetry, is described, and some of its major design features are
discussed.

YJ2-4 is a high performance, wideband, and microcomputerbased recorder/reproducer
system, and compatible with existing international standards in the field of instrumentation
tape recording (ISO 6068-1985 and IRIG 106-86).

INTRODUCTION

Instrumentation tape recorder was an essential mass data storage facility in telemetry,
remote sensing, and other modern data acqusition system. China’s instrumentation
recording technology began to develop from the early 1960’s. Steady progress has been
made during the past years. Beijing Research Institute of Telemetry is one of the major
developers and manufactures of instrumentation tape recorder in China. In the past more
than twenty years, BRIT has developed many tape recorders of different types: spaceborne
recorders, airborne machines, portable recorders, and laboratory recorders, used
successfully in a series of spaceflight missons in China.

The YJ2-4 portable tape recorder (Figure 1) is a new wideband machine made by the
BRIT. It can be used for acquisition and retrieval telemetering data under airborne,
shipborne, or laboratory enviromental condition.

YJ2-4 DESCRIPTION

The main features of YJ2-4 are summarized below:

S 25.4 mm (1 inch) wide magnetic tape with 14 tracks, which is widely used, but 7 tracks
on 12.7 mm (1/2 inch) tape or an extension to 28 tracks on 25.4 mm (1 inch) is feasible.



S Seven bidirectional electrically selectable tape speed: 4.7 to 304 mm/s (1 7/8 to 120
ips).

S The precision tape transport handles reels of up to 356 mm (14 inch) diameter in a
coaxial arrangement.

S Recording modes: 2.0 MHz DR, WB2 FM, and HDDR.

S An integrated microcomputer is added in aid of operating the machine and monitoring
the status of operation.

S Under the control of the microcomputer and the built-in calibration and measurement
system, the machine can be set up, calibrated and operated under field conditions
without any external equipment.

S Compatibility with existing international standards in the field of instrumentation tape
recording ( ISO 6068-1985 and IRIG 106-86 ) for interchange of tapes between
recorders.

The YJ2-4 consists of tape transport, record and reproduce heads, capstan servo, reel
servo, signal electronics, calibration and measurement system, and power system, Figure 2
is a simplified general system block diagram.

The tape transport uses a closed-loop drive system, with coaxial reel arrangement. The
capstan is driven by a slotless DC motor, speed controlled by a phase lock loop
comprising a crystal time base and an optical tachmeter, having 5000 slots, integrated with
the capstan shaft.

The reel servo maintains tape tension by controlling the speed of the takeup and supply
reels. The coaxial reel hubs are directly driven by a coaxial slotless dual torque motor.

The magnetic heads is made ferrite material. It gives very high resistance to abrasion by
the tape and the head life is up to 3000 hrs even more.

On the record board and reproduction board of the signal electronics, all the circuits
associated with speed are contained. They are automatically swicthed by the tape speed of
the unit.

The microcomputer control system manages nearly every aspect of operating the YJ2-4.
Its design features are further explained below.



THE ROLE AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE MICROCOMPUTER

The ever-developing requirements of demanding users has resulted in the development of
instrumentation tape recorders to a level of sophistication and complexity which makes
these recorders difficult and time consuming to check and regulate. Using the
microcomputer control to combine human decision with machine intelligence will be
undoubtedly helpful for improving this situation and attaining more simplification of
operation with increased reliability.

In YJ2-4, the traditional wired logic of the recorder is replaced by programmed logic based
on an microcomputer. Every operation, except applying and removing AC power, is
controlled by the microcomputer. The microcomputer performs the normal housekeeping
tasks of a recorder and also many extra capabilities.

To sum up, they can be devided into three groups:

(1)  Transport control and safety monitoring
(2) Operational control (shuttle mode and track sequence)
(3)  Auto-test and calibration

During the study phase of YJ2-4 design, various microprocessors were considered and
evaluated. From the many contenders, the Z80 system was selected. The microcomputer
system consists of a Z80 microprocessor (CPU) chip, nonvolatile Random Access
Memory (RAM) chips, a Z80 Counter/Timer Circuit (CTC) chips, and some of Z80
Parallel Input/Output Controller (PIO) chips.

SYSTEM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The hardware system is composed of the control logic board, memory board, clock/bias
generator board, display driver board, channel selector and calibrator board, measurement
monitor board, and control panel. Through PIOs, the microcomputer communicates with
various subsystems that make up the YJ2-4.

The user can operate the machine through the multifunctional pushbuttons, the tape
speed/numbers keyboard, and some of dedicated control pushbuttons on the control panel.
By use of four displays, the selected tape speed, the metric count values, the monitoring
track , the results of the calibration and measurement, the shuttle points, and the track
sequence program can be displayed respectively. The operating conditions and alarm state
are show by various indicator lamps. Additional information (BOT/EOT, program error,
auto-test fail, etc.) are transfered via flashing the indicators, or displaying special letter on
the displays.



In cooperation with the hardware system, the monitor was written and copied into
firmware.

When the power for the system is switched on, or the RESET key is pressed, the program
counter is reset to 0000 and the instruction at this location is executed. First, the
initialization instructions are executed. Namelly, the stack pointer is set, the CTC and the
PIOs conditions, the marking area and the display buffer are initialized. Then the main
program of the monitor is entered. The CPU time-share refreshes the displays and the
indicators, enables to interrupt. During this time, if and when the request for interruption is
received by the CPU, the monitor branches to interrupt processing, or else cycles in the
main loop.

When the interruption processing was being entered, first the monitor has to decide which
event, or whether the command key or the status monitor is requesting interruption service.
The monitor scans keyboard and switches to the key decoded program if the interruption is
caused by the command key. If the interruption is caused by the status monitor, program
execution jumps to the appropriated status interruption service program.

CONCLUSION

The YJ2-4 high performance portable wideband tape recorder with microcomputer control
has been described, which represents recent advance in China’s instrumentation
technology.

It is useful in systems that require efficient storage of large quantities of data.
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Figure 1.  YJ2-4 portable tape recorder

Figure 2.  YJ2-4 system block diagram



THE VOYAGER-2 NEPTUNE ENCOUNTER
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ABSTRACT

Mankind’s first in situ exploration of the planet Neptune and its moons, rings, and
magnetosphere will occur during the summer of 1989. The Voyager system was designed
to explore Jupiter and Saturn. However, Neptune is three times farther away than Saturn.
The major science objectives and telecom link distance generate unique
telecommunications requirements. Among these are conversion of the Deep Space
Network’s (DSN) 64 meter antennae to 70 meter antennae, arraying of the Very Large
Array (VLA) with the DSN antennae at Goldstone CA, use of the 64 meter radio-telescope
at Usuda, Japan, and new on-board spacecraft data control software. In addition, telecom
improvements first made for the Uranus encounter, including parallel operation of the
spacecrafts redundant data control processors, on-board spacecraft data compression
software, and on-board data encoding hardware and software, will also be used for the
Neptune encounter.

INTRODUCTION

The solar system is defined as that region of space dominated by the sun. The known solar
system consists of one dwarf G  star, 9 planets, 54 moons, several thousand asteroids, and2

some very large unknown number of comets. The outer most comets are within a structure
known as the Oort cloud, and define the total size of the solar system. To date, mankind
has visited 7 of the 9 known planets, 51 of the 54 moons, two of the comets, and the
central star, but none of the asteroids.

The two Voyager spacecraft, launched in 1977, have visited 4 of the 7 planets mentioned
above (Earth, Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus), all three of the known planetary ring systems
(Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus), and 49 of the 54 moons (Figure 1). This multiple outer
planet trajectory is known as the Grand Tour. The opportunity to conduct a Grand Tour of
the outer planets occurs once every 177 years. Voyager 2 will arrive at Neptune in the



summer of 1989 for mankind’s first in situ exploration of that planet, its two known moons
Triton and Nereid, its expected multiple ring-arc system, and its expected magnetosphere.

Neptune is so far away that almost nothing is known about it. It is known that Neptune is a
gas giant, made up primarily of hydrogen and helium, with smaller amounts of oxygen,
carbon, and nitrogen. An “ocean” of various types of ices is thought to lie underneath the
outer gasses. The center of the planet may be a rocky core. Neptune is 44 times as large
(in volume) as the Earth, and 17 times as massive .(1)

Triton may be larger and more massive than Earth’s moon. It is large enough to be one of
only two moons to have its own atmosphere (Saturn’s large moon Titan being the other).
Triton is composed of a rock ice mixture, giving it a solid surface, unlike its gas giant
parent planet. Nereid is a tiny moon, only a few hundred kilometers in diameter, orbiting
Neptune far away (relative to Triton) with a period of about one earth year.

MAJOR SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES

As mentioned earlier, Voyager 2 has travelled from Earth, to Jupiter, to Saturn, to Uranus,
and is now on its way to Neptune. The technique used to accomplish this multiple
planetary encounter is called the planetary gravity assist. In essence, each planet has been
approached in such a way as to transfer kinetic energy from the planet to the spacecraft,
sending it on to the next planet. At all previous planetary encounters, the geometry of the
encounter was controlled by the need to perform the gravity assist to the next planet.
Voyager 2 will not encounter any more planets after Neptune. Thus, the Neptune
encounter may be designed to maximum scientific advantage.

All other things being equal, the first objective is to get as close as possible to Neptune.
This permits maximum resolution to be obtained from the optical, ultraviolet, and infrared
telescopes on board the spacecraft. In addition, the closest possible approach allows the
fields and particles instruments to sample as much of the planetary environment as
possible.

Triton is such a potentially interesting body that a close encounter with it is as important as
a close encounter with Neptune itself. Unfortunately, Triton orbits Neptune in an inclined
retrograde orbit. This makes the dual close approach to Neptune and Triton much more
difficult.

Both Neptune and Triton have atmospheres. In order to determine the characteristics of the
atmospheres (temperature, pressure, constituents, etc.), it is necessary to cause the
Voyager spacecraft to pass behind both Neptune and Triton (as viewed from both the earth 



and the sun). Thus, the final major objective is a dual earth/sun occultation by both
Neptune and Triton.

RESULTING TRAJECTORY CHARACTERISTICS

There is only one type of Neptune encounter trajectory that will provide a close passage
and a dual Earth/Sun occultation by both Neptune and Triton . The spacecraft must pass(2)

close to Neptune slightly to the “west” of its north pole (Figure 2). The north polar
encounter will provide the earth and sun occultations by the planet. The close passage to
Neptune will bend the trajectory “down” providing the close passage by Triton and the
necessary Earth and sun occultations by that moon.

Unfortunately, all things are not equal, and the spacecraft may not pass arbitrarily close to
Neptune. The planet, being a gas giant, is mostly atmosphere. If Voyager passes too close
to Neptune, it will enter that atmosphere and, at a minimum, suffer degraded performance
at the most crucial time. To further complicate the problem, a ring-arc system of orbiting
material has recently been discovered orbiting about Neptune. Thus, the spacecraft must
stay outside both the atmosphere and the rings. Figure 2 shows the safe regions. As a final
complication, several of the proposed Neptune observations would either not be possible
or be degraded severely by passage too close to the planet.

The Voyager Project has selected from a family of north polar encounters, a trajectory that
passes Neptune slightly more than 4,400 km. above the “cloud tops” of the planet. This
trajectory continues on to come within 40,000 km. of Triton. Figure 3 shows the trajectory,
from a side view. Figure 4 shows the trajectory from the point of view of someone directly
above the north pole of Neptune. Figure 5 shows the trajectory from the point of view of
someone over the north pole of Triton. Plotted in both Figures 4 and 5 are the earth and
sun occultation zones (those regions of space where passage by the spacecraft will provide
such occultations).

The only other characteristic needed to specify completely the trajectory is the arrival time
at Neptune. The highest priority and largest amount of data are returned from the
spacecraft to the earth during the day of Neptune closest approach (N C/A) and Triton
closest approach (T C/A). In particular, the radio science X and S-band occultations of
first Neptune then Triton are received during this time period.

Although the largest X-band aperture available is the Goldstone DSN antennae arrayed
with the VLA, this is not necessarily the best set of antennae to use the day of N C/A and
T C/A. Figure 6 shows the elevation angles of the three DSN antenna complexes (at
Goldstone, CA, Canberra, Australia, and Madrid, Spain) with respect to the Voyager-2
spacecraft on the day of the dual closest approach. The highest antenna elevation angles



occur for the Australian antennae. The high elevation angles increase the length of the
Voyager pass. At the highest data rate (21,600 bps) to be used at the Neptune encounter,
pass durations over the Canberra/Parkes array equal pass durations over the Goldstone/
VLA array. For X-band transmission of non-radio science data and spacecraft telemetry,
these two arrays are equal. At S-band, the largest aperture available is over the Australian
longitude, if the Usuda 64m radiotelescope is used in a non-real time array.

The time of arrival at Neptune was selected so that Triton would be in the correct place in
its orbit so as to achieve the close T C/A and the dual earth/sun occultation, and so that the
data at N C/A and T C/A would be received at the earth by the Australian and Japanese
antennae. The preferred time of Neptune closest approach is 1989 August 25, at 04:00
GMT. (As it takes light 4 hours to travel from Neptune to the earth, knowledge of the
event occurs at about 08:00 GMT.) Close inspection of Figure 6 shows that with this time
of arrival, the Neptune and Triton occultation data receipt times are balanced at maximum
possible station elevation, consistent with the planned use of Parkes and Usuda.

SCIENCE DATA REQUIREMENTS

All Voyager science data (except radio science) and spacecraft engineering telemetry are
transmitted at X-band. The basic non-radio science non-imaging science data requirement
is to continuously receive 4,800 bps from Neptunian distance from 82 days before closest
approach until 36 days after closest approach at a level of confidence of 90%.

The 11 science investigations have bit error rate requirements that vary from as high as
1.1 x 10  for the photopolarimeter to as low as 1.0 x 10  for the infrared radiometer-3          -6

interferometer and spectrometer. These error requirements were established before launch,
and have not changed since then.

Imaging and radio science are not included in the 4,800 bps data stream. The imaging
requirements to characterize a never-before-explored planetary system have evolved over
the Voyager mission into three levels:

50 to 75 images per day over the time periods from 80 days before to 15 days before
N C/A and from 5 days to 30 days after N C/A,

225 images per day from 15 days before N C/A to 5 days after N C/A,

300 images on the day of N C/A and T C/A.



The 300 images on the day of N C/A and T C/A can be met by using the 225 images per
day capability, plus storing the remaining 75 images on the spacecraft’s digital tape
recorder.

The 225 images per day requirement is derived from the following apportioning of
observations:

175 images per day of Neptune

  15 images per day of Triton

  15 images per day of Neptune’s ring-arcs and new moons

  10 support images per day for non-imaging observations

    5 “images” per day for electric fields investigations

    5 images per day for optical navigation

The 175 images per day for Neptune results from the need to create 2 by 2 imaging
mosaics using the narrow angle camera, plus one wide angle image, with all 5 images shot
using each of 5 different filters seven times per day. The 15 Triton images per day result
from planning to shutter 7 images every 30 degrees of longitude.

Radio science desires as much aperture as possible, at both X and S-band, to make up for
the increased distance from the spacecraft to the earth. This increased distance results in a
3.5 dB. loss over the signal available from the Uranus occultation. To make matters worse,
the spacecraft power available has decreased. Either the X or the S-band transmitter must
transmit at low power instead of high power resulting in an additional 1.9 or 4.7 dB. loss,
respectively.

The conversion of the 64m DSN antenna at Canberra to a 70m antenna recovers 1.9 dB. at
X-band and 1.4 dB. at S-band. Using the 64m antenna at Usuda recovers 1.6 dB. at
S-band.

TELECOM REQUIREMENTS

The continuous 4,800 bps non-radio science non-imaging science and spacecraft
engineering telemetry requirement is being achieved as a result of the conversion of the
DSN’s 64m antennae to 70m antennae.



The 225 images per day Neptunian system characterization requirement is expected to be
satisfied by transmitting data at the following rates for the following periods of time per
day:

21,600 bps for 11 hours per day

14,400 bps for 4 hours per day

8,400 bps for 5 hours per day

In order to acquire 21,600 bps, either the VLA must be arrayed with the 70m antenna at
Goldstone, or Parkes must be arrayed with the 70m antenna at Canberra. (It is not possible
to receive 21,600 bps at 90% confidence from Neptune over the Madrid longitude because
the latitude of these antennae is too far north.) The 225 images per day data rate
requirement generates the DSN 70m conversion requirement, and the VLA and Parkes
arraying requirements.

The radio science maximum aperture requirement generates the request to use Parkes at
X-band and Usuda at S-band during the Neptune and Triton occultations.

The Voyager Project is again using two additional telecom improvements (first used for
the Uranus encounter) to return as much data as possible during the Neptune encounter:
data compression and Reed-Solomon data encoding.

The Flight Data Subsystem (FDS) on board processor controls the 10 science instruments.
It also formats and interleaves the data from the science instruments and the spacecraft
telemetry channels into data streams for real time transmission to the earth, or for storage
on the on board digital tape recorder.

The FDS has two software programmable processors. As originally designed, the second
processor was a backup for the primary. The processors will be used during the Neptune
encounter (as they were during the Uranus encounter) in a “dual processor” configuration.
Both processors are used all of the time and there is no redundancy. The secondary
processor stores and operates the program to compress imaging data.

The modulation-demodulation subsystem convolutionally encodes all science data and
engineering telemetry. (A Viterbi decoder is used on the ground for decoding.) In addition,
both Golay and Reed-Solomon block encoding hardware and software is resident on the
spacecraft. Before the Uranus encounter, only the Golay encoder was used. Spacecraft
data rates were high enough that the 100% Golay overhead could be tolerated.



Starting with the Uranus encounter, and even more so for Neptune, the available data rates
are so low that the 18% overhead associated with the Reed-Solomon encoder became
much more attractive. A much higher percentage of the Neptune science data and
engineering telemetry will be Reed-Solomon encoded than was the case at Uranus.

SUMMARY

The DSN is upgrading its 64m antennae to 70m antennae. It has made arrangements to use
the Parkes 64m radiotelescope, the Usuda 64m radiotelescope, and the 27 25m
radiotelescopes at the VLA.

The Voyager Project is using convolutional encoding for all data, and either Golay or
Reed-Solomon block encoding for most data transmitted back to Earth. In addition, the
secondary FDS processor will be used to compress imaging data, reducing the number of
bits per image transmitted, increasing the total number of images able to be transmitted.

The upcoming Voyager-2 Neptune encounter is highly dependent upon these telecom
upgrades. Without them, the presently designed encounter would not be possible. All that
would be possible is a characterization of the Neptunian magnetosphere, some planetary
and satellite atmospheric observations, a degraded radio science occultation, and perhaps a
few hundred images (instead of the approximately 6,000 planned). With the telecom
improvements described the Voyager-2 spacecraft will observe and transmit back all that
is possible, allowing mankind to truly understand Neptune for the first time.

This paper presents one phase of research carried out at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
California Institute of Technology, under a contract sponsored by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration.
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Figure 1:  Voyager Spacecraft Trajectories.

Figure 2:  Neptune North Polar Encounter Geometry.



Figure 3:  Voyager 2 Neptune Trajectory Side View.

Figure 4:  Voyager 2 Neptune Trajectory Neptune North Polar View.



Figure 5:  Voyager 2 Neptune Trajectory Triton North Polar view.

Figure 6:  Voyager 2 Neptune Preferred Time of Closest Approach.
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ABSTRACT

Improvements to the Voyager telemetry system, which have been implemented on the
spacecraft and in the Deep Space Network (DSN), will allow a net science data return
from Neptune essentially equivalent to that received from Saturn in spite of the increased
range. Enhancements to the system performance include:

Increased DSN ground station G/T
Inter-agency arraying
Spacecraft data compression
Reed-Solomon concatenated coding
Reduced telemetry link uncertainties

Net improvements totaled 8 dB in a system that was state-of-the-art when Voyager was
launched in 1979.

BACKGROUND

The Voyager telemetry system was designed to provide a maximum telemetry data rate of
44.8 kilobits per second during the Saturn encounters at a range of approximately 10 AU.
At this rate, the link would provide one five million bit full-frame image plus a half-million
bits of non-imaging science every 144 seconds. Although this data rate could not be
supported for the full 24 hours each day, the net data return of 300 images per day, plus
continuous non-imaging science at a rate of 3600 data bits per second (BPS), was
adequate to provide the quantity of data required to determine the characteristics of the
planet, rings, and moons. Since the Voyager 1 Titan encounter was successful, the Project



was allowed to re-target the Voyager 2 Saturn encounter in such a way to allow
encounters with Uranus and Neptune. Both of these systems include a planet, a ring
system, and several moons. The amount of data required to characterize these systems is
therefore approximately the same as that required at Saturn. The 20 AU range to Saturn
and 30 AU range to Neptune, however, resulted in additional telemetry link path losses of
6 and 9.5 dB, respectively, which would limit the data return to 25 and 11 percent of that
desired unless some way could be found to compensate for the additional loss.

VOYAGER TELEMETRY SYSTEM

The Voyager telemetry system is a part of the telecommunications system that supports not
only telemetry, but command, navigation, radio metrics (doppler and ranging), and radio
science investigations. The telemetry portion of the spacecraft hardware includes the flight
data system (FDS--not a part of the telecommunications system), the telemetry modulation
unit (TMU), the transmitter portion of the radio frequency system (RFS), and the
S-/X-band antenna (SXA). The FDS formats the science and engineering data and block
encodes some or all of the data with a Golay or Reed-Solomon outer code. Two data
streams are output from the FDS to the TMU: the primary or high-rate stream includes all
science and engineering data at a variable rate, while the secondary or low-rate stream
includes only engineering data at a fixed rate of 40 BPS. In the TMU, the high-rate data
stream is coded with a K=7, R=1/2 convoluted inner code. The high-rate data stream is
then bi-phase modulated onto a 360 kHz square wave subcarrier. The high-rate data, plus
subcarrier, is then output at a variable level to the X-band exciter in the RFS. Either
subcarrier can (and has) been used for either data stream, but 360 kHz on X-band and 22.5
kHz on S-band is now standard procedure for Voyager.

In the RFS, the subcarriers bi-phase modulate the S- and X-band signals in the exciters.
The variable output level from the TMU allows adjustment of the modulation index from
20 degrees to 90 degrees. The modulated S- and X-band signals are amplified and
transmitted via the SXA. The X-band transmitter power during encounter periods is 20
Watts, and the S-band output power is 6.7 Watts. The SXA consists of a 3.7-meter
parabolic dish with a cassegrain X-band feed and a focal point S-band feed. The signal
paths are diplexed by a frequency selective subreflector. The SXA also includes a low-
gain 60 degree beamwidth antenna that may be selected for the S-band receive and
transmit links only. At Neptune range, this low-gain antenna (LGA) is useless for either
command or telemetry, and all operations are via the high gain antenna (HGA). The entire
system with the exception of the SXA is dual-redundant. A block diagram is shown in
Figure 1. A complete description of the Voyager telecommunications system may be found
in Reference 1.



The ground portion of the system consists of a number of large parabolic dish antennas
with apertures from 34-meter diameter to 70-meter diameter. All are equipped with
cryogenically-cooled maser amplifiers providing system noise temperatures at zenith
between 18 and 25 Kelvins. The ground receivers employ phase-lock loop carrier tracking
with threshold loop bandwidths of 10 or 30 Hz. Carrier thresholds are on the order of
-170 dBm. The subcarrier demodulation and data synchronization are both carried out in
narrow-band phase-lock loops, and the resulting system noise bandwidth is equal to the
data symbol rate. Convolution-ally-coded data are decoded in a maximum likelihood
convolutional decoder (MCD). Data having concatenated Golay or Reed-Solomon coding
are decoded by computer. The resulting bit error rate (BER) for the various coding
schemes as a function of bit signal-to-noise ratio (BSNR) is shown In Figure 2. A complete
description of the ground system may be found In Reference 2.

The primary X-band telemetry link is strongly influenced by weather and exhibits a large
variation as a function of ground station antenna elevation angle as shown in Figure 3. For
this reason, the link data rate is changed periodically during a station view period to match
the expected signal power-to-noise spectral density ratio. Use of a digital tape recorder on
the spacecraft allows storage of data during the overlap “nulls” for playback near the peak
of a station view period.

There are essentially three specific types of data that are transmitted over the Voyager
telemetry links. These are imaging science (pictures), non-imaging science, and spacecraft
engineering data. During encounter periods, the engineering data rate is fixed at 40 BPS,
and the non-imaging science data rate is fixed at 3600 BPS. The imaging science data rate
is variable and takes up the remainder of the available link capacity. The data quality
requirements specified a BER of 5x10  for engineering and imaging data and a BER of-3

5x10  for non-imaging science. Since only ten percent of the data required a BER of-5

5x10 , the link was designed for a BER of 5x10 , and the lower error rate for non-imaging-5          -3

science was provided by use of Golay coding. The code used has an overhead of 100
percent, which resulted in a coded science channel rate of 7200 BPS.

LINK IMPROVEMENTS FOR NEPTUNE ENCOUNTER

In overcoming the additional path losses to Uranus and Neptune, there were a limited
number of link parameters that could be improved. The original link design in the early
1970s represented the best practical system that could be implemented at the time. The
system used the largest spacecraft aperture possible (limited by the shroud diameter on the
launch vehicle), the highest practical frequency, and the highest possible transmitter output
power. Naturally, none of these parameters could be changed on a vehicle several billion
miles from Earth. Link parameters that could be manipulated within certain limits were the
Earth receiving antenna aperture and efficiency, the receiving system noise temperature,



the data formatting and coding and the margin allowed for link hardware uncertainties, and
weather effects.

GROUND RECEIVING APERTURE

The Saturn encounter performance was based on the use of the DSN 64-meter antennas,
each of which could be arrayed with a 34-meter antenna. If we assign an aperture unit of
1.0 to represent the gain/system noise temperature (G/T) of a 64-meter antenna, the
34-meter standard antenna G/T would be 0.25 aperture units for a net aperture of 1.25 per
DSN complex, and a world total of 3.75 64-meter aperture units at the Saturn encounter.
Improvements made to the DSN for the Neptune encounter included the addition of a
34-meter high efficiency (HEF) antenna at each of the three complexes, and the extension
of the 64-meter antennas to a diameter of 70 meters. Efficiency of the 70-meter antennas
has also been increased by installing new surface panels with better tolerances, a new
subreflector, and a new tripod, resulting in a net gain of 1.9 dB in performance.

The 34-meter HEF antennas each provide 0.35 64-meter aperture units, and the 70-meter
antennas provide 1.5 64-meter aperture units. Total worldwide G/T provided by arraying
all three antennas at the three DSN sites is 6.4 64-meter aperture units. Prior to the Uranus
encounter, it was recognized that additional antennas were in use throughout the world
under the jurisdiction of agencies outside NASA and the DSN. Although none of these
facilities was capable of receiving the Voyager signal, and their principal use was for radio
astronomy, it was thought to be possible to borrow these facilities and install the required
equipment in order to allow their use during the relatively short encounter periods. This
concept of inter-agency arraying was implemented successfully and resulted in the use of
the Commonwealth for Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO) 64-meter
radio telescope at Parkes, Australia, during the Uranus encounter, providing an additional
0.8 64-meter aperture unit (Reference 3).

In light of the successful use of the Parkes 64-meter radio telescope arrayed with the
Canberra, Australia, Deep Space Communications Complex (DSCC) of the DSN at
Uranus encounter, plans were developed to use the Very Large Array (VLA) at Socorro,
New Mexico, to augment the aperture available at the Goldstone, California, DSCC. The
VLA consists of a “Y”-shaped array of 27 24-meter antennas that provide 3.8 times the
physical area of a 64-meter antenna. The individual antennas also have a higher efficiency
than the DSN 64-meter antennas, and the total VLA gain is equivalent to five 64-meter
antennas. Due to the extreme cost of implementing 27 cryogenically-cooled masers, the
VLA antennas are to be outfitted with cooled field effect transistor (FET) or high electron
mobility transistor (HEMT) amplifiers. The resulting system noise temperature of 50
Kelvins (for the FETs) is twice that of the DSN stations, and so the net G/T of the VLA is
about 2.4 64-meter aperture units Reference 4). This raises the total available antenna



capability for the Neptune encounter to 9.7 aperture units, a gain of approximately 4 dB
over the value at Saturn encounter. Additional small improvements to the DSN stations
result in an increase of 0.3 aperture units for a net Neptune aperture of 10 units.

telemetry link efficiency for the encounter period from IDC plus Reed-Solomon coding is
approximately 3 dB.

LINK MARGIN

Deep space telemetry links are extremely power-limited and must be operated in the most
efficient manner possible. Specification of a link margin equal to the sum of the worst-case
parameter tolerances in order to guarantee recovery of all transmitted data is an
unaffordable luxury, especially at X-band, where the weather degradation can be severe.
The Voyager telemetry design is thus statistical in nature, in which a balance must be
struck between getting a small amount of data with nearly 100 percent confidence, and
getting a lesser percentage of a greater amount of data. Empirical analysis of the statistics
of the Voyager X-band link shows the following relationship between link margin and net
data return with a fixed link.

LINK DATA % DATA NET DATA
MARGIN RATE RECOVERY RECOVERED

 -0.6 dB 115 50 57.5
  0.0 dB 100 (Ref.) 60 60.0
+0.6 dB   87 80 69.6
+1.2 dB   76 90 68.4
+1.8 dB   66 95 62.7

This indicates that the maximum quantity of data return occurs at a link confidence
between 80 and 90 percent. The optimum link confidence should and would be used, if all
data were of equal importance. In the case of Voyager, it is recognized that some data are
more important than other data, and in some cases, the more important data cannot be
identified apriori. Most encounter data are therefore returned at a link confidence of 90
percent (cruise data is returned at 80 percent). Encounter data known to be of high value is
returned at a confidence of 95 percent, and In some cases, is also recorded for subsequent
playback to ensure recovery.

The value of link margin between the confidence values shown in the Table is 0.6 dB is
referred to as the one-sigma variance for the link, even though the statistics are distinctly
non-gaussian, and is a measure of the link uncertainty. This uncertainty is a function of the
tolerances applied to each of the link parameters including the weather. Following the



Uranus encounter, during which 98 percent of the data were recovered, all of the link
tolerances were examined in order to determine if there were any that could be reduced.
Two primary candidates were discovered: the X-band traveling-wave tube (TWT) output
power, and the X-band weather effects. The X-band TWT output power negative tolerance
was -1.0 dB. This had been specified early in the mission as the point at which the spare
TWT would be switched in. In the years since launch, the primary X-band TWT on
Voyager 1 had begun to show degradation symptomatic of cathode depletion. This tube
was the first expected to degrade, and indeed it has. By measuring the amount of
degradation during the three years following the first symptom, it was possible to place an
upper bound of 0.5 dB on the degradation possible on the primary Voyager 2 TWT
between Uranus and Neptune.

The nine years between the 1977 launch and the 1986 Uranus encounter have also allowed
a refinement of the model used to represent X-band weather effects at the DSN stations.
This is primarily the increase in system noise temperature due to moisture in the
atmosphere. The actual value of the effect is a function of the antenna elevation angle and
is statistically dependent on the season and the time of day, so that it is not possible to
place a fixed “dB” value on the margin reduction afforded by the improved weather model.
The combined improvement due to the combination of the TWT and weather tolerance
reduced the link sigma from 0.9 to 0.6 dB, providing a net improvement of 0.6 dB at the
90 percent (two-sigma) confidence level.

SUMMARY

Summing the improvements made to the X-band telemetry link since the Saturn encounter
in dBs shows a gain in link capability of:

Increased receiving antenna G/T 4.3 dB
Spacecraft data compression and coding 3.0 dB
Reduced link tolerances 0.6 dB
Net gain 7.9 dB

This is 1.6 dB short of the total 9.5 dB path-loss increase between Saturn and Neptune, but
the resulting performance is adequate to provide a daily data return of 225 effective full-
frame images plus continuous GS&E data at an information bit rate of 3600 BPS (link rate
4.8 KBPS), except during brief nulls between station view periods. The encounter of
Voyager 2 with the Neptune system will represent the accomplishment of a seemingly
insurmountable task through steady planned engineering progress, innovation in the use of
spacecraft hardware for purposes other than the intended use, and a little foresight.

The work described in this paper was carried out by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,



California Institute of Technology, under contract to the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
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FIGURE 1.  TELECOMMUNICATIONS BLOCK DIAGRAM



FIGURE 2.  DECODER PERFORMANCE



FIGURE 3.  NEPTUNE ENCOUNTER 70M DSS PERFORMANCE
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ABSTRACT

Telemetry enhancement techniques implemented through flight software modifications and
utilization of special flight hardware enable the Voyager 2 spacecraft to reduce telemetry
transmission rates used at Saturn by over 50% for the extended mission to Uranus and
Neptune with negligible loss in information return. Techniques employed include:

C Parallel operation of the redundant Flight Data Subsystem (FDS) processors

C Image Data Compressor (IDC) using noiseless (fully reconstructable) coding
techniques

C Reed-Solomon (RS) encoding of downlink telemetry

INTRODUCTION

Although Voyager 2 is travelling along a trajectory which permits encounters with Uranus
and Neptune, the Voyager spacecraft design was optimized for telemetry return from
Jupiter and Saturn only. Throughout the remainder of this paper, the “nominal mission”
refers to the Voyager 1 and 2 encounters with Jupiter and Saturn, and the “extended
mission” refers to the the Voyager 2 encounters with Uranus and Neptune. Uranus and
Neptune, with their greater distances from Earth, require that the spacecraft transmit data
at approximately 1/4 and 1/9 the signal levels, respectively, achievable at Saturn. In order
to return the same volume of data at the lower transmission rates necessary during the
extended mission, more efficient telemetry techniques are required.



BACKGROUND

Due to the differences in the amount and required quality of the data, a distinction is made
between image data and General Science and Engineering (GS&E) data. GS&E data are
generated by Voyager in a fixed format at a rate of 3.6 kb/s. Good data quality (bit error
rate P  # 5 E-5) is required for GS&E.e

Real-time image data represent the majority of the data volume returned from the Voyager
spacecraft. Voyager image data are output to the Flight Data Subsystem (FDS) as a digital
data stream consisting of 800 image lines, each containing 800 picture elements, or pixels.
Line 1 is the top line of the image and pixel 1 is the leftmost pixel of the line. Each pixel is
digitized as an 8-bit word, so its brightness is discretized as one of 256 levels. Due to
constraints imposed by development cost and spacecraft power, volume, and weight
requirements, the telemetry system was designed to return the image data uncompressed
for the nominal mission. Return of one complete uncompressed image requires
transmission of 5.12 million bits. Since a noise-induced bit error is confined to a single
pixel, acceptable bit error rates are higher (up to P  = 5 E-3) than for GS&E.e

Figure 1 illustrates the Voyager telemetry system design for the nominal mission. The
GS&E data were Golay encoded prior to combining in the FDS with the image data to
form a single telemetry stream. The Golay encoder has an overhead of 100%, but since
only the GS&E data were encoded, the encoder parity represented a small fraction of the
total telemetry stream. The bit error correction capability of the Golay decoding process
allows the combined telemetry stream to be recovered at the higher bit error rates
acceptable for image data and still satisfy the GS&E bit error rate requirements. After
output from the FDS, the telemetry stream is convolutionally encoded in the Modulation/
Demodulation Subsystem (MDS). This concatenated encoding scheme permitted data rates
5.5 times higher than would have been possible with an uncoded telemetry stream
satisfying GS&E data quality requirements (1).

Since the output rate of the GS&E is fixed, the total downlink data rate is controlled by the
output rate of image data. Note that as the downlink data rate is reduced, the parity data
generated by the Golay encoder becomes a larger fraction of the total telemetry stream,
reducing the efficiency of the nominal telemetry configuration.

At Jupiter, 115.2 kb/s were recoverable from both Voyager spacecraft, permitting return of
one image per 0.8 min when combined with the Golay encoded GS&E. At Saturn, 29.9
kb/s were recoverable from Voyager 2, permitting return of one image per 4 min when
combined with the Golay encoded GS&E.



REQUIREMENTS FOR THE EXTENDED MISSION

At the lower signal levels available from Voyager 2 during the extended mission, lower
tranmission rates are necessary. Golay code becomes a significant fraction of the total data
rate (25% at 14.4 kb/s). Utilizing the nominal mission telemetering techniques at the lower
transmission rates necessary in the extended mission would have required significant
further reductions in the output rate of image data. This has two adverse effects.
Obviously, the total number of images returned during a time-constrained observation is
less. Also, increasing the readout time of the image from the camera to the FDS reduces
the quality of the image. Image readout times in the range of 8 to 12 min would have been
necessary at the transmission rates available for the extended mission. A more efficient
means of telemetry transmission is needed.

A simple Image Data Compressor (IDC) is employed to reduce the number of bits required
to return an image (2) in the extended mission. In order to accommodate the storage and
execution of the IDC algorithm, the primary and secondary FDS, which were previously
redundant, are operated in parallel. The primary FDS executes the normal tasks of
instrument control, GS&E processing, and telemetry format construction, and the
secondary FDS compresses the image data.

Compressing the image data has the effect that a single bit error in the image line now
propagates through the remainder of the line. This effect results in the compressed image
data requiring a data quality comparable to that of the GS&E. Achieving this at useable
data rates requires block encoding the entire telemetry stream for error correction.
Employing the Golay encoder on the entire telemetry stream would double the downlink
data rate, offsetting any performance gained through error correction. A Reed-Solomon
(RS) encoder had been installed on the spacecraft to allow more efficient data transmission
at Saturn with the S-band transmitter in the event the X-band transmitter normally used for
science had failed. This RS encoder is used instead to block encode the combined
telemetry stream for the extended mission. The RS encoder is non-redundant on Voyager.

Figure 2 illustrates the telemetry system used for the extended mission. As with the system
used for the nominal mission, an inner convolutional code is applied in the MDS.

The FDS configurations for the nominal and extended missions are compared in Figure 3.
The convolutional encoder is external to the FDS and is not shown. As non-redundant
configurations and hardware are employed, a backup FDS operating program utilizing the
nominal mission telemetry configuration is kept available to uplink to the spacecraft in the
event of a non-recoverable failure to the FDS.



REED-SOLOMON ENCODER

The Voyager RS encoder is a systematic block encoder implemented in hardware on the
spacecraft. Symbol length is 8 bits. One codeword consists of 223 input symbols and 32
parity symbols. If input data is less than 223 symbols, lead zeroes are added for parity
symbol generation but are not transmitted. This results in a overhead for parity symbol
output which can vary from format to format. At peak efficiency (all 223 input symbols are
data), parity overhead is about 15%. Error correction threshold is 16 symbols (input or
parity) per codeword. If threshold is exceeded, no errors can be corrected in the affected
codeword.

Output of the RS encoder hardware consists of the parity symbols only. The original data
are delivered to the downlink directly along a separate path from the FDS and combined
with the parity bits from the RS encoder, as illustrated in Figure 4. With this configuration,
the input data can be extracted from the telemetry stream and processed uncorrected if the
RS encoder fails or if the error correction capability is exceeded.

To improve the RS encoder tolerance to burst errors inherent in the decoding of the
convolutional data stream, input and parity symbols are interleaved to a depth of four. That
is, successive input data symbols are assigned to successive codewords for parity symbol
generation in a cycle that repeats every four symbols until the 223-symbol input data fields
for the four codewords have been constructed. Note that since the input data symbols (the
original data) are delivered to the telemetry stream along a separate data path, the original
data are not interleaved in the actual downlink. Codeword data symbol interleaving is
shown in Figure 4. Codeword parity symbols are similarly interleaved prior to output, as
illustrated in Figure 5. This interleaving process allows burst error correction for up to
4 x 16 = 64 consecutive symbols (data or parity) in the telemetry stream without exceeding
the threshold of the RS decoding process. The four interleaved codewords comprise a
code block of 8 x 223 x 4 = 7136 data bits followed by 8 x 32 x 4 = 1024 parity bits.

IDC ALGORITHM

The IDC algorithm is a universal noiseless coding compressor which permits exact
reconstruction of the original data (2). The algorithm is implemented in software in the
secondary FDS processor. Sophistication of the algorithm is constrained by the the
following spacecraft characteristics:

C FDS memory size (8192 16-bit words)

C FDS processing speed (1008 machine cycles per 2.5 ms)



C Fixed-length telemetry formats

C RS encoder data block size (7136 bits)

Principle

The primary constraint on IDC design is processing speed. The IDC algorithm employs a
simplified split-pixel compressor which has been dubbed the “FAST” compresssor (2). For
a given pixel in a line, the difference between adjacent pixels is assumed (1) to have the
probability distribution:

Pr(d=0) $ Pr(d=+l) $ Pr(d=-l) $ Pr(d=+2) . . . (1)

where Pr is the probability and d is the difference between adjacent pixel words.

In other words, the difference between adjacent pixels is usually small and therefore can
be telemetered with a smaller word. This strategy is accommodated by running a line of
image data through a reversible pre-processor which determines the difference, ) ,j
between 8-bit pixels p  and P  for all 800 pixels in the line. The pre-processor then mapsj  j-1

these differences into the set of non-negative integers, *  , as shown in Table I. Figure 6 isj

a block diagram of the reversible pre-processor.

Split-pixel compression schemes are employed when the distribution of differences is
                                                                                            ~
expected to be broad, rather than concentrated at d = 0. Let P  be the original sequence ofN                                                              ~
N 8-bit pixel words, p , ... p , ... p , and *  be the N-pixel block of 8-bit pixel integers, * ,1   i   N   N         1                                                            ~                                                       ~
... * , ... * . In split pixel compression, *  is split into 2 separate sequences: L , containingj   N      N       k                                                                                                                 ~
the sequence of samples of the k Least Significant Bits (LSBs) of * , and M , containingj   8,k

the sequence of samples of the 8-k Most Significant Bits (MSBs) of * . Separate operators,j

R  and R  are then applied to encode each of the two sequences. The operator chosenL,k  M,8-k                                                                                                      ~
for each is the most efficient encoder for that particular sequence. L  samples tend to bek               ~
random; M  samples have the distribution given in (1). The two encoded sequences are8-k

then combined and output into the telemetry stream. A block diagram of the general split-
pixel compressor is shown in Figure 7.

The Voyager FAST compressor is an adaptive split-pixel compressor. That is, the value of
k is selected adaptively on a block-by-block basis to minimize the total bits required to
output the combined encoded sequences. An identifier (ID) which specifies the value of k
used in a given block must then be combined with the compressor output for the N-pixel
block. the k chosen for the N-pixel block is the minimum value for which all bits in the
                ~                                                        ~
sequence M  are zero. This way the sequence M  is known a priori and need not be8,k       8,k

transmitted. The operator R  is defined as:L,k



                                      ~       ~R  [L ] = L (2).L,k k   k

          ~
where L  is the k LSBs of the N-pixel block of pixel integers, and R  is the operator fork             L,k                         ~
compression of L . This means that the operator R  does not modify the N x k -bitk       L,k               ~
sequence L .k

The FAST compressor operator R  (where N, the empty set, is used to signify that M  isN,k           8,k                                                                                   ~
not transmitted) used to encode the original sequence P  is:N

                                ~       ~R  [P ] = L ; k # 6N,k N   k

(3)
                                ~       ~R  [P ] = P ; k $ 7N,k N   k

                                                                   ~
where R  the FAST compressor operator, P  is the original sequence of N 8-bit pixelN,k     N                  ~                                                                                                   ~
words, and L  is the k LSBs of each of the N samples of the pixel differences * .k               N

For a block of N pixels, the FAST compressor transmits the k LSBs of the N pixel
difference integers when k # 6, and transmits the original N 8-bit pixel words when k $ 7.

While implementing R  to permit a value of k = 7 would have resulted in increasedL,7                                                                                ~
compression efficiency, the occurence of sequences L  is rare and the savings would be7

negligible. Note that k is determined by the largest *  of the block and is used for all *  ofj         j

the block, regardless of their size.

The block length N must be fixed in the algorithm design. Here a trade must be made
between the overhead in telemetry for transmission of the 3-bit ID k and the cost of
transmitting k-bit pixel differences when k is large due to one large pixel difference in N.
The two values of N most readily implemented in FDS processing were 5 and 10 pixels/
block. Better performance is provided by 5 pixels/block. This is what the FAST
compressor uses.

A block diagram of the Voyager FAST compressor is shown in Figure 8.

Implementation

One line of image data (800 pixels) is buffered in secondary FDS memory. In order to
avoid the bit cost of encoding noise which exists on the left edge of the image, pixels 1
through 3 are set equal to pixel 4. The differences between adjacent pixels are determined.
Each difference is then mapped into the field of non-negative integers.



The resulting 800 integers are grouped into 160 blocks of 5 integers each. For each block
i, k  is determined and used to select the word length and 3-bit block ID as indicated ini

Table II. For any word length greater than 6 bits, the uncompressed 8-bit pixels are
transmitted instead for that block. For k  # 6, the pixel difference integers for block i arei

packed by deleting the 8 - k  most significant bits (all zeroes). Each line of compressedi

image data is preceded by an 8-bit reference pixel, the initial pixel of the 1-line image
field.

The literature (1,2) defines Pixel Entropy over a line of image as the theoretical minimum
number of bits required to transmit the image line divided by the number of pixels in the
line, giving an average bits/pixel for that line. Due to the simple scheme required by
spacecraft constraints, the FAST compressor is not an optimum design. A more useful
parameter is the average bits/pixel, E, over an image line required by the IDC algorithm to
telemeter the line:

E = M/800 (4)

where E is the observed pixel entropy (in bits/pixel), and M is the total number of bits
required by the Voyager IDC algorithm to telemeter one line of imaging. As defined, M
does not include the 8-bit reference pixel. In general, the FAST compressor operates about
0.6 bits/pixel below optimum over the range of interest in Voyager image data (2).

Note that the overhead for the 3-bit Block IDs k , ... k  contributes 0.6 bits/pixel to E.1   16 0

Voyager FDS processing requires a fixed length for a given telemetry format. A fixed field,
B, of the format minor frame must be budgeted for the compressed image data. A trade
must be made between image field length and transmission efficiency. If B > M, then
B - M bits in the minor frame are wasted. If B < M, the image data has exceeded its
budget and some of the image data are lost. The trade is complicated by the inability to
determine E a priori for a given scene. This discussion suggests a definition which could
serve as a performance parameter for compressed image formats; namely, the pixel
entropy tolerance, b, for the image format:

b = B/800 (5)

where b is the pixel entropy tolerance and B is the number of bits in the image format
budgeted for one line of compressed imaging.

The pixel entropy tolerance b for a given compressed image format is the maximum
permissible observed pixel entropy for full information return in that format. If E > b, the
image line is truncated. Figure 9 illustrates the format of compressed image data generated
by the Voyager IDC algorithm.



In test cases run using Saturn images, 85% of the test images experienced less than 3%
image data loss when b = 3 bits/pixel due to line truncation. This is significant, as it will be
shown later that RS encoder block length limits b to a maximim of 3.09 bits/pixel.

To reduce the effect of data loss due to line truncation when it occurs, two enhancements
are included in the Voyager IDC algorithm. First, adjacent lines are compressed from
opposite sides of the image. This way the image data lost due to line truncation can be
approximately reconstructed by averaging the data from the adjacent lines. Odd numbered
lines are compressed and telemetered left-to-right (forward compressed), and the reference
pixel is pixel number 1. Even numbered lines are compressed and telemetered right-to-left
(reverse compressed), and the reference pixel is pixel number 800. Figure 10 shows the
effect of line truncation on a Saturn test image. The left image is the original, returned
uncompressed from the spacecraft. The right image is compressed with a low pixel entropy
tolerance of b = 2.23, chosen to exaggerate the effect. Line truncation is observed. The
effect is most pronounced in lines which cross the camera reseau marks, where a large
difference between adjacent pixels is to be expected.

The second technique for minimizing the effect of line truncation reduces E by less than or
equal to 1 bit/pixel by right-shifting the pixel data prior to differencing in the
pre-processor. The leftmost bit is the MSB in the FDS. The inequality derives from the fact
that no improvement is observed on blocks which would have a word length of 1 without
the right-shifting operation. When reconstructing the image, the effect of the right-shift
operation is that the least significant bit of the original pixel word is lost, and its
discretization is reduced by half, to 128 shades of gray. Figure 11 shows the reduced line
truncation effect from right-shifting on a Saturn test image. The adverse discretization
can’t be perceived by the human eye but does affect quantitative analysis of the image
data. The right-shifting function can be enabled and disabled on a picture-by-picture basis
on the spacecraft and is useful when the observed pixel entropy E for an image is expected
a priori to exceed the pixel entropy tolerance b.

While faster image readout rates are both desired and recoverable at the downlink signal
levels available in the extended mission, FDS processing speed constrains the compressed
image readout rate to no faster that 1 image per 4 min, the same as was used at Saturn. At
this rate the FAST compressor in FDS software is compressing 2666 2/3 pixels per
second.

VOYAGER COMPRESSED IMAGE DATA FORMAT

Voyager employs five compressed image data formats (one recorded, four real-time) for
the extended mission. One uncompressed image data format with embedded, Golay
encoded GS&E is retained to record data at 115.2 kb/s. Most of the compressed image



data formats trade image readout rate, image editing, and/or pixel entropy tolerance, b, in
order to achieve lower transmission rates on the telemetry stream. Discussed here is the
telemetry format most commonly used for return of compressed real time image data
during the extended mission. This format is illustrated in Figure 12. It utilizes both the
fastest image data readout rate (1 image in 4 min) and the highest pixel entropy tolerance
available within spacecraft constraints. Minor frame duration is 0.6 s. Start of the minor
frame is defined by the 48 bit header, which contains the JPL-standard 32 bit frame sync
code, 8 zeroes, and an 8 bit ID which defines the format for telemetry processing. The
header is not RS encoded.

The standard 3.6 kb/s GS&E data contribute 2160 bits to the minor frame; these are RS
encoded. A fill field of 16 bits follows the GS&E data. This is inserted as an expedient to
FDS processing.

Recall that the RS encoder can encode a maximum of 7136 bits per code block.
Subtracting the 2176 bits of GS&E and fill, 4960 bits remain for encoding and
telemetering of reference pixels and compressed image data. At the readout rate of 1 image
(800 lines) in 4 min, two image lines must be included in the format minor frame. Each
image line is therefore budgeted 2472 bits for its compressed data field. This results in a
pixel entropy tolerance, b, of 3.09 bits/pixel.

The RS code block parity bits contribute 1024 bits to the minor frame. This completes the
data content of the minor frame and would provide a downlink data rate of 13.68 kb/s.
However, FDS hardware permits telemetry output only at certain discrete rates. The next
data rate available, in the FDS is 14.4 kb/s. Therefore, an indeterminate field of 432 bits is
added to fill out the minor frame to a 14.4 kb/s data rate. This final data rate is less than
50% of the 29.9 kb/s data rate used to return the same amount of data (neglecting line
truncation) at Saturn.

RESULTS AT URANUS

Due to the low light levels and feature contrast in the Uranus atmosphere and ring system,
the IDC algorithm performed extremely well on Voyager 2. Closeup images of the five
major moons of Uranus, which would have had higher values of E, required the spacecraft
to perform Image Motion Compensation (IMC) maneuvers to cancel smear induced by the
relative motion of the spacecraft and target (3). The Voyager high-gain antenna is rigidly
attached to the spacecraft bus, so these maneuvers interrupted the downlink from the
spacecraft, requiring storage of the images on an onboard tape recorder for later playback.
The telemetry format used to record the IMC images recorded the image data
uncompressed.

No modifications to the Voyager IDC algorithm will be made for the Neptune encounter.



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The Voyager spacecraft design, and in particular the FDS, employing block redundancy
and in-flight reprogrammability, allows in-flight modifications which significantly improve
mission science return. Utilization of a simplified IDC algorithm (the FAST compressor)
reduced by greater than a factor of 3 the bits required to return an image. The FAST
compressor and RS encoding combined to reduce by over half the transmission rates
necessary for return of combined image data and GS&E when compared to the nominal
telemetry configuration used at Saturn. The improvements result in an increase in mission
risk, as non-redundant hardware and spacecraft configurations are necessary, but
contingency strategies are provided. The performance improvements justify the increased
risk.
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MSB Most Significant Bit
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Table 1:

Pixel Difference Integer Mapping

DIFFERENCE INTEGER
)(j) = P(j) - P(j-1) *(j)

                                                                                                              

  0 0
+1 1
 -1 2
+2 3
 -2 4
+3 5
  . .
  . .
  . .

Table II:  Pixel Block ID Mapping

BLOCK COMPRESSED WORD DIFFERENCE
ID LENGTH k(j), bits RANGE

                                                                                                                        

001 1 0, +1
010 2 -1, +2
011 3 -3, +4
100 4 -7, +8
101 5 -15, +16
110 6 -31, +32
111 (NOT USED)
000 (SEND UNCOMPRESSED 8-bit PIXELS)



Figure 1:  Voyager Telemetry System Design,
Nominal Mission

Figure 2:  Voyager Telemetry System Design,
Extended Mission

Figure 3:  Flight Data Subsystem (FDS) Configurations For Real-Time Image Data
Return, Nominal vs. Extended Missions



Figure 4:  Reed-Solomon Input Data Symbol Interleaving

Figure 5:  Reed-Solomon Parity Symbol Interleaving



Figure 6:  Reversible Pre-Processor for IDC

Figure 7:  General Split-Pixel Compressor



Figure 8:  Voyager FAST Compressor Block Diagram

Figure 9:  Format of Compressed Image Data



UNCOMPREESSED IMAGE COMPRESSED IMAGE
(b = 2.23 bits/pixel)

Figure 10: Effect of Line Truncation

8-bit PIXEL RESOLUTION 7-bit PIXEL RESOLUTION
(RIGHT-SHIFTED)

Figure 11: Line Recovery
Due to Right-Shifting of Original Data



Figure 12:  Voyager Real-Time Data Format
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ABSTRACT

The Deep Space Network is responsible for the acquisition of in-situ science and
engineering measurements and navigation data from spacecraft whose missions are to
explore the Solar System. It must respond to new opportunities in the mission set
supported so as to maintain or enhance mission science value. The large capital investment
in such a Network mandates an evolutionary design approach wherein upgrades can be
effected at low cost, and if appropriate, on existing capability. The 64-Meter antenna
design, completed in 1963, is an example of this approach, in that it has permitted a
relatively low-cost upgrade which increases performance significantly. The technology
assessment was completed in 1975, and the option was exercised in 1986, when needed.
Several key characteristics of the DSN design approach, the costs to upgrade performance
over the past several decades, and some fundamental constraints on performance are
discussed. Finally, the specific 70-Meter upgrade task and resulting overall benefits to
Voyager-Neptune and the mission set are summarized.

Keywords:  in-situ science, evolutionary design approach, Voyager-Neptune, 64-meter
antenna

INTRODUCTION

NASA Deep Space Network Communications Complexes are located in California - USA,
near Canberra - Australia, and near Madrid - Spain. Each of these Complexes include



64-Meter, 34-Meter, and 26-meter (used for near-earth support) diameter antennas. This
global network provides near-continuous coverage for all deep space missions, and is
responsible for the acquisition of in-situ science and engineering measurements and
navigation data from spacecraft whose missions are to explore the Solar System. As a deep
space data acquisition instrument it must: 1) provide reliable, high-performance capability,
2) be able to adapt to changing objectives and new opportunities in the mission set
supported, so as to maintain or enhance mission science value, 3) maintain on-going
development to provide low-risk technology when needed, and 4) accomplish all of this at
affordable cost.

The large capital investment in such a Network mandates an evolutionary design approach,
hence the application of new technology and designs for new capability are somewhat
hostage to past design decisions. With some prudence, and the knowledge that the present
engineering team will continue to be the responsible party for a future capability additions,
DSN designers have a strong motivation to allow for efficient future upgrade of their
designs, consistent with near-term resource availability. This environment is not always
present in the present-day aerospace industry. The 64-Meter antenna design, completed in
1963, is a example of this approach, in that it has permitted a convenient, relatively low
cost future option to upgrade performance by extending its diameter, and incorporating
more efficient microwave optics in order to meet Voyager-Neptune needs, as well as
benefitting support of the future NASA mission set.

THE VOYAGER-NEPTUNE SCIENCE OPPORTUNITY

The increased range of Neptune will result in less than one-half the signal strength
compared to Voyager-Uranus encounter, and hence, the telemetry data rate would be
reduced by that ratio if the same ground communications configuration was used. The
science return would be clearly insufficient to characterize the Planet (Reference 1). To
achieve adequate performance at Uranus, the spacecraft data system had been
reprogrammed from earth to effect data compression and coding upgrades, and arraying
was extensively utilized in the DSN; at Neptune, the data rate shortfall for adequate
science has to be provided entirely by the ground stations. Science value for the relatively
long encounter periods characteristic of the large outer planets is driven more by the entire
ground aperture than by aperture at a single longitude Complex. However, to obtain the
maximum close-in science data, the encounter is timed to be covered by the the most
capable location during the several hours at closest approach.

There were several options in the ground system to achieve the needed global aperture at
X-Band (8.4 GHz): 1) additional 34-Meter DSN antennas, 2) additional non-DSN
apertures in array, 3) upgrade of the DSN 64-Meter antenna performance, and 4)
combinations of these. Option 4) was selected. Figure 1 summarizes the contributions of



each element in DSN Aperture Units (APU), a convenient unit for figure-of-merit (G/T)
comparison purposes. One APU is equivalent to the performance of a 1983 standard DSN
64-Meter antenna at 25K system temperature. Five ground Network APU’s were used at
Uranus, including an array with Parkes, a non-DSN radio astronomy antenna in Australia;
the number at Neptune must be over ten to achieve science objectives (Reference 2). Of
the additional five APU’s needed at encounter, 2.5 are provided by obtaining short-term
use of the NRAO Very Large Array in New Mexico, 1.7 by the 70-Meter upgrade, and .8
by other DSN upgrades.

SEVERAL KEY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SYSTEM DESIGN

A deep space communications systems objective is to provide a balanced flight-ground
design wherein high cost and complexity investments are located at the earth station where
they can serve many users reliably. Most elements of the earth station can also be
upgraded conveniently to incorporate new technology for enhancing system performance
to exploit new opportunities in on-going missions. This mode has been used to support
new requirements arising from many extended missions in the past. Examples are: 1) the
ICE comet mission, originally a near-earth spacecraft, which required high-power
transmitters and maser amplifiers at new frequencies, 2) the MVM73 Mercury re-
encounters which needed a specialized S-Band high-performance microwave subsystem
with less than 12K system temperature, and 3) Voyager-Uranus encounter which required
additional ground APU which was achieved through arraying.

APERTURE APU* NUMBER USED TOTAL

! DSN 70-METER 1.55 3 4.65

! NRAO-VLA 27 ANTENNA ARRAY 2.50 1 2.50

! PARKES, AUSTRALIA 64-METER 0.88 1 0.88

! DSN 34-METER HEF 0.35 3** 1.05

! DSN 34-METER STD 0.25 3 0.75

! ADDITIONAL DSN UPGRADES 0.45 — 0.45

!TOTAL APU..............................10.28

  *A 1983 64-METER DSN ANTENNA = 1 APU (50% X-BAND EFFICIENCY AND 25 K SYSTEM TEMPERATURE)
**A 34-METER HIGH EFFICIENCY (HEF) ANTENNA WAS ADDED IN MADRID IN 1987

Figure 1.  Equivalent G/T Aperture Units (APU) of Ground Antennas
for Voyager-Neptune Encounter



Modern channel coding results in error-rate performance that improves three orders of
magnitude over a one-half dB SNR increase. This necessitates tight link margin control
wherein every tenth of a dB performance is accounted. Ten percent (0.5 dB) increments in
ground station performance and hence, data rate, can add significantly to the science value
in a data-starved mission environment, which frequently characterize extended missions.

SOME FUNDAMENTAL LIMITS

The Deep Space telemetry capability, including spacecraft contributions, has increased
about 100 dB during the past 27 years. Figure 2 shows this capability curve normalized to
the Neptune range, and some of the major contributors to this growth. Major performance
increments have been effected in antenna size and arraying, system temperature, operating
frequency, and channel coding. There are still clear directions to go to increase
performance. It is interesting, but not altogether surprising, that the cost per dB
improvement per Subnet APU has remained fairly constant over the past 27 years. A
Subnet is three identical antennas, one at each Complex. As an example, in 1961, the
26-meter Subnet system temperature was upgraded from 1500K to 150K for about $800K,
effecting 0.083 APU in the Subnet. This is $4.4M/dB/Subnet APU, in 1987 dollars. The
70-meter upgrade results in $3.9M/dB/Subnet APU. Even though these costs are high, they
are still a small fraction of the cost of a spacecraft mission, and for the benefit of the
additional data returned.

Figure 2.  Telemetry Performance Upgrade History



Costs for new antenna aperture are proportional to about the 2.7 power of the diameter;
assuming a 70-Meter antenna now costs $60M, a 140-Meter antenna would cost over
$300M. For additional telemetry capability, arrays with elements of from 30 to 40-Meters
are usually lowest in cost (Reference 3); the 70-Meter upgrade is an exception. System
temperature of large operational antennas as low as 12 to 17K can be obtained; the lower
bound is hard-limited by the atmospheric/cosmic background of 6 to 8K. Present high
performance channel coding is within 4 dB of the Shannon limit; perhaps an additional
2 dB is the practical limit. However, spacecraft EIRP can be improved significantly by
using higher powers, larger antennas, and higher frequencies such as Ka-Band and optical
links; at higher frequencies however, antenna pointing accuracy becomes a significant task.
Arrayed receiving antennas and higher spacecraft EIRP appear to be the key options in
providing higher deep space telemetry performance in the future.

ANALYSIS OF THE 64-METER UPGRADE POTENTIAL

A study of the potential for upgrading the performance of the 64-Meter DSN antennas was
completed under the DSN Advanced Systems program in 1975 (Reference 4). Among the
upgrade parameters studied were the diameter, the illumination efficiency, and the surface
tolerance. The maximum diameter is constrained by weight, structural stiffness, wind
loading, and pointing capability. It was determined that acceptable performance could be
maintained at 70 meter diameter; pointing and wind loading degradation was significantly
higher at 72 meter diameter, and would affect potential future use at higher frequencies.
Beam pointing to better than .005 degrees (the X-Band beamwidth is about .03 degrees)
was predicted at wind velocities up to 15 meters/sec. This diameter increase would add
0.8 dB to performance.

The illumination efficiency of the 64-Meter antenna was constrained by limitations of a
shaped primary feed pattern design to provide simultaneously, uniform amplitude
illumination of the surface, and low side lobe and spill-over levels, which seriously
degrade antenna noise temperature. Studies showed that the newly available technology of
dual-shaped reflector surfaces, where phase and amplitude can be controlled over the
entire primary reflector, could be applied to this antenna with significant benefit. A G/T
performance improvement of about 1.5 db could result. As a side note, variations from a
parabolic shape on the main surface are as much as several cm near the periphery. Finally,
since the original surface was designed for high S-Band efficiency, improved surface
panels with less than 0.5 mm rms deviation could provide an additional 0.5 dB at X-Band.

The total estimated performance improvement potential for the 70-Meter upgrade was over
2.8 dB in the analysis study. The selected upgrades, together with the contingencies
needed to guarantee performance in an operational deliverable, scaled down the objectives
to 1.9 dB increase in performance; this was still quite significant (References 5 & 6).



Figure 3 shows the performance contributions of each of these upgrade parameters at-S
and X-Band. It also turns out that the 70-Meter upgrade adds 1.7 APU in the DSN at
considerably less cost than adding 34-Meter apertures (5 would be needed).

Figure 3.  Contributions of 70-Meter Upgrade Parameters at S- and X-Band

THE 70-METER UPGRADE TASK

As part of the 70-Meter upgrade decision, a major consideration was to provide the
necessary downtime for these modifications at the three DSN Complexes without seriously
impacting mission support. In the 1986-87 time period, a low activity window exists in the
need for critical support of on-going projects; fortunately, this time period was still well
ahead of the Voyager-Neptune encounter in August 1989. The average downtime per
antenna is 8 months, and there is a minimum of downtime overlap. The unfortunate Shuttle
hiatus further reduced downtime impact to supported missions. In addition, to minimize
antenna downtime, much of the structure is assembled on the ground before the antenna is
removed from service. Scheduled support for missions has been or is being provided by
other DSN antennas through this downtime period.



The specific upgrade tasks are as follows:

1. Extend the diameter to 70 meters. This requires the following:

a) Replace and extend the reflector outer radial ribs beyond the inner 34 meter
diameter.

b) Reinforce the inner 34 meter diameter reflector backup structure by welding
reinforcements to the existing steel members.

c) Reinforce the elevation wheel to support the necessary additional counterweight.

2. Fabricate and install new surface panels to a .5mm rms overall surface accuracy.

3. Fabricate and install a new larger, precision-machined (0.25mm), shaped subreflector,
and a new quadripod support structure.

4. Modify the microwave feed to a standard 22 dB horn.

As of June 1st, 1987, the Madrid upgrade has been completed, and the Canberra
modification is underway. A photograph of the Madrid antenna is shown in Figure 4. The
70-Meter antenna upgrade performance summary is shown in Figure 5.

MISSION BENEFITS

In summary, the benefits of this capability provide an increase in X-Band aperture
performance of 55% over a stand-alone 64-Meter antenna, 34% over the entire DSN, and
20% for the total Voyager-Neptune encounter ground aperture. Further, more
communications facilities will be available for project support, in that a single 70-Meter
will now have the capability of the three-antenna Complex array used previously; this will
be especially valuable for the upcoming Galileo Jupiter mission and the Magellan Venus
radar mapper mission. In addition, the Goldstone Solar System Radar detection capability
is improved by greater than a factor of two, and half again the number of celestial radio
sources will be available for VLBI navigation purposes. Finally, when the 70-Meter
antenna is upgraded to Ka-band (32 GHz) it will have even more telemetry capability than
the entire 30 antenna Goldstone-VLA X-Band array, and on a single structure.



Figure 4.  Madrid 70-Meter Antenna

! GAIN, Dbi......................................................................74.0

! TOTAL EFFICIENCY, %................................................66

! SYSTEM TEMPERATURE, K........................................21

! SURFACE RMS GAIN LIMIT FREQUENCY, GHz.......48

! POINTING ACCURACY AT...........................................0.004
    15 M/S WIND, DEG RMS

! MAXIMUM STOW WIND...............................................24
    VELOCITY, M/S

Figure 5.  Operational 70-Meter Antenna X-Band Performance Summary
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INTERAGENCY ARRAYING
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ABSTRACT

Voyager ground aperture requirements for Neptune encounter in August 1989 exceed the
expected capabilities of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory’s Deep Space Network (DSN)
70- and 34-meter antennas. Agreements have been consummated with the National
Science Foundation to array the National Radio Astronomy Observatory’s Very Large
Array in New Mexico and with the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
Organization’s Parkes Radio Telescope in Australia with the DSN. This technique, which
was demonstrated during Voyager’s Uranus encounter, will provide a greater return of
imaging and non-imaging science data. The arrays consist of the normal facility receiving
equipment at each location, augmented by special receiving, combining, recording, and
monitor and control equipment. This equipment has been designed, is being implemented,
and will be operated during the Neptune encounter to effectively double the available
antenna aperture over the western United States and Australia.

Keywords:  Telemetry arraying, baseband combining, symbol stream combining, effective
aperture, very long baseline combining.

INTRODUCTION

Voyager Project experimenters hope to characterize Neptune’s interior, atmosphere, rings,
satellites, and magnetosphere as they did at Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus--but they face
formidable obstacles. Because Neptune’s distance from the sun (4.5 x 10  km, 30 A.U.)9

reduces available light, images take longer. Because of greater distance from Earth, radio
signals are attenuated more (down 3.5 dB from signals received from the spacecraft at
Uranus). These considerations caused studies to be performed, negotiations entered, and
trade-offs made to match requirements with capabilities. These activities and their outcome
are described in this paper.



Requirements on Ground Aperture

The requirements on ground aperture, in terms of data reception, can best be explained
using two categories: (1) a general, all-purpose, continuous data requirement, general
science and engineering (GS&E); and (2) a specific, instrument-oriented, episodic, data
requirement, equivalent full-frame images (EFFI). The GS&E contains spacecraft
engineering, science instrument health, and low-data-rate science instrument data. EFFI
contain actual imaging frames (800-by-800 eight-bit pixels) or the equivalent (5 Mb) in
high-data-rate science instrument data, such as the Plasma Wave and Planetary Radio
Astronomy Subsystems.

The established requirement for GS&E data is continuous, 24 hours per day, at 4.8 kb/s
during the Neptune encounter period--5 June through 2 October 1989. The requirement for
EFFI, in EFFI/day, varies from the time in days of closest Neptune approach (N), as
follows: from N-80 to N-15 and N+5 to N+30 days - 50 EFFI/day; from N-15 to N-1 and
N+l to N+5 - 225 EFFI/day; and from N-1 to N+l days - 300 EFFI/day. These
requirements specify 90 percent confidence in the telecommunications link.

DSN Capabilities

Neptune encounter data will be collected and sent to the Voyager Project at Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) from the three DSN deep space communications complexes (DSCC) in
Madrid, Spain (MDSCC); Goldstone, CA (GDSCC); and Canberra, Australia (CDSCC).
The maximum elevation angle and spacecraft pass duration at these complexes affect the
share of data each can provide. These are, at Neptune encounter: MDSCC 27.5 degrees
and 8.3 hours; GDSCC - 32.6 degrees and 8.9 hours; and CDSCC 76.9 degrees and 13.3
hours. The Voyager Project designed the mission accordingly. Neptune closest approach
will occur during GDSCC tracking; Triton closest approach and occultations of Neptune
and Triton will occur during CDSCC tracking.

The DSN has three antennas available for Voyager support at each complex--one 34-meter
standard (34 STD), one 34-meter high-efficiency (34 HEF), and one larger antenna,
currently being upgraded from 64-meter (64m) to 70-meter (70m) aperture. Any
combination of antennas at a complex can be arrayed (1). Using the 64m-antenna gain and
system noise temperature at 8.4 GHz as a reference for DSN aperture units (APU), the
antennas and arrays produce the following performance:



Element(s) APU Equivalent dB

70m 1.55 +1.9
34 HEF 0.35 -4.6
34 STD 0.25 -6.0
70m + 34 HEF 1.9 +2.8
70m + 34 HEF + 34 STD 2.15 +3.3

With this capability, the GS&E requirement could be met, except for short periods caused
by lack of sufficient overlap between complex view periods, but the EFFI requirement
could not. Only about 150 EFFI per day could be received.

Other Agencies’ Capabilities

The National Radio Astronomy Observatory’s Very Large Array (NRAO VLA), in
Socorro, New Mexico, is a Y-shaped array of 27 25-meter Az-El antennas. This represents
a significant aperture in the approximate longitude of Goldstone. However, there were two
difficulties. First the VLA did not use the 8.4-GHz frequency used by Voyager. Second,
the installation uses a control technique in antenna pointing which causes a 1.6-ms gap in
the received signal each 52 ms. NASA proposed solving the first problem by installing
8.4-GHz low noise amplifiers (LNA), and software simulations indicated that the
concatenated convolutional and Reed-Solomon coding used for Voyager telemetry data
transmission could bridge the gaps (2)(3)(4).

A more straightforward situation existed in Australia. The Australian Commonwealth
Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO) operates a 64-meter Az-El radio
telescope at Parkes. This antenna supported 63 passes during the Voyager Uranus
encounter. The Parkes station had been outfitted with a European Space Agency (ESA)
8.4-GHz maser front end and a microwave link installed to Canberra (still in place) (5)(6).
The Parkes station was used for tracking ESA’s Giotto spacecraft to Halley’s Comet and
for telemetry real-time arraying with the three CDSCC antennas. Personnel from the
CDSCC had operated the newly installed receiving and data processing equipment during
a very successful encounter. The use of the Parkes facility contributed approximately 2250
EFFIs to the science data return.

Coverage Agreement

In February 1985, NASA and NSF signed a Memorandum of Agreement which stated that
the VLA would support the Voyager Neptune encounter during 40 spacecraft passes. (The
National Science Foundation funds the NRAO, which operates the VLA, while JPL is
funded by NASA.) NASA stated that it would assist in the implementation of twenty-seven



8.4-GHz feed horns and LNA, additional power facilities, and all interfacing requirements
(7)(8).

In September 1986, NASA and CSIRO signed a Memorandum of Understanding stating
that Parkes would support the Voyager Neptune encounter during 80 spacecraft passes.
NASA would reinstall the ESA maser and approximately the same complement of data
processing equipment as used for Uranus encounter.

With these two radio astronomy observatories (RAO) augmenting the DSN capabilities,
the full EFFI requirements could be met--provided the design, implementation, and
operations were successful.

SYSTEM DESIGN AND CONFIGURATION

The arraying technique was developed for point-to-point microwave installations to
provide increased communications performance by frequency and space diversity
reception. The technique was adapted for deep space missions during the Voyager Saturn
encounter to increase the apparent ground antenna aperture. By combining the data from
two or more antennas, at either the baseband or symbol stream detection level, in
proportion to their signal-to-noise ratios (SNR), a composite signal can be obtained which
is approximately the sum of the individual SNRs (9)(10).

The overall interagency arrays have been given the designations Very Large Array-
Goldstone Telemetry Array (VGTA) and Parkes-Canberra Telemetry Array (PCTA).
These arrays have the same function and share some common subsystems, but the arrays
differ in a few particulars. A breakdown into subsystems reveals these aspects. Figure 1 is
a block diagram of the VTGA and PCTA. Facilities at the Goldstone and Canberra DSCCs
are generally the same except for the video link terminal and the combiner. The principal
differences at the RAOs lie in antennas (and antenna phasing at VLA), antenna control,
front-end equipment, interfaces with the DSN array, and the video link to the DSCC.

The principal equipment designed to effect the array are the Receiver Subsystem
(Receiver) at the RAOs, the Combiner Subsystem (Combiner) at the DSCCs, the Monitor
and Control Subsystem (Monitor/Controller) whose elements are split between RAO and
DSCC, and the Symbol Stream Recording and Combining Subsystem (Recorder) at all
sites. In addition, primary power, frequency and timing references, intersite
communications, and logistics and operational support are part of the design--but their
details will not be described here. The antennas, antenna pointing, and microwave
equipment design at the RAOs and DSCCs are functions of the existing facilities--as are
the processing of the combined telemetry output of the array (convolutional decoding, 



formatting, transmission, frame synchronization, Reed-Solomon decoding, decommutation,
and further distribution).

Receiver Subsystem

The Receiver at VLA and Parkes provides the intermediate frequency demodulation to
telemetry baseband. Its major capabilities are to track spacecraft signals with signal
dynamics encountered during planetary flybys, coherently detect the telemetry data, and
provide signals for determining carrier amplitude. The Receiver controller configures the
Receiver to acquire the carrier signal to determine precise tuning, after using frequency
predictions to get within range of the acquisition feature. The Receiver major interfaces are
with the RAO microwave subsystem, Monitor/Controller, and timing subsystem. The
Receiver can be operated by its controller (from the Monitor/Controller or from a local
terminal) or, in emergency, by fully manual means.

The Receiver accepts an intermediate frequency signal from the RAO microwave
subsystem and outputs a baseband signal containing the spacecraft subcarrier (nominally
360 kHz) and data (nominally 21.6 kb/s). The input frequency is centered around
315 MHz at Parkes, 18.75 MHz at VLA; the VLA input is upconverted to 315 MHz. The
microwave system uses a fixed local oscillator adjusted for the mid-point of the dynamic
range expected during the pass. The Receiver tracks the received signal over the ranges
and rates expected for spacecraft cruise (<20 kHz per pass, 1 Hz/s) and Neptune
encounter (<200 kHz, 75 Hz/s). The carrier tracking loop bandwidth is selectable to
10.8 Hz (cruise) or 21.6 Hz (encounter). The telemetry output, which has a 6-MHz
bandwidth, is routed via the Monitor/Controller to the Recorder and the video link.

Receiver configuration, status, and performance signals are presented to the Monitor/
Controller. These signals include carrier signal level and loop static phase error
measurements. Control information, including frequency predictions, are received from the
Monitor/Controller. A 1 pulse per second timing and a 5-MHz frequency reference are
received from VLA or PCTA equipment. An internal test signal generator (TSG) provides
a signal with adjustable levels of carrier, subcarrier, data, and noise, at the microwave
interface frequency, to verify receiver performance. Provision is made for accepting an
external test signal and a VLA gap simulation.

Combiner Subsystem

The Combiner is located at the DSCCs. Equipment consists of a Long Baseline Combiner
(LBC) at CDSCC for the PCTA and a Very Long Baseline Combiner (VLBC) at GDSCC
for the VGTA. The differences are required by the nature of the video link: a 260-
kilometer microwave link at PCTA and a synchronous satellite link at VGTA. The



Combiner design is patterned after equipment developed for DSN complex arrays but with
capabilities enhanced to accommodate the different baseline characteristics. The DSCC
combiner experiences delays of <100 Fs, the PCTA LBC ~2 ms, and the VGTA VLBC
~260 ms. The longer baselines also affect the dynamics: the VLBC will accommodate a
delay range of ±2400 Fs, a 240 ns/s rate of change and an acceleration of 0.02 ns/s/s. The
maximum combining loss will be <0.2 dB. Lock-up time will be <30 s.

The Combiner accepts two real-time inputs: (1) the 70M or DSCC- arrayed signal from the
DSCC combiner and (2) the telemetry signal received from the RAO via the video link.
The input signals consist of the 360-kHz subcarrier, symbols (typically 43.2 ksym/s), and
noise. The Combiner performs the cross-correlation, tracking, and summing functions to
coherently combine the input. The combining process provides for automatic weighting of
the summing function, including the ability to suppress a noncontributing input in real time.
The resultant data output is an eight-bit soft-quantized symbol stream. The output is
presented to the DSCC telemetry subsystem for decoding and further processing. Prior to
the start of the pass, tracking station locations and operating parameters and spacecraft
operating mode and ephemeris have been input via the array controller. The Combiner
configuration, status, and performance parameters (including the SNR of the inputs and
combined output) can be monitored at the array controller, at the DSCC, and at JPL.

Monitor and Control Subsystem

The Monitor/Controller provides the switching, interfacing, combining, monitor, and
control functions for the real-time and non-real-time arrays. It also provides test signals for
test and calibration of the total system, including the Receiver, Recorder, and video link
equipment. Equipment at all sites includes array and communication controllers, switching
assemblies, TSG, Subcarrier SNR Estimators, and commercial test equipment.

The Monitor/Controller performs the central control, configuration, interconnection,
combining, testing, and monitoring functions necessary to coordinate all the capabilities of
the array.

Control and monitoring is effected via communications controllers which interface with the
assemblies and array controllers. The array controllers interface with the communications
controllers, with each other, and with operations personnel at either terminal of the array.
The array controllers are used to control, configure, operate, and monitor the array.

A switching assembly is operated via the array controller or manually to select the signals
for combining, recording, and routing test signals for system testing.



A Monitor/Controller TSG, in conjunction with the Receiver TSG, provides the capability
to simulate the relevant dynamic characteristics of the spacecraft and array with dynamic
signal delays. The simulation includes the capability to synchronize the TSG at the RAO
with the TSG at the DSCC.

The Monitor/Controller accepts timing and frequency reference signals at all sites and
provides all interfaces with the communications terminals and the DSCC subsystems. It
also provides configuration and control signals to the Recorder during non-real-time
playback operations.

Recording Subsystem

The Recorder demodulates the baseband telemetry signal at each site, records the soft
quantized symbols, and provides for subsequent playback and combining at the DSCC for
processing through the remainder of the real-time telemetry system. The equipment at all
sites is the same. Major capabilities are to detect and soft quantize the telemetry symbols
from the telemetry baseband; to provide performance monitoring data; to digitally record
the symbols alternately on two recorders, avoiding tape gaps; and to playback,
synchronize, and combine signals from two previously recorded tapes for input into the
DSCC telemetry subsystem. In the event of a real-time communication failure, tapes from
the RAO will be air (VLA) or ground (Parkes) transported to the DSCC for playback. The
major interfaces of the Recorder are with the Monitor/Controller.

The Recorder consists of two redundant assemblies, each composed of a demodulator/
symbol synchronizer/SNR estimator, two tape drives, and a computer/combiner. The site
and spacecraft information provided to the combiner is also provided to the Recorder.
During the pass, the Recorder receives the baseband output of the array receiver or the
DSCC telemetry subsystem and records an eight-bit, twos-complement, soft-quantized
symbol representation at 6250 bpi (2460 b/cm) on standard 2400-foot (730-m) magnetic
tapes. Time data, site data, spacecraft data, and an SNR estimate are also recorded. Tape
drives are alternated automatically; redundancy is provided for quick failure recovery. The
SNR for each recording is provided to the Monitor/Controller for monitoring at the array
controller.

During playback, two tapes are mounted on the recorder, their times synchronized, and the
outputs combined. The resultant soft-quantized symbol stream is presented to the DSCC
telemetry subsystem for convolutional decoding, blocking, and transport to JPL in the
same manner as real-time data.



Supporting Subsystems

Power, frequency references, timing references, the inter-site communication system, and
predictions generation support are provided by existing, augmented, or contracted
capabilities. Power is obtained from the host organization at all sites. At VLA, existing
commercial power was augmented by the installation of two diesel generators for
increased reliability. Diesel power will be the prime power source during Voyager support.
The 1 pulse per second timing and 5-MHz frequency references are provided by the host
reference: active hydrogen maser at the DSCCs, rubidium standard at VLA, and cesium
standard at Parkes. Global Positioning system receivers will be added at the RAOs to
improve the knowledge of local clock offset from DSN clocks.

The communications link for VGTA is contracted from NASA Communications and
provides: a 5-MHz-bandwidth satellite video link for telemetry, two 9600-baud circuits for
Monitor/Controller computer links, two voice circuits, and 110-baud teletype service.
PCTA requires the same service, but it uses the existing Telecom Australia microwave for
the video link between Parkes and Canberra. All necessary predictions for the DSCCs,
RAOs, VGTA, and PCTA are generated at JPL in the Network Support Computer. New
sites identifications, coordinates, and ephemeris translations were added for these arrays.

IMPLEMENTATION

The VGTA and PCTA are required to be implemented with minimum interference to
currently operational and heavily committed facilities. NASA, NSF, CSIRO, and ESA are
all involved to some extent in the implementation. The VGTA implementation will be
discussed first, then the differences involved with the PCTA implementation will be
highlighted.

VLA-GDSCC Telemetry Array

The VGTA was assigned Project status by JPL and NRAO to ensure that the necessary
resources were available for the array. Receiver, Combiner, Monitor/Controller, and
Recording Subsystems, interfaces with other VLA and DSN subsystems, communications
between sites, and testing will be covered in the following paragraphs. (The 8.4-GHz
feedhorn and LNA implementation at VLA is discussed in a companion paper, and will not
be discussed here.)

At VLA, all VGTA equipment will be installed in an area adjacent to the VLA control
room. The phased, combined, analog-summed signal will be passed to the VGTA receiver
at 18.75 ±4 MHz. VLA status, configuration, and performance signals will be routed to
and displayed at the VLA operator’s console co-located with the array controller. The



baseband output will be delivered to a ground satellite tracking terminal supplied by
NASA Communications.

At GDSCC, a similar terminal is used to receive the VLA telemetry baseband and monitor
signals, to send control signals from the GDSCC Monitor/Controller to its counterpart at
the VLA, and to send slow-scan television images and operational traffic to VLA. The
Combiner receives telemetry baseband from the combined 70m and 34m antennas at
GDSCC, combines it with the VLA baseband, and delivers this signal to the DSN
telemetry subsystem. The DSN telemetry subsystem provides monitoring of the Combiner
input and output signals.

Parkes-CDSCC Telemetry Array

The prime differences between this array (PCTA) and the VGTA are (1) the interface
between the RAO microwave subsystem and the Receiver and (2) the communications link
between the RAO and the DSCC. The microwave at Parkes includes an ESA-provided
8.4-GHz feed horn and maser. This assembly, successfully used during the Voyager
Uranus encounter, is being refurbished and tested at JPL. The same generic signals are
distributed as at VLA, except that the telemetry nominal center frequency is 315 MHz,
without carrier tracking. The PCTA communications link is furnished by the previously
mentioned microwave link installed for the Voyager Uranus encounter. The same signals
are exchanged with CDSCC as the VLA exchanges with the GDSCC. At Parkes, all
PCTA signal processing equipment will be installed in a trailer adjacent to the radio
telescope. The CDSCC installation will be identical to GDSCC, with the exception of the
communications terminals (microwave at CDSCC and satellite at GDSCC).

Schedule

The overall Interagency Array schedule is shown in Figure 2. The shorter lead time for
PCTA corresponds with its lesser complexity compared to VGTA and the condition of
PCTA being basically a reinstallation of a proven implementation.

VGTA implementation is proceeding so as to permit development and phased integration
and test of the new 8.4-GHz equipment and to permit prototype design and test of the
Receiver, Combiner, Monitor/Controller, and Recorder Subsystems. The communications
link will be activated in mid-1988 for testing with concurrent Voyager spacecraft tests. All
implementations and acceptance testing will be complete in January 1989, to permit
operations test and training to be completed by the first Voyager need date in April 1989.

PCTA implementation includes testing of the Parkes equipment at JPL prior to shipment to
Australia. The signal processing equipment will be installed and tested starting six months



before the first Voyager need date (for radio science) in March 1989. Because the
installation of the ESA equipment curtails normal astronomy operations, this will not start
until 1 March. An accelerated testing program will be mounted to meet Voyager telemetry
requirements for the PCTA in April. Tracking passes, other than tests, will be supported
from 8 June through 29 August by PCTA, and from 6 June through 27 September by
VGTA.

OPERATIONS

The operational concept is derived from PCTA experience obtained during the Voyager
Uranus encounter. From the Voyager Project viewpoint, the complex aperture has
increased. From the RAO viewpoint, a user is directing the antenna pointing and receiver
configuration during a track. From the DSN viewpoint, an additional antenna has been
added to the complex array. Achieving this simplicity, however, requires prior support
activities, realtime operations, and post-pass operations.

Support Activities

Training, testing, scheduling, communications, direction, reporting, and control are
requisite to an operational facility. Training of VLA, Parkes, and DSN personnel, as well
as specific DSN-supplied VGTA and PCTA personnel, will occur during the final
engineering acceptance testing and specifically scheduled operational training and testing.
Scheduling of resources for support during the committed passes will be accomplished
through existing standard channels. Antenna pointing predictions in Right Ascension and
Declination will be provided to the RAOs, as well as downlink radio frequency predictions
via teletype. Downlink frequency and telemetry predictions will be sent to array control
personnel via data lines. Nominal Project-supplied sequences of events, including
spacecraft events, will also be transmitted. This information, together with the necessary
operating procedures, will be available to array personnel prior to the pass.

Real-Time Operations

Operational control of each array will be effected through an array lead engineer at the
DSCC, reporting to the complex Shift Supervisor. His overall responsibility is to ensure
that the combined array signal yields the appropriate enhancement compared with the
complex-only array. He will direct the array equipment operator at the complex and the
array supervisor at the RAO. The latter individual will coordinate with the RAO operator
and direct the local array equipment operator. Each equipment operator will monitor and
control the status, configuration, and performance of his assigned equipment. He will
ensure that the Recorder is writing tapes correctly, and he will change the tapes as 



required. Anomalies will be reported and corrected expeditiously. All personnel will keep
a log of appropriate events.

Non-Real-Time Operations

If the telemetry data cannot be successfully combined in real time at the DSCC, but are
captured by the RAO, the appropriate tapes will be copied on site and then transported to
the DSCC. At VLA, the tapes will be taken by VGTA personnel by auto to Albuquerque,
flown to Los Angeles via regularly scheduled airliner, and flown to Goldstone by the
NASA aircraft based in the area. At Parkes, the tapes will be taken by PCTA personnel to
CDSCC by auto.

At the DSCC, the tapes will be combined with the DSCC tapes, if available, via the
Recorder. Telemetry data from the tapes will be fed, together with performance data, to
the DSN telemetry subsystem for convolutional decoding and transmission to JPL in the
same manner as real-time data. If no matching tape had been recorded at the DSCC, the
output quality will be that obtainable from the RAO alone.

EXPECTED PERFORMANCE

Comparing the performance of the array based on APU, the comparison of arrays against
the 64m performance is as follows:

Element(s) APU Equivalent dB
VLA 2.54 (1.78) +4.0 (+2.5)
70m + 34 HEF + VLA 4.44 (3.68) +6.5 (+5.7)
GDSCC + VLA 4.69 (3.93) +6.7 (+5.9)
Parkes 0.88 -0.6
70m + Parkes 2.43 +3.9
70M + 34 HEF + Parkes 2.78 +4.4
CDSCC + Parkes 3.03 +4.8

The numbers in parentheses would apply if high electron mobility transistors, currently
used in the VLA low noise amplifiers, should prove to be unreliable. The backup plan is to
use another field effect transistor with resultant increase in system noise temperature.

Because available Voyager spacecraft data rates (8.4, 12.8, 14.4, and 21.6 kb/s) can be
accommodated without the 34 STD antenna, it is planned to release this resource for
tracking other spacecraft. This decreases the available margin only slightly (0.2 to 0.4 dB).



Coding Limits at VLA

The previously mentioned gaps in VLA data will have effects on the combined VGTA data
which depend on the spacecraft coding scheme. Some spacecraft formats, and parts of
formats, have concatenated convolutional outer and Reed-Solomon (R-S) inner coding;
others have only convolutional coding. The effect of gaps on R-S data is much less: from 0
to 0.5 dB extra symbol SNR is needed to achieve the required (l x 10E-5) bit error rate
(BER) after decoding. For non-R-S data the effect is greater: from 0.5 to 1.5 dB extra SNR
is required. VLA data alone at 0.0 dB yield <1.5 x 10E-2 BER. Voyager mission planners
will take these effects into consideration when estimating which telemetry data rates and
formats to employ over the VGTA.

CONCLUSION

The design and planned operation of the interagency arrays in support of the Voyager
spacecraft encounter with the Neptunian system promises to permit a deeper and more
comprehensive investigation than would otherwise be possible.
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NOMENCLATURE

BER bit error rate
CDSCC Canberra Deep Space Communications Complex
CSIRO Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization
DSCC deep space communications complex
DSN Deep Space Network
EFFI equivalent full-frame images
ESA European Space Agency
GDSCC Goldstone Deep Space Communications Complex
GS&E general science and engineering (data)
JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory
LBC Long Baseline Combiner



LNA low noise amplifier
MDSCC Madrid Deep Space Communications Complex
NRAO National Radio Astronomy Observatory
NSF National Science Foundation
PCTA Parkes-Canberra Telemetry Array
RAO radio astronomy observatory
SNR signal-to-noise ratio
TDA Telecommunications and Data Acquisition
TSG test signal generator
VGTA Very Large Array-Goldstone Telemetry Array
VLA Very Large Array
VLBC Very Long Baseline Combiner
34 HEF 34-meter high-efficiency (antenna)
34 STD 34-meter standard (antenna)
64m 64-meter (antenna)
70m 70-meter (antenna)
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ABSTRACT

The Very Large Array (VLA) radio telescope, located in west-central New Mexico,
obtains high-resolution radio images of astronomical objects by using Fourier aperture
synthesis with 27 antennas. With the addition of X-band to its receiving capabilities by
1989, and when arrayed with the Goldstone Deep Space Communications Complex
(GDSCC), the VLA will double the Deep Space Network (DSN) receiving aperture in the
U. S. longitude for signals from Voyager 2 at Neptune. This paper describes the VLA and
the installation of the X-band system, its operation and performance for Voyager data
reception, and its capabilities for other science at X-band.

Key-words: Telemetry array, Radio telescope, Low noise receivers, Cryogenic HEMT
LNA, Synthetic aperture planetary radar

INTRODUCTION

Early this decade, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) and the National Radio Astronomy
Obsevatory (NRAO) explored the feasibility of adding X-band receiving capability to the
Very Large Array (VLA) radio telescope of the NRAO for the scientific purposes of
increasing the data return from Voyager 2 at Neptune encounter and increasing spectral
coverage and radio-astronomical capability of the VLA. When arrayed with the Goldstone
Deep Space Communications Complex (GDSCC), the VLA would double the Deep Space
Network (DSN) data return in the U. S. longitude for signals from Voyager at Neptune in
1989. Two developmental X-band receiving systems installed on two VLA antennas in
1984 and 1985 demonstrated adequate performance (1). Installation of production systems



began in early 1986 with completion expected by the end of 1988. This paper describes
the VLA and the installation of the X-band system, its operation and performance for
Voyager data reception, and its capabilities for other science at X-band. The VLA system
will deliver one coherent summed signal from 27 antennas to the DSN telemetry receiver.
Other papers describe the DSN receiver and the VLA-GDSCC Telemetry Array (VGTA)
system and operation.

VERY LARGE ARRAY

Other papers (2, 3) have described the VLA design, performance, and operation, so only a
brief summary appears here. A synthesis array, also called a synthetic aperture, such as the
VLA, measures a finite number of components of the Fourier transform (also called the
visibility function of the observed brightness distribution within the primary antenna beams
by complex cross-correlating the signals from widely separated antennas. Complex
multipliers in the VLA operate at 100 MHz and perform the cross correlation after digitally
equalizing the spatial delays between the antennas. Intensive computing calibrates the
visibility data and inverse Fourier transforms it to produce images of the brightness
distribution.

The VLA consists of 27 25-m antennas arranged in an equiangular Y-shaped array with
two arms 21 km long and the north arm 19 km long. Two rail-mounted transporters move
the antennas to various positions in a power-law distribution along the arms of the Y. The
9 antennas in each arm will be in the A-, B-, C-, or D-array with 21, 6.4, 1.9, or 0.6 km
long arms, respectively.

Each antenna has dual circularly polarized, cooled low-noise receivers in the 1.3 - 1.7,
4.5 - 5.0, 14.4 - 15.4, and 22 - 24 GHz bands. Some antennas have cooled X-band
receivers at 8.0 - 8.8 GHz and ambient temperature receivers in the 73 - 76 and 312 - 342
MHz bands.

Buried low-loss large-diameter circular waveguide connects the antennas to the central
receiver back-ends at the control building. The correlator measures complex cross-
products for each of the 351 antenna-pair baselines for 4 intermediate frequency (IF)
signals with bandwidths up to 50 MHz.

X-BAND INSTALLATION

Feeds

JPL designed (4) and fabricated 28 X-band hybrid-mode corrugated feed horns to VLA
performance specifications. During overhaul of the “29th” antenna in the Antenna



Assembly Building (AAB), NRAO installs the feed on the cassegrain feed-circle in a
mounting tower and aligns its axis on the vertex of the shaped subreflector.

Cooled Front-ends

During the planning and demonstration phases of the project, the NRAO Central
Development Laboratory (CDL) designed and built 2 developmental front-ends (5) which
utilized GaAsFET low-noise amplifiers (LNA) cooled to 15 Kelvin. With these front-ends
on 2 VLA antennas, tests in 1984 and 1985 demonstrated a performance of aperture
efficiency > 50 % and system noise temperature < 55 Kelvin, which is adequate for the
VGTA.

The CDL will supply 30 production cooled front-ends by the end of 1987. All contain a
newer LNA using a high-electron-mobility transistor (HEMT) in the first of 3 transistor
stages. The HEMT front-ends have noise temperatures at the feed flange of 13 to 20 K,
while three FET front-ends have 29 to 34 K. All front-ends contain a waveguide-to-coaxial
polarizer cooled to 15 K and 2 LNA for right and left circular polarizations (RCP and
LCP). The LNA and ambient amplifiers in each polarization provide 46 +/- 3 dB total gain.

Integration into the Receiver System

Even though spread over three years, integrating the X-band receivers into the extremely
complex VLA system is a non-trivial task. Construction and installation must be
compatible with the mechanical and electronic systems, available personnel, system
maintenance, system upgrades, and observing schedules. The process must not disturb the
normal astronomical activities of the VLA, other than necessary system test time and
periodic VGTA performance tests.

Therefore, NRAO installs the feed, cooled front-end, and X-band electronics rack at the
end of the overhaul of each “28th” antenna. This process for 23 antennas will finish in
October 1988. Feeds and electronics will be installed on the last 5 antennas, without
overhaul, in November and December 1988.

A phase-locked frequency converter in the electronics rack translates X-band to the 4.5 -
5.0 GHz VLA first-IF. An on-going upgrade of the 1.3 to 23 GHz band front-ends includes
the bandswitches required to connect this X-band IF to the VLA first-IF. Both the X-band
front-end system and the VLA front-end upgrade must be completed before an antenna
becomes operational at X-band.

With each antenna installation, NRAO also installs special bandpass filters in each of the
four baseband IFs of the central receiver back-ends. These filters have 18.75 MHz center



frequencies and bandwiths of 8.0 MHz to pass the telemetry modulation sidebands of the
Voyager signal.

Summing Antenna Signals

To meet VGTA and very-long-baseline interferometry (VLBI) requirements, the NRAO
designed and is building a 27-antenna analog summing unit for each of the 4 baseband IF
outputs. After 3-level 2-bit 100 MHz sampling of each antenna baseband IF, the signal is
digitally delayed and put into the complex cross-multipliers and also into the summing unit.
The summer converts each input to an analog voltage and sums all selected antenna
voltages. The on-line control system can remove any failed antenna from each of the four
analog sum units. It also monitors total output powers.

A switch will connect one of the four IF analog sum outputs to the input of the DSN
telemetry receiver. The special IF filters band-limit the input and output spectra of a
summer and thereby provide image rejection for the upconverter input of the DSN
receiver.

OPERATION FOR VOYAGER

Autophasing the Antennas

The VLA must continuously sum in-phase the Voyager signal from all 27 antennas in order
to receive Voyager telemetry with maximum signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). This and low
system noise temperature (Tsys) are essential requirements for VGTA operations.
Otherwise phase instabilities in the electronics and in propagation through the troposphere
would cause the Voyager signals to sum toward a zero mean. The VLA on-line control and
monitor system finds fringe phases on baselines between 26 antennas and a designated
reference antenna. It computes residual phases for each antenna and uses them to apply
phase corrections to the antenna local oscillators for RCP and LCP IFs.

A long-planned upgrade of the VLA on-line system will be completed in time for VGTA
operations. In fact, the new system is necessary for VGTA because the current system is
memory- and speed-bound even without the X-band and VGTA requirements. All new
system hardware, including a third computer for backup, is in place and operating
independently of the array. Sufficient software is being written and debugged to allow
changeover in late 1987.

New capabilites necessary for VGTA include global autophasing, where global means
minimizing RMS phase differences on all 351 antenna pair combinations. Global
autophasing is more sensitive than single-reference autophasing by a factor of 3.67 in SNR



for the determination of each antenna phase. This is especially important in wet weather
with Voyager at low elevation angles where the troposphere can induce large phase
fluctuations across the array.

JPL (6) will continue testing the current autophasing performance to determine SNR
effects on residual phase fluctuations, and to optimize the algorithm to minimize
troposheric phase corruption.

The special baseband filters provide larger Voyager SNR at the correlators than the normal
VLA lowpass filters by passing the telemetry sidebands and rejecting system noise outside
the 8 Mhz bandpass. In abnormally weak Voyager signal conditions, the on-line system, in
the spectral line mode, can autophase on the Voyager carrier and first two telemetry
sidebands in one spectral line channel of 781 kHz bandwidth.

The goal for RMS residual phases will be less than 12 degrees in 10 sec integrations
without discontinuities. Acquisition time goal will be less than 5 seconds. A failed antenna,
such as one with high Tsys, low gain, or no Voyager signal, would degrade the global
autophasing for all antennas, so it must be dropped from the autophasing set and from the
sum.

Normally, RCP IF’s A and B will be autophased on the Voyager signal, so one of these
two sums is a backup. IFs C and D can be switched in the front-end from LCP to RCP for
additional backup, or can be used if Voyager must change to its LCP backup transmitter.

Controlling the VLA

The on-line system controls all aspects of array operation and electronics from antenna
pointing to collecting complex visiblity data and passing it to the off-line computers. The
array operates according to observing files prepared by the astronomer or by the DSN
VLA Operations Supervisor for VGTA operations. These files set frequencies, select the
IF channel for autophasing and summing, delete failed antennas from the sum and from the
autophase set, select continuum or spectral-line modes, and many other functions.

Monitoring Performance

In addition to controlling the VLA, the on-line system continuously monitors the array
performance and records an extensive database of monitor data for diagnostics.
“CHECKER” compares key array parameters to commanded values or to normal ranges
and alerts the array operator to errors via a display where color indicates seriousness. Each
terminal can display one of many monitor screens. VGTA operations will intensively
monitor Voyager signal amplitudes and phases of all antennas, RMS residual phases,



system noise temperatures of all antennas, selected IF channel and polarization, antennas
deleted from the sum, and many other parameters.

PERFORMANCE FOR VOYAGER

System Noise Temperature

One of the three most important performance parameters for VGTA operations is the VLA
system noise temperature (Tsys) for each antenna and the average of all antennas. Low
antenna Tsys maximizes the Voyager SNR of that antenna, thereby minimizing the phase
error for that antenna. Consequently low Tsys averaged over the 27 antenna’s maximizes
the summed Voyager SNR at the DSN telemtry receiver. An antenna with high Tsys would
degrade the global autophasing for all antennas, so it must be dropped from the
autophasing set and from the sum. The VLA will have all HEMT LNAs because their Tsys
is about 17 K less than FET LNAs.

The VLA performance data (7) for 7 antennas through March 1987 are:

Tsys  (FET, zenith) ~ 49 +/- 3 Kelvin
Tsys  (HEMT, zenith) ~ 32 +/- 3 Kelvin
Tsys  (HEMT, 30 deg elev) ~ 35 +/- 3 Kelvin
Tcfe  (HEMT) ~ 17 +/- 2 Kelvin, at feed flange
Tant  (zenith) ~ 15 Kelvin, Tant = Tsys - Tcfe
Tant (30 deg elev) ~ 18 Kelvin

The troposhere radiates and attenuates significantly at X-band, especially when it contains
much water vapor and liquid water, so we note the VLA performance for the Voyager at
Neptune maximum elevation angle of 30 degrees under clear sky conditions.

Effective Aperture

Another important performance parameter is the aperture efficiency, which is the ratio of
effective signal collecting area of an antenna to its geometrical collecting area. Voyager
SNR per antenna is directly proportional to effective aperture. The measured average
aperture efficiency (7) for 7 antennas through March 1987 is 0.62 +/- 0.03 for both RCP
and LCP.

G/T and Signal-to-Noise Ratios

The third and most important performance parameter is the ratio of system gain to Tsys
(G/T), which directly affects the Voyager SNR. In a global sense, G/T is most important at



the summed output where it includes effects of antenna phase errors, 3-level quantization
loss, and the 1.6 msec data gap in the 52 msec antenna control cycle.

The VLA performance (6) averaged  for 7 antennas through March 1987 are:

VLA 25-m antenna G/T = 4.859 x 10^6 x eff / Tsys

G/T (HEMT, zenith) ~ 9.40 +/- 0.60 x 10^4 K^-1
= 49.7 dB/K

G/T (HEMT, 30 deg elev) ~ 8.65 +/- 0.60 x 10^4 K^-1
= 49.4 dB/K

G/T (27 HEMT, 30 deg elev) ~ 63.7 dB/K
- 1.0 dB/K  quantization & data-gap

0.3 dB/K  autophasing errors
---------------------------
62.4 dB/K

Therefore the phased VLA of 27 antennas will have a 4.4 dB gain over a 64-m DSN
antenna with 50 % aperture efficiency, 25 Kelvin Tsys, and G/T of 58.0 dB/K.

Availability

The above performance factors determine telemetry SNR when the VLA is working well.
But if too many antennas fail or one part of the common receiver system fails, then SNR
degrades to zero. Therfore very important reliability goals for the VLA are 98 % avilability
of Voyager signal, 4 hours mear time to recover from a failure, and at least. 25 antennas
operating. Downtime statistics for the past two years indicate the VLA standard systems
fall short of this goal. However, the X-band recevers are more reliable, more backups will
be available, and diesel generators will power the site. Also experience, training, and key
technical personel on-site should bring the 1989 VGTA operations up to the reliability
goals.

OTHER SCIENCE AT X-BAND

Planetary Radar

With the addition of X-band, the VLA spatial imaging capabilities open a new world of
planetary science in combination with doppler-radar. High-resolution imaging in spectral-



line mode removes the model-dependent low-resolution spatial ambiguity of doppler-radar
“imaging”.

In May 1987, the JPL DSN Goldstone 64-m antenna illuminated Saturn with X-band
radar, doppler corrected for constant return frequency from the planet’s center. The 10
VLA antennas then available at X-band received, 2 hours and 40 seconds later, the return
signals from Saturn’s rings (8). Dual RCP and LCP images in the 6.25 MHz continuum
and in each spectral channel of 97 kHz resolution clearly showed details of the ring
structure. This experiment clearly demonstrated the feasibility of synthetic aperture
planetary radar. Future observations planned for 1988 and 1989 with 21 and 27 antennas
will provide much more detail of the scattering properties of Saturn’s rings.

With this demonstration, VLA-GDSCC planetary radar science will certainly expand to
other planets and some of their moons.

Very Long Baseline Interferometry

VLBI (9) has already used, and will increasingly use, the X-band capability of the VLA for
astronomical science. Intercontinental arrays with baselines millions of wavelengths long
provide spatial resolutions of milliarcseconds.

In July 1986, one VLA X-band antenna was used in a world-wide network of
radiotelescopes observing the precessing radio jet of a quasar. In May 1987, a VLBI
network used a phased array of 9 VLA antennas as one element to observe the center of
our galaxy, and another VLBI network used one VLA antenna to observe two binary star
systems.

Imaging Continuum Emission

When a sufficient number of antennas operate at X-band, the VLA certainly will be used
by many astonomers to make high-resolution and high-sensitivity images in the continuum
at 8.4 GHz. With zenith sysem noise temperatures under 35 K, compared to Tsys > 45 K
for all other VLA bands, X-band will be the band most sensitive for observing small radio
sources.

Imaging Spectral Emission and Absorption

The very low Tsys at X-band makes it very sensitive for spectral-line observations. No
significant molecular lines are known in the 8.0 - 8.8 GHz tuning range, but certainly
recombination lines of hydrogen, helium, and carbon will be observed in regions of our
galaxy and perhaps in external galaxies where sensitivity is critical.



CONCLUSION

The VLA phased-array of 27 antennas operating at X-band, when arrayed with the
Goldstone Deep Space Communications Complex, will double the data return from
Voyager 2 at Neptune in the U. S. longitude. Although a very complex operation, the
X-band receiver system will be installed on all antennas by 1989. Additional hardware
needed for feeding a filtered and phased-up signal sum to the DSN telemetry receiver will
also be installed before then. All system design, installation, and operation efforts will
maximize Voyager SNR and availability. Cooled front-ends with HEMT low-noise
amplifiers will provide maximum SNR. Robust autophasing of the VLA will also
maximize SNR, especially important during poor weather conditions or if Voyager should
transmit at low power. VGTA operations to receive data from Voyager at Neptune will
occur from April through September, 1989. In addition, the new VLA capability at X-band
will be used for other science, such as planetary radar, VLBI, imaging continuum
emissions, and imaging spectral-line emissions and absorptions.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a differential signal model along with appropriate sampling techniques
for least squares estimation of the frequency and frequency derivatives and possibly the
phase and amplitude of a sinusoid received in the presence of noise. The proposed
algorithm is recursive in measurements and thus the computational requirement increases
only linearly with the number of measurements.

The dimension of the state vector in the proposed algorithm does not depend upon the
number of measurements and is quite small, typically around four. This is an advantage
when compared to previous algorithms wherein the dimension of the state vector
increases monotonically with the product of the frequency uncertainty and the observation
period. Such a computational simplification may possibly result in some loss of
optimality. However, by applying the sampling techniques of the paper such a possible
loss in optimality can be made small.

1.  INTRODUCTION

The problem of estimating the phase and frequency of a received quasi-sinusoidal signal
has been investigated by many researchers, see for example references [1-9] and their
references. This has been obviously due to diverse and important engineering applications
where such problems arise.

In purely theoretical terms the optimal estimates are simply the maximum-a-priori (MAP)
estimates of the unknown parameters or signals. However, as the measurements are
nonlinear functions of the unknown parameters, close-form solutions of the estimation
problem are infinite-dimensional and too complex to implement [1]. Therefore, the
researchers in the field have been motivated to apply either known or novel approximation



techniques so as to arrive at a suboptimal estimator which may be feasible to implement.
The application of the extended Kalman filter (EKF) resulting in a digital phase locked
loop (DPLL) [2,3] and the application of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) techniques
[4-6] are two such approximations previously studied in the literature.

However, such approximations are based upon some specific assumptions about the
signal model. For example, in the EKF approach, it is assumed that the one-step ahead
prediction error is small and thus in the approximation of the nonlinear measurement
function by its Taylor series expansion around the predicted estimates, all but the linear
terms are negligible. In case of the frequency and phase estimation problem this in turn
implies assumptions in terms of sampling rate, the uncertainty in terms of the frequency
and its derivatives, signal-to-noise ratio etc. However, even with the above assumptions,
the one-step-ahead prediction error (in the phase estimate) may be high in the initial
estimation period (unless the frequency offset is negligible) and thus during this phase the
performance can be drastically different from the intended optimal performance. In case
of the FFT technique, a major assumption is that of constant frequency over the
estimation period. Also computational limitations may result in a significant quantization
error in the frequency estimate. In [4] a secondary algorithm has also been proposed for
the interpolation of such quantized estimates. The FFT algorithm being nonrecursive in
measurements, it is difficult to adapt it to time-varying situations and to obtain extensions
so as to estimate the frequency derivatives, if these exist.

Our approach to the problem is to consider higher order approximations to the
measurement function rather than just the linear one as in case of the extended Kalman
filter. With sufficient number of terms retained in such an approximation, the resulting
algorithm can be made as close to an optimum one as desired. Following such an
approach, a least squares based algorithm has been proposed [7] which provides fast
estimates of the frequency, phase and possibly the amplitude of the received signal. The
complexity of such an algorithm increases with the product of frequency uncertainty and
the observation period. Where this product is high, one could apply a suboptimum
procedure [7] so as to reduce the computational requirements.

In this paper we show that with a suitable transformation of the signal model and with the
use of a differential and cyclic sampling technique, a least squares algorithm can be
derived which requires significantly fewer computations than the previously proposed
algorithm [7]. In fact, for many situations, the computational requirements may be only
marginally higher than for a DPLL. The proposed algorithm being recursive in the number
of observations, it is capable of adapting to time-varying situations. Also. it is possible to
explicitly estimate various frequency derivatives if these are significant, rather than
indirectly inferring these from the slowly varying frequency estimates. From the 



simulations, it is also shown that the algorithm exhibits an exponential convergence of the
estimates to the neighborhood of the true parameters.

2.  THE SIGNAL MODEL

Consider first a simpler problem of estimating an unknown frequency T  from thed

measurements y(t), z(t) in (1) made in the presence of zero mean additive white Gaussian
noise n (t),n (t).i q

(1)

Here {y(t),z(t)} represents the in-phase and quadrature components of a received signal
s(t) and T  represents the frequency offset between the frequencies of the carrierd

reference signal r(t) and the received signal s(t). In the first instance we consider the
uniformly sampled versions of the signals y(t),z(t) given by

(2)

with n (k) and n (k) denoting the sampled versions of the quadrature components of n(t)i   q

with variance F . In order to obtain a differential version of (2) we expand sin(T t +N) in a2
d

Taylor series around t , i.e.,k-1

(3)

and obtain a similar expression for cos(T t  +N). With the substitution of (3) in (2), and k

equivalent signal model in the following differential form is easily obtained.

(4)

where

(5)



The measurement model (4) can now be approximated by

(6)

where

(7)

In the above r denotes transpose and the terms of order smaller than (T )t ) /n! haved k
n

been ignored. For example, if uniform sampling is used with )t  = T  then so as to satisfyk  s

the Nyquist criteria T )t  <B and in this case it may be sufficient to have only 5 or 6d k

terms in the model. For faster sampling rate, the number of terms may be even smaller.

The signal model (6,7) above is very similar to the one explored in [7] with a few
significant differences. First, whereas the state vector x(k) in (7) has elements which are
functions of )t  in [7] the elements of x(k) are powers of t . This implies that whereas thek          k

model dimension n in [7] increases with the number of observations N to keep the
approximation error small, here n does not depend upon N. Second, whereas the
algorithm of [7] also estimates simultaneously the phase and possibly the amplitude of the
received waveform, here we are mainly interested in the frequency estimation. However,
as discussed later in the paper, it is possible to also estimate the amplitude and phase by a
suitable augmentation of the algorithm. Another main difference between the two signal
models is that the additive noise appearing in (7) is not white.

3.  PARAMETER ESTIMATION

The parameter vector 1 in (6) can be estimated by a standard least squares algorithm in a
recursive or nonrecursive form. In the nonrecursive form, the estimate of 1 on the basis
of measurements v(k),k = 2N is given by

(8)

 where 0 < 8 # 1 is the exponential data weighting factor. We note that as in [7], the
matrix to be inverted in (8) can be written in a block Hankel matrix form. To achieve such
a structure, we modify the parameter vector to



and make the corresponding change in the state vector (this simply changes the order of
elements in 1 and x(k)). With the modified state vector denoted by 0 (k), the matrix
0 (k)0r(k) is given by

(9)

where each of the matrices A, B, C is of Hankel form. For example, with 

(10)

With a block Hankel form of the matrix, considerable computational savings can be made
in the computation of Ô!(N) by applying the fast algorithm of (10].

If the noise in model (6) were white then the estimate of 1 obtained from (8) would be
consistent and thus the estimation error 1 - Ô!(N) would approach 0 as N 6 4. However,
as >(k) is colored, there would be considerable bias in the parameter estimates under low
to medium signal-to-noise ratio A /F . To eliminate such a bias we propose the following2 2

extended least squares algorithm which essentially whitens the noise on an adaptive basis.

Extended Least Squares Algorithm - The additive colored noise > (k),> (k) in general mayi q

be expressed as a moving average of the white noise n (k),n (k) as followsi q

(11)

where D (k, z );1#I, j#2 are some possibly time-varying polynomials in the delay variableij
-1

z . For signal model (4-6) we have that-1



In the proposed recursive extended least squares algorithm [11] we modify the
measurement v(k) so as to effectively whiten the additive noise, thus arriving at the
following algorithm

(12)

where

(13)

and 8(k) denotes the exponential data weighting factor. In the initialization of the above
algorithm 0(1) and 0(2) may be simply set equal to zero. In fact, in the actual
implementation of the algorithm it may be advantageous to first use the standard least
squares algorithm for the first few observations to obtain an approximate estimate for Td

and then use the extended least squares algorithm.

4.  CONVERGENCE OF EXTENDED LEAST SQUARES ALGORITHM

The heuristic basis for the convergence of the extended least squares algorithm [11] is as
follows. As Ô!(k) 6 1, we have from (6,12) that the prediction error 0(k) approaches
>(k) - 0(k). This latter term would then approach the white noise 0(k) from (11,13). Thus
essentially the additive noise >(k) in the measurements v(k) is whitened so that the
parameter estimates obtained by the algorithm are consistent, i.e., Ô!(k) 6 1 as k 6 4.
References [11,12] contain a rigorous proof of a similar algorithm applied in a somewhat
different context. The algorithm of [11] differs from the one proposed here in that in [11]
the coefficients of the matrix corresponding to D(z ) of (11) are not related to the -1

elements of 1 and these are estimated simultaneously by extending the dimension of 1.
However in the present problem of frequency estimation, the noise parameters (elements
of the matrix D(z ) can be obtained from Ô!  and thus need not be explicitly estimated. -1

Such a difference also permits us to include the possibility that the model parameters are
varying with k as would be the case if )t  is dependent on k.k

In the convergence analysis of [11,12], a passivity condition is imposed on the polynomial
matrix D(z ). This condition can easily be satisfied by the artifice of adding an -1



independent noise sequence {.(k)} (also independent of the noise sequence {n(k)}) to the
observations for the purpose of estimating n̂ (k) . In the estimation of Ô!(k) however, thei

additive noire component .(k) is subtracted from 0(k) so that the asymptotic statistical
efficiency of the algorithm is not altered due to such a modification.

Another condition for the convergence of the algorithm (12) is that the matrix P(k) 6 0 as
k 6 4. Equivalently it is required that the matrix P (k) approaches 4 in all its eigenvalues -1

as k 6 4. As P (k) 3 x(j)xr(j) (assuming that 8(j) / 1) we observe that this condition -1 ) k
= j =1

will not be satisfied if the dimension n in the model (6) is greater than 2 and uniform
sampling is used, i.e., )t  = T  is a constant. In fact, as is evident from (9,10), under suchk  s

a condition, the matrix P (k) would have a rank of 2 and the algorithm would break -1

down.

5.  FASTER SAMPLING

It is noted that if the dimension of 1 is restricted to 2 then it is required that S T  < < 1d s

(S  denotes an upper bound on T ) or the signal needs to be sampled at a much fasterd      d

rate than the Nyquist rate which corresponds to selecting )t  = T  B/S  . Such ak  sN = d
)

procedure however, would result in a severe degradation of the signal-to-noise (SNR)
ratio. For example, if T  is selected to be 0.1T  with the filter noise bandwidth equal tos     sN

1/2T , then the signal-to-noise ratio in the model (6) would be reduced by a factor of 10s
3

where the SNR is defined as E [**x(k)** ] / E [> (k)]. Taking into account the fact that the2    2

number of observations would also increase by a factor of 10, the available SNR is still
degraded by a factor of 100.

In order to insure that the above convergence condition on P (k) is satisfied without -1

incurring a severe loss in SNR, we propose the following two sampling schemes.

Nonuniform Cyclic Sampling - In this procedure the sampling interval )t  is variedk

periodically to have at least n/2 distinct values where n is the dimension of the signal
model (6). For example if n = 6, then T  may take values T ,T ,T ,T  ...where T ,T ,s    s1 s2 s3 s1  s1 s2

and T  need to be just distinct. For example, one may choose T , = T ,T  = 0.9T ,Ts3           s1   s3N s2  sN1 s3

= 0.8T ,. This would insure that within the first n measurements the matrix (3 x x r)sN             j=1 j j
n

would have full rank n and all its eigenvalues, would increase with k at the same rate. The
actual values or T ,T , and T  would simply influence the condition number (ratio ofs1 s2   s3

maximum to minimum eigenvalue) of the matrix P (k), i.e., higher difference among these -1

values would imply smaller condition number and thus a higher robustness against
computational inaccuracies. In the limit, of course, when T  = T  = T , the conditions1  s2  s3

number is 4 and the algorithm breaks down.



Over Sampling (Uniform and Nonuniform) - In this procedure, to keep the dimension n
small, the continuous-time signal {y(t), z(t)} is filtered with a low pass filter of bandwidth
B  = S /2B but the filter output is sampled at a much faster rate, i.e., )t  << B/S . Such aN  d              k  d

sampling scheme results in the variance of n (k),n (k) to be 2N B  where 2N  is the one-i q    0 N  0

sided noise spectral density for the continuous-time noise n (t),n (t). However, thei q

sequence {n (k)} would now be highly correlated resulting in considerably smalleri

variance for the differential noise n (k) - n (k-1) appealing in the signal model (5,6). Noticei   i

that the remaining noise terms in (5) are also small in variance as T )t  << 1.d k

For example, if the low pass filter has ideal characteristics with bandwidth B , then theN

autocorrelation function of the filtered noise is n by

(14)

and for J = T  /10 where T  is the Nyquist sampling interval as defined earlier we havesN   sN

the correlation

Selection of the above sampling rate then results in E[n (k)-n (k-1)]  = .033(2B N ) =i i   N 0
2

.033F . Also as ω )t  = B/10, the variance of the remaining noise terms in (5) is also ofni    d k
2

the same order of magnitude.

It should be emphasized that if proper consideration is not given to the differential signal
model (5,6) and the filter bandwidth is simply selected to be equal to 1/2)t . with )t  =k   k

T  /M, then the noise variance E[n (k)-n (k-1)]  would have a value of 4B MN  aboutsN      i i       N 0
2

1000 times (with M = 10) higher than obtained by the above procedure. This holds when
the signal power E[**x ** ] is the same in both cases.k

2

With ω )t  equal to B/10 as in this example, it is sufficient to have the dimension of thed k

signal model n equal to 2. For higher values of )t  n may have a moderately higher value,k

say n = 4, in which case the sampling period )t  should be periodically varied with ak

minimum period of 2. The period for the variation of )t  must be $ n/2 for any other n.k

Differential Noise Model - The sampled noire {n (k)} obtained by the oversamplingi

procedure above may be expressed as the moving average of a white noise sequence
{T (k)}, i.e.,i

(15)



where T (k) has a variance of N  /T  and {h(j)} represents the sampled version of the lowi      0 sN

pass filter impulse response. For the case of an ideal filter for example,

Equivalently denoting by h̄(t) the normalized impulse response h(t)12B  and with M = TN     sN

/T  as above, we have,s

(16)

The sum in (16) has approximately 2M significant terms. From (16) one could derive a
moving average model for the differential noise )n   n (k) - n (k-1). Clearly there are ai = i   i

)

large number of significant terms in the expression for the differential noise and one could
not even approximately whiten it. (Theoretically such an operation corresponds to filtering
the noise by an inverse filter). However, we observe that

with R , denoting the sampled autocorrelation function of n (k), and that E[)n (k))n (j)]n        i    i i

/F  – 0 for *i - j* = M. Thus by using only a subsequence of the differential2
)ni

measurements placed T  sec. apart, in the update of parameter estimates, the [n (k) - n (k-sN          i   i

1)] component in the expression for > (k) in (5) is white. The remaining measurements arei

only used for the estimate of n (k-1) term in (5), so as to eliminate it from thei

measurements. Similar considerations apply for the quadrature noise component n (k).q

An Alternative Algorithm - Denoting by Ô! (k-1) the parameter vector estimate based onM

the differential measurements v(j), 1 # j # 2(k-1)M, and letting ä (k-1) denote thed,M

corresponding frequency estimate, we use the following recursion (see (4-6) for the
rationale),

(17)

At the end of recursion (17), one would have the estimates of n (kM-1), n (kM -1)i  q

required in the update of Ô! (k). The modified parameter estimation algorithm may beM

written as,



(18)

6.  ESTIMATION ERROR ANALYSIS

As shown in [7], the parameter estimation error covariance matrix for the case of additive
white noise in the signal model may be written as

(19)

where F  is the variance of the additive white noise and Õ!(N) =  1-Ô!(N) is the parameter2

estimation error. For the extended least squares algorithm considered in this paper, the
additive noise is colored. However, asymptotically the noise is effectively whitened and
the above expression is applicable, at least approximately.

For example, for the case of algorithm (16,17) and assuming that the signal dimension n is
equal to 2, one can easily show that with M=10 as above,

(20)

where T(N) denotes the frequency estimation error and P  denotes the carrier power.~
c

Similar expression may be derived for the algorithm (12).

It may be noted, however, that the expression in (20) is mostly of academic interest as it
only applies to the case of large number of observations without exponential data
weighting. For small number of observations and with exponential data weighting, the
algorithm actually exhibits a faster than exponential convergence phase followed by an
exponential rate of convergence. Such a convergence is illustrated by computer
simulations. However, if the maximum value of the data weighting coefficient 8  ismax

strictly less than one, then the parameter estimation error does not converge to zero with
the number of observations. It is only for such an asymptotic convergence (perhaps not 



of much interest in the present context) that 8  is set equal to 1 and then the result ofmax

(20) is applicable asymptotically.

7.  COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS ALGORITHMS

Comparing the performance of the proposed algorithms with the one studied in [7], there
is an obvious loss in terms of the statistical efficiency. However, one also achieves an
order of magnitude reduction in the computational complexity. Thus, whereas the
dimension n of the signal model in [7] depends directly upon S T, the product of thed

frequency uncertainty and the observation time, here the signal model dimension n is
independent of S T and can be made very small, in fact n can be selected to be 1 if M isd

made sufficiently large.

It should be emphasized however, that over the initial period of estimation, the algorithm
is fast, exhibiting an exponentially fast convergence phase similar to that in [7]. It is also
possible to devise algorithms which provide a tradeoff between the convergence rate and
computational complexity by taking advantage of both of the algorithms.

For instance, in one possible approach, one may use the simpler algorithm proposed here,
first to estimate T  for an appropriate period so that the estimation error T  is sufficientlyd          d

~

small. At this point a correction is made in the reference oscillator frequency by ä . Thed

unknown frequency after the correction is simply equal to T . This is followed by the~
d

more precise algorithm of [7] where the signal dimension n is selected according to (18)
of [7] with 3F  substituted for S, i.e.,jd

For example if n=5, and P/N  = 25 dB-Hz then one uses the simpler algorithm untilF  -0          jd

the standard deviation of the estimation error is less than 61 rad/sec. and then switch as to
the more precise algorithm. In the latter phase the algorithm also provides the estimates of
the phase N and amplitude A of the carrier.

In yet another approach, one could work with measurements

with the signal model dimension n higher than S MT . In this case one could write ad sN

signal model similar to (4-6) and an algorithm similar to that of (10-12). The performance
of such an algorithm is expected to be in between the algorithm of [7] and the one
proposed earlier in this paper. The details of such a possible modification are omitted.



8.  CARRIER PHASE AND AMPLITUDE ESTIMATION

When the frequency estimation error T  is small, it may then be desirable to also obtain an~
d

estimate of the carrier phase N so that a phase correction may be applied to the reference
oscillator in order to achieve a phase lock condition as is done in phase-locked loops. For
this purpose, instead of estimating the initial phase at t = 0, it is more appropriate to
estimate the phase N(T) at the end of estimation period T. To achieve this we rewrite the
observation model (2) in the following modified form.

(21)

where for simplicity of the expression an uniform sampling of the signal has been
assumed. Equation (21) in turn may be written in the following equivalent form,

(22)

An extended least squares (Kalman filter) algorithm can then be applied to (22) for
estimating Asin(N(T)) and Acos(N(T)). In such an algorithm the unobserved states
cos(T kT ) and sin(T kT ) can be replaced by their estimates respectively obtained byd s   d s

simply replacing T  by ä (N). The value of ú < N is such that ú T (N)T  and thus thed  d            d s
~

state estimation error is small. From the knowledge of p(T)  Asin(N(T)) and q(T) )    )
=    =

Acos(N(T)), one may easily obtain the following estimates of A and N(T) (modulo 2B),

(23)

Thus far in the development of the paper, we have assumed that the frequency T  isd

constant. If T  is not constant but is slowly varying with time, it may be tracked byd

exponential data weighting with 8(k) # 8  < 1 with 8  selected in accordance with themax    max

rate of variation in T . However, if the variation in T  is fast then it is more appropriate tod       d

simultaneously estimate T  and possibly also the higher order derivatives of T . The@
d         d

proposed algorithm can be extended for such an extension as discussed below.

9.  ESTIMATION OF THE FREQUENCY DERIVATIVES

Here we model the time-varying frequency T  as a polynomial in t of sufficiently highd

degree. For example, if only the first frequency derivative has a significant contribution



over the estimation period, then T  = T  + 8 t where T  and 8  are some constants ord  0  0   0  0

possibly slowly varying functions of time. In this case the expansion similar to (3) for
sin(T t  +N) around t  is given by,d k   k-1

(24)

In (24) above the dependence of T  on t is not shown explicitly. It is however understoodd

that T  on the left hand side is evaluated at t = t  whereas in the right hand side terms thed           k

value of T  at t  is substituted.d  k-1

Following the procedure similar to that used in the derivation of (4-7), and assuming that
(T )t )  and higher order terms are negligible, one obtains the following differential modeld k

3

for y(k),
(25)

where

A similar expression can easily be written for the differential z (k). Extended least squaresd

algorithm can now be applied to model (25) to estimate the parameter vector 1 and thus
the unknown frequency T  and it derivative 8 .0    0

10.  SIMULATIONS

Figures 1 through 3 present the performance of the least squares algorithm presented in
the paper. For the simulations, the unknown frequency T  is taken to be 1 rad/s. Ford

frequencies much higher than one, an appropriate scaling of the frequency and time can
be made as in [7]. Such a transformation of the frequency and time as in [7], leaves the
error analysis of the algorithm invariant. However, this imparts an additional robustness to
the algorithm against finite-dimensional truncation error.

In view of the above remarks, the plots in Figures 1 through 3 are equally applicable to
any arbitrary frequency (say 1000 rad/s), if the estimation error in the figures is considered
to be also normalized, i.e., in such a case the ordinate in Figures 1-2 represent T /S  and~

d d

the number of samples/ cycles are with respect to the known frequency bound S .d



As is evident from Figure 1, in the absence of noise the frequency estimate comes close
to the true frequency (within a few percent) in only a fraction of one period of the
unknown frequency. It is also apparent that the frequency estimation error exhibits an
initial, faster than exponential convergence phase, followed by an exponential convergence
phase (linear on logarithm scale). When the estimation error becomes very small, say
about .001 of the true frequency, the truncation error may become relatively significant
(the contribution due to higher than (T )t )  terms may not be negligible) and to reduced k

4

the effect of such unmodelled error, a simple smoother is used which exponentially
weights the filtered frequency estimates. For the estimation algorithm, the exponential data
weighting of 0.995 is used.

In Figure 2 is plotted the frequency estimation error vs the estimation period when noise is
present in the measurements. In the simulation example, an additive noise of variance .01
is added to the differential signal model (3-6). This would thus be the variance of the
whitened version of the additive noise >(k) in (6). As discussed in the section on the
sampling techniques, the white noise variance in the differential signal model is only a
small fraction of the additive noise variance in the original measurements if proper
sampling procedure is followed. Here for example the oversampling factor M=5 and for
this case E[)n (k)]  = .065F  (see the discussion following equation (14)). Thus thei   ni

2  2

effective noise variance considered is F  = .15 with 10log (A /2F ) = 5.2 dB. The figure2     2 2
ni    10 ni

does not clearly expose the initial convergence phase. However comparison with Figure 1
shows that over the initial 10 samples of estimation period, the estimation error for this
case is approximately the same as for the noise free case. It is easily verified that in this
initial period, the performance of the algorithm is very close to the optimum possible
performance [7].

Figure 3 illustrates the capability of the algorithm to track time-varying frequency. In this
example the unknown frequency is varying sinusoidally according to T (t) = T [l +d   0

0.5sin(.01T t)] representing a maximum frequency derivative equal to .005T . The result is0         0
2

given normalized to T  = 1 rad/s. For the case of T  = 1000 rad/s this represents, for0        0

example, a maximum magnitude of the derivative equal to 5000 rad/s . It is noted that the2

estimate follows closely the true frequency. We also remark here that in this example,
there is no explicit estimation of the frequency derivative. Thus with the application of the
extended algorithm (24,25) much more accurate estimates can be obtained in this case as
the frequency variation may hardly be considered to be slow in this example.

It should be remarked that by reducing the effect of model truncation errors (most
dominant over intermediate estimation periods), the performance of the algorithm can be
kept close to the optimum over the complete estimation period. This is achieved simply
by a periodic adjustment of the reference oscillator frequency (by the estimate of T ). d



Thus as the offset (equal to T ) tends to zero, the effect of the truncation error becomes~
d

negligible and T  tends to zero.~
d

11.  CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a differential signal model along with appropriate sampling techniques
for least squares estimation of the frequency and frequency derivatives and also the phase
and amplitude of a sinusoid received in the presence of noise. The proposed algorithm is
recursive in measurements and thus the computational requirements are of order N where
N is the number of measurements. Depending upon the sampling rate, the dimension of
the state vector in the least squares algorithm may be anywhere from 1 to 5. With
exponential data weighting, the proposed algorithm exhibits a faster than exponential
convergence phase followed by an exponential phase as is shown in [14] for the recursive
least squares algorithm applied to a different problem.

When compared to the FFT algorithm the algorithm of the paper shares the advantage of
the previously proposed least squares algorithm of [7]. However, the computational
requirements here are considerably lower than for the previous algorithm. Moreover,
whereas the dimension of the state vector in [7] increases with the product of frequency
uncertainty S  and the obsevation period T, here the state vector dimension does notd

depend upon S T and is small. The disadvantage of the algorithm may be some loss ofd

asymptotic optimality in terms of frequency estimation errors. However, using appropriate
sampling procedures proposed in the paper, such a difference can be made small
especially over initial estimation periods, where the estimation errors are more significant.
Moreover, with an appropriate synthesis of the two algorithms as suggested in the paper,
one may obtain near optimum performance with reduced computational requirements.
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Figure 1.  Convergence of Least Squares Algorithm (Noise Free Case)



Figure 2.  Convergence of Least Squares Algorithm in the Presence of Noise



Figure 3.  Acquisition of Rapidly Varying Frequency Without Explicit
Estimation of the Frequency Derivative
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ABSTRACT

The phase tracking error of the reception of a QPSK signal transmitted in a severe fading
environment is derived. The phase estimate derived from the phase lock loop (PLL) will be
used by a binary phase shift keying (BPSK) receiver for the recovery of the data. The
resultant probability of bit error is analyzed, and is shoen to be significantly improved
when the phase of the transmitted signal is tracked by a PLL separately and utilized in the
coherent detection.

INTRODUCTION

Signal transmission in a severe fading channel, modeled as the Rice/Rayleigh channel, is
subject to amplitude, phase, and frequency scintillations. To mitigate the error in
transmission, coherent combining of phase lock loop derived signal with an RF
demodulation process can be used. In this paper, the error of a transmitted signal of
quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) modulation is being studied. The conventional
demodulator is aided by a phase lock loop (PLL) tracking output from a single antenna.
The performance of a single PLL in the presence of severe fading is derived, along with
the resultant probability of error of signal transmission.

PLL IN FADING CHANNEL

The received signal from a scintillated channel can be written as

(1)

where H(f, t) is the time variant transfer function of the channel and S(f) is the spectrum of
the signal. The transmitted signal is given by



where A  and f  are the transmitted signal’s amplitude and frequency, respectively. Weo  o

characterize the perturbed signal as

(2)

where a(t) and 2(t) are the random amplitude and phase functions. The additive noise n(t)
is assumed to be a zero mean white Gaussian process with two-sided spectral density No/2
watts/Hz. The phase variations will be estimated by using a PLL shown in Figure 1 with its
phase estimate as an input to a conventional PSK demodulator. The output of the voltage
controlled oscillator is

where 2(t) is the estimate of phase change and K  is the gain. Let us denote1

(3)

The equation of the PLL is [1, 2, 8, 9, 10]

(4)

where K is the total gain and N(t, N) is the equivalent noise. The probability density of
phase tracking error is given by [6, p. 83]

(5a)

where I (") Is the modified Bessel function ando

Let us assume that the p.d.f of the amplitude a(t) is a Rician r.v. [6, p. 141) and



(5b)

where F  is the fading amplitude variance and A is its mean and it assumed that a(t) is2
s

slowly varying, i.e., constant over a decision interval and represented by the letter a. The
p.d.f. of the phase tracking error is

(6)

where
(7)

using Eqs. (5a) and (5b). ( is the ratio fading mean square to its variance.

The ratio of the output power to input power is

(8)

Let us define

(9)

D  is the signal to noise and fading power ratio.0

From Eqs. (7), (8), and (9) we get

(10)



Therefore, the p.d.f. of the phase tracking error is

(11)

The variance of the phase tracking error is shown in Figure 2 for (  = 0.1dB, 2dB and2

10dB.

For the Rayleigh Channel, i.e., when A = 0, the p.d.f. of the amplitude a is [6, p. 141]

(12)

Therefore, the p.d.f. of the phase tracking error in the case of Rayleigh fading is

(13)

ERROR PROBABILITY

We shall consider the case when the transmitted signal is binary phase shift keyed (BPSK)
modulated. The transmitted signal is

(14)

where A  is the amplitude of the transmitted signal and R(t) is the phase modulation. The0

conditional probability of error, when the signal passes through a nondispersive channel, is
[3, 7]



(15)

(16)

(17)

The received energy , is a random variable, and its distribution is given by the Rice/
Rayleigh distribution. The tracking error N is also a random variable and its distribution is
given by Eq (11). Therefore, the probability of error for the fading channel [5] is

(18)

where f(,) and f(N) are the p.d.f of , and N. The error probability for the Rician channel is
then given by

(19)

When A60, the probability of error is



(20)

where

Note that

(21)

From [4], (p. 258)

(22)

where B(m, n) is the beta function [7]. Therefore, from Eqs. (21) and (22), we get

(23)



Equations (20) and (23) yield

Substitute

Therefore, we obtain the probability error as

where

(23a)

Note that if K 6 4 and C 6 0, I (CF  z) 6 1 and the integration in Eq. (23a) becomes0 s



where m(•) is the Gamma function [7]. Hence, the probability of error is

(24)

CONCLUSION

The plot of the variance of the phase error for various fading power and noise power is
shown in Fig. 2. Aiding the BPSK receiver with a PLL tracking the phase will improve the
bit error probability at least 3-8dB at the bit error rate of 10 , depending on the fading-5

parameters. The initial finding is based on small values F  • C such that the higher order2
s

terms are neglected and when N  is assumed to be 1 in the bandwidth of interest. Thiso

assumption is valid when the loop gain is very large.

The author is grateful to Don Nelson, Ali Habibi and T. C. Huang for their comments,
Norm Lantz for his support in this research, and Felicia Lister for editing several versions.
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ABSTRACT

A recently tested antenna pointing control system for gimbaled antennas has been
developed. A modified TDRSS user transponder produces pointing error signals from the
S-band forward link which in turn drive the Steering Control Electronics (SCE) to
precision steer a S-/Ku-band Data and S-band Tracking (KDST) planar array. A successful
test of the pointing and data handling capabilities is described and plans for further tests,
incorporating additional refinements, are presented.

INTRODUCTION

A proof of concept antenna pointing control system for gimbaled space antenna
applications was developed and recently tested. The system was comprised of a modified
S-band Tracking Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) user transponder that produces
error signals from the synchronous orbiting TDRS satellite S-band forward link that in turn
drives the SCE to precision steer a KDST planar array.



TDRS USER TRANSPONDER WITH ANGLE POINTING CAPABILITY

NASA has foreseen a need for a high data rate (up to 450 Mbps), Ku-band, Tracking and
Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) return link. In order to obtain an acceptable bit error
rate with reasonable transmitter output power, it was determined that a high-gain Ku-band
antenna would be needed. Since a high-gain antenna has a narrow beamwidth, some kind
of full- or part-time forward link autotracking is required. A cost effective implementation
of the system, and the possibility of using a modified TDRSS User Transponder in an
S-band forward link tracking system was the best solution. In this scheme, S-band planar
array antennas would be colocated with the Ku-band planar array antenna (Figure 1).
Amplitude comparison would be used for coarse acquisition (from ± 7E to within a range
of ± 1E) and phase comparison would be used for fine acquisition and tracking (from
within ± 1E). The antenna beams have narrow beamwidths in the plane along the length of
the arrays and wide beamwidths in the plane along the width of the arrays. The larger
angles of acquisition are obtained with the squinted beams with 5 db crossover points.
Phase comparison must be done with antennas that have equal phase fronts (note arrows in
Figure 1) that are directed orthogonally and 7E off axis. The pointing jitter must also be
small enough to maintain the Ku-band return link (the Ku-band, -1 dB beamwidth is about
±0.26E).

Figure 1 - Antenna Array Configuration



Several different methods for pointing the antenna using a modified S-band TDRSS User
Transponder have been investigated. Conventional single-channel autotracking methods
were found to be incompatible with the configuration of the S-band tracking antennas
coupled with the requirement that both amplitude and phase comparison be performed.
Fortunately, a new pointing and control concept, using an antenna lobe switching method,
was devised that allows both amplitude and phase comparison to be used. Shown in
Figure 2 is a block diagram of the proposed tracking system.

Figure 2.  Lobe Switching Approach Block Diagram

Using this method, amplitude comparison is performed by conventional means using the
carrier IF AGC voltage as an indication of the received signal strength. The new concept
involves the method for deriving the phase comparison error signal. Shown in Figure 3 is a
simplified block diagram of the carrier tracking signal processing. The loop is a digitally
implemented Costas type, second order phase locked loop. A second order phase locked
loop will have zero steady-state phase error for a step input in phase. Therefore, when a
phase step is applied to the loop by switching from one antenna to another, the
Numerically Controlled Oscillator (NCO) frequency momentarily increases or decreases in
order to re-acquire the new phase angle. The NCO word is proportional to the
instantaneous frequency of the NCO output. Since frequency is the rate of change of phase 



Figure 3.  Simplified Block Diagram of the Carrier Tracking Signal Processing

(the derivative of phase), it is conceptually possible to integrate the change in the NCO
word until the new phase angle is re-acquired in order to obtain an estimate of the phase
step.

Shown in Figure 4 is a block diagram of the module that performs these functions. The
NCO word is a 24-bit word that is sent over a 16-bit bus. The most significant 8 bits, or
the high byte, are sent first followed by the remaining 16 bits in the word. This data
transfer is controlled by the 12 Control Bit and the Receiver Carrier Strobe. The NCO
word is updated at a rate of 2,000 times per second. Prior to receiving a start input from
the Antenna Processor, the accumulator is cleared, and the two’s complementer is set so
that it does not complement. The Antenna Processor sends a start pulse to the tracker
module and switches from one antenna to another. The antenna switching pattern is shown
in Figure 5. The tracker module then accumulates 200 NCO word samples. This takes
about 100 ms to accomplish and has been determined to be long enough for the phase
locked loop to have re-acquired the new phase angle. The tracker module then subtracts
the next 200 NCO word samples by accumulating the two’s complement of the NCO word
(Figure 6). The subtraction performs the Doppler compensation. After this process has
been completed, the 8 bits representing the phase jump estimate are latched into the output
register, the accumulator is cleared, and the Data Ready output goes high indicating that
valid data may be clocked out of the tracker module by use of the Serial Tracker Clock
and the Serial Data Output. The entire process for the four antennas is repeated every 0.65
seconds.



Figure 4.  Tracker Module Block Diagram

Figure 5.  KDST Step II Antenna Switching Patterns

The installation of this module in the Second Generation TDRSS User Transponder is
easily accomplished (which means lower cost) and presents a low risk as far as
interference with other transponder functions is concerned (due to the digital
implementation). The module design also requires the use of only one part type not already
used in the transponder (exclusive-ored gates). The module could be installed in place of
the optional Doppler Processor module. The Doppler Processor module has the same
inputs, except for the Carrier AGC, so the only major change involved with the installation
of the tracker module would be connecting the outputs to unused pins on an existing
D-type connector (J8). The mechanical configuration of the transponder would remain
unchanged, and since all of the inputs except for the Carrier AGC are digital, no
degradation or discernable effects on other transponder functions should occur.



Figure 6.  Doppler Rate Error

GIMBAL/ANTENNA POINTING

Antenna pointing for the KDST incorporated an existing flight-type gimbal developed for
the Solar Maximum Mission. In the KDST test configuration, only one gimbal was
available and it was used to provide azimuth pointing and tracking for the phased array
K-band antenna. Elevation positioning for these tests was done manually by adjusting the
elevation bracket on the antenna mount. Figure 7 shows the KDST test configuration, and
the laser interferometer, shown in the figure, was used to measure gimbal rotation and
pointing performance.

 Control law implementation included a 2-Hz analog position loop closed around an
internal gimbal resolver and a 0.025-Hz digital tracking loop closed around antenna phase
error from the NASA standard transponder. Figure 8 shows a simplified block diagram of
the control law implementation.



Figure 7.  Test Set Up for TDRS Tracking Experiment

Figure 8.  KDST Step II Simplified Block Diagram

The 2-Hz analog position loop allowed the digital controller to perform an open loop scan
and an acquire maneuver on the forward link S-band signal. The digital controller was
implemented with off-the-shelf laboratory equipment and included an UP6944A
multiprogrammer and an HP9826 instrument controller. The programming language was
HP Basic and Figure 9 shows the implemented system flow diagram.



The selected bandwidths for the test configuration were primarily dictated by the speed
and computational requirements of the instrument controller and were limited by a cycle
time of 1.5 seconds for the antenna switching pattern. As shown in the system flow
diagram of Figure 9, the digital controller performed three functions (i.e., scan, acquire,
and track).

Figure 9.  KDST System Flow Diagram



In the scan mode, the digital controller issues scanning step position commands to the
2-Hz analog gimbal loop until a TDRS forward link signal is detected on one of the
squinted S-band antenna elements. Once the forward link signal is found, the controller
enters the acquire mode.

In the acquire mode, the controller switches between opposite squinted antennas and
measures the AGC value of the received signal as determined by the transponder. Based
upon the difference in the received signal levels the controller rotates the gimbal until the
AGC values on each squinted antenna are nearly equal. When this condition is satisfied,
the S-band boresight of the received signal is within 1E and the controller enters the phase
tracking mode.

In the phase tracking mode, the controller issues start commands to the transponder and
switches between opposite pair nonsquinted S-band antennas. The phase jumps detected
by the transponder during antenna switching are output to the controller as a digital word.
The controller numerically integrates the phase jump error and updates the position
command to the 2-Hz analog loop to force the phase error to zero. This phase tracking
aligns the antenna to within 0.1E of the S-band boresight.

If continuous tracking is not required, the controller can be commanded to hold the gimbal
position and the S-band antennas and transponder can be used to receive low rate data.
Only occasional updates of the antenna tracking may be required.

TRACKING PERFORMANCE

KDST azimuth tracking performance on NASA’s TDRS S-band forward link was
measured recently in Phoenix, Arizona. Figure 10 shows the measured KDST mean
azimuth gimbal angle values compared to the TDRS satellite predicted values for a series
of 79 test runs conducted on May 1, 1987. The upper and lower bounds indicated on the
plot represent ±0.1E from the predicted TDRS azimuth values that was set as a tracking
accuracy goal for each axis (elevation over azimuth, 2-axis configuration) derived from the
overall tracking accuracy requirements budget.

The data in Figure 10 include all the configurations used that day. These configurations
consisted of added RF attenuation between the tracking antenna and transponder, various
data rates with the corresponding transponder phase-locked loop bandwidths, and different
user service conditions (Single Access and Multiple Access) which alter the satellite
radiated power. It is remarkable that most of the data was contained within the ± 0. 1E
band.



 While not directly comparable, it is noted that the jitter from strip chart data in the same range of*

RF signal input levels obtained previously with a signal generator/horn antenna simulation of the
TDRS signal was approximately one-third of this value.

Figure 10.  Azimuth Angle Versus Time

There is considerable evidence from the tracking antenna phase-jump data that much better
performance can be expected in an on-orbit, atmosphere-free, ground-reflection-free path
between TDRS and a KDST-equipped user satellite. The phase data from 27 of the 77
runs, representing the TDRS SSA mode (highest radiated power) with the 0-dB RF
attenuation and for the 125-bps bandwidth setting, showed that the system followed the
instantaneous azimuth angle of arrival within about ±0.007 equivalent peak gimbal degrees
as compared with the ±0.125 degree peak  gimbal data. The ratio of the standard deviation*

of the run-to-run gimbal angles’ values ranged from 12 to 20 times that of the phase-angle
data. Consequently, it is theorized that the gimbal angle data contains the effects of lateral
perturbations in the angle of arrival due to the turbulent atmosphere, and that the phase-
derived data represents the potential KDST tracking capability in the absence of other
system-inherent perturbating factors. Further data analysis is continuing in an attempt to
separate the various factors.

Elevation angles were set manually during the test runs to approximate the TDRSS
predicted values. Since the vertical half-power beamwidth of the azimuth tracking
antennas is about 22E, the setting was not critical. The TDRS elevation angles ranged from



5.8E to 7.6E during the May 1, 1 987 tests. Examinations of the elevation tracking array
phase-jump data showed severe perturbations occurred in the phase values owing to
ground reflection encountered at this low elevation angle.

On May 13, 1987 the 40-dB gain Ku-band KDST return link array boresight was
determined to be offset 0.1E from the S-band tracking boresight by means of a series of
carrier-to-noise density measurements performed at the TDRSS White Sands Ground
Terminal with the KDST transmitting. The tracking loop was digitally offset appropriately
in preparation for Ku-band return link bit error rate characterizations at a 10-Mbps data
rate. The 10-Mbps rate was a limit imposed by the data generating equipment rather than
the KDST itself. During these tests, the KDST elevation angle was frequently set to
accommodate the 0.95E half-power beamwidth of the Ku-band antenna.

CONCLUSION

The results of the KDST breadboard tracking tests with the TDRS S-band forward link
indicate that with an atmosphere-free propagation path, it is able to point its 40-dB gain
Ku-band planar array with sufficient precision to hold the pointing loss to 1 dB or less
(±0.26E overall, two axes).

In order for TDRSS and Space Station users to receive high command rates (1 Mbps) and
transmit high data rates (300 Mbps), a Ku-band monopulse receiver is not required to
precisely steer the narrow beam planar array. The simple addition of the angle tracking
module to the present second generation TDRS user S-band transponder is the angle
tracking receiver solution for nearly all NASA missions.
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ABSTRACT

The sharing of C-band between microwave terrestrial and satellite communication systems
invariably introduces interference from one system into the other. Such co-channel
interference becomes even more important in satellite receive stations with smaller
antennas and must be minimized to achieve system performance objectives. In this paper,
co-channel interference due to two TD2 (FDM/FM) carriers into a satellite receive system,
receiving binary phase-shift keyed (BPSK) signal, is considered. It is shown that the
frequency offset of the TD2 carriers from the BPSK carrier can be used to minimize
co-channel interference effects. Equations are given which compute the bit error rate
(BER) of BPSK signals in the presence of an interfering unmodulated carrier. They are
followed by some results due to TD2 carrier interference.

1.  INTRODUCTION

Phase-shift keyed (PSK) signals that are received from a satellite are subject to co-channel
interference from other satellites, terrestrial microwave systems, cross-polarized signals in
an adjacent transponder, and intermodulation products within the same transponder. A
model showing the various sources of interference is illustrated in Fig. 1. In a single carrier
digital transmission system, the dominant interference sources are adjacent satellites and
terrestrial microwave systems. Interference due to these two sources is even more
pronounced if the satellite receive earth station antenna sizes are small, such as 3 m or
less. If the desired signal is wideband, such as the one considered here, an 8 megabits per
second (MBPS) BPSK interference from wideband sources will degrade the performance
more than a narrowband interference such as from a single channel per carrier (SCPC). In
this paper, we consider the interference from two FDM/FM carriers (TD2) which are
frequency offset from the center of the BPSK carrier. The desired BPSK spectrum and the
relative locations of both narrowband and wideband interference carriers are given in
Fig. 2. In the following sections, equations are developed to compute BER in the presence
of co-channel interference for an M-ary PSK (MPSK) system; these equations are then
applied to evaluate the 8 MBPS system when interfered with by two TD2 carriers. Also 



Fig. 1.  Interference from Model

Fig. 2.  Interference Protection of BPSK System



presented are the effect of varying the receiver IF filter bandwidth on the amount of
interference and the frequency offset advantage as a function of the amount of frequency
offset.

2.  DESCRIPTION

In this section, equations are developed to compute the symbol error probability of MPSK
signals in the presence of co-channel interference occurring at a frequency offset from the
desired signal frequency. Frequency offset advantage (F ) in decibels is calculated as thead

difference between the C/I ratios in dB required to achieve a given probability of symbol
error with and without frequency offset. Results are given to show the variation of F  withad

frequency offset (f ) for various signal-to-noise ratios.)

The degradation in BER caused by a single sinusoid co-channel interference has been
calculated by Spilker , where it is assumed that the interfering signal has the same1

frequency as the desired one. These results are extended to include frequency offset; for
ease in following, the notation is kept the same as in Ref. 1.

Let the MPSK signal with symbol duration T second and received power level P  bes

represented by

(1)

where the phase modulation 2 = 2Bk/ ; K = 1, 2, ..., M; M = 2  ; and n is the number ofM
n

bits per symbol. Let the interference sinusoid of power P  at a frequency offset f  HzI     )

(T =2Bf ) from the carrier frequency f  be denoted by) )       0

(2)

where 0 is the random reference phase variable which is uniformly distributed over the
interval (0, 2B). The total received signal during the N-th time interval is

(3)

where n(t) is white Gaussian noise of density N  (one sided):0

(4)

where the in-phase and quadrature noise components n (t), n (t) are also Gaussian withc  s

density N  and N is unknown phase offset of the received signal from the quadrature0

reference signals of the demodulator.



The received signal is demodulated and passed through the in-phase and quadrature
integrate-and-dump filters as shown in Fig. 3. The sampled output, which gives a phase
measurement, is compared with the phase decision boundaries for the value of M being
used. Without any loss in generality, we can set N = 0 in the analysis.

Fig. 3.  Block Diagram of QPSK Receiver

The in-phase and quadrature outputs X  and X  areI  Q

(5)

and
(6)

where ID signifies the integrate and dump operation. Now define

(7)



and

(8)

By defining A  = I  cos T t dt, and A  = I  sin T t dt, we can write Eqs. (7) and (8) asI  T  )    2  T  )

(9)

and

(10)

In Eqs. (5) and (6), n (t) and n (t) are Gaussian with variance F  such thatc   s      2

(11)

Symbol energy-to-noise density ratio is defined as

(12)

and the ratio of interference-to-signal power is

(13)

The phasor representation of X  and X  and the decision region for an MPSK signal areI  Q

shown in Fig. 4. The minimum distances to the error-decision thresholds A, B, are DA and
D , respectivelyB



or
(14)

and
(15)

 Fig. 4.  Phasor Representation of MPSK Signal
with Interference and Additive Noise

where F and D are given by Eqs. (11) and (12). If we denote the probabilities of a noise
component causing region A, B errors as B  B  (respectively) for a given value of 0, thenA B



(16)

and
(17)

where

The probabilities of region A and region B decision errors P  and P  are obtained byA  B

taking expected value of B  and B  averaged over all values of the co-channel interferenceA  B

phase 0.

The probability of symbol error P  iss

(18)

From Eqs. (16) and (17) we see that, unlike the case with no frequency offset, the
probabilities P  and P  are not equal when the interference carrier is offset from theA  B

desired signal carrier. By using the same developments as in Eqs. (11-48) and (11-49) , we1

can express P  and P  asA  B

(19)

where H  is the Hermite polynomial of order i and (i !) denotes factorial i.i



Also,

(20)

where

(21)

and

(22)

For binary PSK, M = 2 and R  = R . Then1  2

(23)

Probability of symbol error P  = P . This result is the same as the results obtained byS  A

Spilker , the only difference being the weighting of R by A /T. Since A /T depends upon1
1   1

the amount of frequency offset and filter response, knowing these two parameters we can
easily compute the frequency offset advantage.

3.  RESULTS

The BER as computed from Eq. (23) for 8 MBPS BPSK interfered by an unmodulated
carrier as a function of carrier-to-interference ratio (C/I) is plotted in Fig. 5 with E /N  as ab o

parameter. Solid lines are for zero frequency offset interference, and dashed lines indicate
an offset of 10 MHz. In each case, it can be seen that 10 MHz frequency offset has
considerably reduced BER. For example, an ideal BPSK has a BER of 10  at E /N  =-5

b o

9.628. The same BER is maintained until C/I is less than 17 dB. That is, at each E /N , forb o

a given channel error probability rate, interference power with 10 MHz offset can be
increased by about 15 dB. This is approximately equal to the attenuation provided by the
integrate-and-dump (I&D) filter at 10 MHz to a monotone input. The difference in decibels 



Fig. 5.  PC versus Carrier to Interface Ratio

of C/I ratios to maintain a given BER, at a given E /N  = 9.6 dB, is plotted in Fig. 6. Sinceb o

the I&D filter is matched to 8 MBPS BPSK, the nulls at 8 MHz and multiples of 8 MHz
show up as infinite offset advantage as illustrated in Fig. 6.

So far, only unmodulated carrier interference was assumed to keep the analysis tractable.
It is quite complex to modify the equations to include interference from modulated carriers
such as TD2 under consideration. Therefore, instead of using Eq. (23), we simply compute
the amount of interference power at the detector output using the TD2 spectrum with 10
MHz offset.

The interference receive power objective is -140 dBW/MHz; the interference rejection
provided by the I&D filter alone is not sufficient to achieve this objective. To obtain
further interference rejection, a 0.1 dB ripple, 5-pole Chebyshev filter is used. A block
diagram of the computer simulation used to compute the interference rejection is given in
Fig. 7, and the spectrum at various outputs in the block diagram is given in Fig. 8. The 



Fig. 6.  Frequency Offset Advantage versus Frequency Offset

Fig. 7.  Computer Simulation Block Diagram

choice of IF filter was made by taking into consideration the intersymbol interference and
also interference from TD2 (see Table 1). As can be seen from Fig. 8, the interference
rejection due to the IF filter and I&D filter is 29.2 dB which is sufficient to satisfy the
-140 dBW/MHz coordination level.

To summarize the results, the frequency offset of terrestrial TD2 carriers can be used to
advantage by employing IF filters in conjunction with I&D filters. This will achieve the
required interference rejection to satisfy the overall performance.



Fig. 8.  Interference into TDM-Digital due to
TD2 Carriers at ± 10 MHz
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Table 1.  Interference Rejection Due to IF Filtering

Filter BT* Interference from Terrestrial
Bandwidth TD2 at ± 10 MHz**

(MHz)

8 1.0 -41.339
10 1.25 -35.1
12 1.5 -32.93
14 1.75 -30.75
15 1.875 -29.2
16 2.0 -27.1
18 2.25 -22.63
20 2.5 -12.82
22 2.75 -12.69

  *I/T = R  Data rate
**5-pole, 0.1 -dB ripple Chebyshev IF filter
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ABSTRACT

Optimum decoding of long convolutional codes is an attractive technique to achieve
reliability of communication. However, conventional decoding algorithms are very
sensitive to variations in operational conditions, and such algorithms are also difficult to
adapt to high-data-rate systems. Based on distance properties of code and pattern analysis
of test-error sequences, a new decoding algorithm is derived that does not have those
disadvantages.

1.  INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there have been rapid advances in implementation of error correction
decoders through new technology, but essentially no progress in theoretical investigation
of decoding long convolutional codes. It is, therefore, important to examine this issue
through both new analytical approaches and state-of-the-art implementation techniques.

In coding applications, the probability of decoding errors decreases with the increase of
constraint length. Since sequential decoding is virtually a maximum-likelihood decoding
procedure whose complexity is insensitive to code length, it is an attractive candidate for
achieving extremely low probability of error.

Sequential decoding [1,2] consists of a single-branch extension forward search mode and a
much more complicated backup-search mode. Whenever a decoding sequence is
tentatively accepted, the decoder returns to the forward-search mode and carries out its
simplest basic branch operation (BBO). That is, from those branches stemming from the
last node of the tentatively decoded sequence, the decoder selects the one closest to the
newly received code branch. Then if the distance between the received sequence and this
tentatively decoded sequence exceeds the running threshold, the decoder enters its backup-
search mode, backing up node-by-node, to search for a better path. If such a path is found,
the decoder returns to BBO. Otherwise, either the decoder loosens its threshold and
returns to BBO, or a buffer overflow may occur.



There are two essential features of sequential decoding. First, the decoder is assumed to
know nothing about the unexplored part of the code tree, so it must back up one node at a
time to search for a better path. Second, it operates on selection and computation of a
likelihood function, the Fano metric [3], which is based on statistical measurement of the
communication channel, rather than algebraic properties of the utilized codes. Therefore,
coding performance is easily influenced by variations from external channel parameters
and internal system conditions. Also, the utilized Fano metric cannot simultaneously
minimize both decoding effort and probability of error.

Based on distance properties of the utilized code, we have developed a new decoding
algorithm that does not have the above mentioned disadvantages. In this new algorithm,
the backup search is conducted as follows: (a) If the newly derived test error branch
resulting from BBO has a non-zero weight, the decoder will enter the backup-search mode;
(b) a backup search will be needed only if there is at least one backup distance that
simultaneously satisfies two sets of necessary threshold conditions (i.e., condition on
accumulated test-error weight and condition on distribution of test error); and (c) when a
subsearch is required to be carried out at a backup distance, a new search method that may
eliminate all short searches through using predetermined test-error patterns and permissible
paths is utilized. As a result, this new approach produces robust and powerful decoding,
which is applicable to much higher data rates than those techniques employed today.

In this paper, the basic decoding functions and their advantages are illustrated. Also,
memory requirement versus expected decoding effort is exhibited, and a recommendation
for maximizing decoding speed through parallel operations is discussed.

2.  CONVOLUTIONAL CODE TREE AND BASIC DECODING STRATEGY

Binary convolutional codes [4-6] are group codes and can be represented by a code tree
that extends indefinitely from any node. To simplify the exposition, the discussion in this
paper is concentrated on rate-1/2 convolutional codes. However, changing to another code
rate will not affect the basic content of the paper. In the rate-1/2 case, each message digit
is encoded into two code symbols, which are determined by the generator sequence g, the
present message digit, and the K-1 previous message digits, where K is the constraint
length of the code in branches. Development of an initial code tree with a given g is
displayed in Fig. 1 for ready reference.

Without loss of generality, we can state that two code branches stemming from the same
node are always binary complements of each other, either 00 and 11 or 01 and 10. Thus,
independent of the received code branch, two test-error patterns (i.e., differences between
the received code branch and the two code branches) stemming from the same node are
always 00 and 11 or 01 and 10. If the two test-error patterns are 00 and 11, BBO selects



the code branch having the 00 test-error pattern since it represents an exact match between
the tentatively decoded branch and the newly received branch. But choosing between 01
and 10 would make no difference in terms of Hamming distance; we could thus impose a
rule that under BBO, a newly accepted test-error pattern must be 00 or 01, eliminating the
possibilities of 10 and 11.

We shall assume that the decoder holds three basic data sequences: the received sequence
v, the tentatively decoded sequence w, and the test-error sequence t, that have ones in
those positions in which w and v differ (i.e., t = w r v). For any of the sequences, say t,
we let t(b) be the last b branches of t. Thus t(1) is the last branch of t; under BBO, t(1)
must be either 00 or 01.

The basic decoding strategy is always to derive a path w at minimum distance *t* from the
received sequence v over L(s) branches, where *t * represents the Hamming weight of t
and L(s) is the search length. Whenever such a w has been found, the decoder returns to
BBO. That is, the decoder shifts out the earliest branch of w, which is decoded as a correct
representation of the corresponding transmitted branch. At the same time, a new branch of
v is shifted into the decoder and a new branch of w must then be determined. If the new
w(1) results in t(1) = 00 (i.e., *t(1)* = 0), we can be sure that w has minimum test-error
weight. But, if t(1) = 01 (i.e., *t(1)* = 1), some other path may have smaller weight. Thus,
when the BBO results in t(1) = 01, we must check whether or not a backup search is
needed.

Backup search is the most complicated and difficult operation in real-time decoding. For
this reason, sequential decoding, which insists that branches must be examined
sequentially and the decoder must perform one computation for each node of every
examined path, is difficult to apply in a high-data-rate communication system. In this
study, we shall show why and how the decoding effort can be minimized.

3.  THE BACKUP SEARCH MODE

Consider that decoding starts with BBO. So long as BBO is successful, decoding proceeds
with minimum effort. However, if BBO results in an incorrect choice of branch, BBO
alone cannot return to the correct path. Therefore, if there is an indication of trouble, it is
important to know when to back up, where to back up to, and how to conduct the backup
search. In this section, we discuss the problem of how to determine the backup distance.
Consider that, under BBO, t(1) = 01. If there is a better t'(b) such that *t'(b)* < *t(b)*, t(b)
must simultaneously satisfy the following two threshold conditions:

a)  Accumulated test error weight: Let d(b) be the minimum Hamming distance between
pairs of paths, one from each of opposite half-trees b branches in length. (This distance



function is uniquely determined by the utilized generator sequence g; the relationship
between g and d(b) is discussed in the references.) Assume that a better code path w'(b)
the same length as w(b) at b branches back has been found, such that *w'(b) r v(b)* =
*t'(b)* < *w(b) r v(b)* = *t(b)*, then the weight of t(b) must satisfy *t(b)* $ T*(b), where

1) T*(b) = [d(b) + 1]/2 if d(b) is odd and d(b-1) < d(b)
2) T*(b) = [d(b) + 3]/2 if d(b) is odd and d(b-1) = d(b)
3) T*(b) = [d(b) + 2]/2 if d(b) is even.

Proof of these assertions is given in Appendix A, and the threshold condition T*(b) on
required backup distance b for the utilized rate one-half code is tabulated in Table I.

b)  Distribution of test-error: A better w' can be found at backup distance equal to b only if
t(b) satisfies d(b-i) < 2 *t(b)* - *t(i)* for all i # b where t(i) consists of the last i branches of
t(b). Proof of the above threshold condition is given in Appendix B. By carefully
examining Table I with the possible test-error patterns, we found that the decoder needs to
check only the range over which (b-i) is the smallest integer such that d(b-i) - d(b-i-1) = 1
for all i # b. This set of special values of d(b-i) is underlined in Table I for easy reference.
Those backup distances b that satisfy the above two sets of threshold conditions require a
subsearch. The subsearch should start with the minimum value of the required backup
distance b and gradually increase the value if it is needed. Whenever a w' possessing a
*t'(b)* < *t(b)* has been found, the resultant t' will have a weight *t'* = *t * -1 and is
guaranteed to have minimum test error weight. Proof of the last statement is provided in
Appendix C.

Let us use an example to illustrate how to apply these two threshold conditions. Consider a
tentative test-error sequence t(40) = 0200100000000010000000200000010001000201,
where each branch in t(40) is represented by a quarternary digit. Since *t(1)* … 0, the
decoder will enter the backup search mode and start to determine the required backup
distance.

Based on the first threshold condition, we shall examine which value of b is such that
*t(b)* $ T*(b) for all b # L(s) = 40. By referring to Table I, we find that *t(3)* = 2 < T*(3),
*t(7)* = 3 < T*(7), *t(11)* = 4 = T*(11), *t(18)* = 5 < T*(18), *t(26)* = 6 < T*(26),
*t(36)* = 7 < T*(36), and *t(39)* = *t(40)* = 8 = T*(39) = T*(40). This implies that only
b = 11, 39, and 40 satisfy *t(b)* > T*(b).

Based on the second threshold condition, we must check if b = 11, 39, and 40
simultaneously satisfy d(b-i) < 2 *t(b)* - *t(i)*. First, we find that when b = 11, t(b)
satisfies this second threshold condition. But, when b = 39 and 40, (b-i) = 36, d(b-i) =
d(36) = 14 = 2 *t(b)* - *t(i)* = 16 - 2, which contradicts d(b-i) < 2 *t(b)* - *t(i)* for all



i # b. Therefore, of b = 11, 39, and 40, only when b = 11 does t(b) simultaneously satisfy
both threshold conditions; thus the decoder will be required to carry out its backup
distance only at b = 11. In the next section, we show that, for the subsearches for b = 11,
this is a relatively short backup search, requiring only one specially designed backup
operation.

4.  ELIMINATING THE SHORT BACKUP SEARCHES

In the backup search mode, the short subsearches are major operations that occupy most of
the decoding time. By investigating the detailed search procedure, we found that there is
only a small set of test-error patterns that could occur within a relatively short backup
distance. Based on this special property, a simple technique is derived which eliminates all
short backup searches and thus further minimizes the decoding effort.

4.1  Permissible Path Decoding

Consider that t(b) and t'(b) stem from the same node such that t(b) = w(b) r v(b) and t'(b)
= w'(b) r v(b), then t(b) r t'(b) = [w(b) r v(b)] r [w'(b) r v(b)] = w(b) r w'(b). According
to the closure property of the group code, w(b) r w'(b) is a special code path. We refer to
such a path as a permissible path, P(.), which possesses the following properties:

Assume that there is a t'(b) with *t'(b)* = *t(b)* - 1. Then t'(b) = t(b) r P(i) such that

a)  P(i) is a truncated path in the lower half initial code tree.
b)  *P(i)* is odd.
c)  *P(i)* < 2 *t(b)*.
d)  The last branch of P(i) must be equal to 01.
e)  If P(i) is longer than two branches, the last two branches must be equal to 00 01.

Proof of the above assertions is given in Appendix D. Three cases on number of
permissible paths versus path length are tabulated in Table II. In Case A, the permissible
paths are directly selected from the initial code tree generated by the generator sequence
specified in Table I. The computer search uses the above five properties of P(i) except the
property c), as we assumed that there is no knowledge of the value of *t*. In Case B, we
assume that *t* is given so that the maximum weight on P(i) will be *P*. < 2*t*. In Case C,
this is the actually needed P(.) obtained from the development of the minimum test error
tree.



4.2  Minimum Test-Error Tree

We are interested in all possible test-error patterns occurring in this proposed decoding
technique, and such a set of patterns can be derived through developing a pattern tree
using the set of permissible paths mentioned above.

a)  The minimum test-error pattern tree is one branch long:  In this case, the decoder starts
BBO from the first branch. Although t(1) could be equal to either 00 or 01, only when
t(1) = 01 may backup search be required. But this t(1) has *t(1)* < T*(1), so no additional
search is needed. Furthermore, since t(1) = 00 does not require a backup subsearch, we
could concentrate our study only on the lower half tree.

b)  The tree is two branches deep:  Now the situation corresponds to adding two new t(1)s
to the previous t(1) = 01 pattern and results in two t(2)s: 01 00 and 01 01. Since the latter
t(2) has weight *t(2)* = T*(2) = 2, this t(2) may not be the minimum test-error pattern and
may require an additional backup subsearch.

We use all candidate permissible paths, P(i), with length longer than or equal to two
branches to search for a new t'(2) whose *t'(2)* = *t(2) r P(i)* = 1. (In fact, by using the
five conditions on P(i), we found that there is only one candidate path.) Such a P(1) = 11
01 exists, and the resultant is t'(2) = 10 00. Therefore we store this t(2), t'(2), and P(1) in
the memory. At the same time, we replace t(2) by its corresponding t'(2). From now on,
whenever BBO results in a t whose tail portion matches a t(b) stored in the memory, the
decoder shall replace this t(b) by its corresponding minimum test-error pattern t'(b).

c)  The tree is three branches deep:  A new pair of possible t(1)s is added to each t(2) and
now there are four t(3)s in the lower half test error pattern tree. They are 01 00 00, 01 00
01, 10 00 00, and 10 00 01.  Since none of them contains a t(2) = 01 01 nor has weight
*t(3)* $ T*(3), no additional search is needed.

d)  The tree is four branches deep:  Now there are eight t(4)s in the lower half tree. Since
two of them contain a t(2) = 01 01 but the other six are such that *t(4)* < T*(4). we apply
the stored P(1) to modulo-2 add to the first two t(2)s; then we return to BBO.

e)  The tree is five branches deep:  Then there are 16 t(5)s in the lower-half tree. These
patterns can be divided into three groups. The first group contains 13 t(5)s; none of them
has a tail matching one of the stored patterns t(b) nor is its weight *t(5)* $ T*(5)
Therefore, they do not require additional search. The second group contains two t(5)s: 01
00 00 01 01 and 10 00 00 01 01 both contain a t(2) = 01 01. We modulo-2 add the stored
P(1) to these two t(5)s and return to BBO. The third group contains four t(5)s all having
weight *t(5)* = 3 $ T*(5) = 3. By applying all possible permissible paths to search for a



new t'(5), the following cases are noted. For t(5) = 01 00 10 00 01 and 10 00 10 00 01, we
found that there is a P(2) = 11 10 10 00 01 such that *t'(5)* = *t(5) r P(2)* = 2; for t(5) 01
00 01 00 01, there is also a P(3) = 11 01 00 01 00 01 such that *t'* = *t(5) r P(3)* = 2;
Therefore, we store these three t(5)s and their corresponding P(2) and P(3) in the memory.
At the same time, we also replace these three t(5)s by their corresponding t'(5)s. Since
there is no P(.) added to t(5) = 10 00 01 00 01 that could produce a *t'(5)* < *t(5)*, it
implies that this t(5) is still a minimum test-error pattern, and we return to BBO. For
convenience, we change t(5) = 01 00 01 00 01 to t(6) = 00 01 00 01 00 01 as the
corresponding t'(6) and p(s) are six branches long.

f)  We continue to build the tree until it is developed to L(p) branches deep, where L(p) is
the predetermined feasible range for applying this test error pattern technique. At the same
time, we store all the required t(b)s and their corresponding t'(b)s and P(i)s in memory. The
first six branches of the minimum test-error pattern tree are generated in Figure 2, where
each new pattern t'(b) = t(b) r P(.) is underlined in the figure. An example set of t(b), t'(b),
and corresponding P(i) is tabulated in Table III, where i is the sequential order of the
permissible path required for the search of minimum test-error patterns. Also, the number
of required t(b)s and P(i)s as a function of the backup distance b is listed in Table IV.
From this table, we see that the correspondence between t(b) and P(i) is a many-to-one
relation.

4.3  Application of Minimum Test-Error Patterns

The set of minimum test-error patterns and the corresponding set of permissible paths can
be utilized to eliminate all the short backup searches. That is, whenever the decoder enters
the backup-search mode, if a required backup distance is less than or equal to L(p) and the
last b branch of t matches a stored t(b), we shall directly replace this t(b) by its
corresponding t'(b) = t(b) r P(i) and w(b) by its corresponding w'(b) = w(b) r P(i). For
present technology, the search for a possible t(b) and replacement of t(b) and w(b) by their
corresponding t'(b) and w'(b) for multiple required backup distances can likely be carried
out by a parallel operation.

There are two ways to implement the short backup search. We shall first memorize the
sets of t(b), t'(b), and P(i). Whenever a backup distance b $ L(p) requires us to conduct a
subsearch, the decoder could compare the t(b) branch-by-branch with the stored set of t(b),
or directly access the stored set of t(b) to see if there is an exact match. The former method
requires a maximum of b BBO, and the latter requires only one special-access operation.
For the sake of decoding speed, the latter method is preferred.

In this study, we have chosen L(p) = 12 for simplicity. Although the memory requirement
for both t(b)s and P(i)s increases exponentially with the value of L(p), today the memory



device is cheap and light, so the value L(p) should be able to extend beyond 20. A study to
find the optimum value of L(p) is under way, and results are expected soon.

5.  DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Many discussions on performance of different decoding algorithms reported in the coding
literature are inappropriate and inaccurate, with seriousness of buffer overflow as one of
the concerns.

For practical reasons, the number of decoding operations in any incorrect subset must be
bounded by a realistic value. Thus, buffer overflow can occur in the backup search for
decoding a long convolutional code. But now, most advanced communication systems
adopt a crypto device, an error detection decoder, or even an equalizer. Therefore, once
the decoder accepts errors, an error propagation will surely occur which could be
introduced by the equalizer, the decryptor, or functions from other subsystems, and these
errors will be detected and discarded. Hence, types of damage due to accepting one error,
a long burst of errors, or occurrence of buffer overflow, are indistinguishable. The standard
solution for this problem is to insert a restart sequence. Both analytical investigation and
computer simulation indicate that the decoder always recovers to its correct path after the
decoder accepts errors. To obtain a rapid recovery, one could maximize the ratio of
L(s)/K, adopt soft-decision decoding, and employ systematic codes.

In this paper, we derived a new algorithm that uses two special sets of threshold conditions
to minimize the range of backup distance. Since these conditions are derived from distance
properties of the code, performance dependence of the variation of channel operations is
eliminated. Also, these threshold conditions are very tight. We thus significantly minimize
the range of the backup distance otherwise required by sequential decoding. When we
carry out the backup search, we use a special procedure that has been introduced to
eliminate all short subsearches. By trying to fit in between so as to have the advantages of
both the Fano and stack algorithms, we select a suitable range of L(p) so that we eliminate
all short backup searches and avoid the memory size’s growing exponentially as the stack
size in the stack algorithm. When a longer backup distance is needed, we can still use the
shorter minimum test-error patterns and permissible paths to minimize the backup
decoding operations. In case we have more than one required backup distance, the same
set of memorized minimum test-error patterns and the corresponding permissible paths
could be applied in parallel to search for the first t' such that *t'* < *t*. At present, a study
on this kind of parallel operational procedure is under way, and further results are
anticipated in the near future.



APPENDICES

Appendix A:  Proof that the necessary condition for *t'(b)* < *t(b)* is *t(b)* > T*(b) where

a)  T*(b) = [d(b) + 1]/2 if d(b) is odd and d(b-1) < d(b).

From the distance property of the code, we know that *w(b) r w'(b)* = *w(b) r v(b) r
v(b) r W'(b)* = *t(b) r t'(b)* $ d(b) implies *w'(b)* $ d(b) - *w(b)* and *t'(b)* $ d(b) -
*t(b)*. If *t(b)* < T*(b) = [d(b) + 1]/2 were true, then *t'(b)* $ d(b) -T*(b) > *t(b)*, which
is a contradiction to *t'(b)* < *t(b)*.

b)  T*(b) = [d(b) + 3]/2 if d(b) is odd and d(b) = d(b-1).

We know that [*t(b)* - *t(1)*] + [*t'(b)* - *t'(1)*] $ d(b-1) = d(b); now *t(1)* = 1 and *t'(1)*
= 0 (see proof in Appendix C) which implies that [*t(b) r t'(b)*] $ d(b) + 1. Therefore, if
*t(b)* < T*(b) = [d(b) + 3]/2 were true, it implies *t'(b)* $ [d(b) + 1] - *t(b)* $ *t(b)*,
which contradicts *t'(b)* < *t(b)*.

c)  T*(b) = [d(b) + 2]/2 if d(b) is even.

If *t(b)* < T*(b) = [d(b) + 2]/2 were true, then *t'(b)* $ d(b) - *t(b)* implies *t'(b)* $ *t(b)*
which contradicts *t'(b)* < *t(b)*.

Appendix B:  Proof that a subsearch will be needed at backup distance b only if d(b-i) <
2*t(b)* - *t(i)* for all i # b.

Let us assume that there is a t'(b) such that *t'(b)* = *t(b)* - 1. Consider that t(i) and t'(i)
are the tail portion of the last i branches of t(b) and t'(b), respectively, where i # b. If d(b-i)
$ 2*t(b)* - *t(i)*, it implies *t'(b)* $ *t'(b)* - *t'(i)* $ d(b-i) - [*t(b)* - *t(i)*] $ [2*t(b)* -
*(i)*] - [*t(b)* - * t(i)*] = *t(b)* which is a contradiction to *t'(b)* < *t(b)*.

Appendix C:  Proof that t' resulting from replacing t(b) of t by t'(b), where *t'(b)* < *t(b)*,
is a minimum test error pattern.

Since w is an extension by BBO of an accepted path which had minimum test-error
weight, we have *t(b)* - *t(1)* # *t'(b)* - *t'(1)*. Now since   *T(1)* = 1, *t'(b)* < *t(b)*
exists only if *t(b)* - *t(1)* =  *t'(b)* - *t'(1)* and *t'(1)* = 0. Thus, *t'(b)* = *t(b)* - 1 and t'
is the minimum test-error pattern.



Appendix D:  Proof of the necessary conditions on P(i).

a)   P(.) belongs to the lower half initial truncated code tree.

Since P(.) = w r w ', where w and w ' are two code paths belonging to opposite half
truncated code trees, it implies that P(.) is one of the distance patterns between two half
trees. But the lower half initial tree contains all the distance patterns between two half
trees; this implies that P(.) belongs to the lower half initial code tree.

b)  *P(.)* is odd.

Since *t'(b)* = *t(b)* - 1, this implies that one of these two paths has an odd weight and the
other has an even weight. Therefore, *P(.)* = *t(b) r t'(b)* must be odd.

c)  *P(.)* < 2*t(b)*.

If * P(.)l $ 2*t(b)*, it implies that *t'(b)* = *P(.) r t(b)* $ *P(.)* - *t(b)* $ *t(b)*, which
contradicts *t'(b)* < * t(b)*.

d)  The last branch in P(.) equals 01.

In Appendix C, we proved that t(1) = 01 and t'(1) = 00. Therefore, the last branch in P(.)
equals t(1) r t'(1) = 01.

e)  If b > 2. the last two branches in P(.) equal 00 01.

There are only two t(2) derived by BBO which may require backup search. They are: 01
01 and 00 01. But, if t(2) = 01 01, it would be directly changed to t'(2) = 10 00 which
implies that only when t(2) = 00 01 may we need a backup search.

Let us assume that there is a t' such that *t'(b)* = *t(b)* - 1 but *t'(b)* r 1. Since *t(1)* = 0,
we have *t'(2)* $ *t(2)* and *t'(b)* - *t'(2)* = [*t(b)* - 1] - *t'(2)* # *t(b) - *t(2)* - 1. This
means that two BBOs ago there is a w ' with t' which is a better choice than the presently
decoded sequence w. This statement contradicts w, being derived from minimum distance
decoding, and thus t'(2) = 00 00 and the last two branches in P(.) equal t(2) r t'(2) = 00 01.
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ABSTRACT

Engineering requirements and design characteristics of the coherent throughput relay
system which supports East Coast pre-launch checkout of NASA’s Space Shuttle and its
Payloads are presented. The Relay system is required to provide communications through
NASA’s Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System for the Shuttle and Payload-Users
while they are encapsulated in the launch preparation facilities at the John F. Kennedy
Space Center and the Eastern Test Range, Florida.

The Relay system is required to be transparent to its users’ data at all rates up to three
MB/s at S-band and 300 MB/s at Ku-band. Noise and group-delay distortion are major
contributors to wide band RF signal degradation. These were major factors in the Relay
system design.

Antenna design, pointing angle and location were constrained by the need to maximize
end-to-end RF signal isolation at both S-band and KU-band, simultaneous forward and
return frequencies. System characteristics and link analysis are also presented. In addition,
a similar Data Relay located at Vandenberg Air Force Base is briefly described.

KEYWORDS:  Data Relay System, Shuttle Payload Testing, Pre-launch Testing, MIL
Relay, TDRS, TDRSS

INTRODUCTION

In the late 1970’s, the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), Network Engineering
Division began preparing for a ground support payload test and check-out system to verify
the operational readiness of Shuttle payloads. The system would provide forward and
return links from a payload in a check-out facility to the Tracking Data Relay Satellite 



(TDRS), and provide data flow at a signal level equivalent to that in actual payload orbit
operating direct to TDRS.

A single facility was desired to control and schedule transmissions of pre-launch tests for
the payload community and user via the TDRS. The Data Relay System at the Merritt
Island Tracking Station (MIL) is a result of the requirements imposed by GSFC to serve
the payload community, the geography of launch complex at the Kennedy Space Center
(KSC), and the need to operate with numerous payload preparation facilities (PPF) at KSC
and the Eastern Test Range (ETR).

Payloads to be launched by the Shuttle are processed at numerous facilities at the KSC.
Among these are the Orbiter Processing Facility (OPF), Vertical Processing Facility
(VPF), Hanger’s “S”, “AE”, and “AM” at Cape Canaveral Air Force Station
(CCAFS)/ETR, and the Payload Change-out Rooms (PCR) at the launch complex 39
(LC-39). See Figure 1.

Goddard elected to design and install a single relay facility for communications from any
of the above locations to the TDRS satellite. This relay would be located at MIL-STDN,
an existing tracking station managed by Goddard, with the trained personnel required to
perform the necessary operations. This approach would utilize a steerable antenna, the
“User” antenna, that could be directed to roof-mounted antennas at each test facility. The
User antenna would be connected by amplifiers and an 800-foot transmission line and
waveguide system to a similar antenna (the “TDRS” antenna) which provides pointing to
the TDRS East satellite. The relay station complex would be required to transmit and
receive simultaneously at both S-band and K-band.

Such a relay, being essentially a “bent pipe” (i.e., no frequency translations) would be
subject to self-interference, or RF feed back. The long transmission lines would produce
group delay distortion and the components and gain levels must be selected to meet the
link requirements without introducing feedback, saturation or excessive noise.

In early 1985, a similar relay was installed at Vandenberg Air Force Base (VAFB) to
support Shuttle launches from the “SLC-6” launch complex at the Western Test Range
(WTR). The system design changes to meet the VAFB unique requirements are briefly
described to acquaint the reader with the total pre-launch payload capability provided by
NASA.

RELAY DESCRIPTION AND DESIGN OVERVIEW

Data transmissions with the Space Shuttle Orbiter (SSO) at LC-39 via TDRS to the
Johnson Space Center (JSC) in Houston, Texas, required for pre-launch checkout



operations of the Space Shuttle and its payload, are made possible by using the Relay
System located at the Merritt Island Tracking Station, Florida, designated “MIL/TDRS”.
The functional equipment diagram of the MIL/TDRS Relay System is illustrated in
Figure 2. The VAFB/TDRS system is functionally identical. Figures 3a and 3b illustrate
the end-to-end system for Shuttle launches at both the KSC and VAFB.

S-band and Ku-band signals from TDRS are received at the three-meter TDRS antenna
and routed through the Relay system to the three-meter user antenna for relay to the
Shuttle or TDRS user. These are forward link signals at 2025 - 2120 MHz and 13.750 -
13.8000 GHz. From the Shuttle at LC-39, or from the PPF, the return link signals are
relayed through the three-meter User antenna, the relay system, the three-meter TDRS
antenna, to the TDRS East Satellite. The return link frequencies are 2200 - 2300 MHz and
14.750 - 15.250 GHz. The relay at the VAFB will operate through the TDRS West
Satellite.

The User antenna at the MIL/TDRS Relay is located on a 140-foot tower to provide line-
of-sight communications and stable RF links to all KSC facilities. The User antenna
transmission line system was chosen for minimum loss to eliminate the necessity of
locating low noise amplifiers (LNA’s) at the top of this tower. The Ku-band system
utilizes over-moded waveguide, and elliptical waveguide was selected for the S-band
system to meet this requirement. The transmission line runs between the User and TDRs
antennas incorporate the same waveguide concepts. This run, totaling nearly 1000 feet,
introduced group delay distortion, particularly at Ku-band, which required a waveguide
equalizer, as shown in Figure 2. Locations for LNA’s, intermediate amplifiers, and
TWTA’s were selected to meet dynamic range requirements and to minimize loss,
especially between the antennas and the LNA’s to preserve the available signal-to-noise
ratio (S/N). The relay gain is selected to meet TDRS constraints, isolation constraints and
system constraints, and can only be changed operationally to compensate for small
changes in link parameters. Gain is adjustable by remotely-controlled attenuators.

Both three-meter antenna systems employ dichroic, or frequency selective surfaces (FSS),
as subreflectors. This simplifies the operation of the Relay system by permitting the system
to receive and transmit both S-band and Ku-band links simultaneously.

LINK REQUIREMENTS AND DESIGN CONSTRAINTS

The forward link signal levels from TDRS to be relayed to a payload facility are fixed by
the TDRS EIRP specifications in the TDRS User’s Guide (1).

The return signals from the PPF’s must be amplified, at an adequate signal-to-noise ratio,
to be re-transmitted to the TDRS within system constraints. Since the relay is limited by



input noise and gain/isolation criteria, some restrictions and requirements must be met by
the KSC payload facilities to properly interface with the Relay.

The return link levels to the TDRS are also pre-determined by the TDRS user constraints
and its on-board transponder threshold specifications. Thus, the relay gain must be
selected to be compatible with the end-to-end system, yet adequate to interface with the
payload facilities which in general contain only passive components (e.g., roof-top
antennas and long transmission lines). In addition, the relay design must incorporate
adequate antenna gain to meet G/T requirements for high data rates, without introducting
distortion that would increase the payload or TDRS bit-error-rate (BER). That is, the relay
must not degrade the forward or return link signals and should approach an ideally
“transparent” system.

A link analysis was performed to determine the required antenna G/T and system gain to
obtain an adequate S/N ratio with respect to link data-rates and bandwidths. The link
analysis is based on the requirements at TDRSS, specified in ICD2-0D004, (2), and is
presented in detail in STDN No. 203.6, “Functional and Performance Requirements”, (3).
The specified forward link gains at S-band and Ku-band are 103 dB and 120 dB,
respectively, and the return link gains are 94 dB and 92 dB respectively. The following
gain/loss analysis was performed to determine the required number of amplifiers and
allowable losses to achieve the gain and S/N requirements. The gain/loss study also
located the active components for best dynamic range to avoid saturation.

GAIN/LOSS ANALYSIS

The goal in designing the Relay is to achieve transparent performance at all User data
rates. This is achieved by preserving the signal-to-noise ratio at each input of the system.
The obvious approach is to increase the input signal. This can be accomplished to a limited
extent in the return links by specifying higher EIRP’s for all the KSC users and PPF’s for
the User antenna interface. Increasing S/N by using a larger antenna is limited by
economics and engineering constraints such as pointing accuracy. Raising the signal level
by increasing system gain will not help, since the noise level is raised an equal amount. A
gain/loss budget analysis was performed to preserve S/N and to maximize dynamic range
with the three-meter antennas selected as an optimum compromise between G/T
requirements and ease of pointing and tracking. This analysis is based on well established
system noise temperature (Ts) equations for amplifiers in cascade (4).

Assume a relay system having a gain G, a system noise temperature Ts, and bandwidth B,
the output noise power is given by Equation (1), Figure 4. Since G and B are specified,
and K is a constant, the noise power and associated S/N is simply a function of Ts. Thus,
to maximize S/N, Ts must be minimized. As shown in Figure 4, the input noise power Ta’



is a function of antenna temperature, Ta, and line loss, L. Thus, the maximum available
S/N at the LNA input depends on loss, L, as shown in Figure 5. All other passive
components and transmission lines are represented by their related losses L1, L2 and L3.
With L chosen as small as possible, Tr must be minimized by choosing L1, L2 and L3 that
are physically practical in terms of line lengths, or as fixed attenuators for controlling gain
and/or saturation, but whose values do not degrade the overall system temperature, and
thus S/N.

With solid state components chosen as follows:

LNA A A A TWTA1 2 3

Gain, G(dB) 35 35 35 35 40/55
Noise Figure, F(dB) 3 6 6 6 35

and using Equation (5), a range of values for L1, L2 and L3 can be found that if not
exceeded, will preserve the overall system temperature, Ts, established by Ta, L, and the
LNA selected. For example, a value of 5 dB is found for L1 as shown in Figure 6 that can
be tolerated between the LNA and amplifier A1. Using this technique, all maximum loss
values were determined as follows:

L1 < 5 dB, L2 < 35 dB and L2 + L3 < 50 dB

With these limits established, amplifiers were located to accommodate the transmission
line losses in the 800-foot run, interconnecting cables, fixed pads, and variable attenuators
required.

Referring again to Figure 5, it is apparent that the LNA must be located as close to the
antenna as possible with a low-loss transmission line. Reliability and accessibility of the
LNA when located at the antenna must be weighed against the cost of sophisticated low-
loss transmission lines. In the case of the User antenna located on a 140-foot tower, Ku-
band over-moded waveguide and S-band elliptical waveguide was selected to preserve the
S/N, and to avoid locating the LNA’s on the tower, improving reliability and ease of
maintenance.

DYNAMIC RANGE

A dynamic range study was performed to utilize the above gain/loss budget to determine if
saturation can occur over the range of input levels expected from various payload facilities
(PPF) and the Shuttle Orbiter, and to locate components for best dynamic range. A typical
dynamic range chart is shown in Figure 7. This figure represents a typical link and
illustrates the location of large losses to avoid degrading the S/N, gain, and dynamic range.



GROUP DELAY DISTORTION

The phase delay versus frequency of a long length of waveguide is bandwidth-dependent
and is also a function of the length of waveguide. The long waveguide runs between the
User and TDRS antenna terminals therefore exhibited inherent group delay distortion
which results in modulation envelope distortion. Upon demodulation, degradations of the
energy-per-bit to noise ratio (Eb/No) degrades the bit-error-rate (BER).

A joint study by NASA and the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory
(APL) evaluated the extent of group delay distortion and associated Eb/No degradation as
a function of data rate and RF bandwidth (5). The results of the study indicated that a Ku-
band return link signal with a 500 MHz bandwidth would experience severe dispersive
distortion. This is especially true for quadri-phase modulated (QPSK) signals (6).

In order to correct this group delay, it was necessary to use a group delay equalizer in the
Ku-band return link. Design theory for the Ku-band equalizer is not within the scope of
this paper; however, an equalizer was designed and fabricated by NEICO Corporation of
Needham, Massachusetts which compensates for group delay in both the 800-foot
horizontal run and the 140-foot vertical run on the User antenna tower.

Subsequent high data rate testing has demonstrated that the equalizer performs to
specifications. A typical bit error rate (BER) curve is shown in Figure 8.

ISOLATION AND ANTENNA SITING

Since each link of the relay was required to receive and transmit at the same frequency, a
major concern in the concept and initial design of the TDRS Relay was RF isolation
between the receiving and transmitting antennas. A criteria was established of 30 dB
isolation between the desired received signal, PS, and the coupled signal, PI, from the
corresponding transmitting three-meter antenna (see Figure 9). It was determined that
three-meter-diameter antennas designed and located to provide a minimum of 100 dB
antenna-pattern isolation would be required to assure the link performance. Among the
considerations in antenna siting was the use of earth berms, fences, RF shelters (absorber
lined structures) and ultra-low side lobe antennas. By computer-aided models of antenna
look-angles, and scale model testing, it was determined that the isolation requirement
could be met by the careful location of the two antennas, and by utilizing standard
antennas with an appropriate shroud. The computer model generated contours of constant
isolation versus antenna angular location and separation as shown in Figure 10. Scale
model test data (later updated with full-scale pattern measurements) provided the pattern
levels and associated isolation levels for each location selected for the TDRS antenna
relative to the USER antenna at any payload facility look angle.



As stated, a margin of 30 dB was required as a minimum ratio of signal-to-interference,
PS/PI,

where:

PS/PI = [P  + S  - G  - G  - A];dB (6)A  L  T  R

and:
A = Relay Gain, dB, previously established

G  G = Antenna gains, dB, measuredT’ R

S = Space loss between antennas, dB, calculatedL

P = Pattern isolation from full scale pattern measurementsA

Following a review of the proposed relay and considering the wet-land impact, the over-
moded waveguide run, and the isolation predictions above, a directly South position was
selected. The relay separation was extended to 800-feet to minimize the wet-land impact,
etc., and to obtain a slightly greater signal-to-noise interference ratio for Hanger “S”
support. The final location and site lay-out is shown in Figure 11.

The isolation was measured by injecting a signal at the normal operating level, at any
convenient level below saturation, and monitoring at the same point the received level
from the opposing antenna. The look position of the User antenna was varied to simulate
the isolation at the various payload locations.

The measured values shown in Table I are “worst case” isolation levels. The interfering
signals were observed to fluctuate from the worst case levels to the noise floor of the relay.
Variations with frequency of 5 dB or greater were also observed within each link.

RTVS SYSTEM

The operational readiness of the MIL Relay (as well as the VAFB Relay) can be
determined daily in a manner of minutes using a computer-controlled relay test and
verification system (RTVS). This system developed by the Applied Research Laboratory
(APL) for GSFC, incorporates a test inject system to sweep all links of the Relay and test
for gain, gain flatness, phase dispersion and associated Eb/No degradation (7). The latter
test generates a simulated pulse-code waveform at the specified bit-rate and derives from
the test inject data an Eb/No degradation associated with group delay, and displays the
pulse distortion. At 100 Mpbs, the K-band return link loss due to pulse distortion was
measured at 1.07 dB. All other links or bit-rates tests indicated losses less than 1 dB. This
system also performs a turn-around test using a local collimation tower and a
translater/transponder to simulate a user facility. Thus, the Relay can be fully tested end-



to-end (except for the TDRS terminal antenna) for operational readiness on a daily basis or
for diagnostic analysis of system failures.

RFI CONCERNS

In addition to the normal interference between two systems operating at the same
frequencies, as between the Relay and the nine-meter STDN Tracking system, the Relay
was observed to produce RFI from noise radiation. The Relay continuously reradiates
input noise at a relatively high level. The S-band return link noise was observed to produce
RFI in the STDN tracking receivers at MIL.

Tests were performed to determine relay antenna pointing angles, and gain levels that
could not be allowed while the nine-meter antennas were being used. Although User
antenna pointing angles and relay gain levels were found that produced RFI, these values
are not within the normal operational range. However, since the nine-meter up-link
transmit power is coupled to the three-meter antenna at all angles, the two systems cannot
operate simultaneously and Relay functions require scheduling to avoid RFI. Since the
Relay is not required during the launch phase, scheduling is not a problem.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE

Selected test data is shown in Tables I and II. The gain was established by the variable
attenuators at the specified test inject levels. The gains and S/N measurements were
confirmed by the RTVS system. The derived BER’s, etc. are shown in Table II.

VAFB RELAY

The geography at VAFB required basic changes in the Relay design. A survey of possible
sites resulted in a compromise between desired location for maximum antenna-to-antenna
pattern isolation and utilization of natural “terrain” isolation. Pattern-wise, a north-to-south
location was desired, but was not available within the constraints of existing structures and
the look positions required for the three-meter antennas. Isolation was thus obtained by
natural terrain masking. In addition, the rough terrain essentially eliminated the over-
moded waveguide selection and S-band elliptical waveguides would prove too expensive
and difficult to install. This required an innovative gain/loss analysis to locate the added
transmission losses of the 800-foot runs to maximize dynamic range.

The Relay system at VAFB has been completely installed and tested, but interface testing
with payload facilities has been delayed until 1987. Extensive testing remains, but the
Relay proper has met all design and system performance criteria to date.



CONCLUSIONS

The design goals and techniques were presented, as well as selected performance
measurements. Relay gains of over 100 dB were required and achieved within the
established antenna-to-antenna isolation requirements. The system data rates were
achieved by preserving the input S/N ratio, and compensating for group-delay distortion.

A microwave “bent pipe” relay was designed, installed, and tested at MIL and VAFB that
met the goals and requirements of GSFC/NASA in providing a payload test and check-out
facility to insure the payload user community that a payload is operational prior to launch
on the Space Shuttle.
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 Table I: Measured Data

LINK MHz dBm S/N, dB dB
DATA BW LNA INPUT GAIN PS/PI/dB(1)

S-BAND FWD 95 -84 6 101 30/46
S-BAND RTN 100 -80 10 96 36/50
K-BAND FWD 50 -80 10 120 36/55
K-BAND RTN 500 -60 14 94 61/77

(2)

(1) RANGE OF VALUES MIN/MAX VERSUS USER ANTENNA LOOK ANGLES 
AS SHOWN IN FIGURE 1

(2) PREDICTED (TEST DATA NOT AVAILABLE)

Table II: Derived Performance From S/N Test Data

LINK Kbps MODULATION dB dB (BER)
DATA RATE CARRIER C/No Eb/No BIT ERROR RATE

S-BAND FWD 72 PSK 85.8 37.2 < 10
S-BAND RTN 192 PSK 90.0 37.2 < 10
K-BAND FWD 216 PSK 87.0 33.7 < 10
K-BAND RTN 100 QPSK 101.0 21.0 < 10
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-7

-7
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FIGURE 1: LOOK ANGLE RANGE REQUIREMENT
FOR THE MIL RELAY



FIGURE 2: FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE
RELAY SYSTEM AT KSC, FL



FIGURE 3A. SHUTTLE AT KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, FL

FIGURE 3B. SHUTTLE AT VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE,CA



FIGURE 4: A SIMPLIFIED BLOCK DIAGRAM
OF A TYPICAL RELAY LINK



FIGURE 5: TEMPERATURE T' vs. CABLE LOSS, LA



FIGURE 6: TEMPERATURE T  vs. LOSS L  WITH L =L =ODBR   1  2 3



FIGURE 7: S-BAND FORWARD DYNAMIC
RANGE PROFILE



FIGURE 8: MEASURED BIT ERROR
PROBABILITY, K-BAND RETURN, AT 100 Mbps







FIGURE 11: MIL RELAY SITE LAYOUT
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Abstract :  A Concatenated Coding Scheme to provide an extremely ‘clean’ channel is
suggested for onboard spacecraft telemetry system by the Consultative Committee for
Space Data Systems (CCSDS). The outer code is a Reed Solomon block code and the
inner, a Viterbi or Convolutional Code. The Gaussian channel are corrected by the inner
code. However, the Viterbi decoder may introduce some burst errors. These are then
corrected by the Reed Solomon decoder. The inner Viterbi code (K=7, rate 1/2) was
developed and implemented for the first time in RSD2 (Rohini series) satellite. The outer
code has not yet been implemented onboard spacecraft since the decoder has not been
fully developed. However, the onboard encoding system (255,223) has been developed
and tested. This paper describes the development and implementation of Viterbi encoder
in RSD2 satellite along with its inorbit performance.

1.  Introduction:

Channel Coding is a well known method by which data can be reliably sent from a
source to a destination, adopting suitable data processing schemes so that distinct
messages are easily distinguishable from one another. This allows reconstruction of the
data at the receiver with low error probability. From the practical point, Shannon’s
channel capacity has never been the essential limitation of coding schemes. Nevertheless,
the complexity, speed and cost of implementation always poses a problem. For this
reason, efforts have been directed towards the design of encoding and decoding schemes
which can be easily implemented, tested and adopted.

The main cause for the expected signal degradations in the downlink Space Channel is
due to the loss of signal energy with distance and the thermal noise in the receiving
system. If the characteristics of the chanel are well understood and an appropriate coding
scheme is chosen, channel coding allows a far lower overall bit error rate than the
uncoded system using the same energy per information bit. Also, mission operation may
be automated to some extent since anomalies detected in the down link could always be



considered with a high probability to be actual, and not caused by channel errors. The
concatenated codes described here have been recommended by Consultative Committee
for Space Data Systems (CCSDS).  Apart from the reasons outlined above, these[1]

recommendation aims for standardisation and interagency cross support, when one
agency is required to decode the telemetry of another. Fig.1 shows the general block
diagram of a concatenated coding scheme.

2.  Design Philosophy:

The rate 1/2, constraint length 7 convolutional code with Viterbi decoding affords
adequate protection against random errors and is simple to implement. However, due to
the nature of the decoding algorithm, the decoded bit errors of the convolutional code
tend to occur in bursts. Thus the outer code should be capable of correcting these type
of errors i.e. a burst error correcting code. The code recommended by the CCSDS Is a
nonbinary, block code, capable of correcting up to 128 bit errors in a code word of
10,200 bits. In addition, both the inner and outer codes can be interleaved to improve the
performance.

2.1  The Convolutional Code:

Convolutional codes are codes in which the parity generated depends not only on the
present information bit, but also on the succeeding and preceding information bits in that
particular block.  The constraint length of the code expressed in information bits is[2]

defined as the number of shifts over which a single information bit can influence the
encoder output. A convolutional code of rate of 1/V may be generated by a K stage shift
register and V modulo-2 adders where K=constraint length.

2.2  RS Codes:

RS Codes are a special case of nonbinary generalisation of BCH Codes, whose
symbols are taken from a finite field. RS codes are block codes. This means that a fixed
block of input data is processed into a field block of output data. In general, in an (N,K)
code, K input symbols are encoded into N output symbols (N>K). It is also a systematic
code, so that a portion of the output code word contains the input data in unaltered form.
The RS code, like the convolutional code, is transparent. This means that the decoder will
still operate if the channel symbols have been inverted somewhere along the line. Finally,
RS codes are cyclic and can therefore be characterised by a generator polynomial g(x)
and have a well defined mathematical structure. The RS encoder can be implemented
either in Conventional or in Berlekamp’s architecture. The latter offers chip reduction by
adopting a bit serial multiplication technique in the feed back path and has therefore been
implemented here. In the absence of a decoder to test the encoder, extensive simulations



were used to verify the design and standard testing techniques to verify the
implementation. The simulation was done first in software and was made completely
programmable so that RS codes with any required parameters can be designed without
much effort.

3.0  Design Details:

3.1  Convolutional Code:

The rate 1/2, constraint length 7 convolutional code  With Viterbi (maximum[1],[3]

likelihood) decoding has been established as a standard technique. It was used in the
RS-D2 satellite for demonstrating the expected coding gain. Both the encoder and
decoder structures are simple for short constraint lengths and can be used for high bit
rates. The convolutional encoder for the following parameters is shown in fig.2.

a)Code rate : 1/2 bit per symbol
b)Constraint length: 7 bits
c)Connection vectors G1 = 1111001 ; G2 = 1011011

The encoder accepts data and clock from the onboard telemetry package and converts
each bit into information and parity bits. The decoder  is based on the maximum[4]

likelihood decoding of convolutional codes. The viterbi alogorithm computes a metric for
every possible path through the trellis. It then discards a number of paths that are created.
Thus it is possible to maintain a relatively small list of paths that are always generated to
contain the maximum likelihood choice. The Viterbi decoder receives data and clock from
the bit sychroniser and outputs the corrected data and clock. The basic design involves
the primary functions of five sub circuits.

1)  The control circuit
2)  The Memory Unit
3)  The Arithmetic unit
4)  The normaliser
5)  Synchroniser
These can be described with respect to fig.3 as follows:-

(1)  The control circuit:

The control circuit generates the required pulses and waveforms needed to control the
main memory circuit. These signals are the Read, Write, strobe and chip select pulses
along with the address generation for reading and writing the data.



(2)  The Memory Unit:

The memory is organised as an array of 40 x 64 bits and two 40 bits long buffer
registers. The two path registers from the memory are accessed one at a time as
determined by the decoder algorithm & stored in two buffer registers. The buffer register
contents are written back in the memory with a left shift after getting the control and
metric input from one arithmetic unit. The memory is cleared after the detection of
synchronizing signal from the synchroniser.

(3)  The Arithmetic Unit:

The arithmetic unit consists of four 5 bit full adders and two Hamming distance
computation logic PROM. The Hamming distance computed from the lower order 6 bits
of buffer register is added to the corresponding metric count. The comparator circuit
gives out a control signal along with the minimum modified metric count for writing back
in the path register.

(4)  The normaliser:

The normaltser subtracts the minimum metric count from all the metrics for a particular
scan. The subtraction is carried out once in 70 bits of input data to prevent metric over
flowing. The normaliser is introduced in the path between metric reloading in the memory
and the metric computation circuits.

(5)  Synchroniser:

This circuit checks for the minimum and maximum metric values continuously. The
decoder enters the sync mode and reinitialises the scan counter, metric & path registers.
This synchronisation signal also introduces a one bit delay in the received bit stream to
achieve synchronisation.

3.2  The RS encoder:

The class of Reed solomon codes of interest for practical consideration has the
following parameters:-

J = No. of bits per symbol
N = 2  -1 = Total number of symbols per RS code word.J

E = The symbol error correction capability
2E= Number of check symbols



K = N-2E = Number of information symbols
I = depth of symbol interleaving where J, E and I are independent parameters.

The RS encoder design due to Berlekamp incorporates two ingenious features.  First,[5]

the number of multiplications per symbol shift is approximately halved by selecting a
generator polynomial g(x) for the parity symbols, whose 2E roots are E reciprocal pairs.
Second and more significantly, Berlekamp formulated a hardware design of bit serial
multiplier over GF (2 ) which is compatible with the serial organisation of the RS encoder.J

Thus, by changing the representation of the 2 , field elements, the 2E multiplications ofJ

two J bit elements have been transformed into a single set of E+l modulo-2 additions
which is repeated J times per symbol.

The functional logic diagram of an (N,K)RS encoder utilising Berlekamps architecture
is shown in fig.4. The linear binary matrix has as its inputs the contents of the Z register
which is the representation of a given field element in the dual basis. The outputs of the
matrix are E+l Trace values. The J components of each of the 2E (E reciprocal values)
multiplications are computed recursively. Each register section except the last is J bits
long. Register Y serves as a staging register. After the J bit products (Outputs of the
Trace matrix) have been determined, register Z is reloaded with the contents of the register
Y. At this time, register Y contains the next information symbol to be fed back. Until all
information symbols have been entered, the Y input is the bit by bit Ex-OR of the bits
composing the information symbol being entered & the bits composing the symbol
emerging from the last register (S 31th). After the last information symbol has been
entered, a control signal level is changed to disable the information mode to the check
mode. The set of 2E check symbols are then bit serially delivered to the channel as the
output. The Y & Z registers are now cleared for the next code block. The trace matrix
was implemented by PROMS so that the parameters can be changed easily. The entire
encoder was simulated by software so that outputs of every stage at every clock period in
time was available for any given set of parameters Debugging the implemented hardware
was therefore easily accomplished. The implementation is shown for the following
parameters:-

J = 8, E = 16, I = 1

4.  Test Results:

4.1 Convolutional Encoder/Decoder that was implemented in RSD2 satellite was evaluated
both in preflight and also inorbit.



4.1.1  Bench Test:

In the absence of automatic BER measuring equipments the convolutional encoder
was simply tested by, collecting approximately 10  bits both in coded and uncoded7

transmission for a fixed transmitter power. The received decoded sequence was
compared with the original sequence for both coded and uncoded cases. The number of
errors in both cases were estimated. The Transmitter power was changed and the above
test was repeated. The results are given in the Graph-1.

4.1.2  In Orbit Test:

Assuming that there is no large variation in signal strength for a 10 minutes duration in
a pass, the number of bits were collected in the first half and second half of the pass for
uncoded and coded systems respectively. The received information was compared with
the original information and error rate in both cases was estimated. The procedure was
followed during different passes and the results were tabulated tn table-1.

The results of the experiment were approximate and shows only the trend since it has
the following limitations

1)  Signal strength was assumed to be constant throughout the pass.
2)  The parameters like antenna gain, elevation angle, path loss etc. were variable due

to the low earth orbit.
3)  Coded and uncoded data could not be transmitted simultaneously for true

comparison.
4)  The decoder did not work well for burst errors.

4.2   RS Encoder:

The size of the code word dictionary of a (255,223) RS code implemented here is
255  or approx 10 . However, the number of information symbol sequences required223   537

to test the functional integrity of the encoder is surprisingly small. This is primarily due to
the linearity & cyclic structure of the code. Three classes of RS symbol sequences
provide a systematic & effective means of testing RS encoders. They are

a)  The generator polynominal coefficient sequence (GCS),
b)  The constant symbol sequence (CS)
c) The Iterative symbol sequence (IS)

The actual testing was carried out by generating each type of information sequence and
ensuring that the check symbols were valid. In the GCS symbol test, all information
symbols are zero except the last which is L then the check symbols are the other 2E roots



of the generation polynomial g (X) (where L represented by 00000001 in the dual basis is
one of the roots). In the CS symbol test, each of the information symbols is equal to a
constant value, say K. Then each of the check symbols is also equal to K. In the last test,
the information sequence was the sum of some number of sequence in which only one
position was non zero. The check symbols have then to be computed theoretically as the
sum of the preceding information sequences and compared against the actual value.

All the sequences except the last were tested and the encoder performance verified.
The decoder has not yet been implemented since the encoder is required to work at a
minimum bit rate of 100 kbs. At present, the decoder implementation for a (255,223) RS
code around 100 Kbs will require special purpose architecture and this is being studied.[6]

5.  Conclusions.

An attempt was made for the first time to introduce the convolutional coding scheme
in RS-D2 Spacecraft. Ground tests have confirmed more or less with the theoretical
power gain. But the inorbit test shows a less gain because of the various reasons
mentioned above. For R-S coding, as recommended by CCSDS, the hardware is being
developed and will be implemented in the future spacecrafts.
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ABSTRACT

The Wideband Transport Frame Formatter (WTFF) is the Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite (TDRS) Ku-band return link gateway. This gateway is designed to support the
Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS). The WTFF is being developed
by Goddard Space Flight Center as a proof of concept project for the CCSDS and the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). This design is in many aspects
consistent with the Open System Interconnect (ISO) model’s “lower layer architecture”.

The WTFF system is a multiplexing device developed to process and downlink the high
rate data generated by a wide variety of users. The WTFF is designed to frame and format
high data rate user channels into transport frames and multiplex according to a predefined
schedule into two bit streams that are compatible with TDRS Ku I and Q band service.
The combined data rate will be 300 Mbps. The WTFF will service up to eight input
channels generating data in the range of 10 to 150 Mbps. In addition to these input
channels, audio data will be accepted by the WTFF system and inserted in the downlink. A
second function of the WTFF is to provide telecommunication coding as assigned to each
virtual channel to ensure a given quality of service.

INTRODUCTION

The WTFF is designed to be the TDRS Ku-band return link gateway. The WTFF is a
multiplexing device developed to process and downlink high rate data generated by a wide
variety of users. Note that the term user in this document refers to a higher data handling
unit and does not necessarily mean “end user.” Also, the terms virtual channel and user
channel are interchangeable. This design is in many aspects consistent with the Open
System Interconnect (ISO) model’s “lower layer architecture.” The WTFF is a device
designed to implement the link layer protocol (layer 2) and the physical layer protocol
(layer 1) of the ISO model.



The output of the WTFF is tranfer frames recommended by the CCSDS (1). A functional
diagram of the data flow onboard a platform is shown in Figure 1. There are several
service access points into the WTFF. The first is through an onboard local area network.
The second is via direct connection to the WTFF with high rate data or video data.
Another access point is via an audio input channel. And finally, the WTFF is capable of
receiving preformatted transfer frames produced by another system and transmitting over
its TDRS link.

Figure 1.  Functional Diagram, Platform Data Flow

Although this system is a proof of concept, some similarity to the interfaces of the actual
onboard system is built into the WTFF design. One of these interfaces, is the Data
Management System (DMS) and will be simulated to accomplish commanding to the
WTFF and to report the status of the WTFF. Commands to the WTFF would be uplinked
via an S-band link and relayed to the WTFF through the DMS local area network. The
WTFF status would be output to the DMS and inserted into the data on an input channel to
the WTFF connected to the DMS.



SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

User Interface

The WTFF is designed to process up to eight user data input channels each generating data
at rates of 10 to 150 Mbps. Data generated by a user will be transferred into the WTFF in
multiples of 8-bit octets. The WTFF will provide interface status and optionally
acknowledge data reception to the user. The following data types may not be mixed within
a user channel.

C A user’s privately defined format either bit stream or higher layer ISO data

C CCSDS standard data packets of variable length

C Tape recorder playback of user’s data

Virtual Channel Processing

Each active user’s data received by the WTFF will be placed into a virtual channel block.
The virtual channel block will contain an identifier to depict from which user channel the
data originated along with various control fields. The virtual channel block will then be
encased in a transfer frame by the WTFF for downlink.

Virtual Channel Format

The packets received from a user data channel must not exceed 4,096 bytes in length. The
segmentation of the data is an option for the user. The bit stream user will have to insert
frame information into the stream that will enable the ground processor to synchronize the
data. The framing performed by the user will be asynchronous to the frame
synchronization within the WTFF system.

Downlink Specification

The virtual channel block is encased in a transfer frame for downlink. Transfer frames
from all data channels are multiplexed into a common data stream for downlink. The
common data stream will be downlinked over the TDRS I and Q channels at 150 Mbps per
channel. The WTFF will continuously downlink over the TDRS channels; if no “true” data
is available, there will be an idle virtual channel frame transmitted. The transfer frames
output to both TDRS channels will be continuously stored on separate tape recorders in
circular buffer fashion. The transfer frame length will be fixed at 10,232 bits, including the
WTFF frame synchronization pattern. Each transfer frame will contain only one virtual



channel’s data. The maximum output rate of the WTFF is 150 Mbps per output channel.
The WTFF will transfer data received from each user channel in a data structure called a
transfer frame.

Quality of Service

There are three qualities of service available from the WTFF. The quality of service is
assigned to a given virtual channel and it is not mixed within a virtual channel.

C QOS 1 (Highest Quality)—Data guaranteed complete, error-free (within the
capability of the error detection/correction utilized), and in sequence. One method of
accomplishing this quality of service is by providing Automatic Report Request
(ARQ) service.

C QOS 2 (Standard)—Data is delivered possibly with outages and errors but
guaranteed in sequence without duplicate. This may be accomplished by
concatenating the Reed-Solomon coding to the transfer frame.

C QOS 3 (Poorest)—Data is delivered possibly with outages and errors, but
guaranteed in sequence without duplicate. This quality of service may be
accomplished by concatenation of the CCSDS recommended 16-bit polynomial to
the transfer frame.

ARQ Service — Optional

The method and procedures for providing ARQ service for users is currently under study.
The WTFF will provide ARQ service to a single user channel. The ARQ service is used to
request retransmission of specified virtual channel frames. The Virtual Channel Processor
(VCP) would be responsible for holding frames for the specified virtual channel if a
request for retransmission was necessary. The virtual channel sequence count will be
utilized at both the ground terminal and onboard the WTFF to identify frames for request
for retransmission. To minimize the onboard buffer requirements, the user input bit rate to
the WTFF is limited to 1 Mbps when using this option. If the VCP is to provide the ARQ
function for a user data channel, the VCP will remain in this mode for the entire mission. It
is the task of the ground “zero level processor” to restore the transfer frame to sequencing.

Audio Data Insertion — Optional

The WTFF will accept audio data received from one source independent of the normal
user data channels input and insert it into the requested virtual channel block(s). In order to
accomplish in sequence restoration of the audio data at WTFF operationally high data



rates, the audio data will be inserted in a single virtual channel transfer frame. At relatively
low data rates, the audio data may be inserted into all transfer frames.

SYSTEM COMPONENTS

The WTFF system is shown in Figure 2 with various subystems. The WTFF is composed
of the following subystems:

C User Channel Interface (UC0 C Frame Synchronization Generator (FSG)

C Audio Data Input (ADI) C Inner Code Generator (ICG)

C Virtual Channel Processor(s) (VCP) C Tape Recorder Storage Unit (TRSU)

C Virtual Channel Multiplexer (VCM) C System Controller

C Outer Code Generator (OCG)

Figure 2.  WTFF System Overview

User Channel Interface

The UCI is the interface between the user data channel and the WTFF. There will be up to
eight UCI units in the WTFF. The UCI unit will receive the user data via an optical fiber
link and subsequently output the data, start/end message signal, and a message clock to the
VCP. Under consideration is an option where the UCI will transmit status to the user, (i.e.,



virtual channel buffer status and buffer availability) and may provide message received
acknowledgment for ARQ channels. Message acknowledgment between the UCI and the
user may be accomplished by utilizing the packet CRC on CCSDS packets (Ibid).

Audio Data Input

The WTFF will optionally input data from one audio data source and insert it into the
appropriate virtual channel frame(s). There will be at most one ADI in the WTFF. If more
than one source is required for a given configuration, the multiplexing of the input data
must be done externally of the WTFF. The method of sampling the audio data is currently
under study.

Virtual Channel Processor

The VCP is the virtual channel frame formatter of the WTFF. There will be up to eight
VCPs in the WTFF, all identical in design and implementation to accommodate the
generality of the system. The VCP receives data from the UCI and inserts the data into the
data field of the virtual channel frame along with various other fields (i.e., primary header
and secondary header) according to channel type. The VCP will buffer the user data for
insertion into the virtual channel frame as necessary. The System Controller will transfer
parameters to the VCP to identify the channel type. These parameters will determine the
processing necessary for this channel.

Idle Transfer Frames

There are two instance in which the WTFF will downlink idle transfer frames.

C The virtual channel processors selected have not compiled a complete transfer frame
data field under the schedule driven scheme.

C When none of the virtual channel processors have compiled a complete transfer
frame data field under the schedule driven scheme.

The idle frames are generated by the Idle Virtual Channel Frame Generator. These frames
would be the prescribed transfer frame format and would be assigned to a specific virtual
channel number.

Virtual Channel Multiplexer

The VCM will multiplex the various VCP outputs into two output streams. The VCM
accepts parallel input from the VCP until a complete virtual channel frame has been



received. Presently under study, there are two different methods of multiplexing the data
into the stream, scheduled and prioritized data driven. The first, schedule driven
multiplexing, will allocate pre-assigned slots within the total stream to each VCP. Under
this scheme, a certain VCP is permitted onto the output bus only when scheduled. If there
is not data available from the selected VCP, the VCM will request an idle virtual channel
frame. The former, prioritized data driven multiplexing, would utilize a sampling strategy
that is a function of several factors (i.e., priority, time last sampled, and operation mode)
and is currently under study. If there is not data available from any of the VCPs, the VCM
will request an idle virtual channel frame. There are two methods of controlling the
multiplexing scheme. The first would be via “mux select” signals from the System
Controller for each sample executed. The second would be for the System Controller to
notify the VCM of the sample sequence and scheme, thereby relieving the controller of the
laborious duty of tracking the VCM. The sample method, priority, and schedule for the
VCM is dynamically flexible.

Outer Code Generator

There are two types of outer codes that are generated by the WTFF, Reed-Solomon and
16-bit polynomial. One of these codes will be applied to each transfer frame. Upon
notification that a transfer frame is available from the VCM, the OCG will begin insertion
of error correction/detection codes into the frame. The System Controller will notify the
OCG which type of code is to be appended to the frame. The transfer frame data field
must be adequately shortened to accommodate the code applied. The OCG Reed-Solomon
coder performs interleaving at a depth of five. There are two OCGs: one for TDRS I
channel transmission, and one for TDRS Q channel. This code along with the transfer
frame constitute what is called a codeblock, which is the output of the OCG.

Frame Synchronization Generator

There are two FSGs in the WTFF system to handle each of the two OCG outputs. The
FSG will precede a codeblock with a synchronization marker for frame detection at the
ground system. Each of the FSG outputs the data in parallel format to the ICG. The FSG
pattern is “ACFFCID” hexadecimal.

Inner Code Generator or PN Code Generator

The ICG accepts the data from the FSG in 8-bit parallel blocks and performs the parallel to
serial function and delivers the serial bit stream to the TDRS I and Q channels. The output
stream is nominally 150 Mbps. The proof of concept model will not use an inner code. To
ensure data bit transitions, a pseudo random noise generator modulo-2 will be added to the
data stream.



Tape Recorder Storage Unit

The TRSU will record all data transmitted over each TDRS channel as output from the
WTFF. The tape recorder data may be requested to be played back via a ground command
to the WTFF for either or both of the TDRS channels. If the request occurs to dump the
TRSU, the downlink will not be signaled as a tape recorder dump. That is, the TRSU data
will not be replayed through the WTFF and tape recorder bit will not be set in the header.
The TRSU must be capable of storing data for a minimum of the duration of the zone of
exclusion.

System Controller

The System Controller performs the following functions in the WTFF system.

C Provides the control and timing to each of the subsystems
C Receives commands in the form of packets from an S-band uplink via a local area

network (DMS) and executes the commands
C Signals the VCPs of the configuration of the channel
C Resets the virtual channel sequence counters and flush data storage within the VCPs
C Controls the VCP output sampling to the multiplexer
C Reports the configuration and status of the WTFF to the DMS
C Notifies the code generators of the code selection
C Notifies the VCP of audio data insertion on/off and length

CONCLUSION

The basic building blocks of hardware for the WTFF are currently being designed. The
WTFF is modular with the capability to allow for continuing changes and upgrades. It is
anticipated that this system will eventually be built with custom Very Large Scale
Integration (VLSI) hardware. The WTFF will be the first system to demonstrate
multiplexing ability at high data rates. Space Station era data systems will introduce high
data rates in communications in which the WTFF will prove extremely useful. Testbed
simulation of the instruments is currently under study for interfacing to the WTFF.
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SPACE SHUTTLE DATA FORMATTER
DSI MODEL 7303 SYSTEM

Robert W. Cardinal, Project Engineer
and George F. Tremain, Vice President, Decom Systems Inc.

This abstract describes the hardware and software necessary for reserialization of
asynchronous imbedded image data.

The purpose of the DSI Model 7303 System is to reformat space shuttle imbedded
(Payload Data Interleaver) PDI data. the system consists of two decoms, a DSI model
7303A and a DSI Model 7303B. The input to the 7303A box is 0I or NSP data (NRZ-L &
CLOCK). The 7303A Frame syncs to the 0I or NSP data. The 7303A is front panel
programmed to strip out only the imbedded PDI data and pass this data to the 7303B
Decom.

The 7303B Frame syncs to the PDI frame sync pattern. A second strip zone defines which
words in the PDI frame get passed to the FIFO. A 24K byte ring FIFO Buffer is used to
buffer data before reserialization for output.

The serial output rate is a function of how many programmed PDI words per second are
stripped out and the FIFO management status. The output bit rate is from a microprocessor
controlled NCO. This system Makes possible real time video of Shuttle PDI data.

ITC '87
This CD-ROM duplicates the published proceedings in that only an abstract of this paper was published.
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ABSTRACT

During early manned spacecraft operations, the primary role of ground telemetry systems
was data display to flight controllers. As manned spaceflights have increased in
complexity, greater demands have been placed on flight controllers to simultaneously
monitor systems and replan systems operations. This has led to interest in automated
telemetry monitoring systems to decrease the workload on flight controllers. The Mission
Operations Directorate at the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center has developed a five layer
model to integrate various monitoring and analysis technologies such as digital filtering,
fault detection algorithms, and expert systems. The paper describes the five layer model
and explains how it has been used to guide prototyping efforts at Mission Control. Results
from some initial expert systems are presented. The paper also describes the integrated
prototype currently under development which implements a real time expert system to
assist flight controllers in the Mission Control Center in monitoring Space Shuttle
communications systems. Keywords: Space Shuttle Mission Control, Real Time Expert
Systems, Telemetry Processing

INTRODUCTION

Mission Operations Directorate (MOD) at the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (JSC) is
responsible for Mission Control operations for Space Shuttle. MOD will also be is
responsible for flight operations of the Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle (OMV) and some
aspects of the Space Station. MOD realized early in the Space Shuttle program that
enhanced automation of spacecraft monitoring in telemetry ground systems was vital to the
continued quality of flight decision making for Shuttle and future programs. Since 1983,
MOD has been evaluating the state of the art of various information systems technologies
to understand the value of these technologies to space flight operations. This paper
describes a model that was developed to organize efforts in this area and will describe
progress and results to date on projects based on this model.



EARLY MANNED SPACECRAFT FLIGHT OPERATIONS CONCEPTS

During the early United States manned spaceflight programs, the primary objective of
ground telemetry processing systems during flight operations was to provide displays to
flight controllers. Some telemetry processing was performed in support of other tasks such
as command verification, however the primary role of the ground telemetry system was to
provide telemetry data displays to flight controllers. These tasks required the ground
processing system to synchronize on incoming telemetry, decommutate parameters,
convert these parameters into engineering units (calibration) and perform simple limit
checks. The primary display types in these systems included simple Cathode Ray Tube
(CRT) displays, pen type Strip Chart Recorders, and event lights. Parameters were logged
to tape and any additional processing required the use of offline computers.

Development of these ground systems was driven by an underlying operations concept.
This concept held that a highly skilled team of flight controllers would be continuously
monitoring the telemetry io detect flight vehicle failures.

This concept was molded by several factors. The flight vehicle for each flight usual had
unique aspects and was only used once. With constant evolution of spacecraft design, it
was more cost-effective to train flight controllers to deal with the differences in vehicles,
rather than design unique monitoring software. Additionally each flight profile was usually
very different. Each mission involved either developing a new unique capability or
explored a different part of the moon. These different flight profile’s also made it more
cost-effective to develop a general ground processing system with limited specific mission
capabilities which could handle a wide variety of mission profiles. This concept was
proved effective during the Apollo series of missions where Apollo spacecraft with
significantly different equipment flew earth orbital, lunar and Skylab long duration
missions with the same ground system.

The availability of highly trained flight controllers was critical to this concept. This was
possible because there usually was sufficient time prior to a flight to have extensive
training time for the flight control team. Additionally, because these flight programs were
of a short length, flight controllers usually stayed with a team during the entire flight series.
Availability of training time combined with low attrition led to highly skilled teams.

Under this operations concept, most of the flight controller’s time was spent monitoring
the spacecraft. Replanning inflight was primarily limited to that required to bring the crew
back to earth safely, although some replanning to optimize scientific return did occur.
NASA was able to control the replanning load on controllers because there was limited
participation by outside organizations such as commercial customers and foreign
governments.



Finally, this level of ground system capability was the most that could be done with 1960’s
and 1970’s era information system technology.

SPACE SHUTTLE FLIGHT OPERATIONS CONCEPTS

These driving factors were true during the Gemini, Apollo, Apollo-Soyuz, Skylab and
early Space Shuttle flights. However as the Space Shuttle has matured, these factors have
changed. The Space Shuttle is a reuseable vehicle with little design change between
flights. Additionally most missions have common timeline elements. For example, payload
deploys for similar payloads usually utilize the same basic procedure with minor
variations. This makes automation of some monitoring tasks feasible.

The training assumptions for the Space Shuttle program are also different. With a flight
rate of approximately one flight per month, training time between flights is severely
reduced. Also, with the Space Shuttle being a long-lived program, flight controllers cannot
be expected to stay with a flight team for the entire length of the program. Attrition rates
consistent with other high-stress technological activities are to be expected. Both these
changing factors also make automation of some monitoring tasks more desirable to cut
training time, and maintain the quality of flight decision making.

The basic nature of the flight control task has also changed as NASA has become more
involved with Department of Defense, commercial and foreign customers. The replanning
load on flight controllers has increased as NASA attempts to assist customers to get the
most out of every mission.

For example when the STS51-B Spacelab mission reached orbit, two of the main
experiments would not function and a third was leaking and had a limited lifetime. The
flight control team was required to simultaneously replan systems operations to support
maximum use of the leaking experiment at the the beginning of the flight, evaluate and
implement inflight maintenance plans for the two failed experiments, and continue to
monitor the orbiter. This activity led to good scientific return on all three experiments.
During the 51-D mission, a Syncom satellite deployed from the Space Shuttle failed to
activate. The flight control team developed and uplinked a plan to the crew which allowed
the shuttle to rendezvous with the Syncom and attempt to activate it. This plan required the
team to plan and monitor a “spacewalk” to install a device on the end of the manipulator
arm . This device was used to “swat” the satellite to position an activation lever. This plan
was executed successfully, but the Syncom was not activated until the next year when
another shuttle crew actually rewired the satellite to allow activation. These examples
show that flight controller’s time is now heavily oriented towards replanning operations in
response to unexpected situations. Automated systems monitoring tools are important 



under this concept because they allow the flight controller to spend more time planning
while still monitoring the spacecraft with the same degree of care.

Finally, the state of the art of information systems technology has progressed to the point
to allow a greater degree of systems monitoring.

It is expected that these driving factors affecting the Space Shuttle operations concept will
also be strong driving factors in future United States space efforts where the emphasis is
on long term service functions. For example the Space Station and Orbital Maneuvering
Vehicle (OMV) are both long lived reuseable vehicles with a high degree of emphasis on
service to customer operations.

All of these factors increase the functions of telemetry ground systems. Systems supporting
long term service functions like Space Shuttle must not only provide data displays for the
operators, but also must provide capabilities for automated data monitoring and evaluation.
In many ways the direct user of telemetry data becomes both operators and automated data
evaluation tools whose results are subsequently used by operators. The remainder of this
paper describes a model developed at Mission Control to organize thinking about
automated data monitoring and gives results of prototyping efforts that implemented
various layers of the model.

MODEL FOR SYSTEMS MONITORING AUTOMATION

When Mission Operations Directorate personnel first started to address the problem of
automated systems monitoring in 1983 there was considerable controversy over the correct
approach. Most automation at the Mission Control Center (MCC) had previously taken
place in the form of simple computations in the Mission Operations Computer (MOC)
such as limit checks. Several large automation tasks (1000-2000 lines of code each) had
been programmed in offline computers to perform analysis. These tasks required manual
operator entry of telemetry information. No direct connection to telemetry was available
for these systems. Expert System technology was just beginning to have an impact on the
commercial market and MOD had limited experience in this technology.

Some personnel believed that monitoring of “key” parameters was required. When a “key”
parameters violated a limit check, “support” parameters should be checked to isolate the
failure. Other personnel believed that continuous execution of “fault detection algorithms”
consisting of logical and arithmetic combination of large numbers of telemetry parameters
was required to identify faults. Finally some personnel insisted that “automation” was not
sufficient and that true knowledge-based expert system technology was required in order
to evaluate integrated system status.



Level of detail also was a critical issue. Should faults be detected to a subsystem,
component, or sub-component level. In some types of systems, particularly fluid systems,
it is difficult to resolve failures to a component without evaluating the entire system. In
other areas, such as digital electronic systems, it is possible to detect many failures by
monitoring independent components separately.

In order to provide a basis for organizing our efforts, the automation task was placed into
the Mission Control Model for Systems Monitoring. The model has five layers. They are :

Layer 5 Advanced Artificial Intelligence Techniques
Layer 4 Knowledge Based Expert Systems
Layer 3 Discipline Specific Fault Detection Algorithms and Task Automation
Layer 2 Non - Discipline Specific Algorithms
Layer 1 Basic Data Acquisition Algorithms

Layer 1 consists of the basic data acquisition functions of synchronizing telemetry, and
decommutating parameters. A critical support provided by layer 1 is that of insuring time
homogeneity of data samples, i.e. that data from multiple time intervals is not mixed.

Layer 2 consists of non-discipline specific processing. These are algorithms common to all
disciplines such as calibration of parameters, limit checks, calculation of rates of change,
etc... The data used in these algorithms (such as limits for a specific parameter) may be
discipline specific but the basic algorithm function is the same for parameters whether they
are electrical, guidance and control, or life support parameters.

Layer 3 consists of discipline specific fault detection algorithms and task automation. This
includes deterministic algorithms only. These algorithms are capable of uniquely and
unambiguously determining a specific subsystem failure or condition without any other
information. These algorithms do not have access to any historical information. They are
presented with a single data sample and detect condition based on that sample. Information
generated at layer 2 algorithms such as rates are available to layer 3. These algorithms may
perform extensive mathematical manipulation such as digital filtering. Knowledge of
systems monitoring is explicitly coded at layer 3. A simple example of this type of
algorithm would monitor ten switch discretes to determine if a subsystem is correctly
configured. A complex example of a layer 3 algorithm would be an algorithm to monitor
spacecraft attitude and state vector information to determine if the onboard computer is
selecting the best antenna to communicate with a ground station.

Layer 4 consists of true knowledge based expert systems. Heuristics may be used at layer
4 to infer the status of systems where specific detailed telemetry is not available. In layer 4 



the knowledge is not explicitly programmed into code, but is present in the form of rules or
models. Status information generated at lower layers is available to the expert systems.

Layer 5 consists of advanced artificial intelligence techniques such as machine learning.
Here the knowledge base may change as the result of experience. Assessments made at
lower layers are available to layer 5.

These five layers correspond to the way that actual flight controllers approach a display on
a console. If data is displayed in raw telemetry, the controller converts it to meaningful
engineering data. This function is usually done by our current ground telemetry systems
however there are cases in which raw data is displayed to operators. The controller then
usually performs the simple algorithms to perform assessment of the status of individual
components or subsystems. The operator usually then applies system level rules and
models (both algorithmic and heuristic) for an integrated assessment of the entire system.
Finally learning occurs as the flight controller places more information on system
performance into his/her personal “knowledge base”.

APPLICATION OF THE MODEL

The model focused our efforts in several ways. First, because the problem was layered we
realized that we could prototype these layers independently to determine their value to
flight operations and integrate them later. Second, because our orientation was toward
operational capability and because layer 5 is really a research topic, we decided to
constrain our activities to layer 1-4. We also recognized that layer 1 and 2 are mostly
provided by our current ground systems. We performed a market survey and discovered
that layers 1 and 2 are available in hardware/firmware in commercial off-the-shelf devices
from a number of vendors. We therefore decided to concentrate our efforts in layers 3
and 4.

We also recognized that our current ground system was not appropriate for prototyping
activities in layers 3 and 4. Our current ground system in the MCC is a centralized system
where all systems monitoring, command and trajectory functions are in a single large host
computer. Verification requirements on new code in this computer are severe because
software critical for safety of flight is in the computer.

These large verification requirements are not compatible with a “rapid prototyping”
methodology where the goal is to develop new products by rapid incorporation, evaluation
and testing of new concepts. We recognized that we would have to host this prototyping in
a separate computer system to isolate us from impacting this critical software. This
resulted in a completely new layer 1 and 2 to provide a support environment for
prototyping.



DISCIPLINE UNIQUE FAULT DETECTION ACTIVITIES

Our first activity was to define fault detection algorithms based on the knowledge of our
current flight controllers. In this effort over 1000 algorithms were documented to cover all
of the subsystems of the Space Shuttle. These algorithms were subsequently reviewed by
the engineering community that was responsible for the design of the shuttle. During this
definition and review process it became clear that the algorithms needed a common
support environment to perform tasks associated with managing the operation of these
algorithms. A prototype algorithm support environment was built to illustrate the functions
needed. Functions supported by this prototype included :

activation and deactivation of specific algorithms
activation and deactivation of algorithm groups (such as launch or landing phase               

    algorithms)
identification of invalid algorithms due to instrumentation failures
scheduling of algorithms
collection and display of faults identified by algorithms
changing variable data required for algorithms (such as propellant levels at launch)
identification to the operator of status of all algorithms

The most critical item in these prototypes turned out to be operator visibility into the
algorithm functions. When the operator is relying on the algorithm to perform certain
functions, it is critical that the operator be able to view the status of the algorithm. It is
especially important that the operator be able to view the enable/disable status of an
algorithm or algorithm group as well as the values of any variable data being used by the
algorithm.

Data validity also became a critical concern in this effort. As the algorithms were defined it
became clear that a major role of the flight controller was in evaluating the validity of data
before using it to make system evaluations. In some cases this was a layer 2 function (is
the data currently being updated by telemetry?) and in some cases it was a layer 3 function
(is this data consistent with other data?).

It was estimated that the average algorithm would require at least 100 lines of code.
Managing over 100,000 lines of code is a serious problem. To cut coding time and to
insure maintainability of the algorithms, an “algorithm builder tool” was constructed. This
tool allows operators with minimal computer training to construct algorithms using familiar
terminology. The algorithm builder generates code that is executable in the algorithm
support environment. It automatically inserts all of the control mechanisms so that the
algorithm environment can activate, deactivate, and otherwise control the algorithm. It also 



inserts standard fault annunciation software so that all fault messages are collected and
displayed at a central location.

KNOWLEDGE BASED EXPERT SYSTEM TECHNIQUES

In parallel with the discipline specific algorithm efforts, an effort was started to understand
the role of expert systems in automated systems monitoring. The Space Station Project
funded a Joint MOD/MITRE Corporation team to develop expert system based concepts
for the monitoring of Space Station systems. This effort has been documented in previous
publications (ref 1). A prototype system was constructed in which operators could
introduce symptoms of failure into various components in a model of a Space Station
communications system. The expert system would trace the symptoms back to a cause and
recommend reconfiguration. The symptoms were on a very high level (i.e. component
good or bad) and reflected the type of output we would expect from layer 3 discipline
unique algorithms evaluating component status. This expert system generated a system
level view based on individual component views generated by lower level fault detection
algorithms.

There were several valuable lessons learned from this project. Just as in the discipline
specific algorithm efforts, it was determined that operator visibility into the process was
critical. Operators were reluctant to agree with recommendations by the expert system
until they could see the rationale behind the recommendation. In order to meet this need, a
window was added to the graphic display of the expert system to display rationale. As the
expert system “fired’ rules, the rules would be displayed in the rationale window with
accompanying explanatory text. This allowed the operator to view the expert system’s
rationale behind recommendations.

We discovered that if the operator was displayed a schematic of the system being
monitored along with the expert system determinations, then operators were quickly able
to understand the results of the expert system. We also discovered that because the expert
system prototype was based on high level assessments of component status (i.e. a
component was good or bad) operators could quickly understand the rationale for
reconfiguration.

Each component in the system had several characteristics. In addition to a “good” or “bad”
performance status, each component could also be “previously good” or “previously
failed”. This was because the system had many redundant components and the expert
system was switching these components to work around failures inserted by the operator.
The expert system had to keep track of the previous status of units to avoid switching into
a “previously failed” unit. Because redundant units were available it was also necessary to 
keep track of which units were “currently selected” and which were “currently deselected”



This was because if a unit’s power failed, then both redundant units performance status
would be “bad” (both are powered off) and the expert system needed to know which unit
was previously selected in order to switch into a new unit.

The most important result of this prototype was that a properly constructed expert system
could continue to operate systems correctly even after the insertion of multiple failures into
the monitored system. This is because as facts change in an expert system, all facts can be
re-examined to determine the current condition of the system being monitored. Manual
crew or ground procedures for Space Shuttle generally can only deal with a single failure.
This is because procedures written for human beings become extremely complex and are
in fact unmanageable if they try to evaluate all facts at every step. Procedures for humans
must assume in most cases that only one thing can change at a time due to a single fault.
When multiple faults exist in a system, a single action can have multiple results and results
can be due to multiple causes. Human procedures which attempt to deal with this problem
quickly become too complex to execute correctly and quickly. This result leads to the
conclusion that knowledge based expert systems are potentially very valuable in flight
operations.

The final result of this prototype was that to really evaluate the system, we needed to be
connected to real time telemetry data. This result was one of the driving factors into our
integrated prototype effort.

INTEGRATED PROTOTYPE

Based on the knowledge gained from our previous activities, we are constructing an
integrated prototype that implements layers 1-4. This effort has been funded by the NASA
Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology System Autonomy Demonstration Program.
Under this effort we are constructing a system to monitor the Space Shuttle
Communications and Instrumentation Systems. This system will integrate the the expert
system technology of layer 4 with the algorithm technology of layer 3 and the telemetry
processing technologies in layer 1 and 2. Unlike previous laboratory systems, this system
will be located in the Mission Control Center and actually be used to follow Space Shuttle
flights.

In the integrated prototype we are utilizing a Loral Instrumentation Advanced Decom
System (ADS-100) to perform all o e tasks in layer 1 and 2. By shipping real time data
directly to the ADS-100 we insure that the integrated prototype project has access to real
time data, without becoming involved in any of the flight critical processing in the MCC.
The ADS-100 will synchronize, decom, calibrate and limit check the required 2000
parameters a second and ship them across a Direct Memory Interface to a Masscomp 5700
Workstation.



The Masscomp 5700 Workstation will perform all of the layer 3 and 4 functions. The layer
3 functions are being implemented using the previously developed algorithm support
environment and algorithm builder. These were coded in the “C” language using
conventional techniques. The expert system functions of layer 4 are being implemented
using an forward chaining rule based inference engine called “CLIPS”. CLIPS was
developed by the Mission Planning and Analysis Directorate at JSC (ref 2). The inference
engine is coded in “C” and runs on the Masscomp.

It is interesting to note that the rules used for the Space Station expert system prototype
are being used as the core rule set for the Space Shuttle expert system. The basic rules
required to monitor communications systems appear to be basically the same for these two
vehicles.

At the time of this writing (July 87), layers 1-3 are undergoing integration and layer 4 is
starting development. We expect to have a full-up layer 1-4 working in the laboratory by
October 87 and plan to be evaluating the system during simulations for the next Space
Shuttle flight in June 88.

An interesting result of the work so far is the “inverted pyramid “ characteristic of the
integrated prototype. This is shown in figure 2.

FIGURE 2 - INVERTED PYRAMID



Note that the flight controller requires access to information at all of the layers. A less
experienced controller would rely heavily on the outputs of layer 4. A more experienced
controller who questioned the output of layer 4, would look back to layer 3 to look at the
facts and then back to layer 1 and 2 to look at the raw data.

Also note that the data rate being handled by the layer decreases as you move to higher
levels, however the information value to the operator increases. This also indicates another
good reason for layering the problem. Current knowledge based expert system building
tools can do very complex tasks, but their speed is very much a function of the rate at
which new facts must be incorporated. By using the layer 2 and 3 algorithms to cut the rate
of arrival of new information, the expert system speed is increased.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the change in the types of missions flown by NASA, it is clear that for some
space systems, the role of ground processing of telemetry is no longer limited to display,
but may include advanced automated systems monitoring. A model has been developed to
describe the processes required to monitor spacecraft. This model incorporates functions
performed by traditional telemetry system hardware and software, as well as algorithmic
and expert system software techniques. This model is being used to guide the development
of prototype monitoring systems in Space Shuttle Mission Control .
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ABSTRACT

A Data Handling and Linking System
for all of NASA’s Near Earth Space Missions

By:  R. Hockensmith, NASA/GSFC

A modularized data handling and linking system is evolving that will meet all of NASA’s
low earth orbiting space needs. The system is comprised of three major subsystems: (1)
Data management (three networks; 300 Mbps to 20 Mbps, 20 Mbps to 3 Mbps, and
3 Mbps to 125 bps); (2) RF (antennas and microwave components); and (3) antenna
control. Representative system components, approximately 70% of a total system, have
been tested operating through the NASA Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System in May
1987.

The modularized concept and data bandwidth transitions of the data management
subsystem utilizes recently developed flight components along with developmental models
that results in a system that is cost effective with a high level of performance and
reliability. The system concept with performance data of key components will be
presented.
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ABSTRACT

The growing complexity of space science missions is causing a dramatic increase in the
data rates and volumes from spaced-based experiments, and the ground operations
functions associated with handling data from these missions are growing in complexity
consistent with this increase. A key requirement on the systems that provide data handling
support is to control operations costs carefully while providing high-quality data capture
functions. One approach to meeting this particular objective that has been taken at the
Goddard Space Flight Center has been to initiate the development of a Generic Data
Capture Facility (GDCF) that can provide data capture support for a variety of different
types of spacecraft. The GDCF is emerging through a blend of new system development
and evolution of existing systems, and when complete, it will have the capability to
support the two major data formatting schemes (packet and Time-Division Multiplexed
(TDM)). The specific implementations are designed to support the Gamma Ray
Observatory and the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite, but the GDCF will provide the
baseline system to support various new missions as they emerge.

INTRODUCTION

“Data capture” is a general description that encompasses a variety of functions routinely
applied in the initial acquisition of satellite data, including protection against data loss,
recreation of the original data form, and generation of data quality and accounting
information. Since these functions are applied to all of the data acquired from the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration’s (NASA) Earth-orbiting satellites, the concept of a
multimission data capture facility has been viewed as a key to controlling operational
costs. Developments are underway at the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) for data
capture systems for the two major data format types: TDM and packet formats. The



systems are being designed to support the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS)
and the Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO) but they also will be capable of supporting other
satellites and together will form the nucleus of a generic data capture facility.

DATA CAPTURE FUNCTIONS

There are numerous data capture functions. As previously stated, data capture is a general
description that includes a broad range of activities including some initial data processing.
To avoid confusion with data recording (which is one of the functions associated with data
capture), the description “level zero processing” has emerged. The origins of this
terminology are associated with the definition of processing levels of science data. (See
Table 1 (1).) For the purposes of this paper, level zero processing will be used as a title for
the data processing functions included under the umbrella phrase “data capture.” Thus, a
level zero processor is a computer that performs the data processing functions associated
with a data capture facility. The data capture functions can be grouped into four major
categories: data protection; isolation of users from data acquisition problems; data
reconstruction; and provision of detailed quality and accounting information.

 Table 1
Definition of Data Processing Levels

Level 0 Reconstructed unprocessed instrument data at full resolution.

Level 1A Reconstructed unprocessed instrument data at full resolution, time referenced,
and annotated with ancillary information, including radiometric and geometric
calibration coefficients and georeferencing parameters (i.e., platform ephemeris,
computed, and appended but not applied to the Level 0 data).

Level 1B Level 1A data that has been processed to sensor units (i.e., radar backscatter
cross section, and brightness temperature). Not all instruments will have a Level
1B equivalent.

Level 2 Derived environmental variables at the same resolution and location as the Level
1 source data (e.g., ocean wave height, soil moisture, and ice concentration).

Level 3 Variables mapped on uniform spacetime grid scales, usually with some
completeness and consistency properties (e.g., missing points interpolated,
complete regions mosaicked together from multiple orbits).

Level 4 Model output or results from analyses of lower-level data (i.e., variables that
were not measured by the instruments but instead are derived from these
measurements).



DATA PROTECTION

The development and operation of satellite systems are expensive undertakings, and it is
important that the data acquired from such missions be protected against inadvertent loss.
Therefore, a key function in the data capture process is to record the raw data as it is
acquired, thus protecting against line outages between the capture point and the user and
protecting against loss in the user system. Generally, raw data sets are held in a short-term
storage area for a considerable amount of time (perhaps a year or more) and then sent to a
long-term storage area. The short-term storage of data is generally considered a data
capture function. Long-term storage is performed as a matter of policy at facilities
designed specially for that purpose. Satellite data sets are archived for a minimum of 17
years under current national policy.

ISOLATION OF USERS FROM DATA ACQUISITION PROBLEMS

The end users of satellite data are often scientists at universities or other research
institutions. They frequently need to perform complex processing operations on the data to
analyze the content and develop (or reinforce) fundamental theories. This process, which is
contemplative and analytic in nature, is not consistent with the day-to-day requirements of
satellite data acquisition, Since a low Earth-orbiting body encircles the globe every 90
minutes, the data acquisition facility must be staffed around the clock to acquire all of the
data that is transmitted to the ground. Furthermore, satellite-to-ground transmission
schedules may be complicated by complex data acquisition requirements (imposed by the
mission or science objectives) or by ground resource preemption (perhaps as a result of an
emergency condition with another spacecraft). Finally, data acquisition sites must be
designed for peak (e.g., tape recorder playback) data rates, and the data lines to those sites
must support peak rates. Clearly, a second valuable function of the data capture facility is
to isolate users of satellite data from the complexities of acquiring the data, allowing them
to build systems that are staffed during normal working hours, and that need accept data
only at average, not peak, rates.

DATA RECONSTRUCTION

Scientists and engineers have defined a convenient shorthand notation for describing
different stages of satellite data processing. (See Table 1.) As defined, level zero
processing removes artifacts of the space and ground data system from the instrument data
set. For example, most spacecraft are equipped with tape recorders; to save on head wear,
the tape recorders are not rewound before playback. As a result, recorded data is received
on the ground in reversed time order. Data acquisition periods normally include both real-
time and playback data. Thus, within the data set acquired at any given time, there may be
a mixture of forward and reverse data with overlap at the beginning and end of a data pass



(when the same data may be recorded on tape and transmitted in real time) and data gaps
where data is lost. In addition, errors may be injected during space or ground transmission.
Level zero processing removes all of these artifacts by detecting and correcting errors
(within limits), noting data quality, reversing playback, deleting overlap areas, time
ordering the data, providing time smoothing where necessary, and adding fill data for
missing areas. These corrections are needed because of the characteristics of the
spacecraft and ground data systems and the operational modes, which have no relationship
to the instrument or the observations of interest. Thus, it is desirable to insulate the user
from these characteristics, and since they are independent of the data source, a centralized
multi-spacecraft facility can provide a cost-effective means of providing the needed
corrections.

QUALITY AND ACCOUNTING

Finally, it is important for users, network managers, and system engineers to understand
the performance of the overall data system. A data capture facility receives data in a
variety of formats for numerous users, and it can provide a single-point source for
performing a number of useful functions, such as fault isolation, performance trend
analysis, data quality evaluation, and data accountability. This type of information is
invaluable for maintaining effective and efficient network and system operations and for
understanding the useability of the data delivered from the satellite system.

TYPES OF DATA FORMATS

There are two principle format types for satellite data: TDM and packet. TDM telemetry
streams are generated by the periodic sampling of data from different instruments;
instrument data words are multiplexed into minor frames, which are then grouped into
major frames. The sampling sequence or frequency of one or more instruments may vary
with the operating mode, so the demultiplexing system must have knowledge of particular
operating modes and onboard multiplexing strategies before a TDM telemetry stream can
be separated into groups of instrument data files. Figure 1 (2) shows the construction of a
typical TDM major frame. The data system associated with the UARS spacecraft,
scheduled for launch in 1989, utilizes a TDM format.

Packet data systems group data from different instruments individually. A data packet
consists of a header with synchronization and identification information followed by data
from the onboard source. All of the information needed to handle the data is included in
the packet header; therefore, knowledge of the operating mode of the source instrument is
not needed. Since each packet’s length is included in its header, the length may vary from
instrument to instrument or even between operating modes without impacting the data
handling system. For transmission to the ground, packets are broken into fixed-length 



Figure 1.  TDM Telemetry Data

transfer frames; this makes efficient use of the space-ground link, and it is a relatively easy
task to reconstruct the original packets. Since all of the information needed to process a
packet is located in its header, packet data systems are particularly amenable to automated
operations and have very limited susceptibility to last minute changes in instrument design
or format details. Figure 2 (Ibid) shows the relationships between instruments and data
packets and between packets and transfer frames. Note that there are two different ways
that spacecraft subsystem engineering data can be transmitted to the ground: as separate
engineering packets, or time-division multiplexed into the transfer frame. In the example
shown in Figure 2, several packets are inserted into the transfer frame; however, in general 



 Figure 2.  Packet Telemetry System

a partial packet, an entire packet, or many packets may be found in a frame depending
upon the length of the particular packet. The transfer frame shown in this example
(Figure 2) utilizes Reed-Solomon parity coding. This is consistent with international
recommendations (3) for packet/transfer frame encoding. The GRO spacecraft, scheduled
for launch in 1989, formats data in packets.

Both TDM and packet data formats impose some similar processing requirements on data
capture systems; however, they each have unique requirements. Table 2 lists the functions
for each format.

DEVELOPMENT OF GENERIC FACILITIES

It was recognized in the early 1980’s that available and emerging technology could support
the development of a generic data capture capability, and that such a capability could
provide significant cost savings by reducing the need to design, implement, test, and
operate dedicated facilities. Since the data handling requirements are significantly different
from TDM and packet data formats, it was decided to implement the generic capability as
two separate systems. Each system’s capabilities were to be based upon the known
requirements of upcoming missions, but each system would be capable of supporting 



Table 2
Level Zero Processing Functions

Common Functions

C NASCOM Block Synchronization
C NASCOM Block Error Detection
C Minor Frame

Synchronization
C Data Recording
C Playback Data Reversal
C Time Ordering
C Redundant Data Deletion
C Quick-Look Data Delivery
C Quality Determination
C Accounting
C Data Delivery

TDM-Unique Functions

C Time Correction
C Time Smoothing
C Minor Frame Time Tagging
C Spacecraft Clock Correction
C Minor Frame Counter Correction
C Major Frame Reconstruction
C Decommutation

Packet-Unique Functions

C Frame Error Detection
C Packet Reassembly
C Fill Packet Discard
C Data Set Assembly

additional, new missions as long as those missions used compatible data formats. The
system for supporting TDM telemetry streams, called the Generic Time Division Multiplex
(GTDM) system, will support the UARS mission as well as current TDM missions. The
Packet Processor (Pacor) will support the GRO mission as its first user. Both systems
build upon a history of telemetry processing experience.

The GTDM system is based upon an earlier general purpose front-end system called the
Telemetry Online Processing System (TELOPS). The TELOPS was developed in the early
1970’s, and it has provided certain synchronization, error detection, and quality reporting
functions for a variety of spacecraft. As the equipment has aged, plans for replacing it
became necessary and the GTDM concept was born. A block diagram of the GTDM
system is shown in Figure 3. At present, considerable analysis of the software is underway
to determine which portion of the code developed for TELOPS can be reused. The desire 



Figure 3.  Generic TDM Data Capture Facility

to save implementation costs by reusing software will require that the system run two
operating systems (one for the older software which ran under a specially modified
operating system and one for the newly-developed software). It is anticipated that much of
this software will be applicable to any new mission using TDM formats; however, certain
special routines for TDM-unique functions (e.g., decommutation) will probably have to be
written on a mission-by-mission basis.

The Pacor system is based upon experiences gained during the development of a test
system put together as a technology demonstration and the implementation of the Space
Telescope Data Capture Facility. The Space Telescope utilizes an early version of the
packet format, and considerable portions of the code developed for this system (and the
technology demonstration) have been applied directly to the Pacor. A block diagram of the
Pacor is shown in Figure 4. The current system supports two types of packets: the special
GRO format, and version 1 of the Consultative Committee for Space Data System’s
(CCSDS) packet telemetry format (4). The GRO format is somewhat different from the
CCSDS packet because the GRO design was frozen before the CCSDS guidelines had
been completed. It is anticipated that the Pacor system will be capable of supporting any
future spacecraft with packetized data formats, since the packet concept allows the level
zero processing system to handle data independently of instrument or spacecraft data
system characteristics. The software development for the Pacor is nearly complete; in fact,
work has been initiated to implement certain data handling functions in the Special
Hardware Subsystem using Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) circuitry (5). The VLSI
has the potential for increasing the overall throughput capability of the system by providing 



Figure 4.  Packet Processor

some processing functions independent of the mainframe computer, and it therefore
provides one possible growth path for higher performance.

CONCLUSION

A centralized data capture facility can provide a number of valuable services to users of
spacecraft telemetry data including isolation from data acquisition problems, level zero
processing, data protection, data quality monitoring, and data accounting. By careful
design, it is possible to develop a generic capability that will support multiple spacecraft
with minimal redesign, and one that is capable of growth as required. The Generic Data
Capture Facility at the Goddard Space Flight Center is being constructed to support
current and planned spacecraft in a manner that is efficient in operations, that can
accommodate the fundamentally different data formats, and that has the potential to grow
to accommodate increased requirements.
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A Distributed Systems Approach to Real-Time Data Acquisition
and Monitoring

Authors: Sanford Fidell, BBN Laboratories, Inc., Canoga Park, CA
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The brute force solution to real-time data acquisition and monitoring in high bandwidth
telemetry systems is to throw expensive computing resources at the problem. This solution
is both wasteful and unaffordable in many applications. A more cost-effective design is
one that minimizes hardware costs per analysis station by separating the acquisition and
archiving portions of the task from the real-time monitoring and analysis portions. This
paper describes the architecture of a distributed computing environment with software and
front-end hardware that provides the following real-time capabilities:

1. High bandwidth data acquisition and archiving;
2. Continuous monitoring and display of the data being acquired;
3. Concurrent interactive analysis of the incoming data stream by multiple analysts;

In addition, the same software functioning in a post-processing mode supports interactive
analysis including graphics; mathematical, statistical, and signal processing operations;
conditional searches; quick-look reporting; custom designed automated analyses; and
cross-run comparisons.

Implementation considerations are discussed, with emphasis on the front-end acquisition
hardware and software, and on the role of graphics workstations networked to the data
acquisition host. These workstations provide the real-time monitoring and analysis
capabilities in the distributed environment.
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Abstract:  The three axis stabilized Indian Remote Sensing Satellite will image the earth
from a 904 Km polar - sun synchronous orbit. The payload is a set of CCD cameras
which collect data in four bands visible and near infra-red region. This payload data from
two cameras, each at 10.4 megabits per sec is transmitted in a balanced QPSK in X Band.
The payload data before transmission is formatted by adopting Major and Minor frame
synchronizing codes. The formatted two streams of data are differentially encoded to take
care of 4-phase ambiguity due to QPSK transmission. This paper describes the design
and development aspects related to such a Data Handling System. It also highlights the
environmental qualification tests that were carried out to meet the requirement of three
years operational life of the satellite.

KEYWORDS:  IRS, Format, QPSK modulator, X band, BER, Link

1.  INTRODUCTION:

The Data Handling System for Indian Remote Sensing Satellite (IRS) transmits the
multispectral imagery from CCD Camera to ground for resources management in various
disciplines. This system has the capability to collect the data from three Linear Imaging
Self Scanning Sensors (LISS). The LISS I data at 5.2 MBPS is transmitted in S band with
BPSK modulation while two LISS-II data at 20.8 MBPS is transmitted in X band, with
QPSK, modulation [fig.1]. The Data Handling System basically consists of a base band
and R.F System. The Base Band system collects Image data, formats them, introduces
different synchronizing codes, inserts house keeping parameters and generates serial PCM
data. The R.F System contains a local oscillator; modulator, power amplifier and antenna.
The baseband data after interface, drives the modulator and transmits through the
respective antenna. This paper gives a detailed description of the X band Data Handling
System only.

2.  Image Data: The design of the IRS cameras is based on the concept of push-broom
scanning using LISS. Each Camera has 2048 element linear CCD array operating in four



spectral bands. The linear detector arrays are oriented perpendicular to ground track
across a scene while the satellite motion provides the coverage in the direction of the
scan. The electronics sampling of the detector on the cross track dimensions provides the
orthogonal scan component of the image. In addition to the 2048 photosites, the array has
another 34 cells generating a few white and dark signal levels intercepted with isolation
cells. These standard cells data is not transmitted, but these locations in the format are
used for transmitting synchronizing codes and the auxilliary data required to process the
image data. The image data is encoded into 7 bit codes.

3.  Salient features:

3.1  Baseband System:

a.  127 bit frame synchronizing code; The image data generates continuous 2048 useful
pixels data and 34 insignificant pixels data which correspond to 8328 data words resulting
in 58296 bits in a frame. A frame synchronizing code of 127 bit length is chosen for this
format.

b.  Camera identification code; One word in the format is alloted for camera identification
code to distinguish one of the 3 cameras in IRS Satellite.

c.  Auxillary Data format; Image data analysis requires satellite health parameters like
attitude, position, etc. of the satellite. Four words in the format are allotted for the house
keeping [HK] DATA format. Two words, contain the HK data while the other two words
contain the word number corresponding to the HK data.

d.  Timer Data; Twenty four words of the format are allotted to timer. The resolution is
1ms. The data accumulates upto 24 bits.

e.  Minor Frame Sync [MNFS] code; The format length is 58296 bits and any bit slippage
occuring at any length of the format loses the format synchronization there-by causing
data loss. To reduce the data loss, minor frame sync codes are inserted at regular intervals
in the format. There are about 72 minor frames in the format each having 117 words.
There is a Telecommand to bypass the MNFS code from the format. The details of the
format is shown in figure 2.

f.  Differential encoding: There are two PCM streams from baseband which modulate the
QPSK modulator for X band transmission. In order to avoid the 4-phase ambiguity in the
carrier recovery circuit of QPSK Demodulator a differential encoding with a specific
algorithm is used before modulation.



g.  Randomization:  Continuous zeros or ones in the PCM pulse stream will cause the
NRZ (L) spectrum to have some DC component. To avoid this, the entire PCM data
stream except frame Sync Code and Minor Frame Sync Code is randomized using a
known PN sequence. This provides additional flexibility for evaluating the link inorbit by
carrying out the BER measurement with camera data switched OFF.

3.2  RF System :

a:  Redundancy is provided for the basic crystal oscillator. Through a ground command
any one of the two crystal oscillators can be selected.

b:  QPSK Modulation is used for the two Camera data.

c:  Cross coupling is provided between TWTAS and the remaining R.F.link.

d:  Microstrip line configuration used for X band frequency multiplier.

e:  A Unique temperature compensation is provided for maintaining TWTA input level
constant over the temperature range.

f.  Link margin is greater than 6db.

4.  SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

4.1  Base Band System:

Bit rate : 20.8 MBPS
Clock stability : 10 ppm.
Word length : 7 bits/word
No. of pixels/frame : 2048 useful pixels

34 blank pixels
Output code : RNRZ(L)
Frame Sync Code : 127 bit PN Code
Minor Frame Sync
(MNFS) Code : 0101110
KNFS Code Repetetion Rate : Once in 117 words



Modulation Scheme : PCM/QPSK in X Band
Power Dissipation : 11.5 Watts

4.2  RF System:

RF Power Output : 43dBM
Onboard losses (max.) : 3dB
Frequency : 8316MHz
Frequency stability
over operating temperature : ±1PPM
Harmonics : -50 dBC
AM/PM Conversion : 4E/dB
Power consumption : 74 Watts
QPSK Modulator:
Static phase unbalance : 6E
Amplitude unbalance : 0.5 dB
Antenna type : Circular wave guide with septum

Polarizer,beam shaping element
and deflector.

Antenna gain at ± 62E : 7dB (RCP)
Return loss : 20 dB
VSWR : <1.2
Length : 235mm x 72
Weight : 1 Kg.

5.  System Description

5.1.  Base band:

The block diagram of the system is shown fig.3. The 20 MHz crystal oscillator generates
all required control pulses through the programmer. The Data Handling System accepts
the parallel outputs of the image data in 4 bands and band multiplexes them. This data
amounts to 57,344 bits generated continuously. In Minor Frame Sync (MNFS) bypass
mode this data is directly fed to ‘Signal Mixing’ logic. In ‘MNFS Select’ mode the image
data is fed to the formatter through a memory. For the first minor frame, image data goes
to the formatter without any delay. For 2nd minor frame the incoming image data is
delayed by one word to accomodate the MNFS code. Subsequently each minor frame
data is delayed progressively by one word to accomodate the MNFS codes which occur
every 117 words. Depending on the mode selection specified in one of the words in DHS
format, image data is fed to the ‘Signal Mix’ with or without MNFS code. There is one
word in the format which indicates whether image data is in data mode or calibration
mode. As the system will be switched on only when the satellite is visible over the Data



Reception station, the timer data from House keeping telemetry system, which is ‘ON’
continuously is stored in a shift register and shifted out into the proper location of the
DHS format. Complete house keeping telemetry data is transmitted in four words of the
Data Handling Format. House keeping telemetry has 8 bits/word,128 words/frame and 8
frames/master frame. Thus there are 1024 words in the master frame. Each HK data word
occupies 2 words in DHS format and the corresponding channel identification is provided
in the other 2 words. 127 bit maximum length PN sequence is the frame synchronizing
code and this is generated using shift registers. This is mixed with all the above data in
‘signal mixing’ logic. A 1023 bit maximum length PN sequence is generated using shift
registers. The entire PCM data except frame sync code and MNFS code is randomized
using this sequence. This final output represented as E1n corresponds to Camera 1. There
is an identical system generating output E2n corresponding to camera 2. This E1n and
E2n are passed through Differential Encoder. The Differential Encoder output is fed to the
driver. This driver generates the voltage and current levels required for the interface of the
modulator.

5.2  RF System:

The block diagram of the RF system is shown in fig.4. The carrier is derived from a
crystal oscillator at 277.2MHz. This is a temperature compensated oven controlled crystal
oscillator providng a stability in excess of 1x10  over the operating temperature. Two-6

crystal oscillators are coupled through a hybrid coupler and any one is powered which
drives the system. The LO is generated by proper frequency multiplication and
amplification of the basic crystal oscillator signal. The Differential Encoder o/ps from the
Baseband system modulate I and Q channels of the QPSK Modulator. The modulated
signal selected from the main or redundant chain is fed to one of the two TWTAS
through a coaxial switch as shown in fig.4. The TWTA amplifies the signal to a level of 20
watts and the output is selected by a latching type coaxial RF switch. A four cavity dual
mode filter is used to conserve the spectrum and to limit the harmonics before feeding the
amplified signal to X-band antenna. Cross coupling is provided with the help of the
transfer switch in the input of TWTAS. The X band link calculation is shown in
Appendix I.

5.3  Antenna

The X band data transmitting antenna is a shaped beam antenna so as to compensate for
the path loss. Such an antenna pattern provides a uniform data level throughout the pass.
The antenna consists of a circular waveguide with a septum polarizer (to provide right
circular polarization), a beam shaping element and a deflector. The beam shaping element
has been shaped to provide maximum gain at ±60E. Beyond ±60E pattern falls off
sharply. The shaping element is illuminated by the waveguide which inturn illuminates



another reflector fixed at the waveguide mouth. The position of the shaping element is
adjusted to get the required pattern. The radiation pattern of the Antenna developed is
shown in fig.5.

6.  Development and Qualification

The X band Data Handling System is being developed for the first time for Indian
spacecraft. The developmental phase involves the fabrication and testing of Design
verification model engineering model and flight model. During the phase of design
verification model, using the actual ground system, the implementation margin was
measured. It is found to be 2.3dB. This margin takes care of carrier stability, AM/PM
conversion, phase and amplitude unbalance, Rise time and Assymetry in the data and
carrier suppression etc. The qualification and acceptance for the IRS has to undergo the
test matrix given in table I. The System has been successfully tested for all levels and the
consistent behaviour has been ensured.

7.  Validation with Ground Station:

The Data Handling System is integrated and evaluated with Data Reception station by
measuring Bit Error rate (BER) for various signal strengths. The Video Image data is
switched Off, resulting in the repetition of randomizing pattern, which is transmitted
continuously. After carrier reception and Demodulation the data is subjected to Frame
Synchronization and Decommutation. The Decommutated data is recorded in High
Density Tape Recorder (HDTR). The tape is played back on a computer system using a
specially developed software ‘BER CAL’. The data is compared bit by bit and the BER
values are obtained for various conditions of data. The results are tabulated in table II.

8.  Conclusion

The performance of the complete DHS during all environmental tests is meeting the
required specifications. The link performance also is satisfactory. With the experience
gained on the performance of the system during the various stages of its testing, the
designers are confident that it will perform very well in orbit during the expected life of
3 years after the launch of IRS.
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 Table-I

Description Engineering Model Flight Model

1. Hot and cold +55EC to -20EC +55EC to -15EC

2. Thermovac test +55EC to -15EC +55EC to -10EC
at 10  Torrr at 10  Torr-5 -5

3. Vibration Test 20 to 2000Hz. 20 to 2000Hz
Random and sine wave Random only in X,Y
in X,Y and Z axes. and Z axes

4. EMI test as per MIL-461B levels as per MIL-461B levels

Table-II

S1.No Data Description No.of No.of bits Bit error

Pattern MNFS checked millions
code

Lines checked in Rate

1. All ones select 2515 141 4.312x10-6

2. All zeros select 2396 137.6 7.75x10-7

3. All ones Deselect 1797 103.6 5.65x10-6

4. All zeros Deselect   599   34.7 1.9x10-6

 APPENDIX-1

Link Calculation

Transmitter Frequency : 8316 MHz
Transmitter Power : 13 dbw
EIRP : 18 dbw
Max Range for 5E elevation : 3003KM
Path loss : -180.5db
G/T of Data Reception Station : 30.2db/EK
Received CNDR : 94.3 db Hz
Eb/No. available : 21.1db
Implimentation Margin : 2.5db (Verified)
Margin available : 7.8db











FIG 5 RADIATION PATTERN OF THE XBAND ANTENNA
 



ReConTTA
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TELEMETRY TRACKING SYSTEM
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to present and discuss key features of a Remotely
Controllable Telemetry Tracking Antenna (ReConTTA) system which, truly, represents
the current state-of-the-art. The ReConTTA system is planned to support flight testing of
all current and future generation aircraft at the Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC),
Edwards Air Force Base, California.

System features to be discussed include:

(1) The Antenna Group including Radial Scanning (RADSCAN).

(2) The Local Control Group and its interface with the down converting, r-f switching,
receiving, diversity combining, and microwave data-link equipment.

(3) The Remote Control Group and its interface with microwave and ground station
processing equipment.

Several examples will be presented, illustrating the capabilities of the ReConTTA system,
including the following:

(1) Remote control operations utilizing computer control.

(2) Broadband frequency coverage from 1435-2400 Mhz.

(3) Low tracking angle performance.



INTRODUCTION

Edwards Air Force Base is located in the United States of America, 80 miles north east of
Los Angeles, California, in the Mojave desert (Figure 1). Edwards Air Force Base is one
of several test ranges (see Figure 1) located in the United States. The primary mission of
the Air Force Flight Test Center contains the following elements (1) develop advanced
weapons systems; (2) determine aircraft performance and limitations; (3) make
recommendations concerning aircraft improvement and modification.

To meet current and future aircraft flight test requirements, the Air Force Test Center is
currently funding a range improvement and modernization program titled “Telemetry
Upgrade”.

Telemetry Upgrade consists of six major projects: (1) new fixed receiving sites, (2)
existing site upgrade, (3) mobile systems, (4) antenna upgrade, (5) remote systems, and (6)
airborne systems. Three of the six projects will require one or more ReConTTA systems
for the reception of aircraft telemetry data.

The completed Telemetry Upgrade program will satisfy established requirements for
extended on and off range telemetry coverage, reception of high rate PCM and analog
telemetry data, and the upgrade or replacement of the current telemetry system.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The ReConTTA is a two-axis tracking system designed to receive, automatically acquire,
and track r-f energy of any polarization in the 1.435 to 1.54, 1.75 to 1.85, 2.2 to 2.3 or 2.3
to 2.4 GHz frequency spectrum.

The basic ReconTTA system consists of two equipment groups: the Antenna Group, which
operates in the outdoors environment, and the Control Group, which is housed indoors in a
controlled environment. The Control Group is further divided into two subgroups, Local
Control and Remote Control. Figure 2 depicts a typical installation of dual ReConTTA
tracking systems. Note that a microwave link is included to communicate commands and
data between the Local and Remote sites.

Antenna Group

The major components of the Antenna Group are a two-axis Pedestal and an Antenna
Assembly consisting of an paraboloidal reflector, RADSCAN conical scanning feed, and a
quadrapod feed support. The Antenna Group is shown in Figure 3.



(1)  Pedestal

The Pedestal supports the Antenna Assembly and provides multidirectional positioning
capability for tracking purposes. The Pedestal is of the king-post, elevation-over-azimuth
type with intersecting axes. The azimuth drive section contains the dc servo drive
motor/tachometer with gear drive and fail-safe brakes, data packages, and a servo
amplifier unit. To provide continuous azimuth rotation, a Slip Ring/Dual Channel Rotary
Joint Assembly is included.

The elevation drive section is located on top of the azimuth drive section and rides on a
precision roller bearing. The elevation drive housing contains the dc servo drive motor
with tachometer, a fail-safe brake, and the main data gear with a data package. A limit cam
module is provided to prevent excessive elevation axis travel.

(2)  Antenna Assembly

The antenna reflector is a paraboloid of revolution formed from a wet fiberglass lay-up.
The back-up structure provides mounting pads for a graphite composite quadrapod which
supports the feed at the focal point of the reflector.

The feed is a RADSCAN  conical scanner. It utilizes a single crossed-dipole which feeds1,2

a short length of circular waveguide. The waveguide horn is slightly offset about the axis
and, when rotated, describes a conical scan around the axis. This motion causes
modulation of a received signal which is not on the boresight axis of the antenna. The
modulation contains the intelligence necessary to aim the antenna directly at the r-f source.
Simultaneous Left Hand and Right Hand circularly polarized outputs are provided.

An enclosure for those r-f components which, dictated by good design practice, need to be
close to the feed is attached to the rear of the feed assembly. The low-noise preamplifiers,
filters and etc. are mounted in the enclosure.

Attached to the rear of the r-f enclosure is an Acquisition Aid Antenna. This wide-beam,
monopulse, tracking array uses a QUADRASCAN converter to modulate the error signals
and impress them on the sum signal to yield an output which is compatible with
RADSCAN. Switching between the two antennas is an automatic function; however, the
operator can override and switch manually.

Local Control Group

This paper will only address those units of the Local Control Group that are closely
associated with the control of the Antenna Group. These include the Antenna Control Unit,



Handwheel Control Panel, Commanded Angle Display Panel (all shown in Figure 4),
Computer with peripherals, and a Video System. Included in the Local Control Group (but
not discussed) are the r-f Switching and Distribution System, Downconverters, Tracking
Receivers, Spectrum Displays, Diversity Combiners and Power Distribution.

(1)  Antenna Control Unit

The Antenna Control Unit (ACU), a microprocessor-based model, is the key unit in the
system. It interfaces with most elements of the system, including virtually everything in the
Local Control Console and Pedestal, as well as with the operator. The pedestal receives all
motion commands, both position and rate, from the ACU. All synchro information from
the pedestal passes through the ACU.

The front panel switches are grouped functionally and arranged for maximum operator
efficiency and minimum confusion. Primary power to the pedestal and remote modules is
controlled by front panel switches. In addition to the Standby mode, operating modes of
Manual, Slave, Search, Designate, Auto Acquire and Autotrack are independently
selectable for each axis. Four pushbutton switches (UP, DN, CW and CCW) provide rate
control of the pedestal axes in the Manual mode. These switches are inoperative and the
legend is not visible except in Manual mode and certain programming modes.
Microprocessor based circuitry within the unit performs the functions of filtering, logical
mode selection, servo signal conditioning and deciding when to autotrack. All regulated
DC power and relay logic power required by the system originates in this unit. Front panel
indicators display the antenna position or magnitude of servo error for each axis. Received
signal strength and auto acquisition threshold level are also displayed as shown in
Figure 4. The ACU communicates with the computer via the IEEE-488 GPIB bus and with
the Remote Station via the RS-232 Serial data bus.

(2)  Handwheel Control Panel

The Handwheel Control Panel, shown in Figure 4, provides the operator with three
additional means of positioning the antenna when the Antenna Control Unit is in the
Manual mode of operation. The panel supports two handwheel driven, incremental
encoders and two alternate action, backlighted, split screen, mode select switches which
allow the operator to control antenna motion in either the Aided Rate mode or True
Position mode by rotation of the handwheels. A joystick, mounted in the center of the
panel, provides the operator with another method of control.



(3)  Commanded Angle Display Panel

The Commanded Angle Display Panel provides the operator with a display of “ordered”
slave angles provided by an external source such as a tracking radar. As shown in
Figure 4, the commanded position indicators are five-digit light emitting diode (LED)
decimal readouts which have an accuracy of 0.02 degrees. The range of the azimuth angle
indicator is 000.00 to 359.99 degrees. The range of elevation angle indicator is -179.99 to
+179.99 degrees. The indicator logic is configured for leading zero suppression. These
displays are controlled from the Auxiliary Panel PC Board located in the Antenna Control
Unit at a 200 times per second refresh rate.

Another function of this multipurpose panel is to provide the operator with a visual
indication of how closely the antenna is aimed at the target vehicle. This is accomplished
by continuously displaying the actual error signal output from each angle error
demodulator azimuth and elevation on a cross pointer meter. Some operators find this
presentation very helpful during target acquisition.

Flanking the Error Meter are rows of pushbutton switches. Those to the left side select the
r-f tracking band and those to the right provide selection of downconverters. More than
one downconverter may be activated to collect data from bands other than the one being
tracked.

(4)  Computer Control

The Local subsystem incorporates a desk top computer based system, which is capable of
communicating with all subsystems through the ACU. The computer controller system
consists of a hard disk, keyboard, cathode ray tube (CRT), printer, etc. RS-232 and IEEE-
488 communication interfaces are available with the computer controller.

(5)  Video System

Consists of a Charged Coupled Device (CCD) color solid state video camera, camera
control unit, and camera video display. The lens reticle or cross-hair coincides with the
center of the antenna beam (see figure 3). The video camera control unit features include:
zooming and panning, iris opening, barlow setting, camera on/off, etc. The video monitor
is a high resolution color monitor.

Remote Control Group

The Remote Control Console may be located in a building several miles from the Antenna
and Local Control site. The two stations are connected via an RS-232 serial data link



operating at 4800 baud. The rack mounted equipment for the Remote Control Console is
functionally the same as that installed in the Local Control Console. When the ACU
Antenna Control Unit at the Local Console is in the Remote Mode, the entire tracking
system can be controlled by the Remote Console operator from either the ACU front panel
or the Computer keyboard. All control functions of the ACU control panel are available to
the keyboard operator and all system fault messages are available on request.

Due to the similarity of the Remote Control Console units to those in the Local Control
Console and to reduce redundancy, the following descriptions will reference the Local
Console counterpart and point out the differences.

(1)  Antenna Control Unit

This ACU Antenna Control unit is a duplicate of the Local unit except that it contains a
smaller complement of printed circuit boards. It should be understood that the Remote
Station can only issue commands and that all antenna commands, whether initiated by this
ACU or the computer, are actually processed and executed by the ACU at the Local
Station. Whereas the Local ACU requires 14 printed circuit boards to accomplish all of the
control and interface functions, only 7 are required in this Remote unit. The front panel
appearance is identical and all functions of the Local ACU can be commanded from this
unit.

(2)  Handwheel Control Panel

This Handwheel Control Panel is identical to Local module described previously.

(3)  Commanded Angle Display Panel

This panel is the same as the panel used in the Local Control Console.

(4)  Computer Controller

The Computer Controller duplicates the computer equipment in the Local Control Console
except that the Computer has an additional RS-232 Serial output to address the Wake)Up
Device at the Local Station.

The color monitor displays a graphical representation of the front panels of the ACU and
tracking receivers at the Local console, showing the status of all functions. The color
capability of the computer is used to its maximum extent to convey useful information
about the front panel status of the device under control. Control of these devices is
accomplished through the use of menu that is always present.



(5)  Video System

The video system components located at the Remote Station are a Remote Control Unit
and a high resolution CRT display. The Control Unit transmits a serial data link format
which is interpreted and executed by the Video Control Unit at the Local Station.

OPERATIONS

Tracking airborne aircraft, utilizing a state-of-the-art ReConTTA system, is accomplished
by using either Local or Remote operations.

Local Operation

When Local operations are used, a Local Control Console operator performs all pre-
mission tests, calibrations and configuration (r-f distribution, band selection, receiver
tuning, etc.) using the ACU or computer or a combination of the two. Assuming that the
system is ready and in the Standby Mode, the operator may select Manual Mode at the
ACU and, using the front panel pushbuttons, handwheels or joystick, position the antenna
to the desired angle coordinates. Alternatively, the Slave Mode can be used if an external
source of coordinate data is available. Selection of the Auto-Acquire Mode enables a
circuit that compares the strength of a received signal to a preset acquisition threshold
level. When the signal level exceeds the threshold, Autotrack Mode is automatically
entered. Rate Memory maintains the antenna motion at the last known velocity during
periods of signal fade as might occur during aircraft maneuvers. As soon as the signal
reappears and exceeds the threshold, Autotrack Mode is resumed.

Remote operation

When Remote operations are used, a Remote Control Console operator is required. A
command transmitted from the Remote Computer to the Wake-up Device at the Local
Station applies power to all Local subsystems. The Local ACU Antenna Control Unit must
be in the Remote Mode to accept any Remote commands. This selection is the only
function which is denied to the Remote console operator. With this prerequisite satisfied,
the Remote operator has all the capability of the Local Station at his disposal. His ACU
controller has exactly the same functions as the Local counterpart. He has the same
Handwheel Control, Display and Computer capability as the Local Station. In short,
operationally, there is no difference between the two stations. Either the ACU or the
computer can be utilized to issue commands. However, the Remote Station can only issue
commands. The responsibility for processing and executing the commands remains that of
the Local ACU.



Upon completion of operations another command to the Wake-up Device powers the
Local Station down.

SIGNAL FLOW

The telemetry frequency bands of operation at the AFFTC are 1435-1540 MHz, 1750-
1850 MHz, 2200-2300 MHz and 2300-2400 MHz. The tracking antenna is expected to be
capable of receiving all four bands of telemetry data. (See Figure 5.)

Having acquired the desired telemetry data in one or more of these bands, the telemetry
data is down converted to P-band (210-320 MHz). At P-band, the telemetry data is then
input to a computer controllable non-blocking switching matrix (which has the
characteristics of allowing any input to be switched to any output without suffering power
division).

The desired telemetry data is then switched into the input(s) of telemetry receivers. Two
telemetry receivers per telemetry stream (one for left hand polarization and the other for
right hand polarization) are used. The left hand and right hand pre-demodulated receiver IF
outputs, AM, and AGC are input into a diversity combiner which does polarization, AM
and AGC averaging and weighting for the purpose of improving data quality. Generally a
3dB improvement in data quality over uncombined signals is realized. This effectively
equates to having doubled the area of the antenna reflector. The result of combining both
pre-demodulated signals together is a combiner pre-demodulated IF, AM, and AGC signal.

The combined IF pre-demodulated signal is then input to a blocking variety switch matrix
(which allows only one input to be connected to only one output at a time). The combined
IF pre-demodulated signal is then switched into the input of microwave baseband and
transmitter equipment.

A mix of digital analog combiner IF data is analog multiplexed within the microwave
baseband equipment and input into a microwave transmitter which is tunable between 7.1
to 8.4 GHz. The microwave baseband data is transmitted from the Local Station site to a
range mission control facility, where the microwave receiver is located. The microwave
baseband data is analog demultiplexed and demodulated and then routed into the front end
of a computer processing system. Once the telemetry data has been reconstructed into
usable digital data it is then input to a computer for processing and engineering unit
conversion.

The duplex microwave transmission of status and control data to and from the Local and
Remote Antenna Control Units is handled much the same way as the simplex transmission 



of telemetry data. Command and control of all equipment is handled through RS-232 and
the International Electrical Electronics Engineering (IEEE)-488 protocol.

SYSTEM CAPABILITIES

When totally configured into a state-of-the-art ReConTTA system, the acquisition and
tracking of airborne vehicles is accomplished by commands initiated from either a Local or
Remote control operator utilizing computer control.

Initial signal acquisition is accomplished by a wide angle acquisition aid then the higher
gain, narrow beam, conical scanning, feed system is selected.

Pre-programmable Search Modes move the tracking antenna about in both azimuth and
elevation until a signal is acquired or reacquired following a loss of signal. In the event that
the signal is not reacquired, the system reverts to the Manual Mode and the console
operator takes over.

Tracking an overhead or near-overhead pass is possible since the Antenna Control Unit is
programmed, upon loss of lock by the main antenna at high elevation angles, to switch
automatically to the acquisition aid antenna which, with its wide beam, permits tracking
overhead and near overhead passes automatically with continuous data.

Local and Remote diagnostics are capable of indicating major system failures and current
condition of the telemetry tracking antenna system. Low angle tracking angle is possible
due to low sidelobes and an anti-sidelobe lock-on system.

The RADSCAN feed assembly possesses several attractive features including: (1) High
reliability due to simplicity, (2) its low sidelobes and consequent resistance to low angle
multipath problems, and (3) its broad, flat bandwidth of 1435-2400 MHz. Edwards AFB
has a severe multipath problem as the line-of-sight to the runway approach is across the
flat, reflective surface of a dry lake bed. Many of AFFTC’s missions require uninterrupted
data during long missions. ReConTTA with RADSCAN has this capability.

CONCLUSION

To meet the flight testing challenges of current and future generation aircraft, the United
States Air Force Flight Test Center will incorporate the use of numerous ReConTTA
Systems. The ReConTTa system is sophisticated and yet uncomplicated. Utilizing the
power of the microprocessor to perform many tasks and decisions that formerly required
operator intervention, ReConTTA frees the operator of these mundane efforts and
increases overall mission efficiency.



The option to operate the entire system from the Local Station near the antenna or from a
Remote Station many miles distant adds flexibility to the AFFTC operation planning.

ReConTTA is an important element in AFFTC’s Telemetry Update Program, the goal of
which is to provide the Test Center with state-of-the-art instrumentation.
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ABSTRACT

The Navy’s Real-time Telemetry Processing System (RTPS III) is a third generation
system. Designed and built by Computer Sciences Corporation (CSC), RTPS III will
support the demands of the Navy flight test community well into the 1990’s. The RTPS III
is custom-crafted using CSC’s system development methodology which blends the best
features of the current Navy RTPS system and previously proven CSC systems.

A major objective of CSC’s RTPS III design is the continuation of existing Navy user
interfaces. The transition from the existing system to the integrated RTPS III has also been
facilitated by the incorporation of common interfaces to Navy applications software, thus
ensuring “new system” acceptance. RTPS III is designed to include a powerful front-end
capable of Engineering Unit conversions at more than 200,000 samples per second (sps)
per telemetry stream with expansion to 500,000 sps. It will include networking concepts
which allow the simple addition of additional subsystems should expansion be required.
RTPS III also supports both secure and integrated modes of operation for classified and
unclassified processing.

The CSC design, a custom combination of proven and new development, results in a Navy
system which meets tomorrow’s flight test requirements today. Other benefits to NATC
are a modular, cost-effective solution with lower life-cycle costs, and a broader range of
possibilities for evolving and reconfiguring the system to service new applications and
users.
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INTRODUCTION

RTPS III, based upon proven concepts and already accepted user interfaces, represents an
inexpensive and low-risk, evolutionary system growth pattern.

RTPS I and II were developed during the 1970’s and have supported over 15,000 flight
test operations on both fixed wing and rotary wing aircraft. RTPS has been an effective
system and an essential part of the way tests are conducted at the Naval Air Test Center
(NATC) at Patuxent River, Maryland. Prior to the development of the RTPS III
specification, the Navy developed an RTPS III prototype. This prototype allowed the
Navy to validate design concepts and performance requirements for RTPS III, as well as
reducing the potential costs associated with its development. RTPS III retains all of the
functionality and the best of the existing heavily utilized operational features of RTPS I
and II, and the RTPS III prototype.

The system architecture of RTPS III is based upon a proven Navy system architecture. Its
capability has been extended by CSC using proven hardware and software techniques from
telemetry systems now supporting the most sophisticated levels of flight testing. The CSC
design includes the integration of Navy and CSC software, blended to take full advantage
of engineering investments already established in the Navy prototype as well as CSC
developed systems. The result is RTPS III, an economical yet proven design, with a high
probability of being accepted by the user community.

THE RTPS III ARCHITECTURE

The RTPS III architecture includes 5 identical streams and a file system. The file system
consists of a pair of identically configured processors, and is connected to each stream
through a high-speed serial network. As shown in Figure 1, each stram consists of three
processors connected by a high-speed Shared Memory Subsystem. The SMS, a custom
CSC design used successfully on other projects, has an on-board memory cycle time of
150ns to allow rapid asynchronous retrieval of critical telemetry data by each of the three
stream processors.

The SMS is the heart of the stream, being fed by the telemetry front-end over three
interfaces onto a separate memory bus with a rated capacity of 4 megawords per second.
The SMS makes current data available to the Data Channel Preprocessor, the Display Host
Processor, and the Applications Processor within the stream. All intra-stream
communication occurs during CSC’s interprocessor communications software which
accesses the SMS and queues external interrupts. This software provides for the transfer of
messages between processors, as well as activation/termination of tasks in one stream
processor by another.



THE STREAM

The initial RTPS III delivery consists of two separate and identical streams. The expansion
to additional streams is easily acccomplished because each stream is connected as an
additional network node.

Each stream is comprised of the following subsystems:

The Telemetry Decoding Subsystem (TDS)

The TDS, shown in Figure 2, represents a hardware front-end design which will accept up
to four 10 Mbit PCM wavetrains and a multiplexed FM input. It has been enhanced with
the use of a bus-oriented, modular PCM front-end. A bit-slice processor in the TDS
performs hardware EU conversions and limit checks at rates of 120,000 sps per processor
card. The system will be delivered with two processor cards with expansion for three
additional cards should rates beyond 240K sps per stream be required.

Several new features have been added to the TDS to support special Navy requirements. A
separate card has been added to allow the user to perform several types of minor-frame
data quality checks in the front-end hardware, thus freeing up the host CPU to perform
more critical functions. Another card has been developed to allow the front-end hardware
to buffer up specific configurations of measurement data in two modes for use by the host.
In sequential mode, the card may be used to archive or log data on mass storage devices
such as disks or magnetic tapes. In the external mode of operation, the card can be used to
create two-dimensional current value buffers with historical “depth” in the host computer
memory. These array buffers include a selectable number of samples of a unique
measurement that can be used by a software program to drive array processors or other
special analysis routines. The card may also generate group arrays which are selectable
groups of measurements in memory rather than a single measurement. Each RTPS III
stream contains two of these cards. one is used for generating current value tables with
depth, and the other for recording engineering data directly to high-speed digital tape.

The TDS is a true 32 bit front-end, which also supports rapid format changes. A parallel
interface is used for the real-time transfer of entirely new wavetrain acquisition
synchronization and processing parameters. Word time slots are used for preempting data
during different phases of support. Decom lists may be preloaded, preassigned, and
automatically changed when a precursor on the wavetrain identifies the phase.



Data Channel Preprocessor (DCP)

The DCP, shown in Figure 3, is a general purpose processor, dedicated to the acquisition
tasks within RTPS III. It is responsible for the management and organization of data such
that EU converted information may be limit checked, reprocessed, and output to EU tape
and strip chart recorders. CSC’s software design allows standard EU conversions to be
performed in high-speed front-end hardware. However, should the user desire more
sophisticated EU conversion algorithms, they may be performed in the acquisition
software of the DCP.

Measurement limit checking may be performed using hardware and/or software
techniques. The front-end hardware supports a variety of programmable limit checks. In
addition, two classes of limit checking are provided within the Data Channel Processor:
Measurement Limit Checking and Conditional Limit Checking. Standard measurement
limit checking is available in the DCP on those measurements not limit checked in the
front-end. These measurements may include those requiring special EU conversions in the
DCP, or derived measurements transferred back through shared memory following
processing by a user’s analysis software in the Applications Processor. Conditional limit
checking in the DCP allows the user to automate the data evaluation process by specifying
multiple sets of measurement conditions as a single limit. The measurement is limit
checked, and the results stored and maintained in shared memory for use by the display or
applications processors.

As mentioned previously, the DCP provides high-speed EU tape recording at 160 Kwords
per second. The DCP also utilizes a CSC designed and developed strip chart interface.
Without CPU intervention, this device is capable of driving strip chart recorders at an
aggregate rate of 512,000 samples per second, or 128 strip chart recorder pens at 4,000
samples per second each. The unit extracts either raw or EU data from the stream shared
memory and performs the appropriate DAC scaling and number conversions. The EU data
output includes special EU converted and derived EU measurements from the DCP and
Applications Processor Subsystem (APS), respectively. Stripchart channels and functions
are assigned by the user in setup mode from the Display Host Processor.

Display Host Processor (DHP)

The DHP, shown in Figure 4, is connected to other stream processors through the high-
speed Shared Memory Subsystem. The DHP supports specialized data output on color and
monochrome graphics devices within the Project Engineer Station (PES). Critical
Measurement Displays, located above the PES consoles, provide alphanumeric readouts
on user-selected critical measurements at all times during an operation. Eight strip chart
recorders are also contained within the PES control room to allow instantaneous viewing



and hardcopy recording of 64 separate measurements. Each SCR is housed in a slope front
console, designed by CSC to allow easy data evaluation and annotation by project
engineers.

The RTPS III PES user-interface is designed to be identical to the prototype system.
Functionally, however, two features have been added to extend the usefulness of the
station during real-time operations. The first is the display data recall function. Recall
provides the ability to record plot set data in real-time, which the PES operator may recall
in “instant replay” fashion during the operation. Historical data for all planned plots are
recorded on disk during the operation whether or not they are currently being viewed.
These data are indexed by time so that they may be recalled for subsequent viewing or
processing. Additional recall measurements may be added or accessed by specifying a
measurement name, or a measurement group. Eighty million data samples may be saved in
a “wrap” file at rates up to 50,000 samples per second. Simultaneous recording and recall
is supported. The recall data are also available to both the Display Host Processor and
Applications Processor for special user analysis.

The second custom feature within the PES is a “no-freeze” hardcopy for the 23"
monochrome and 19" color displays. Each 23" monochrome PES display will have a
dedicated hardcopy engine, custom-designed by CSC. Upon PES operator request, the
hardcopy engine will capture each image to be printed without interruption to the screen. It
will output the image to a laser printer capable of supporting a resolution of 300 points per
inch and a speed of six hardcopies per minute. Four megabytes of memory will be
dedicated to the buffering of display images to allow reasonable storage for “high-activity”
periods. This entire operation is entirely transparent to the user and requires no resources
from the display controller or the Display Host Processor.

The 19" color display hardcopy will only utilize off-the-shelf hardware components.
Redundant controllers and CSC developed disk spooling software allow a hardcopy to be
generated without slowing down, stopping or otherwise disrupting the display screen
presentation.

Applications Processor Subsystem

The Applications Processor Subsystem (APS), shown in Figure 5, includes the
Applications Processor and interfaces to the Shared Memory Subsystem and an array
processor to support the user’s project specific processing. Utilizing a dedicated machine
for this purpose alleviates normal problems associated with user/system software conflicts
and resource contention.



In addition to the SMS, physical access is also provided through a network data link from
the APS to the File System. These two interfaces are controlled by CSC-developed
application interface software. This software receives requests from application software
to retrieve telemetry measurements and associated parameters from the DCP for
processing, and provides results through the Shared Memory Subsystem to the Data
Channel Preprocessor and Display Host Processor. The APS also provides the path
between the File System Processors and other stream subsystems for transfer of
instrumentation files, user setup files, and stream initialization and termination control.

THE FILE SYSTEM

The File System is shown in Figure 6. It is dedicated to the Telemetry Engineer Station
(TES) activities, as well as appliction program development at individual user terminals.
The File System is composed of two identical processors, network interfaces, shared
memory and dual-ported disks. Each File System processor operates using identical
software to process and control the file system and TES functions. This architecture allows
a single file system processor to perform file system functions in the event of failure of the
alternate processor. Shared memory is used to provide interprocessor communications,
failure monitoring and semaphoring to maintain system integrity.

The TES console contains remote controls and status displays for each of the five streams
of the Final RTPS III configuration. Color monitors (15") are utilized to allow simple menu
entry of set-up data in a fashion consistent with that familiar to NATC TES operators. The
TES also contains a Front End Status Display which allows any operator to independently
select and monitor time and status information from any stream.

The File System consists of the File System Processor (FSP) , the disk resident system
files, and the File System Services (FSS) to support the system files. The system files and
their support services are designed to be processor independent; thus the identical software
provides these support services on both the FSP and Applications Processor Subsystem of
a stream when the stream is operated in the secure or standalone mode.

The stream interface between the File System Processors and all RTPS III streams is
provided by the network hardware and software. A CSC-designed switch is included on
each stream to physically disconnect the stream from the FPS when necessary.

SYSTEM OPERATION

RTPS III is controlled by Telemetry Engineers and Project Engineers. The system is
designed so that each of the user interfaces is the same, regardless of whether they are
running in Integrated or Secure modes of operation.



The RTPS III system has been designed to maintain an operational mode consistent with
the prototype RTPS. Engineers will find minimal differences in controlling and monitoring
an operation using RTPS III or the prototype. The differences are due to the blending of
enhanced capabilities rather than changes to current techniques. One of the major
capabilities added is the independent File System control of multiple streams. The system
may now be configured in an integrated mode, in which the File System remains connected
to the stream, as well as in a secure mode, in which the File System is disconnected.    
Once disconnected, the File System and TES functions are accomplished at the
Applications Processor Subsystem (APS).

SUMMARY

CSC’s own proven software designs, based upon a proven Navy user interface, provide a
low-cost and low-risk design approach for the Naval Air Test Center. CSC software places
particular emphasis on TM acquisition processing, compiler data base architecture, high-
speed data recording, and data recall. A hierarchical software design allows the RTPS III
user to process real-time EU algorithms in real-time acquisition software, and special user
analysis software in either the Applications or Display Processors. As NATC flight test
personnel apply these more sophisticated flight test techniques in real-time, they should
experience a reduction in the cost of each flight test with this third generation of their Real-
time Processing System.

CSC’s software and hardware architecture for RTPS III represents a low-risk, third
generation real time telemetry system, which has grown from proven concepts from
previous Navy and CSC developed systems. The system includes features which promote
reconfigurability, and system growth for new applications. These features include
hardware and software commonality across all stream and file system processors, common
user interfaces, and a distributed architecture which eliminates obvious throughput
bottlenecks.



Figure 1.  RTPS III System Architecture
(After Reference 1)



Figure 2.  Data Channel Subsystem
(After Reference 2)



Figure 3.  Data Channel Preprocessor
(After Reference 3)



Figure 4.  Display Subsystem
(After Reference 4).



Figure 5.  Applications Processor Subsystem
(After Reference 5)

Figure 6.  The File System
(After Reference 6)
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ABSTRACT

A Binary Decision Machine (BDM) is described as a means of achieving logical control of
data acquisition equipment and telemetry systems. The basic architecture of a BDM is
initially presented followed by a description of its implementation as a Very Large Scale
Integration (VLSI) device. Performance characteristics, programming, and ease of use as a
controller are then presented via actual applications. The results of these endeavors led to
a means of digitizing and extracting doppler data in a missile telemetry system.

INTRODUCTION

There are several dominant trends in missile telemetry systems [1]. The amount of data to
be handled and the rates of the data show a steady increase. Most new weapon systems
are designed with digital technology. Data security requires encryption of digital signals
and appropriate telemetry interfaces to these systems must be developed. The requirement
for data encryption mandates the use of digital techniques. Current telemetry systems are
semi-intelligent and, without doubt, the majority of all telemetry systems in development
today make extensive use of finite state and automata theory for control purposes.

Digital designers usually have at their disposal a “Tool Box” containing a variety of
techniques for implementing control machines and logic. These include conventional
discrete logic, programmable logic devices (e.g., PALs and PLAs) , gate arrays, custom
integrated circuits, Read only Memories (ROMs) , microprocessors and microcontrollers.
The Binary Decision Machine (BDM) is a tool that should be added to this list because of
some features not found in the other methods.



BACKGROUND

Digital controller design relies on the foundations of boolean algebra as presented by
Shannon [2] and the implementation of the finite state machine through flipflops or other
memory devices. Boolean algebra is most often thought of as the simultaneous solution of
several boolean variables applied to a logic gate or network of gates. An alternative
approach to solving a boolean equation was described by Lee [3] in 1959 through a
representation he called “Binary Decision Programs”. Lee’s programs were predicated on
a computational model containing a single computer instruction of the form:

(1)  T  X;  A,B

The above instruction is interpreted as: if the logical variable X is equal to 0 then take the
next program instruction from address A; otherwise, take the next program instruction
from address B. Clearly, this can be restated as:

(2)  if not X then A else B.

By applying this thesis, Lee was able to evaluate a significant class, of boolean functions
and proved that a given logical expression could be solved more readily by a binary
decision (BD) program than it could by sequentially examining each term of the boolean
expression; i.e., his programs incorporated a heuristic form of logic simplification.

As an example of Lee’s methods, consider a two-bit magnitude comparator whose output
is a logical one if and only if the binary value of two inputs (X  ,Y ) are greater than the1 0

binary value of the other two inputs (Y  ,Y ). The sum-of-products expression for this1 0

boolean function would be:

f = X  'X Y  'Y  '+X X  'Y  'Y  '+X X  'Y  'Y  '+X X Y  'Y  '+X X Y  'Y +X X Y Y '1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

Which reduces to:

f = X Y  '+X X Y  '+X Y  'Y  '1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0

This function can easily be implemented as a two-level AND-OR network using discrete
logic. However, if the boolean variables are external inputs to a microprocessor and must
be evaluated on a bit-by-bit basis, then the resulting program would contain a large number
of logical comparisons. Lee’s method of evaluating the problem was to first consider the
most significant bits. If X  was a “1” and Y  a “0”, then the output is a “1”. Conversely, if1     1

X  is a “0” and Y  a “1” then the output is a “0”. However, if the most significant bits are 1     1



equal, then the least significant bits must be tested. His BD program to evaluate this
function would appear as:

Addr Inst
1 T X ; 3,21 

2 T Y  ; I,41

3 T Y  ; 4,N1

4 T Y  ; 5,N0

5 T X  ; N, I0

The symbols N and I were defined by Lee to indicate whether the circuit output is a “0” or
“1”, respectively. The logical conclusion to be drawn is that the minimal machine to
execute such a BD program must have at least two instructions, an output instruction and a
conditional branch instruction, respectively.

Lee’s BD approach to solving boolean functions presents some clear advantages over
conventional logic. The BD method linearly parses a boolean function to achieve a
solution. That is, for an n-variable boolean function there are at most n decisions to arrive
at a solution. Conventional logic, on the other hand, can require as many as 2  decisions.n

There has been much discussion in the literature [4] as to who first applied BD principals
in the development of an architecture to specifically execute BD programs. In 1973 Clare
[5] proposed an algorithmic state machine whose control is essentially a “flow-charted”
state machine and is BD-like. On the other hand, Boute [6] presented a machine in 1976
that contained only two instructions and was specifically designed to execute BD
programs. Boute’s machine employed a conventional sequential instruction fetch
architecture with an output instruction and a conditional branch instruction predicated on
an input literal.

Many researchers have subsequently proposed machine architectures based on BD
principals. Zsombor-Murray, et al [7] designed a BD based programmable controller to
solve a variety of control problems. Their machine, modeled largely on a Boute-type
architecture, was coupled with a conventional microprocessor for task sharing. That is, the
overall task was partitioned such that the microprocessor undertook those tasks less suited
to a BDM. Mange [8] designed a “High-Level-Language Programmable Controller” based
on BD principals. Mange’s machine, constructed from a bit-slice microprocessor, could
execute control programs written in a PASCAL-like high level language that compiled to
executable BD programs.

Aside from hardware considerations, there remains the task of being able to translate or
represent a control problem in BD form. Most digital designers are comfortable with truth



tables, boolean equations, and state machine representations. The translation from this
format to one more suitable to a BD program is not always clear. Akers [9] described a
method for defining digital functions by way of a binary decision diagram. His method
provides a concise description of a problem as a “tree” structure based on binary
decisions. Because a BD program can sequentially evaluate input literals, it is ideally
suited for traversing a tree structure. Cerny, Mange, and Sanchez [10] extended the work
by Akers to include multiple output networks and applied minimization techniques to the
resulting tree structures. Optimization and minimization of tree structures is important
since the size of a BD program is directly related to the number of test nodes required.
Also, the execution time is a function of the number of decisions required to traverse a
particular path to a solution node. Moret [11] presented various methods of evaluating
sequential functions through the use of decision trees, diagrams, and tables. However, in
many cases there may be an equivalent program that is more optimal. Thayse [12]
developed an algorithm which, for any given conditional program, obtains an equivalent
one with a minimum number of conditional nodes. It is clear that the work of Thayse and
Moret is particularity applicable to binary decision programs.

A DEVELOPMENTAL BDM

One of the major requirements for the test and evaluation of a weapon system is the design
and development of instrumentation and telemetry systems. The increased demand to
interface to digital systems has necessitated the evaluation of all techniques suitable for
capturing and manipulating data. In most instances this requires some form of an
embedded automaton as the control mechanism. Therefore, the binary decision machine
was investigated as another “tool” for the telemetry system designer.

The machine architecture, shown in Figure 1, is a slight variant of Boute’s. The elements
of the machine are:

a. Next Address Register
b. Instruction Register
c. Instruction Decoder
d. Input Selector
e. Output Register

 The Next Address Register (NAR) points to the next instruction in external program
memory. External program memory was chosen for the developmental model to allow the
use of ROM, EPROM, EEROM and other programmable devices such that a variety of
control programs could be evaluated. The NAR had to have the capability of being parallel
loaded for branch instructions or incremented for non-branch conditions. Rather than limit
the NAR to absolute addressing, provisions were included to allow relative or 



Figure 1. BDM Architecture

displacement addressing in future versions. This was accomplished by designing the NAR
around a full adder. Incrementing is achieved by adding one to the current contents.
Absolute addressing is done by first clearing the register and adding the absolute address.
Lastly, relative addressing can be achieved by simply adding the displacement to the
current contents.

The Instruction Register (IR) receives the next machine instruction from the program
memory. The instruction is held pending decoding and resolution of an input variable (if
the current instruction is a conditional branch). Instruction decoding is accomplished by a
combination of conventional logic and data selectors.

Conditional branch instructions are predicated by the state of an input variable. The Input
Selector (IS) selects one of the eight boolean inputs (as specified in the instruction word)
and latches it for subsequent processing.

The Output Register (OR) is bit-addressable such that any bit may be selected and set to a
predefined state. The output value is coded as part of the instruction word.



BDM INSTRUCTION SET

The developmental BDM has four instructions. These are:

(1) OUT <output bit>,<logical value>
(2) BT <input bit>,<address>
(3) BF <input bit>,<address>
(4) BR <address>

The output instruction (1) , sets the specified output bit to the specified value. For instance,
OUT 3,0 means to set output bit 3 (counting starts at 0) to a logic “0”. The BDM has eight
outputs so the output bits range from 0 to 7.

Instruction (2) is a Branch if True (BT) instruction. If the specified input bit is TRUE
(logic “1”) then branch to the specified address. If the specified bit is FALSE (logic “0”)
then go on to the next instruction in sequence. For example, BT 5,35 means test input line
5 and, if it is TRUE, branch to address 35. Since the BDM has eight inputs, input variables
from 0 to 7 may be specified in the instruction.

Instruction (3), Branch if False, has the same format as (2) except the branch occurs if the
condition is FALSE. For instance, BF 0,11 means to test input variable 0 and branch to
address 11 if it is FALSE (logic “0”).

The last instruction, (4), is an unconditional branch to a specified address. Clearly an
unconditional branch can be achieved by using the two conditional branches, but it is less
efficient. The statement BR 10 means to unconditionally branch to address 10 in the
program.

Lee’s magnitude comparator problem can be programmed as shown below for the BDM.
Note that the mnemonics and format are those defined for a BDM Assembler that
generates the binary code for the BDM. The assembler is available at but is beyond the
scope of this paper for discussion.

label address mnemonic comment
START: 0 BF X1,TRYX0 ; if X  =0 try X1   0

1 BF Y1,ONE ; X  > Y  so F=11  1

TRYX0: 2 BF X0,ZERO ; X X =00 so F=01 0

3 BF Y0,ONE ; X > Y so F=1
ZERO: 4 OUT F,0 ; set F=0

5 BR DONE ; and we are done
ONE: 6 OUT F,1 ; set F=1
DONE: 7 .... ; rest of program



 BDM INSTRUCTION WORD FORMAT

An 11-bit instruction word was selected for the developmental BDM to allow the device to
be housed in a 40-pin package, a standard for the MOS Implementation Service (MOSIS)
who would be fabricating the prototype versions. This restricted the design to eight inputs,
eight outputs, and a typical program size of 64 instructions. Programs larger than 64
instructions are achieved by using a “paging” technique. Unused output lines can be used
to select a new page from program memory for more instructions. The instruction word
format is shown in figure 2.

Figure 2. BDM Instruction Word Format.

The OPCODE field (IW ) contains a vertical code for the four machine instructions. The9-10

instructions are coded as:

IW Iw Instruction10 9

0 0 OUT <IW >, <IW >6-8  0

0 1 BT <IW >, <IW >6-8  0-5

1 0 BF <IW >, <IW  >6-8  0-5

1 1 BR <IW >0-5

The I/O field (IW ) contains the address to select eight inputs or eight outputs. The6-8

BRANCH field (IW ) contains the branch address consisting of 64 possible addresses.0-5

The OUTPUT field (IW  ) is assign a 1 or 0 value for the designated output.0

A schematic diagram of the BDM in a 40-pin package is shown as Figure 3. In addition to
power and ground (V  and GND) , the remaining pins are a clock input (CLK), a systemDD

reset (RST/) , an input to force a wait state (WAIT/) for slow memory, and an output
signal indicating a memory reference is taking place (MREQ/).



Figure 3:  BDM Pinouts.

BDM TIMING

The timing of the BDM is founded on four clock cycles (states) for one comlete machine
cycle. These states are defined as:

S : OPCODE fetch. The instruction register is loaded with the next instruction from0

memory and the I/O address is applied to the IS and OR. IW , the output value,0

is also routed to the OR. In register transfer notation:
IR <-- (NAR) ; next instruction word
IS <-- IW ; potential input address6-8

OR <-- IW ; or output address6-8

D  <-- IW ; and output valueout  0

S : Decode. The instruction is decoded and the NAR is incremented. The input0

variable, D  is latched for conditional branches.in

NAR <-- NAR+1 ; increment next address
D  <-- (IW ) ; latch input valuein  6-8



S : Execution. Control signals are generated during this state to effect execution of2

the instruction. If an OUT instruction is asserted, IW  is latched in the selected0

output bit. If a branch is asserted, the branch address is loaded into the NAR.

if (op = OUT) then
OUT(IW ) <== D6-8   out

  else
if (BT@D +BF@D  '+BR = 1) then NAR <== IWin in       0-5

S : A wait state for slow EPROM memory.3

VLSI IMPLEMENTATION

The developmental BDM was designed for NMOS technology using Caesar [13] on a
VAX 11/750 computer. Complete simulations and design rule checking was done prior to
submission to MOSIS for fabrication. The resulting die, measuring .140 X .100 inches (3.5
X 2.5 mm) , were housed in a standard 40-pin dual inline package. The actual BDM
accounted for only 70% of the die area and the rest was necessary for a 40-pin footprint.

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

Two lots of 5 die each were received from MOSIS. All devices were tested and found to
work properly. The BDM characteristics are summarized in Table 1.

Technology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . NMOS
Package . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DIP, 40-Pin
Power Supply . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   +5 VDC
Maximum Clock Rate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   10 MHz
Number of Instructions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .     4
Instruction Execution Time (minimum) . . . . . .  250 ns
Maximum Program Size (1 page) . . . . . . . . . .    64
Inputs (TTL compatible) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .      8
Outputs (TTL compatible) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .      8
Power Dissipation (25 EC) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   200 MW

Table 1:  BDM performance characteristics.



EXAMPLE BDM APPLICATIONS

The first application for the BDM was for the control of a data acquisition and display
system. This system permitted the evaluation of 1-bit, 3-bit, 4-bit and 6-bit digitization of
video data. The technique used was to sample and hold the data at a 100KHz rate, perform
a flash analog-to-digital (A-D) conversion, and convert the digital data back to analog
using 1-bit, 3-bit, 4-bit, and 6-bit digital-to-analog converters. A block diagram of the
system and the necessary timing is shown in Figure 4.

 (a) System Block Diagram

Figure 4: Video Data Acquisition and Display System.

The timing requirements are straight forward and could readily be done with a sequencer
or finite state machine. The BDM was chosen as the control element for two main reasons:

(1) it was known in advance that several different tests were to be run and that the
control design would be easier to change on the BDM

than
it would be for discrete logic.

(2) the programmability and fixed execution time (four clock cycles per instruction)
would be an advantage in altering the control function and adjusting the timing.

The actual program for the system is found in Table 2. Note that the mnemonics are for the
BDM Assembler.



S_and_H equ 1 ; Sample/Hold output address
convert equ 0 ; A-D convert output address
latch equ 2 ; output address to latch A-D data
track equ 0 ; value to force track mode
hold equ 1 ; value to hold data for A-D
on equ 1 ; define on = true
off equ 0 ; and off = false

start: out S_and_H, track ; track the data
out latch, off ; stable for display
out convert, off ; NOP for timing
out convert, off ; another NOP
out S_and_H, hold ; freeze the data
out convert, on ; start A-D conversion
out convert, off ; complete it
out  convert, off ; NOP for timing
out latch, on ; freeze the data

Table 2:  BDM program listing for data acquisition system.

A 4MHz BDM clock was selected, so 10 instructions were required per loop to achieve
the 100KHz sample rate. Thus, three “do nothing” (NOP) instructions were included in the
program. Note the advantage of a fixed execution time (number of clock cycles) for all
instructions.

Though the control problem itself is almost trivial, the overall results gained from using the
BDM are significant. The entire task, from initial conception through the end of data
gathering, was completed in approximately 12 hours. This included wiring the system,
programming the BDM, and verifying the system performance. Also note that an error was
found in the A-D data sheet and a control signal had to be inverted via a program
modification.

A second application of the BDM was for the control of data compression. Results of the
first test showed that 3 bits were sufficient to encode the video data. Further tests were
required to see if it was possible to “compress” the data by intentionally including “gaps”
in the data stream. These tests required a system to:

1. make continuous samples of the video data at a 100KHz rate.
2. display 3/4 of the samples and discard 1/4 ofthe samples after a predetermined

(switch setting) time interval and start over. For example, take four samples,
display 3 and discard 1, or take 2048 samples, display 1536, and discard 512. The



number of samples to take had to be switch selectable and changed while tests
were run.

3. output the data at 3/4 the sample rate with the outputs uniformly spliced in time.

A sample of the required timing and output is illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5.  BDM Application 2 Timing Requirements

Data is sampled in a similar fashion to that of the first test and stored in a First In First Out
(FIFO) memory. Data to be displayed is “popped” out of the FIFO at uniform intervals
(3/4 the sampling interval). The data is routed to DACs for conversion to analog for
analysis. The sample quantity is determined by a counter switch setting. When Terminal
count is reached, the FIFO is cleared and the process starts over. The BDM’s task was to
control the sampling and storing of data into the FIFO, retreiving data from the FIFO for
display, and incrementing the sample counter. When terminal count is detected, the
counter is reset and the FIFO is cleared. A 6MHz clock was selected for this application
and the BDM therefore required 15 instructions per sample interval to maintain the
100KHz sample rate. The entire program consists of 60 instructions and provides all the
necessary control for the system. Because of its length, the listing is not included herein.

CONCLUSIONS

The BDM provided several features not found in other tools. The BDM proved to be a
valuable tool in implementing control machines and logic. In both applications, the control
problem was slated as a binary decision flowgraph. Implementation was rapid requiring a
minimal amount of wiring and programming. Design changes were easy to incorporate
since additional inputs and outputs were available and new programs could be easily
programmed into external EPROM. Substantial savings were realized in the time
necessary to implement (and modify) control designs.

The results were so gratifying that a second generation BDM design using CMOS
technology is under way. The new design features an expanded I/O capability and



instruction set and will support recursion. A C-like high level BD language is being
developed to further simplify the generation of control programs. Future efforts will focus
on including the program memory (ROM) in the chip design and having the ability of
encoding the ROM (on the chip design) directly from a BD compilers Thus, a complete
controller can be designed, evaluated and then cast in silicon for actual use.
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AN ASYNCHRONOUS DIGITAL INTERFACE FOR
SLAT TELEMETRY

Leo Drescher
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes telemetry used in the Supersonic Low Altitude Target (SLAT) built
for the U.S. Navy by Martin Marietta.

Feeding digital inputs directly to a pulse code modulation (PCM) encoder, bypassing the
analog-to-digital (A/D) converter, and injecting into the output PCM wavetrain is well
known.

Various techniques for accomplishing this have been reported; however, they all have time
correlation and synchronization problems. The system to be described involves
asynchronous data transfer from the digital computer to the PCM encoder.

The system uses a dual-port random-access memory (RAM) to effectively decouple the
computer output, which is running synchronously on its 6 MHz clock, from the PCM
wavetrain, which is running at 128 kilobits per second.

Data from the computer is being “written into” the RAM simultaneously while data is
being “read out.” Contention arbitration prevents loss of data when read and write ports of
the same address are activated. A “forbidden code” provides a special code when the
computer is not connected or is producing all zeros.

INTRODUCTION

Classic PCM telemetry systems that conform to inter-range instrumentation group (IRIG)
standards are considered synchronous. The serial pulse train fed to the transmitter contains
frame and subframe sync words that occur at regular, defined intervals that are known;
thus at decommutation the word structure can be reassembled to be identical to the
transmission. A typical format for a PCM system is shown in Figure 1. Suppose that a
particular word in the format, for example H5, which occurs regularly at a rate of 10



samples per second as determined by the format parameters and structure, is changed
asynchronously. The data word is always in time slot H5 but its value may change from
frame to frame.

Computer data is generated synchronously within the computer, however it is transferred
asynchronously to the PCM. The PCM operates synchronously but not in synchronization
with the computer. Synchronous operation between the computer and the PCM is highly
desirable but not always easily accomplished. It would require slaving the clocks or using
a common clock. This is not possible when using an existing computer and a standard
PCM system. In a flight program, the PCM should operate independently of the other
tactical systems so that it can report on them, and not fail when they do.

At least three methods of providing asynchronous data can be postulated.

(1) Time tag all data from the computer and store it via a first-in, first-out (FIFO) shift
register, then read out to the PCM stream at a later time.

(2) Use a ping-pong system involving two RAMS. Random data fills one RAM; then it
is dumped into the PCM synchronously while the other RAM is collecting data
asynchronously, thus simulating a ping-pong arrangement.

(3) Use the “Post office box” technique. A special data word is tagged with an address
and placed into a dual-port RAM which can be written into and read out of
asynchronously. As each data word is generated by the computer it also has an
equivalent address within the RAM assigned to it. The data word is routed to this
address asynchronously and the data is read out by the PCM synchronously.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Methods 1 and 2 have been used previously in other systems but major software
implementation problems have occurred. System 3 was selected since it appeared that time
skewing of data would not be a problem and also because the emergence of dual-port
RAMs on the hardware scene made this system feasible. The SLAT program uses a Z8000
digital computer with 16-bit parallel computing. Since only 128 data words are generated,
the address word is only 8-bits long. The original plan was to generate the parallel data
words and addresses and write directly into the dual-port RAM. The PCM encoder which
would be built by a PCM vendor would read the output of the RAM and insert the words
into the serial digital stream.

There were insufficient pins and volume to provide the dual-port RAM parallel inputs and
outputs. The final concept was to feed the 16-bit data and the 8-bit address plus controls



into a telemetry buffer utilizing a FIFO. Within the telemetry buffer, the parallel data and
address were converted into two serial wavetrains, data and address. These were fed to the
PCM encoder along with clock and enable signals. The PCM vendor then had to provide
the dual-port RAM.

An interface document diagram (Figure 2) defines all the interfaces. A timing diagram was
also created which defines the interface between the Z8000, the telemetry buffer, and the
PCM encoder. See Figure 3.

INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS

Data is transferred to the PCM dual-port RAM from the telemetry buffer via five
differential pairs using RS422-compatible line drivers and receivers. The clock is the
6-MHz computer clock divided by 10. (600 KHz.)

The data can be transmitted across the interface in either a single 16-bit word format or in
the burst mode. In the burst mode, up to 64 16-bit words can be sent.

TELEMETRY BUFFER (TLM BUFFER)

Due to lack of space in the vehicle and the shortage of pins, the dual-port RAM was
allocated to the PCM vendor. The serial mode was dictated by the lack of pins to operate
in the parallel mode.

The telemetry buffer (TLM) buffer accepts the 16-line parallel output address/data bus
from the Z8000. The 16-bit data and the 8-bit address are separated and each applied to a
64-word FIFO. The outputs from each FIFO are transferred to parallel-to-serial shift
registers and then to differential line drivers. The control signals from the computer, as
shown in Figure 4, control the timing and operation. The 6-MHz bus clock is divided down
to provide the clock for the PCM RAM transfer. A data valid and an address valid enable
signal provides positive control for the PCM interface circuits. The five differential circuits
are fed to the PCM encoder microprocesser interface modules.

MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACE MODULE

The PCM encoder interface module, which is called the microprocessor interface (MI),
contains line receivers, timing circuits, and a dual-port RAM with input and output
controllers. See Figure 5.

One of the features built in to the MI is the “forbidden code” feature. In case of a data loss
from the TLM buffer or computer, the MI is configured to replace the digital word with a



special forbidden code so that the data analyst will instantly recognize this occurrence. The
forbidden code is 10101010 for each 8-bit word. This code is generated when any word
from the telemetry buffer is all zeros or there is no computer activity for one major frame.

If the PCM is sampling the output of RAM while the RAM is inputting data, then a
possible contention can occur. This is analogous to reaching in to the mail box while the
postman is inserting a letter. Logic circuits have been designed to minimize this contention
and provide a known default condition.

The serial data from the TLM buffer is fed in via differential line receivers to minimize
noise and voltage offsets due to operation of different power supplies.

The address valid, data valid, and clock provide control and timing circuit compatibility.
The data and address are both converted from serial to parallel via shift registers, whose
outputs are latched.

The data and address from the computer are sent in an asynchronous manner as data is
generated. As the data is written into the dual-port RAM, the PCM encoder formatter
scans the RAM addresses in a sequential or synchronous manner and reads out the RAM
data. This 16-bit parallel data is taken out in 8-bit bytes (the PCM word length) and is
converted into a serial train which is merged with the digitized analog data, the bilevel
words, and the computer data per the format of Figure 1.

MECHANICAL PACKAGING

The total package consisted of the Z8000 computer, the telemetry buffer, and the PCM
encoder. The Z8000 effort plus the system definition and integration was performed by
Martin Marietta. The telemetry buffer design and fabrication was performed by Northrup
Corporation at Ventura, California. The PCM encoder, including the computer interface,
was designed and fabricated by Aydin-Vector at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

The Z8000 and TLM buffer designs were fabricated on standard-sized cards using full-size
logic chips and discrete components. The PCM encoder used Aydin-Vectors hybrid thick
film techniques and the die circuitry from standard complementry metal oxide
semiconductor (CMOS) logic circuits. Standard circuitry such as analog multiplexers,
amplifiers, A/D converters, regulated power supply, timer, and formatter are built in
module form. These modules can then be combined to form a complete PCM system. The
computer interface was designed and fabricated using the same techniques and required
two standard modules.



Prior to fabricating the final thick film hybrid version, the computer interface circuitry was
built up using standard CMOS logic circuits as a working breadboard. This unit was
interfaced with the Z8000 and the TLM buffer. A system emulation was performed using a
special software program. The few minor timing errors were noted. The modifications
were made in the breadboard and successful asynchronous data transfer was
accomplished. The MI circuits were repackaged with hybrid thick film techniques using
integrated circuit dies. The volume reduction was nearly 50 to 1. See Figures 6 and 7.

SUMMARY

The SLAT program required an asynchronous data transfer from its flight computer to the
PCM encoder. By using the dual-port RAM concept plus the FIFO register in the telemetry
buffer, data created by the computer is effectively decoupled from the PCM encoder so
that both systems operate on their respective clocks. Data is created in the computer,
assigned an address, and then delivered to that address within the PCM encoder RAM.
The PCM samples the RAM contents in a synchronous manner and combines the data
within the prescribed PCM format of Figure 1. The contents of any given address appear in
a synchronous pattern so that data reduction is simplified.

This system has been preflight qualified by subjecting it to all of the environmental
requirements of the aircraft captive carry and the free flight envelope of SLAT (Figure 8).

Successful data transfers during factory build-up and flight simulation have been
accomplished. The first free flight of SLAT is anticipated in the fall of 1987.



Figure 1 - PCM Format



Figure 2 - Computer to PCM Encoder Interface



Figure 3 - PCM Signal Input Timing



Figure 4 - Telemetry Buffer



Figure 5 - PCM Package with Computer (Microprocessor) Interface





Figure 7.  Repackaged Microprocessor Interface



Figure 8 - SLAT Captive Carry



A TECHNICAL COMPARISON OF FREQUENCY AND PHASE
MODULATION RELATIVE TO PCM DATA
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ABSTRACT

Direct experience in the design and developement of airborne telemetry systems utilizing
both principles of modulation. System level analysis of receiver phase coherency, bit sync
error codes, data band width, transmission efficiency and overall system complexity. High
reliability, miniaturized packaging and HI-G survivability will be stressed as well as
illustrated.

SUMMARY

The proper selection and utilization of a particular modulation principle is extremely
important in determining cost, complexity, ease of maintenance, data accuracy and overall
system performance. This presentation will evaluate and compare two of the most widely
used modulation principles, through assessment of a customers’ individual needs.

The evaluation of two complex systems must be broken out into major areas of interest.
These areas include:

FREQUENCY MODULATION PHASE MODULATION

* Bandwidth * Bandwidth
* Analog Data * Analog Data
* Digital Data -vs- * Digital Data
* Carrier Frequency * Carrier Frequency
* Receiver Complexity * Receiver Complexity
* Data Accuracy * Data Accuracy



A unified analysis of both principles include:
1. In depth analysis cf both systems.
2. Maximum utilization of the proper system.
3. Hybrid systems design.
4. Realization of improvement of existing designs.

The importance of a simplified analysis of frequency and phase modulation principles will
be evident as it will provide insight and direction for the next generation of PCM data
transmission systems. Since an acceptable analysis must be readily interpreted in terms of
conventional approaches, this analysis will cover coherent and non-coherent carrier
detection of frequency or phase modulated signals.

Both of these modulation techniques can easily be divided and explained, this will begin to
establish the base for this comparison. Frequency modulation is considered to be a non-
coherent form of modulation in that it does not require a reference carrier at the receiver
and can be detected by other means. Phase modulation is considered to be a coherent form
of modulation in that it requires a reference carrier at the receiver having the exact
frequency and phase of the transmitter carrier.

The mathematical analysis of frequency or phase modulation is not necessary. For the
purpose of this paper it will suffice to simply give the solutions and utilize them
accordingly. For frequency modulation, the equation for the instantaneous voltage is;

e = A cos (W T + M  sin W t)c   f  i

*
M  = FM modulation index = —f fi

where  = maximum frequency shift caused by the intelligence signal. (deviation)

f  = frequency of the intelligence (modulation) signal.i

The following equation provides the equivalent formula for phase modulation.

e = A cos (W t + M  sin W;t)c   p

where e = instantaneous voltage
A = peak value of original carrier wave

W = Carrier angular velocity (2BF  )c     c

M = Maximum phase shift caused by the intellegence signal (Radians)p

W = modulating (intelligence) signal angular velocity (2BF )i       i



The maximum phase shift caused by the intelligence signal M , is defined as thep

modulation index for phase modulation. A comparison of both equations points out the
difference between PM and FM. The equation for PM shows that the phase of the carrier
varies with the modulation signal amplitude (since M  is determined by this) , and in FMp

the carrier phase is determined by the ratio of intelligence signal amplitude (which
determines *) to the intelligence frequency (f ). (1) Thus, PM is not sensitive to thei

modulating signal frequency but FM is. The difference between them is subtle in fact, if
the intelligence signal is integrated and then allowed to phase-modulate the carrier, an FM
signal is created. This is exactly the method used in an indirect FM system.

Figure (1) A PM modulator may be used to generate an FM signal if the modulation signal
is integrated first.

Figure (2) An FM modulator may be used to generate a PM signal if the modulating signal
is differentiated first. Because of this subtle but distinct difference it is important to define
their use in PCM transmission systems. PCM is a time multiple or sampled data system. In
any sampled data system, the sampling rate of a given channel dictates the frequency
response which may be obtained in a given measurement. Analog reproductions of the
original signals are produced by filtering of the sampler of a single channel. In general,
when more than 20 or so channels of data are to be handled in a data transmission system,
time multiplex systems provide more information bandwidth for a given transmitter carrier
frequency. PCM makes maximum use of digital techniques. In PCM the series of pulses or
levels are fed to an encoder which generates a series of N successive pulses for each
sample. The presence or absence of each of the N pulses is binary coded to describe the
level of the sample to the nearest discrete level between zero and full scale which can be
described by N binary digits. Since only the existence or absence of pulses is required only
two signal levels are required to be transmtted. On level represents a “one” bit; a second
level represents a “0” bit. In PCM, the modulator, transmitter, receiver and detection
equipment need only handle two levels; therefore linearity of these components is not
necessary. Once in code form, parity check bits and other forms of redundant or error
correcting codes may be used to make a PCM system less susceptible to noise in the RF
link. (2)



Figure (3) illustrates the steps involved in generating a digital PCM signal. Assume an
analog signal x(t), band-limited from near dc to w hertz, which is to be converted to PCM
form. The signal is first filtered by an aliasing analog filter whose function is to remove
any superfluos frequency components above W that might appear at the input and be
shifted into the data band by the aliasing effect. The signal is then sampled at a rate F  >s

2W. A process unique to all digital-modulation methods is now performed. Each sampled
data pulse is converted into (or replaced by) one of a finite number of possible values. This
process is called quantization. Following the quantization process, each of the standard
levels generated is encoded into the proper form for transmission of subsequent signal
processing. Each of the composite encoded samples appearing at the output of the encoder
is called a PCM word. Thus, the infinite number of possible amplitude levels of the
sampled signal is converted to a finite number of possible PCM words. So far, all the
binary PCM signal forms considered have employed natural binary encoding. While some
systems transmit the natural binary words directly, other systems convert the natural binary
word to special formats prior to actual transmission or high frequency modulation. In the
design and implementation of their systems PSL has chosen both biphase-L and NRZ-L as
the most comparable baseband encoding forms. One of the telemetry systems built and
designed by PSL for the NASA sounding rocket program will be the first example of an
FM system. This sounding rocket TM unit was utilized for the optical ozone program
which had a stringent space requirement. The TM unit was to fly aboard a 2 1/8 inch
vehicle known as the super loki dart. The design was to conform to NASA requirements
those being size, number of available data channels and the carrier frequency for receiving
data. The TM unit operated in the “L” band region 1680MHz via an RCA pencil cavity
oscillator. The antenna was a flexible turnstyle type providing an omnidirectional radiation
pattern. This unit utilized a 6 volt nickel cadmium battery pack which powered the DC to
DC convertor module. This module converted the raw 6 volts into a ± 15 volts to power
the encoder and a +110 volts to power the cavity oscillator CMOS surface mount and dual
in-line integrated circuits were used throughout to minimize both power and size
requirements. The encoder utilizes a ramp or countdown type A/D converter, a ten bit
digital to analog convertor (DAC) is also used. The encoder is adjusted for 255 counts to
equal 2.50 volts. With this adjustment 510 count (MAX) analog input is 10 volts. Digital
resolution is 15 millivolts. Bi-phase level modulation is used. Nine words per frame-eight
data words and one sync word. The frame sync word is 10111000. The main crystal



controlled oscillator is 2.048 MHz. The clock rate for A/D is 512 KHz. The bit rate is
8 KHz. This gives a word rate of 1000 per second or frame rate of 111 per second. The
TM unit is then subjected to an environmental temperature test of -40EC to +70EC and
checked for full operation. This test also includes a shock test of 100G for 2 milliseconds.
In construction of the TM units, a flexible wrap around printed circuit board is used along
with conventional PC board construction. Figure (4) is a general block diagram of the
system and figure (5) is a schematic diagram of the electronics.

The second example of a PSL built system is a true phase modulated telemetry unit.

System Capabilities. The ATS is designed to monitor missile functions both on the ground
and in flight. Since the ATS is battery powered, it can transmit information even when
missile power is not operational. During flight, the ATS transmits vertical, horizontal, and
logitudinal (pitch, roll, and yaw) attitude information to the MTRS Data Acquisition
System (DAS). The ATS will also monitor missile guidance functions, pressure transducer
data from the booster and sustainer, acceleration information, and timing events such as
warhead arm and fire commands. Figure (6)

Prior to flight, the ATS will transmit data that verifies proper missile operation. This
function verification can identify faults before the missile is launched, saving valuable
equipment and manpower.

PCM Encoder. Data frame format is controlled by the PCM encoder. Frame format
consists of the following:

C Number of words per frame (32)
C Frame rate (390.6 per second)
C Number of bits per word (8)
C Bit rate (100 Kbps)

Identification of each data frame requires a frame synchronization (sync) code. This code
is generated by the PCM encoder and consists of two of the 32 words in each frame of
data. These two words have the same bit pattern in every frame of data, and allow
identification and decommutation of the transmitted serial data. Figure (7)

PCM serial data consists of data works and frame sync codes contained in the data frame
output as a serial signal. This serial signal is combined with a timing clock to generate a
serial, bi-phase coded PCM signal. The resulting signal is suitable for modulating the
telemetry transmitter.



Encoder functions are controlled by the basic 200 KHz clock oscillator, bit counter, and
word counters. The clock provides the Bi-phase frequency, which is divided by two to
produce a 100 KHz data bit rate. The 100KHz clock advances a synchronized 0 to 8
decimal counter for various bit time outputs. These outputs are used to control ATS signal
interface encoder operation and other signals.

The word counter is also a synchronized counter. It is an 8 bit type with 2 and 4 bit
counters. The outputs of this counter address the E-PROM.

The E-PROM is a C-MOS device with 2k x 8 memory. Multiplexer control, frame sync
word insertion, and command of the parallel/serial function of the shift register are
performed by the E-PROM.

Synchronization code is produced by parallel input and serial output shift registers. There
are two of these registers. Code is “shifted” into the sync code registers in a parallel mode
at word time 31. Code is then “shifted out” of the register in serial form for the next two
word times (16 bit times), producing a 16 bit (Barker code) data synchronization code.

The A/D converter has an internal control clock that controls the data ready output to the
sample and hold amplifier. Data is presented to the A/ D converter from the sample and
hold amplifier at bit time 7 of the preceding word count. The conversion from an analog to
digital signal is completed by bit time 7 of the present word conversion time. At bit time 0
of the next conversion time, the data is transferred from the A/D to the data register in a
parallel form (all 8 bits at one time) and then transferred from the register in a serial form.
The A/D converter changes a -5 V to +5 V analog input into an 8 bit binary digital word.
The resulting digital resolution is 10 V/255 bits or 40 mV/bit.

Data Format. Data is output from the ATS at 100 Kilobits per second (kbps), bi-phase L.
The data is converted to an 8 bit binary code, which is transmitted most significant bit first.
Standard Barker code is used with two words of frame synchronization (sync). One frame
of data consists of 30 data words and two sync words.

Programming Scheme. The sampling rate of individual data channels A  through A  is1  30

controlled by ATS programming. The functioning sequential binary counter (word
counter), consisting of two 74C163 counters, counts from 0 to 255 in binary. These counts
sequentially “address” a particular location in the memory (E-PROM) at a specified time.
Data stored in that location will be presented to the eight output lines of the E-PROM
memory. These output lines contain control information for various ATS unit functions, as
shown below:

C Bit 1 provides control pulse to strobe data from the A/D to the data register
C Bit 2 provides control pulse to strobe the sync word into the sync-code registers



C Bit 3 selects the frame sync code
C Bit 4 selects multiplexer 1 or 2
C Bits 5,6,7, and 8 allow data to be presented to the A/D by addressing selected

multiplexer inputs.

ATS Power System. The ATS operates from either battery or MRM missile launcher
power. The primary ATS power system consists of control circuitry, a magnetic relay,
voltage converters/regulators, and the internal battery. External inputs to the ATS power
system include the +27 V launcherpower, +27 V missile power common ground, and relay
reset. The ATS unit is automatically turned on when launcher power is activated, allowing
MTRS data acquisition system (DAS) operators to monitor the transmitted ATS signal.
When missile fire is initiated, the ATS relay is switched to battery power. The ATS
remains in battery power mode for the duration of a flight.

Transmitter and Premodulation Filter. The S-band telemetry transmitter is crystal
controlled, and uses solid state circuitry. The transmitter is preset at the factory to a
frequency of 2236.5 MHz, and supplies a minimum of two watts output power. The 6.0
cubic inch transmitter is enclosed in a milled aluminum housing to withstand the missile
flight environment.

Power is supplied to the transmitter by a +28 Vdc power buss within the ATS signal
interface encoder. Current drain is 650 milliamps nominal.

Transmitter modulation is true PM (phase modulation), and requires a positive input signal.
ATS encoder output is a bi-phase level modulation code that is easily handled by the
S-band transmitter.

High frequency components of the data train pass through a pre-modulation filter, which
controls the modulation level of the transmitter. The single pole modulation filter consists
of a resistor-capacitor network. Values are selected for .82 times the bit rate. Transmitter
carrier deviation will remain within +/- 120 KHZ. The filter circuit components are located
in the ATS signal interface encoder.

RF (radio frequency) output from the transmitter consists of a 2236.5 MHz signal that is
deviated +/- 120 KHz. Frequency stability is +/- .003% of the assigned carrier frequency.
The output signal is cabled directly to the power divider. The signal at this point is divided
into two equal outputs and routed to the two antennas.

Through this analysis and comparison I have concluded as a general rule, coherent systems
tend to provide better performance in the presence of noise if all other factors are the
same. However, noncoherent systems generally are less complex in design and operation,
so both types of systems have their merits.



FIGURE (4)
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ABSTRACT

The Pulse Coded Modulation (PCM) Encoder Systems used in telemetry have gained
enormous flexibility for various applications because the input data channels and frame
sync codes are programmable via the EEPROMs or UVEPROMs. The firmware in the
current PCM Encoder Systems can be readily tailored for a specific application to monitor
numerous types of analog channels, as well as digital channels. However, the current PCM
Encoder Systems require several types of strap options which dictate not only a limited
choice of gains and offsets, but also a fixed choice of the premodulation filter
characteristics.

The brain of the 1000 PCM Encoder is the Digital Signal Processor (DSP) which
eliminates the fixed premodulation filter characteristics via digital filter functions, and also
eliminates strap options via general purpose microprocessor functions.

INTRODUCTION

PCM Encoding is one of the most widely used data acqusition techniques in Telemetry
Systems. The implementation of a microprocessor or a sequencer has been considered for
a total programmability of the PCM Encoder. The PCM System which uses EEPROMs or
UVEPROMs with a simple counter circuit will, in most cases, provide the necessary
functions for programmability of the PCM Encoders. Therefore, the use of a
microprocessor or a sequencer is an overkill capability, unless the system requires an
UP/DOWN link capability or other intelligent functions. Even if the implementation of
such an overkill is justified, the premodulation filter characteristics are not dynamically
programmable. i.e., an incomplete task in terms of a total programmability.

The 1000 PCM Encoder System is designed to eliminate the above deficiencies by
configuring the system via software, including the premodulation filter coefficients. The
software system configuration is achieved via the Initialization Routine. This system
completely eliminates strap options, and enables the realization of a standardized hardware 



(i.e., off-the-shelf PCM Encoder system) for Various applications in programmable data
acqusition systems.

SYSTEM DESIGN APPROACH

The underlying design criteria for the new system, in generalized form, consist of the
following:

1) Implementation of the Digital Signal Processor.
2) The data rate shall be at least 2 MBPS in BIO form or 1 MBPS in NRZ form.
3) The system configuration shall be realized via software (i.e., no strap options).
4) Standardization of hardware except for the number of input modules.
5) Universal bus structure for the input modules.
6) Maximum number of input channels of up to 64 thousand.
7) Maximum current drain by the standardized modules shall not exceed 700mA.
8) Maximum current drain by each Analog module or Bi-level module shall not exceed

20 mA.
9) Minimum number of input channels per Analog module shall be 16 for differential and

32 for single ended.
10) Minimum number of input channel words per Bi-level module shall be 4 with 12 bit

resolution.
11) Physical dimension for each input module shall not exceed 1.6" x 1.5" x 0.4".
12) Physical dimension for each module comprising the standardized hardware, except

the Power Supply, shall not exceed 1.6" x 2.5" x 0.8".
13) The physical dimension of the Power Supply module may vary from 1.6" x 2.5"x 0.8"

to 1.6 x 2.5" x 2.0" depending upon the system.
14) Utilization of LID packaging for surface mounting of chip carriers.

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR

The Digital Signal Processor (DSP) is the brain of the 1000 PCM Encoder System. The
DSP is capable of handling both general purpose microprocessor functions and digital
signal processor functions. The control functions of the time multiplexed input channels,
data conversion with desired gains and offsets, and initialization routines are achieved by
the general purpose microprocessor functions of the DSP. However, the digital filter
functions of the premodulation filters are achieved by the digital signal processor functions
of the DSP.



INITIALIZATION ROUTINE

After the “power-up” reset, the system enters Initialization Routine to configure the
following parameters:
1) Bit Rate
2) Resolution
3) Gains and offsets for analog channels
4) Input channels for the format
5) Premodulation filter coefficients
In addition to the parameters mentioned above, frame sync codes and super-com/sub-com
channels can be programmed via EEPROMs in the User Memory module.

STANDARDIZATION OF THE HARDWARE AND UNIVERSAL BUS FOR
INPUT MODULES

Figure 1 illustrates a simplified system block diagram of the 1000 PCM Encoder. The
standardized modules in the system consist of the following:
1) 1000 PS1 (Power Supply, 28 VDC input, DC-DC Converter)
2) 1000 DSP1 (Digital Signal Processor module)
3) 1000 UMEM1 (User Memory module, 8k x 16 EEPROM)
4) 1000 CTL1 (Control Logic module)
5) 1000 AD1 (Analog to Digital Convertor module)
6) 1000 DA1 (Digital to Analog Convertor module)

The universal bus structure accelerates the interchangeability of the input modules without
altering software unless the users wish to reformat the input channels in the frame.

HARWARE DESIGN APPROACH
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTIONS OF THE INPUT MODULES

Although there are numerous types of input modules for various applications, most systems
will include some form of Analog Multiplexers and Bilevel Multiplexers. Only Differential
Analog Multiplexer (DAM) and Bilevel multiplexer (BM) will be discussed in this paper
since they are the most commonly used type of input modules.

The outputs of the Low Level Amplifier signals are coupled to the input side of the DAM
module. The desired sequence of the input channels are programmed in the User Memory.
The outputs of the DAM module are multiplexed in time division and fed to the Analog to
Digital Converter (ADC). The appropriate gain and offset adjustments are then made via
the general purpose microprocessor function of the DSP, which eliminates the need for
Programmable Amplifiers.



FIGURE 1
A SIMPLIFIED SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE 1000 PCM ENCODER



The digital input signals are coupled to the BM module. The outputs of the BM are
multiplexed in time division and subsequently shifted in serial form. The serial output data
of the BM are then fed to the Mode Select logic circuit of the ADC module.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTIONS OF THE ADC MODULE

The ADC module consists of mode select logic and analog to digital converter circuits.
One of the limiting factors in real time processing is the conversion rate of the ADC. The
ADC module receives analog input signals with full scale range of +/- 10 volts from the
Analog Multiplexer modules. The ADC converts the analog input signal to a digital output
with 12 bit resolution. The converted digital output data are then shifted in serial form
before being sent to the mode select logic. The mode select logic receives serial data from
bilevel multiplexers, analog to digital converter, and frame sync codes. The desired output
mode (i.e., NRZ, BIO, M/S) are selected during the initialization routine along with the
corresponding DSP routines.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTIONS OF THE CONTROL LOGIC MODULE

The Control Logic Module generates Bit Clock, Word Clock, and other control signals to
steer system’s data paths from/to the DSP module. When the DSP is executing instructions
from the program space, the steering logic circuit is disabled to prevent data flow from/to
the I/O ports. When the DSP executes instructions from the I/O space, the steering logic
circuit is enabled to read and write data from/to the I/O ports. The desired Bit Clock and
Word Clock rates are selected via initialization routine.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTIONS OF THE USER MEMORY MODULE

The User Memory module consists of 8k x 16 EEPROMs and logic circuits. The
maximum number of input data channel is 64 thousand, provided that there is a sufficient
power in the system to handle the large number of Input modules. The EEPROMs are
addressed when the DSP executes instructions in the data space. Programming the desired
sequence of the input data channels and frame sync codes (Format) is accomplished via an
external connector (RS-232) from the IBM PC. When the frame sync code channels are
addressed, the data is shifted in serial form before being sent to the mode select logic
circuit of the ADC.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTIONS OF THE DSP MODULE

The DSP module consists of Wait logic, Porting logic, EEPROMs (8k x 16), and a Digital
Signal Processor (TMS320C25). Although the DSP can be operated up to 10 Mhz, the
actual system clock frequency is reduced to 4 Mhz to avoid an excessive Wait state



generation during the fetch cycle. The EEPROMs are enabled when the DSP executes
instructions from the program space. Executing an instruction from the program space
requires one Wait state. The codes for the Digital Filter routines will be down loaded to
the Block 0 of the data space during the initialization routine. Therefore, the Digital Filter
routines are executed without a Wait state. The Porting logic circuit controls the data paths
of I/O ports.

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTIONS OF THE DAC MODULE

The processed data from the DSP are transferred to the Digital to Analog Converter
(DAC) in parallel form. The filtered portion of the data is then converted to an analog form
via the DAC. The output of the DAC is fed to the low pass filter to remove glitches due to
high frequency switching of the DAC. The unfiltered portion of the data is fed to the
parallel to serial shift registers to form a serial PCM data output.

SOFTWARE DESIGN APPROACH

There are four design tasks in the software design; namely, Initialization Routine, PCM
Routine, DSP Routine, and Output Routine. In order to realize the real time process with
4 Mhz system clock, 1 Mhz Bit clock, and 12 bit resolution, the total number of codes in
PCM, DSP, and Output routines should not exceed 48 machine cycles. Figure 2 illustrates
the memory map and a simplified flow chart of the system. Refer to appendix A for the
program in the TMS320C25 assembly language.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

One of the many highlights of new concepts in PCM Encoding is the implementation of the
DSP in real time process which eliminates tedious ways of configuring the system by the
use of strapping. The system configuration via software, including the premodulation filter
characteristics in digital filter, is the most significant improvement. Therefore, the
standardization of hardware for the PCM Encoder in the Telemetry system is realizable.
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FIGURE 2
FLOW CHART OF THE SYSTEM SOFTWARE



APPENDIX A

A typical second order, single stage, IIR low pass filter:

D(N) = A11 * D(N-1) + A12 * D(N-2)
Y(N) = B10 * D(N) + B11 * D(N-1) + B12 * D(N-2)

LAC XN,15 GET VALUE OF X(N) IN Q15 FORM
LT DN1 LOAD T REG. WITH D(N-1)
MPY A11 MULTIPLY T REG. BY A11
LTA DN2 LOAD T REG. WITH D(N-2) AND ACCUMULATE

PREVIOUS PRODUCT
MPY A12 MULTIPLY BY A12
APAC
SACH DN,1 STORE THE RESULT IN D(N)
ZAC
MPY B12 MULTIPLY T REG. BY B12
LTD DN1 LOAD T REG. WITH D(N-1), ACCUMULATE

PREVIOUS PRODUCT, AND MOVE DATA
MPY B11 MULTIPLY T REG. BY B11
LTD DN LOAD T REG. WITH D(N)
MPY B10 MULTIPLY T REG. BY B10
APAC
SACH YN, 1 STORE THE RESULT IN Y(N)



A 4 MBPS DIGITIZER WITH 100 KHZ SIGNAL BANDWIDTH
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a non-standard digitization scheme which samples the data
asymmetrically in order to maximize data bandwidth. Two frame sychronization words are
utilized in a separated manner to permit their replacement with the average value of
adjacent data words during the decommutation process.

INTRODUCTION

Telemetry engineers are frequently confronted with the requirement for processing wide
bandwidth signals such as doppler and television video. These requirements often exceed
the capabilities of off-the-shelf components such as pulse amplitude modulation (PAM)
and pulse code modulation (PCM) encoders. When this happens the designer is faced with
some tough decisions: Does he provide his customer with less bandwidth than he wants
because of the limitations of current hardware which is built to the standards of the Inter-
Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG)? (This may be the best solution if time and money
constraints are critical and if the reduced bandwidth will satisfy the basic needs of the
customer.) Does he request proposals from industry to develop a faster (wider bandwidth)
device? (This path will take substantial quantities of time and money and may hold
considerable risk.) Does he review the limitations on bandwidth imposed by using IRIG
standard techniques and devices and attempt to implement a non-standard design? (This
solution will take additional schedule and dollars but may be the most cost effective if the
requirement for the wide bandwidth is critical. Note that non-standard processing
equipment may also be required for data reduction as an additional penalty.) The latter
approach was used on the program being discussed here. The system requirement was for
100 kHz minimum signal bandwidth and 8 bit resolution. The design goal was to sample
the 100 kHz signal at five times per Hertz which resulted in a 4 Mbps system bit rate. The
noise performance and amplitude resolution were to be compatible with the characteristics
of magnetic tape recording. The system was also specified to use a PCM-FM modulation
format.



SAMPLED DATA THEORY

Sampled data theory requires that the input signal be symmetrically sampled in order that
the output be a faithful reproduction. Figure 1 shows examples of symmetrical and
asymmetrical sampling. In this figure, straight line approximations through the sample
points are used to illustrate the sampled output. In a practical system the sampled output is
filtered to eliminate the sample frequency components and restore the output to the original
wave shape. The asymmetrical example results in a severly distorted output. However,
symmetrical sampling also has limitations and becomes expensive in terms of bandwidth as
the number of input signals is reduced towards one. For a system with a single input signal,
assuming one frame synchronization (sync) word per frame, the overhead cost is 50% and
if two frame sync words are used the cost reaches 66.7%, as shown in Figure 2. Hence
symmetrical sampling can lead to very inefficient designs in terms of bandwidth. Assuming
100 kHz data bandwidth, the sampled system bandwidth would have to be 300 kHz where
only 1/3 of it is available for signal processing. An alternative is to sample asymmetrically
and pay the price by either accepting the accompanying higher noise or by somehow
reducing it.

ASYMMETRICAL SAMPLING AND FRAME SYCHRONIZATION
REPLACEMENT

An asymmetrical format was selected for the application referenced above. It consists of
254 data words and 2 frame sync words as shown in Figure 3. Thus the frame sync
overhead consumes only 0.78% of the 100 kHz system bandwidth. This leaves 99.22 kHz
available for use by the input signal. Although this is less than the 100kHz specified signal
bandwidth, if we can allow the accuracy to degrade slightly and require only 4 samples per
cycle of input signal, then the bandwidth extends to 125 kHz which is more than adequate.
In this instance the input signal is a frequency variable sinusoid. Hence the accuracy
degradation in allowing 4 samples per cycle is only very slight since there is little energy
beyond the 100 kHz maximum limit.

A brassboard digitization and decommutation system was built and evaluated. The
increased noise was found to be excessive in low signal-to-noise ratio conditions. The
noise results both from assymetrical sampling, as shown in the example earlier, and from
injecting the frame synchronization words into the data stream. Noise reduction was
attempted by removing the frame sync words and inserting an approximation of the
missing data in their places. Four methods of replacing the frame sync words with data
approximations were evaluated. These four methods are described in the paragraphs
following:



1) Contiguous Hold (CH):  Position the missing samples together as words 255 and 256
and set both to the value of the final data word 254.

2) Separated Hold (SH):  Position the missing samples as words 253 and 256 with two
data samples between them. Set the value of each to the value of words 252 and 255
respectively.

3) Contiguous Interpolation (CI):  Position the missing samples together as words 254 and
255. Set each to the interpolated value of words 253 and 256.

4) Separated Interpolation (SI):  Position the missing samples as words 253 and 256 with
two data words between them and set each to the average of the adjacent data samples
(words 252 & 254 and words 255 and 1 of the next frame respectively).

COMPUTER SIMULATION

Power spectral density plots for each of the four methods were generated using computer
simulation techniques. These plots were compared to evaluate the relative performance of
each method. The noise floors contributed by the various schemes are not flat; hence,
some standard frequency offset from the input signal frequency had to be chosen for a
uniform comparison of results. This offset was chosen to be 50 KHz above the input signal
in each case. Figure 4 compares the four methods of frame synchronization replacement
with the plots for the original data (sinusoid without frame sychronization inserted) and for
a data stream with the imbedded frame sychronization (labelled Frame Sync). This last plot
was empirically derived and is not the result of a computer model. The ordinate scale
represents the power difference between the peak signal level and the noise floor at the
indicated 50 KHz offset.

The original data represents the optimum signal-to-noise (S/N) condition while the data
with imbedded frame sychronization represents the worst S/N condition for signal
frequencies up to about 65 KHz. Beyond the 65 KHz frequency, the CH method has a
slightly worse S/N ratio. The SI method added the least amount of noise to the noise floor,
and the CH method was the worst. CH added 10 dB more noise than SI across the signal
range tested (12.5 KHz to 100 KHz). The other methods, CI and SH, fall in the mid-range
for noise addition between the best (SI) and the worst (CH). The added noise for each
method increased with increasing signal frequency. This is a result of the sample rate being
fixed so that the angular period between samples increases with increasing frequency. For
example, each sample has a period a 2 µs which represents an angular period of 14.4E for
one cycle of 20 kHz. However at 100 kHz, the same 2 µs period of equates to 72E of
angular period. Hence regardless of sample replacement method selected, the sample
approximation becomes more coarse as the signal frequency is increased.



SEPARATED INTERPOLATION DATA

Figure 5 shows two oscilloscope patterns of sinewaves which had been processed by the
asymmetrical sampling technique described and had been decommutated by a specially
designed system. Each photograph indicates the relative distortion due to the SI frame sync
replacement method. Figure 5a) is of a 20 kHz signal and shows only slight distortion
where the SI replacement occurred at the peak of the center waveform. Figure 5b) shows a
much more significant amount of distortion at 100 kHz where the angular period is up to
72E for each frame sync word replacement.

Figure 6 shows two more photographs from the same system. These output photographs
are taken with the input signal being swept from 2 kHz to 200 kHz in sweep times of 1.0
msec and 0.1 msec respectively. The effects of 20 kHz low pass and 140 kHz high pass
filters can easily be seen as can distortion due to the frame sync replacement.

BLOCK DIAGRAM

The digitizer block diagram is shown in Figure 7. The analog input signal is conditioned in
amplitude and bandwidth by the filter stages prior to the sample and hold. The analog-to-
digital converter provides an 8 bit binary output in parallel format to the parallel-in-serial-
out (PISO) conversion circuit. Two additional PISO devices are used to generate the frame
sychronization words, FS1 and FS2. The inputs to these circuits are connected to either
+5 vdc or ground as necessary to generate the proper bit sequences. Addressing for the
PISO devices is generated by the divide by 4, 8 and 16 outputs from the counter. The
timing block generates the necessary signals to control switching the data, FS1 and FS2 in
the mux output. The mux then provides the format shown in Figure 3.

CONCLUSION

Asymmetrical sampling may offer a useful alternative for processing wide band signals
when standard PAM/PCM encoders are not fast enough. It can pay large dividends in
terms of bandwidth by reducing that required for frame sychronization overhead. The
penalty exacted for this added performance is an increase in system noise. If the increase is
too large to live with then some form of frame sychronization replacement may be
required. Four methods of replacement were evaluated, and of the four, Separated
Interpolation was the best. Separated Interpolation replaces each frame synchronization
word with the average value of the data samples before and after it. Use of such a system
will require reversing the process to recover the data so generated; hence, specially
designed decommutation equipment may also be required. The specific technique
described is useful where a serial output bit stream is necessary as may be dictated by
compatibility or data encryption requirements.



SYMMETRICAL VS ASYMMETRICAL SAMPLING

ASYMMETRICAL SAMPLING BIASES THE DATA AND
DISTORTS THE RECONSTRUCTED SIGNAL

FIGURE 1



SYMMETRICAL SAMPLE FORMAT

REQUIRED:

A SAMPLED DATA SYSTEM FOR 1 ANALOG SIGNAL IN A SYSTEM
REQUIRING 2 FRAME SYNC WORDS

FORMAT:

NOTES:
a) THE SYSTEM IS SPENDING 2/3 OF IT STIME PROCESSING

FS WORDS.

b) 1/3 OF THE ENCODER BANDWIDTH IS AVAILABLE FOR DATA
WHEN THE SYSTEM IS SAMPLED SYMMETRICALLY.

FIGURE 2



SELECTED ASYMMETRICAL SAMPLE FORMAT

NOTES:

a) THIS SYSTEM SPENDS 1/128 OF TIME PROCESSING FS WORDS.

b) 127/128 OF SYSTEM BANDWIDTH IS AVAILABLE FOR DATA IN THIS
ASYMMETRICALLY SAMPLED SYSTEM.

FIGURE 3



COMPARISON OF FRAME SYNCHRONIZATION
REPLACEMENT METHODS

FIGURE 4



DECOMMUTATED OUTPUT PHOTOGRAPHS SHOWING SIGNAL DISTORTION RESULTING
FROM USE OF THE SEPARATED INTERPOLATION METHOD OF FRAME SYNCHRONIZATION
WORD REPLACEMENT.

FIGURE 5



DECOMMUTATED OUTPUT PHOTOGRAPHS SHOWING SYSTEM RESPONSE TO A
SINEWAVE SWEPT FROM 2 KHZ TO 200 KHZ IN THE INDICATED TIMES. THE
SAMPLE REPLACEMENT DISTORTION DUE TO THE SEPARATED INTERPOLATION
METHOD OF FRAME SYNCHRONIZATON REPLACEMENT CAN BE SEEN IN EACH
PHOTOGRAPH.

FIGURE 6



DIGITIZER BLOCK DIAGRAM
 

FIGURE 7
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Abstract - in this paper the influence of jitter on signal-to-quantization noise ratio for
64 kbit/s (Pulse Coded Modulation) PCM and 16 and 32 kbit/s (Continuous Variable
Slope Delta Modulation) CVSDM is investigated. The results have been obtained using
computer simulation. The simulation results show that the jitter accumulated in a long
chain of standard repeaters does not seriously effect the signal-to-quantization noise ratio
in the CVSDM systems, but it does effect this ratio significantly in a PCM systems.

Introduction

A jitter plays a significant role of signal degradation in a digital transmission and it
accumulates along the regenerative line. Beside the direct influence on reliability of
regeneration, jitter also causes Pulse Phase Modulation (PPM) of samples on a decoder
output. This modulation impairs the quality of the transmitted signal. The main emphasis in
this article is on obtaining initial data concerning the influence of jitter on change in signal-
to-quantization noise ratio for a speech signal. PCM and Adaptive Delta Modulation
(ADM) with syllabic companding are chosen for initial research. The simulation performed
by according to model in Fig. 1.

Model Description

The model in this study is shown in Fig. 1. Stored samples of the filtered speech signal are
entered in the PCM and CVSDM coder. For this simulation a PCM with a rate of 64 kbit/s
and with a “A” characteristic of compression have been chosen [1]. We selected two bit
rates, for CVSDM, 16 and 32 kbit/s, denoted as CVSDM 16 and CVSDM 32
respectively, with a time constant of 3 ms. The slope control was accomplished on the
basis of 3 successive bits.



It is well known that the influence of absolute jitter is more prevalent than the influence of
relative jitter on the quality of the transmitted signal [4]. The influence of systematic jitter
is more evident in longer chains of regenerators. Because of this, an absolute systematic
jitter has been chosen for this simulation. It is most interesting from the practical point of
view to observe the transmission of primary multiplex signals based on CCITT
recommendation (both PCM and CVSDM). We consider a symmetrical low frequency
(LF) cable pairs with a bit rate of 2.048 Mbit/s and a distance between regenerators of
nearly 2 km. In these regenerative lines a simple LC circuits with Q=100 have been used.
In practice a lot of connections with a great number of regenerative sections are expected,
due to relatively small distances between regenerators. To take this into consideration, a
jitter, which regenerates on lines with 1, 10, 100 and 1000 regenerative sections, has been
simulated. We were considering the jitter of the random signal with normal amplitude
distribution which passes through an equivalent LP filter. The transfer function [4] of this
filter is:

(1)

Where: N - number of regenerative sections

x) f / f  - normalized frequency (for f  = 2.048 MHz and Q = 100; f  . 10 kHz)0     d        0

A simulation of such a filter for large N would take a lot of computer time hence and so we
decided on a rough approximation of this filter whose transfer function is:

(2)

Where:  f = NfN  0

This approximation is useful, especially at very low frequencies (x « 1) and very high
frequencies (x » 1). The mean power of jitter obtained at the output of such a filter is the
same as a filter whose transfer function is given in (1). In our investigation we consider the
approximate expression (2). We are working with effective values of jitter samples and
consider that these jitter values are normalized so that after the first regenerator the
effective value of jitter is equal to 1%, for CVSDM 32. Such a large effective value does
not correspond to those encountered in practice, but is acceptable in order to get a better
view of the influence of jitter on signal-to-quantization noise ratio for delta modulation.
The effective value is reduced to 0.5% for CVSDM 16 and to 0.25% for PCM.



The jitter values were directly entered into the decoder. In the case of the system with
delta modulation, the decoder took these time shifts into consideration when determining
the slope, while in the case of the PCM signal the time shift was converted into an
equivalent delay or advance of the reconstructed sample.

Calculation of Signal-to-Quantization Noise Ratio

We have compared the signal at the output of the decoder, sample by sample, with the
original sampled speech signal. In such a way the signal-to-quantization ratio has been
calculated. It is considered in both cases PCM and CVSDM the original signal and the
reconstructed signal are approximated by steps, that is with rectangular pulses as shown in
Fig. 2.

This approximated original signal can now be written as follows:

Where:
(3)

x  = x(iT ),   i = 1,2,3,...i  0

K - total number of samples of considered signal
T  - sampling time0

It follows that:
(4)

and that the mean signal power (T=KT ) is:0

(5)

or
(6)

The mean power of quantization noise without jitter can easily be obtained in a similar
way

(7)

where e)x  - y  and we obtain the signal-to-quantization noise rationi i  i



(8)

In the presence of jitter the difference between the approximation in steps of the original
speech signal and the approximation in steps of the reconstructed signal (that is, the error
of quantization) depends on the value of jitter at a given time and the following instant of
sampling. These two values of jitter will be represented by )t  and )t , respectively. Seei  i+1

Fig. 3. From the same figure it is easy to conclude that there are different cases according
to combination of ± signs for )t  and )t .i  i+1

Now we will analyze each of the above mentioned cases separately.

Case A: ()t  @ 0, )t  >0)i   i+1

The quantization error is this case is defined as:

(9)

(10)

 For the remaining 3 cases we can express the power of quantization noise in an analogous
way:

Case B:  ()t  > 0, )t  < 0)i   i-1

(11)

Case C:  ()t  < 0, )t  > 0)i   i+1

(12)

Case D:  ()t  < 0, )t  > 0)i   i+1

(13)



The total mean power of quantization noise is:

(14)
'0

If we change a sampling frequency from f  to f '  the effective value of jitter changes from0   0

a value

(15)

to the value

(16)

According to (15) and (16) the effective values of jitter for CVSDM32, CVSDM16 and
PCM are in the same ratio as the sampling intervals, i.e. in a ratio of 1; 0.5; 0.25.

Interpretation of Results

On the basis of the preceding considerations, we have written a complete set of simulation
programs for the PDP11/34 computer with an A/D converter. The results given in this
paper refer to processing of a single phonic construction of the form consonant-vowel-
consonant (example: dep, cal, lek...). Experimental results for other similar constructions
did not show significant differences.

Because of relatively low speed of PDP11/34, which was at our disposal, the signal-to-
quantization noise ratio has been calculated by approximating the original and
reconstructed signals with a rectangular pulses and not with the corresponding filtered
versions. In fact digital filtering of the reconstructed signal would take considerably longer
than all of the remaining simulation. Due to the absence of this filter, the signal-to-
quantization noise ratio of the CVSDM system are considerably worse than it is found in
practice. This signal to quantization noise ratio for CVSDM32 should be increased by 9dB
and for CVSDM16 by 6dB in order to obtain values corresponding to those in practice.

Table 1 shows results of simulation, where the effective value of jitter is J .eff



Table 1. Signal-to-quantization noise ratio as a function
of number of regenerators

Transmission Number of 0 1 10 100 1000
Mode Regenerators

CVSDM32
J 0 0.010 0.032 0.103 0.324eff

S/Q[dB] 13.18 13.10 13.06 12.88 12.53

CVSDM16
J 0 0.005 0.016 0.049 0.141eff

S/Q[dB] 8.6 8.58 8.55 8.45 8.09

PCM
J 0 0.0025 0.0079 0.0247 0.0705eff

S/Q[dB] 37.53 29.60 25.07 20.32 16.00

In the CVSDM simulation process, the optimal step size was chosen such that it would
give the greatest signal to quantization noise ratio. In addition, a further examination has
shown that a change in the step size a quantization noise has almost no influence on the
obtained result. We can see that by increasing the number of regenerators will decrease the
signal to quantization noise ratio.

Discussion and Conclusion

As can be seen from Table 1 for the CVSDM transmission, a jitter has little influence on
signal-to-quantization noise ratio even on a very long regenerative line. For PCM
transmission, however, this influence is very strong.

The obtained results can be explained in the following way:  The jitter noise and the
quantization noise are statistically independent and their power accumulates. When the
quantization noise is less than the jitter noise, the relatively small value of jitter noise
considerably reduces the total signal-to-noise ratio. This is also the case for PCM
transmission. On the other hand, when the jitter noise is less than the quantization noise,
the resulting degradation of signal-to-noise ratio (in dB) is not significant for CVSDM.
When considering delta-modulation it is also important to keep in mind the influence of
jitter on the adaptive part of the decoder. However, this influence is not dominant in
comparison with direct influence of jitter resulting from the change of position of samples
of reconstructed signal as seen in Fig. 3. It appears that CVSDM can be used as a reliable
A/D process, for speech and some types of systematic jitter.



A better modeling of the jitter source remains for further research, as does calculation of
the signal-to quantization noise ratio using filtered reconstructed signal. One could also
consider other types of A/D conversions with different input signals.
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Fig. 1. The model of simulation



Fig. 2. Simplified diagram used in calculation of signal-to-quantization
noise (without jitter)

Fig. 3. Simplified diagram used in calculation of signal-to-quantization
noise (in presence of jitter)
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ABSTRACT

The Cruise Missile Mission Control Aircraft Phase-Zero (CMMCA 0) is a specially
modified Advanced Range Instrumentation Aircraft (ARIA) used to receive, record,
retransmit and display real-time telemetry data during cruise missile test support. Special
emphasis will be placed upon the topics of user custom software techniques and hardware
interfacing required by the initial and on-going system development. Problems encountered
during development, along with future system enhancements, will be discussed briefly.

BACKGROUND

In September of 1983, the United States Air Force’s 4950th Test Wing was tasked to
develop a cruise-missile mission aircraft capable of providing redundant real-time
telemetry displays and remote command and control of the AGM-86 Air-Launched Cruise
Missile (ALCM). The aircraft would be used as the primary command and control aircraft,
while allowing the cruise missile to fly without visual safety chase aircraft. The
CMMCA 0 would carry a user test team consisting of the test director, test conductor and
remote command and control operator. Each team member would have visual feedback of
missile status and enough information to evaluate the safety of the test scenario. This
concept would save many millions of dollars by allowing for off-range testing of cruise
missile assets and enabling large cutbacks in both air and ground support.

The Test Wing chose to contract the actual airframe modification and hardware design to a
civilian firm. The software design, implementation and integration required for the display
of the cruise missile health parameters would be performed by the Test Wing’s Test
Analysis Division. The system integration and validation would be a joint effort between
the contractor and the Test Wing. This paper will focus upon the initial user requirements
and the mission role of the CMMCA 0, the system hardware and software designs, the 



problems encountered in the development efforts and the final integration into the aircraft
environment.

USER REQUIREMENTS

The commitment of the 4950th Test Wing to full software support of the CMMCA 0
mission presented a rare opportunity for the Air Force to field a fully in-house developed
and maintained software system. The Strategic Air Command (SAC), as the user
command, required a display system that would provide telemetry parameters adequate
enough to determine missile health as well as insure proper attitude feedback to fly the
missile under remote command and control. The displays had to be capable of displaying
up to twenty-five separate pieces of engineering data with several different displays being
accessible at any one time by any one of the operators. The data would be verified by SAC
personnel and changes quickly accomplished if required. The displays would have to
include visual graphics like bar graphs, attitude indicators and timers to enhance parameter
feedback. The system would also have to allow for user interaction in selection of data
streams and displays. Update rates had to be once per second and the system would have
to support the desired telemetry data rate. Generally, the user gave requirements which
were flexible enough to allow for varied designs. The largest concern was the compressed
schedule allowing only nine months between contract award and system rollout.

SYSTEM DEFINITION

In formalizing our system we chose the 8-Mhz Motorola 68000 micro-processor as our
main system processor and its accompanying assembly code as our development language.
The IEC PD-3000 plasma displays with basic vector graphics were to be used in
displaying health parameters in numeric as well as graphic formats. The system would be
triply redundant with accompanying power supplies and input-output board support. It was
determined to run all interfaces under system interrupt with the incoming telemetry data as
our highest priority. We would allow for switchable data sources from two independent
decommutators for enhanced redundancy. All of the data would be collected in real-time at
the pulse code modulated (PCM) rate of 76.8 kilo-bits per second. The memory would be
constantly refreshed with the incoming data and would be purged after each mission to
insure security. There would be a total of six interfaces, three parallel and three serial. The
interfaces are reflected in figure 1-1. The processor allowed for seven priority auto-vector
interrupts. In our system, the highest interrupts would be the parallel input data streams
and a processor watch-dog timer that would insure that the processor was still functioning
properly. A Modular Interface Unit (MIU) would also supply parallel inertial navigation
system data for the aircraft to missile ranging calculations required by the ARIA navigator.
Finally, serial interfaces for displaying data, range information and a user keyboard would
complete the total requirements and ensure the required redundancy. The system would



use 32k-bytes of random access memory and the system software would be loaded in
64 kbytes of erasable programmable read only memory. Upon initial start up, the system
will initialize all of the input-output interfaces and then prompt the user for the proper
screen inputs. The software would run directly from firmware and no operating system
would be required. The redundant requirement would keep each processor independent of
the other and the loss of any one would not jeopardize the capabilities of the other. The
requirements were very diverse and required a great deal of planning and design. The
contractor would build up the processor hardware and the Test Wing would write the
system software in parallel due to the time constaints. This effort would require a great
deal of interfacing from design through system integration and testing.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

After establishing the user requirements and insuring all aircraft interfaces were met, the
task of software development could be researched and accomplished. The constraints of
memory, timing and quick modifiability were the biggest concerns along with the
continuing task of maintainability. The Motorola VME-10 development system was used
in system software development and system emulation. The target hardware was a
Telemetry Data Processor (TDP) that would be programmed to recognize data
synchronization, sort data, convert it to engineering units and display the outputs. The
software was designed to incorporate code modularity and macro style subroutines to aid
in clarity and rapid modifiability. The assembly code, often cited as a major draw-back by
some users, adapted quite well to our design goals by supporting high level language-like
constructs, macro-assembly functions and high speeds. The code also allowed for the bit
and byte manipulations required by the engineering calculations and the Motorola fast-
floating point utilities supported any higher mathematical functions. The overall goal of the
software was to have function-oriented (nodules which could be linked together at run time
and thus allow for a great deal of flexibility and independence. This methodology would
hopefully alleviate unwanted software side-effects and insure quick system modifiablilty.
Below are the final baseline modules along with a short summary of their functions.

MAIN is the central driver routine. It calls subroutines that set up all input and output
devices, initializes graphic displays, converts data to engineering units and
appropriately sends converted data to the plasma display. The following is a list and
description of the base line subroutines.

PLIB consist of the plasma library subroutines that provide the means for positioning
data on the screen, formatting the numeric representations, drawing bargraphs, artificial
horizons and other graphic functions. Routines are written to emulate higher order
languages by allowing for parameter passing and minimizing detail presented to the
MAIN driver.



MACLIB is the macro library. The macro functions are used to minimize duplicity of
code and allow for the higher language features incorporated in the assembler.

CRT is a program which contains subroutines that are call by MAIN to initialize the
display background prior to the acceptance of data. This feature keeps static data from
being refreshed each update in order to increase parameter update rate. Once data is
being processed the background can be changed by selecting a different display at the
keyboard. The MAIN program has three displays that are supported in CRT.

PCM is an interrupt driven subroutine and accepts data from a 2746 EMR
decommutator. Data is received, sorted, and stored in computer memory for further
processing in the main driver. PCM is unique for each pcm stream and must be altered
for each new program.

IODRIV initializes all input and output devices to the proper mode and enables or
disables devices as needed during program execution.

AKBD accepts operator input from a Burr Brown keyboard model TM25. This
information is used to determine which input data stream is to be monitored and which
display will be selected for viewing.

VARS defines the computer memory locations where the input data processed by PCM
is placed. MAIN also uses these locations to format and display data on the plasma.

ROMDOG is a specialized routine that initializes and starts a hardware timing source
that will detect if a central processing unit (CPU) has faulted or the program has ceased
operation. The routine accepts interrupts from a 6840 programmable timer on the CPU
card and evaluates the hardware status. The processor will be reset if any fault has
occurred.

DATA is a look up table which contains a pseudo program. The pseudo program, a
basic map of the telemetry stream data locations, is referenced by PCM. PCM gets a
data word and based on its position in the telemetry stream DATA will determine what
kind of word it is and what is to be done with it. The basic actions include checking for
data synchronization, tracking frame identification, storing data or directing pointers to
embedded data streams.

Figure 1-2 reflects the overall system design and the interfaces of the baseline routines.
The modularity of the code affords a great deal of flexibility and adaptation to new
programs. New programs can be built by changing only a few modules as refected by
figure 1-2. For example the DATA module is a map of each PCM stream and defines the



data locations and their meanings. This module is easily modified to allow for new PCM
streams and data rates without effecting any of the other modules, thus allowing for a
maximum data transparency between modules. Currently the baseline program has been
adapted to a wide variety of data streams and display formats for the programs we support.
With the current software design the Test Wing has developed and verified entire new data
streams and displays in as little as one month.

PROBLEMS

The problems encountered with the CMMCA 0 system ranged from system hardware to
human factors. One rather interesting problem concerned the update rate on the plasma
displays. Realistically, the displays could almost update in real-time but this would make
the data unreadable. The user determined that an update rate of three times per second
would be readable as well as still provide usable feedback data. We accomplished this task
with a simplistic wait loop. Another problem which has been encountered has been the
saturation of the systems capability to input high data rates to memory without error. This
problem occurred when a user required the input data rate of 384 kbps. The rate saturated
the input routine at the 16-bit level by interrupting too quickly for the system to respond.
The solution was to provide a 32-bit input and accept the data in an interrupt-polling
routine which would take in an entire set of data before allowing the data to be output. The
update rate was decreased to two times per second but this drawback was acceptable to
the user. Experience has shown that the problems are quite dynamic and change with each
new software requirement. To this point we have been quite successful but realize that
soon new methods and system upgrades will become necessary to continue our support.

CONCLUSION

In retrospect, the base-line CMMCA 0 software has been quite successful. The original
version underwent intergration into the final hardware configuration in August 1984. The
interfaces were systematically tested and fully validated with complete success. In
November 1984, the system flew the rehearsal for the Canadian-U.S. ALCM launches
with a SAC test team monitoring the displays and utilizing the command and control
functions. Last minute data changes were done down-range with a portable software
development station. All mission and user requirements were met and the success of the
first Canadian launches are history. Currently the demand for the CMMCA 0 has increased
dramatically and the software is as varied as the telemetry it support’s. Hopefully the
future will push enhancements like memory expansion, color graphics and increased
processor speeds to aid the user further in his desire for real-time data. The plans for an
Advanced CMMCA with radar capability are being developed for the 1990 time frame and
a study to increase the CMMCA 0 capabilities is currently being done. 



Hopefully the enhanced ARIA will continue to support the leading edge of the research
and development telemetry field and the 4950th Test Wing is proud to be a part of it.
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ABSTRACT

Today the use of RPV’s has become widespread, with both the civilian and military sector
taking advantage of their low cost surveillance capabilities. With the advent of more
complicated systems with special type requirements, both cost and reliability have become
crucial considerations to the user. This has accelerated the need for a versatile ground-to-
air-to-ground data link that is easy to use and maintain and remains cost effective. The
solution is at hand.

In 1986 Electro-Magnetic Processes, Inc. (EMP) produced a complete, turnkey, RPV
Tracking System for the Swedish Government. The system used “off-the-shelf” hardware
and proved to be both versatile and compact. The system not only provides voice and error
protected command signals to the aircraft, but simultaneously tracks and receives voice,
video, range and telemetry signals transmitted from the RPV. The inclusion of a voice link
for both the up-link and down-link may seem odd at first (as most RPV’s are unmanned),
but in fact this serves as a great help in the performance testing of developmental prototype
RPV’s, allowing real-time feedback of position, attitude and status, to and from the
observer or passive pilot. The system is composed of both ground based and airborne
equipment which integrates to Customer Furnished Equipment (CFE) sensors such as a
forward looking infrared turret and data processing computers.

INTRODUCTION

Aside from its excellent performance, possibly the greatest asset of this RPV data link is
its versatility. Being of modular design throughout, the airborne and ground subsystems
can be added to, or subtracted from, in order to fulfill almost any requirement. The
technology used is field-proven with applications being successfully deployed all over the
world. With the PCM/FM/FM data transmission being utilized for all applications.



In order to best understand the system this paper first introduces the ground based and
airborne hardware separately. The system hardware is shown as Figure 1 with Figure 2
delineating a typical frequency spectrum, with r-f carrier frequencies chosen so that
spurious frequency emissions from the transmitters do not appear in the received
bandwidths. Finally, Figure 3 shows the signal flows that exist in a typical system.

GROUND STATION

The Ground Station initiates all commands to the RPV and receives and processes all data
(telemetry and video) from the RPV. Obviously, the Ground Station antenna must
continuously point in the direction of the vehicle. To accomplish this, including near
overhead passes, the single-axis, EMP Model GTS-04C Automatic Tracking System with
the Multi-Mode Antenna (MMA) option was selected. This extremely light weight antenna
system features a 4 foot diameter, focal point fed, main antenna and a broad-beam
acquisition aid array. Both antennas are capable of automatic tracking. Switching between
them can be accomplished manually or automatically. While the higher gain, narrower
beam main antenna is used most of the time, either of two conditions will cause automatic
selection of the low gain, wide beam array. The conditions are: (1) the slant range to the
RPV has decreased to the point where the received signal level exceeds a preset value.
The resultant lower antenna gain increases the dynamic range of the receiving system by
about 12 dB and virtually eliminates receiver saturation; and (2) the angle error has
become excessive as may occur during a close-in crossing course or overhead pass. The
wide beam maintains continuous track and, although the antenna may lag the target
significantly, the continuity of the link is preserved. Both forms of auto switching have
hysteresis windows in order to prevent the changeover occurring too frequently at switch
points.

Both the main antenna feed and the auxiliary antenna consist of a horizontal array of three
vertically polarized dipoles. To optimize the performance of the main antenna, the central
dipole, being ideally positioned at the reflector focal point, is used to supply the sum or
data channel for reception. The two outside dipoles are used solely to generate a difference
signal via the technique of single-channel monopulse tracking (SCM). Such isolation of the
central element offers no advantage in the case of the wide beam array so the sum channel
is derived in the conventional SCM manner. A low-noise preamplifier, a scan converter
and the command transmitter are located in the feed assembly housing. These are the only
active components in this highly reliable assembly.

The inclusion of a high quality diplexer gives each antenna the capability to simultaneously
transmit up-link commands and receive down-link telemetry and video data while tracking
the RPV.



A rack mounted Antenna Control Unit (ACU) provides the operator with the capability to
manually position the antenna to a desired angle, select operating modes, manually select
between the antennas and observe the various status indicators.

Additional rack mounted modules give the Ground Station the signal conditioning
capability necessary to code, decode, format and output the data to the appropriate
devices. These modules will be discussed later in the order of signal flow.

AIRBORNE SYSTEM

The Airborne Station receives up-link RPV commands, including, in the case of this
system for Sweden, those to control a customer-furnished forward looking infrared (FLIR)
camera and FLIR gimbal. The FLIR video is merged with altimeter, gimbal, aircraft
attitude and ranging tone data and transmitted via the down-link to the Ground Station for
processing. The ground-to-air-to-ground link also accommodates voice communication
between the two stations.

The signal handling equipment is similar to that at the Ground Station. Much of it is
identical and interchangeable which offers a logistic advantage. The operation is so similar
as to render a separate discussion redundant.

To facilitate mounting in the confines of the small airframe, the system is divided in to two
subassemblies. The signal processing modules are grouped together and mounted on a
thick aluminum plate. The r-f modules are treated similarly. The thick plates serve transfer
heat from the modules to prevent overheating. A single dipole stub antenna mounted on the
underbelly of the aircraft proves quite adequate for this Swedish requirement since
maneuvering is limited to ±36 degree banks.

GROUND STATION MODULES

All modules are of the highest quality and are “off the shelf”. This is an important
consideration from several standpoints. System engineering costs are minimized.
Versatility is enhanced since system complexity can be increased or decreased with
minimum effort and cost.

The following is a brief description of the modules utilized in the Ground Station control
center. The order generally follows the flow of the signal inputted from the antenna
through the various modules and outputted to the host computer.



Telemetry Tracking Receiver

The Model AR400LV Video Receiver is used to provide the Ground Station with video
information. The receiver is a single heterodyne type with an IF bandwidth of 20 MHz.
The receiver has two video outputs. One is used to display/record the video picture from
the airframe, while the second output is fed to the subcarrier demodulator for further
processing. The receiver also generates the AGC and AM used by the Antenna Control
Unit for automatic tracking.

Subcarrier Demodulator

The SD8143 Subcarrier Demodulator separates the FM data that modulates the 7.5 MHz
subcarrier from the composite video signal. This signal is, itself, a composite signal
comprising of voice, PCM and range data. The output of this unit is fed to the GDP8100
for further processing and demodulation.

Ground Data Processor

The GDP 8100 is used to process base band signals for both the up-link and down-link.
The unit contains a card cage that holds all the circuitry necessary to simultaneously
encode the up-link PCM command stream, while the down-link telemetry PCM stream is
synchronized, decommutated and outputted. The system also generates the range tone for
the up-link and provides the subsequent detection and processing of the down-link range
tone.

The GDP 8100 also houses the low frequency subcarrier modulators and demodulators for
the voice channels in the Ground Station. All connections for the data input and outputs
are made by the rear panel of the unit while the hinged front door contains test points for
the monitoring of the internal PCM signals and respective clocks. The signal strength of
both the links are also displayed, as are the lock indicators of the PCM streams.

Range Display Panel

The DR 8114 range display panel receives the RPV slant range computation from the GDP
8100 and displays the value in meters. The ranging system is accurate to within 100 meters
with resolution to 10 meters. The panel also has provision for calibration, which is
achieved by switching in an additive time delay so that the range display agrees with path
distance at a known calibrated distance. Once this has been accomplished no further
calibration is required to the ranging system.



Digital Data Interface Panel (DDIP)

The (DDIP) is the link between the Antenna Control Panel, the Ground Data Processor
(GDP 8100) and the Host Computer. Its function is to convert analog and parallel digital
data coming from these equipments to a single serial bit stream formatted to customer
requirements.

This DDIP is a card cage unit that is based on the STD bus. It accepts, as its inputs, analog
and digital data processor such as: RPV slant range, bearing, attitude and altitude along
with relevant sensor data, and antenna status. Its output is supplied to the computer. The
data is check summed and gated into the computer only when the PCM lock status is
positive, assuring that the computer is only fed correct down-linked data. Typical
applications of data processing are the simultaneous display on a VDU of RPV picture
with RPV location plus heading with overview of imaging field of view.

CONCLUSION

The EMP RFV Tracking System is the long awaited solution to the problem of securing a
high quality, lightweight, portable, command control and communication system that is
low cost and flexible.

Each system is carefully tailored to suit the customer’s individual needs. The r-f
frequencies, bandwidths and powers are selected as per requirement, as are the signal
conditioning and the PCM format along with any additional interfaces. However, due to
the flexibility of the system this is easily achieved and has been proven in the field.
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SYSTEM SPECIFICATION

Antenna:
Air: ASLN Omnidirectional Stub
Ground: 4-Foot Paraboloid with Acquisition Aid

Both antennas are vertically polarized and configured for simultaneous transmit/receive
operation.



Coverage Profile: To +4 Degrees at 60 to 100 km
To +4 Degrees at 10 to 20 km
To +85 Degrees at 0.3 to 3 km

Tracking Error:
Low Gain: 3.0 Degrees Peak
High Gain: 0.3 Degrees Peak

Slant Range Coverage: 0.01 to 655.36 km

Ranging Error: 100 Meters Peak

Readout Resolution:
Angle: 1.0 Degrees
Range: 10 Meters

Transmission Type: PCM, FM, FM

Bandwidth:
Up Link: 400 kHz
Down Link: 20 MHz

PCM Overall Accuracy: 0.37% Worst Case

Resolution: To 12 Bits

Range: ±10 V Maximum Unipolar or Bipolar

System Power:
Ground: 10 Amps at 115 Vac
Air: 7 Amps at +28 Vdc Maximum

System Weight:
Air: 20 Pounds
Ground: Electronics 55 Pounds
Antenna/Pedestal: 100 Pounds

Shock:
Airborne: 20g, 11 ms, 1/2 Sine
Ground: 12 g, 11 ms, 1/2 Sine

Vibration:
Airborne: 5 g, 10-2000 Hz
Ground: 2 g, 5-200 Hz



FIGURE 1.  SYSTEM HARDWARE



FIGURE 2. TYPICAL FREQUENCY SPECTRUM
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ABSTRACT

The Physical Science Laboratories of New Mexico State University is completing
development of the Fixed Base Data System for the McDonnell Douglas Corporation. This
system is being developed to support multiple helicopter flight testing at McDonnell
Douglas’s Mesa facility. It represents current state-of-the-art equipment utilizing the
Digital computer line of equipment, multiple micro processors, Aptec I O computers, Cray
computer peripherals, and a modern card module Aydin telemetry front end.

Extensive software and system design was applied to solving the complex data processing
solutions required to support the helicopter flight test mission. This program included
developing multiple processor configurations to reduce telemetry streams of data in
realtime and display results for operators review and goodness of test performance checks.

This system is completely computer reconfigurable and operates in realtime, playback, and
quick look modes simultaneously while supporting two vehicles in flight. This represents a
multi-year effort system development by the Physical Science Laboratories utilizing
advanced telemetry processing techniques.

ITC '87
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ABSTRACT

Telemetry Links are being used extensively in aeronautical flight testing for performance
evaluation of prototype aircraft. Starting as a flight safety tool the technique has come to
stay as a permanent method for the rapid conduct of flight test programmes. However, in
certain specific areas such as the one under consideration conventional photographic
methods are still being utilized. Conventional photographic methods being not compatible
with real-time links, result in post-flight evaluation procedures, which consequently delays
the entire flight development effort.

This paper presents an effort to evolve a system that overcomes these difficulties. The
method takes advantage of the capabilities of the standard Radio altimeters and DME’s in
conjunction with a real-time video/telemetry. While the Radio altimeter gives the vertical
geometric altitude of the aircraft over the terrain, the Distance Measuring Equipment
(DME) is used to measure the slant range of the aircraft from a fixed remote DME
installed at the end of the runway. These two measurements are used as inputs to compute
the horizontal distance of the aircraft in the take-off or landing phase. The computed
instantaneous values are transmitted through a normal telemetry-link to the ground station.
Supplementing the above measurements will be a video link wherein an airborne video
camera mounted at a suitable point on the underside of the aircraft fuselage, is used to
photograph during the exercise the lift-off of the main wheels and transmit the picture
through the video link to the ground station. The system details along with their working
principles are explained. The system proposed helps in the real-time transmission of
computed results. Expansion details of the proposed system to cater for other applications
are also touched upon.

ITC '87
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ABSTRACT

The Systems Utilization Enhancement (SUE) Data System developed for three of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Ground Spaceflight Tracking and
Data Network (GSTDN) stations by the Bendix Field Engineering Corporation is a
distributed telemetry data processing system utilizing Multibus/68000 microprocessors and
Ethernet Local Area Networks. This system has been developed to decommutate, strip,
packetize, and transmit digital spacecraft pulse coded modulation (PCM) data over High-
Speed-Data lines (HSDLs) for receipt by control centers and the scientific community. The
SUE Data System replaces existing decommutators and on-site data system computers at
the key Space Transportation System (STS) GSTDN stations located at Merritt Island,
Florida; Bermuda, and at the Network Test Bed located at the Goddard Space Flight
Center in Greenbelt, Maryland. This paper will present a SUE Data System overview as
well as specifics of its subordinate subsystems. Hardware design considerations will be
discussed, including architecture, coupling, commonality, modularity, reliability, fault-
tolerance, and growth.

BACKGROUND

As a result of an early Project SUE study, it was determined that the existing Merritt
Island, Florida (MIL) and Bermuda (BDA) data system computers and decommutators
would be replaced with new equipment to ensure reliable on-site telemetry processing,
transmission of shuttle PCM data to the Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas, and
special range safety data processing during the STS launches. The Project SUE Data
System reflects the detailed research and thorough analysis of functional and mission-set
requirements that culminated in the selection of a distributed processing design. Various
elements and specialized talents from design engineers to station personnel participated in
the development of the system concept and nurtured it through the design and
implementation phases.



SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The SUE Data System comprises ten different subsystems, each providing a specialized
function. The primary purpose of the system is to decommutate, strip, packetize, and
transmit digital spacecraft PCM data over HSDLs for receipt by off-site control centers
and the scientific community. Secondary functions include providing operator interface,
recording digital data, processing analog and digital signal status, and interfacing digital
serial data from external equipment. The Data System includes the Telemetry Processor,
Communications Processor, Digital Maintenance and Control Subsystem, Link Console,
Digital Recording Subsystem, Communications Processor SUE System Interface Unit,
Data Quality Monitoring Subsystem, Analog Parameter and Event Recorder, Status SUE
System Interface Unit, and Portable Maintenance Subsystem. Figure 1 illustrates in block
diagram form the basic design of the SUE Data System. Figures 2 and 3 present the rack
elevations for the subsystems.

A distributed processing system was selected because it afforded the greatest flexibility in
system design. The individual station support requirements varied significantly, therefore
unique station configurations could be easily accommodated by the system. The growth
capacity for additional subsystems to expand into the distributed processing system and
use its facilities with negligible impact is considered a valuable asset.

The coupling of the subsystems for status and control and for the transmittal of the station
blocked data is via redundant Ethernet Local Area Networks (LANs) operating at
10 Mb/s. Each computer has redundant interfaces to a status and control bus and a data
bus. A bus study was commissioned to investigate the best approach for the coupling to
meet requirements and design criteria; the outcome was Ethernet.

An objective fulfilled throughout the design was commonality of parts and components. A
significant logistical cost savings resulted from limiting the number of different assemblies
within the system. Only when the system design would be compromised was this
philosophy deviated from. Fallout cost savings in documentation, testing, maintenance and
training also result from this commonality concept.

The computer chassis design utilizes modularity and partitions primary functions to the
board level. Each subsystem computer chassis uses the same Multibus architecture. With
the exception of the Telemetry and Communications Processors, all chassis have a
common design deviating only in board complement, rear panel interface, and in unit
unique front panel controls or status indicators. Spare card cage slots are available for
growth or modifications. Off-the-shelf high-technology components were researched for
applicability prior to implementing custom board designs. A total of twelve different types
of boards are used in the entire Data System. Single Board Computers and Ethernet



Controller boards utilizing Motorola 68000 and 68010 microprocessors are used in all of
the subsystem computer chassis. Custom designs include a binary parallel time interface
board and a high speed serial digital data transmit/receive board.

Modularity was also a key factor in the rack-level design. Equipment is housed in standard
NASA racks and is positioned to provide ease of access to the computers, Ethernet
interfaces, patch panels, and interface panels. Two and three-bay consoles were developed
to provide work space for the Data System operators.

A primary concern in the system design was reliability. A high Mean Time Between
Failure (MTBF) of the components selected was a basic criterion. For example, the
switching power supplies used in the system have an MTBF of over 40,000 hours. The
Mean Time To Repair (MTTR) any unit has been kept to under 30 minutes.

The remainder of this paper describes the subsystems comprising the SUE Data System.

TELEMETRY PROCESSOR

The Telemetry Processor (TP) is a self-contained device developed primarily to
synchronize and perform realtime processing of downlinked spacecraft PCM telemetry.
The unit has four input data channels. The prime input channel has the capability to
synchronize to PCM data and the three auxiliary channels have the ability for only
asynchronous processing. The asynchronous or synchronous data is processed and inserted
into specially formatted packets and then output on Ethernet LANs or the units Serial
Output port.

The TP is capable of processing telemetry with input data rates up to an aggregate of
5 Mb/s with any combination of input rates to the four input channels or 5 Mb/s on any
one channel. The TP acquires and maintains synchronization on PCM data input to the
primary channel with the use of its frame synchronizer and three sub-frame synchronizers.
The frame synchronizer has the ability to detect inverted data and correct the polarity. The
sub-frame synchronizers may be programmed to synchronize in the Recycle, ID, or
Complement modes.

The TP has the functional capability to deblock data input to its primary channel or from
the Data bus LAN and to output the data portion of the block in a contiguous stream from
its serial Output port. Also, the ability exists, when programmed, to deinterleave data from
the prime channel PCM input and to output this data in a contiguous stream to the Serial
Output port with negligible data delay.



COMMUNICATIONS PROCESSOR

The CP is a self-contained device developed to route data received in Ethernet packets to
high-speed-data-lines and to receive blocked data from these lines, insert it into Ethernet
packets, and route it over specific Ethernet buses.

The device is fully redundant, containing two identical units to ensure reliable operations.
During normal operation each unit is powered-up and operating, but only one has an active
interface to the HSDL. If a failure occurs, the other unit will automatically come on-line.
At the discretion of a host computer operator either unit can be commanded on-line.

The ability of the CP to transport data to and from HSDL is provided using the Ethernet
LAN buses. All of this data is in the NASA Communications Network (NASCOM) 4800
bit block format. The CP can process only one HSDL input while multiplexing output data
to 1 through 3 HSDLs at individual rates up to 56 Kb/s. The CP can operate in a single
duplex mode at a rate up to 224 Kb/s.

DIGITAL MAINTENANCE AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM

The Digital Maintenance and Control Subsystem (DMCS) is the host computer for the
SUE Data System. The host computer maintains status and control of remote SUE Data
System hardware and software. In addition, the host computer provides a human interface
to the data system. The DMCS supports a DMCS Computer, a winchester/floppy disk
combination, two medium-resolution color graphic display terminals, and a high-speed dot
matrix printer.

The DMCS downloads operating and application software from the disk media to an
Ethernet LAN for reception by the SUE remote subsystems. The DMCS processes SUE
system status information and provides appropriate control of the SUE Data System. In
order to ensure the integrity of communications between the DMCS and other SUE system
units, status messages are transmitted via all of the Ethernet LANs. In the event of a failure
of the DMCS, a Link Console or the Portable Maintenance Subsystem (PMS) can provide
comparable functions.

LINK CONSOLE SUBSYSTEM

The Link Console subsystem is also a host computer for the SUE Data System, and
provides a focal point for status display of other station systems. The Link Console is used
by the Link operator to control the Data System and other non-SUE station equipment
used during mission support periods. The Link Console is electrically equivalent to the
DMCS, except that it has additional space provided for non SUE equipment status and



indicators. In the event of a failure of the Link Console, the DMCS or PMS can provide
comparable functions.

DIGITAL RECORDING SUBSYSTEM

The Digital Recording Subsystem (DRS) records selected data for the Data System that
occurs on the Ethernet LANs. While it has the capability to time-tag and record any
Ethernet packet, its primary function is to store and log blocked spacecraft telemetry data
and system status information. The DRS has been designed to store at least 30 minutes of
192 Kb/s STS blocked PCM data and 72/216 Kb/s Command data to prevent data losses
in the event of a failure of one or more of the HSDL or a CP. Upon repair of the HSDL or
CP, data stored on the DRS would be delogged and transmitted off-site. The DRS can also
archive a minimum of 5 minutes worth of data onto streaming tape.

The DRS supports two DRS Computers, three 168 MByte High Capacity Disk Drives, and
two 60 MByte Streaming Tape Drives. Two DRS computers have been included to
provide redundancy for critical data recording. Daisy chaining the hard disk drives to
separate disk controllers improves storage capabilities and allows for future expansion or
upgrades. The hard disk drives are dual-ported to the controllers in both DRS Computers
to prevent data inaccessibility in the event of a computer failure.

COMMUNICATIONS PROCESSOR SUE SYSTEM INTERFACE UNIT

The Communications Processor SUE System Interface Unit (CP SSIU) subsystem has
been developed primarily to interface the Spacecraft Command Encoder (SCE) and Shuttle
Forward Link (SFL) to the SUE Data System. The CP SSIU is the digital serial data
interface between these systems and the SUE LANS. This allows these systems access to
external NASCOM HSDLs interfaced by the Communications Processor.

The CP SSIU is capable of receiving and transmitting digital serial data with the SCE and
SFL. The CP SSIU is also functionally capable of transmitting or receiving serial digital
data from other equipment such as Bit Synchronizers.

The CP SSIU subsystem comprises two CP SSIU Computers and associated patch and
interface panels. Two computers have been included in the subsystems built for MIL and
BDA to provide redundancy for critical data processing.

The CP SSIU computer is capable of processing serial streams of digital data through any
of its six transmit and receive channels. A channel is implemented using one SUE Multibus
Transmit/Receive Board. Data received on a channel from external equipment is processed
by the CP SSIU Computer and packed into specially formatted Ethernet data packets and



transmitted on the Data bus to other subsystems. Data blocks to be transmitted by the CP
SSIU are received on the Data bus in specially formatted Ethernet data packets, stripped of
packet overhead, and output serially by a transmit channel.

DATA QUALITY MONITORING SUBSYSTEM

The Data Quality Monitoring System (DQMS) has been developed primarily to act as a
fault isolator and data quality monitor for all SUE Data System generated or processed
data leaving the station via the Communications Processor on HSDLs. The DQMS
contains digital serial data interfaces and Ethernet interfaces needed to compare data on
external NASCOM high-speed-data-lines with like data on the Ethernet LANs. The design
and interface of the subsystem permits the monitoring of command blocked telemetry data
received from HSDLs. The DQMS is also functionally capable of receiving digital serial
data from other equipment such as bit synchronizers. In the event of a failure of the CP, the
DQMS can transmit digital serial data onto the HSDLs.

The DQMS subsystem comprises the DQMS Computer and associated patch and interface
panels. One computer has been included in the subsystem built for BDA. Two computers
have been included in the subsystem built for MIL to provide redundancy for critical data
processing.

The DQMS is capable of processing digital serial streams of data through any of its four
transmit and receive channels. A channel is implemented using one SUE Multibus
Transmit/Receive Board of the same design used in the CP SSIU computers.

ANALOG PARAMETER AND EVENT RECORDER

The Analog Parameter and Event Recorder (APER) subsystem functions as the analog
input/output and discrete digital output interface between the SUE Data System and
non-SUE station equipment.

The basic components of the subsystem are the APER Computer, an APER Patch Panel,
and an APER Interface Panel. To provide redundancy for critical data inputs or outputs,
two computer units have been included in the subsystem. Each APER Computer unit can
support up to 128 single ended analog inputs, 24 analog outputs, 32 relay closure outputs,
and 64 relay or TTL level digital inputs.

The analog and digital inputs and outputs from both computers are interfaced to the APER
Patch Panel. The patch panel is used to patch external data to either APER Computer. Any
input can be dual patched to both APER Computers if redundancy is required. Because
there is a large number of inputs and outputs available, the patching has been made



semi-permanent, requiring extraction and insertion tools to remove or insert patches. This
method was selected to limit the size of the patch panel, to reduce the probability of
patches being removed accidentally, and to give the application software a known patching
configuration.

One or both APER Computer units can be on-line and processing data. Input data is
gathered by the software, inserted into special Ethernet packets, and output onto one of the
LAN’s for reception by a host computer or the Communications Processor. Each computer
is also capable of receiving special “display” Ethernet packets from other subsystems.
Data parameters are extracted from the “display blocks”, and then output as either discrete
or analog signals to drive meters, stripchart recorders, or station event panels.

STATUS SUE SYSTEM INTERFACE UNIT

The Status SUE System Interface Unit (STATUS SSIU) subsystem has been developed to
function as the discrete digital input interface between the SUE Data System and non-SUE
station equipment. The STATUS SSIU can be interfaced to up to 320 relay closure or TTL
level input signals from external station equipment. The unit is capable of sampling any
number of the inputs, blocking them into a special Ethernet packet, and sending the packet
to one of the host computers. The STATUS SSIU also functions as the setup and control
device for the Bit Sync Controller Distribution Units which program and control the SUE
Bit Synchronizers in the station.

The basic components of the subsystem are the STATUS SSIU Computer, a STATUS
SSIU Patch Panel, and a STATUS SSIU Interface Panel. The digital inputs to the
computer are interfaced to the STATUS SSIU Patch Panel. The patch panel is used to
patch external data to the inputs of the STATUS SSIU Computer. The patch panel is
provided to allow the grouping of specific inputs from external equipment to specific input
channels of the computer. The patch panel design is the same used in the APER.

PORTABLE MAINTENANCE SUBSYSTEM

The Portable Maintenance Subsystem (PMS) is a tool developed to maintain the other
subsystems built for the SUE Data System. The PMS Rack contains a PMS computer
chassis, a color graphics terminal with keyboard, a Hard/Floppy Disk, Ethernet interface
and Input/Output Interface panels. This equipment is mounted in a 6 foot tall roll-around
rack.

The PMS has two distinct modes of operation. In the “PORTABLE” mode, the PMS is
disconnected from the four Ethernet LAN’s of the Data System and is moved to a
subsystem which is not functioning properly. In this mode, the PMS can download



software and control a subsystem using the RS-232 port, generate test data to verify or
exercise subsystem inputs, and analyze subsystem data outputs. The PMS provides a test
bed for maintenance and diagnostic evaluation of any Multibus board used in the BFEC
developed SUE Data System subsystems.

In the “ON-LINE” mode of operation, the PMS is interfaced to the two dual redundant
Ethernet LANs of the Data System. In this mode, the PMS can perform the download, and
status and control functions of a host subsystem. This mode serves as a secondary backup
for the DMCS or Link Console during periods of critical support. Additionally, the PMS is
capable of downloading diagnostic software to the different subsystems via the Ethernet
LANs and running these diagnostics remotely.

The PMS Computer chassis contains one of each major circuit board used in the BENDIX
developed SUE Multibus chassis. This provides a readily available source in the event of a
board failure in another subsystem. Most boards are electrically connected to an interface
panel located on the front of the PMS rack, allowing easy access to inputs and outputs
during board diagnostics or exercises.

SUMMARY

After detailed research and analysis, the SUE Data System has been developed to provide
a flexible distributed processing environment at the key STS GSTDN sites. The SUE Data
System will ensure reliable telemetry processing and transmission of data for the next ten
years along with a reduced life cycle cost.
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ABSTRACT

NASA ground stations are characterized by ever changing support requirements, so
application software is developed and modified on a continuing basis. A distributed
operating system was designed to optimize the generation and maintenance of those
applications. Unusual features include automatic program generation from detailed design
graphs, on-line software modification in the testing phase, and the incorporation of a
relational database within a real-time, distributed system.

INTRODUCTION

In 1987, the data handling systems for the NASA ground stations at Merritt Island,
Florida; Greenbelt, Maryland; and Bermuda were replaced under the Systems Utilization
Enhancemant (SUE) Project. The functional requirements of the SUE Data System can be
summarized as follows: to detect, synchronize, decommutate, monitor, block, transmit,
record and play back telemetry from various launch vehicles and spacecraft (including the
space shuttle); and to monitor and control station equipment.

Because of changing support requirements, application software is developed and modified
on a continuing basis. Simultaneous replacement of the entire data system allowed for a
unified software approach to reduce life cycle cost.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

A distributed architecture was chosen for the SUE Data System. There are several reasons
for choosing a distributed processing system: to improve cost/performance, to support
incremental growth, and to provide fault tolerance. The SUE Data System comprises eight
varieties of subsystems which can be duplicated to meet the support requirements of a
specific ground station. The different subsystem types are described in an accompanying
paper. The subsystems are linked by four Ethernet 10 Mbit per second busses. The largest
system has a total of thirty subsystems.



Host subsystems (equipped with a hard disk) boot their program from the disk. Hosts
provide operator interface, system monitoring and control. Other subsystems request
download from host over the Ethernet. A shell program provides the operator with control
access to the system. It provides an efficient but helpful interface, prompting the
inexperienced operator in a menu fashion, and allowing the experienced operator to
quickly type commands and data entries with minimum keystrokes.

A sequence of operator entries may be combined into a batch file using the online editor.
The name of this batch file then becomes a new command. Batch files may contain lines
which invoke resident commands or other batch files. Batch file nesting can be 10 levels
deep. In addition to sequences of commands and any associated data entries, batch files
may contain special instructions to control their execution. These allow for iteration and
conditional execution of lines within the batch file, making a simple but flexible interpreted
control language.

The shell normally receives its input from the operator’s terminal. It is possible, however,
to invoke the shell from an application program. Operator dialog may be logged to the
system printer, to a file, or both. The UNIX output routine “printf” is part of the command
processor, any messages generated by program calls to “printf” are logged as well. It is
possible to delay the execution of commands by instead appending them to a command
file. This allows complex (slow) command files to build simple (fast) commmand files for
execution during a support.

Operator displays are divided into four groups:

dialog - the scrolling area used for echoing operator keyins.
alarm - the scrolling area used for notification of events and alarm conditions.
text - the non-scrolling area used for block displays and formatted alphanumeric

displays.
graphics - the non-scrolling area used for color graphic displays such as the system

block diagram.

The dialog, alarm and text displays may be printed on the line printer. The alarm area is
used for notification of events and alarm conditions. Alarm messages are identified by a
single letter in the first column so that the operator may quickly select a point that has
recently alarmed for continuous monitoring.

The control interface has been designed to allow two views of the SUE Data System: as
individual hardware subsystems, or as a collection of distributed applications. Hardware
oriented control is straightforward; the operator specifies which subsystem he is interested
in, and what he wants to do to it. This view of the system is only safe in test situations.



Because of the complex interconnections between software programs executing in various
subsystems, the most appropriate view for control is by application.

Within the SUE Data System, an application is defined as the allocation, initialization and
control of a set of system resources to perform an independent and externally identifiable
system function. Examples of applications are the realtime telemetry transmission for a
spacecraft pass, shuttle main engine monitor, and reduced rate playback of a spacecraft
dump. Combinations of applications for complete handling of a spacecraft launch or pass
are termed supports.

The management of applications is based on the concept of resources. A resource is a
hardware or software entity which may be allocated to a limited number (usually one) of
applications at any time. Examples of hardware resources are telemetry processor ports,
communications lines, and bit syncs. Examples of software resources are application status
monitors and telemetry processor application programs.

When an application is defined, its definition includes a list of resource requirements for
that application. The designers will prepare a relational database table which satisfies each
requirement with an appropriate resource. An assignment may specify a particular resource
e.g., bit_sync_16. In this case, the ALLOCATE command will check to see if that
resource is free, and notify the operator if it is not. An assignment may instead specify a
class of resource. The ALLOCATE command will find any free member of that class and
assign it to the requirement.

DESIGN GOAL

The primary design goal was to maximize the productivity of applications and sustaining
programmers. Keys to such productivity include the choice of an appropriate language and
development environment, automated documentation (including graphics), automated
configuration control, an organized system database, a design based on reuseable modules,
and tools to allow incremental source code revision.

The engineering disciplines have invented terms that group classes of design solutions
according to the relative cost and time required for a change to be implemented. The
traditional terms, in order of decreasing cost per change are hardware, firmware, and
software. To this list we add a new term, opware. Opware is any implementation of a
design, or solution to a problem, that is complete immediately upon its specification. It is
“softer” than software because there is no compilation or linkage required. In the SUE
Data System, opware includes tables of data in a relational database, an interpreted
application language, table driven programs, ASCII files specifying display formats, and
batch files of operator menus, prompts, and sequenced commands. The operator interface



to the SUE Data System is built entirely on opware. An online editor allows batch files,
display files, and data tables to be created or modified while the real-time system is
running. This provides virtually instant turnaround from designing a change to testing it.

GRAPHICS BASED SYSTEM GENERATION - NASMAC

The largest SUE Data System comprises thirty computers communicating over four
Ethernet Links. Software development of such a system would traditionally be based on
partitioning the software effort among several groups. Each group would focus on a single
computer or small number of computers.

Several problems arise from this approach. Communication among the groups consumes a
significant amount of project resources. Interfaces among the various computers become
too numerous to document using traditional Interface Control Documents (ICD). For 30
computers, there are 435 possible interfaces. Application functions often span several
computers. This forces a relatively simple, coherent application design to be broken into
pieces to match the hardware configuration.

In order to minimize software life cycle cost, Bendix developed the Network Adaptive
Schema for Modeling Asynchronous Computation (NASMAC). NASMAC is a set of
software engineering tools which allow the specification of software systems using
directed graphs, the automatic transformation of such graphs into operational software, and
the online monitoring of the system behavior using the original graphs.

Multi-task software systems frequently involve complex control and synchronization
relationships between functional modules. The proper design of such systems requires a
complete understanding of operating system principles, knowledge that is typically beyond
the applications engineer or the maintenance programmer. Inter-task relationships are often
poorly documented, because the only documentation kept current is the source code
comments, and inter-module or inter-task connections are system level concepts. System
level design documents are usually inaccurate by the time the initial version of software is
installed, and they are dangerously obsolete within one or two years. since distributed
systems typically contain a greater number of tasks (when all subsystems are considered)
than single computers, the design and documentation problems are proportionately worse.

NASMAC provides the applications engineer or maintenance programmer an advantage
over traditional approaches: the documentation describing task level and subsystem level
interfaces is comprehensible and complete; the documentation is guaranteed to be accurate
and up-to-date throughout the life of the system. This is accomplished by using a
computer-based, graphic network diagram to specify task and subsystem interfaces. The
system level graph is the “source code” from which the operational software is



automatically derived. Figure 1 shows a simple NASMAC graph used to route uplink
messages to either the Shuttle Forward Link or the Spacecraft Command Encoder.

The nodes of an NASMAC diagram are either memory resident data objects (denoted by
rectangles), or pure functions in the C language (any other shape). Pure functions are
subprograms that operate only on the parameters provided to them. They cannot interact
with other programs or affect system data unless “pointers” to those programs or data are
given as parameters to the function. There is no restriction on the use of internal data
within the function, however, and functions could exhibit state behavior (behaving
differently on subsequent invocations) based on internal variables. A connection between
two nodes on an NASMAC diagram corresponds to the flow of control, data, or both
between a function and another node. Between a data element and a function, only a data
flow is possible. Data flows are represented by dotted lines.

Between two functions, there are three possible types of flow: data, control/data and
control. A data flow is represented by a dotted line from an output of one function to an
input of another. It simply provides each function with pointers to a 32-bit data element.
Data stored by one function may then be accessed by another. A control/data flow is
represented by a solid line from an output of one function to an input of another. It
provides common pointers to a data element as well as two event bits for synchronization.
The function receiving the data has an event bit signalling that a new value has been
provided. The function producing the data has an event bit signalling that the last value
provided has been consumed. A control flow is represented by a solid line from one
function to the body (not an input) of another. It provides event bit synchronization without
data flow.

With the appropriate manipulation of event bits, two functions behave like two tasks with
a handshake protocol governing the flow of messages between them. Functions are
executed only when all inputs are provided and all previous outputs have been consumed.
The C code corresponding to a function is normally unaware of event bits and the other
functions or data elements to which it may be connected. It is only concerned with
operating on the parameters provided to it. The calling program is a real-time executive
which controls the synchronizing event bits and coordinates the execution of the functions.
It operates according to a network of data structures generated from the source network
diagram.

NASMAC provides a means to specify complex software systems as networks of
functions with control and/or data relationships. It assures that the actual software is
accurately represented by the design diagrams and that there are no hidden synchronization
relationships. It distributes the software across multiple processors, generating the required
interprocessor messages automatically. In this way, NASMAC supports a systems level



approach to the design of software. It provides management of, and visibility into, the
often complex control relationships between concurrent software processes. It enforces the
maintenance of rigorous, unambiguous design specifications for the entire system
throughout the software life cycle.

DATA MANAGEMENT

The SUE Distributed Operating System (SUEDOS) is based on the UNIX System V file
system. For a variety of reasons, the UNIX operating system itself is inappropriate for host
functions. SUEDOS therefore contains a UNIX compatible file interface which can open,
read and update files on the UNIX disk. For reliability, however, it does not create or
extend UNIX files (which would affect disk block allocation).

In order that the operator can create or modify batch files, there is a simple, single
directory file system on top of the UNIX file System. It uses one large UNIX file and
allocates blocks within that file. This SUEDOS file system allows the creation, extension
and deletion of files.

SUEDOS organizes the memory of all subsystems into a single, tree structured database.
This organizes the system data logically for development. Subtrees are based primarily on
applications rather than subsystems. It also provides symbolic debugging for the entire
distributed processing system as a whole, rather than for each subsystem separately.
Figures 2 and 3 show how subtrees are combined to build the computer memory images.
At the top of each figure is a theoretical system memory database organized into a
command (uplink) application, a telemetry application and common application modules.
At the bottom is a block representing the memory contents of a particular computer. Each
computer contains selected portions of the system database. Some portions are shared by
several computers. Memory objects in the system are identified by their database
pathname e.g., :command:host:mode, or :telemetry:telem_processor:frames_per_second.
Such pathnames are equivalent to a memory segment number and an offset within that
segment. Objects in one computer may “point” to objects in another by using pathnames as
references. The translation to memory addresses is performed automatically.

In addition to the tree structured organization of computer memory, SUE also supports an
integrated relational database as a means to maintain variable length tables of string or
numeric fields. These tables are files within the SUE file system. They are normally used
by the SUE shell to provide adaptive prompts, and to manage resource allocation.



PROCESS MANAGEMENT

A task is a unit of independent execution in a computer program. Tasks are scheduled by a
multitasking executive in the computer’s operating system, based on synchronization
events such as device interrupts, timers, and messages from other tasks.

MX is a real-time executive providing priority scheduling with timer, interrupt, counting
semaphore, mailbox, and queue methods of synchronization. MX runs independently in
each subsystem.

NASMAC graphs comprise nodes representing functions in a traditional programming
language, and data/control flows between nodes. A node executes when it has been
provided all of its required input flows. After execution, output flows emanate to other
nodes, triggering their execution. Interprocessor synchronization and communication is
managed automatically. A data flow between two nodes is implemented as a common
memory reference when the nodes are in the same computer, or as an interprocessor
message when they are in separate computers. A proc is a unit of independent execution in
the NASMAC run-time environment. It corresponds to a node on a NASMAC graph.
Proc’s are similar to tasks, except that their scheduling is performed by the NASMAC
Real Time Executive, rather than the computer’s operating system (MX). The overhead in
scheduling procs for execution is less than that for tasks because there is no context saving
required.

NETWORK MANAGEMENT

The high data rates and large number of subsystems receiving the same data precluded the
use of a standard transport/network layer protocol. Instead, an efficient protocol was
developed based on Ethernet’s multicast capability. All SUEDOS subsystems have the
same multicast address. An intelligent controller receives all SUEDOS packets and filters
out those which are not of interest to the subsystem. A distribution bitmap, essentially a
compact list of subsystems to receive a message, is embedded in the message header.

Each packet contains a message type in the Ethernet header. In each subsystem, and for
each incoming message type, there is a list of queues on which pointers to the message are
posted. Software objects wait for arrival by pending on queues.

High speed throughput packets contain a sequence counter; any messages dropped by
LAN will generate an alarm. Critical messages demand a positive acknowledgement and
will be retransmitted if necessary.



FAULT TOLERANCE

Each subsystem transmits a network status message on each bus every second. Host
subsystems monitor these messages for errors. The host determines from the pattern of
errors whether a subsystem has failed, an Ethernet bus has failed, or a single Ethernet
controller has failed. In any case, automatic failover procedures are initiated.

The Best Source Selector is a software algorithm used to select a primary source of
telemetry data from several streams. It functions by calculating a weighted sum of quality
measures for each choice and then selecting the highest quality choice, subject to two
hysteresis parameters. The four quality measures used in the SUE Data System are frames
per second (in the last second), lock status (right now), a timer triggered value, and an
operator bias or override. Each of these terms is weighted (the operator can modify
weights) and summed to produce a quality figure for each choice. The quality figures for
all choices are compared, and the best is selected as the new choice. There are two
parameters which can cause the previous choice to remain unchanged: deadband (The new
choice has to be at least x units better than the previous choice.), and debouncing (The
previous choice must have been selected for at least t units of time.). Both of these
hysteresis constraints will dampen oscillation of the Best Source Selector. Changes in a
selector’s decision output will directly influence the inhibit flags in the telemetry
processors, as well as generating an alarm message.

There are two mechanisms for failure detection available: SUEDOS can detect the failure
of a subsystem or an Ethernet controller, and the best source selection logic can detect the
failure of a data source. Automatic failover is accomplished via three techniques. First, the
system host automatically executes a recovery batch file which has been prepared for each
subsystem. This file may enable backup systems. Detection and reaction time is on the
order of 3 seconds. Second, the best source select logic enables backup data sources
directly. Reaction time is on the order of 100 ms; detection time is a function of best
source select debounce parameter. Third, hardware may be designed around primary/
backup pairing (This is true for the communications processor). Combined detection and
reaction time is on the order of 100 ms.

The system will boot into a state where all application parameters that had been set by the
operator are the same as when the system failed. For each application, a previously
selected recovery option will set the application state to either STOPPED or RUNNING.
Counters and other dynamically changing variables will be reset to their initial values.



CHANGE MANAGEMENT

SUEDOS and all application programs are developed on UNIX System V. The system
generation process is controlled via the same shell as the real-time system, using batch
files. In the NASA support environment, application software may change as often as
monthly. Therefore, it is imperative that the integrity of the system not be compromised by
changes in the application software. Several features of the SUEDOS provide such
assurance. Application specific batch files and relational database tables allow the tailoring
of the system without changes to the source code. Overlays are independently linked
programs which execute only in the host upon operator command. Each subsystem has
reserved memory space for an independently developed application program. An on-line
editor is available so that batch and display files may be quickly modified during testing
and integration. The most effective tool for managing change, however, is the source level
patching utility described below.

Complex on-line software systems, such as the SUE Data System, require a considerable
time to test. During the development and sustaining phases of a large software project, the
turnaround time between detecting an error in the program, correcting it, and retesting, can
severely limit the productivity of the programming and operations staff involved. The
traditional solution to this problem was the use of machine language patches (errata) to
correct software problems.

The reversibility and limited scope of such patches reduces the amount of regression
testing necessary to achieve confidence in the revised program. For this reason, patching
becomes the preferred means of not only correcting errors, but also installing minor
enchancements.

The disadvantage of the use of patches lies in the difficulty of maintaining source code and
documentation which reflect the current state of the operational program. This usually
leads to additional effort being required for a new release of the software to be generated
and successfully tested. In extreme cases the operational program is so thoroughly patched
that a recompilation is prohibitively risky and/or expensive. This results in permanently
frozen software.

For project SUE Bendix developed the capability to gain the advantages of patching
without incurring the cost and risk. When a module of a software system must be changed,
the changes are applied to the high level language source code. The module is then
compiled into relocatable object code. Instead of rebuilding the entire software system,
however, the module is overlayed into a reserved area of the operational program’s
memory image. Routines within the old version of the module are vectored to the
replacement routines with “Jump” instructions. The entire process is performed



automatically by a program which works in conjunction with the UNIX C compiler and
linking loader. The result of this process is that the current state of the operational program
is always maintained in source language, while leaving the required regression testing of
the modified system the same as for machine language patching.

This technique reduces development time for corrections and enhancements, because
source language is used. It also reduces development time for new versions since patches
do not have to be converted into the equivalent source code. It reduces module debugging
time because changes can be retested within minutes (the time to compile one module),
rather than hours (the time to regenerate the entire software system). It reduces system
testing time because source language changes will contain fewer errors than machine code
patches.

INTEGRATED DIAGNOSTIC TOOLS

The NASMAC graphs from which the software was generated may be displayed on the
host color terminals while the system is running. Under each node of the graph is displayed
one of three possible statistics:

1) A count of the number of times the node has executed. If the node is currently
executing, the count is displayed in green. Idle nodes are white, and pending nodes
are red.

2) The measured number of microseconds used by a single execution of the node.
3) The measured number of microseconds used by the node in one second.

There is a multitask debugger resident in each subsystem. This can be used in conjunction
with a serial port and terminal for diagnosing software problems. The debugger features
task conditional breakpoints, stack utilization statistics and a disassembler. In addition, the
operator display area may be used to monitor software variables residing in any of the
subsystems.

SUMMARY

A “design for maintenance” philosophy has been applied to the development of a
distributed processing system for handling telemetry data. The distributed operating system
and software tools used will reduce the life cycle cost of this project and provide a basis
for development of other real time systems.
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ABSTRACT

Contingency planning for Hubble Space Telescope (HST) operations is being formulated
using expert system technology as a framework. A prototype system (the Telemetry
Analysis Logic for Operations Support, or TALOS, system) was developed which
demonstrated the feasibility of using an adaptive telemetry extractor/reformatter integrated
with an expert system. Using a test case generated by a simulator, the time for analyzing a
complex series of failures was reduced to few minutes from the hour typically required.

The telemetry extractor presently reads only HST engineering telemetry history tapes;
enhancements will allow reading real-time engineering telemetry streams and disk-based
data. It extracts 170 monitors (data points) out of the 4015 monitors available, and
performs quality checks before reformatting and forwarding the data. Telemetry format
changes are handled almost instantaneously; the set of monitors being extracted, or the
database defining the decommutation tables, can be changed in less than five seconds.
Telemetry format changes are handled autonomously; the latter two changes can be
controlled either by a console operator or by the expert system.

The expert system is built around the Lockheed Expert System (LES) shell. It presently
contains 1600 facts, 230 rules, and 27 goals, and operates either in an anomaly
identification mode or a fault diagnosis mode. After identifying an anomaly or diagnosing a
fault, the system summarizes the events leading to its conclusion, and can, if asked, explain
its rationale as well.

The TALOS system will be described, and its potential role in the development of
contingency planning, operator training, and flight operations will be discussed.

Key-words:  Telemetry Extractor, Expert Systems, Contingency Planning.



INTRODUCTION

The Hubble Space Telescope (HST) is not, for the most part, an autonomous spacecraft.
Its engineering telemetry will be monitored for vehicle health and safety on a nearly
continuous basis from the ST Operations Control Center (STOCC) at the NASA/Goddard
Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, MD. STOCC personnel must recognize and respond to
anomalies by initiating the appropriate contingency procedures. One exception to this
dependence on ground personnel is the vehicle safemode system.

An on-board computer continually tests critical vehicle subsystems. When one such test
fails, a sequence of stored commands autonomously places the vehicle in a “safemode”, or
a safe configuration. Several safemodes have been defined and are activated depending on
the nature and severity of the malfunction. Each safemode is designed to isolate the failed
component or subsystem and then to place the vehicle in a stable, power-conserving
attitude. The safemode system buys time for the STOCC personnel to respond to a serious
on-board situation. STOCC personnel must still recognize that the vehicle has entered
safemode, determine which safemode test or tests have failed, and diagnose the cause of
the problem. These tasks must be accomplished before the vehicle can be recovered and
the scheduled scientific observations resumed. Developing tools to speed up these
analyses, therefore, has a very high payoff for enhancing mission operations.

The analysis of a vehicle safemode event requires interpreting raw telemetry which
appears in a variety of formats depending upon, among other things, the type of safemode
entry (which is to be determined!). Following a safemode recovery study in 1984, it was
recognized that, because of the complexity of this task, some sort of ground software
assistance would be needed if the HST were to be operated efficiently. In the summer and
fall of 1986, the Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, the Mission Operations
Contractor (MOC) for HST, wrote a prototype expert system (the Telemetry Analysis
Logic for Operations Support, or TALOS, system) to demonstrate the feasibility of this
approach.

DESCRIPTION OF TALOS

TALOS uses a rule-based expert system to determine the state of the HST spacecraft vis-
a-vis vehicle safemode events. TALOS operates autonomously and requires no input from
the operator save initialization. It’s reasoning is determined by its knowledge of safemodes
and of the spacecraft itself, together with the current values of selected vehicle telemetry
monitors. An adaptive telemetry extractor selects requested data from the downlinked
telemetry, reformats it, and forwards it to the knowledge base.



The TALOS prototype operates in either of two modes. In the monitor mode, TALOS
scans a telemetry history file (optionally starting from a specified time) and looks for the
existence of any safemode event; when an event is found, it automatically changes to the
diagnostic mode. In the diagnostic mode, TALOS determines whether the HST itself is in a
safemode; and if it is, assesses the sequence of vehicle events, summarizes what happened
and when, and verifies that the vehicle response was correct. If desired, the operator can
ask for a rationale explaining why a particular conclusion was reached.

The TALOS system consists of four major subsystems, of which two were developed by
the MOC and two were provided in the Lockheed Expert System (LES) shell:

a) a Data Interface (developed by the MOC),

b) a Knowledge Base (populated by the MOC),

c) an Inference Engine (provided by LES), and

d) a Knowledge Interface (also provided by LES, but customized for this application).

The Data Interface was built from scratch to support this application; the Inference Engine
and the Knowledge Interface were developed as part of an on-going project in expert
systems research at the Lockheed Research Laboratory in Palo Alto.

Development costs thus far have been a few months of effort and liberated time on a
shared Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) VAX/8600; TALOS also operates quite well
solo on a DEC MicroVAX II/GPX.

THE DATA INTERFACE: OVERVIEW

The Data Interface consists of a set of adaptive telemetry extraction programs written in
FORTRAN. The principal software routine is called EXTRACTOR. EXTRACTOR
accepts as input the telemetry monitors (data points) requested by LES, a decommutation
database generated by a routine called LIBRARY, and the downlink telemetry (either from
a history tape or from disk), and then produces the desired monitors in a usable form (raw
units or engineering units). EXTRACTOR responds in real time to changes in downlink
format and in the subset of monitors being requested. It is expected that the HST telemetry
system will not change radically during the ST mission, and therefore the basic algorithms,
once coded, will not require extensive updating.



THE DATA INTERFACE: HST TELEMETRY DATA STRUCTURE

The HST telemeters engineering data at rates of 0.5, 4, or 32 KBPS. These engineering
data can be in any one of 11 different formats, whose details are given in table 1. This
engineering telemetry stream supplies information on the 4615 engineering monitors, or
data points, on the HST. As many as 4015 monitors can be included in a major frame of
downlink data, depending upon the format.

Each monitor is represented by from 1 to 48 bits. The location of these bits is mapped by
decommutation tables which are periodically updated to reflect error corrections and
changes. A monitor can be telemetered as often as 40 times per second or as infrequently
as once every 5 minutes, depending upon how often the ground needs the information. The
sampling frequency of a monitor is controlled by how it is commutated. Most monitors on
the ST do not appear in every minor frame of data. Rather, they are subcommutated and
appear in minor frames at specified intervals. A point is rarely supercommutated (occurring
more than once in a minor frame). Monitors can also be super/ subcommutated, that is,
occur more than once per minor frame, with each occurrence of the data scattered through
a region of that minor frame. Also, data can be context dependent, wherein the monitor
being represented depends on the value of another point in the telemetry.

THE DATA INTERFACE: TELEMETRY FLOW AND CAPTURE

The downlinked telemetry stream is captured both on a History Tape and on a Telemetry
Data Storage disk. A History Tape is a standard 6250 bits per inch computer tape with at
least 2 files on it. The data files are kept in physical blocks of 2070 16-bit words, and are
further divided into records containing 1 or 4 minor frames. The data stored on disks
appear as a series of indexed records with 1 minor frame per record (500 BPS and 4 KBPS
formats) or 4 minor frames per record (32 KBPS formats). The records are grouped into
files which are closed whenever the format changes. During operations, the most recent 3
days of data are expected to be kept on-line on the Telemetry Data Storage disk. There are
versions of the EXTRACTOR for each type of data storage.

THE DATA INTERFACE: OPERATIONS

Before EXTRACTOR can be run, a database containing the 4615 monitors and their
decommutation codes, engineering unit conversion coefficients, and mnemonics must be
built using a program called LIBRARY. This database takes the form of a set of arrays
which can be rapidly accessed by EXTRACTOR. EXTRACTOR uses these arrays to
create an image of a major frame of telemetry for each format. Using the decommutation
tables, these images are loaded with the expected locations of all the monitors which were 



requested by LES. As telemetry is received, these tables are continuously examined to see
which specific bytes of telemetry are to be processed.

The data placed in the major frame images are called “data numbers”, and in turn point to
an array, called INFO, which contains all of the information required to process each
monitor. If a monitor is supercommutated or context dependent, more than one data
number may be assigned to a given point. While straightforward for most monitors, this
approach can become quite convoluted if the data for a monitor are supercommutated,
subcommutated, or context dependent. Certain monitors must have special routines defined
for them (e.g., report the value of the monitor only if it passes through zero, only if it
changes, only if another set of monitors have certain values, etc.).

When EXTRACTOR is run, all these major frame images are kept resident in memory. If
the format should change, the host computer’s virtual operating system can quickly find
the appropriate new image.

Telemetry data are originally 16-bit (history tape) or 32-bit (telemetry data storage disk)
words. After setting up the major frame images and INFO, EXTRACTOR begins by
reading a block of telemetry data and formatting it into bytes. EXTRACTOR then reads
the header words, and checks that all of the fixed data in them (e.g. synch words) are
good, and that the format ID is valid. If there is a problem, EXTRACTOR stops and writes
the entire block of data into a status file in HEX format. It then asks the user (LES)
whether to continue the run. If continued, EXTRACTOR seeks and finds the beginning of
a valid file before resuming the run as before. An EXTRACTOR run ends with the end of
a history tape or when the user-specified endtime is found.

Using the above techniques, EXTRACTOR can quickly read the value of all the LES-
requested monitors, in any format, and process them into a LES readable format, in either
raw counts or engineering units. Extractor is roughly 20-100 times faster and uses 1/60 to
1/1000 of the space of a conventional extraction program. As EXTRACTOR is seeking
only 170 monitors out of the roughly 4000 available, a ratio of 1:24 might be expected.

THE KNOWLEDGE BASE

Knowledge in the knowledge base is represented in four ways:

a) backward chaining, goal-driven rules (IF ... THEN ..., but read right-to-left),

b) forward chaining, data-driven rules (WHEN ... THEN ..., read conventionally left-to-
right),



c) facts stored as slots in frames, and

d) goals which can be run concurrently with dynamically changeable priorities.

Backward chaining rules fire when the condition following the THEN statement is exactly
matched by a condition following an IF statement of another rule or by an Hypothesis
statement of a goal. When the rule fires the system then tries to find a match for the
conditions following the IF statement either in the knowledge base or in the THEN clauses
of other rules. When appropriate, a message is written to the screen to inform the user of
the result.

Forward Chaining rules will fire only when all conditions following the WHEN statement
are met. Those conditions are checked by the system each time a condition defined by a
TYPE_ENTRY of ‘STATE_CHANGE’ undergoes some change in the knowledge base.
When the rule fires, the condition following the THEN statement becomes true.

Frames are the primary form of knowledge representation in LES. While rules contain
control knowledge or knowledge about the relationships between objects, the objects
themselves are captured as a collection of attributes stored in slots in frames. The frames
themselves may be hierarchical with frames lower in the hierarchy inheriting attributes
from those higher up.

Goals are represented as a special category of frames used to initialize backward chaining
reasoning. LES permits dynamic alteration of goal priorities via forward chaining rules. By
changing priorities based upon what is discovered about the spacecraft, LES can pursue
new lines of reasoning. This use of forward chaining rules is known as “Demons”.

The Knowledge Base includes 1600 facts, 230 rules, and 27 goals. As an entity, it is
already more knowledgeable about safemode entry than the average console operator was
during the Ground System Thermal-Vacuum Test.

THE INFERENCE ENGINE

While in the monitor mode, TALOS reasons in a data-driven manner and awaits the
detection of a safemode event. 20 of the 27 defined goals are initially set to a priority of
zero. Talos proves that the spacecraft is healthy, time and time again.

Upon finding a safemode event, or safemode test failure, TALOS enters the diagnostic
mode and begins processing goal-driven, backward chaining rules. Then, the priority of a
goal may be raised or lowered by data-driven forward chaining rules, depending upon
what TALOS suspects to be the problem. The Inference Engine may even ask for different



data from the Data Interface. For example, if it seems that A or B failed, TALOS raises the
priorities of the goals that state “A is defective” and “B is defective”, gets additional data
about these goals from the spacecraft telemetry, and sets about proving or disproving
them. New spacecraft data can cause further shifts in the priorities. Continuing the
example, if A checks out, TALOS sets its goal-priority to 0, but upon finding that C now
looks suspicious, TALOS raises its goal-priority. Thus the Inference Engine is capable of
abandoning one line of reasoning and switching to another based upon what it discovers
about the condition of the spacecraft.

THE KNOWLEDGE INTERFACE

The Knowledge Interface (user interface) uses windows to keep the operator appraised of
what it has found. At any time, one window is maintaining summary statistics on safemode
events, while another window is giving details of the ongoing analysis. At the conclusion
of its analysis, TALOS presents its findings and the operator may ask for a printout, or
may ask for a detailed explanation of the findings. By design, TALOS serves to advise the
operator and cannot of and by itself issue any commands to the HST spacecraft.

TALOS CAPABILITIES

TALOS has demonstrated its ability to scan a telemetry history tape, to identify an initial
safemode event, and to analyze a complex sequence of events correctly. A particularly
complex but logically consistent series of safemode events were placed on a telemetry
history tape using the Hardware/Software Laboratory at Lockheed in Sunnyvale, CA. The
analysis needed to decipher this sequence presents a challenge, even to an expert analyst,
and would typically require an hour. This series of failures proceeds as follows:

First, a hand-shake between two on-board computers fails. This failure causes a safemode
test to fail, although the vehicle itself is not put into a safemode.

Then, excessive electrical current is discovered in the vehicle’s magnetic torquer bars.
Another safemode test fails, but this time an on-board computer commands the vehicle to
the first level of safemode: Software Sunpoint.

As a result, the solar panels are commanded to rotate. But, since there are no solar panels
in the laboratory, another safemode test fails.

Next the battery depth-of-discharge fails through two successive limits (logically, since the
solar arrays are misaligned). Passing the second discharge limit causes entry into the next
level of safemode: Hardware Sunpoint.



The printout produced at the end of the TALOS analysis clearly showed this sequence of
events. On an unloaded system, this entire analysis takes only a few minutes.

CONCLUSION

TALOS should be understood as applying current technology to the contingency analysis
problem. Contingency planning includes: anomaly recognition, immediate action definition,
diagnostic techniques, and recovery plans. By analogy, if you were driving down a
highway and your automobile had a flat tire, you would hear the blowout and notice that
steering became difficult (anomaly recognition). Your instantaneous reaction would be to
slow down, get off to the side of the road, and stop (immediate action definition). Then,
after you were safely stopped, you would examine the tires, replace the flat with your
spare, and continue on your way (diagnostic technique and recovery plan). Present
demonstrated TALOS capabilities include fault identification (with rationale) and
confirmation of the autonomously activated, pre-defined immediate action.

Contingency planning maps directly into present and potential TALOS functions, and the
further development of TALOS will build on our contingency planning. Conversely,
TALOS will provide us a framework for codifying such planning. By merging the two, the
TALOS development should force higher degrees of organization, consistency and
completeness upon the contingency planning process. The cost will be in training
operations personnel to care and feed the TALOS knowledge base, and in the time it takes
for these people to insert their contingency plans into the knowledge base itself. However,
by testing TALOS against HST spacecraft or simulator data, the contingency analyses can
be validated directly. Additionally, more thorough testing of TALOS is provided. As a
bonus, the self-documenting nature of the TALOS knowledge base provides paper
procedures when needed, while the explanation feature of TALOS provides a teaching tool
for new personnel and develops rationales for some unexpected cases.

The Data Interface has proven fast, robust, and flexible. The Knowledge Base is small but
was adequate to demonstrate the concept. Further near-term TALOS development will be
directed at a small number of high return situations. The input capabilities of the Data
Interface will be expanded to include Real-Time data. Three diagnostic modules will be
added to service the pointing control system (PCS), the electrical power system (EPS), and
the data management system (DMS), although these modules will be limited to handling
contingencies related to vehicle safemodes.
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TABLE 1:  HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE DOWNLINK TELEMETRY
FORMATS

FORMAT FMTID  MAJOR MINOR DOWNLINK RATE TYPE
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

AF CO   120 250    4 KBPS FIXED
AN CO   120 250    4 KBPS   PGM
C 30     20 125   .5 KBPS FIXED
DE 92     20 125 .5 and 4 KBPS FIXED
FF 28 1200 200   32 KBPS FIXED
FN 28 1200 200   32 KBPS   PGM
PF 50 1200 200   32 KBPS FIXED
PN 50 1200 200   32 KBPS   PGM
S 91     10 250    .5 KBPS FIXED
TF 18 1200 200   32 KBPS FIXED
TN 18 1200 200    32 KBPS   PGM
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The column headers have the following meanings:

FORMAT: The (arbitrary) name of the format. Used by the ground system display pages,
and the most commonly used format designation.

FMTID: The hexadecimal format identifier used by the HST DF224 computer.

MAJOR: The number of minor frames in a major frame.

MINOR: The number of 8 bit words in a minor frame.

DOWNLINK RATE: The data rate, in kilo bits per second, at which the data are
broadcast.

TYPE: Denotes whether the data are fixed (the HST NSSC-1 computer is not running
and the data are formatted by the SIC&DH ROM), or ProGraMmable (the
NSSC-1 is running, and the data are formatted by a software routine which
can be reprogrammed).
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ABSTRACT

Commonality of functions is a driver for standardization in any data system, and the
rapidly increasing complexity of space missions makes telemetry systems an important
target for the application of appropriate standards. For many computer-based systems, the
standards provided in the Open Systems Interconnection suite are suitable; however,
telemetry systems to support modern space missions have performance and environmental
requirements that may make these standards impractical. Groups have been established to
address standards in these high-performance areas. The most notable and widespread work
has been accomplished by the Consultative Committee on Space Data Systems (CCSDS),
a voluntary organization whose members comprise most of the world’s space agencies.
Among the CCSDS achievements are recommendations for several important telemetry
standards that encompass telemetry and telecommand packet concepts as well as coding
schemes. Standards consistent with these recommendations, along with the NASA
Communications (NASCOM) block, provide a consistent data packaging approach that
embraces the entire end-to-end communications network that links an experimenter with
his space-based instrument. However, standards must be implemented in an efficient, cost-
effective manner if potential benefits are to be realized. Furthermore, high data rate
requirements dictate the use of hardware or firmware for many functions. An approach to
meeting this challenge has been initiated at the Goddard Space Flight Center, where Very
Large Scale Integrated (VLSI) circuit technology has been applied to frame and packet
synchronization and deblocking and depacketizing functions. The resulting designs have
been implemented in special purpose VLSI circuitry, and the resulting individual
components have been successfully tested at greater than 30 Mbps. Systems built around



these elements are expected to operate at 20 to 30 Mbps, and the high-speed
implementations of these designs are expected to operate at over 300 Mbps. Systems
based upon this technology, utilizing standards that implement advanced data system
concepts, can provide the foundation for next-generation telemetry data systems.

INTRODUCTION

The benefits of applying standards when appropriate are clear and well documented (1). In
the case of telemetry systems, which support the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration’s (NASA) scientific satellite complement, there are at least two major
classes of standards that are applicable: computer system standards, such as those defined
in the Federal Information Processing Standards, and communications systems standards
consistent with the emerging Government Open Systems Interconnection Procurement
specification. As manufacturer’s equipment are produced compatible with these standards,
design engineers can proceed with some confidence that solutions implemented using these
products will operate properly and will be able to communicate effectively with other
manufacturers’ systems that follow the same standards. However, in some cases, there is a
need for standards that cannot be addressed by industry for a variety of reasons; for
example, because the requirement is unique to a special problem with a limited number of
potential subscribers. This was the case when the NASA Communications (NASCOM)
block was defined and also with the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems’
(CCSDS) new packet telemetry standards.

SPECIAL STANDARDS

Early in the Nation’s space program there was a need for a worldwide high-speed
communications capability to support the acquisition and transmission of tracking and
instrument data from Earth-orbiting satellites. The requirements for this network exceeded
those of any other endeavor of the times; as a result, NASA developed its own system of
tracking stations and interconnections. A cornerstone of that network is the NASCOM
block, illustrated in Figure 1. This format is used throughout NASA’s ground networks,
and systems that are required to process satellite data must extract that data from
NASCOM blocks.

The space/ground link for scientific satellites is unique. Generally, data from multiple
instruments are multiplexed into a serial stream and transmitted to a ground receiving site,
sent to a processing center, and demultiplexed into instrument data sets for analysis. If ad
hoc multiplexing schemes are selected, then functionally identical hardware and software
must be redesigned for every mission to accommodate the new data formats and operating
modes. However, if a standard technique is selected and used consistently, considerable
savings in system design and operations complexity may be realized. The CCSDS, an 



Figure 1. NASCOM Block Format (Ground Spaceflight Tracking
and Data Network Format)

international group of data system experts with membership from virtually all of the free
world’s space agencies, recognized this and embarked on a program to develop a set of
standards that would provide for standard data handling techniques, thereby increasing the
possibility for system interoperability as well as enabling the normal benefits of
standardization.



One of the guidelines for standards developed by the CCSDS addresses packet telemetry
(2), that provides a general, variable length format with a fixed header for instrument data
along with a fixed-length frame format for achieving communications link efficiency on the
space/ground link. The packet and frame formats are shown in Figures 2 and 3; the data
flow from instrument to processing center when these standards are used is shown in
Figure 4. The data flow begins at the spaceborne instrument where it is encapsulated at the
source in a telemetry packet. Multiple instruments may create telemetry packets and each
instrument’s packets are uniquely identified in the packet header. The packets are then
encapsulated in fixed-length transport frames. Each transport frame has a number that is
the “Virtual Channel Identifier.” This is an artificial technique for making the single
space/ground link appear to be (in the current standard) eight independent channels and for
assigning bandwidths and priorities as needed. For example, a high-rate instrument that
generates large quantities of data may be assigned its own virtual channel. At the receiving
site, all frames with that particular virtual channel number might be sent to a special data
processing center to handle that data. Other packets may all go to the same destination and
could multiplexed into a single virtual channel. In either case, any given transport frame
could contain part of a packet, all of a packet, or more than one packet.

Figure 2. Packet Format



Figure 3. Transfer Frame Format

Transport frames moved from receiving sites to processing centers would be encapulated
in NASCOM blocks. Thus, a processing center receiving a data stream would need to
remove the transport frames from NASCOM blocks, then unpackage the transport frames
to reassemble the packets. Certain error control/checking must proceed simultaneously
with the unpacking and reassembly. These functions of block synchronization, frame
synchronization, packet reassembly, and error checking are fundamental processes that
must be performed over and over again and are areas where standard, reusable
implementations could have high payoff for NASA system designers.



Figure 4. Data Flow Illustrating Use of Packets, Frames, and Blocks

 In fact, the Packet Processor (Pacor), a system implementing the NASCOM deblocking,
frame removal, and packet reassembly functions has been implemented and tested
extensively, and it will be used to support the data processing for the Gamma Ray
Observatory (3). The functions were implemented in software on a standard computer
system and appear to be performing very well. However, for future systems, high-speed
data processing will be necessary to meet considerably higher data rates. NASA’s
Goddard Space Flight Center has chosen to meet that challenge by investigating VLSI
implementations that perform the front-end functions required to handle satellite telemetry.

VLSI IMPLEMENTATIONS

The approach for handling the anticipated high data rates of the 1990’s is to embark upon
an exploratory program whose objective is to upgrade the Pacor system in a planned,
evolutionary fashion to investigate and analyze the performance obtainable using a
microprocessor-controlled front-end system augmented with specially designed circuitry
(4). In particular, the system features three VLSI gate arrays designed to implement data
handling functions based upon the aforementioned standards. A performance improvement



of up to five times the current capability is projected for this upgrade. Later
implementations, utilizing higher performance circuit technology, will enable considerably
greater speed improvements.

The particular functions chosen for implementation in VLSI circuitry were selected by an
analysis of the logic necessary to perform fundamental data handling operations at the bit
level; i.e., the functions that must operate at the highest speeds. Based upon this analysis
and consideration of the capabilities of current gate array technology, three key functions
were identified: correlation, NASCOM block handling, and telemetry frame
synchronization. These functions, along with the proper control functions, provide the
heart of the processing necessary to handle high-rate telemetry streams.

The front-end system was designed using commercial computer-aided design (CAD)
workstations. These workstations provided logic timing analyses and other support tools as
well as the fundamental design aids and were useful in selecting the VLSI chip boundaries.
The final design consists of a single board implementation featuring three VLSI chips: a
correlator chip, a NASCOM block processor, and a telemetry frame synchronizer
controlled by a commercially available microprocessor. The chips themselves were
designed using the CAD workstations; each chip uses about 4,400 gates. After the designs
were complete, the gate interconnections were simulated at a commercial foundry. Finally,
the chips were manufactured and delivered for tests.

STATUS

Each of the VLSI chips has been tested at up to 30 Mbps, and the board has been tested in
a standalone mode with a special controller at 20 Mbps. Integration with a commercial
microprocessor has been completed, and operation at 20 to 30 Mbps has been
demonstrated. After testing of the complete front-end system as a standalone unit, the
system will be integrated with the Pacor for end-to-end tests.

Figure 5 illustrates the front-end system at a block diagram level. The inputs to this board
are NASCOM blocks and clock, and they are fed into a correlator chip that is programmed
to search for the proper synchronization code. The synchronized blocks are transferred to a
block processor that removes the data and buffers it; the data is then clocked serially to a
set of correlators that examine the bit stream for the telemetry frame synchronization code.
Finally, the telemetry frame synchronizer determines the transfer frame boundaries and
presents synchronized transfer frames to the next stage in the system. The next stage
would normally be either a decoder (the CCSDS guideline recommends the use of Reed-
Solomon coding scheme) or a set of logic to reconstruct the original packets. As shown in
Figure 5, the high-speed logic functions are performed in the specially designed VLSI
chips (the correlators, NASCOM block processor, and telemetry frame synchronizer) and 



Figure 5. Synchronizer Card Functional Block Diagram



the set-up and control functions are handled by the microprocessor. In addition, the
microprocessor performs some error checking and provides quality control information to
other parts of the system.

Work is already underway to develop a 300 Mbps “smart” frame synchronizer (Ibid). This
synchronizer will be based upon a chip set that will be capable of recognizing a
commanded synchronization pattern in normal form, inverted form, reversed form, or
inverted and reversed form, and that will identify the particular form so that attached
systems can interpret accompanying data accordingly. The frame synchronizer will include
majority-vote logic to locate the desired pattern, and it will contain self-diagnostic logic to
inform maintenance engineers when replacement is necessary.

CONCLUSIONS

The use of appropriate data handling standards can provide a foundation for evolutionary
growth. By choosing standards that define “envelopes” or shells that encapsulate user data,
it is possible to define specific growth paths based upon technological capabilities and to
test implementations of advanced technology solutions without undue impact on existing
systems. This approach allows changeout of individual elements in a noninterfering manner
and provides a growth path to allow data handling systems to accommodate ever-
increasing performance needs without requiring total system replacement. This paper has
provided a description of one example for replacing an implementation (in software) with a
new technology (VLSI circuitry), and it has shown how this approach can point the way to
next-generation telemetry handling systems.
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A PORTABLE COMPUTER-AUGMENTED TELEMETRY SYSTEM
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ABSTRACT

A description of integrated telemetry ground equipment based on a commercial desktop
microcomputer is presented. The system includes software to configure itself, display and
record real-time data, and to playback and archive recorded data. When not used as
telemetry equipment, the special telemetry functions are transparent to the normal
operation of the microcomputer.

The equipment was developed under contract with the U.S. Army Armament,
Development and Engineering Center (ARDEC), Picatinny Arsenal, New Jersey. The
impetus for the project was provided by Mr. Bill Barrett, COTR of the PSL contract, for
development and field support requirements of the ARDEC Telemetry Branch.

Keywords:  real-time telemetry system, pulse code modulation (PCM), bit synchronizer,
decommutator, time code reader, digital to analog converter.

INTRODUCTION

Until recently, limitations of memory, storage, and computing resources have precluded
low-cost desktop microcomputers from most real-time telemetry applications. Further, due
to the complexity of the specialized functions needed to recover real-time telemetry data,
equipment has traditionally been implemented as discrete hardware units. These obstacles
have been overcome in a workable integrated telemetry system based on a popular desktop
microcomputer.



SYSTEM HARDWARE

The Portable Computer-Augumented Telemetry System (PCATS) was developed as low-
cost computerized telemetry ground support equipment. Figure 1 is a block diagram of a
typical PCATS system application.

FIGURE 1- TYPICAL PCATS SYSTEM APPLICATION

An impressive amount of commercial and custom hardware is packaged inside the chassis
of the PCATS microcomputer:

C IBM PC-AT microcomputer, equipped with:
8 MHz 80286 (16-bit) CPU chip
80287 math coprocessor chip
640 kilobytes + 3 megabytes RAM memory
disk controller, with:

1.2-megabyte flexible disk
30-megabyte hard disk

extended graphics adaptor interface, with:
high-resolution color monitor

parallel and serial ports
C custom telemetry hardware (total three cards):

PCM bit synchronizer/decoder
decommutator
time code reader
16-channel digital-to-analog converter

C telemetry data storage hardware:
120-megabyte hard disk
controller for 9-track digital tape unit



Additional (external) commercial PCATS hardware includes:

C 9-track digital tape drive (10-inch reel capacity)
C dot-matrix printer
C 300/1200-baud modem
C switched power distributor/filter, with telemetry indicator panel

Real-Time Capabilities

PCATS provides the following functions for processing real-time telemetry data:

C Data Logging
C Data Scaling and Display
C Analog Output

All three functions can be performed simultaneously on an input telemetry data stream.

Real-Time Data Logging

A major attraction of PCATS is its storage capabilities for real-time telemetry data. An
added high-speed internal logging disk provides a capacity of 120-megabytes; the standard
30-megabyte IBM PC-AT hard disk is not used for data logging and remains available to
the user.

Using special techniques, PCATS can log real-time data at sustained rates approaching 2
million bits per second, nominally 100 thousand 16-bit input data words per second plus
time-tag data. Logging throughput is up to six times faster than a normal IBM PC-AT
under the MS-DOS operating system. Yet software comparability is maintained: log files
can be read by ordinary MS-DOS programs.

Logged data may occupy one or several files, up to the total logging disk capacity of 120
megabytes. Built-in software also provides several utilities for maintenance of the logging
disk.

Real-Time Data Scaling and Display

PCATS can extract, scale, and display up to 128 separate parameters from a real-time
telemetry data stream. Provided software allows the user to configure a CRT display page
with two columns of up to 64 parameters each. The display page scrolls vertically through
a viewing “window” on the high-resolution color monitor.



Extracted parameters are referenced by meaningful names, as assigned by the user in a
special configuration file. Complete PCATS configurations (including telemetry hardware
setups) are easily copied, edited, saved, and instantly recalled for use.

A comprehensive set of built-in scaling and unit conversion functions are provided,
including:

C linear scaling
C look-up table
C algebraic expressions
C standard numerical form
C Boolean
C special conversions

Linear scaling uses a simple slope/intercept equation of form y = mx+b. Look-up tables
support up to 16 input/output entries, with automatic linear interpolation. Algebraic
expressions resemble simple equations written in BASIC or FORTRAN, and may involve
multiple input parameters.

Scaled numerical values may be displayed in integer or floating point decimal forms.
Integer data may also be displayed in binary, octal, decimal, or hexadecimal bases. And
user-defined messages can be displayed for “states” of Boolean data.

PCATS software also provides the necessary “hooks” to support special user-defined
external scaling functions.

Real-time data display in PCATS is a separate, lower priority (parallel) process from data
logging. That is, while every frame of real-time telemetry data must be processed for
logging, data display is necessarily on a time/data available basis. Even so, fully 85% or
more the CPU resource remains available for real-time data conversion and display.
Typically a complete PCATS display page can be updated several times per second.

Real-Time Analog Output

Up to 16 separate parameters can be extracted from a real-time telemetry data stream for
analog output, to drive strip chart recorders and/or oscillographs. This process is
completely independent of data logging in PCATS, and absorbs no CPU time.

Analog conversion uses 8-bit D/A converters, although parameter fields from 1 to 8-bits
can be selected. Output parameters are located by word/frame number coordinates and 



output channel number; again meaningful parameter names are assigned by the user.
Special calibration waveforms are also output under software control.

Playback Capabilities

Playback processing involves data which has already been recorded on the logging disk.
These functions currently include:

C Data Scaling and Display
C Hardcopy Reports and Data Analysis
C Data Archiving

PCATS provides a consistent, simple user interface to configure and control playback
functions.

Playback Data Scaling and Display

All real-time data scaling and display capabilities described above also apply to playback
data. Further, playback mode allows recorded data to be recalled and examined on a
frame-by-frame basis.

Logged data can be efficiently scanned to locate specific frames by number or time
interval. Or specific data “events” can be defined, to be automatically searched for by
PCATS software. The ability to instantly move forward or backward any number of frames
is also featured.

Hardcopy Reports and Data Analysis

The generation of printed reports is vital to data analysis. PCATS provides the ability to
print both “quick look” generic data listings and special user-formatted reports. A
supporting PCATS software plot package is also under development.

Read access of PCATS data logger files is provided via standard MS-DOS software. This
allows more complex application programs to be developed in a variety of compiled high
level languages, including BASIC, Fortran, Pascal, and C. The provided 80287 math
coprocessor is supported by most commercial language compilers.

Data Archiving and Input

Since digital tape media remains a viable common data media in most telemetry ground
stations, the PCATS provides a commercial 9-track digital tape unit and interface.



Standard 10-inch IBM format compatible tapes at 800/1600/3200 bits per inch densities
are supported. Supplied PCATS software includes tape utilities to reformat and transfer
data both from and to the PCATS internal data logging disk. Note that direct output of
real-time data to tape is not supported, due to special internal formats used by PCATS.

PCATS CUSTOM TELEMETRY HARDWARE

As shown in Figure 2, PCATS provides four major telemetry integrated hardware
functions:

C PCM bit synchronizer/decoder
C decommutator
C time code reader
C 16-channel digital-to-analog converter

Telemetry functions interface with the computer via the standard parallel (16-bit) IBM
PC-AT bus on the system board. A special high speed parallel PCATS bus is also
provided for data communications between telemetry functions.

FIGURE 2-PCATS ARCHITECTURE

PCM Bit Synchronizer/Decoder

PCATS accepts input telemetry data as a serial PCM bit stream. A custom internal PCM
bit synchronizer/decoder converts the PCM data stream back to a serial binary bit stream
and regenerates its bit-rate timing.



The PCM bit synchronizer is comprised of three major sections:

C input signal conditioner
C frequency synchronizer
C PCM decoder

Raw input PCM signals are converted to a clean “digital” form in the input signal
conditioner. One of four external PCM inputs is selected under software control. In
addition, tuning and analog filter selection are configured by software.

The frequency synchronizer section regenerates bit-rate timing signals for the conditioned
input PCM bit stream. This process classically involves a fairly sophisticated analog
phase-locked loop circuit: PCATS uses a special proprietary all-digital technique. Major
advantages include a greatly reduced component count, high resolution, wide operating
range, and simple control via software.

Bit-rate PCM data is decoded into binary by a second proprietary PCATS circuit. The
decoder function is microprogrammed and designed to tolerate errors in noisy data. A total
of ten PCM codes (Figure 3) are currently supported; up to six more codes can be added
within existing hardware.

The PCM bit synchronizer/decoder drives an LED indicator for LOCK LOSS as well as a
numeric display for instantaneous bit rate (kilobits/second) on the indicator panel.

Decommutator

Output binary data from the PCM bit synchronizer/decoder is reassembled into data words
with word-rate and frame-rate timing by an internal decommutator function. In PCATS, the
decommutator also provides a hardware interface to the data logging disk.

The decommutator is comprised of four major sections:

C input data and clock selector
C frame correlators
C word and frame counters
C data logging disk interface



FIGURE 3 COMMON PCM CODES

Under software control, the input data and clock selector accepts the input binary bit
stream and bit-rate clocks from either the internal PCM bit synchronizer/decoder or an
external (bit synchronizer) source.

To convert the data to a stream of parallel data words, data timing synchronization must be
established at both the word and frame levels. To this end, the frame correlators section
recognizes a programmed “sync pattern” in the incoming serial bit stream.

Three states are associated with frame level data synchronization: SEARCH, CHECK, and
LOCK: Figure 4 shows the relationship between these states. SEARCH state indicates that
no correct sync pattern has been detected; a single correct sync pattern detected transfers
to the CHECK state. The CHECK state remains in effect until seven more consecutive
correct sync patterns have been detected, and transfers to LOCK state. In a similar
manner, a single incorrect sync pattern transfers from LOCK back to CHECK state, where
seven additional incorrect sync patterns will result in transfer back to the SEARCH state.

The synchronization states allow the circuit to tolerate a certain amount of noise in the
incoming data. LED indicators are provided for SEARCH, CHECK, and LOCK for both
minor and major frames.



FIGURE 4 SEARCH,CHECK,LOCK STATE DIGRAM

Frame correlators are implemented with commercial LSI digital correlator chips, one each
for minor and major frame synchronization. In principle, each correlator chip (Figure 5)
has three 64-bit registers, called REFERENCE, DATA, and MASK. The REFERENCE
register holds the correct sync pattern. Input data is continuously shifted serially through
the DATA register, which is compared bit-by-bit with the REFERENCE register. A
pipelined digital summer calculates the 7-bit “quality” value (number of correct bits, 0
through 64) of correlation between the REFERENCE and DATA registers at any given
time.

Data loaded into the correlator MASK register selectively masks (disables) comparisons
on specific bit positions. This provides total flexibility in structure for sync patterns up to
64-bits long.

For frame correlation, PCATS defines three correlation threshold values, controlled by
software:

C minor frame SEARCH
C minor frame CHECK/LOCK
C major frame SEARCH/CHECK/LOCK



FIGURE 5 DIGITAL CORRELATOR

In each case, the threshold value is the minimum number of bits which must correlate to
achieve the state. Correlation threshold values may be adjusted to make the decommutator
more tolerant of noisy data.

Frame level synchronization permits the incoming serial bit stream data to be assembled
into parallel words, whose size are programmable from 4 to 16 bits. Bit order (least-
significant or most-significant first) in assembled parallel words is also under software
control.
Programmable hardware counters maintain minor and major frame synchronization. Minor
frames can contain up to 256 data words, while major frames can contain 1 to 256 minor
frames. A major frame size of 1 implies that no major frame structure is defined.

The position of the sync pattern in a minor frame is always taken as the start of the first
word of the minor frame. On the other hand, the position of a sync pattern in a major frame
is necessarily a different (programmable) word number in the minor frame structure.

With synchronization established, the aecommutator output consists of a stream of parallel
words, plus appropriate word, minor frame, and major frame rate signals.

The decommutator transfers its data into two large interleaved buffer memories. Each
buffer has a capacity of 65,536 words, with a maximum word width of 16-bits. Buffer size
is adjustable under software control up to a maximum capacity of a complete “cylinder” on
the PCATS data logging disk.



Buffer operation is interleaved: while one data buffer is being filled by the decommutator,
the opposite data buffer is being emptied by writing to the data logging disk. As the
decommutator completely fills one buffer, it exchanges the functions of the two buffers and
generates an interrupt to the CPU. In response to the interrupt, the CPU transfers a block
of data from the output buffer to the disk.

This high speed technique transfers data to the logging disk with no interruption of the
(continuous) output from the decommutator. On termination of data logging, control
software can exchange buffers to access the remaining (partially full) buffer.

Decommutator hardware is constrained to output only complete minor frames of data.
Further, the first recorded frame is always aligned with the beginning of the first cylinder
of the file on the logging disk. Given programmed length of a minor frame and the constant
length of a cylinder of the data logging disk, control software can calculate a relative
cylinder number and word index to quickly locate any specific recorded frame.

The decommutator is also responsible for inserting time-tag information in the recorded
data. Two 16-bit binary time words are automatically inserted by hardware at the
beginning of each output minor frame. The time words contain a binary time of day in
seconds (17-bits) and milliseconds (10-bits) plus status bits for both the decommutator and
time code reader.

Time-tagging allows PCATS to locate specific frames and to detect data dropouts as
missing frames in recorded data during playback.

Time Code Reader

An internal PCATS time code reader extracts millisecond resolution timing data from an
input serial time code. Standard codes for both IRIG-B and NASA 36-Bit are supported.
In the absence of an external serial time code input, the time code reader automatically
maintains time from its own internal crystal-controlled oscillator.

Supported serial time codes both use a 1000 Hz carrier with amplitude modulation at 100
Hz, transmitting one complete frame of time data per second. Extracted demodulated data
is in the form of packed Binary-Coded Decimal (BCD) characters 0 through 9. Actual data
format and location of synchronization pulses differs slightly between the two codes.

The PCATS time code reader can read serial time code at speeds from 1/4 to 8 times
normal.
This feature can be useful during data analysis with playback from an analog tape.



Time code reader circuitry consists of the following major sections:

C input signal conditioner
C modulation, carrier, and data detectors
C millisecond counter
C output registers

The input signal conditioner features an AC-coupled active low-pass multi-pole filter.

A peak detector establishes a reference level for detecting amplitude modulation; data
modulation threshold level as a percentage of peak. Carrier level below a preset value is
also detected and controls a switch to the internal crystal oscillator. A simple zero-crossing
circuit detects amplitude modulated (AM) data from the carrier.

Detected AM pulses are an integral number of carrier cycles wide. Using this fact, pulse
width is monitored with a counter circuit to decode pulses as serial data: 1, 0 , “sync”, or
error.

Millisecond timing is maintained in a 10-bit binary counter, driven either from the received
1000 Hz carrier or the internal crystal oscillator. A proprietary PCATS microprogrammed
function controls all timing and data extraction for either time code. Raw output time data
consists of BCD hours, minutes, seconds, and milliseconds: days data is not recovered.
Conversion of BCD time data to more compact binary form is handled via software, which
processes a one-second interrupt from the time code reader.

16-Channel D/A Converter

Output of parameters from a real-time telemetry data stream in analog form involves much
more than simple digital-to-analog conversion. High speed data extraction is necessarily a
major part of the task.

The PCATS 16-channel D/A converter function operates in parallel to output and storage
of real-time data by the decommutator. Input data is a serial binary bit stream; input timing
includes bit, word, and frame rate clock signals from the decommutator.

Extracted data is any contiguous field 1 to 8 bits wide within a defined word. Each of the
sixteen D/A converter channels has associated with it a programmable control parameter
which specifies bit position and width of an output data field in a word.

Separate word and minor frame counters similar to those the decommutator are
maintained. Each counter addresses a separate software-controlled 256 x 16 bit map,



which enables real-time data output for specific word and minor frame number
coordinates. This versatile approach accommodates any periodic mapping of output data in
minor and major frames.

A proprietary PCATS circuit performs high-speed extraction of serial data and conversion
to parallel form for output to a D/A converter channel.

A second mode of operation generates calibration waveforms. In this mode, the bit map
memories are loaded with desired calibration waveform data.

SOFTWARE

Hardware and software integration has been thoroughly exploited in PCATS. Custom
telemetry hardware and support software are highly interdependent: virtually all special
functions are implemented in this manner to minimize hardware. The integration is so
complete that PCATS telemetry hardware cannot be operated in a “standalone” mode
outside the environment of the PCATS microcomputer.

PCATS takes further advantage of its approach to provide a single, integrated control
program for telemetry operations. The control program is completely menu-driven, and
provides the following major operations:

C setup
C analysis
C utilities

Setup functions include configuration of special telemetry hardware:

C bit synchronizer
C decommutator
C time code reader
C D/A converter

Analysis functions allow configuration of display screens for both real-time and playback
data as well as generation of printed reports. Future enhancements will include simplified
plotting capabilities.

Utilities include functions to transfer data from/to the data logging disk, and D/A output
calibrations. All setups are maintained in ASCII configuration files, which may be
conveniently created, edited, and copied. Complete setups can be instantly reloaded for
active operation in PCATS.



Other supplied software includes an automatic batch file installation program and a well-
documented set of special driver programs.

PCATS software provides the ability to perform useful telemetry data acquisition and
processing without “programming” in the usual sense. With a minimum of training,
telemetry technicians can learn to quickly configure a PCATS system for a particular
mission.

At the same time, custom data analysis application software can be written and easily
integrated by a competent programmer.
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ABSTRACT

In the 1970’s the goal at major test installations was to provide highly integrated computer
controlled telemetry systems in contrast to the use of smaller, stand-alone systems
dedicated to individual users. The rationale for this direction was to 1) centralize data
storage resources, 2) allocate displays and acquisition resources in a flexible fashion, 3)
make efficient use of display and acquisition equipment, and 4) minimize personnel
requirements through central control.

Systems originally planned to operate in this fashion have been implemented less tightly
coupled than originally planned, and more recent ones have been designed to be less
tightly coupled from inception. In the architecture which has been adopted, the real-time
stream consists of dedicated acquisition, display, and data storage units. Integration across
streams is primarily a non-real time function, using integrated data bases for generation or
system setup tables and post test analysis of the acquired data.

Case histories are provided to illustrate this trend. Five such complexes, three existing and
two presently in implementations are discussed. These examples are the Air Force TIPS
and IFDAPS installations and Navy RTPS systems at Patuxent River. In each of the latter
two cases two separate systems with differing architecture are described. Three reasons
for the trend emerge. The more centralized architecture is not consistent with the test
facility’s operational profile. Technology, especially in software, is not capable of
supporting this degree of centralization. Centralized systems are more difficult to maintain
and a failure during an operation poses too great a threat to the success of the operation.

Keywords: Real-time systems, flight test, telemetry.



INTRODUCTION

The architecture of the telemetry processing systems being installed at major flight test
ranges has evolved in phases over the last two decades. The processing equipment has
progressed from hardware-directed devices with some special-purpose stored-program
equipment to systems in which general purpose computing equipment plays the dominant
role. Early in this period stand-alone systems supporting a single test operation were the
norm. Due to the limited power of available real-time processors several might be required
to support a single operation. As these single purpose systems proliferated, test facilities
investigated the increases in operational efficiency and effectiveness that would result from
the use of integrated systems capable of supporting multi-mission operational scenarios.
Some of the earliest implementations of facilities of this type were the Grumman
Automated Telemetry System (ATS) and the Real-Time Telemetry Processing System
(RTPS I) at the Naval Air Test Center (NATC) Patuxent River MD.

TIGHTLY-COUPLED SYSTEMS

Real-Time Telemetry Processing System I

The ATS and RTPS I systems, both with externally similar architectures, are the most
successful tightly integrated system of those studied. The RTPS consists of two
independent systems, RTPS I and RTPS II, each with two real-time acquisition streams
(see Figure 1), a Central Processor, and a Display Subsystem. The Central Processor
tightly couples the two streams in real-time, ingesting data passed through a memory-to-
memory connection from stream processors. It formats this data for the display devices
and processes the real-time user analysis applications. In the Display System a smaller
processor drives the real-time displays for both streams. This system has been operational
for over ten years and is presently being replaced by RTPS III. Despite the success of the
original, NATC, decided upon a loosely-coupled real-time architecture for its successor.

Telemetry integrated Processing System

The U.S. Air Force Space and Missile Test Center (SAMTEC) initiated a study to
integrate its telemetry processing systems in 1972 under the title “Telemetry Consolidation
Analysis Study” (TCAS). The results of this study were described in a paper  presented at2

the 1974 ITC and became the basis for the procurement specification for the Telemetry
Integrated Processing System (TIPS). The TIPS architecture envisioned telemetry
decommutation equipment including hardware preprocessors and general purpose
computers organized on a per stream basis. All streams were then tightly coupled into a
general purpose mainframe which controlled storage and provided non and near real-time
data processing capability. Real-time display capabilities were to be provided by a Quick



Look Display Processor connected to the decommutation hardware through a bus
structure. A schematic of this architecture is shown in Figure 2. Both data storage and
display capabilities envisioned a tightly coupled real-time mode of operation.

During the period leading up to the proposal and contract award more powerful 32-bit
minicomputers with the characteristics necessary for successful real-time operations
became available. The architecture selected and implemented during the development
period embodied essentially the same ingest and data acquisition strategy using 32-bit
minis as the general purpose processor. Other minis networked with the acquisition
processor performed the functions of display processing and control, storage control, and
system control which had been allocated to the mainframe in the study report. The NBP
was loosely coupled through an interface to the network and used only for non and near
real-time functions. This architecture was described at the 1978 ITC  and is depicted in3

Figure 3.

This architecture required that the minis operate as a single processor and be coupled to all
the real-time streams. The hardware coupling was accomplished using shared memory, and
parallel interfaces. In order for these processors to interact effectively, the vendor
operating system was modified and incorporated into a Distributed Operating System
(DOS). This integrated architecture was never completely implemented. As described at
last year’s ITC,  TIPS operates as three autonomous systems, each with two input streams,4

loosely coupled to the mainframe used for preflight preparation and postflight data
reduction.

Integrated Flight Data System

As a rinal example, the Integrated Flight Data System (IFDAPS), procured for the Air
Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC) was originally conceived to have an architecture similar
to that described in 3. Two individual IFDAPS streams have been operational, but the
system has only recently completed testing in an integrated mode so operational
experience in its integrated form is not available.

LOOSELY COUPLED SYSTEMS

Most recent major telemetry ground systems designed to support multi-mission operations
have adopted stream oriented configurations such that inter-stream coupling does not exist
in real-time as it does in the architectures described above. These stations are modular by
stream and a single stream combines the real-time acquisition, display, and storage
functions. These latter two are centralized in the TIPS and IFDAPS architectures. The
functions of data archival and post-test analysis processing are centralized, but are not
coupled in real-time to the acquisition functions. Two of these systems are the second-



generation IFDAPS, presently being installed at the AFFTC and RTPS III under
development for NATC.

Second-generation IFDAPS

The second-generation IFDAPS (IFDAPS II) is designed to support three real-time
missions simultaneously. As depicted in Figure 5, it contains three Flight Monitoring
Systems (FMSs) which perform the real-time acquisition, display, and storage functions.
Each FMS has the capability to acquire two simultaneous PCM telemetry signals which
would be associated with the same test. It is composed of a triad of 32-bit minicomputers
each having primary responsibility for one of the three real-time functions named above.
The FMS is tightly coupled internally, using shared memory for rapid movement of large
data blocks, but is loosely coupled to the remainder of the system through a high speed
serial network whose only real-time use is to transfer guidance data to the Time Space
Position Subsystem. The other subsystems are a Scientific Computing Subsystem (SCS)
for post-test analysis, the Storage Archive Subsystem (SAS) which maintains the long term
data base, and the Engineering Workstations for interactive post-test analysis and test
preparation. Communications between the FMS and these systems occurs in non real-time
via the serial link.

Real-Time Telemetry Processing System III

The RTPS III architecture is depicted in Figure 6. This system is designed  to be expanded5

by modular streams. Each stream is completely independent in real-time, relying on File
System facilities for preparation, set up, and archival storage only. Post flight analysis is
performed either on the stream or at a separate facility with data interchange by magnetic
tape. A serial network provides coupling between the File System and the streams for the
transfer or pre-flight setup and post-flight data files. Each stream may be disconnected
from the network during a mission to meet security requirements.

The RTPS stream is composed of telemetry decommutation hardware interfaced to a
tightly coupled triad of 32-bit minicomputers. The telemetry hardware will ingest up to
four 10 Mbps PCM data trains, decommutate and process them, and pass selected data
sameples through a high-speed interface directly to the common shared memory of the
triad. In the triad, one processor manages acquisition and the real-time data storage, one
drives interactive vector graphics while the third processes applications and provides the
network gateway.



REASONS FOR CHANGE

In each or these latter applications a central facility is used to process multi-mission
telemetry, but within this facility each mission operates with independent real-time
resources interacting with other missions only for non real-time functions. This movement
to a more loosely-coupled architecture from the tightly-coupled architectures of the
seventies is caused by both technical and operational factors.

Technical Factors

In the case of the TIPS, integration introduced technical obstacles in both the hardware
and software domains. The shared memory system used for high-speed interprocessor
communication required extensive corrections to the clocking scheme and was limited as
to the distance between processors. The major technical obstacle, however, was the
development of an integrated software operating system. The DOS was designed to reside
in each processor and to cause the multiple separate hardware processors to act in concert
as a single processor. The DOS was built by extending and modifying the operating system
normally supplied with the individual processors. As conceived, DOS was to become a
foundation for future development in this technology and was generalized beyond the
immediate needs of the program; a goal that was too ambitious. The amount of
interprocessor communications required for the DOS to work properly was underestimated
and the communications problems were never completely solved. Additionally the
coupling was so tight that if one processor malfunctioned, others would fail with it. These
two factors prevented the system from operating reliably in an integrated mode. This
shortfall was a prime contributor to the present configuration of TIPS.

Operational Factors

However difficult the technical problems, they could be eventually overcome if there were
sufficient operational reasons to justify the use of a tightly integrated system. As some
experience has been gained with integrated systems in their present state it has been found
that the level of integration originally envisioned for the TIPS and IFDAPS can not be
supported operationally. Tightly integrated systems are operationally undesirable due to
operability, security, resource contention, and maintenance considerations.

Operability - In the cases where there is some operational experience, it is apparent that
the integrated system is more difficult to operate than had been expected. Even if the
hardware and software can be made to perform in the manner desired by the system
implementors, these systems can tax the operators’ capabilities. The human element has
often been left out of the system design and unexpected problems rise up in a real
operational environment. The integrated system requires that the operator be able to



control and balance many more resources in real-time than is required in a stream oriented
system with operators assigned to each individual stream.

Security - Increased requirements for data security and separation of concurrent missions
running at different levels of classification has had a substantial impact upon the
architecture of these large systems. In order to meet these concerns an extensive switching
network which enables the system to be partitioned into two or more independent entities
has been imposed upon the AFFTC IFDAPS. This solution was possible because the
IFDAPS is composed of multiple modular subsystems, each built around its own super-
minicomputer. An architecture designed to run multiple missions in a single large
processor would not have permitted this isolation. These security considerations were one
of the reasons that the RTPS III design changed from the single mainframe used in the
earlier RTPS systems. Many secure projects could not be handled without dedicating an
entire system resources to the one project.

Resource Contention - Another reason cited for the changes in the RTPS architecture is
the need for each mission to have control of its own physical resources without having to
contend with another mission. This again is directed toward an architecture which attempts
to schedule the use of a single physical processor by multiple concurrent missions. A
normal mission profile shows that there are peaks of activity. Some of these peaks can be
determined by examination of the preflight schedule, but there is a large component of this
activity which is dependent upon the input data and operator interaction which can not be
predicted. For this reason a substantial processing reserve must be maintained. Even given
this reserve, processing multiple simultaneous missions in the same processor poses a risk
in critical situations and is undesirable. The triad configuration provides an extension to
this concept within the individual stream. In this architecture the real-time acquisition
processing and time critical functions are in one processor, isolated from the uncertain
effects of user supplied real-time analysis processing.

Maintenance - The final operational consideration is that of maintenance and availability.
In TIPS it was expected that the integrated multiple processor architecture would allow a
“fail-over” capability to increase availability in the event of the failure of one processor.
The implementation of this feature was “more difficult than anyone believed” due to the
risks in reconfiguration during operation.

Normal maintenance is made more difficult because of the tight integration and the lack of
duplicate independent modules. If maintenance or repairs are needed on one portion, this
work cannot be carried out during real-time operations (if real-time operation is still
possible) because of the risk of interaction possible through the coupling. Both the
software and hardware of these tightly coupled systems are more complex and require a
higher level of skill to maintain than is normally available in a maintenance role.



CONCLUSIONS

The conclusion is that individual streams coupled loosely in post-test to centralized data
archiving and mainframe processing resources results in the optimum architecture for a
multi-mission telemetry data processing facility. The considerations driving toward this
end are not only those of lower implementation risk but also the important operational
factors of security, simplicity of operation and maintenance, and resource independence of
the concurrent missions.
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ABSTRACT.

The earlier Telemetry Systems were either Analog (FM) type or Digital type (Pulse code
modulation techniques). Although the PCM Systems offered advantages in terms of noise
immunity, channel efficiency and bulk data handling, it lacked the system flexibilities and
desirable features like error correction, processing and computer interfaces. With the
advent of LSI & VLSI technologies and emergence of microprocessors, the third
generation telemetry system concepts have changed tremendously. This paper describes a
processor based telemetry system which is being used in the Indian space missions and    
also high lights how the system is being extended to be used in the forthcoming advanced
missions of ISRO.
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1.0  INTRODUCTION

Telemetry is the science of transmitting inaccessible data to the accessible location where
it can be processed and used. Telemetry system provides a means to monitor the
diagnostic and other essential parameters for efficient and controlled operations of a
system. The telemetry system for spacecrafts need to monitor a number of housekeeping
parameters the quantity of which keep on changing till the end. Hence, a flexible format
system is designed for the Stretched Rohini Satellite Series (SROSS-I) telemetry systems
built around a CMOS PROM and the CMOS Microprocessor (CDP1802 and its
peripherals). This provides format flexibility along with reduction in weight as compared
to the conventional telemetry systems. The general block schematic of the Telemetry is
shown in fig. 1.



2.0  DESIGN PHILOSOPHY.

Due to severe constraints in power and weight on board, the low power devices like
cosmos are used for all the digital circuitry and on the same basis, the CMOS Fp CDP
1802 was selected among all other processors. The analog part of the system was designed
using IC operational amplifiers, and for close tolerance and better stability metal film
resistors and silver mica/mylor capacitors were used. Since the satellite subsystems are not
accessible for repairs and maintenance, utmost care should be taken for the design and the
selection of components and also the subsystems has to undergo all the electrical and
mechanical tests. Because of the above, the components selected are of space qualified to
meet the requirement of MIL STD 38510/MIL STD 883 B.

3.0  SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS.

Master frame length : 1024 words
No. of sub frames : 8
No. of words/subframes : 128
Word length : 8 bits
Bit rate : 256 BPS
Frame sync code : ACCAIF (HEX)
Length : 24 bits
No. of formats : 1. Format 1 (Normal Phase)

2. Format 2 (Initial Phase)
3. Dwell mode

Subframe identification : ID (count from 0-7)
Input signal : ±5V for analog

0 or 5V for digital
Output signal : PCM NRZ(S)
Subcarrier modulation : PSK 25.6 KHz
DC power : +5V @ 60 mw

+15V @ 255 mw
-15V @ 210 mw

4.0  DESIGN DESCRIPTION.

The Telemetry system used in Stretched Rohini Satellite series (SROSS) mainly consists
of a programmer, Remote Mux (RMU), CMOSADC (AD7574), Fp CDP1802 and its
peripherals and PSK sub carrier oscillator at 25.6 KHz to modulate the final PM carrier.
The basic requirements of the processor based telemetry system are :
-  Telemetering of housekeeping and sensor data in a 128 x 8 master frame format for
FORMAT 1



-  Telemetering of selected data in DWELL Mode
-  Telemetering of data in FORMAT 2 in a 128 x 2 master frame format only for initial
phase of the mission data.
-  Recording of Gamma Ray Burst experiment data for subsequent transmission to ground.
- creation of onboard time with an accuracy of 1 msec.

4.1  HARDWARE DETAILS.

The hardware description of the system is given below :

4.1.1  CLOCK, FSC & ID GENERATION.

A master clock oscillator generates the 128 KBPS clock from which all the system clocks
are derived through divider chains. The clocks generated are 128 KBPS, 64 KBPS, 25.6
KBPS for PSK modulator and 256 BPS which is the system bit rate clock used for data
transfer and generation of bit pulses and word pulses. A 24 bit PN sequence (ACCAIF) is
used for frame synchronisation.

4.1.2  ADDRESS GENERATION.

The address required for the PROM where system software is stored is generated here.
The clocking for this is from the word rate pulse. As the system has got two formats, one
of the two address Bus is enabled through the tristate buffers depending on the selection of
the format 1 or format 2.

4.1.3  PROM & OBT DECODING.

After selecting the address bus, the PROMs are enabled and the PROMs output the
external RMU address, internal RMU address and control bits. The external address is
serialised and sent to various subsystems. The internal address and control bits are used to
select the proper subsystem RMU’s and also to control the analog and digital data for final
mixing. The address decoding for OBT is also done here.

4.1.4  CPU AND MEMORY.

It consists of the CDP1802 CPU, 1.6 MHz crystal oscillator, 3Kbytes of PROM (HM
6641 type) and 2K bytes of RAM (HM 6516).



4.1.5  ADC, FINAL MUX, MIXER & PSK GENERATION.

The analog data is accessed through final mux and fed to an 8 bit ADC (AD 7574). The
digitised data from ADC and the digital multiplexer data are mixed along with FS code,
resulting in a PCM NRZ(L) data stream. This NRZ(L) is converted into a NRZ(S) and is
PSK modulated and passed through a low pass filter (25.6 KHz) and finally fed to
transmitter. The block schematic of the system is shown in fig.2.

4.2  SOFTWARE DETAILS.

The system software is divided mainly into two parts. The main routine to which the
processor always returns and a callable sub-routine called DADOP which acquires one
word of data, generates the necessary format in terms of number of words in a frame and
the number and frames in a master frame.

Onpower up, system initialisation takes place. The 1802 processor has four hardware flags
which are software testable and one interrupt. The entire software is built around these
four status flags for sensing the external events. Of these four flags (EF1 to EF4), flag EF1
is configured as the system flag and flags EF2, EF3 and EF4 are dedicated to format 2,
Dwell and GRB-OBT data handshake respectively. The function of the various flags and
the software details are given in the flowchart (fig.3).

When the CPU senses flag EF1 it outputs the addresses for RMU and sub-system. It also
outputs the PCM NRZ (L) data after checking the end of the frame. This operation is
repeated for every word which involves fetching the control byte from the PROM. The
control byte provide the feedback related to the status of word whether it is main or
sub-commutation and also whether it is analog or digital. If it is analog it initiates start of
convertion in the ADC and reads the data. If it is digital it reads the data from the digital
port. Consequently after carrying out the task for each word it updates the word counter
and subframe counter till it senses the end of the frame.

The flag EF2 is activated either by ‘FORMAT 2 ON’ command or ‘DWELL EXECUTE
ON’ command. This system goes to dwell mode if the flag EF3 is already active,
otherwise the system enters the format 2 and carry out the operation related to the
format 2. This flag is reset by ‘FORMAT 1 ON’ or ‘DWELL OFF’ command.

In the Dwell mode, the system has the capability to dwell any number of words selected
from ground based command. When the CPU senses the flag EF3 it sets itself in the dwell
address mode. On subsequent activation of this flag, CPU will put the address input ports
to these commands which addresses the words to be dwelled. When the CPU senses the
flag EF4 it registers the onboard time at that instant. On subsequent sensing of this flag it



outputs the four event time subsequently to GRB. The master reset in this system resets all
the flags.

5.0  PERFORMANCE.

The Telemetry system has undergone successfully all the electrical and mechanical tests
during the individual package as well as at the spacecraft level. The validity of the design
using the microprocessor is completed and the same system is being flown in SROSS-2
also.

6.0  CONCLUSIONS.

The Telemetry system design using microprocessor is being implemented for the first time
in SROSS-1. In the absence of any other high speed processors in the space qualified
version, the design has to be limited to CDP 1802 CMOS processor which was available
only in MIL-STD-883-B version at that time. The design may be validated on any other
processor depending upon their availability in CMOS and space qualified versions.
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ABSTRACT

The Hubble Space Telescope program includes the Orbiting Observatory, the Space
Telescope Science Institute, and the Space Telescope Operations Control Center. The
system is supported by the Space Shuttle, the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System,
and the NASA Communications Network. The primary purpose of all of these elements is
to provide useful data to the scientific community on Earth. To accomplish the difficult
task of providing Earth based users with satisfactory scientific data which were collected
on orbit, the Space Telescope System uses complex concatenated coding techniques. This
paper describes the Command and Data Management System for the spacecraft including
flexibility, operating modes, and end to end data flow paths used to meet stringent
synchronization and data quality requirements.

INTRODUCTION

The Hubble Space Telescope (HST) will be an orbiting observatory containing five
scientific instruments and will be comparable to large Earth based observatories. However,
the orbital location will allow the conduction of experiments in an atmospheric free
environment. The HST is a unique instrument platform which will extend the capability to
view our universe by approximately 350 times in volume and approximately 7 times in
distance. The projected impact to philosophical and physical concepts of our Earth and life
is tremendous, both in the immediate and long range time frame of scientific investigation.

The usefulness of such an instrument is directly related to the amount and quality of the
collected data that can be provided to the scientific community. To accomplish this task,
scientific and engineering data telemetry systems have been designed to provide data
streams with end to end error rates that are satisfactory to the scientific users. The
experiments vary in nature, and the impacts due to errors that occur during communication
of the data streams, can range from relatively insignificant to catastrophic, depending on
the type of experiment, sensor, etc., being serviced. The design criteria was to return



scientific data with a maximum error rate of 10  (one error every 10  bits on the average)-7    7

and engineering data with a 2.5 x 10  maximum error rate. [Both error rates are nominal-5

bit error rates.]

The telemetry system must operate properly, even though constrained by spatial and
orbital location parameters, to pass forward-link commands and return-link scientific and
engineering data between the HST and the STOCC (Space Telescope Operations Control
Center) located at NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center. This communication system
consists of the HST, the TDRSS (Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System), the White
Sands Ground Terminal and a NASCOM link to the STOCC. The TDRSS places several
constraints on the communication links, such as requiring a convolutional rate 1/2 encoded
data stream from HST to TDRSS to achieve a guaranteed error rate of no more than 10 .-5

Therefore, to achieve a guaranteed error rate of no more than 10 , it was necessary to-7

provide additional error protection. A description of how this was accomplished follows.

DATA ROUTING

The data on board HST consist of either engineering or science data and come from many
types of sensors, see Figure 1. It is therefore necessary to format and serialize these data to
achieve a serial data stream suitable for error protection encoding and transmission. A
dedicated unit on HST, the Science Instrument Control and Data Handling system
(SI C&DH), performs this function. After formatting, the serial data stream is encoded for
error protection and depending on the data rate transmitted either by S-band single access
(SSA) transmitters or multiple access (MA) transponders. Flexible cross strapping of the
scientific or engineering data to either a transponder or to a tape recorder for recording,
etc., and for various combinations of error protection is also provided. Once received at
STOCC, the data will be stripped, reformatted and routed to the HST Science Institute at
Johns Hopkins University where it is presented in useful form to the scientific user
community.

LINK ERRORS

A variety of operating modes is possible. The link budgets for two of these modes are
described in Tables I and II (1). These two high gain antenna modes are those with the
lowest link margins for each link, respectively. It may be observed from the data in the
tables that the lowest link margin is associated with the SSA link which is utilized for
transmitting the science data at a data rate of 1.024 Mbps from the HST vehicle to the
ground stations. This link margin is estimated to be 5.3 DB above the E /N  (signal/noise)b o

required by TDRS to achieve a bit error rate (BER) of 10 , using the worst case analysis-5

approach.



Due to TDRSS constraints, the link from TDRS to White Sands, NM, is only guaranteed
to have a BER of 10  or less, if the TDRSS specified E /N  at TDRS from HST is-5

b o

achieved. Even if the E /N  received by TDRS from HST is increased above this minimumb o

specified, there is no further reduction guaranteed in the BER at White Sands, NM. This
being the situation, it is not beneficial to provide a large link margin, but rather, since a
lower overall BER was required, additional forward error correcting coding was
incorporated into the HST.

SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT INTERFACES

The SI C&DH is the interface between the scientific instruments (SI’s) and the Support
Systems Module (SSM). The SI C&DH receives, decodes, stores and/or routes commands
for the various SI’s. The SI C&DH also collects engineering and science data from the SI,
processes this data, and transfers it to the SSM. Processing for the science data includes
formatting suitable for transmission and adding an outer error correcting code. The SI
C&DH also provides a general computing capability to support SI control, monitoring, and
data manipulation/analysis. The SI C&DH includes the following components:

1) Control Unit/Science Data Formatter (CU/SDF)
2) Multiplexed Data Bus (MDB)
3) Bus Coupler Unit (BCU)
4) Remote Module (RM)
5) Standard Interface for Computer (STINT)
6) NASA Standard Spacecraft Computer, Model I (NSSC-I)
7) Power Control Unit (PCU)

CONTROL UNIT/SCIENCE DATA FORMATTER

The Control Unit/Science Data Formatter (CU/SDF) is the hub of the SI C&DH. The
CU/SDF receives, processes, and transfers commands, clock and synchronization signals
from the SSM to all SI’s and the NSSC-I. The CU/SDF processes all communication
between SSM, SI’s and the NSSC-I. It receives either science data from the SI via the
five-signal interfaces or science data, data logs, and NSSC-I memory dumps from the
NSSC-I via STINT. This data is formatted into packets, Reed-Solomon encoded, and
transferred to the SSM. Flags in the SSM Processor Interface Table are used to indicate
whether the SSM is ready to accept the data and if the data is to be recorded or
transmitted.

The CU/SDF transmits a continuous data stream to the SSM on command at one of three
science data rates, this stream continues unless a stop command is received. The science
data are multiplexed by lines of data, organized into packets, and encoded/interleaved



prior to routing to the SSM. To accomplish the data transfers the SDF employs two buffers
to receive data from the SI and NSSC-I. These buffers accept data at various rates up to
1.024 Mbps. The read-in rate to the buffers is controlled by the individual sources (SI or
NSSC-I) and varies with the particular source. The rate at which data are read out of the
buffers, however is controlled by the CU/SDF and is independent of the read-in rate. A
science data line consisting of up to 968 sixteen-bit words is read in by one of the buffers.
Once this buffer is filled, the SDF starts reading the data out of this buffer. The science
data from a SI is received as 16-bit words with the MSB first, the CU/SDF organizes the
data words into segments of sixty-four 16-bit words. The segments are in turn organized
into a data packet consisting of one to sixteen 64-word segments. A packet contains a
complete line of science data from only one SI. However packets from two different SI’s
may be combined and transmitted as a composite science data stream, fill data if required
is used to complete the remaining portion of the last segment in the packet. A continuous
data stream is accomplished by utilizing fill data packets when science data is unavailable.
Figure 2 illustrates a general data packet format.

As the SDF is reading out the first science data line, a second data line is being read in by
the other buffer. This second data line may originate from another source with a different
data rate or from the same source at the same rate if a second source is unavailable. Since
the SDF processes data at the commanded data rate, independent of the source data rate,
there may be no data forthcoming from either buffer. Should this occur, fill data packets
are used to maintain the link. The fill data packet consists of 64 words and utilizes the
segment 1 format with a fixed data pattern that is stored in memory.

The CU/SDF is capable of transmitting science data from all SI’s concurrently to either the
SSM or the NSSC-I. Science data from a particular SI may be routed to either the SSM or
the NSSC-I, but not both simultaneously.

The NSSC-I may receive and transmit data concurrently. Science data routed to the
NSSC-I is not processed through the SDF.

SCIENCE DATA ENCODING

Original system specifications called for some science data to be delivered with a desired
maximum average bit error rate of one error every 10  bits or a BER of 10 . To7      -7

accomplish this using the TDRS system, which may have a return link BER from TDRS to
White Sands, NM, of 10 , required additional error protection at low overhead to be-5

incorporated as part of the system. In addition to the TDRS return link BER restrictions, a
varying RFI (Radio Frequency Interference) environment for the HST to TDRS link
includes a pulsed noise environment from Earth emitters which are predicted on occasion,
to create burst errors in the received data stream at TDRS.



The science data output from the SDF is routed to a Reed-Solomon (R/S) encoder/
interleaver. The R/S encoder considers the incoming data stream as a succession of
segments disregarding the packet structure. The R/S encoder accepts 14 segments and
generates one additional segment of 1024 check bits. The 14 data segments pass through
the R/S undisturbed, except for a one-bit delay. The 15th segment of check bits is read out
following the last bit of the 14th segment of the present group and prior to the first bit of
following group of 14 segments. Figure 3 illustrates the R/S interleaved code block
structure.

The system design for the science data main operating configuration includes encoding the
science data serial bit stream with a Reed-Solomon (240,224) interleaved (8 = 8) block
code as an outer code and then encoding this coded data with a rate 1/3 interleaved
(effective 8 = 120) convolutional code as the inner code. To provide the R/S code, which
can correct up to 8 R/S symbols, it is necessary to provide 16 R/S check symbols as
shown in Figure 3. These are placed at the end of each code word. Fourteen segments of
packetized data from the formatter will fill the first portion of the R/S code word. After
receiving the 14th synchronization pattern embedded in each segment, the system expects
to receive 16 check words (symbols), which is considered the end of that particular R/S
code word. This R/S code (the outer code of the concatenated set) is capable of correcting
any eight erroneous R/S symbols per R/S code word or a burst of 64 R/S symbols of from
498 to 512 bits in length, depending on burst error location within the complete block.

The output of the R/S encoder is then further encoded by a rate 1/3 convolutional encoder
which interleaves the resulting data stream with a periodic convolutional interleaver. This
interleaver accomplishes modulo 2 addition of a 30 bit PN (Pseudo-Noise) sequence to the
convolutionally encoded data stream before interleaving and then spreads any two adjacent
input symbols by 120 symbols in the output stream.

The convolutional encoder has constraint length 7 and a free distance of 15. This allows a
correction of up to 7 random errors in a decoder constraint length of approximately 108
bits. After interleaving small bursts of errors can be corrected by the convolutional
decoder. The result of this encoding is a system which is fairly tolerant of burst errors after
synchronization has taken place. The BER for the science data under normal channel
conditions is projected to be considerably better than the specified 10  BER.-7

ENGINEERING DATA ENCODING

Different levels of error protection are provided for the science data and the engineering
data. The engineering data is not protected with the Reed-Solomon code. Rather the
engineering data is normally transmitted by encoding with a rate 1/2 convolutional code
over the MA transponder return link. This system is projected to provide a desired BER of



10  at the White Sands, NM, station. A lower BER for the engineering data may be-5

achieved by recording the data and then using the SSA transmitter with the rate 1/3
convolutional encoder as depicted in Figure 1.

LINK DESCRIPTION

Two RF links are utilized on the Hubble Space Telescope. They are the S-band single
access transmitter link and the multiple access S-band transponder link. The MA link uses
both high gain and low gain antennas and operates on 2287.5 MHz, and the SSA link uses
only high gain antennas and operates on 2255.5 MHz. The propagation link from HST to
TDRS will normally have space link error characteristics, which are assumed to be mainly
random errors, plus a transient error condition which is bursty in nature. The worst
expected transient error conditions (created by numerous strong ground emitters) are
described for the HST environment by NASA/GSFC as follows:

AVERAGE LINK
PULSE CHARACTERISTICS DEGRADATION EFFECTS

1. Random Pulse Widths of 1 to 5 micro seconds, 1. Low RFI (~.7 DB)
2. Repetition Rates of up to 1000 pulses per

second per emitter, 2. Medium (~-5 DB)
3. Assumed Aggregate Pulse Repetition Rate of

20,000 pulses per second. 3. High RFI (>5 DB)

HST is expected to be exposed to various levels of RFI as described above during the
approximately 90 minutes for each orbit. The exposure time is estimated to be
approximately 1 minute for heavy intensity RFI and approximately 2-3 minutes for medium
intensity RFI.

Error mechanisms which could be manifest under RFI conditions are: carrier recovery loop
cycle slips, bit synchronizer loss of lock, error occurrences too numerous to correct and
loss of synchronization by either the Viterbi (inner code) decoder or the Reed-Solomon
(outer code) decoder.

SYNCHRONIZATION

The Viterbi decoder synchronization to the input bit stream is accomplished by
de-interleaving, then decoding the convolutionally encoded bit stream and inspecting the
decoder error metric indicator. If the error rate is high during a PN sequence cycle, then
the decoder system assumes PN synchronization is not correct and initiates a search for
synchronization by “slipping” or “sliding” the PN sequence by a single bit, first left then



right. If the system was initially in synchronization and a transient condition caused it to
slip out of synchronization, this strategy should relocate the proper synchronization
rapidly. However, it is conceivable for the system to have to search all 30 states before
locating the correcting PN synchronization, thereby creating a large number of erroneous
bits. At least 200 information bits are lost in searching one of the PN sequence states, and
this could be as high as 500 bits lost for some situations (from conversations with the
manufacturer).

The decoded bit stream from the convolutional system is then sent to the R/S decoder/
de-interleaver which, after synchronization is achieved, can fill the R/S code block.

Synchronization at STOCC is provided by imbedded synchronization words in each R/S
code word. Sixteen R/S check symbols are placed at the end of each code word (Figure 3).
The 14 segments of packetized data from the formatter fill the first portion of the R/S code
word. The synchronizer looks for each of the 14 synchronization words, after the 14th
word the system receives 16 check words which is considered the end of that particular
R/S code word.

If all the system synchronization points are correct (bit synchronizer, convolutional symbol
and interleaver synchronizer and R/S code synchronization) then the concatenated code
could tolerate a channel error burst of well over a thousand channel bits before expecting
the decoded data to be erroneous. In the case of synchronization loss by the Viterbi
decoder, it is 50% likely that more than one PN synchronization state will be searched.
This will create 400 or more erroneous bits. It is, thus, approximately 50% probable that a
synchronization loss by the Viterbi decoder will cause the R/S decoder to fault.
Simulations of this concatenated coding system, conducted by the NASA/GSFC CLASS
(Communications Link Analysis Simulation System) simulations model, have shown that
when experiencing medium or high RFI conditions, this system will experience decoder
failures due to sychronization loss that would cause the system to experience an
unsatisfactory error rate. Under high RFI the TDRS transponder system experiences
several problems such as high induced carrier phase noise, as well as corrupted data bits.
The receiver also has a memory effect that compounds the problem. It is not at present
expected that transmission of data will be attempted during the brief periods of high RFI
exposure.

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

A Viterbi-decoded convolutional inner code concatenated with an interleaved Reed-
Solomon outer code has been analyzed by J. P. Odenwalder (2). A bound on the overall bit
error probability for such a system with an m-bit per symbol R/S outer code has been
stated as



where P  is the symbol error probability assumed equal to the error rate of the Viterbis

decoder, E is the number of symbol errors the R/S decoder is capable of decoding, and
2 -1 is the R/S symbol block length.m

In the reference stated above, this error bound is plotted versus E /N  for a concatenatedb o

code using a constraint length 7 rate 1/2 convolutional code with Viterbi decoding and an
8 bit per R/S symbol, 8 R/S symbol correcting code. The results show that for an E /Nb o

ratio sufficient to achieve only a 10  Viterbi decoded error rate the concatenated system-3

bit error rate would be expected to be much less than 10 .-13

There is a thresholding effect exhibited by the Viterbi decoder which exhibits itself by a
sharp increase in node resynchronizations in the Viterbi decoder when the input E /Nb o

drops below approximately 2.5 DB. This phenomenon is discussed in a paper presenting
measured error results of an experimental concatenated coding system under an emulated
S-band uplink and X-band downlink two-way space communication channel (3). The
encoded data in these experiments was transmitted over the simulated X-band downlink
with an attenuator being used to emulate the space transmission loss.

Node resynchronization requires something on the order of 100 bit times if the threshold
E /N  of approximately 2.5 DB is reached. The node resynchronization effect can generateb o

enough bursts to exceed the interleaved R/S code capability. Thus, it is important to
maintain at least a small margin (.1 DB to .2 DB has been shown to be sufficient) above
this node resynchronization threshold.

The data in Table I indicates that the E /N  input to the Viterbi decoder should be wellb o

above this threshold (10  error rate from the Viterbi decoder corresponds to an E /N  of-5
b o

about 4.5 DB using 3-bit soft decisions). Thus, it is expected that the HST science data
link will perform to considerably better than the desired BER of 10 .-7

CONCLUSION

The HST and its complex systems have been built and subjected to system testing and
qualification for space flight. The physical location of the hardware prevented testing with
the actual TDRS in the loop, however this portion of the verification program was
completed using appropriate simulation tools and techniques. Even though the systems are
complex and the data systems must perform to stringent specifications, test results indicate
that these systems will meet the program requirements. The use of concatenated coding



techniques consisting of both block and convolutional codes as protection against random
and burst errors has been successful. The relatively low overhead penalty resulting from
the incorporation of Reed-Solomon encoding is a minor price to pay to meet the
performance requirement in the expected operating environment of the HST. Even though
the resulting systems are complex, the practical realization of the necessary circuits is well
within the state of the art. These techniques can be used to solve a variety of problems
routinely encountered in the communication arena.
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TABLE 1

SSA LINK MARGIN BUDGET
1.024 Mbps Science Data Rate

1. SSA WORST GEOMETRY POWER OUTPUT 11.3 dbw
OF TRANSMITTER (MEASURED)

2. TRANSMISSION CIRCUIT LOSSES 5.6 db
CABLE, SWITCHES, DIPLEXER (MEASURED)

3. ANTENNA (HIGH GAIN); INCLUDES LOSS 26.4 db
FOR POINTING ERRORS OF LESS THAN
1E (MEASURED)

4. SPACE LOSS, LONGEST DISTANCE (CALCULATED) 191.9 db

5. DATA POWER/TOTAL POWER RATIO 0 db

6. POWER RECEIVED AT TDRS -159.8 dbw (1-2+3-4-5)

7. POWER REQUIRED   AT TDRS FOR -165.1 dbw
BER OF 10-5

8. LINK MARGIN 5.3 db (6-7)

9. REQUIRED LINK MARGIN 3.0 db

10. EXCESS LINK MARGIN 2.3 db (8-9)

NOTE:  DATA TAKEN FROM REFERENCE 1



TABLE 2

NA Link Margin Budget
Cross Support Mode: 4kbps I Channel, 32 kbps Q Channel

(Cross Support Mode Utilizes High Gain Antenna On EST and
Received By TDRS on SSA Antenna But at the KA Frequency)

I CHANNEL Q CHANNEL

1. POWER TRANSMITTED FROM NASA 6.3 dbw 6.3 dbw
STANDARD TRANSPONDER (MEASURED
WORST CASE)

2. TRANSMISSION CIRCUIT LOSSES 5.9 db 5.9 db
(MEASURED WORST CASE)

3. TRANSMITTER ANTENNA GAIN 26.4 db 26.4 db
(INCLUDES POINTING LOSS FOR LESS
THAN 1E) (MEASURED)

4. SPACE LOSS, LONGEST DISTANCE 192.4 db 192.4 db
(CALCULATED)

5. DATA POWER/TOTAL POWER RATIO 3.0 db 3.0 db
(EQUAL POWER SPLIT BETWEEN
I AND Q CHANNELS)

6. POWER RECEIVED AT TDRS -168.6 dbw -168.6 dbw
(1-2+3-4-5)

7. POWER REQUIRED AT TDRS To ACHIEVE -189.4 dbw -180.4 dbw
B0ER OF 10-5

8. LINK MARGIN (6-7) + 20.8 db + 11.8 db

NOTE:  DATA TAKEN FROM REFERENCE 1



Figure 1 - HST Data System



Figure 2 - Segment Formats



Figure 3 - RS INTERLEAVED CODE BLOCK STRUCTURE



A DESCRIPTION OF THE USER SPACECRAFT CLOCK
CALIBRATION SYSTEM (USCCS)

- THE TRACKING DATA RELAY SATELLITE SYSTEM (TDRSS)
APPROACH

Ernest Byron
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Straton Laios
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a system currently being integrated into the TDRSS to provide an
institutional clock calibration service. The system has been designed to utilize the
characteristics of the Tracking Telemetry & Command services available to TDRSS users
without placing any restrictions on current operational procedures, except that clock
calibration events must be scheduled concurrently with TDRSS ranging of the user
spacecraft. In addition to the usual TDRSS subsystems used for normal TT&C services
clock calibration will require three additional functional subsystems. One of these, the
NASA Ground Terminal Timing Unit (NGT-TU) provides generic clock-calibration data
to all users. The remaining two subsystems are project unique. The first of these, the
Spacecraft Clock Time Transfer Unit (SC-TTU) provides the clock calibration
measurement and control functions required to maintain the on-board clock, and the
second, the Payload Operations Control Center (POCC) User-Clock Error Processing
System (UCEPS) collects and processes the data provided by the NGT-TU and the
SC-TTU. Advancing or retarding the spacecraft clock, is always retained under project
control. The overall system is capable of providing remote clock calibration accuracies on
the order of 200 nanoseconds.

The basic concept of the USCCS relies on the instantaneous phase relationship between
the TDRSS user ranging code epochs as seen on the ground and at the user. At any instant
of the time P2(t) = [Pl(t) + P3(t)] / 2. P1 and P3 represent, respectively, the phase
periodicity of the TDRSS forward and return range code at the ground system, and P2 the
phase of the range code at the user TTU. The phase ambiguity is resolved by estimating
the time delay between the user and the ground terminal from measures reference to the
telemetry major frame sync. All measurements at the NGT are made with respect to the
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NGT Time and Frequency System and the measurement at the user with respect to its
telemetry the on board clock.

The Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO), scheduled for launch in early 1990, will be the first
spacecraft to employ this technique.



INDIAN REMOTE SENSING SATELLITE :
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ABSTRACT.

The Indian Remote Sensing Satellite programme envisaged mainly to cater to the specific
needs of application scientists in India, is expected to be operational by the end of 1987
when the first satellite in the series, IRS-1A will be launched from a Soviet Cosmo drome
and placed in a 904 Km polar sun-synchronous orbit. The satellite payload consists of a set
of CCD Cameras designed to produce space borne imageries in the visible and near infra-
red bands. These data will be transmitted to ground both in X Band and S Band having a
modulation of QPSK and BPSK respectively. The ultimate aim of the IRS programme is to
effectively manage the renewable and nonrenewable resources by continuously collecting
the imageries from space. This will be achieved by routinely operating the ground based
system for spacecraft control, data reception, recording, processing and generation of data
products for dissemination and archival. This paper describes the overall IRS-1A system,
both spacecraft and ground segments, particularly with respect to Data systems, tracing the
data flow from acquisition to distribution.

1.0  INTRODUCTION.

The IRS-1A System consists of a three axis body stabilised spacecraft designed for an
operational life of three years in polar sun synchronous orbit at an altitude of 904 Km. The
spacecraft is equipped with two deployable sun-tracking rigid solar arrays to generate 709
watts (EOL) of power, and the TTC and Data Handling Systems operate in S and X-bands.
Attitude and orientation control system is based on the reaction wheels, magnetic torquers
and mono-propellent hydrazine based on the reaction control system. The payload system
consists of two pushbroom cameras of 36.25 metre spatial resolution (LISS-II) along with
another camera providing 72.5 metre resolution data (LISS-I). All the three cameras are
employing linear charge coupled device arrays as detectors. The scene data is digitized
into 128 grey levels onboard and transmitted through S and X-bands, depending on
whether it is LISS-1 data or LISS-II data. The payload data will be received and recorded



in Data Reception Station located at Shadnagar, Hyderabad, India. The generation and
distribution of browse and standard products is carried out at Balanagar, Hyderabad, India
while the precision and special products are generated at Space Application Centre.
Ahmedabad, India. The overall view of IRS Mission is given in fig.l.

2.0  IMAGE DATA ACQUISITION.

The IRS camera system consists of Linear Imaging Self-scanning Sensors (LISS) made of
linear CCD arrays of 2048 elements. A camera called LISS-I, operates in the 0.45 - 0.86
micron spectral region, with 4 narrow spectral bands and the system is capable of imaging
the ground with a geometrical resolution of 72.5 metres providing a swath width of 148
Km. Another camera system called LISS-II having two identical cameras, operate with
identical spectral resolution, and image the ground with a geometrical resolution of 36.25
metres. By proper location of LISS-II cameras, a composite swath of 145 Km is obtained
within the LISS-I swath. The IRS-1A spacecraft uses the pushbroom scanning technique
(fig.2) where the forward motion of the spacecraft platform is used to sweep a linear array
of detectors oriented perpendicular to the ground track across a scene being imaged. The
video output of the CCD detector after suitable amplification is digitized into 128 grey
levels (7 bits). The data rates of LISS-I and LISS-II works out to be 5.2 Mbps and 2x10.4
Mbps respectively.

3.0  IMAGE DATA TRANSMISSION.

3.1  BASE BAND.

The data from the three camera system is routed to Base-band Data Handling System
where formatting of the data is carried out before it is serially sent out to RF system for
data transmission. The data from each camera is accepted in parallel on 28 lines (i.e. 7 bits
per band and 4 bands per camera) and after the data is serialised it is formatted along with
frame synchronising code, timer data, minor frame sync (MNFS) code and housekeeping
parameters. Additionally the randomisation technique is adopted to minimise the baseline
shift in the PCM due to the presence of continuous ONEs or continuous ZEROs which will
affect the Non-return to Zero (NRZ) power spectrum and also to have a continuous PCM
stream at the input of the modulator even if the payload data is absent. This also provides a
simple method to evaluate the bit error rate performance of the link. Hence excepting for
the frame sync code (FSC) and the MNFS code all the other data is randomised using an
812 bit/1023 bit Pseudo Random (PN) sequence depending upon whether the data is
transmitted in MNFS enable or disable mode. The randomization will also help in flux
density distribution even if the payload data is absent. The MNFS code is introduced in the
data format to minimise the loss of data due to bit slippage. A frame consists of 8328
words of 7 bits each having 127 bit PN code as frame synchronizing code (FSC). The



payload data is contained in 8192 words and additional auxilliary data is introduced in the
remaining 136 words of the frame. The 28 line prallel data from each camera is serialised
and inserted into the 8192 word slot of the format pertaining to payload data. The
auxilliary data of 136 words contain 127 bits of FSC, 7 bits of code for camera
identification, timer data and housekeeping information. The MNFS code, which is a 7 bit
code, appears once in every 117 words and the first code appears in word no.116. The last
minor frame will thus be truncated and it consists of 21 words only. The introduction of
MNFS code requires the storage of the incoming data stream onboard while the MNFS is
inserted. There is also a provision by telecommand to by-pass the memory which will
result in a format without MNFS code. However, in both the formats (MNFS selected and
MNFS by-pass cases), the video data starts from the word no.64 of each frame. The serial
video data stream from each LISS-II camera at 10.4 MBPS is subjected to differential
encoding algorithm. This will resolve the 4-phase ambiguity normally associated in the
carrier recovery during the QPSK demodulation in the ground station. The encoding and
decoding algorithm is as given below :

Encoding Algorithm.

Decoding Algorithm.

Where E1n and E2n are the bits from the two data handling system at a time ‘n’ . In and
Qn are the bits actually modulate the QPSK carrier at a time ‘n’.

3.2  RF SYSTEM.

The final serial data from the base band system is fed to RF system for data transmission.
To facilitate the transmission of data from LISS-I and LISS-II cameras simultaneously, the
LISS-I data is transmitted in S-band by Balanced Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) modulation
and the two data streams from the two LISS-II cameras in X band by Quadruple Phase
Shift Keying (QPSK) modulation. The carriers of the both S and X-band data transmitters
are derived from a basic common crystal oscillator source. The S-band carrier, BPSK
modulated by LISS-I data, is amplified by a solid state amplifier to 4 watts and fed to
S-band antenna through a combline band pass filter. The X-band carrier QPSK modulated
by LISS-IIA and LISS-IIB data in I and Q channels is amplified by a Travelling Wave



Tube Amplifier (TWTA) to a level of 20 watts. A four cavity dual mode filter is used to
conserve the spectrum and to limit the harmonics before feeding the amplified signal to X
band antenna. Fig.4 gives the block schematic of RF system for IRS-1A.

4.0  GROUND SEGMENT DATA ACQUISITION.

The IRS data will be received directly at the ground station located at Shadnagar, near
Hyderabad, India. Fig. 5 gives the overall organisation of IRS ground segment. A 10 metre
dish with S/X composite feed and associated, ground station equipment will receive the
S-band (LISS-I) data in BPSK mode and X-band (LISS-II) data in QPSK mode which will
be recorded on a 28 track High Density Tape Recorders (HDTR) for raw data archieval
purposes. A VAX 11/730 computer system will provide capability for quick look and real
time system along with telemetry data reproduction, attitude and orbit computations, etc.

The Quick Look and Real Time System at the Data Reception Station (fig. 6) provides a
real time display of one scene data of selected camera. It outputs the information related to
the pass predictions, antenna pointing and start of the scene framing, etc. Offline auto
cloud cover estimates as well as manual cloud cover estimates are also planned. The
system creates ancillary computer compatible tapes (ACCT) for higher level data products
generation. A VAX 11/730 system will generate quick look film products with annotation.
This system will have standard peripherals along with frame synchronizer, and frame sync
and decom unit (FSDU). This quick look product is also known as level ‘0’.

5.0  DATA PRODUCTS GENERATIONS.

The level-1 or Browse product is generated at data processing facilities at Balanagar,
Hyderabad, (fig. 7), for all Indian scenes having less than 50% cloud cover. Browse
products are generated after necessary radiometric correction. An ancillary CCT
containing the predicted orbit information along with payload housekeeping parameters,
supports the generation and annotation of the Browse products. The suitably annotated
Browse products will be available in 241 mm film format and will contain nine band
scenes. Also it is planned to generate microfiches of Browse products. The expected turn
around time of Browse photo products is about 2 days for Indian users.

The level 2 or standard products will be generated on users’ requests, after correcting for
line/pixel drop outs, radiometric errors as well as geometric errors. An ancillary CCT,
containing determined (post-facto) orbit, attitude and payload health parameters supports
the generation of standard products. The standard products with annotation will be
available to users as film products, or as CCTS in 1600 BPI/6250 BPI form. The standard
photographic products will be available in the form of positive/negative transparencies or 



paper prints, as well as in the form of false colour composites (FCC) for enlargements.
Turn around time for standard products is about 7 days for Indian users.

The level-3 or precision products will be similar to standard products with the addition of
precision processing using ground control points (GCP). These user request products are
available either in CCT form or as photo products with a turn around time of 15 days for
Indian users.

The level-4 or special products are generated on special user requests (fig. 8). These
incorporate various enhancement techniques such as contrast stretching, edge
enhancement, band rationing and principle component analysis. The turn around time is
about 15 days for Indian users.

Besides the above the Data Quality Evaluation (DQE) subsystem periodically evaluates
the quality of various data products throughout the mission to enable corrective action. The
location of facilities for IRS data generation is given in table I 

The details of data products, their format, scales, and accuracy are given in table II.

6.0  IMAGE DATA DISTRIBUTION.

The access to IRS data is provided through NRSA Data Centre (NDC) at Hyderabad in
India operated by National Remote Sensing Agency (NRSA) on behalf of Department of
Space, Government of India. User assistance, data storage and data dissemination based
on users requests are the primary functions of NDC. Information on IRS data accessions as
well as IRS data products archieved are available in the form of catalogues which are
getting periodically updated. IRS Information Management System (IMS) is the search
capability to identify IRS data coverage of selected areas during period of interest. The
data can be specified either in terms of latitude or longitude coordinates of the corner
points of the quadrilateral boundaries of the area, or by the Image Referencing Scheme
wherein path-row co-ordinate system is predefined for the Indian Subcontinent.

7.0  CONCLUSION.

IRS-1A is first in the series of remote sensing application spacecraft India intends to put
into orbit, catering mainly to her internal needs. The future satellites are expected to handle
higher data rates upto 100 Mbps. The efforts put on both the space and Ground segments
for IRS, will continue to be updated to support the future applications envisaged through
enhanced spectral and spatial resolution cameras as well as improved data processing
techniques.
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FIG.1 OVERVIEW OF IRS MISSION



FIG.2 PUSHBROOM SCAN TECHNIQUE





FIG.4 BLOCK SCHEMATIC OF DATA HANDLING SYSTEM



FIG. 5 IRS GROUND SEGMENT ORGAN SATION



FIG.6 DATA ACQUISITION AND QUICK LOOK DATA PROCESSING



FIG.7 BROWSE AND STANDARD DATA PROCESSING



FIG.8 PRECISION AND SPECIAL DATA PROCESSING



AUTOMATING SATELLITE CONTROL AND TELEMETRY
NETWORKS
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ABSTRACT

Future space programs will require highly automated operations to meet real-time
requirements in addition to reducing dependence on experts who might not be available in
some situations. Space Station and satellite control applications will require systems that
have: generic processing applicable to many different knowledge bases; the ability to learn
from experience; the ability to handle situations not encountered before and behave at least
as well as an expert would in the same “new” situation; the ability to respond in real-time;
and the ability to be formally verified and validated. Currently such systems do not exist.
However, Ford Aerospace has developed a Knowledge Based System approach [an
Artificial Intelligence (AI) area of research] that promises to meet all these requirements.
This approach has been tested on several satellite and network control applications and
continues under development. These applications and their results are discussed in this
paper.

INTRODUCTION

Current satellite operations are complex and manpower intensive. In addition to ever-
increasing costs, survivability requirements are mandating automation of these functions.
Eventually, the automated functions must be designed into the onboard satellite systems to
provide the levels of operational autonomy required for future programs.

Although many space and network control operational functions can be preplanned and
hence automated using standard software approaches, the resultant system is both time-
consuming to develop and costly to maintain. During development, experts must preplan
responses to situations and evaluate the risks of implementing these responses in “all”
environments. When the user environment or system to be controlled changes from the one
in existence when the system was built, the software must be updated and revalidated, a
costly, time-consuming, maintenance process. Even conventional rule-based expert
systems provide limited capability; they only handle anomalous situations for which rules
have been formulated, and not all anomalies can be preplanned. A deep model of the



satellite system that includes causal information that can be reasoned about by the
knowledge based system (KBS) is required.

Ford Aerospace, Sunnyvale, California, has developed a system named Paragon, that
interacts with the knowledge based system builder to model the satellite at the appropriate
level of detail. No AI or programming expertise is required to use the system, so the
system builder can be the domain expert, eliminating the knowledge engineer interface.
Paragon automatically translates behavioral information (how the behavior of the satellite
components change over time) to computer code which can then be executed to simulate
the domain and hence verify the model. Therefore the domain expert doesn’t have to deal
with software code at all. For knowledge based system execution, generic reasoning
modules are applied to the knowledge base model to perform functions currently being
performed by human operators. Figure 1 illustrates an overview of the process.

Ford Aerospace’s knowledge-based system architecture has been applied to automate
several functions in an effort to test its full capabilities in being able to “reason about” and
“analyze” new situations. Illustrative examples for automating satellite control and
telemetry networks are presented in this paper.

STARPLAN

The first step in achieving satellite autonomy is to automate the satellite control function on
the ground. In many ways this step is more difficult than automation in the spacecraft,
because the ground station doesn’t always have continuous contact with the satellite, and
hence must reason with incomplete knowledge about what happened between passes. Our
version of an automated satellite control system is called STARPLAN. Figure 2 illustrates
some of the user interface screens.

To date, subsystems from two different satellites have been modeled and known
anomalous situations have been used to test system responses. Example situations are: (1)
a solar panel is “stuck” and could be the cause of battery discharge and shut down of
payload system and attitude control if not corrected in time. STARPLAN identified that a
switch setting in the control circuitry was improperly set and recommended that several
commands be sent to correct the solar wing orientation and mode; and (2) the thermal
control switch on the battery heater had failed, causing the battery to overheat.
STARPLAN identified the cause after sending test commands and receiving additional
telemetry. STARPLAN then recommended how the failed heater could be worked around.

How STARPLAN would handle an anomaly is explained in more detail using an electrical
power subsystem example.



Anomaly Scenario

The satellite electrical power subsystem contains two solar array wings that track the sun
to provide power to the spacecraft. Three batteries provide power when insufficient power
is being supplied by the solar array during eclipse periods. Since the solar array is
designed to provide more power than the satellite needs for full performance (additional
power is shunted), it is considered an anomaly for the batteries to be discharging when not
in eclipse.

The humans, who currently handle such an anomaly, and STARPLAN perform the same
sequence of operations. The telemetry measurements (e.g., voltages, currents,
temperatures and configurations) from the satellite are monitored. If one or more telemetry
readings are not nominal, an analysis is performed to determine which satellite component
or components are involved in the problem, the cause of the problem and, most
importantly, what corrective action is required. An examination of telemetry and a
knowledge of the cause/effect relationships that exist between satellite components and the
commanding capability from the ground are required to resolve most problems.

Let us assume that upon acquisition of the satellite for a health and status check, the
following telemetry situation exists:

a) +Y Wing Solar Array Current(+YSAC) = 5.51 amps, -Y Wing
Solar Array Current (-YSAC) = 7.0 amps

b) +Y Wing Position (+YPOS) = 33.99 degrees, -Y Wing
Position (-YPOS) = 70 degrees

c) +Y Wing Error (+YER) = -35.99 degrees, -Y Wing Error
(-YER) = 0 degrees

d) Boost Converter Current (BCC) = .199 amps
e) Solar Array Shunt Dissipation Voltage (SDV) = 0 volts
f) Batteries are in discharge
g)  Load Shed Timers have started ramping up

Based on knowledge about the load shed timer’s design parameters, these values and
status indicate that a Load Shed 1 event will occur in approximately 20 minutes; that is, the
satellite’s payload subsystem will be turned off by the Line Control Unit (LCU). Turning
off the payload means loss of mission for the satellite and is considered a critical problem.
The goal is to resolve the anomaly before the load shed occurs. The following paragraphs
describe how STARPLAN’s reasoning modules would discover, diagnose and resolve the
given anomaly.



The Data Interpretation module would compare incoming telemetry values to those
expected and use knowledge base notification to output an event notification to the
Situation Assessment Module. A “time critical” label would be attached to it, and the
operator could be alerted to the situation.

The Situation Assessment module then activates a processing algorithm that uses the
functional relationships within the Knowledge Base to output an assessment list to the
Causal Diagnosis module. The assessment list contains a prioritized ranking of every
concept that could be involved in causing the anomaly.

The highest ranked concept in the assessment list is reasoned about first by the Causal
Diagnosis module. In this case, the Solar Array Drive and Power Transfer Assembly
(SADPT) is ranked highest as a potential cause and the diagnosis points to an anomalous
configuration in the +YMODE electronics. The +YMODE is expected to be in the
TRACK mode and instead is reasoned to be in the HOLD mode (not tracking the sun).
The Causal Diagnosis module generates a goals list that specifies a goal for returning to
the TRACK mode.

The Planning and Command module uses the Knowledge Base to formulate a proper
commanding sequence to achieve the goal. The proper commanding sequence is generated
from command procedures and/or command descriptions that exist in the Knowledge Base
for the SADPT concept. In this case, a procedure exists and the Planning and Command
module recommends the procedure to the satellite operator.

The procedure outlines the correct +YWING rotation, hold and track commanding
sequence and also gives the expected telemetry responses. The operator responds and the
+YWING is rotated until +YER is near zero, a “hold” command is sent and then the
“track” command. If the procedure works, as verified by comparing actual telemetry
responses to expected, the cause is determined to be an anomalous logic change in the
+YMODE electronics of the SADPT, probably caused by some form of electrostatic
discharge, and the anomalous event is entered into a history log, also part of the
Knowledge Base.

If the recommended procedure does not work, the Causal Diagnosis module is re-activated
and reasons to the next most likely cause, knowing that the above procedure failed, and
produces another goals list. In addition, it will also output a failure list to the Goal
Determination module, since the procedure that was first recommended did not work. The
process is continued and a second plan to resolve the anomalous conditions is
recommended to the operator. The process continues until the anomaly is either corrected
or diagnosed as a serious failure (cannot be fixed using existing knowledge).



Throughout this process, the operator is prompted by the STARPLAN system, can
question the system, and has the option to accept or reject the system’s prognosis and/or
recommendations.

This example scenario gives a glimpse into the complexities involved in resolving satellite
anomalies. Normally, satellite operators must refer to volumes of documentation and
various experts including mission analysts to formulate the best plan for solving a problem.
This approach is not always practical or time efficient. For this reason, future space
programs are requiring additional automation and satellite autonomy. Initially, programs
will require ground based systems that are designed to interact with a single satellite
operator, much like the scenario above. Then as the process becomes validated through
use on the ground, it will be designed into the spacecraft.

NETCON

A KBS that models a communication satellite configuration with its individual
transponders and the ground stations that make up its network has been prototyped and is
called NETCON. Figure 3 illustrates one of the user interface screens.

While control of the status and behavior of individual traffic carriers is already somewhat
automated, NETCON will address problems that are experienced by several carriers or
several stations concurrently. At present, a senior station operator at a network control
terminal station is required to deduce the cause of anomalous behavior, such as attenuation
due to external interference (rain fade or jamming). Much training and years of experience
are required to perform such a function. Similarly, the development of unacceptable levels
of intermodulation within a satellite transponder may drive the transponder into non-linear
behavior, such that increasing output power at carrier transmitters results not in improved
signal to noise ratio but in decreased performance due to “lockup’. The station-oriented
monitoring and diagnosis routines provide no direct information or warning about the
possibility of a transponder moving into “lockup”, and the operator would have very little
time (one minute) to recognize and respond to a condition of incipient lockup. A system
such as NETCON could be an aid to the station operator and respond more quickly to
time-critical situations.

CONCLUSION

These and other knowledge based system prototypes that are pushing the state-of-the-art
will be extended and converted to “operational” systems. At the same time, other expert
systems, using established techniques, are being developed directly for operational
applications.



Ford Aerospace, and its parent, Ford Motor Company, are very optimistic about the future
of artificial intelligence. Ford is leading the way in a number of areas ranging from
diagnosis of automobiles to diagnosis of satellites and from training system operators to
repairing of robots.

Figure 1. Generic Knowledge Based System



Figure 2. STARPLAN Display

Figure 3. Network Control Prototype Using Paragon
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ABSTRACT

The paper describes various spacecraft’s requirements for reentry Telemetering system,
reviews and analyses the effective technical methods and several specific problems to
design such systems. In radio telemetering systems various memory - relay modes, delay
circuits, and ground stations, which fit for various on board telemetering systems, are
presented. The cabin of telemetering data recovery technical section includes typical
recovery command check circuits, solid state storage and mechanical construction etc.

INTRODUCTION

Various space Reentry vehicles, like the space shuttle, spaceship and test warhead.
Although they have different functions, combinations and constructions need designing the
reentry telemetering systems to detect operating condictions of each system in spacecraft,
measure flight environment parameters, verify engineering theories and methods, study
reentry physical phenomena.

In fact, since requirements of various aerospace vehicles for reentry telemetering are
distinct, the reentry telemetering system is changed a 1ot in types and numbers of
telemetering parameters, system capacity, carrier wave, range, etc. But with respect to
telemetering, they have common futures as following.

1.  Section of reentry telemetering is long , and there are variety of characteristic sections
in reentry process , such as radio singal blackout caused by plasma sheath, flight or glide
section, low altitude and touch ground section, moving through ground section , primary
finding goal section during early time, etc.

A11 of these sections have distinct requirements which the whole telemetering program is
depended on.



2.  Telemetering parameters are various. They change a lot. Dynamic ranges of their are
wind.

3.  Variety of test require that telemetering system provide flexible and universal
capabilities.

4.  High reliability and smaller model are required. It is also required to work well in bed
environments.
5.  It is difficult and complex for ground stations to search and trace flying reentry vehicles
because numerous special measurement sections exist in reentry peocess

6.  Telemetering system is considered and designed along with control communication,
orbit measurement, TV transmission and remote control command in order to compromise
the whole measuring system of an aerospace vehicle.

7.  The telemetering receiving stations, maybe located in the space (or sky), on the ground,
or on the ocean, are various and complex.

ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON OF TELEMETERING TECHNICAL
APPROACHES

MAGNETIC RECORDING RECOVERY

In flight process, telemetering signal is recorded on a tape, then the tape cassette is
recovered. Parameters are achieved by reproducing demodulating and processing.

There are variety of magnetic recording recoveries. They can be divided into two main
types: one is ejecting recovery, and the other is touch recovery.

EJECTING RECOVERY

The recovery mechanism and tape is fixed in the date module which is assembled in a
vehicle ( figure 1 ). During reentry, G - switch, pressure switch, delay mechanism, altitute
sensor work in orders by using the stage separating command. Finelly, the separating
mechanism is ignited and flicked out the vehicle. After it is pushed apart from the vehicle,
the ejection gun speeds down rapidly due to the resistance of itself. Then parachute is
pushed out, the ejection gun fall slowly until it touches ground or water. A typical system
operating procedure block diagram is shown in figure 2 and 3. in order to seek and take it,
the ejection gun carries special devices, such as gas package, colour agent that make water
colourful, flickering lamp, beacon, etc. and the seeking implements are equipped on
ground.



TOUGH RECOVERY

Touch recovery is the tape or solid memory which the signal has been recorded on is
placed in a protector. when landing, the protector absorbs energy and protects them form
damage. Then they are ready for recovered. The recovered tape which has experience
shock and temperature is very valuable. Although some parts of the tape are damaged, it
has to be repaired with great care to reproduce the valuable date.

Some parameters can be recorded during protector drilling through ground. The function of
solid - state memory is shown in figure 4

EVALUATION

Advantages:

Magnetic recording recovery can avoid RF signal blackout section caused by reentry
plasma sheath. Rapid and slow change parameters in the R.F blackout section are
recorded. When required, the touching and drilling ground parameters are also recorded.

Disadvantage:

Magnetic recording recovery depend upon flight state of vehicle. Real time availability of
parameters is less than that of others. When vehicle exists some faults, it is possible that
they will influence to recored information.

AIR - GROUND RADIO TRANSMISSION METHOD

Air - ground radio transmission method means that measured information is directly sent to
Ground station through radio channel. The ground station receives, decodes and processes
this information.

With respect to reentry measuring, Air - ground radio systems can be divided into two
types. One is with memory - delay - relay system, the other is without. both of them
transmit signal by using radio. The difference between them is the relation of information
and time. One is delay time method and the other is in real time.

The block diagram of a typical reproducing system with memory that is used for different
conditions is shown in figure 5.6.7.8.



According to different missions and requirements, varity of ground receiving stations are
provided. They are: fixed ground station, mobile station, simple station, unmanned remote
station, ship - board station, micro station, etc.

EVALUATION

Advantages: It provides good real time property. Variety of information in vehcle is sent to
command center in real time. Record time is not constrained. It is convenient to test and
check. It is also benefit to synthetical utilization of multiple channels.

Disadvantage: It is significantly affected by Reentry R.F blackout. There are a lot of
disturbance factors which affect on received signal guality.

AIR - SPACE - EARTH RADIO TRANSMISSION METHOD

Air - Space - Earth radio transmission method notes that telemetering signal sent to
transporter such as satellite, aircraft, launcher, balloon in space. Then signal is sent to
ground.

The system function diagram is shown in Figure 9.

What type of transporters is selected depend upon practical measuring requirement.

EVALUATION

It is of benefit to the total design for the measuring control and to reducing the number of
ground stations. The initial finding is higher. It is capable to adapt itself to the change of
fall point of reentry vehicles.

CONCLUSION:

Three main technical approaches of reentry telemetering system for Reentry vehicles are
described above. They have distinct advantages and some problems in themselves, it is
based upon measuring requirement and operating environment to determine optimized and
feasible project in a practical application.



FIGURE 1. PROFILE OF DATA MODULE

FIGURE 2. SYSTEM OPERATE PROGRAM

FIGURE 3. EJECTING RECOVERY



FIGURE 4. TYPICAL. SOLID--STATE RECORDER CONFIGURATION

FIGURE 5. DELAY REPRODUCING SYSTEM WITH MEMORY



FIGURE 6. REPRODUCING WITH MEMORY FUNCTION BLOCK OF
COMPUTER ON SLICE

FIGURE 7. REPRODUCING WITH MEMORY BLOCK FOR SINGLE
CONDITION

FIGURE 8. REPRODUCING WITH MEMORY OF BIT RATE CONVERSION



FIGURE 9. AIR--SPACE---EARTH REENTRY TELEMERING SYSTEM 
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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses one approach to data reduction, processing, storage, PCM
transmission, and data reconstruction used in a data acquisition application. It addresses
the flexibilities of the data reduction technique chosen for this application, the various
mediums of data storage and/or transmission available. The reconstruction and display of
the data, and the approach for storing baseline and special event data are also presented.

INTRODUCTION

Data acquisition systems, particularly PCM telemetry systems, are being required to
sample, store and transmit a continuously increasing number of parameters within a limited
transmission bandwidth. To satisfy these requirements, data reduction techniques must be
seriously considered for implementation of the application.

Data reduction techniques can be divided into two general categories, irreversible and
reversible. The irreversible technique, usually referred to as data compaction, (although
there are no standard definitions) reduces the physical size of the data, while preserving
the subset of “relevant data”. This technique of data reduction was eliminated since the
original data could not be reconstructed. Data compaction techniques are by definition
dependent on the semantics of the data; thereby, reducing its flexibility and limiting the
software to specific acquisition applications.

All of the data is considered to be relevant in data compression, and the compression can
be followed by data expansion (decompression) to recover the original data.

The reason that data compression is not used in every application is that it is not without
its disadvantages. Assuming the compression/expansion is performed by the software, the
software complexity of the system is increased. Another disadvantage of data compression
is the decrease in portability. This is mostly caused by the absence of well defined



standards in this area. However, some data compression algorithms can achieve dramatic
savings in storage requirements, savings of as much as 80% are not uncommon. This also
allows more information to be transmitted in the same bandwidth by using fewer bits to
relay the same amount of information.

The approach chosen was to make use of proven, simple, textbook data compression
algorithms to reduce the risk and complexity of the airborne software.

This requires that the ground based system has the intelligence to perform the data
expansion on the received compressed data in order to display the original acquired
signals.

PRESENTATION

The development of the data reduction technique discussed in this paper was conducted on
a MIL-STD-1750A based processor design, with 64K words of memory partitioned into
32K of Program Memory (16K used) and 32K words of RAM. The unit also contains
512K words of E2PROM Data Storage Memory that is handled as an I/O device. This
storage memory has a growth capability of up to 4M words. Additional features such as a
processor Console Interface, Error Detection And Correction (EDAC), Built-In-Test
(BIT), and I/O card slot interchangeability were incorporated into the system design.
Illustrated in Figure 1, the system interface consisted of a dual redundant MIL-STD-1553B
data bus with DMA capability, three RS-422A serial data ports programmable for DMA or
interrupt driven data transfers. The system also converts a mix of up to 512
instrumentation input signals consisting of discrete and various analog type inputs, ranging
from strain gauge and low level inputs to frequency and synchro signals.

The first step in the data acquisition task when using data compression techniques is to
provide a set of baseline data to the storage memory/decompression system. Baseline data
is defined as a sample of all inputs passed uncompressed for storage or transmission. This
baseline data is used as the reference from which the compressed data can be
reconstructed. As is true with all existing ground test stations, the airborne sampling format
must also reside in the expansion software in order to update the correct sampled signals.

Zero Order Predictor

Due to its simplicity, a textbook algorithm known as the Zero Order Predictor was selected
to perform the initial data compression. The zero order predictor operates on the baseline
data by setting a threshold “window” (refer to Figure 2). This threshold is set by the user
during system programming. If the sampled signal exceeds the limits of the window, the
entire sample is stored/transmitted uncompressed, and the window is updated to this latest 



Figure 1

Figure 2

signal reference. When the sampled signal remains within the window, the processor
records the sample and sets a bit to indicate no significant signal change. This count of
consecutive insignificant signal changes is maintained until a sample exceeds it defined
window. Upon encountering a threshold window exceedance, the processor generates a
Gap Code, and then follows the gap code with the uncompressed (window exceeded)
parameter. This gap code is used by the expansion software to maintain an accurate count
of consecutive unchanged parameters, which enables the decompression processor to
update the proper parameters) display.



Gap Code

Instead of using a single bit to indicate no change in the sampled parameters, a gap code
was devised to further reduce the number of bits required to indicate the number of
consecutively sampled parameters that did not significantly change. Using the single bit
approach to signify 129 unchanging consecutive parameters would require 129 bits;
however, the gap code only requires 16 bits to signify the same number of unchanged
consecutive parameters.

The gap code is a variable length code that indicates the number of consecutive parameters
that did not exceed the threshold window and always starts with a logic one. The gap code
is generated by beginning with a bit pair of alternating one and zero. As the number of
consecutive unchanged parameters increase, bit pairs are added for coding. If only one or
two parameters do not exceed their defined window, the two bit gap code is used; if three
to six parameters do not change, then a four bit gap code is used, etc. This is illustrated in
the table below.

# Unchanged
Consecutive Gap Bit
Parameters Code Pattern

001 1 10
002 2 11
003 3 1010
004 4 1011
005 5 1110
006 6 1111
007 7 101010
008 8 101011
009 9 101110
010 10 101111
011 11 111011
012 12 111110
013 13 111111
014 14 10101010

The gap code is generated by starting with bit pairs of ones and zeros. The least significant
zero is inverted, then the next least significant zero is moved to the LSB position by using
every other (even) bit location. Once this zero reaches the LSB position it is inverted. This
process continues until the word count is all ones. Once the gap code word reaches all
ones, another bit pair is added to the alternating ones and zeros and the process begins
again.



As illustrated in the table above, with the exception of gap code 1 and 3, any number of
consecutive unchanged parameters can be coded with less bits than if a single bit were
used. The table also illustrates that as the number of consecutive unchanged parameters
increase, the ratio of data compression will also increase.

The selection of the gap code can be accomplished either by a processor or via a
hardware/software look-up table utilizing the unchanged parameter count, further reducing
the airborne software complexity.

Truncation

Another method of achieving further data reduction is known as truncating the data. This
approach can be used in conjunction with the zero order predictor. Truncation is
accomplished by replacing the unchanged high order or low order bits with a bit pair to
indicate no change in the high nibble/byte. The only restriction in using the truncation
method is that both the airborne and ground decompression software react to the truncation
in the same manner.

To incorporate the truncation into the data processing, is to handle the truncation as a
subset of the filler code. The filler bits are preceded with a bit pair of zero-one followed by
alternating ones and zeros. In the case of truncated words, the filler code is followed by a
zero-one and the remaining uncompressed data nibble/byte. Obviously, the airborne and
decompression software will need to know if the truncation is performed on the low or
high bits, and if the truncation processing will be applied to the parameter nibble or byte,
and last they must agree on the definition (size) of the nibble/byte.

For example, a sampled analog signal will generally change the low order bits rapidly,
while the high bits change more slowly. With a resolution of twelve bits, and redefining
that particular input byte to constitute six bits, the high order byte can be truncated with
two bits indicating that this particular byte did not change while the lower byte did. This
truncation indicator would then be followed by the remaining uncompressed six bit byte.
When the high order bits change, then the word would be preceded with the zero-zero bit
pair indicating an uncompressed data word. Truncation does not readily appear to save
many data bits; however, four bits multiplied by the total number of rapidly changing
inputs the airborne system is required to sample, can become a significant reduction of
data, even when truncation is not used in conjunction with the zero order predictor. The
same approach can be used on discrete data words as well. Note the original signal can be
reconstructed.



Data Formatting

The initial concern is how to distinguish between uncompressed data words and gap
codes. As discussed in the gap code generation above, all gap codes begin with a logic
one, preceded with a one-one bit pair. Consequently, all uncompressed parameters must be
preceded with a pair of logic zeros. Time tags are treated as data words and must be added
to the data stream at predetermined intervals.

The data is now ready to be stored in archival memory in bursts of user defined block sizes
or time intervals over the RS-422A or MIL-STD-1553A/B serial data busses.

However, to maintain PCM transmissions and IRIG standards, frame syncs must also be
added to the data stream at programmable predetermined fixed intervals, followed with the
baseline data. The baseline data is provided to insure that the ground station can recover in
the event that it drops synchronization. This can be easily accommodated by the processor.

Additionally, to maintain a continuous data stream for PCM transmission while the
airborne processor is processing the data and generating the gap code, a predetermined bit
pattern is needed as filler for periods of data transmission inactivity. A filler pattern of
alternating ones and zeros preceded with a zero-one bit pair is used. The data type bit pairs
are as follows:

Gap Code = 11 + code
Filler = 01 + 101010...

Truncation = 01 + 01 + uncompressed byte
Data = 00 + uncompressed data word

Data Expansion

As the data is examined by the receiving system (which contains a copy of the airborne
sampling format), it will first display/store the baseline data. From that point on, the
ground processor must examine the first bit pair in the next word; if it is a zero-zero, it is
identified as an uncompressed data word and the processor updates the display/memory
file. This approach allows for variable lengths of data words. For example, discrete words
may be 16 bit words, some analog words may be twelve bit words, while other analog
samples may be eight bit words. The only requirement is that the ground system
(decompression processor) know the word length. This feature can be used to further
increase the data compression ratio by eliminating the requirement for preceding or
appending zeros that are required in present fixed word length data acquisition systems.



If the first bit pair is a logic one-one, the processor must examine the alternate (odd) bit
locations until a zero is found. Upon finding a zero in an alternate (odd) bit location, the
processor is now able to define the gap code word length and decode the gap code
number. At this time, the processor can update the display data and store it for later use in
a file called reconstructed data with the previous uncompressed data taken, or more
simply, fill in the gaps for that number of parameters.

If the first bit pair is a zero-one, the processor will then examine the next bit pair. If it is a
one-zero, the processor expects to receive filler bits of alternating ones and zeros. The
processor simply looks at the alternating bit pattern as “do-nothing” pseudo data until a
zero-zero or a one-one bit pair is found. If after a zero-one bit pair is identified and the
following bit pair is another zero-one, a high byte truncation is identified for that parameter
and the low byte of uncompressed data follows.

System Programming

An IBM-PC/AT based software package was developed to expedite the programming of
the airborne sampling format. The user interface is designed in a spreadsheet fashion that
only requires the user to fill in the blanks, refer to Figure 3.

It is illustrated by the gap code that the more unchanged consecutive parameters in a
sampling format the higher the compression ratio will be. Therefore, the main priority in
selecting the sampling sequence is to place as many slow changing parameters in sequence
as is reasonably possible.

Figure 3
Programming Spreadsheet



The threshold windows are also programmable and can be varied from 0 threshold,
(meaning any change will be passed uncompressed) to the input parameter limits. In the
case of discrete words, a window of 0 would be set to insure that any change in any of the
data bits would be reported as a word change.

This software package can be used in any system configuration; therefore, the provision to
assign or change the I/O card address has been added. The user only needs to know the
physical card location to assign the address, the programming software will complete the
task.

The programming spreadsheet also provides a way to enter parameters for each input
signal called a special event.

Special Event Data

A special event is defined as an input signal that exceeds a predefined parameter limit. For
instance, if a thermocouple input range is from 200 to 1200 degrees Celsius, but the
nominal aircraft operating range is 500 to 900 degrees Celcius, a special event limit of 300
and 1100 degrees Celcius can be set.

If a special event parameter is programmed into the airborne system when that special
event parameter limit is exceeded, the previous data is saved in a special event file and the
successive data is saved uncompressed. The amount of data in relation to time that will be
saved is also programmable. In other words, when a special event occurs, the previous
compressed data for N amount of time will be saved, and the post event data will be saved
uncompressed for the same N time. The time duration can be programmed from 0 up to
typically five seconds, the only limitation is the archive memory size and/or the PCM
output bandwidth.

Data Display

The same software package used for programming the airborne system is used for the data
decompression. Logically, this processor is used to display the reconstructed data in either
graphic “strip chart” type of display or in a tabular format. The software package also
provides lineprinter hardcopy output. Figure 4 illustrates a reconstructed set of data. Soon,
plotter outputs will be made available.

The decompression processor lists the signals sampled based on the airborne sampling
format. The operator can select (presently four, soon eight) parameters to be
simultaneously displayed on the terminal.



Figure 4
Reconstructed Data Display

The generation of the reconstructed data from archive memory can be displayed in real-
time or accelerated time modes. For the ground based systems, the data can be displayed
as it it received and decoded in real-time.

To eliminate the disadvantage of portability and flight test center modifications, a feature
was added to the decompression processor that converts the reconstruction data file to a
format compatible for recording on PCM tapes. In this way, the decompression processor
becomes a “preprocessor” for the existing flight test center display systems, eliminating
any changes or modifications.

CONCLUSION

To summarize, the airborne software complexity has been minimized by putting the bulk of
the software in the ground based programming/decompression processor.

With deliberate programming of the airborne sampling format, the data compression ratio
can exceed 50:1 under normal flight operations. This type of a compression ratio permits a
significant increase in the amount of information available to the flight test facilities for
analysis.



The programming, reconstruction and display of data are simplified with the use of a multi-
sourced IBM-PC/AT based system.

The data can be archived in flight with less memory; therefore, a significantly lower cost
and higher system reliability.

By utilizing the decompression processor as a preprocessor for formatting data onto PCM
tapes, existing flight test center equipment requires little or no modifications.
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ABSTRACT

The Eastern Test Range Facility Utilization Study (ETRFUS) was completed in 1980 and
resulted in the planned closure of the ETR’s Grand Bahama and Grand Turk Tracking
Stations. To replace these stations a new site was to be built on government land located in
the Jonathan Dickinson State Park which is on Florida’s east coast approximately 100
miles south of Patrick AFB. The closure of the Grand Bahama and Grand Turk sites and
the opening of the new station were to be accomplished to fulfill the two major goals of the
ETRFUS. These were to relocate sites off foreign soil where possible and to save
Operations and Maintenance funds by consolidation of instrumentation into a centralized
complex. The new station was to be an integrated facility which housed Telemetry, Radar,
Command/Destruct, Timing and Communications in the same building. The site was to
have four tracking dish antennas consisting of one 80 ft. telemetry antenna, one 29 ft.
Radar antenna and two 16 ft. Command antennas. All facilities were to be located on a
8.5 acre main site plot and a 2.1 acre boresight tower plot. The project was in its beginning
stages when a new requirement emerged for the addition of four Telemetry dish antennas
to be co-located on the same 8.5 acre plot. These tracking antennas were required to have
a G/T of 25 which would result in an antenna diameter of between 50 to 60 feet. This
paper summarizes the activation of this new site, capabilities of the instrumentation and
describes the station automation that was planned and implemented.

INTRODUCTION

The Jonathan Dickinson Instrumentation Facility is the newest and most modern
instrumentation station on the Eastern Test Range. It currently incorporates all the
equipment for the support of Telemetry, Radar, Command/Destruct, Timing,
Communications and the Navy’s Flight Test Support System (FTSS) in one integrated
building. The antennas supported by this equipment are all located on the main 8.5 acre
site. They are strategically placed to allow the required angle coverages without clutter
from the buildings or each other.



In 1977 higher headquarters requested the Eastern Test Range to develop a plan for
consolidating the range where possible and to remove tracking stations from foreign soil.
This was seen as a economic cost-savings move that would reduce operational costs to an
extent that would pay back the initial investment in a reasonable period. After several
requested updates a finalized plan was approved in 1980. It provided a five year phase-
over of two downrange sites to a land station on the east coast of Florida to be located on
land previously obtained from the state. The two sites affected were Grand Bahama and
Grand Turk. The Grand Turk site was to be closed and its function absorbed by existing
resources while the Grand Bahama site would be replaced by a new integrated station on
the Florida Coast. The cost of the new station was estimated at $14M in new
instrumentation, $6.5M for Military Construction and 207 workyears of Range Contractor
support. The schedule for this activity was projected over a five year period beginning in
1982 and ending in 1987 to be ready for the new Navy Fleet Ballistic Missile Program’s
Trident II requirement. The phasing of the project would be such that Grand Turk would
be closed first thus providing its instrumentation assets for the new station to be
constructed in the Jonathan Dickinson State Park.

The project was not initiated by higher headquarters until March 1983, but the end
required date was not changed due to the mandatory requirements for Trident II. This
resulted in a 17 month slip in the beginning of the project, thus greatly raising the risk
factors for both construction and instrumentation completion on schedule. The closure of
Grand Turk was started immediately and was completed by September 1983. The first
increment of equipment funding ($3.5M) was received and the Range Contractor tasked to
implement the planned acquisition of the new hardware. Concurrently the Army Corps of
Engineers were requested to provide the Military Construction Program (MCP) support
required to have the building and antenna pads designed and a package ready for
construction bids by July 1984. This aligned with the MCP funding scheduled for FY-85.
The following information presented in this paper is a detailed summary of the events and
effort which transpired in achieving the completion of a very complex project in time to
support the original Trident II schedule requirement when over one year had been cut from
the front of the program.

MISSION

The JDIF mission is to provide space diversity tracking of all launches from the Eastern
Space and Missile Center or Kennedy Space Center. This support encompasses tracking
radar, telemetry, command and FTSS. When launches are from the Cape area, JDIF
provides for space diversity tracking during flame attenuation intervals encountered by
Cape instrumentation and provides extended coverage as a downrange tracking site.
During Navy FBM launches are at sea and JDIF acts as a Down Range Support Station 



(DRSS) and master station for the FTSS to provide both Range Safety and trajectory
measurement data for real-time and post-mission analysis.

JDIF is a data acquisition and recording site for all supported missions. The radar track
data is both recorded on site and transmitted in real-time to the Cape Computer Complex
for range safety requirements. The telemetry data is also recorded and is transmitted to the
Cape and range users real-time. Critical range safety data is extracted from the telemetry
data on site and sent separately to the Cape. During a Navy mission the JDIF FTSS
generates real-time trajectory data used at the Cape for range safety decision process.

All data collected at the site is recorded and these recordings are sent to the Cape for
distribution to range users and in preparation of data products for external and internal use.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT APPROACH

The size, criticality and complexity of the JDIF project dictated a different approach than
had been normal for ESMC engineering projects during the previous few years. Most
projects had been functionally oriented, such as radar, telemetry, etc. The JDIF project
covered almost all areas of instrumentation and included a large MCP project that had to
be managed concurrently.

The approach taken was to set up a matrix management project that had an Air Force
project manager, a Range Contractor project manager, designated project engineers from
both the Air Force and Range Contractor, and support from other organizations such as
Civil Engineering, Procurement, Accounting and Safety.

Due to the large workload on the Range only the Range Contractor project manager was
assigned on a full-time basis.

MILITARY CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM (MCP)

The construction portion of the JDIF project was to build a new instrumentation building
of approximately 18,000 square feet, a power house to house backup generators, and the
required number of antenna pads and pedestals. The estimated cost of these facilities was
6.5 million dollars. The MCP project was handled by the Army Corps of Engineers out of
the office in Mobile, Ala. The interface between the Corps and the ESMC project office
was worked by the local Civil Engineering Squadron. The Corps contracted for a
Architectural and Engineering (A&E) firm to do the design of the facility. They worked
with the Army Corps in designing all facility work including the preparation of the land for
construction. It was decided at the pre-design conference that the facility work and land 



acquisition for the three microwave repeater sites between JDIF and Malabar, FL would
be handled as a separate project and was therefore not included in the main site work.

The design for the instrumentation building was started in April 1983 and completed in
July 1984. During this period the ESMC project management team worked closely with
the Corps and the A&E firm in refining requirements, working out problems and
developing a usable design and procurement package that could be sent to construction
bidders.

One of the first major problems encountered was a new requirement received from the
Navy for a telemetry antenna of approximately 60 feet in diameter in lieu of the planned
use of a S-Band feed from the radar that was to be installed. This was handled by the
addition of a new pad and pedestal in the MCP project and increasing the power
requirements for the power house. These changes were accommodated in the basic
program because they came just before the pre-design conference. The Navy later
expanded their requirement to include three additional 60 foot telemetry antennas to be
located at the JDIF site. This change was to late for the basic project and had to be added
later as a new project funded by the Navy.

The placement of this number of large antennas on the site posed a very difficult problem
due to the limited amount of land available for use. The antenna layout had to be based on
look angles to the Cape, flight trajectories, and shadowing between antennas. The antenna
placement proved to be very critical and once finalized could not be disrupted by other
parameters.

Power for the station was a critical design aspect and the final design called for a power
house that would accommodate three 600KW generators and two 400KW generators. The
operations supporting the range safety function also required separate Uninterrupted Power
Source (UPS). The UPS was determined not to be a MCP item and had to be procured by
instrumentation funds. The normal day to day power requirements was to be furnished by
commercial power but during mission support the station was to be run on generators with
UPS backup for critical range safety required equipment.

The contract for the facility construction was awarded in December 1984 and site
preparation began in January 1985. The antenna pads were the first items scheduled for
completion and were finished in the July/August 1985 time frame. The main building and
power house were made available for instrumentation by November 1985. The
construction included in the prime contract was completed by April 1986. The additional
work required to support the additional three antennas was completed by July 1986 even
though the antennas were not to be procured until FY-87. This construction work was
done in advance to assure minimal disruption of site operational capabilities.



The MCP for this site was professionally handled. The excellent results of these MCP
activities were singularly the result of the dedication and hard work by the Army Corps
field engineer, Mr. Paul Perkins.

INSTRUMENTATION

Telemetry

The telemetry systems for the JDIF site came from existing resources on the range and
from newly purchased equipment. The 80 foot autotracking antenna from Grand Turk,
which was procured from Philco-Ford during the 1960s, was relocated to PAFB and was
refurbished, checked out and installed at JDIF. The console for this antenna was
redesigned and a new antenna/computer control console built. A new large aperture
telemetry antenna was procured and vendor installed. This system included a new 50 foot
autotracking antenna, a control console and computer interface contracted to TIW Inc. of
California. An option for three additional antennas was also obtained to meet the future
Navy requirements. The 80 foot antenna installation started in late 1985 and was
completed by February 1986. This installation was done by the ESMC Range Contractor.
The new 50 foot antenna was installed during October-November 1986 by the vendor. The
antennas were interfaced to the Telemetry site computer which drives the antennas
independently for acquisition or theoretical tracks. The antennas are placed into autotrack
once desired signal levels and elevation angles are present. The computer designate drive
is continually available should reacquisition be required. The acquisition data is obtained
real-time from the High Density Data (HDD) buss that is sent to all sites from either the
Cape Computer Complex or from other sites tracking the target. The Telemetry antennas
can also be slaved to the co-located radar or other telemetry antenna.

All other telemetry equipment at JDIF was procured new from numerous vendors and
installed by the Range Contractor. This includes telemetry data receivers/combiners, bit
synchronizers, decommutators and data distribution equipment, all of which are computer
controlled. Also procured were wideband instrumentation tape recorders. These are 4Mhz
at 120 inches per second, 1-inch machines to record the Trident II high bit rate data. The
computer controlled telemetry equipment is connected to several small computers which
serve as equipment controllers. The RF Equipment Controller is used to set up the
receivers, combiners and video distribution equipment. The Separation Equipment
Controller (SEC) programs the bit syncs, decomms, and simulators. Both are monitored by
a Master Equipment Controller (MEC) which determines the health of the other two and
can substitute for either or both if malfunctions occur. This configuration allows very fast
set-up for mission support and provides good flexibility in changing between different
support scenarios in minimum time.



The real-time data from JDIF is either extracted by the Telemetry Range Safety Buffer
(TRSB) or is buffered through the Telemetry Interface Equipment (TIE). It is then brought
up over microwave to the Cape. The real-time TRSB data is sent to the Cape Computer
Complex where it is used to generate Inertial Guidance (IG) Instantaneous Impact
Predictions (IIP) for Range Safety. This data also provides selected parameters that inform
the safety officer of missile performance and health. The TIE data is sent to the ETR’s
mainland telemetry station on KSC where it is displayed for Range users and/or
retransmitted to Range user facilities. The data is also recorded on site and is copied and
provided to the range users. The data is used post-test to provide various products for both
the range users and for site performance reports.

Radar

The FPQ-14 radar at JDIF was another Grand Turk asset that was originally procured from
RCA during the 1960s and that was brought back and refurbished at PAFB. The radar was
modified with a new receiver and range machine. It was built up at Patrick and was
interfaced to the new radar site computer, a Gould/SEL 32-27, and a new Adaptive Mode
Switching console. The hardware and software were thoroughly checked out and the
system then disassembled and transported to JDIF for installation. The radar is 29 feet in
diameter with a 5.4 to 5.9 Ghz frequency range and 2.5MW transmitter power. It is a
precision tracking radar and therefore the pad and concrete pedestal had to be built to
provide extremely rigid support. The installation was accomplished during December 1985
and was completed in January 1986. The FPQ-14 radar provides on-axis powered flight
and free fall modes. The initial acquisition can be from the HDD buss or from theoretical
trajectories stored in the site computer. The tracking data is formatted and output on the
HDD buss.

The real-time radar data is transmitted to the Cape and is also available to other tracking
sources for acquisition aid. The data sent to the Cape is used in conjunction with other
sites radar data to calculate a tri-lateration IIP. It can also be used as a single station
solution. Data sources from this and other radars are used post-test to generate a Best
Estimate of Trajectory (BET) for the range users.

The only major problem encountered in acceptance testing the radar was the humidity in
the radar room. The air-conditioning system did not meet the required 50% humidity
specification and required a modification to place strip heaters in the air ducts to dry the
air. The radar transmitter can arc if the humidity is not held very close to the 50% mark.
After the air-conditioning modification the radar was tested and accepted for range use.



Command/Control

All of the equipment for the Command system at JDIF was procured for the site from
various vendors or designed and built by the Range Contractor. The antennas are 16 foot
high gain steerable dishes procured from Datron Inc. and are driven by 10KW UHF
transmitters. There are two identical antennas to provide 100% backup as required by
ESMC Range Safety. These antennas function as the space diversity for flame attenuation
required during Cape launches and to carry the Command requirement downrange until
Antigua can provide coverage. The transmitters, Command Message Encoder Verifier
(CMEV), and consoles were built by the Range Contractor. The antennas were installed
by the vendor. All other equipment was installed by the Range Contractor.

The antennas are driven by computers which utilize the HDD buss to obtain accurate
pointing data. The command carrier from any site is turned on at that site when it is chosen
to be prime for command as the missile travels downrange. The command system at JDIF
serves as backup to the Cape during flame and then is prime until hand over to Antigua
occurs. This switching is done at the Cape. The carrier that is on captures the destruct
receiver on the missile and the result of this capture function is transmitted via telemetry. If
a destruct function is required due to missile flight failure then the Cape transmits a
destruction message to the command sites and that message is then transmitted to the
missile by the proper command system.

The command system is designed to have two independent but identical sides to ensure no
single point failure can result in loss of capability to send a destruct message. The two
identical systems are operated at the same time with one being chosen to be prime and the
other as the secondary. The health of each system is constantly monitored by computer and
an automatic failover is done if the prime system goes down. The equipment and antennas
are connected to an Uninterrupted Power Source (UPS) to ensure that a power failure does
not disrupt the command function. The decision and necessary destruct message are
generated at the Cape and sent over data circuits to JDIF. There are two identical circuits
routed over different paths to again ensure no single point failures.

The installation of the CMEV and transmitters was delayed past the original dates due to
higher priority workloads that conflicted with the JDIF schedule. This resulted in the
installation being delayed until January-April 1987 time frame with operational acceptance
in late May 1987. This was accommodated by keeping the Grand Bahama command
system operational until the very end of the deactivation period in June 1987. The vendor
which supplied the command antennas did not deliver on time and was able to provide
only one antenna in time to meet the May 1987 operational date. An interim steerable
broadbeam antenna obtained from range assets was installed by the Range Contractor to 



provide the required dual systems. The antenna vendor is scheduled to complete the
second antenna installation by August 1987.

Communications

There were two basic communications requirements for JDIF. The first was the
transmission of data and voice to and from the site, the second was the intercommunication
on site. Due to the wide bandwidth requirements for data to be sent to the Cape a
microwave system was chosen to provide the link between JDIF and the Cape. This
system would easily interface with the existing microwave and would not only provide the
required bandwidth but would also be easily expanded when additional requirements
materialize. The intercommunications would be accomplished by use of the standard
Transistorized Operational Phone System (TOPS) used throughout the range and by
procurement of a 300 line ROHM Corp. telephone central switch for internal and off-site
administrative telephone service.

The digital microwave systems were procured from Rockwell Corp./Collins Radio Div.
and installed by the Range Contractor and the 2179th Comm Group. The system required
three repeater sites between the JDIF and the tie-in to the existing system at the Malabar
annex which is located approximately 25 miles south of Patrick AFB. The Army Corps of
Engineers obtained the land for these repeater sites and contracted to have a small
equipment building and antenna tower pad constructed on each site. The microwave
equipment was installed at JDIF and the repeater sites once the sites’ construction was
completed. The microwave system was completed in March 1986.

The TOPS and telephone system was procured and installed by the February 1986. These
systems provide the site with console to console intercom, intercom capability to all
ESMC sites and telephone for admin purposes.

Timing

The timing system at JDIF was required to perform two functions. The first was time
correlation, the synchronization of local station time with the rest of the ETR sites and
ultimately the DOD Master Clock in Washington; the second was distribution of time, time
codes, frequencies and countdown status. The first function is accomplished through the
use of an ensemble of very stable clocks, correlated to the DOD Master Clock through the
use of Loran, GPS, and traveling clocks. The second function is performed by signal
generators, distribution amplifiers, and displays for GMT and countdown.

The timing system originally planned could not be procured before the required operational
date of the site so an interim system was configured from existing range assets, augmented



by new timing and countdown displays, new GPS, Loran-C and WWV receivers. The
timing system uses Cesium beam frequency standards and generates all IRIG serial and
parallel codes. The system was assembled and installed by the Range Contractor. The
interim installation was completed in April 1986.

 FTSS

The Navy’s FTSS was relocated from Grand Bahama to JDIF in April 1986. It was
reinstalled to verify a baseline capability then turned back to the Navy for modification to
the new FTSS II configuration. This system utilizes a translator on the Navy missiles to
receive, translate to S-Band and retransmit GPS satellite signals. The FTSS II Tracking
Subsystem will, track up to four Trident I or 11 test-instrumented missiles in real time,
providing range safety State Vector estimates of position and velocity for each missile. The
system will utilize up to six GPS signals from either satellites or landbased
pseudosatellites. The system is being installed by the Navy’s vendor Interstate Electronics
Corp. and is scheduled to be operational in March 1989. In conjunction with the FTSS II
work the other three 50 foot telemetry antennas are to be installed to provide both
telemetry data and FTSS II information for the Trident program.

Power

Since virtually all of the instrumentation at JDIF is critical to the success of launches at the
Eastern Test Range, it was necessary to take fairly elaborate precautions to avoid the
power failure. The concept was established to run the site during mission support from a
bank of diesel generators, and to use commercial power for normal day-to-day operations.
The switching system installed permits fail-over from generators to commercial power, as
well as load shedding in the event of individual generator failure during a loss of
commercial power. To accomplish this effort, a power building was made a part of the
MCP project, and, to meet the initial instrumentation needs, two 600KW and two 400KW
generators were installed. With the addition of the remaining three 50 foot telemetry
antennas, a third 600KW generator will be installed.

JDIF SITE CAPABILITIES

Telemetry

TAA-8 - 80 ft. diameter
TAA-50 - 52 ft. diameter
Frequency - 2200 to 2300 MHz
Modulations - FM,PM with PCM, PAM, PDM and PSK
14 RF Link Capability



4 PCM Decomm Capability
5 ea. T-1 (1.544Mbs) Re-Tx;, to, CCAFS/Tel IV

Radar

AN/FPQ-14 29 ft. Dish
Frequency - 5.4 to 5.19 GHz
Peak/Avg Power - 2.5MW/4.8KW,
PRF - 160 or 640 FPS
Pulse Width - 1/4, 1, 2.5, and 5 microseconds
Maximum Track Rate - 350 MR/S Both Axis
Maximum Range - 32,000 NMiles Non-Ambig
On-Axis, Power and Free-Fall Modes

Command

2 - 16 Ft. Diameter Antennas
Frequency - 406 to 420 MHz
Transmitter ERP/Avg Power - 1 MW/10 KW
Dual Redundant and Independent Modes
Dual 2.4 Kbs Command Messages
Static UPS Power Backup

Communications

Microwave to, Cape/Tel IV - 7 ea. T-1 (1.544Mbs)
TOPS/PA/TTY/Telephone/Comsec
CCTV for Guard House
Battery Plant/Static UPS for Re-Tx Power Backup

Timing

Cesium Beam Frequency Standards
WWV/Loran-C/GPS Receivers
Sync to DOD Master Clock - .6 microseconds
Codes - All IRIG Serial And Parallel
Static UPS Full Power Backup



CONCLUSION

The JDIV project was an ambitious undertaking considering the magnitude and complexity
of the elements that made up the requirements. It involved the merging of many different
engineering disciplines, including digital and analog processing and distribution, automatic
data processing equipment, high power RF transmission and reception in UHF, S-Band
and C-Band, microwave, facilities construction, large, high-dynamic antennas and power
engineering. Tens of thousands of components, instruments, subsystems and systems had
to be purchased, delivered, fabricated, installed, integrated, checked out, validated and
verified. Hundreds of workyears of effort had to be applied, coordinated and managed.
With all this, throughout the life of the program, the requited end date never changed.

The loss of 17 months at the beginning of the project seemed impossible to overcome, but
due to a professional team made up of government and contractor personnel, the project
enjoyed a very satisfying success. The JDIF is a modern state-of-the-art tracking station
that has been provided with several operational improvements and automation
opportunities. These include centralized management, consolidated instrumentation,
minimum base support, automated set-up, and automated test and calibration.

Although an extremely time consuming task, the JDIF project was a good example of
utilizing inter-agency and contractor cooperation that resulted in a highly successful
conclusion. It also demonstrated the value of matrix management techniques when all
participants provide and dedicate the necessary time to ensure a properly managed job.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a description of QUADRASCAN, a new State-Of-The-Art monopulse
antenna scanning technique. QUADRASCAN has all the advantages of single-channel
monopulse without the inherent disadvantages of a five-element feed. It utilizes a three (3)
channel monopulse array and a QUADRASCAN converter. The QUADRASCAN
converter modulates the elevation and azimuth error signals in phase quadrature and adds
them to the sum channel. The single r-f output has an amplitude modulation envelope very
similar to that of conical scanning feeds. The proprietary QUADRASCAN converter
modulates the sum channel with error information and maintains low antenna sidelobe
levels. S-band reflectors five (5) feet or larger exhibit sidelobes of greater than 22 dB
below the peak of the main lobe. In addition, error modulation sensitivity is doubled since
error signals are supplied continuously rather than on a time shared basis as in the
conventional single-channel monopulse approach.

INTRODUCTION

Forty five years ago, out of necessity dictated by our country’s entry into World War 2, the
SCR-584 radar was developed. This development included the first automatic tracking
system produced in any large quantity (if not the very first successful tracking system).
The antenna feed consisted of a spinning offset dipole and, while it was state-of-the-art in
1942, its performance was less than optimum. Polarization was rotated at the scan
frequency causing an undesirable modulation at the second harmonic of the scan
frequency.

In the years following the war, several scanner designs evolved which generated a conical
scan without rotating polarization. These nutating feeds had several common traits; (1)
they all were designed for high power use, (2) they all utilized rotary joints and (3) they all



suffered poor reliability (some more than others), to which the rotary joint was a major
contributor. When the need for automatic tracking of telemetry signals became apparent,
these feeds were adapted to the telemetry bands and performed as well as could be
expected within the inherent reliability constraints.

In 1971 Arthur Sullivan conceived of a technique which established a new state-of-the-art
reference for conical scanners. With the development of RADSCAN extremely high
reliability was finally added to the desirable attributes of a nutating tracking for the
telemetry community. This revolutionary concept reduced the number of moving parts to
one (1) and eliminated the troublesome rotary joint. RADSCAN has been improved over
the years and continues to be the premier telemetry tracking feed today.

During this same post-war era another type tracking feed emerged. This one, utilizing four
horns and the interferometer techniques, was the monopulse feed. The original monopulse
system employed three (3) phased-matched r-f channels (a sum or reference channel and
two (2) difference or error channels) and three (3) receivers. This was, and still is, a
superior tracking method particularly because of its high jamming immunity. It was, and
still is, a very expensive approach for telemetry application. High cost led to ingenious,
cost-cutting designs involving time-shared error channels to eliminate one r-f channel. The
trade-off for using two-channel monopulse was a compromise in performance. Circa 1968,
several years prior to RADSCAN, a technique was developed which used the principles of
the monopulse feed but alternately sampled the difference channels and added the
information to the sum channel. Three-channel monopulse was reduced to a single output
and single-channel monopulse was born. This solid state feed displayed considerably
higher reliability than the conventional conical scanner of that era and it became very
popular. Its cost was much lower than multichannel monopulse. Tracking performance,
however, was compromised and low angle tracking virtually sacrificed. Although
hampered at low angles in a two-axis system, single-channel monopulse is still a preferred
method for single axis (azimuth only) tracking.

Like the SCR-584 radar, QUADRASCAN was also born out of necessity. In 1985 EMP
faced a requirement to retrofit a 4-foot diameter RADSCAN feed antenna with the
addition of a broad-beam, tracking, acquisition aid antenna. A small, single-channel
monopulse, array would seem to be a logical choice. Unfortunately, the format of the error
signal modulation generated by the two scanning techniques differs so greatly that another
complete set of scanning and error demodulation circuits would be needed. The problem
was obvious: incompatible error modulation and demodulation. The solution was not so
obvious until William C. Turner conceived of the QUADRASCAN technique. The result
was a broad-beam array that utilized the RADSCAN reference signals and yielded a
modulated output which is fully compatible with that of the conical scanner’s error
demodulators. Since its inception the QUADRASCAN acquisition aid antenna has been



broad banded and has experienced universal acceptance in many tracking systems.
Continued research to exploit the many attributes of this technique, including its light
weight and the conscan-like error modulation, yielded encouraging results when used as a
feed for parabolic reflectors having high f/D ratios. Based on these results, EMP decided
to develop the QUADRASCAN two-axis feed.

SINGLE-CHANNEL MONOPULSE FEED

Single-channel monopulse is a technique for amplitude modulating an r-f output signal with
angle error information. The single-channel monopulse technique utilizes a three-channel
monopulse antenna array augmented by a fifth sum channel dipole (see Figure 1), a
comparator utilizing four (4) 180 degree hybrids, and a device called a scan converter. A
simplified diagram of a scan converter is shown in Figure 2. The azimuth and elevation
error channels are sampled alternately. Each one is then phase shifted between 0 and 180
degrees, successively and added to the sum channel through a coupler. The result is a sum
channel carrier, modulated with alternate azimuth and elevation error information.

Single-channel monopulse became very popular in the first few years after its introduction.
Most of the arguments for its use were based on reliability since there were no moving
parts. The major drawbacks of single-channel monopulse are: degraded low angle tracking
caused by high effective sidelobes, inherently high level of crosstalk, and large cross
section causing aperture blockage. A three-channel monopulse feed can be designed with
low sidelobes in both the sum and difference channels. However, in a single-channel
monopulse environment, these sidelobes are not the controlling factor in low angle
multipath problems. The tracking receiver is not looking at the output of the feed
comparator but, rather, at the output of the scan converter and it sees the effective
sidelobes of the vectorially combined sum and difference patterns. it is these effective
sidelobes that degrade the low angle tracking performance.

Most single-channel monopulse systems use a 12 dB coupler in the scan converter. Less
coupling would increase the on-axis gain, however, it would also decrease the modulation
sensitivity and therefore degrade long range tracking performance similar to the effect of
using a lower crossover level on a conically scanned antenna.

Based on the use of a 12 dB coupler, Figures 3 and 4 show the sum and difference patterns
of a monopulse antenna and the pattern resulting from their vector addition. The lowest
effective sidelobe level obtainable with single-channel monopulse is on the order of 15 dB.
Sidelobe levels of this magnitude result in severe low angle tracking due to multipath at
angles below where the first sidelobe intercepts the reflecting surface. Note, that unlike
aperture blockage, this anomaly in performance is independent of reflector size.



QUADRASCAN FEED

QUADRASCAN uses a three-channel monopulse array, a wide band monopulse
comparator containing three (3) 180 degree hybrids, and a QUADRASCAN converter
constructed in microstrip. The comparator outputs are applied to a QUADRASCAN
converter depicted in Figure 5. The details of the elevation and azimuth scan modulators
are not shown because of their proprietary nature. The converter is less complicated and
more reliable than single-channel monopulse scan converters. However, the insertion loss
of the QUADRASCAN converter is higher resulting in 0.1 to 0.2 dB greater sum channel
coupling loss when compared to conventional single-channel monopulse.

The modulation sequence of single-channel monopulse and QUADRASCAN are
compared in Figure 6. The sequential lobing technique of QUADRASCAN produces a
receiving antenna beam that is sequentially stepped around the tracking axis to form a
pyramidical (four sided) scan. Sidelobes are substantially lower than single-channel
monopulse and performance approaches that of the true conical scanner.

Figure 7 is a schematic diagram of the QUADRASCAN generator which is composed of
only four (4) integrated circuit chips. Two quadrature square wave signals, at an adjustable
repetition rate, are generated. The final output IC includes open collector transistors which
supply up to 80 mA of drive current to the PIN diodes in the QUADRASCAN converters.

Among the reasons for the increased performance of QUADRASCAN is the different
relationship between the sum and difference patterns. In single-channel monopulse the sum
channel sidelobe appears at about the same angle as the difference channel null. Because
of this fact, the sum channel sidelobe determines the minimum achievable sidelobe of the
composite pattern. In QUADRASCAN this is not the case for several reasons. One reason
is that the higher f/D ratio reflector yields a slightly different relationship between sum and
difference pattern. In addition, because of the fact that the difference channels are not time
shared, they have a resultant higher gain. Figure 8 shows a typical composite pattern of a
QUADRASCAN feed in a 5-foot diameter reflector. Sidelobes are lowered as the reflector
size is increased. In QUADRASCAN the axial symmetry of the patterns is much better
than conventional single-channel monopulse.

CONCLUSION

Most tracking systems are used for low angle tracking and their performance is dictated by
antenna sidelobes. Conventional single-channel monopulse has an inherent limitation of
about 15 dB sidelobes which precludes low angle tracking. QUADRASCAN, with its
improved sidelobe structure, allows low angle tracking comparable with conical scanning
nutators. The large diameter of conventional five (5) dipole, single-channel monopulse



feeds (11 inches at S-band) precludes their use in reflectors having diameters below 6 feet.
QUADRASCAN, having only a 6-inch diameter at S-band, is usable with reflectors as
small as one meter in diameter.

Error modulation is greatly enhanced in QUADRASCAN over single-channel monopulse
since the difference channels are not time shared. The efficiency of the angle demodulators
is doubled since angle error data from the received composite AM error signal is always
available at the two (2) demodulators.

Since reflectors with higher f/D ratios are used with QUADRASCAN compared with
single-channel monopulse, the standing waves between the feed and the reflector are
reduced, yielding lower VSWR’s and general overall better performance. Reliability is
considerably better with QUADRASCAN than conventional single-channel monopulse
because of a reduced component complement and fewer solder connections. Only four (4)
PIN switching diodes are required in the QUADRASCAN converter compared to six (6)
required in the single-channel monopulse converter.

Since the QUADRASCAN converter switching involves only two (2) orthogonal square
wave reference signals, the generation of these signals requires only half the circuitry
needed by the single-channel monopulse converter. Further, the required angle
demodulator and filtering circuitry is simplified when only two (2) reference square wave
signals are employed.

Although it may never match RADSCAN’s excellence, QUADRASCAN will fill the need
in those applications where light weight and/or low cost must be coupled with good low
angle tracking capability, QUADRASCAN fills the need.
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ABSTRACT

A methodology is described for defining and representing satellite events from the IEPS
perspective. The task of doing this is divided into four categories and includes defining and
representing resource windows, event parameters, event scheduling strategies, and event
constraints. The description of each of these categories includes examples from the IRPS
ERBS-TDRSS Contact Planning System. This is a system which is being used by the Earth
Radiation Budget Satellite (ERBS) schedulers to request TDRSS contact times from the
NCC. The system is written in the C programming language and uses a custom built
inference engine (TIE1) to do constraint checking and a custom built strategies interpreter
to derive the plan. The planning system runs on the IBM-PC/AT or on any similar
hardware which has a C development environment and 640K of memory.

Key Words: (1) Planning System, (2) Expert System, and (3) TDRSS.

INTRODUCTION

The operation of complex spacecraft requires proper scheduling of time-critical events to
assure the accomplishment of mission objectives and safe, efficient maintenance of costly
space hardware. Since the earliest days of the space program, such scheduling has been
done in centralized mission control centers. This function required the coordination of
various groups including principal science investigators, spacecraft controllers and
network services personnel. Each group has a need for data peculiar to that group’s
particular function pertaining to the spacecraft and to ancilliary systems. Coordination of
the scheduling activities of these groups, with the requirement to access data bases of
function-unique information, dictated that the operations groups be in one location and be
able to hold face-to-face meetings to resolve scheduling conflicts.



The need for physical proximity of the groups involved in spacecraft scheduling arose from
two primary factors:

a. Lack of cost- and performance-effective communications services which would
allow effective voice and data conferencing.

b. Inability of early computer systems to network between unlike operating systems
and to display data from remote locations for rapid and effective decision making.

The development and wide-spread acceptance of network protocols such as TCP/IP and
SNA, the lowering of the cost of data communications due to the availability of satellite
links and fiber optic networks, and the exponential increase in computer operating power
have combined to allow groups separated by continental distances to interact as though
they were co-located.

The Space Station program, with its manned base and multiple space platforms, will host
large numbers of instrument packages, developed and operated by centers of varying
scientific expertise ranging from high schools and community colleges to major
universities and government laboratories. Aside from the cost and inconvenience of
representatives having to travel and live at centralized mission control centers, a major
reason to avoid such centralization is the separation of these representatives from the
facilities and support provided by their home institutions. A second factor derives from the
in-orbit servicing capability provided by the Space Shuttle. Where previously instruments
were launched and operated with equal or degraded capabilities for periods extending in
some cases to more than ten years, the Space Station, with visits by the Shuttle, will allow
instruments to be repaired, upgraded and replaced as frequently as every six months. This
makes it more important and desirable for the experimenters to be able to remain at their
home institutions.

The shortened life-cycle of space science investigations and the easier access to space
provided by the Shuttle and Space Station will alter the relationship previously existing
between experimenters and mission control centers. Including the time required for the
design and construction of a major instrument, pre-launch checkout, on-orbit operations
and post-mission data reduction and analysis, a significant portion of a scientist’s career
could be consumed by one mission. The rapid and short term access to space will mean
that space research can be regarded as a tool in pursuit of higher scientific objectives,
rather than as an objective itself.

Space mission control centers tend to develop command and control languages pertinent to
their specific tasks, such as the System Test and Operation Language (STOL), with
numerous variants, as well as policies, procedures, and habits, falling under the category of



“the way it’s done.” When experimenters maintained a connection to a certain mission
control center for a long period of time, it was feasible to become indoctrinated in the
specifics of space operations as practiced by that particular center. In the new short-term
relationships described above, in which experimenters may not consider themselves
especially space oriented, they will be much less likely to devote the time and energy to
learn the unique modus operandi in use by the control center.

Because of the changing relationships described above, we at Goddard Space Flight
Center have begun to develop techniques which have been called “Telescience” or
“Teleoperations.” A part of this suite of new techniques concerns the ability to do
scheduling of space resources from remote locations. The ability to graphically present
time oriented information, to interact with remote data bases, and to rapidly construct
knowledge-based decision making and, scheduling systems are the most significant
capabilities of the Interactive Experimenter Planning System (IEPS) task under
development at Goddard.

Recently, a spacecraft planning/scheduling expert system has been built at Goddard as a
first step in the development of the Interactive Experimenter Planning System. This
planning/scheduling system helps Earth Radiation Budget Satellite (ERBS) flight
operations personnel build weekly schedules of requests for service from the Tracking and
Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS). The system is named the ERBS-TDRSS Contact
Planning System and is the first expert system at Goddard to be used operationally in
support of a live mission.

The basic approach used in the ERBS-TDRSS Contact Planning System to define and
represent satellite events involves the following four steps.

a. Selecting all possible resource windows for the duration of the planning period

b. Specifying event parameters (context attributes) to select desired portions of
resource windows

c. Specifying lists of strategies including both primary and secondary strategies

d. Specifying constraints for each event to be scheduled

These steps successively limit and constrain the scheduling problem. Steps a and b
effectively reduce the search space and define the attributes of the various types of events
that can be scheduled, while steps c and d search for and select acceptable events.



The remainder of this paper will describe The ERBS-TDRSS Contact Planning System
and its methodology in more detail.

OVERVIEW OF THE ERBS-TDRSS CONTACT PLANNING SYSTEM

The ERBS-TDRSS Contact Planning System (McLean, Littlefield, and Beyer [1987])
helps Earth Radiation Budget Satellite (ERBS) flight operations personnel build weekly
schedules of requests for Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) service from
the Network Control Center (NCC). Unique features of the ERBS-TDRSS Contact
Planning System include the custom built IEPS graphics interface, the custom built
Transportable Inference Engine (TIE1) (McLean [1986]), and the custom built IEPS
strategies interpreter (McLean and Littlefield [1987]). In addition, the ERBS-TDRSS
Contact Planning System has many features found in Lisp-based AI tools, such as the
“context environments” in PC Scheme 2.0 by Texas Instruments Inc., (Tello. [1987]).
However, in contrast with most spacecraft planning systems, such as Plan-It (Eggemeyer
and Bowling [1987]), the ERBS-TDRSS Contact Planning System is written entirely in the
C programming language and runs on a standard IBM PC-AT or IBM PC-AT compatible
machine. Three NASA-GSFC/Code 514 documents describing the ERBS-TDRSS Contact
Planning System and Interactive Experimenter Planning System prototypes have been
written and are listed in the reference section.

In its operation, the ERBS-TDRSS Contact Planning System first reads Ground Track
Orbit Prediction data obtained from the Flight Dynamics Facility at GSFC and applies
scheduling heuristics to identify resource windows that can be used for scheduling ERBS-
TDRSS contacts for the whole scheduling period. The way heuristics for identifying
possible resource windows are defined and represented in the ERBS-TDRSS Contact
Planning System will be described in the section entitled RESOURCE WINDOWS.

Next, the strategies interpreter of the ERBS-TDRSS Contact Planning System utilizes
context-sensitive event parameters (context attributes) connected with each type of ERBS-
TDRSS event to search through resource window data and find desired start and stop
times for events. The way in which context attributes are defined and represented in the
ERBS-TDRSS Contact Planning System will be described in the CONTEXT
ATTRIBUTES section.

To automatically build a 1-week schedule, the ERBS-TDRSS Contact Planning System
utilizes lists of event scheduling strategies including: (1) strategies for scheduling each
different primary event, (2) strategies for scheduling primary events in alternative ways,
and (3) strategies for scheduling alternative events in place of primary events (when
particular primary events cannot be scheduled). The way in which these event scheduling 



strategies are defined and represented in the ERBS-TDRSS Contact Planning System will
be described in the SCHEDULING STRATEGIES section.

After the strategies interpreter of the ERBS-TDRSS Contact Planning System has found a
reasonable start time and stop time for an ERBS-TDRSS event, this information (along
with related orbital event information) is passed to the embedded inference engine (TIE1).
TIE1 checks all of the event information against ERBS-TDRSS event constraints to
determine whether it is “OK” to schedule the proposed event. The way ERBS-TDRSS
event constraints are defined and represented in the ERBS-TDRSS Contact Planning
System will be described in the section entitled SCHEDULING CONSTRAINTS.

If a requested ERBS-TDRSS event is rejected by TIE1, the strategies interpreter
automatically tries alternative scheduling strategies and passes new event information to
TIE1. This process is repeated until a 1-week schedule of requests for ERBS-TDRSS
contacts has been built.

Finally, a report generation program in the ERBS-TDRSS Contact Planning System is used
to produce individual “Schedule Add Requests” (SAR’s) for each separate ERBS-TDRSS
contact period. These SAR’s are sent (via a Mission Planning Terminal) to the TDRSS
NCC at NASA-GSFC. If particular requests for TDRSS service are rejected by the NCC,
the ERBS planner uses the ERBS-TDRSS Contact Planning System in the interactive
mode to generate appropriate alternative requests for TDRSS service.

RESOURCE WINDOWS

A special utility program in the ERBS-TDRSS Contact Planning System is used to read
orbital information from ERBS-TDRSS Ground Track Orbit Prediction data tapes and to
identify all possible resource windows. The type of information that this program reads
from the Ground Track Orbit Prediction data tapes includes: (1) Start and stop dates and
times for ERBS orbital daylight periods, (2) ERBS orbit numbers with start and stop dates
and times, and (3) TDRS Multi-Access (MA) and S-band Single Access (SSA) antenna
viewing angle information. Identifying all possible resource windows in the orbital data
greatly reduces the amount of data which must be searched later in order to make
decisions about the selection of good TDRSS contact times. To identify resource windows
in ERBS-TDRSS Ground Track Orbit Prediction data, various “resource window”
heuristics are used. Some examples of these “resource window” heuristics are given
below.

a.  if ERBS is flying in the PLUS-X direction and TDRS is not occulted by the Earth
and the azimuth angle of TDRS is not in the range of 240 to 330 degrees



Then Either the TDRS MA or SSA antenna is available.

b.  If ERBS is flying in the PLUS-X direction and TDRS is not occulted by the Earth
and the azimuth angle of TDRS is in the range of 240 to 330 degrees and the
altitude angle of TDRS is more than zero degrees

Then The TDRS SSA antenna is available.

c.  if ERBS is flying in the PLUS-X direction and TDRS is not occulted by the Earth
and the azimuth angle of TDRS is in the range of 240 to 330 degrees and the
altitude angle of TDRS is more than 13 degrees

Then Either the TDRS MA or SSA antenna is available.

d.  If ERBS is flying in the MINUS-X direction and TDRS is not occulted by the
Earth and the azimuth angle of TDRS is not in the range of 60 degrees to 150
degrees

Then Either the TDRS MA or SSA antenna is available.

CONTEXT ATTRIBUTES

After resource windows have been identified, the strategies interpreter of the ERBS-
TDRSS Contact Planning System utilizes context-sensitive event parameters (context
attributes) in the strategies knowledge base to select good candidates for ERBS-TDRSS
events. Context attributes are specified for each different type of ERBS-TDRSS event
(object) that can be scheduled. These context attributes include: event priority, event
frequency, event duration, event bias (relative to the start of the resource window), and a
shift flag.

An example of the way context attributes are defined and represented in the strategies
knowledge base for one type of the ERBS-TDRSS event, the Sunrise SAGE via MA
event, is shown below.

Sunrise SAGE via MA

;Context Attributes

;priority
1

;frequency (every N orbits)
28



;duration (in HH:MM)
0:13

;bias (in HH:MM relative to start of resource window)
-0:10

;shift
TRUE

SCHEDULING STRATEGIES

The strategies interpreter of the ERBS-TDRSS Contact Planning System utilizes
scheduling strategies in the “Primary and Alternative Scheduling Strategies” section of the
strategies knowledge base to find good candidates for ERBS-TDRSS events. Each
different type of ERBS-TDRSS event that can be scheduled has its own list of primary and
alternative scheduling strategies which can include: (1) strategies for scheduling the
primary event in alternative ways and (2) strategies to schedule alternative types of events
in place of the primary event (when the primary event cannot be scheduled).

To schedule a certain type of event in a resource window, the strategies interpreter tries
each strategy listed for that type of event (in order) until it either finds an event that is
acceptable to the constraint checker (TIE1) or runs out of strategies. If the constraint
checker runs out of strategies and cannot schedule the event in the resource window it
makes a note of this in a log file or (in the case of the interactive mode) reports the failure
to the screen. The strategies interpreter then goes on to all of the other resource windows
specified by the context attributes for each type of requested event and schedules events
for the entire scheduling period.

An example showing how scheduling strategies are defined and represented in the
“Primary and Alternative Scheduling Strategies” section of the strategies knowledge base
for the Sunrise SAGE via MA event is given below

Sunrise SAGE via MA

;Primary and Alternative Scheduling Strategies

START  Daylight
EVENT  Sunrise SAGE via SSA2
NEXT
PRIOR
NEXT 2
PRIOR 2
NEXT 3
PRIOR 3
...



;Next Event to be Scheduled:

Sunset SAGE via MA

In this example, the strategies interpreter first tries to schedule a Sunrise SAGE via MA
event at the start of the resource window specified by the context attributes by using the
START strategy. If the event proposed by the START strategy is rejected by the constraint
checker, the strategies interpreter tries the next strategy in the list (the EVENT strategy)
which is to try to schedule an alternative type of event (Sunrise SAGE via SSA2) in place
of a Sunrise SAGE via MA event.

If the event proposed by the EVENT strategy is rejected by TIE1, the strategies interpreter
proceeds to use the NEXT strategy which is to try to schedule the primary event (Sunrise
SAGE via MA) in the next available resource window. If the NEXT strategy fails, the
strategies interpreter proceeds to try the PRIOR strategy which is to try to schedule the
primary event in the resource window that occured just prior to the first resource window
that was tried. If the PRIOR strategy fails, the strategy interpreter proceeds to try the
higher order NEXT and PRIOR strategies which try to schedule the primary event (Sunrise
SAGE via MA) in a resource window as close as possible to the first resource window that
was tried.

If all of the strategies listed for the Sunrise SAGE via MA event fail, the strategies
interpreter makes a note of this in a log file or, in the case of the interactive mode, reports
the failure to the user. The strategies interpreter then goes to the resource window 28
orbits ahead in time and tries to schedule another Sunrise SAGE via MA event. Only when
the end of the entire week is reached will the strategies interpreter try to schedule the event
listed in the “Next Event to be Scheduled” section (Sunset SAGE via MA).

SCHEDULING CONSTRAINTS

Information about each ERBS-TDRSS event proposed by the strategies interpreter is
passed to the inference engine, TIE1. This information includes: event name, event start
and stop times, conflicting event name, daylight start and stop times. TDRS MA start and
stop times, and TDRS SSA start and stop times. TIE1 checks this information against
mission-specific scheduling constraints in the constraint knowledge base to determine the
status of the proposed event and whether it should be added to the weekly schedule of
events.

For Sunrise SAGE via MA events, the constraints in the constraint knowledge base
require: (1) that the start and stop times requested be within the appropriate TDRS MA
antenna availability window, (2) that the start and stop times requested be within the
appropriate Sunrise SAGE morning interval, (3) that the event is of the proper duration,



and (4) that no conflicting event is scheduled during the interval requested. These
scheduling constraints are represented as scheduling objects in the constraint knowledge
base with attributes and relationships between attributes (frames with rules). The way this
constraint information is represented (in abbreviated form) in the constraint knowledge
base of the ERBS-TDRSS Contact Planning System for Sunrise SAGE via MA events is
illustrated in the example below and on the next page. For additional brevity, only one of
the status messages connected with the frame rules of this example is indicated, although
every frame relation has an attached status message that is used when an event is rejected.

status

;default value:

unable to schedule

;attributes:

event name
;list of all possible event names (see list below)

event start time
event stop time
in TDRS MA window

(INFERRED)
in SAGE morning interval

(INFERRED)
event duration
calc: event stop time - event start time
conflicting event

list of possible conflicting events (see list below)

;frames

Sunrise SAGE via MA

event name eq Sunrise SAGE via MA
in SAGE morning interval eq true
;Status Message:

AThe Sunrise Sage via MA event you are trying to
schedule does not start 9 to 11 minutes before
onset of orbit daylight. Respecify the event
times.@

in TDRS MA window eq true
event stop time gt event start time
event duration eq 13
conflicting event ne TRU Dump via MA
conflicting event ne TRU Dump via SSA
conflicting event ne TRU Dump via cross link
conflicting event ne Sunrise SAGE via SSA
conflicting event ne Sunset SAGE via MA



conflicting event ne Sunset SAGE via SSA
conflicting event ne Full-Sun SAGE via MA
conflicting event ne Full-Sun SAGE via SSA

in TDRS MA window

; default value

false

; attributes

event start time
event stop time
TDRS MA start time
TDRS MA stop time

; frames

true
event start time ra TDRS MA start time, TDRS MA stop
time
event stop time ra TDRS MA start time, TDRS MA stop
time

in SAGE morning interval

; default value

false

; attributes

event start time
event stop time
daylight start time
daylight stop time
evening orbit sun start

calc: daylight stop time - 11
evening orbit sun stop

ca1c: daylight stop time - 9

; frames

true
event start time ra evening orbit sun start, evening
orbit sun stop



CONCLUSIONS

The ERBS Flight Operations Team at Goddard Space Flight Center started to use the
ERBS-TDRSS Contact Planning System operationally on May 21, 1987. This system is
the first expert system to be used operationally at Goddard to support a live mission. The
ERBS-TDRSS Contact Planning System has taken a labor-intensive task that required
several hours to perform and automated it so that it can be done in a few minutes (not
counting printer time).

The IEPS approach described in this paper has resulted in a flexible and powerful system
for planning satellite events. The system can be easily adapted to small changes in
scheduling heuristics by simply editing ASCII files. For example, when the gain of a
TDRS antenna varies, ERBS flight operations personnel only need to edit a file to change
the altitude and azimuth cut-off angles before generating new resource windows. When
entirely new methods are required for scheduling TDRS contacts, such as adding another
TDRS to the system, these changes can be represented as additional objects or frames in
the strategies and constraint knowledge bases.
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1.0 ABSTRACT

This paper presents a review of the Digital Seismic Telemetry System (DSTS)
which was designed primarily for the shallow water petroleum exploration industry. The
DSTS is a real-time multichannel seismic telemetry system which incorporates digital
modulation techniques to provide a large number of closely spaced simultaneous RF
channels in the 216-220 MHz telemetry band. Dual seismic analog data channels are
digitized and time multiplexed prior to duobinary narrow band frequency modulation
(NBFM). This paper will focus on the wide dynamic range, instantaneous floating point
analog to digital converter. System performance data will be presented along with planned
enhancements.

2.0 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Figure 1.0-1 shows the overall DSTS block diagram. From left to right the Digital
Seismic Telemetry System (DSTS) is composed of up to 200 Data Acquisition Telemetry
Buoys (DATB) and a single Central Station. The Central Station is composed of a PC-AT
as an overall system controller and a set of 17 receivers referred to as Seismic Data
Receivers (SDR). Each SDR is capable of data and clock recovery of up to 12 DATBs, at
12 contiguous RF channels.

Operationally the DATB and system have 2 modes. The first is in a continuous
mode, where the DATBs are continuously acquiring seismic data in real time, and then
telemeter the data back to the Central Station, typically for recording, in this mode. The
second operational mode is the COMMAND mode. In the COMMAND mode the DATBs
respond to transmitted commands from the Central Station in response to operator inputs.
The Central Station also synchronously enables a Remote Shooting System for firing of
explosive charges.



The DSTS consists of 2 components of special interest to the data acquisition and
telemetry industry. First is a dual channel data acquisition system applicable to low
frequency wide dynamic range systems. Second is a low cost, spectrally efficient, digital
telemetry system. This paper focuses on the data acquisition portion of the DSTS.

3.0 DATA ACQUISITION

The dual channel acquisition system (DAS) provides a means to convert the analog
signals from two seismic sensors to a digital format. The conversion process used is a
floating point Analog to Digital (A/D) conversion. The resulting digital representation
contains a 12 bit mantissa from the A/D converter and a 4 bit exponent which represents
the value of floating point gain. This conversion process is necessary to meet the high
dynamic range requirements of the seismic industry. The design for the DAS was
constrained by the need for a low power, small, inexpensive, and easily producible system.
These requirements forced many performance design trade-off studies which resulted in
the two channel DAS shown in Figure 3.0-1.

The low level, differential seismic sensor output signal is applied to the preamp with
a high common mode rejection, low noise gain. The preamp converts the differential input
signal to a single ended output signal. The single ended signal is filtered by the high pass
and low pass filters to condition the spectrum prior to analog to digital conversion. The
filtered signal is sampled by a very accurate, narrow bandwidth sample hold to provide a
constant voltage level to the floating point amp and analog to digital converter during the
floating point conversion time. The floating point amp, operating under hardware control,
selects the proper gain to place the sample voltage in the top three bits of the analog to
digital converter to preserve resolution in the measurement. The analog to digital converter
is a 12 bit device, with an accurate, wideband, internal sample hold, which converts the
floating point output voltage into a digital word.

The resulting DAS is versatile in that it allows programming of such parameters as
the sample rate, high pass filter cutoff frequency, low pass filter cutoff frequency, and
operation in two channel or single channel mode. The floating point A/D concept provides
156 dB of instantaneous dynamic range. The usable dynamic range is actually set by the
preamp. The preamp has an instantaneous dynamic range greater than 105 dB. This is
based on an input noise level in a 200 Hz bandwidth of no more than 100 nV at a preamp
gain of 45 dB, which allows a maximum signal input of 20 mV RMS. The performance
specifications for the DAS are as follows:

! CMRR $80 dB
! Input dynamic range $105 dB @ 45 dB preamp gain
! Input referred noise #100 nV in 200 Hz



! Maximum input signal 20 mV RMS @ 45 dB preamp gain
! Total Harmonic #0.1% for input  2 dB

Distortion (THD) below max
! Sample Rate 1 ms, 2 ms, or 4 ms
! Number of channels 1 channel at 1 ms or 2 ms rate

2 channel at 2 ms or 4 ms rate
! Channel isolation $ 80 dB

3.1 SEISMIC SENSOR INTERFACE

SEISMIC PREAMP
The seismic preamp is the initial interface from the seismic sensors to the DAS. The

preamp is a low noise, differential input amplifier. Typically the noise of the preamp is less
than 90 nV in the 200 Hz bandwidth at 45 dB gain, thereby setting the system noise floor
less than 100 nV. Greater than 80 dB rejection to common mode voltages (CMRR) is
provided at all preamp gains. An advantage of the preamp design is that the CMRR is
independent of gain resistor matching. The preamp gain is selectable providing 15 to 45
dB of gain in 6 dB steps. Therefore, the dynamic range of the system can be tailored to the
voltage range of the environment. The channel to channel gain accuracy is determined by
the gain resistors of the preamp and is better than 0.5%. The input impedance of the
preamp is selectable thus allowing the system to interface to different sensors. Protection is
provided to the differential input by clamping diodes to prevent large voltages from
damaging the preamp. A two pole lowpass filter is placed on the differential input to filter
out incidential incoming RFI greater than 500 kHz.

HIGH PASS FILTER
The high pass filter (HPF) is used in seismic exploration to reduce the inherent very

low frequency rumble of the earth. This rumble is generally of no interest and would
interfere with measurements. Since the spectral components of this low frequency rumble
vary with test conditions, the HPF has been made programmable to allow the selection, via
software, of the high pass 3 dB frequency. The HPF has a 3rd order Butterworth
characteristic implemented in the typical biquad active filter configuration. The filter
selections include a 3rd order 8 Hz HPF, 3rd order 12 Hz HPF, or a 1st order 3 Hz HPF.

LOW PASS FILTER
The low pass filter (LPF) provides the necessary high frequency rejection to prevent

aliasing. The corner frequency of the low pass filter is software selectable and related to
the selected sample rate. The filter is a 7th order Cauer-Chebyshev Elliptical filter with
cutoff frequencies of 100 Hz for the 4 ms sample rate and 200 Hz for the 2 ms and 1 ms 



sample rates. The filters provide greater than 70 dB attenuation to frequencies greater than
1.5 times the cutoff frequency. The passband ripple of the filter is less than 0.5 dB peak to
peak.

The LPF is initially designed as a tee type LC filter as shown in Figure 3.1-1. The
filter is transformed by multiplying the Laplace transform of each component by 1/s. This
transformation does not change the transfer function but, it transforms the inductors into
resistors and capacitors into Frequency Dependent Negative Resistors (FDNR) as shown
in Figure 3.1-2. This transformation is necessary because component problems, such as
large size, low Q, winding capacitance, and nonlinearities, eliminate the use of accurate,
high Q inductors. The FDNR is implemented using the Generalized Impedance Converter
(GIC) shown in Figure 3.1-3. The advantage of this implementation is the op amp
characteristics have considerably less negative effects on the filter performance than in a
typical biquad implementation. Also, the phase shift of the amplifier can actually enhance
the Q of the filter. However, this does not negate the fact that the pole and zero placements
in the filter are critical for acceptable passband ripple. Therefore, when building the filter
care must be taken to minimize the pole and zero errors due to component tolerances.

3.2 FLOATING POINT DATA CONVERTER

SAMPLE HOLD
The purpose of the sample hold (S/H) is to provide a constant voltage to the floating

point amplifier and A/D during the gain determination and A/D conversion time. The
specification of a S/H for this application is not straight forward. The usual S/H
requirements demand fast acquisition and low droop rate, with aperture jitter and
uncertainty performance accurate to less than one-half of the A/D’s LSB. In this
application, the sample hold is followed by a multiplexer and floating point amplifier with
up to 90 dB of gain. The hold step, droop rate, and offset voltage of a typical S/H, when
amplified by the floating point amplifier gain, cause significant errors at the A/D input. The
result is both a decrease in the dynamic range and the Total Harmonic Distortion (THD)
performance of the DAS.

The main problem with an off the shelf S/H is that the manufacturer rarely
completely specifies the S/H noise level because it is normally much less than the LSB of
the A/D, and thus causes no problems. In this application, we are amplifying the S/H
output in an effort to establish the preamp noise output as the DAS noise floor. Since the
S/H noise adds to the total system noise it is of concern and needs to be addressed in the
overall system design. The bandwidth of the S/H is several times greater than the data
bandwidth of the system. This causes the wideband noise of the S/H, if undersampled, to
be folded back or aliased. The noise floor therefore increases by 3 dB per octave for 



undersampled noise and this can result in S/H noise that is greater than the preamp noise,
thus reducing the overall system sensitivity.

The common desire in a S/H is a fast acquisition time. Consider, for example, a 5 us
acquisition time S/H sampling at a 1 KHz rate. The bandwidth of the device is
approximately 320 kHz assuming, for 12 bit accuracy, that the acquisition time is 10 times
the time constant of the S/H. Figure 3.2-1 shows the spectrum of the wideband noise of the
S/H in the track mode and the resulting spectrum when sampled at a 1 kHz rate. Note that
the undersampled S/H spectrum shows an increase in the noise floor of approximately
28.5 dB and, as shown, actually swamps the filtered output noise from the preamp. The
solution is to build a very accurate, narrow bandwidth, discrete S/H to sample the preamp
output prior to the floating point amplifier and add a second wideband S/H at the A/D
interface.

The discrete S/H shown in Figure 3.2-2 has a bandwidth of approximately 8 kHz
which yields an acquisition time of about 200 us. The resulting spectrum from this S/H is
shown in Figure 3.2-3. In this case, the aliased noise floor is only 12 dB greater than the
unsampled noise floor. The sampled spectrum noise floor is 10 dB less than the filtered
noise from the preamp which only reduces the system dynamic range by 0.4 dB.

By careful selection of op amps with low offset voltage, offset currents, and bias
currents the S/H offset voltage can be kept very small. The use of FET devices with very
large input impedance and small bias currents help to minimize the voltage droop during
the conversion time. The S/H step, or pedestal, represents the most difficult error to
minimize. The pedestal is the result of switching currents in the FET switches during the
on to off transition period. The charge on the hold capacitor is the integral of the current
over time. Therefore, the pedestal is minimized by reducing the magnitude of the switching
current and the transition time of the FET switches. These parameters are generally
inherent to the particular device used. Thus, the choice of switching devices and the
associated switching circuitry can minimize the S/H pedestal.

MULTIPLEXER
The multiplexer (mux) allows time multiplexed sampling in the two channel mode.

The mux used provides muxing of up to four single ended or differential inputs to one
output. The two additional inputs on the mux are used for inserting test and calibration
signals directly into the floating point converter. The mux was selected to maximize the
channel to channel isolation.



FLOATING POINT AMPLIFIER
The heart of the high dynamic range conversion process offered by this system is the

floating point amplifier (FPA). The FPA, shown in Figure 3.2-4, attempts to maintain the
sampled voltage within 3 bits of the A/D converter full scale voltage. When using a 12 bit
A/D, this is done by using gain steps from 0 to 90 dB in 6 dB increments. The gain is set
by a hardware controller which takes a 6 bit flash conversion of the FPA output and
compares the value to a threshold. The hardware controller performs three successive flash
conversions and gain adjustments to complete the gain ranging.

The design of the FPA must take into account both the D.C. offset and gain
accuracy of each gain step. Both of these effects can seriously decrease the THD
performance and dynamic range. The use of extremely low offset and offset drift devices
keeps the offset voltage less than 20 uV referred to the FPA input at all gains, thus
preventing dynamic range reduction. A simulation of the effects of gain accuracy on the
THD was performed to determine the gain resistor accuracy required. The results of the
simulation showed that the worst case THD occurs when the peak voltage is about 1 dB
below a gain step. As shown in Figure 3.2-5, the accuracy of the gain steps must be better
than 0.1% to maintain a worst case THD less than 0.1%. The design used holds gain
accuracy to better than 0.05%, limiting the worst case THD to less than 0.07%.

ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTER
The floating point converter uses a 12 bit analog to digital (A/D) converter to

determine the mantissa of the floating point data. The design is capable of incorporating a
14 or 16 bit A/D converter if more resolution, or dynamic range, is required. The 12 bit
converter has a maximum conversion time of 25 uS over the full temperature range. The
wideband S/H is built into the A/D thus reducing the need for a separate device. An
attractive feature of the A/D converter allows self calibration to be performed upon power
up. The calibration can be continuously interleaved between conversions. This guarantees
that the A/D can hold 12 bit performance over both time and temperature with no manual
calibration. These same concepts can also be applied to a system with 14 or 16 bit A/D
converters.

3.3 BUILT IN TEST AND CALIBRATION

Attention was given to the Built in Test (BIT) and calibration procedures from the
start of the system design. The design uses, where possible, devices and components that
do not require periodic calibration. However, this is not always possible. The A/D
converter is a self calibrating device. The calibration  is performed initially on power up
and then interleaved with the conversion process. A low offset voltage, gain error, and
noise level is assured by the nature of the devices used. However, device failure, aging, 



and temperature will change the absolute level of these parameters, in turn affecting the
interpretation of the data acquired.

The use of internally generated BIT signals and calibration tests allow test and
calibration of the DAS to be performed upon comand. An internally generated impulse
function is used to characterize the filter amplitude and phase response. An internally
generated, spectrally pure, tone is injected into the preamp to test the system gain accuracy
and the THD. Additionally, the preamp input is terminated and the self noise of the system
is fully characterized. This capability provides a performance basis and assures that the
data acquired will be both accurate and useful.

4.0 FUTURE PLANS

The DSTS data acquisition/telemetry system presented in this paper is a baseline
system used for building similar systems with different applications. For this reason,
several improvements and additions to the system are under consideration. Those under
consideration for the data acquisition system include increasing the number of channels,
the sample rate, and the dynamic range. The improvements to the digital telemetry link
include more efficient spectral usage and the use of a DSP processor to perform the
detection and demodulation. Also, the addition of a Global Positioning Satellite (GPS)
receiver to the system will provide time and location information.

Three dimensional data gathering is a requirement in some seismic applications. In
order to do this the DAS must have the capability of performing conversions on at least
three sensors. Additionally, some applications make use of a fourth “reference” sensor,
thus requiring a four channel DAS.

The present design samples two channels at a 2 ms rate or a single channel at a 1 ms
rate. Some applications will require sampling of up to four channels at the 1 ms rate. This
will require careful attention to timing considerations to ensure that settling time
requirements are met. The task will be eased by the constantly increasing speed of high
resolution A/D converters and gain bandwidth product of linear CMOS devices.

The system dynamic range is limited by the capabilities of the preamp that interfaces
the seismic sensor to the DAS. The 105 dB system dynamic range is less than the dynamic
range obtainable by the floating point A/D converter. To increase the dynamic range the
input noise level must be reduced and/or the maximum signal input capability must be
increased.



Advances in the data acquisition performance, which require increasing the digital
data transmission rate, impact the digital telemetry link. The digital data link bandwidth
will not support significantly higher data rates with the data encoding and pulse shaping
presently used. Methods of more efficient spectral usage must be considered to minimize
the channel bandwidth requirements.

With more complex encoding and modulation formats, the recovery of the data
becomes quite complex. Thus, the use of a dedicated DSP processor is being investigated
to improve the detection and demodulation capabilities. Also, adaptive equalization of the
channel will enhance the digital data link performance.

Finally, a GPS receiver is being investigated for implementation in the DSTS
system. The GPS receiver will provide the user with accurate time and location summary.

5.0 SUMMARY

The DSTS data acquisition/telemetry system presented here provides the user with a
very high dynamic range signal conversion process and a digital telemetry link to transmit
the data to a central station for processing or recording. This capability, linked with remote
operation through a command telemetry link, provides a very powerful remote data
acquisition system. The system can easily be adapted to a wide variety of applications. The
future plans for this system will lead to an increasingly powerful data acquisition system as
the technology develops to meet the requirements of the seismic exploration industry.
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A SHIPBORNE DUAL-BAND AUTO-TRACKING
TELEMETRY SYSTEM

Jiang Yong-you     Li Bang-fu
Beijing Research Institute of Telemetry

China

ABSTRACT

A shipborne dual-band auto-tracking telemetry system has been designed by BRIT, The
Ministry of Astronautics, China, to serve as a subsystem in YUAN Wang, a seagoing ship
dedicated to tracking and telemetering. The system has been proved successful by its
performances in a series of missions involving missile and satellite launching.

The system configuration, major specifications and design considerations are described in
the paper.

1.  SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

Fig. 1 Show An outer looking of the Shipborne Dual-Band Auto-Tracking Telemetry
System.

Except the dual-band antenna, pedestal, HF cabinet and the calibrating antenna, which
are mounted on the deck, the rest of the system are contained in eight cabins. These
cabins, according to their functions, are refered to as Tracking & Control cabin, Servo &
Power Supply Cabin, Telemetry Receiving Cabin (there are three of them in total), TV
Cabin, Telemetry Data Processing Cabin, and Calibrating Cabin.

Contained in the Tracking & Control Cabin are Console, cabinets for microwave
receiver, meter-band receiver, servo control and signal conversion units, and a dedicated
computer along with a multi-function typewriter, a photoelectric unit for data entry, a
digital tape recorder, and power supply.

The Servo & Power Supply Cabin are equipped with servo motor set panel, IF panel,
motor amplifier set, and IF generator set.

The Telemetry Receiving Cabins are responsible for three data streams. Configured in
each cabin are telemetry receiver, bit synchronizer and decommutator, analog & digital
tape recorders, hard copy facilities and some other display units.

The TV Cabin has a TV receiver and monitor to provide video monitoring capability.



A dedicated computer, together with facilities for data entry, display and printing-out, is
equipped in the Telemetry Data Processing Cabin. Analog and digital tape recorders are
also included.

Calibration is performed by microwave and meter-band transmitters and a telemetry
simulator in the Calibrating Cabin.

The system diagram is shown in Fig. 2.

2.  MAJOR SPECIFICATIOS
The system consists of the Tracking Subsystem and the Telemetry Subsystem. The

major specifications of the two subsystems are described as follows.

.  The Tracking Subsystem

A. Servo Control Capability
Tracking Range: with guaranteed accuracy

Azimuth 360E
Elevation     3E - 70E
Maximun
Azimuth 360E
Elevation    -4E - 184E

Tracking speed: With guaranteed accuracy
Azimuth 30 E/s
Elevation 10 E/s
Maximun
Azimuth 40 E/s
Elevation 30 E/s

Tracking Acceleration:
With guaranteed accuracy
Azimuth 10 E/s2

Elevation   8 E/s2

Maximun
Azimuth 20 E/s2

Elevation   9 E/s2

B. Signal Receiving
Antenna & Feed System:

The microwave band adopted a dual-shaped parabolic antenna and a multimode
feeder, with the antenna gain not less than 39 db, the bandwidth not less than
120 MHz and the beam width 22  =1.5E, resulting in a good receiving for coming0.5

waves with any polarization.



For the meter band,an Yagi array was configured through inner connection by
polarization bridges. The Yagi array is capable of receiving both left-handed and
right-handed polarizations. Each Yagi in the array presents a gain not less than
13 db, a bandwidth not less than 14 MHz and the beam width being 22  = 32E0.5

Receivers:
The microwave receiver has four channels, and uses Polarization Diversity strategy.
The frequency accquisition range is ±250 KHz The AGC range is greater than 70
db.
The meter band utilizes a three-channel receiver with polarization conversion. The
receiver is based on the principle of short Base line interferometer single-pulse
system. The frequency accquisition range is greater than ± 40 KHz, and the AGC
range is greater than 70 db.

C. Accuracy
The RMS error of angular detection in the microwave subsystem is 1.5 mil. The
receiver sensitivity is -167 dbw. The speed detection error is 0.3 M/s.
In the meter-band, the subsystem has an angular detection error of 0.5E. The
receiver sensitivity is -163 dbw.

. The Telemetry Subsystem

A. Telemetry Receiver
The FM receiver uses a quadruple combination of space and polarization diversities.
Syntheses is performed by a Synthetic Phase Isolator in the FM receiver, whereas in
the PM receiver, a Triple-loop Phase Lock technique is adopted.
The IF Bandwidth in the FM receiver has five ranges to select: 80 KHz, 160 KHz,
320 KHz, 480 KHz and 640 KHz. The IF Bandwidth of the PM receiver is also
selectable from four ranges: 80 KHz, 160 KHz, 320 KHz and 640 KHz.

B. Synchronizer and Decommutator
The Bit Synchronizer and Decommutator are compatible with IRIG PCM signals of
NRZL, NRZM, NRZS, RZ, BINL, BINM, BINS. The word lenth is eight bits, with
the maximun frame length and maximun subframe length being 1024 words and 64
words respectively.
Bit synchronization is established by a Digital Data Transition Tracking Loop
(DDTTL) at the bit rate up to 320 Kbps. The highest PSK subcarrier frequency is
320 Kc/s, and a Costas Loop performs the function of PSK demodulation.



C. Data Processing
A DJS-135 computer acts as the formatter and preprocessor, interfacing with the
host computer Model 260 for real-time data processing and display, and sending the
data further to the ground control center.

3.  DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Because of the strict requirements in performances and the severe environment under
which the system is supposed to work, taking into consideration the needs for
applicability, standardization of the products, the design has included the following
features:

A. Dual-Band Auto-Tracking with a common pedestal
The microwave band and meter-band, having independent antenna, feeder and

signal channels, were mechanically integrated, and share a common pedestal and servo
system. The two bands are switchable from each other, as a function provided by the
computer.

Restricted by the limited space allocation and the need for concurrent operation in the
two bands, the four Yagi’s in the meter-band are orthogonally mounted along the edge of
the paraboloid, forming an interferometer array. This means that the two bands are
mechanically independent, but electrically they are coaxial.

The differences in tracking strategy in the two bands represent the design consideration
that the performances in each band will be individually enhanced. This results in a higher
system reliavility. The main lobe in meter-band is 32E wide, frequency accquisition range
is ±40 KHz, and the receiver bandwidth is 1000 Hz, which are typical values for easy
accquisition of both angular and frequency, at the price of less accurate angular detection.
Whereas in the microwave band, with a main lobe of 1.5E wide and a receiver using triple-
loop phase-lock diversity, and the bandwidth of phase-lock-loop being 200 Hz, the
tracking stability and accuracy is maintained.

B. Multi-Loop Gearless Servo System

To eliminate the conflict between tracking stability and accuracy, as well as that
between fast responsibility and noise saturation, more emphases have been put on the
system solidity to overcome internal and external interferences.

a. Direct Moment-Motor Driven
The servo system is directly driven by a moment-motor which gives out a

maximun monent of 98000 Newton-M. With rigid coupling by the moment-motor, the
inherent resonece frequency of the system has been made beyond 20 Hz, which is
beneficial to securing high accuracy. In addition, direct driving eliminates the interference 



from the inertial load of motor rotor and gear, and gives another benefit to system
performance.

b. High Gain, Multi-Loop Conditional Stabilizing
Fig. 3 shows the principle diagram of the multi-loop system utilized to enhance

system ability against ship-swinging and other interferences.
The loops are characterized by following features.
Speed Loop: K = 300 1/s, T = 9.4 1/sc 

Stabilizing Loop: K = 300 1/s, T = 12 - 15 1/sc 

Position Loop: K = 500 1/s, T = 3 - 6 1/sc 

where K and T  represent loop gain and cut-off frequency respectively.c 

The fees-back elements are speedometer in the speed loop and piezoelectric
crystal gyro in stabilizing loop. Compensation has been made in the stabilizing loop for the
effect caused by ship swinging.

c. Complex Control
Trade-off has been made between system accuracy and stability, and resulted in

the utilization of complex control technique, as illustrated in Fig. 4.
Normally, the use of complex control technique will reduce the hysteresis error

by an order of  magnitude.
The expressions related to Fig. 4 are as follows:
)2 = 2   - 2  = 2  - (2  W  + )2 W ) Wsr   sc  sr  sr F   1  2

The error function
N  = )2/2  = (1 -W  W )/1 + W .W2  sr   F 2   1 2

Obviously, if W  = l/W         then N  = 0.F  2'         2

C. Maximun Ratio Diversity Combination

Triple-loop Phase-Locking is a new area in coherent receiving technique. The
polarization diversity will improve the S/N by 3 db and consequently improve the
polarization fading immunity.

The Maximun-Ratio Synthesizer is shown in Fig. 5 in principle.
In view of the non-coherence between the noises from the two coherent incoming

signals, left-handed and right-handed polarizations, we have the following for input and
output signal to noise ratio:

Simply, when



Fig-6 shows the linear modeling of triple-loop phase locking technique, where K  (s)p

is the main loop transfer function, and K  (s) is transfer function of the auxiliary loop.s

K  (s) is the open-loop transfer function of the combination loop. H  (s) is the close-loop0           0

transfer function of the combination loop.

K (s) = K (s) + K (s), 0   s   p

H (s) = K (s)/1 + K (s).0   0   0

The Combination Loop keeps track with the average phase of the combined signal.
The Main Loop follows the frequency, whereas the Auxiliary Loop watches the phase
difference between the two polarizations. The bandwidth of the Main Loop is four times as
wide as that of the Auxiliary Loop, which is a second order loop.

The Main Loop is a third order loop. Accquisition is conducted at the state of
second order. The loop is switched automatically to the third order state once the
accquisition has been established and the system turns to tracking mode. This assures a
fast accquisition capability, and reduces the dynamic tracking error.
Typically, we set B  = 0.743T B  =  0.53T  n0  0 ns   s

and obtain:

transfer function of the Main Loop

K (s) = 1.76T  (S + 0.284T ) (S + 0.5T )/S ,p   s   0    0
3

and the transfer function of the Auxiliary Loop

K (s) = 2.495T (S + 0.247T ) / S ,s   0   0
2

where B  is the single side-bandwidth of the Main Loop,n0

T  is the natural angular frequency of the Main Loop,0

B  is the single side-bandwidth of the Auxiliary Loop,ns

T  is the angular frequency of the Auxiliary Loop.s

D. The Combination of Space & Polarization Diversities

For the sake of reliability, the design has included both space diversity and
polarization diversity. This approach is a solution to solve the problem of signal fading.

Fig. 6 is the implementation of the diversity combination.

E. Multi-Carriers and Multi-Subcarriers

The system is capable of receiving concurrently the signal with multi-carrier
frequencies, as well as single carrier with multi-subcarriers (PSK)



SUMMARY

The Shipborne Dual-Band Auto-Tracking Telemetry System is widely applicable in
applications involving telemetry data accquisition, real-time recording, processing and
transmission. In a variety of projects such as rockets and satellites testing missions in
China, the system fulfiled the specified tasks, and its design considerations have been
proved to be successful.

Fig. 1 The Outer Looking of The Shipborne
Dual-Band Auto-Tracking Telemetry System



Fig. 2 System Configuration



Fig. 3 Multi-Loop Stabilizing System

Fig. 4 The Modeling of Complex Control



 Fig. 5 The Principle of Maximm-
Ratio Synthesis

Fig. 6 The Linear Modeling of
Triple-Loop Phase-Locking



Fig. 7 Diagram of the meter-band
Space & Polarization Diversities
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ABSTRACT

The performance of Adaptive Predictive Differential Pulse Code Modulation (APDPCM)
applied to flight test telemetry is investigated. It is shown that a significant savings in bit
rate is possible over conventional PCM yet preserving signal fidelity even under non-
stationary signal statistics situations. Rather than transmit the absolute value of signal
samples the quantity transmitted is the difference between the actual sample and the
predicted value based on past samples. The prediction algorithm is adaptive and selected
on the basis of which of a set results in the least error in the mean square sense.

INTRODUCTION

The bulk of digital telemetry has been for over 25 years and still is based on direct PCM
encoding. Typically the sample resolution goes from 8 bits to 12 bits. Attempts at data
compression or companding such as employed in telephone and voice links have not gone
beyond isolated programs or situations. The compression techniques developed for voice[l]
have limited applicability to flight test telemetry.

Relative to voice signals, flight test data is much less predictable and the portions of the
signal likely to be of particular interest are least predictable. Yet data link bandwidth is a
limited commodity justifying the search for acceptable data compression algorithms.

In this paper we examine the performance of an Adaptive Predictive Differential PCM
(APDPCM) encoding process in light of typical flight test data properties. First we
describe and analyze a Predictive Differential PCM system in which the transmitted data
or value is the difference between the actual sample of the signal and a prediction of what
it most likely would be based on past samples.



Simulation analysis are used to show that a considerable savings in transmitted bits per
sample can be achieved. The amount of saving depends on the assumptions made
regarding the statistics of the signal to be encoded and transmitted. Furthermore it is shown
that the prediction algorithm that results in the most savings varies depending on signal
statistics assumptions. In the simplest Adaptive DPCM system the step size is made some
function of the amplitude or rate of change of the signal itself. In an Adaptive Predictive
DPCM (APDPCM) system the architecture is set up such that the statistics of the signal
itself determines which of an available set of prediction algorithms as well as encoding
step size should be used.

PREDICTIVE DIFFERENTIAL PCM SYSTEM

A block diagram shown in Figure 1 illustrates an encoder which utilizes the Predictive
Differential PCM technique. The input signal s(t) is sampled and digitized by an analog-to-
digital converter to produce a sequence of encodings each of which represents the
instantaneous value of the signal.

The predictor forms an estimate p(k) of the signal’s present value s(k) based on the past
samples y(k-l),y(k-2),y(k-3). The sample y(k) is a reconstruction of the input signal s(k)
and it is generated at both encoder and an ultimate decoder. If there are no transmission
errors, then past sample of s(k) and the reconstructed past sample of y(k) are identical.

Therefore the predicted value p(k) of the signal can be expressed as

p(k) = A * s(k-1) + B * s(k-2) + C * s(k-3) (1)

where A,B,C are prediction filter coefficients.

The predicted value p(k) of the signal is next subtracted from the actual signal value s(k) to
form the difference X(k), where

x(k) = s(k) - p(k) (2)

Since the magnitude of the difference x(k)s are in general much less than the magnitude of
the original signal s(k), fewer bits are needed to provide the same resolution.

At the decoder, the differential signal is added to the predicted value of the signal to form
the sample y(k) of the reconstructed signal.

Figure 1 shows a Predictive DPCM encoder where 8-bit PCM data is compressed into a
4-bit differential encoding. Assuming a sampling rate of 10 ksps, the bit rate is reduced



from 80 k bit/s to 40 k bit/s. From a formatting point of view this example is a very
workable arrangement. Where there are no formatting constraints in this regard the amount
of compression to be used should be determined by the input signal spectrum shape and
acceptable distortion at the decoder.

OPTIMAL PREDICTION FILTER

A useful criterion for selecting prediction filter coefficients is to minimize the mean square
value of the prediction error x(k) signal. Let the predicted value p(k) be based on three
past values of s(k), s(k-1) and s(k-2) as shown below

p(k) = A*s(k-l)+B*s(k-2)+C*s(k-2) (3)

The prediction error x(k) is the difference between the signal s(k) and the predicted value
p(k);i.e.,

x(k) = s(k)-p(k)= s(k)-A*s(k-l)-B*s(k-2)-C*s(k-3) (4)

The minimum mean square error[2] is obtained if the prediction error x(k) is Orthogonal
with past samples, s(k-1), s(k-2), s(k-3). In other words

E{[s(k)-A*s(k-l)-B*s(k-2)-C*s(k-3)]*s(k-I)}=0 (5)

where i=1,2,3

The above equations can be expressed in a matrix form with autocorrelation notations as

R(0)   R(1)   R(2) A R(1)

R(1)   R(0)   R(1)   x B    = R(2) (6)

R(2)   R(1)   R(0) C R(3)

where R(i)=E{s(k)*s(k+i)}=E{s(k)*s(k-i)}

If we let R(0)=1, and solve this equation, we have the optimal prediction filter coefficients:

A = [R(1)*(1-R(1)*R(1))+R(1)*R(2)*(R(2)-1)+R(3)*(R(1)*R(l)-R(2))] / D (7)

B = [R(1)*R(1)*(R(2)-1)+R(2)*(1-R(2)*R(2))+R(1)*R(3)*(R(2)-1)] / D (8)



C = [R(1)*(R(1)*R(1)-R(2))+R(1)*R(2)*(R(2)-1)+R(3)*(1-R(1)*R(l))] / D (9)

where D = 1+2*R(1)*R(1)*(R(2)-1)-R(2)*R(2) (10)

and the optimal prediction error variance becomes

Var[ x(k) ] = 1 - R(1)*A - R(2)*B -R(3)*C (11)

The rms value of the prediction error x(k) is

                   /''''''''''''''''
RMS(x) = \/  1-R(1)*A-R(2)*B-R(3)*C (12)

If we assume that the direct PCM data is represented by 8 bits per sample whose RMS
value is unity, the Predictive DPCM needs N bits per sample where

N = 8 + 3.322xlog(RMS(x)) (13)

Since RMS(x) is less than one, N will be less than 8.

Equations (7) through 13) are very useful to estimate the number of bits per sample for
given input signal. All we need to know is the autocorrelation functions R(i) where i=1,2,3
for this 3-tap prediction filter coefficient calculations.

DATA COMPRESSION FOR VARIOUS SIGNALS

A set of bandlimited signals has been generated for simulation studies. Initially wideband
random signals are generated by a Gaussian random number generator. Then spectral
shaping is accomplished by either a single-pole digital lowpass filter or a 4th order digital
bandpass filter which provides a 2-pole rolloff above and below the -3 dB points. Figure 2
shows three bandpass filter responses which are obtained by a 4-th order infinite impulse
response digital filter and one single-pole lowpass filter. To avoid aliasing error, a finite
impulse response low pass digital filter with a cutoff frequency of 2.8 KHz is used to
remove significant components above 5 KHz. The response of this filter is shown in
Figure 3. The sampling frequency used in this simulation is 10 Ksps for all cases. After the
spectral shaping is done, the autocorrelation function of each signal is calculated and the
required number of bits for a Predictive DPCM is calculated. Two cases are presented;
one for 3-tap(3 past samples) predictor and the other for 2-tap predictor. Table 1
summarizes numerical results for signals from a Gaussian random signals with different
bandwidths. It shows the half power frequencies and normalized autocorrelation function
R(1),R(2) and R(3). The next two columns are the number of bits per sample required in
the Predictive DPCM system. It is seen that 3-tap predictor has about a half bit saving over



2-tap predictor. It is also seen that Predictive DPCM is more effective with narrow band
signals. For example, a signal with a 1 octave bandwidth from 200 Hz to 400 Hz requires
only 3 bits per sample whereas a signal with 3 octave bandwidth from 50 Hz to 400 Hz
requires 4 bits for each sample. This is consistent with the fact that a single frequency sine
wave is perfectly predictable.

ADAPTIVE PREDICTIVE DIFFERENTIAL PCM

For a given set of signal statistics there is one set of prediction coefficients which will
minimize errors. The problem is that in general the statistics of a signal can only be
estimated and most likely they will vary with time. Furthermore, it is often advantageous to
be able to vary the differential encoding step size[3].

An adaptive predictive system can be formed by predetermining and storing a set of
prediction coefficients and then letting the choice of coefficient set be made on the basis of
which one minimizes error. Adding the possibility of varying the encoding step size
increases the adaptability.

This requires an auxiliary channel or some other means for getting the adaptation
parameters to the decoder. The bandwidth cost for this can be kept quite low if the
minimum time between updates is constrained and the number of choices is reasonable.
Typically this overhead can be held to 5%. By computing predicted values for each
coefficient set and encoding step size, it is possible to select the set that over some interval
produces minimum errors. This requires additional computational resources which must
taken into account in implementing a system. Results of a simulation are presented in
which the update interval is 4 msec and the signal statistics are changed on a time scale
long compared to 4 msec.

For data being sampled at 10 Ksps and outputted at 40 Kbps, 4 msec represents a
reasonable choice. Obviously more frequent adjustments are possible at the expense of
more overhead.

In the simulation the signal statistics are changed in a manner that might be typical of a
flight profile. To avoid confusion in the following examples the effects of sudden
amplitude changes and signal bandwidth changes are studied separately. Figure 4 shows
that the range of signals that can be handled is improved by providing more than one
difference encoding step size. The original 8-bit direct PCM signal is shown by a dotted
line and the reconstructed signal from the 4-bit Predictive DPCM is shown by a solid line.
A mark along the time line indicates if the error in the reconstructed data point exceeds the
equivalent of 1 bit relative to the original 8 bit encoding. A large mark indicates an error of
two bits or more. Otherwise the error is less than 1 bit. When only one encoding step size



is allowed either the signal dynamic range that can be handled will be limited or the
granularity of reconstruction will be large. In the simulation result shown in Figure 4(A)
the signal is obtained from a random sequence bandlimited from 400 Hz to 800 Hz. The
signal in this case is increased by a factor of four at T>5 msec and this results in severe
distortion when only one step size is available. In Figure 4(B) two step sizes are available.
The coefficient set C1 uses a one-bit step size and coefficient set C3 uses a two-bit step
size. As the signal amplitude increases, the encoder selects the larger step size C3 resulting
in less distortion. If only the larger step size were available there would be 1 bit errors
during periods of small signal levels.

The transition from wideband to narrow band was simulated and some results are shown in
Figure 5. In this simulation a 3-octave bandwidth random signal whose half power
frequencies are 50 Hz and 400 Hz is first generated until T=10 msec then switched to a
narrow band signal whose half power frequencies are 700 Hz and 1 KHz. Two sets of
prediction coefficients and two step sizes were assumed. The coefficient set C1 is optimal
for the wideband signal and coefficient set C2 is optimal for the narrowband signal. The
coefficient set C3 is the same as C1 but uses twice the step size in the encoding process.
Likewise, the coefficient set C4 is the same as C2 but uses twice the step size. Every
4 msec interval the coefficient selection is updated based on the past period. Figure 5(a)
shows that the encoder selected coefficient set C1 during first three intervals and then
selected coefficient set C2 as expected.

In Figure 5(b) we eliminated coefficients C1 and C3 which are optimal for first 10 msec
period. Since coefficient sets C2 and C4 are not a good choice for this period it generates
quite a few errors. Next Figure 5(C) is the case where coefficients C1 and C3 are used
which are only optimal for the first 10 msec wideband signal. As the signal changes from
wideband to a narrowband a significant number of errors occur. Optimum adaptive
encoding as described here requires both multiple step sizes and multiple coefficient sets.

Since we are dealing with signals from a statistical perspective one can not guarantee that
overload will not occur at some point in time. Therefore, in a practical system part of the
overhead bits should be allocated to providing absolute amplitude information at least once
per interval. In the system assumed here with a 5% overhead enough bits are available
every 4 msec to accomplish this.

It is evident that when a change occurs in signal properties the prediction coefficients may
need to be changed. After an adjustment has been made at the end of the interval
improvement is evident; typically there is full recovery in one interval. This suggests a
system design option that would provide nearly error free data even in the face of abrupt
changes. By delaying the transmission by one interval (in this example 4 msec) then the
optimum choice of algorithm could be made at all times using the set of coefficients that



minimized error over the interval. In the above simulations the previous interval signal
statistics determines the algorithm for the next interval. The choice of system option to use
depends on the critically of timely data at the millisecond level. To provide the data delay
requires a very modest amount of memory. In the example 40 words of 8 bits provides a
4 msec delay. It would of course be preferable to have both the shortest time delay (least
“data age”) and highest fidelity but if we consider that the bit rate allocation may be the
unyielding parameter then a choice must be made.

CONCLUSION

It has been shown that considerable bandwidth saving is possible using APDPCM for
flight test telemetry. Typically a 50% reduction in bit rate is possible. The particular case
of an 8 bit initial measurement resolution with the bulk of the data transmitted as 4 bit
difference signals was shown to be able to respond to step type changes in signal character
or statistics. The APDPCM approach attacks the telemetry bit rate problem where it really
is serious namely the highly variable predictive signals where simple redundancy removal
techniques are effective. The approach offers the choice of providing data with small
errors and no time delay (or “data age”) or virtually no error and a small amount of delay
induced “data age”.

The method of selecting of one of a number of prediction/encoding coefficient sets made
on the basis of minimizing the area over a small time interval is shown to preserve signal
fidelity under dynamic signal conditions and is workable. Further, the resultant format of
the data does not differ much from what is commonly found in currently used PCM data
links.
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FIGURE 1   PREDICTIVE DIFFERENTIAL PCM SYSTEM

FIG.2   VARIOUS BAND-LIMITED SPECTRA



FIGURE 3.   ANTI-ALIASING FIR DIGITAL FILTER RESPONSE



FIGURE 4.   APDPCM SIMULATION WITH (A) ONE STEP SIZE AND
(B) TWO STEP SIZES



FIGURE 5.
(A) APDPCM SIMULATION WITH TWO COEFFICIENT SETS AND TWO

STEP SIZES
(B) TWO STEP SIZES AND NARROWBAND OPTIMIZED COEFFICIENTS
(C) TWO STEP SIZES AND WIDEBAND OPTIMIZED COEFFICIENTS
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ABSTRACT

Recent developments in electronics have resulted in an increase in the number and types of
data sources (transducers, computer buses, discretes, etc.) that must be acquired and
transmitted Via a serial PCM telemetry stream. The Daniel format has been developed in
response to this growing data complexity. This format consists of packets of data (called
zones) within a standard IRIG frame. The definition and contents of these packets can
change dynamically during a test. Within each packet, the data is identified by associated
zone ID and flag words. The Daniel format thus provides significantly improved flexibility
in comparison to the usual IRIG formats. An advanced decommutation system is being
developed specifically for the Daniel format. It will apply real-time, data flow, and
distributed processor techniques to the acquisition and preprocessing of Daniel formats. It
will provide complete Daniel format acquisition capability, including bit synchronization,
frame synchronization, data selection, data processing, and data distribution. A friendly
user interface will allow Daniel data to be selectable based on the program ID word, zone
ID, word number, and flag word. The user will have total programmable control over these
qualifiers and the location of the flag word, and will be able to define subcommutated data
with a programmable counter location. The selected data will then be routable to other
modules for further processing or output. The system will be able to simultaneously
acquire and merge standard Daniel PCM data, IRIG PCM data, IRIG PAM data, local
discretes, local IRIG time, etc.

INTRODUCTION

Recent generations of aircraft and other vehicles require increasingly complicated
telemetry systems to gather and process the data necessary during development and
deployment. The IRIG PCM (pulse code modulation) standards enable users to acquire
data in a relatively fixed channel format. The time-division multiplexing (i.e.,
commutation) schemes employed by the IRIG standards are usually adequate for the
traditional types of data (velocity, pressure and temperature transducers, discretes, etc.).



However, other sources of data, such as computer buses, require more flexibility during
acquisition due to their asynchronous nature. The ability to dynamically change formats
and/or data sources as a test or mission progresses is also becoming important.

Various forms of packet telemetry have been proposed to meet these needs. Packets allow
the user significantly enhanced flexibility in the definition of a format at the expense of
additional complexity in the commutation and decommutation systems. The Daniel format
is one example that has been successfully implemented on a number of programs [1,2].

THE DANIEL FORMAT

The Daniel format (Figure 1) consists of packets within an IRIG frame of 512 16-bit
words. Each frame consists of: two frame synchronization words (typically 7565256A
hexadecimal); one program ID (identification) word; one time word (the most significant
word of the time words from the first zone in the frame); zero or more packets, called
zones; and enough “fill” words (8000 hexadecimal) to complete the frame. The zones will
be arranged within a frame in the chronological order of the appearance of the first words
of each zone. Zones cannot be truncated nor can they span more than one frame. Each
zone contains: one zone ID word, which defines the zone number and the zone length; two
time words; and one or more data words. Zones may also contain flag words that serve as
further data qualifiers. Data words may appear more than once in a zone (i.e.,
“supercommutation”). In addition, a counter word can be used to “subcommutate” data
words across more than one zone with the same zone ID. Data rates are typically 8 000 to
16 000 words per second. The trend is towards 32 000 words per second.

The identification of any given data word in a zone depends on the values for the program
ID, the zone ID, the data word position within the zone (i.e., word number), the number of
occurrences of the word within the zone (i.e., word increment), the flag word value (if
any), and the zone count (if there is a defined counter word). This data identification
complexity requires a sophisticated decommutation capability beyond that for an IRIG
format.

THE ADVANCED DECOMMUTATION SYSTEM

An advanced decommutation system is being developed that will provide the data
acquisition and handling capabilities required by users of the Daniel format. This system
will be based on the Loral Instrumentation ADS 100. The ADS 100 is an established
product that has been in production since 1981. It provides bit synchronization, frame
synchronization, decommutation, data distribution, and preprocessing for one or more
IRIG PCM streams. It can also merge and process IRIG PAM (pulse amplitude 



modulation) streams, IRIG time or time code generator data, local discretes, analog or FM
(frequency modulation) data, etc.

The ADS 100 provides an integral display for quick-look data displays, bar charts, and
graphs (Figure 2). Easy to install option modules provide additional processing power or
new capabilities such as real-time data compression, equation processing, digital tape
storage and control, hard disk storage and control, analog outputs (for driving strip charts),
digital outputs, etc. Option modules are also available to transfer the decommutated,
merged and processed real-time data to several popular host computers.

The addition of Daniel format handling to the ADS 100 can be accomplished with a
minimum of development cost and risk. In fact, the development consists of adding a
relatively small amount of new software and microcode to already proven hardware
modules, greatly simplifying the task.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The ADS 100 is a bus oriented system, both in hardware and software. This facilitates
expansion at the module-level and at the chassis-level. The system is organized around
three buses: the microprocessor bus, the MUXbus, and the software bus (Figure 3).

The microprocessor bus provides the setup and control interface for all modules in the
system. It also allows the system 8086 microprocessor to access system resources for user
interface functions and for various background tasks. The microprocessor bus consists of
16 data bits, 20 address bits, and several control bits. A serial arbitration scheme allows
multiple bus masters. In addition, several modules have on-board 8086, 8085 or bit-slice
processors which apply distributed processing techniques to specific real-time tasks.

The MUXbus is a high-speed, 4 megaword per second, real-time data bus. It is fully
arbitrated in hardware and implements a data flow architecture for all modules which
acquire or process real-time data. The MUXbus consists of 16 data bits, 12 tag bits,
3 stream bits, and one alarm bit. The 12-bit tags are data identifiers which are used to
control data distribution. The alarm bit is used by the ADS 100 integrated alarm handling
system. Each incoming data word is checked against upper and lower limits. Limit
violations are flagged via the alarm bit on the MUXbus. This bit can signal other modules
to take action based on the alarm (data display, audio alarm, function key execution, etc.).

A module places data onto the MUXbus by generating a bus request. The arbitration
circuitry latches the request and checks the priority of the module. If no higher priority
requests are pending, it generates a bus grant signal. The requesting module then places
the tag and data onto the bus. Modules receiving MUXbus data continually monitor the



bus for specific tags. Data on the MUXbus is available to all modules on the bus, allowing
multiple modules to receive the same data during one bus cycle. Tag assignment and
recognition are defined during setup from the system data base. Thus, data distribution
becomes a simple and fast hardware function with no overhead required during real-time
operation.

The software consists of system software and module software. System software performs
initialization, setup, memory management, task management, command processing, and
other overhead functions. Each module contains the additional code required to implement
the command, setup, and control routines unique to that module. System and module
software communicate via a software bus across the microprocessor bus. This makes
system expansion easier by eliminating lengthy and complicated “sysgen” sequences when
the system is changed.

USER INTERFACE

The ADS 100 user interface is extremely friendly and powerful. Programming and setup of
the system is accomplished through an advanced, menu-driven, self-prompting series of
commands and page displays. Command entry is assisted by an anticipation mechanism
which attempts to complete the command with a minimum of key strokes. Page
programming is simplified via the use of cursor keys and the “next” key, which allows the
user to quickly see the complete library of allowable entries for many fields.
Programmable function keys are also available to automate command sequences and data
entry operations. All data base and module setup information can be saved using integral
floppy disk drives for later use.

Daniel data words are defined using the CREATE PARAMETER command (Figure 4).
This command allows easy manipulation of every piece of information relevant to a Daniel
parameter, simplifying data base creation and maintenance. Each of the entries on the
display page are set to default values by the system and can be easily modified as
described in the previous paragraph. Entries such as tag number and word number will
automatically increment for each new parameter, saving data base entry time. Each field on
the page is described below.

NAME:  up to 12 alphanumeric characters which allow the user to refer to the
parameter by name for any other operations involving that data word (data display,
processing, output, etc.).

TAG:  the tag number used by modules for MUXbus transfers. Up to 4 096 tags are
allowed. The system will automatically assign the next sequential tag number or let the
operator enter a specific value.



DIST CODE:  this field is used to alert particular modules to receive this data word
from the MUXbus.

TYPE:  the parameter type (Daniel, IRIG PCM, IRIG PAM, etc.).

DATA FORMAT:  the incoming data word format. Supported formats include binary,
offset binary, 2’s complement, 1’s complement, sign-magnitude, and exponential.

BPW:  the bits-per-word of the incoming data word. This is usually 16 for Daniel data
but 32-bit and 64-bit parameters are also allowed.

PROGRAM ID:  the first qualifier for identifying Daniel data. A numeric value or a
“don’t care” may be entered.

ZONE ID:  the second qualifier for identifying Daniel data.

WORD NUMBER:  the third qualifier for identifying Daniel data.

WORD INCREMENT:  this is used to define “supercommutated” words within a zone.
A word increment of 000 indicates that the data word occurs only once. A word
increment of N indicates that the word appears every Nth location within the zone
starting at WORD NUMBER and continuing until the zone ends.

FLAG WORD:  this can be a fourth qualifier for identifying Daniel data. The FLAG
WORD can be any data word within a zone. A “don’t care” may be entered if no
FLAG WORD is used.

FLAG LOCATION:  the word number for where the FLAG WORD is located within
the zone. A “don’t care” is entered if no flag word is used.

ZONE COUNT:  this indicates whether or not this parameter is “subcommutated.” If
this field is “don’t care,” then the parameter is in every zone meeting the ZONE ID and
FLAG WORD qualifications. If the zone count is a value between zero and 65 535 then
the counter value at COUNTER LOCATION must match this field before the
parameter is identified.

COUNTER LOCATION:  the word number for where the subcommutation counter is
located within the zone. A “don’t care” is entered if the ZONE COUNT is “don’t
care.”



The remaining fields allow the operator to define the display equations and formats and
allow control over the alarm processing features available for all parameters in the system.

DECOMMUTATION AND IDENTIFICATION OF DANIEL PCM DATA

The ADS 100 modules necessary for Daniel decommutation consist of: a Single Board Bit
Sync, a Single Board Decom, a Parallel Data Processor, and a Memory Module (Figure 3).
The required system overhead modules include: the Microprocessor, the Memory
Expansion, the Front Panel Interface, the CRT Interface, the Data Processor/Compressor,
and the Rear Panel Interface. These modules can be configured within a single chassis,
compared to the multiple-box solutions offered by many vendors.

The Single Board Bit Sync is a digital bit synchronizer capable of extracting data and a
synchronous clock from PCM bit streams. It also has code conversion circuitry to allow
the use of several IRIG bit codes. The Single Board Decom has both dedicated digital
logic and an 8085 microprocessor. It performs frame synchronization, word
synchronization, and serial-to-parallel conversion on one PCM serial data stream. It will be
programmed to place the entire 512-word Daniel frame onto the MUXbus with a unique
tag for each frame sync word and for the program ID word. All other words will be placed
onto the MUXbus as common words with one tag to conserve tags.

The Parallel Data Processor is a bit-slice processor module capable of real-time data
handling tasks. It has been optimized for MUXbus input and output and high data
throughput using a microprogrammed interrupt structure to eliminate task switching
overhead. The module has 65 535 16-bit words of main memory and 4 096 64-bit words of
writable control store. The Parallel Data Processor will be programmed to receive the
frame sync words, program ID word, and common words from the MUXbus. It will then
perform parameter identification based on the Daniel data word qualifiers. The Parallel
Data Processor will also calculate limit checking for the identified parameters and then
place them onto the MUXbus for further ADS 100 processing (display, compression,
distribution, etc.).

The Memory Module contains the module software and the Parallel Data Processor
microcode. The module software provides the user interface pages and system setup
software for the Daniel decommutator. The microcode is transferred to the writable control
store on the Parallel Data Processor during initialization and controls the Daniel parameter
identification process.

Daniel data rates are presently 8 000 16-bit words per second (128 000 bits per second)
with frames of 512 words each (1 frame per subframe). Users anticipate going to 32 000
16-bit words per second (512 000 bits per second). This corresponds to 16 frames per



second and 64 frames per second, respectively. All of this is well within the capability of
the Single Board Decom (2 megabits per second, 5 000 frames per second, 16 384 words
per frame maximum).

The Parallel Data Processor will continuously gather a frame of data for further processing
as a background (interrupt) task while performing parameter identification and limit
checking on the most recent complete frame of data as a foreground task. The Parallel
Data Processor can perform one microinstruction at an average rate of 160 nS
(nanoseconds). It can take one tag and its associated data from the MUXbus and place it
into its main memory in 4 microinstructions. Therefore, to buffer up an entire frame in the
background task would take:

512 * 4 * 160 nS = 0.32768 mS (milliseconds).

At 64 frames per second (32 000 words per second) a complete new frame would arrive
every 15.625 mS. This leaves the Parallel Data Processor 15.625 - 0.32768 = 15.29732
mS to process the most recent complete frame or approximately 30 uS (microseconds) per
data word. This should be plenty of processing bandwidth. As a comparison, the Parallel
Data Processor is also used in another application to process IRIG PAM data. It processes
a PAM data channel (including input, identification, limit checking, and output onto the
MUXbus) in 1 uS.

CONCLUSION

An advanced decommutation system for the Daniel format has been described. This
system will be a highly flexible tool for the acquisition and analysis of Daniel data. The
system’s bus-oriented architecture allows an upgrade path for other emerging formats. This
effectively fulfills today’s and tomorrow’s needs for the telemetry systems required to
support the state-of-the-art aircraft and vehicles being produced throughout the world.
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ABSTRACT

A programmable telemetry processor was designed for the NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center in support of the Systems Utilization Enhancement (SUE) upgrade of the NASA
tracking stations at Merritt Island, Florida and Bermuda. The processor is an integrated
hardware and software system that performs the front-end telemetry synchronization and
decommutation functions and provides for application-specific data processing. This
paper presents the design, architecture, and features of the microprocessor controlled
unit.

Real-time PCM data processing
Versatile programmability of PCM parameters
Ethernet network interface
10,000 hour MTBF
Embedded system utility firmware for user applications

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the design and operation of Advanced Telecommunications Model
6804 Telemetry Processor (TP). The processor is housed in a EIA rack mountable
chassis. The unit consists of 8 printed-circuit boards including 2 redundant 68000
microprocessor CPU boards. The TP is programmable for a wide variety of real-time
telemetry processing applications and performs the traditional ‘front-end’ telemetry
processing tasks as well as complex operational tasks. Functions are performed utilizing
its special purpose hardware systems in conjunction with C-language programs running
on its local 68000 microprocessor.



The integrated hardware design of the TP, use of redundant Ethernet ports for control,
status, and data streaming, and the ability to develop C-language programs that execute
within the unit, are among the unique features of the Model 6804 processor.

The TP is comprised of three major sub-systems as shown in Figure 1:

1) Front-end processing subsystem - which consists of the mainframe synchronizer,
decommutator, 3 subframe synchronizers, DMA, time-stamping and serial output
channel

2) Data processing subsystem - which consists of the redundant 68000 CPU boards
and 1 Mbyte error correcting memory board

3) Local Area Network (LAN) interfaces - provided by two Dual Ethernet Interface
Cards (DEICs) to 4 Ethernet LAN buses

ARCHITECTURE

System architecture was driven by four requirements. Each requirement was met after a
tradeoff study to accommodate the conflicting considerations.

High Reliability:

Redundant CPUs, redundant Ethernet interface cards, error correcting memory, and a
specially designed, compact, MIL-spec, power supply were utilized to provide the
required 10,000 hour MTBF.

Open Bus Architecture:

The Multibus data bus, with its wide range of vendor support, was selected. Its large
board size allowed the special front-end processing functions to be housed on only three
boards.

Compact, Self-Contained Unit:

The maximum depth of 20 inches dictated the choice of Multibus as well as the power
supply. Microprocessors (68000) and supporting firmware allowed the design to be
implemented with fewer integrated circuits.



Ease Of Use and Maintainability:

The extensive use of software provides the structure for ease of use and maintenance.
The Ethernet status and control (S&C) LANs allow remote real-time operation. The in-
depth self-test, and complete diagnostics (both software driven), allow confidence in
operation and fault isolation down to the LRU level.

THEORY OF OPERATION

C-language application programs are written for the TP on a host computer (usually an
IBM-Personal Computer) equipped with a software development system. The software
development system include a C-language/68000 cross-compiler and a library of
specialized real-time telemetry processing functions. The application program makes
extensive use of a library of functions that is provided along with the software
development system. An application program is downloaded to the TP either via one of
the S&C LAN ports or via the unit’s RS-232 S&C port. A ‘Start Program’ command is
then sent on the control port to begin execution of the program.

The application program initializes all of the programmable hardware devices within the
front-end processing subsystem based on a user-provided Application Database. The
Application Database is a list of 110 parameters that determine the basic hardware
configuration and data-flow. This database is a principal component of all applications
written for the TP.

Upon completion of the hardware initialization, the user’s application program continues
performing its real-time tasks. Management of the front-end processing hardware and
S&C ports is performed by interrupt routines that run concurrent with, and transparent to,
the user’s application program.

Application programs perform PCM extraction, conversion, and transmission tasks
utilizing the TP library functions. Data structures maintained by the interrupt routines
supporting the front-end processor provide necessary information regarding the
placement of PCM data in the TP memory. The library functions utilize this information
when retrieving PCM data.

Task and memory management utilities are provided to allow the user to create programs
that consist of many individual and separate processes.

Application program database parameters can be modified while the program is executing
via a ‘database update’ command to the TP on a S&C port. A partial re-initialization
effects any necessary hardware setup.



Data collected by the program is sent to display or other devices on the Ethernet LAN or
on the high-speed serial output port.

The application program is halted via a ‘Stop Program’ command received by the TP on
one of its S&C ports.

TP SUBSYSTEM OPERATION

All of the TP’s printed circuit boards are housed within the unit’s Multibus card-cage.
Circuit boards conform to all electrical interface requirements for Multibus as specified in
the Intel Multibus specification. The only deviation from Multibus standards is the
extended height of the 3 boards in the TP’s front-end processor.

FRONT-END PROCESSING

Front-end processing is provided by three circuit boards:

Frame Synchronizer Board (FSB)
Direct Memory Access (DMA) Board
Time-Code Board (TCB)

The key factor in the efficient processing of telemetry data by the TP is the ability of the
Frame Sync and DMA boards to work together to place telemetry data in system memory
in an organized fashion.

Each of the four synchronized PCM channels of the FSB, the mainframe and subframes
1 through 3, provide four signals: clock, data, word strobe and minor frame strobe to the
DMA board, which provides a separate channel for each of these serial streams. The
DMA board writes PCM data to blocks of memory that have been allocated to each
channel. For mainframe and subframe data, the DMA board may only begins DMA
transfers on frame boundaries. The FSB also inhibits the data stream whenever sync is
lost. These two factors, combined with the fact that the memory block allocated to the
channel is exactly three times the frame length, causes frames of data to fall exactly into
the memory blocks allocated to that channel. PCM words of 4-16 bits are stored as 16-bit
words. PCM words 17-32 bits in length are stored as 32-bit words. The DMA channel
provides a double set of 32-bit address pointers and write counters for each channel. The
accessibility of the pointers, combined with the frame interrupt that is generated by each
subframe after each minor frame, allow the major frame synchronization software to
determine where minor frames are located in which area of memory.



A data structure is maintained for each of the 3 subframe channels. The data structure
contains a variety of information regarding the channel operation and synchronization
method. Table 1 lists the components of the synchronization data structure. The data
structure of each subframe channel occupies approximately 5000 bytes of TP memory. 

Table 1.  SUBFRAME SYNCHRONIZATION DATA STRUCTURE

for all subframe channels:

Memory buffer base address
Memory buffer end address
Address of the minor frame that is currently being written from the DMA channel
Address of the previously filled minor frame
Last read DMA pointer
Length of a minor frame
Number of minor frames per major frame
Channel mode (id/recycle/complement code)
Synchronization state (search or lock)
Minor frame number being filled
Previous minor frame number
Pre-previous minor frame number
Major frame being filled
Array of 256 base addresses corresponding to major frame #1
Array of 256 base addresses corresponding to major frame #2
Array of 256 base addresses corresponding to major frame #3
Array of 256 base addresses corresponding to major frame #4

for id synchronization only:

Position of id word in minor frame
Bit mask to isolate id word from PCM word
Number of bits that id word is shifted in PCM word
Number of shifts for bit-reversed data
Prediction of next id field
Array of 256 id values corresponding to 256 minor frames

for recycle only:

The recycle code
Error threshold in acquisition mode for recycle
Error threshold in lock mode for recycle
Bit mask for the recycle code



The data structure includes a table of address pointers giving the location of each minor
frame of the major frames being buffered. The table indicates the location in memory of
word 0 of the particular minor frame. In extracting PCM parameters, the utility software
uses this table to locate the minor frame. An offset is added to the address to locate the
word requested. At any given time, the buffers contain 2 major frames that have been
completely received and one major frame that is in the process of arriving into the buffer.
Status is maintained for the major frames of data that are being received. The status
indicators are:

The major and minor frame number of the minor frame that is currently being
written into memory

Whether major frame synchronization was lost during each of the major frames
(1 indicator per major frame)

Whether the major frame currently arriving has lost sync at any point

FRAME SYNCHRONIZER

The Frame Synchronizer Board receives the PCM telemetry data via four channels - a
single primary and three auxiliary channels. The auxiliary channels are buffered and
blocked into throughput blocks and encapsulated into LAN packets on the data LAN.
The primary channel data is structured as a mainframe with up to three subframes. Upon
synchronization of the mainframe, the subframes are decommutated for further
processing. Each subframe is structured as a series of minor frames within a subframe
major frame. Subframe synchronization is attained by one of the following sync methods.

1.  ID sync - incrementing or decrementing word in each minor frame. The ID word
may be up to 8 bits in length and reside in any portion of the PCM word.
The PCM word itself may be up to 32 bits in length. The ID word may
be bit-reversed with respect to the PCM word. The ID may start and end
at any 8-bit values.

2.  Recycle sync -  fixed minor frame word at the subframe major frame rate. The
recycle word may be up to 32 bits in length. As for ID words, the
recycle code may be any portion of the PCM word.

3.  Complement Code Sync - complemented main frame sync word at the subframe
major frame rate.

The FSB provides hardware support for mainframe synchronization and decommutation,
and synchronization of the subframe channels. The FSB receives the primary and auxiliary
PCM data from the rear panel connector interfaces, and conditions the data for the DMA



board interface. Its processing hardware is configured by the CPU board via the Multibus
interface. A block diagram of the FSB is shown in Figure 2. The FSB consists of a
mainframe processor and 3 subframe processors. A detailed diagram of the mainframe
processor is shown in Figure 3.

The mainframe synchronizer uses a 64-bit LSI correlator to detect sync patterns. The
correlator generates a 6-bit code indicating the number of matches between the correct
sync pattern and the pattern in the register. The correlator may be programmed to mask
selected bits from consideration in the comparison. An error check RAM provides a table
look-up that maps the match count from the correlator into (1) good sync, (2)
complement detect, and (3) frame error detected status bits. The FSB’s search/lock
sequencer uses these outputs to attain lock. The error check RAM is divided into two
pages, so that different error tolerances may be programmed for the search and lock
modes.

The frame counter uses a window generator so that synchronization can be maintained in
the presence of bit slippages. The window generator can be programmed for ±3, ±2, or
±1 bit-slip tolerance as well as a nominal case of no bit-slippages allowed.

Decommutation is provided by a 16K x 4-bit decom RAM. The RAM is programmed by
the user’s application to route each of the up to 16384 bits of the primary frame to any
combination of the four primary channel components.

Three identical subframe synchronizers are provided. The design of the subframe
synchronizers is identical to the mainframe synchronizer, except that complement
detection and windowing are not provided.

DIRECT MEMORY ACCESS (DMA) BOARD

The DMA board provides the data-streaming functions for the TP. Seven high-speed
DMA channels direct the TP PCM inputs into the system Multibus memory. The last
DMA channel transmits serial-output data from main memory to the serial output port.
The DMA board’s bus arbitration and watchdog-timer logic generates a bus reset at
power-up and upon watchdog timeouts (system failures). It also arbitrates system control
between the two redundant CPU boards. The frame-formatting capability of the DMA
controller input channels allows the TP software to perform frame synchronization and
PCM data extraction.

A block diagram of the DMA board is shown in Figure 4. The PCM input registers and
FIFO control logic receive the serial mainframe, three subframe, and three auxiliary PCM
data streams from the frame-sync board. It queues the data in an elastic storage buffer



(FIFO) and presents it as tagged parallel words to the eight channel DMA controller,
which writes the data to the Multibus memory area allocated for that channel. Each
channel has double-buffered pointers and counters, allowing time for the CPU to allocate
the next buffer and reset the channel. For the serial-output port, data is read from memory
by the DMA controller. The serial port converts the data to a serial bit stream and
transmits it, using either its internal clock or the clock provided externally on the serial
interface. The bus arbiter on the DMA board arbitrates Multibus access for the TP. Along
with the watchdog timer, the arbiter also operates to restore system operation in the event
of failures.

The DMA controller frame-formatting feature, also called its sync-mode of operation,
allows it to block serial data from the FSB into designated minor-frame blocks of main
memory. In the sync mode, a DMA channel begins and ends all data transfers on minor-
frame boundaries. For example, if a channel is operating with 300-word minor frames, the
DMA controller requires a positive indication of sync from the frame-sync board of that
channel every 300 words. If no such signal is present, the DMA channel assumes that
sync has just been dismissed, and the data transfer pauses until sync is regained. Because
minor frame sync is always acquired and lost on minor-frame boundaries, and because
the size of the DMA channel buffer is always an integral multiple of the minor-frame size,
minor frames of data must always start and end on fixed memory boundaries.

The PCM input logic receives the seven serial PCM data streams from the FSB and
converts them to parallel words. Request flags are set to the FIFO control logic indicating
the availability of the parallel data. The FIFO control logic enables the requesting
channel’s parallel data onto a 16-bit wide data bus and loads it into its 64-word deep
FIFO buffer. The FIFO buffer is 20 bits wide, storing a 16-bit word along with a three-bit
channel code and a one-bit sync flag. The sync flag indicates that the word being stored is
the first word of a main or minor frame.

The PCM input logic provides a 32-bit serial-to-parallel register and 32-bit parallel holding
register for each of the four main and subframe channels. Word strobes occur every 4 to
32 bits, depending upon the length of PCM words for that channel. The word strobes
also set the respective request flag. The four primary channels are each provided with
sync flags, which are set by the sync strobes associated with each channel. The FIFO
feeder-control logic utilizes a PAL device to scan the request flags of the seven inputs and
to load data into the FIFO. Each channel is provided with bit-reversal and double-word
FIFO storage options. The double-word option is used only for the four primary
channels. All registers are programmed by the CPU via the DMA board’s Multibus
interface. The FIFO feeder scans requests from the holding registers and strobes words
or double-words into the PCM FIFO.



The DMA machine of the DMA board is a sequencer that services the seven input PCM
channels and the serial output channel according to a microprogram stored in two
27S25A registered bipolar PROMs. Features of the DMA controller include:

Microprogrammed control storage
32-bit memory-address pointers
32-bit word counters
Double-buffered address pointers and word counters
Synchronization mode for PCM input DMA transfers

The last feature, the sync mode, allows the DMA controller to guarantee that minor frames
are evenly blocked into allocated memory buffers. DMA channels operating in the sync
mode only begin block transfers on words arriving with a sync flag. The frame-sync
board sets the sync flag for the first word of a minor frame.

HIGH SPEED SERIAL (HSS) CHANNEL

The HSS channel provides a means of generating synchronous data streams to secondary
telemetry receptors. The HSS channel operates at up to 1 MBPS using its internally
generated clock or an external clock input. The flow of serial output data in the HSS is
illustrated in Figure 5. The HSS channel is generated from a circular buffer in memory that
is allocated to it when the application program is initialized. The buffer serves as a first-in-
first-out (FIFO) elastic storage buffer for the serial output stream. Four parameters
determine how the buffer is initialized:

Parameter Range
Buffer size 20 - 65536 words
Nominal Buffer Depth 5 - 65000 words
Internal/External Clock Source I/E
Nominal internal clock rate* 100 Hz - 1 MHz

*only required when internal clock is selected

The user application program formats the serial output in blocks of 16 bit words, which
are placed in the serial output buffer with a utility function. The output may be either data-
driven or clock-driven. A numerically controlled oscillator implemented with a fractional-
N accumulator provides a phase-continuous clock adjustment finer than 1% at all data
rates less than 1 MHz. An additional 64-bit FIFO located on the DMA board is provided
to for DMA latency.



In a data-driven (synchronous) mode the amount of data placed in the output is a function
of the aggregate input PCM rate. In this case minor adjustments must be made in the
output clock rate to track the availability of output data. A ‘depth regulation’ function
provides this capability to the output channel. The program calls the function at a
consistent time in relation to its data generation cycle. The function measures the current
depth of the output FIFO and compares it to the nominal depth specified in the
application programs initialization data base. The output frequency is then adjusted as a
function of the nominal depth, the measured depth and the nominal output frequency as:

Fout     =     Fnom * ( 1 - ( k * ( Dmeas - Dnom ) ) )

where
Fout = actual output frequency
Fnom = nominal output frequency
Dmeas = measured FIFO depth
Dnom = nominal FIFO depth

The constant k is computed when the program initializes. Its value is such that a 25%
increase (decrease) in the FIFO depth results in a 6.5% increase (decrease) in the output
frequency from the nominal value. The algorithm saturates its output frequency
computation, so that the frequency can not vary beyond 6.5% from its nominal setting.

In the clock-driven mode of output, the application program provides data to the FIFO at
the rate of the external clock driving the serial output channel. This mode is common in
applications when the data is fed into a leased telecommunications channel. Using a
function that reads the FIFO depth, the application program generates a block of data
when the depth falls below a predetermined determined length. This algorithm prevents
overflow and underflow of the FIFO occurring while guaranteeing data ‘freshness’.

TIME-CODE BOARD

The Time-Code Board (TCB) provides the TP’s parallel binary interface to PB-1 and PB-
4 IRIG time-code generators. PB-1 and PB-4 data are received from rear panel
connectors at differential RS-422 signal levels. The TCB samples the time at these two
interfaces under the control of event commands from the DMA and Frame-Sync boards.
An on-board time-code FIFO buffers sampled time values. The time stamping control
logic generates the time sampling strobes to the parallel interface and to the FIFO. The
operation of the logic and its FIFO allows it to take time snapshots in rapid succession
and maintain high accuracy without requiring instantaneous service from the TP software.
A block diagram of the TCB is shown in Figure 6.



The time code interfaces receive binary time and parity into two banks of 8-bit registers,
one for PB-1 and one for PB-4. The two banks of registers are clocked by PB1CLK and
PB4CLK respectively. The tri-state outputs of both banks of registers are bussed together
on a 16-bit FIFO-input bus. Registers are enabled in pairs by a set of tri-state enable
signals. By operating the PB1CLK and PB4CLK along with the tri-state enables, the
FIFO-control logic samples time codes and loads them into the FIFO.

The time-code FIFOs consist of five 64x4 FIFO ICs that implement a 64 word x 16-bit
time FIFO and a 64 word x 4-bit control FIFO. The time FIFO receives the time-code
samples on the FIFO bus from the time-stamping interface. Each time value is stored in
the FIFO as three 16-bit time words and one 4-bit control word. A time value is stored by
the FIFO-control logic by enabling the three 16-bit registers holding the sample in
sequence, and clocking the FIFO-write pulse concurrent with each enable. Each 3-word
time sample that is clocked into the FIFO has a code associated with it that indicates:

(1) whether it is PB-1 or PB-4 (1-bit)
(2) whether it was sampled due to a programmed event (ie. at the end of a DMA transfer,

or upon mainframe sync detection (1-bit)
(3) which channel the data sample is associated with (2-bits)

Time stamps are initiated by either (1) a DMA channel expiration (buffer complete), (2) a
mainframe sync word, or (3) a programmed request for time from the application
program. Five mailboxes in main memory are maintained by the time-stamping firmware.
The mailboxes are filled according to the control word associated with a time stamp in the
FIFO. In this manner, simultaneously operating channels may be stamped without
perturbing each other’s time-stamp value.

DATA PROCESSING

The data processing section of the TP consists of two CPU boards and a error correcting
memory card. The CPU boards are identical. One is used a the on-line system controller,
the other is a backup. The CPU card is a 68000-based Multibus board with 128 Kbytes of
on-board memory. The memory board provides 1 Mbyte and single-error correction/
double-error detection. An RS-232C port links the two CPU boards.

At power-up CPU-1 is given control of the system by the bus arbiter on the DMA card. It
recognizes its control of the TP by its success in accessing the other TP circuit boards.
CPU-2 recognizes itself as off-line by its failure to access the bus. In the off-line mode it
performs a continuous self-test of its RAM and PROM. The off-line CPU reports the test
results to the on-line CPU over the common RS-232 port so that it is inserted into the
system status data.



The on-line CPU initializes and tests all subsystems of the TP. It then enters an idle state,
activated every 50 milliseconds by a real-time interrupt. This ‘monitor’ interrupt causes it
to check system status, update panel indicators, and check for commands on its S&C
LANs or RS-232C auxiliary control port. The CPU responds to a repertoire of
commands that are listed in Table 2.

Table 2.  TELEMETRY PROCESSOR COMMANDS

Status Request
Load Program
TP Mode Change

(1) Start Application Program
(2) Stop Application Program

Go Offline
Memory Read

(2) Update Display Database
(2) Update Application Initialization Database

Self Test Command
Modify LAN Parameters

(1)  only when an application program is loaded
(2)  only when an application program is loaded and running

LOCAL AREA NETWORK INTERFACES

The TP is operated via its S&C Ethernet port or its auxiliary control RS-232 port. The TP
firmware monitors both of its S&C ports at all times. One status and control port is
allocated to each of the Ethernet cards. Each Ethernet card interfaces the TP to one S&C
LAN and one data LAN.

Dual Ethernet Interface Card

The Dual Ethernet Interface Card (DEIC) interfaces the TP to two separate Ethernet LAN
interfaces. The TP uses two DEICs to interface to four LAN cables.

The DEIC provides two complete Ethernet interfaces (exclusive of transceivers) on a
single Multibus card. An on-board 68000 microprocessor manages the interfaces, which
move Ethernet data to and from its 128-Kbyte memory. The Multibus system
communicates with the DEIC via this memory and an I/O register, treating it as a bus-
slave device. The Ethernet interfaces provided by this board allow the host CPU to
communicate with two separate LANs at burst rates of 10 Mbps on each network.



The central element of the board is an on-board bus with 19 bits of address and 16 bits of
data. This bus controls the 128-Kbytes of memory and various registers on the board.
Contending for use of this bus are four potential bus masters: the on-board 68000
microprocessor, the two Ethernet controller (LANCE) chips, and the interface to the
Multibus. Registers controlled by the bus provide such functions as interrupts to the
Multibus, resets to various on-board chips, and placement of the on-board memory within
the Multibus address space.

The timing-and-control section of the DEIC contains an internal bus arbiter that enables
the on-board RAM to be shared by devices on its ports. A refresh controller periodically
accesses a fifth port to the dynamic RAM to perform a refresh cycle. The DEIC’s
hardware control and status registers, and the 128K bytes of on-board memory, are
mapped to Multibus I/O and memory addresses. These ports allow the DEIC to be reset
and initialized with its controller software.

The main CPU board of the TP communicates with the DEIC board via 2 circular buffers
located within the memory of the DEIC. Messages are formatted in the buffer and an
interrupt generated to the other party.

A keep-alive word used by each DEIC enables the CPU to verify the card functionality.
The DEIC’s 68000 and the host CPU of the TP toggle (the DEIC resetting and the host
setting) the byte every 100 milliseconds. If a DEIC fails to clear the word, the host takes
both LANs associated with the DEIC out of service. The DEIC additionally provides
error status to the host in the event that a serious fault occurred on a LAN. The host then
removes that LAN from service and defaults operation of that type of LAN to the
corresponding port on the other card. Failures occurring during real-time operation of the
system result in automatic switching to redundant channels.

CONCLUSION

A system for telemetry processing has been presented that employs open design for
hardware and software. The use of an industry-standard bus enables complementary
hardware components to be integrated into the system. A C-language programming
environment, with a library of functional interfaces enables telemetry processing software
to be developed that will be portable to future telemetry processing systems providing the
same library of functions.



Figure 1.  TELEMETRY PROCESSOR SUBSYSTEMS

Figure 2.  FRAME SYNCHRONIZER BOARD



Figure 3.  MAINFRAME PROCESSOR

Figure 4.  DMA BOARD BLOCK DIAGRAM



Figure 5.  SERIAL OUTPUT DATA CONSTRUCTION

Figure 6.  TIME CODE BOARD BLOCK DIAGRAM
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ABSTRACT

An architecture is described for the realtime processing of MIL-STD-1553B multiplexor
(MUX) data. This architecture is implemented using a collection of Motorola mono-board
processing units (MPUs) in a single chassis called an Asynchronous Multiplexor
Processing Unit (AMPU). Several AMPUs can be integrated to processes multiple MUX
streams. Each AMPU acts as a ground-based passive MUX bus analyzer. Each is capable
of acquiring individual MUX messages; converting selected MUX message data to
engineering units; calculating derived quantities from message data (analog and discrete)
including those with constituents from different messages; inserting pseudo-messages
containing derived data only; constructing indexed sequential output message structures
preserving the temporal order of the message traffic; and transmitting these structures to
external storage devices. All message processing is done in realtime. Output transmission
is done as needed but with sufficient frequency so as not to degrade the timeliness of the
data.

Keywords:  MIL Standard 1553B, realtime telemetry data acquisition, parallel
computation, distributed processing.

INTRODUCTION

Throughout the development of recent telemetry data acquisition systems, there has been
an increasing requirement that MIL Standard 1553B(1) (MUX) data streams be processed
along with PCM telemetry. Traditional methods have been to obtain MUX input as a PCM
map of individual measurements. While partially successful, this approach does not
adequately address enough of the attendant problems associated with asynchronous data
stream processing. In many existing systems, support of MUX data streams has required
no realtime processing other than recording to magnetic tape. The issues associated with
time stamping, message composition, and inter-measurement relationships are now being
addressed by post-flight application software. In addition, the PCM approach for acquiring



MUX data very often does not capture command and status communication between
devices on the MUX bus. Since many new telemetry data acquisition systems are required
to deal with MUX data in realtime for displays and decision making, it is desirable to have
the capability of treating MUX data in its native form rather than having to overcome the
burdens which PCM mapping imposes. In this paper, we present an architecture for
developing an asynchronous MUX processing capability which is compatible with many
current telemetry data acquisition hardware designs.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The Asynchronous MUX Processing Unit (AMPU) architecture (Note: architecture
includes both hardware and software) is composed of three concurrent, cooperating
components: input, computation, and output. In general, each will be distributed over
several processors with shared global memory supported by a common bus and will host
parallel distributed data structures and algorithms.

The input component consists of a 1553B-to-internal bus interface together with an input
message preprocessor. The interface is responsible for obtaining MUX message data from
an external source. It acts as a passive 1553B bus analyzer and is capable of assembling
MUX messages while generating interrupts for the preprocessor on a per-message basis.
The preprocessor accepts messages (via interrupt) from the interface and translates them
into a format acceptable for processing. It is responsible for inserting these messages into
the internal processing queue data structures and scheduling the computation component to
process the queued messages.

The computation component is distributed over a set of “k” identical processors operating
concurrently and in parallel. When scheduled (i.e., when an available processor is
selected), messages are retrieved from the input queue data structures and subsequently
processed. This processing includes performing all engineering unit conversion for analog
data and calculating all derived quantities according to the algorithms specified by the
user. In addition, significant conditional processing, directed by various combinations of
analog and discrete data values, can be performed. When processing has completed, an
output message is constructed and inserted into the post-processing queue data structures.

The output component consists of a reconstructor, an internal bus-to-host interface, and/or
an internal bus-to-external storage medium interface. The reconstructor accepts messages
from the post-processing queue data structures, reconstructs the temporal message order
(which was lost when messages pass through the computation component), and constructs
an indexed sequential output structure suitable for transmission to a host (via the internal
bus-to-host interface) and/or an external storage device (via the internal bus-to-external
storage medium interface). Figure 1 depicts the organization of this basic architecture.



We will now provide a deeper discussion of the theory of operation behind the AMPU
architecture. (See Figure 2)

THEORY OF OPERATION

The 1553B-to-internal bus interface is capable of monitoring MIL-STD-15538 (MUX) bus
traffic. It can be directed to passively intercept MUX messages, time-tag them, assemble
them in a global input ring buffer, and generate an interrupt after each message is
assembled. This interrupt is fielded by the input preprocessor and each message is
retrieved (preserving temporal order) and gated to (perhaps several) processing queue data
structures.

The preprocessor will perform some analysis on a retrieved message prior to insertion.
One set of information that must be preserved pertains to the temporal sequence of these
retrieved messages. Since the preprocessor serves as an “input pipe” for the MUX data, it
has knowledge about the order in which messages occur. This information must be
retained in timing data structures so that the temporal order can be recovered by the output
component (reconstructor). After message insertion, the preprocessor must examine the
computation processor scheduling data structures so that the next available computation
processor will be signaled to retrieve the message for processing. Notice that this is the
point at which the temporal order of the messages is destroyed since consecutive messages
can be “scattered” and the elapsed time for complete processing depends on message
composition. It is in the preprocessor that message classification can occur. Should a class
of messages not be of interest they may be selectively discarded by the preprocessor. Any
other preprocessor functions are undefined at this stage. However, since the preprocessor
is a “pipe,” the amount of time available to perform all of its functions is bounded by the
time interval occupied by the shortest MUX message (usually 24 microseconds). Thus,
whatever functions the preprocessor performs, they must not be horribly complex due to
this timing constraint.

All of the processors in the computation component are essentially identical in that each is
capable of performing all the required analysis on every message. This implies that global
data structures are shared by all processors in the component. The data structures are
determined by the user and downloaded by the host to the computation processors’ global
memory.

When scheduled by the preprocessor, a computation processor retrieves a message from a
processing queue data structure and initiates the algorithms pertaining to the retrieved
message. In general, part of this activity will include converting portions of the message
field data to engineering units. Another more complex portion of this activity will be to
calculate certain derived quantities based on data occurring in the same or other messages.



Since the temporal order of message traffic is not directly available at this point,
sophisticated timing, message, and message field data structures must be employed to
enable the proper evaluation of the derived parameters. An additional complexity in this
area pertains to the placement of the derived quantities. Several strategies may be
employed: 1) derived parameters can be inserted in an expanded (see below) copy of the
current message if they fit naturally (this would be the case, for example, if all of the
constituents for the derived parameter occurred in this same message); and 2) special
“pseudo” expanded messages could be created containing several sets of derived
parameters that can be determined to have a natural affinity. Further research into this area
is expected to yield other strategies as well.

When the processing of a message is complete, it is expanded into an output message
format. This expanded format essentially binds the message into the pre-existing host-
resident data structures which facilitates subsequent accessability to the message. This
expanded message is then inserted into a post-processing data structure queue. At this
point, the computation processor is then available for another message. (See Figures 3
and 4)

It is important to realize that the processing of MUX messages occurs asynchronously and
in parallel. Since there can be no a priori timing bound on the processing of a message,
there must be enough physical processors in the computation component to sustain the
message traffic rate.

When processing of a message is complete, the reconstructor in the output component will
be responsible for retrieving its expanded form from one or more of the post-processing
data structure queues and re-establishing the temporal order of the message traffic. This is
done using the timing data structures maintained by the preprocessor. The reconstructor is
also responsible for correctly inserting any pseudo-message data generated as a result of
derived parameter computations.

After the message time sequence is restored, messages will be buffered for output. To
provide a useful mechanism for subsequent processing of the message data, a pseudo-
indexed sequential buffer organization will be used. Using this strategy, each buffer is
preceded by a fixed-length ordered buffer header (the index) containing the buffer offsets
of the first occurrence of the messages of each type (if there are any of that specific type)
plus the time period covered by the buffer contents. Within the buffer itself, all messages
of the same type are then linked. Thus, the index provides the initial pointers for a linked
list of message data according to message type.

When a buffer is full, the internal bus-to-host and/or external storage medium interfaces
are signaled to initiate transmission of the data. To ensure timeliness of the data, the



“buffer full” signal can occur for at least three different conditions: 1) when the physical
buffer size limit is reached; 2) when a dropout is detected in the input MUX stream; or 3)
when an internal watchdog timer has expired. This later condition occurs whenever the
MUX message traffic has slowed to the point that currency of the data to the host is
jeopardized. Thus, it is also necessary that these buffers be variable length and that the
buffer length be part of the buffer structure. Figure 5 depicts the organization of such a
buffer.

IMPLEMENTATION

The implementation of the above architecture will be achieved using a strategy based on
the Intermediate Processing Unit (IPU) concepts for the Fixed Base Data System (FBDS),
which is being developed for the McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company. In the IPU, a
global input processor (GIP) acts as a telemetry “frame grabber” and signals a set of data
stream processors (DSPs) and DAC output processors (DOPs) to Process the telemetry
frame. The data stream processors perform all engineering unit conversion, derived
parameter computations, and limit checking in parallel. When they finish, a complete
pseudo-telemetry output frame is constructed so that a global output processor (GOP) can
transmit the data.

The AMPU will be similar. A MIL-STD-1553B-to-VME bus (the common bus) interface
(SCI BCU/VME-1014, XYCOM XVME-453, DDC BUS-65503, or equivalent) will be
used to accept MUX bus message traffic. The preprocessor will be a mono-board
processing unit (MPU) compatible with the VME bus (Motorola MVME133 or
MVME135 MC68020-based Processor). The computation component processors will
probably also be MVME133 or MVME135 MPUs as will the reconstructor. The host
output interface will be the same used in the IPU--a DEC DR11-W compatible interface
(VMIVME or equivalent). The external storage interface will be a function of the storage
medium desired. It would be possible to capture the MUX message data via the existing
FBDS Aptec/Ibis complex using a VME-to-Aptec private bus interface. It would also be
possible to use a conventional VME-to-digital tape interface and record MUX message
data on 9-track tape. Figure 6 depicts a sample hardware configuration.

REFERENCES  1. AF MIL-STD-1553, 21 Sept. 1978, Aircraft Internal Time Division,
Command/Response Multiplex Data Base



Figure 1. - Basic AMPU Architecture

Figure 2. - Basic Data Flow



Figure 3. - AMPU Output Message



Figure 4. - Host Message Data Structure

Figure 5. - Index Sequential Buffer Structure



Figure 6. - Sample AMPU Configuration
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In PCM communication and remote control and telemetry systems, the frame

synchronization codes should have sharp autocorrelation function. Because of the

restriction of the length of BARKER codes and other special codes, persons have to find

the searching methods of long frame synchronization codes. But existing methods have so

a great of calculation time as to complete the search of long codes.

This paper gives a new searching criterion of optimum or suboptimum frame

synchronization codes that escapes from unnecessary calculation and presents a searching

method, in which, for the codes with its length N, there are         searchs for N even and      

           searchs for N odd. It has a great improvement on existing methods(exhaustion

technique and sub-peak logic technique, and so on) and reduces a great of calaulation time.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we discuss the aliasing error in sampling process and performance of the
adaptive code, experiments are made to prove the analyses and to estimate transmission
accuracy of fast-varing signal in digital telemetry.

INTRODUCTION

With the development of space engineering, accurate measurement of parameters
concerning enviromental vibration of the spacecraft are necessary, So that we can provide
reliable data for the design of spacecraft and the analysis of failures in the experiment. In
order to measure the fast-varing signal of the vibration on the spacecraft, High demands
are imposed on the following: channel capacity; measurement accuracy; dynamic range of
measurement. In recent years with the rapid development and popularization of LSIC and
computer technique, PCM is widely used. PCM system is characterized by it’s high
accuracy; low noise; wide dynamic range; plenty of transmission channel, advantage of
post signal processing and things like that. So digitalization and computerization is the
main trend in the development of telemetry. It is natural that the PCM system also has
some problems, such as sampling; coding; and so on. If only there is no approperiate
treatment to these problems, serious errors will occur. This paper mainly analyzes the
aliasing error after sampling, the performance of adaptive code, and at the same time
comparison and illustrating are presented according to the results of the experiment on the
PCM system. Also with the application of method of frequency-domain statistic analysis,
an estimation to the accuracy of measurement of the fast varing signal which is transmitted
by the successful-developed PCM system is given out.



ANALYSIS AND COMPUTATION OF ALIASING ERROR

Singals bearing information in PCM system are digital form. In order to make the digital
signal possess basic characters of the analog singal, the first problem, which must be
solved, is how to sample the analog signal. The cretical studies based on an idealized case
have shown that no information is lost if the sampling rate is at least twice the hightest
frequency component in the sampled singal. However generally speaking a signal has
hardly limiting bandwidth, sampling process will bring on aliasing error. So it is important
to calculate the aliasing error. Sampling process is shown in Fig. 1

Fig. 1 Sampling block diagram

Where H (T) is a transfer function of anti-lowpass filter with cut off frequency of T . The1              m

anti-filter attenuates the high frequencies contained in the input spectral density and allows
the lower frequencies to pass. So the signal x (t) can be regarded as limiting bandwidth1

singal, after x (t) is sampled, the sampling frequency T  and H (T) determine the amounts1       s  1

of aliasing error. In the following analysis we assume that input signal x(t) is a stationary
random process, power spectral denisity is G (T). The frequency components for o<T<Tx      m

are considered as a signal which in needed for analysing and measuring in practically, the
frequency components for T>T  are considered as noise. Then on the basis of them

sampling theorrem, high frequency component at ikT  (i=±1,±2,...±I  ) is reflected downm max

to the lower ferquency T after analog signal is sampled at sampling frequency Ts

(T =kT k$2, kiscalled as sampling coefficient). Ratio of rums power is adopted to defines m

the amounts of aliasing error because of the different effects at the different frequency
points, the definition of aliasing error is

E=(rms power of e(t)) / (rms power of m(t)) (1)

where e(t) is high frequency noise which reflected down to low frequency, m(t) is low
frequency singal.
According to the above analysis we have

(2)



the aliasing error E is interrelated with H  (T), G (T) and k. In order to obtain some1  x

helpful results for engineering design, supposing that

substituting G (T), H (T) into Eq.(2), we havex  1

(3)

Eq.3 shows the relationship of E. k and N under input signal being a white noise condition.
The curve is shown in Fig.2 (I =2). From this curve we can see that the amounts of E canmax

be conrolled by making use of k and N. when E value is fixed, the selection of N and k
must be thought over carefully from the demand of telemetry. Generally increasing k
means reducing efficiency of telemetry. Increasing N means anti-filter become more
complex, which make anti-filter to be weighter and larger. So the selection of N and k
must be compromised. The curve shows that it is proper to select k=2.5 to 3 then if anti-
filter is highter than -48 db/oct in stop band, aliasing error can be reduced to less than 1%.

Fig.2 Aliasing error curve



ANALYSIS OF ADAPTIVE CODE

In PCM, the information to be transmitted is contained in the code. Because we only make
use of finite quantizing levels to express infinite levels,this coding process introduces
quantization error, the error affects the measuring accuracy of telemetry. The coding
method may be linear, or it may be nonlinear, the linear code is simple and achieved easily
in engineering, but the dynamic rang is lower, the long number of bits are necessary for
large dynamic range, the nonlinear has large dynamic range, particularly has high accuracy
for small signal, but the encoding and decoding is complex. In the following we mainly
discuss the performance of adaptive code, a new coding method, which has been applied
in digital telemetry.
We assume that the number of bits are equal to n or the number of qutizing levels
Negual2 , that coding range is within[-V, +V],. In linear code each an amplitude incrementn

a equal "=2V/N,If we assume that the signal amplitude is biplar and there is no dc level to
offset the amplitude, a reasonable distribution of quantizing levels is ±"2, ±3"/2, ---,
±N"/2, , the quantization error may be divided into part: overloading quantization error
and non-overloading quantization error. The non-overloading mean-square quantization
error is described b

(4)

Where Pi refers to the probability that signal falls in between (x  - "/2) and (x  + "/2),i    i

(x =±(2i-1)"/2)i

The overloading mean-square quantization error is presented by

(5)

So the total mean-sequare quantization error can be writen as

(F)  = (F')  + (F'') (6)2  2  2

Assuming rms value of signal is F  , we define the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as:x

SNR= -10log(F  / F (7)2  2
x

Here we make use of SNR to measure the coding performance. Coming next is an analysis
of a signal with normal distribution, supposing the density of probability of the signal is

(8)



according to Eq.(4),(5),(6),(7) let x  =V /F , we havee  x

(9)

If x  > 4 , i. e, (x )  > 12db, which means the probability that signal falls outside [-V,+V] ise      e db

nearly zero, Eq.(9) can be written as

SNR =4.7+6n-20 (10)

The curve described by Eq.(9) is shown in Fig.3. From the curve in Fig.3. We notice that
when there is a greater value of x , SNR will change linearly (see Eq.(10)), the SNRe

increases about 6 db for each additional bit used. The greater the x  is, the smaller thee

SNR, is. This shows the fact that quantization error will become greater when there are too
much small amplitude in the signal. In order to get a greater value of SNR, , it is necessary
to increase the number of bits and to select a proper value of x . To solve the problem, ae

kind of adaptive code is designed. the coding method is: dividing the coding range into tow
coding section: [(" V,V),(-V, -" V)],[-" V,+" V], and then using linear code in each section1  1 1 1

respectively, asign bit is used to make a difference between them. So the actual number of
coding bits is n+1, on the basis of analysis above,we have

(11)

Compared with linear code of n+1 bits, the improvment is

)SNR=SNR -SNR2 1

(12)

The curve described by Eq. (12) is shown in Fig.4, SNR has nothing to do with n. From
Fig.3 we can see: the principle of choosing % ' s value is that there must be a large value of1

)SNR in the case of small signal, correspondingly, there is close to effect of linear code of
n+1 bits in the case of large signal. Fig.4 indicates that it is comparatively proper for us to
choose %  's value near the point of  % =0.12.When a signal is larger, it is close to1        1

performance of n+1 bits linear code,when a signal is smaller, it corresponds to
performance of n+2 or n+3 bits linear code. For example in the case n+1=8, requiring the
value of SNR larger than 35 db, as a consequence the value of x  of 8 bits linear code is sete

between 9.5 db and 17.5 db. however the value of x  of 8bits adaptive code is set betweene

9.5 and 30 db.it’s dynamic range corresponds to that of 10 bits linear code. So adaptive



code extends the dynamic range. it has high accuracy when the signal is small. and it can
fit to the amplitude change of various kinds of signal. Above analysis is on the basis of
normal distribution signal. as to the case of exponential distribution signal, it is also
preferable when the value of is set close to %  =0.12.1

Fig. 3 The SNR curve of linear code Fig.4 The curve of SNR improvement

THE EXPERIMENT AND THE RESULTS EVALATION

The selected digital telemetry in the experiment is PCM-FM system, the datail analysis and
results about it’s error rate have been presented in relative paper. Here we focus our
analysis on two aspects: (1) to estimate transimission accuracy of fast varing signal in the
PCM-FM system (k=2.5) and it’s response in frequency domain, (2) to illustrate the
aliasing phenomenon and compare the performance of adaptive code and linear code in the
case of small signal. Basing on the above purpose and data processing flowchart of fast-
varing signal, we choose the method of analysis in frequency domain. the experiment flow
diagram is shown in Fig-5

Fig-5 The experiment flow diagram



Two signal source are chosen in the experiment: (1) single frequency sinuous signal, it is
used to check the condition of PCM-FM system in transmitting sinuous signal and to
compare the performance of adaptive code with that of linear code in the case of small
signal, (2)pseudo random signal, it is used to estimate the transimission accuracy and
investigate the aliasing phenomneon.
1.  Sinuous signal input:
A:  accuracy in the case of sinuous signal input.the input and output of system are listed in
table 1.

Table 1

code frequency of frequency of amplitude of amplitude of
name input signal output signal input signal output signal

(HZ) (HZ) (dbv) (dbv)

c5001 500 498 6.3 6.1

1601 1600 1601.6 6.4 6.2

therefore the error of system in transmitting sinuous signal is less than 2.3%, the frequency
error is also small.
B:the difference between adaptive code and linear code in small sinuous signal input. the
input and output of system are listed in table 2.

Table 2

code frequency of frequency of amplitude of amplitude of type of
name input signal output signal input signal output signal code

(HZ) (HZ) (dbvf) (dbv)

c5003 500 498 -14.0 -14.2 Adaptive
code

c5004 500 498 -13.9 -14.0 linear
code

the error of system in small signal is also less than 2.3%,but comparing Fig.6 with Fig.7, it
can be found: in adaptive code, the amplitude of noise is very small, it’s maximum is 40 db
smaller than the amplitude of signal. However in linear code, the amplitude of noise is
much greater than that of adaptive code, it’s maximum is only 14.9 db smaller than the
magnitude of. Therefore the application of adaptive code will raises the coding accuracy in
the case of small signal.



2. Pseudo random signal input
A: evalution of accuracy. six set different pseudo random singal were inputted in
experiment, the error distribution of system input and output are shown in Table 3 and
Fig.8

Table 3

number 4 8 30 33 5 4 3 2

db value -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 -0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3

error in -4.5% -3.4% -2.3% -1.15% 0.0% 1.16% 2.3% 3.5%
percenta
ge

Fig.8 diagram of error distribution

Fig.8 shows that the value of error is of normal distribution, based on the analysis method
of statistics, if signail obey normal distribution, in the case of (1-%) confidence, the mean
and variance confidence interval are respectively

(13)

(14)

N is number of subsample, xG ; s is mean and variance of sample respectively,



From Table 3, we have

so in case of 90% confidence and 95% probability,the maximum error equal 4.07%.
B.analysis of aliasing error
The effect and. reduction of aliasing error are studied by changing the cut-off frequency of
anti-filter. anti-filter decline at the rate of -48db oct in the stopband. As cut-off frequency
is 4K HZ, the input and output spectrum drawing are ploted in Fig.9, as cut-off frequency
is 2K HZ, the input and output spectrum drawing are ploted in Fig.10. Comparing the input
and outpto spectrum drawing, we find that: the frequency is folded according as that
ikT ±T reflect down T , the amplitude is folded according to the ratio of 1 to 1. this is inm

general agreement with the condition of the calculation of E given in above. in Fig.9 the
input spectrum has more spectrum components in high frequency band, serious aliasing
error take place in output spectrum after sampling with T =5K HZ, E=56-7%. in Fig.10s

input spectrum has less spectrum components in high frequency, the aliasing error is very
small after sampling with T =5K HZ, E=1.1%. it is nearly similar to 1% which iss 

theoretically calculated.the result shows that the calculation and the experiment conclusion
about the value of E is in agreement.

CONCLUSIONS

Several problem concering the measurement of fast-varing signal in PCM system have
been investigated by analysis and experiment, the conclusions are as follows: for stationary
ramdom analog signal, it is proper to choose sampling coefficient between k=2.5 to 3. in
the case of small signal adaptive code can reduce the quantization error obviously and
broaden dynamic range. it can fit to the amplitude change of various kinds signal at
different time in telemetry. the results of experiment show the correctness of above
analysis. the developed digital telemetry has high accuracy when it is used to transmite the
fast-varing signal, in the case of 90% confidence and 95% probability, the maximum error
of amplitude of spectrum is equal to 4.07%. So PCM telemetry can satisfy the needs of
future space engineering.
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ABSTRACT

It is the desire of weapon designers to characterize projectile motion during its transit in a
gun tube. High levels of axial, angular and transverse accelerations during this brief time
created extraordinary demands on the ability of the instrumentation package to survive
such an extremely hostile environment. A technique to obtain the interior ballistic data was
developed by ARDEC, Picatinny Arsenal, Dover,N.J. and presented at the 1983 and 1984
ITC conference. An instrumented vehicle was developed by meticulous selection of
G-Hardened components in the telemeter, matching and screening of accelerometers, and
incorporating proven packaging methods. This vehicle was successfully employed by the
Army to measure interior ballistics under a wide range of parameters.

This paper outlines the recent progress in our understanding of in-bore data, potential
design improvements which could meet the challenge of a new generation of improved
weapons, the advances in data reduction and analysis of data acquired during recent test
firings.

INTRODUCTION

Torsional impulse is the result of rapid engagement of the artillery projectile rotating band
with the gun tube rifling. When the projectile is fired, it accelerates axially and impacts the
rifling with a moderate axial velocity(FIG.1). The amount of axial travel permitted before
spin-up is determined by the rotating band geometry and the diametral profile of the gun
tube rifling. The function of the gun tube rifling is to impart spin to the projectile for
achieving stability during flight. In badly worn gun tubes where the origin of rifling has
been eroded by firing large quantities of rounds, insufficient engagement of the rotating



band and rifling occurs. This allows the projectile to accelerate axially with little or no
angular acceleration. During the rotating band engraving process the projectile acquires
limited angular acceleration because of lack of band and gun tube engagement. Once the
rotating band is fully engraved in the rifling, the projectile must undergo a period of
abnormally high angular acceleration to maintain the fixed, proportional relationship with
axial acceleration (FIG.2).

The large torsional impulse can lead to failure of mechanical joints, explosive payloads and
other delicate projectile components. Studies in the past few years has expanded on the
understanding of torsional impulse and numerous instrumented firings conducted with
cannons in different wear stages has confirmed those findings. This has encouraged
revision to test requirements and procedures to allow full evaluation of the torsional
impulse effect on the projectile systems.

BACKGROUND

The relationship between increasing wear and higher magnitude of torsional impulse has
been established with firings from four FH-70 cannons in different stages of wear. The
recent wear test with PT-21 cannon again demonstrated the important role that a particular
wear profile as shown in Figure 3 played in determining the level of torsional impulse. The
only reliable method of measuring in-bore projectile response under various parameters
(i.e., amount of wear, wear profile, propellant charge characteristic, rotating band
configuration, etc.) was to utilize a fixed set of angular and axial accelerometers
strategically located in the test vehicle. The signal is transmitted via a telemeter/antenna
link in real time and recorded for data analysis. Although testing has proved to be
expensive, time consuming and hardware dependent (specific tube or charge) it has been
found to be the most reliable method of gathering data. In the past, computer simulation
was formulated in an attempt to model gun launched projectile motion, including torsional
impulse. The projectile motion was simulated mathematically by a lumped parameter
model using propellant pressure history as the input forcing function. Some preliminary
assumptions were made regarding rotating band/gun rifling interface which prove to be an
oversimplification of the problem. As a result, torsional impulse levels were not predicted
accurately using a lumped mass model. Other attempts to use finite element codes(3-D) to
model the actual rotating band to rifling engagement was complicated by the non-
symmetric geometry of the gun rifling, high rate of deformation of the copper band
material and the transient nature of the torsional impulse phenomenon.

Instrumented 155MM projectiles(FIG. 4) with on-board telemetry systems were designed
at ARDEC, HDL and SNLL for measuring projectile response in the gun launched
environment. The test projectiles were equipped with parachute recovery systems to allow
soft recovery of the payload for reuse. The three test vehicle designs differ in the locations



of the calibrated axial and tangential accelerometers which are embedded in different areas
of interests to the designers. Test results have been compared and are in general agreement
for the three designs. The following discussion will concentrate on the ARDEC design
philosophy and improvements made along the way. Also, test results will be analyzed and
discussed.

TEST PROJECTILE DESIGN

Detailed descriptions of the test projectile design and hardware can be found in reference 1
and 2 respectively.

Measurements of axial and tangential accelerations were combined with strains
experienced underneath the projectile body at the center of the rotating band. Strain gauges
were mounted on the inside at locations 0E and 90E. Slight metalwork modifications of the
rear accelerometer package were necessary to affix the strain patches. This slight
modification will not alter the physical characteristics of the test projectile.

DATA VALIDATION

The measurement of axial acceleration has become a standard practice and has been
accomplished using piezoresistive accelerometers. Analysis of these measurements was
thoroughly discussed in reference 2 in which the data was compared against the physical
parameters (max. breech pressure muzzle exit velocity and gun tube length).

The basis of validation will be done using test projectile round #3. This projectile was
instrumented for the three measurements described above.

The maximum axial acceleration measured was 13,900 g’s compared to the 15,329 g’s
obtained by the peak breech pressure using copper crusher gauges. The acceleration curve
was integrated twice. The first integral yields a muzzle exit velocity of 830 m/sec. (2723
ft/sec) and is comparable to 846.7 m/sec (2778 ft/sec) recorded by doppler radar. The
second integral yields the displacement of the projectile in the gun tube to be 5.1 m (200.8
inches) and is comparable to the 5.067 m (199.5 inches) length of the gun tube. The
acceleration, velocity and displacement data curves are shown in figures 5, 6, and 7
respectively.

The measurement of strain(FIG.8) was done using a precision strain gauge. A bridge
circuit was used where the two active legs each consisted of a strain gauge. This
orientation doubles the input voltage to the amplifier and is necessary when the amplifier is
fixed at a low gain. To calculate the stress the following procedure from Reference 5 can
be implemented.



If a bridge circuit is composed of four equal resistance arms, and the resistance
of one of the arms is changed a small amount(~1%) the equation for the output
can be simplified to:

e  = (e )R) / (4R)o  i n

where
e = output voltage from bridgeo

e = input voltage to bridgei n

R = resistance of bridge arms
)R = variation of resistance of one arm

Since the gauge factor, F, is equal to ()R/R) / ()L/L), and L/L is
strain, e:

()R/R) = Fe
substituting,

e  = (e Fe) / 4o  i n

since r = Ee, where r = stress (psi)

and E = Young’s Modulus (psi)

substituting again, and rearranging,

r = (4Ee )/(Fe ) for a single active arm.o i n

In general, r = K ( (Ee ) / (Fe ) ; K obtained in Table 1.o   i n

Table 1
Circuit K

Single active arm 4
One axial and one poisson 4/1.33 = 3
Two equally active arms 2
Two axial and two poisson 4/2.67 = 1.5
Four equally active arms 1

Additional information on calculating stress can be found in Reference 5.

The measured angular acceleration is extracted by averaging output of an opposite pair of
tangential accelerometers(at) and substituting into the equation

A  = (g/r)att



where
r = distance from the mounting center of the accelerometer to the projectile axis

This measured response could be compared with the angular acceleration,x derived from
the axial acceleration, a ,A  is the angular acceleration governed by the rate of twist of thex x

rifling when there existed perfect rotating band engagement.

 A  = (Bg/20R  )axx  o

where
A  = angular acceleration computed from axial accelerationx

a  = measured axial accelerationx

R  = radius of tube riflingo

To illustrate the non-simultaneity of Ax and At when torsional impulse is present, the two
are normally plotted on the same graph (figures 9,10 and 11).

CURRENT DESIGNS

During recent test firings it was noticed that intermittent battery failure was causing system
power interruptions. A circuit was designed to prevent these power interruptions and
compact enough not to interfere with any other components. (Fig. 12) The battery voltage
will charge the capacitor at a rate relative to the resistor value. During discharge the circuit
is characterized by the equation as follows:

t = C(V  - V ) / I1  2

where
t = Time
C = Capacitance
I = Current
V = Operating voltage1

V = Lowest operating voltage2

In recent test firings, 12 msec of time was established as a safe margin. This is an
approximate time for gun exit. In the event of a system power interruption, the capacitor
will discharge through the diode to the +28 volt bus line of the telemeter. The capacitor
circuit should be designed to allow enough time to receive the necessary information for
torsional impulse measurements.

The recent changes in the propellant design has led to faster rise times and increased peak
acceleration(FIG.13). This design results in more transducer failures due to the cross-axis



forces in this increasingly hostile environment. A need arises to find a more durable
transducer. Such a candidate has been undergoing recent qualification tests, and will be
implemented upon acceptance. If this transducer is accepted it will be imperative to
redesign the signal conditioner of the telemeter for compatibility.

DATA REDUCTION AND RESULTS

In 1986 a new computer controlled data analysis system was installed in the telemetry
branch of ARDEC. The software was designed to increase resolution and throughput rate
which greatly decreases the time to complete data reduction. This has been accomplished
as seen by the data included in this report compared to previous publications. The
equations of figure 3 in Reference 1 theoretically allow the determination of all projectile
motions.

Figures 9,10 and 11 show the angular accelerations of opposite accelerometers (180E
apart). The front angular acceleration behavior (FIGURES 9 and 10) is due to the torsional
stiffness of the projectile. Both sets of opposite pairs are nearly identical.

To calculate the forward lateral acceleration(FIG.14), the x-position in the instrumentation
package must be set to zero. This is to allow the x  and x  terms in equations 3d andz  y

3f(Ref.1) not to be calculated. This is done due to the replacement of the two axial
acceleration channels with the strain measurements. Figure 15 will show the orientation of
the instrument package when lateral accelerations are calculated. Notice that the y-axis is
the 0E reference and not the 0E mark on the test projectile.
In reference 21 two ratios for analyzing torsional impulse are identified.

 Ratio 1 = A  /A          Ratio 2 = A  /At p            t x

where
A  = peak angular acceleration associated with torsional impulse.t

A  = peak angular acceleration produced by the axial motion and the tube rifling.p

A  = angular acceleration produced by the rifling without torsional impulse.x

Table 2 shows the results of test projectile #3 using a NATO FH-70 155MM tube, serial
number PT-21.



TABLE 2

Rear(Fig. 11) Front(Fig. 9) Front(Fig.10)
(KRADS/SEC ) (KRADS/SEC ) (KRADS/SEC )2 2 2

A 160 160 160x

A 300 390 360t

A 340 310 290p

Ratio 1 0.88 1.26 1.24

Ratio 2 1.88 2.44 2.25

Average Ratio 1 = 1.13

Average Ratio 2 = 2.19

More information on the meaning of these ratios can be found in references 1 and 3.

CONCLUSION

The effect of tube wear on the magnitude of torsional impulse is again demonstrated in the
wear test of PT-21. It is apparent from the test summary(FIG. 16) that torsional impulse
levels increased with increasing cannon wear(FIG.17,18). This observation would
generally be valid for US cannons worn by granular charges but with lower magnitudes.
The difference in torsional impulse levels between the US and FH-70 cannon is attributed
to a steeper wear profile in the FH-70 (FIG. 19) which resulted in a more abrupt
engagement of the rotating band to the rifling. The steeper profile is theorized to be the
by-product of the stick propellant used in the FH-70 system. The stick propellants are also
known to have a faster rise time which occasionally could yield torsional impulse levels up
to a hundred percent higher than bag charges. This is due to the greater velocity attained
by the projectile before full rotating band engagement. Therefore it is important for charge
designers to comprehend the tradeoffs with stick charge improvements (i.e., lower wear,
lower flame temperature, better velocity uniformity, etc.) against the adverse effects of
substantially higher torsional impulse levels on projectiles.

Furthermore, investigation into the projectile/gun tube interaction must be conducted to
initiate the development of an analytical technique to evaluate torsional impulse. The
advent of an analytical tool would drastically reduce the time and cost when compared to
actual gun firings. It also would allow propellant and weapon designers an opportunity to
characterize interior ballistics without a costly test program. In the near term,



advancements in telemeter design, accelerometer utilization and packaging techniques as
outlined above will optimize the task of collecting in-bore data which is critical to a
successful projectile design.
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Figure 1. Band/Rifling Engagement

Figure 2. Torsional Impulse Definition



Figure 3. Comparison of Worn Tube Profiles

Figure 4. Test Projectile



Figure 5. Forward Axial Acceleration



Figure 6. Forward Axial Velocity



Figure 7. Forward Axial Displacement



Figure 8. Motor Body Strain



Figure 9. Angular Acceleration vs Axial Acceleration



Figure 10. Angular Acceleration vs Axial Acceleration



Figure 11. Angular Acceleration vs Axial Acceleration



Figure 12. Battery Capacitor Circuit

Figure 13. Propellant Charge Compariosn



Figure 14. Lateral Acceleration Along Z-Axis



Figure 15. Orientation of Instrumentation Package

Figure 16. Ardec/HDL Torsional Impulse Data



Figure 17. Horizontal Wear Profiles

Figure 18. Vertical Wear Profiles



Figure 19. Vertical Wear Comparisons
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Abstract

Today’s projectiles have become increasingly more sophisticated than their predecessors;
therefore, the need for improved, highly accurate monitoring instrumentation has grown
dramatically. Since most modern weapon systems are processor controlled, it has become
practical and extremely desirable to use digital telemeters to perform this function.

This paper describes the development and use of a digital multi-channel memory telemeter
(DMT). A pilot unit was fabricated and successfully used to establish the performance
characteristics of ARDEC’s ballistic simulator gas gun. Some of the topics which will be
addressed are as follows: basic design considerations, the present and future potential of
the DMT concept, and recently acquired test results.

Introduction

The United States military has chosen to develop and field “smart” weapons systems in
order to increase the probability of destroying enemy targets and also to counter the ever
increasing numerical superiority that opposing forces command. The new, highly
sophisticated systems will replace existing “dumb” rounds; however, they are much more
complex and expensive than their predecessors. As a result, it is extremely important to
perform rigorous field testing during development and stockpile reliability testing after the
weapon system has been fielded in order to ensure that they are operating correctly. Due to
the cost of these smart rounds, the “statistical analysis” approach (to conduct mass firings)
is no longer feasible. Thus, it has become common practice to instrument a few smart
rounds and monitor their performance during field test firings. Until recently, the only



viable method for collecting this data was by using RF telemeters (TMs). These units have
been proven reliable to moderate levels of setback force. However, these TM systems are
inherently expensive due to the fact that they are made up of costly components
(transmitters, voltage controlled oscillators, antennas) and since they require complex
ground stations to receive the data.

As a spin off of the rapidly advancing integrated circuit (IC) technology, the digital
memory telemeter provides an attractive alternative to RF telemetry systems. DMTs are
relatively simple in design and because they use inexpensive, off-the-shelf components
they are much less expensive than their RF counterparts. Furthermore, since the “brains”
of smart weapons are microprocessors (a digital device), the digital memory telemeter is
directly compatible with the smart round’s controller. In addition, the DMTs are self-
contained whereas an RF TM requires a transmitting antenna which means additional
modification of the test projectile, with its associated high cost and long lead-time.

Initially, the trade-off between data volume and frequency response in a memory telemeter
with a given storage capacity put strict limitations on its use. However, recent
advancements in the developments of micropower static random access memories
(SRAMs) greatly reduced this handicap. Presently, a single chip stores 256 Kbits of data
while consuming only 40 microwatts of power and efforts are being made to develop a
1 Mbit chip which is expected to reach the market in the near future. (Note: 1 Mbit hybrids
are already available). Currently, the memory density is 2 Mbit per cubic inch.

Background History

A prototype 155mm gas gun ballistic simulator was installed in 1980 at the Picatinny
Arsenal test site in Dover, NJ. The primary goal was to provide an inexpensive alternative
to live firings, i.e. a simulated gun environment with soft recovery. Because of the lack of
suitable instrumentation, the environmental characterization of the gun could not be
established and its use was limited to R&D testing only. In order to expand the utilization
of the facility to a production setting, a program was undertaken to establish the
simulator’s acceleration characteristics. In support of this task, a DMT was developed.

Digital Memory Telemeters

An ideal projectile telemeter performs the monitoring of some given functions and/or
measurements as required in a reliable, cost effective, and timely fashion while not
disturbing the aerodynamics of the shell. Also, in most applications, the space is very
limited and minimal projectile modifications are desirable. Thus, the memory telemeter
concept is the best choice in order to satisfy these goals. The DMT is a micropower
electronic device which acquires and stores data in its memory until recovery and



interrogation. It is a self-contained unit that is both shock and radiation resistant. Applied
to artillery projectiles and mortars, there are several distinct advantages of the DMT as
compared to RF telemeters. They are as follows:

1. Simplicity
2. Reusability
3. Faster delivery
4. Simpler logistics
5. Smaller volume and weight
6. Off-the-shelf, standard components
7. Transmitter/antenna not required
8. Minimal or no projectile modification required
9. Lower cost

10. Readily compatible with and adaptable to the electronics of modern weapon
systems

11. No limitations on simultaneous, multi-firings
12. Data is secure (no encryption required)
13. Higher-g capability

As stated previously, the digital memory telemeter is fabricated with off-the-shelf, standard
electronic components. This factor alone gives it a tremendous advantage over RF
systems. Recently, the cost of vital RF telemetry components such as transmitters
(XMTRs), voltage controlled oscillators (VCOs), and antennas rose drastically. This
occurred due to the relatively small quantity requirements of these highly specialized items
and consequently the lack of competitive pricing. The cost of these components for a
6 channel RF TM is in excess of $10K. By comparison, all electronic components for a
6 channel memory TM would cost less than $1K.

Another disadvantage of RF TMs is that the XMTRs and VCOs which they use contain
crystals and other delicate components which limit the g-level in high-shock environments.
All circuit components in a memory type telemeter are of molded plastic or similar solid,
high-g proven packages. Therefore, it is expected that the DMT will survive and function
at much higher shock levels than its RF counterpart. The use of all shock resistant non-
delicate components and rugged packaging allows the reuse of the DMT many times, thus,
reducing unit cost to a fraction of a conventional “one-shot” RF telemeter. Since all DMT
components are available off-the-shelf, lead-time can also be drastically reduced.

In addition, logistics throughout field testing are also simplified. The data is interrogated
and recorded on magnetic tape or disc by means of a light-weight portable instrument. In
comparison, the monitoring of an RF telemeter requires one or more heavily instrumented
vans, each of which is operated by several technicians.



Furthermore, the most commonly used antenna for RF telemeters is the wrap-around type
which requires additional projectile modification in the form of a machined grove in which
the antenna is glued. Since the memory telemeter does not require an antenna, it saves a
considerable amount of time and money. Additionally, modern weapon systems are
controlled and operated by microcomputers which readily interface with a DMT. The
processors may even access the telemeter’s random access memory (RAM) and use
previously recorded data for decision making. Finally, the memory telemeter does not
transmit information through the air which has two significant advantages: first of all,
simultaneous, multi-firings may be performed without interference and secondly, classified
data does not have to be encrypted since it is inherently secure which is not the case when
RF telemeters are used.

After the DMT electronic design has been completed, the most crucial aspect becomes
packaging. The unit must not only be able to survive the high-g environments, but it must
also be able to acquire, process, and store data. Thus, the following factors have to be
considered when designing a DM

1. Expected environment
2. Overall component layout
3. Optimum packing density
4. Special protection for individual components
5. Space available within the projectile

Gas Gun Telemeter

A digital memory telemeter was developed, proven, and successfully used to characterize
Picatinny’s 155mm Ballistic Simulator Gas Gun. The effort was concentrated on
measuring the linear and tangentional (radial) acceleration time history generated by the
gun for a wide range of rise times (2-8 msec), durations (10-45 msec), and peak setback
g-levels (500-18,000 g). Velocity and displacement information were derived from the
acceleration vs. time data.

The Gas Gun Telemeter (GGT), as it is designated, was custom designed to measure the
parameters discussed above and to provide some additional capability in test firings
planned for the future. The physical shape, dimensions and weight were driven by the
simulator’s piston cavity size which is considerably larger than the space required for this
TM, thus, backup batteries were flown along with the TM. As for its electrical
characteristics, the GGT is a ten-channel, micropower digital memory device. Two analog
channels are equipped with signal conditioning by means of programmable instrumentation
amplifiers. They may be used in the single ended mode but are intended to be used in the
differential mode with bridge type transducers, such as piezoresistive accelerometers or



strain gages. Both amplifiers have independently programmable gains up to 46 db. (higher
gains may be used with caution). The amplifier(s) may be bypassed if transducers such as
piezoelectric accelerometers with charge amplifiers or other higher signal level sources are
used. The two ultra-fast flash A/D converters used in the GGT have 8-bit resolution with
uncoded binary output. The unit’s over all accuracy is better then three per cent of full
scale.

The digital data is transferred to and stored in static random access memory (SRAM)
chips, each with 8K x 8 capacity. Eight bilevel channels are also provided, each with
8K x 1 capacity. The input voltage range is 0-18 volts. The data for these channels is
stored in 8K x 1 SRAMs. The conversion rate is programmable up to 1 MHz and the
frequency response is 200 x the conversion rate in KHz. (e.g. 10KHz for a 50KHz clock-
rate). The standby current drain is less than 5 microamps and is 80 ma during data
conversion (at a 50 KHz conversion rate). The read-out is non-destructive and may be
repeated until system reset is activated. The supply voltage is 6-9v DC, but can be less
than 3 volts for data retention. The GGT is capable of retaining data for at least three
months.

Start time (T ) is marked by shock sensors at approximately the 100 g acceleration level.o

Since it is easily attainable during handling, installation and loading, the telemeter is
equipped with a time delay/arming circuit. Delay time may be set between 1 and 60
minutes depending on the type of operations. The delay timer is activated just before TM
installation into the piston. For the purpose of energy conservation, the power to the
transducers and instrumentation amplifiers is switched on at arming so that sufficient time
can be allowed for stabilization. The A/D converters, which are equally heavy power
consumers, are energized only at gun firing (T ). With the exception of the memory ando

some of the other micropower chips, the power is shut off when the memory is filled (e.g.
T  + 80 msec. at a 100 KHz scan rate). The data from the three memory stacks is extractedo

by means of an externally programmable multiplexer.

The GGT is powered by two rechargeable Ni-Cad batteries each consisting of six button
type cells which are rated at 225 mah. Obviously, there was a lot of excess power “to
burn” which comes in handy since the TM is used for long periods of time without the
need for recharging.

The circuitry is constructed on a flex-type printed circuit board (Fig. 1) which, upon
completion, is rolled so that it fits into the cylindrical metal housing. The flex-board
technique provides higher packaging density than rigid circuit bards, and it also saves the
numerous interboard connections. The cylindrical batteries are placed inside the rolled PC
board which further increases the packaging density. The assembled unit is then potted
with a wax compound in order to support the components during shock. The



accelerometers, some of the programming components, and other inputs are mounted in a
separate interface module (Fig. 2). A shock proven connector is used for communication
between the TM unit and the interface module. The same connector is used between the
TM unit and the interrogator-calibration-signal simulator box. The assembled unit is shown
in Figure 3 ready to be placed into the gas gun test fixture as shown in Figure 4.

The DMT was proof tested by means of a hard-wired, calibrated transducer which was
fired with the TM on several test rounds. Although the data for the reference accelerometer
dropped out shortly after peak acceleration, due to the fracturing of the hard-wire link, it
was fully sufficient to determine that the DMT produced accurate data. Calibration was
performed by determining the throughput net gain which is a function of the transducer
input voltage, A/D converter reference voltage, and the D/A gain.

Test Results

The digital memory telemeter was used to support over 50 test firings in the gas gun with
excellent results. Some representative data is shown in Figures 5, 6, and 7. The goal of the
program to characterize the gas gun was achieved, thus, increasing its effective use for
production and other quantitative testing.

Conclusion

As modern artillery projectiles are becoming more sophisticated and expensive, there is an
increased demand for flight testing. This paper promotes the use of memory devices as
alternatives to RF telemeters. The DMT is a relatively new concept which was made
possible by recent advancements in integrated circuit and packaging technology, especially
in the field of SRAMs. It offers a practical new tool which will significantly enhance
testing capabilities and thereby improve the performance of artillery projectiles. The
development and successful application of a DMT was presented in this paper and
supported by selected representative data.

The memory telemeter concept is an excellent solution to many testing requirements, and
because of its compatibility with the electronics used in modern weapons systems, it will
dominate the projectile telemetry field in the near future.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the development of a relatively small, high-g RF projectile telemeter
(TM). This self-contained device readily fits into the fuze-well of artillery shells without
the need for projectile modifications. The new telemeter is capable of measuring the
inbore/inflight triaxial vibration environment which normally is exerted on the fuze.
Results of field test firings are also being presented.

Introduction

One of the improvement goals of artillery projectiles is higher velocity and increased
range. While there are different means to achieve this, the undesirable by-product is the
same: increased stress on vital components and higher occurrence of malfunctions. Fuzes
can be adversely effected by newly introduced, harsher environments. Safety as well as
economy are at stake; therefore expeditious rectification is highly desirable. One of the
most important elements of a failure analysis is data. It is especially true for the modern,
highly sophisticated weapons systems. Therefore, the use of instrumentation to monitor
inbore/inflight functions and other phenomena is invaluable.

Background

Investigations and extensive ground tests indicated that an electronic projectile fuze can be
sensitive to vibrations, especially at certain frequencies. However, inflight vibration data
was not available, which impeded failure analysis and subsequent corrective measures.
The need for a device to monitor the fuze well vibration became increasingly apparent. 



Although projectile telemeters have been available and in use for some years, none of them
were found practical for fuze applications,because of their size, and high cost.

Fuze Well Telemeter

A radio frequency (RF) telemeter was developed, tested and successfully used to support
fuze related firing tests. This new design is a small, self-contained unit which assembles
into the fuze well in place of a fuze.(Figures 1 and 2) It is designed to measure the inflight
triaxial vibration within the fuze well,- the very same environment to which the fuze is
normally subjected. The telemeter consists of a custom designed triaxial piezoelectric
accelerometer, four voltage controlled oscillators (VCOs), a mixer amplifier, an S-band,
crystal controlled transmitter, a scimitar antenna and a battery pack. Three of the VCOs
are used to monitor the accelerometer outputs (vibration levels), and the fourth VCO keeps
track of the battery voltage. Because of the very limited space, the TM must function with
undersized batteries. In order to preserve energy, the power is turned on at the moment of
firing by means of an impact switch. The modules are assembled into an aluminum housing
and potted, so that they are protected from the in-bore environment.

Accelerometer Development

The accelerometer requirement proved to be unique. No existing unit was found which
could survive 10,000 g-s (setback at launch), quickly recover and measure vibration levels
of between 25 and 250 g-s. One of the leading transducer manufacturers undertook the
ambitious effort to design and develop such a device. Prototype units were fired in
ARDEC’s Ballistic Simulator, (which is a unique 155 mm. riffled air gun) (1) and after a
succession of failures and corrective modifications, the design was debugged and proven
for high-g survivability. The new product is a triaxial, piezoelectric accelerometer,
equipped with charge amplifiers for each channel, and built into a rugged, stainless steel
housing. Sensitivity of each channel is 10 ma./g, (nominal) with a full scale range of
+/- 250 g-s (+/- 2.5 volts output). All units were first qualified in the Ballistic Simulator
then subjected to extensive laboratory vibration testing and calibration.

Test Results

Fifteen telemeters have been built to support field tests on rocket assisted projectiles
(RAPs). The purpose of these firing tests was to determine the vibration environment the
fuzes are normally subjected to during rocket turn on and flame out. The tests were
planned and carried out in two phases because the expected vibration levels could not be
predicted, and the newly developed telemeters have not been proven in actual field firings.



The first phase was represented by 4 rounds and produced only partial data. Extremely
poor reception was experienced, which was caused by an antenna/transmitter mis-match
and the less than optimum aim of the receiving antennas. The data, however, was sufficient
to set up the second phase testing with confidence. Eleven rounds were fired with good
results. Vibration characteristics, such as build up, peak levels and frequency, were
measured and recorded at cold and hot temperatures and different propellant grains. Some
representative vibration data is shown as follows: rocket ignition (Fig. 3), flame out
(Fig. 4), and flame out on extended time scale (Fig 5).

Conclusion

The fuze well telemeter development program concluded in success. It produced a
practical, inexpensive, self-contained, easy to use measuring tool. This new device will
provide valuable data in solving vibration related problems, and in finding suitable
solutions.
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ATTITUDE RESTITUTION OF A BODY IN BALLISTIC PHASE
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ABSTRACT

Object of the method

Restitution of a body motion around its centre of gravity in ballistic phase through
analysing the variations of reception levels from on board transmitter.

Principle

Knowledge of radiation diagram (amplitude and phase), advantages of its no isotropic
characteristics turned to account, existence of a simple theoretical motion model for a non-
dissipative body, reception in crossed linear polarizations and circular polarizations

Application of the method and practical results

Limits of application fields

INTRODUCTION

In most flight tests, it is interesting, even absolutely necessary, to restitute the complete
motion of the tested object, in order to compare its real behaviour in a flight environment
with the estimates.

The evolutions of an object can always be broken down into two parts independent of each
other:
- the motion of the centre of gravity,
- the motion around the centre of gravity.

In most cases, the motion of the centre of gravity is obtained by means of external
measurements ( radar, recording theodolite, etc.) enabling us to know the trajectory
followed by the object troughout its flight.



The motion around the centre of gravity, i.e. its attitude, is often obtained by means of on-
board measuring instruments ( gyroscopic platforms, rate gyros). However, this
instrumentation is cumbersome and therefore unusable in the case of small-size objects.

The method presented hereafter makes it possible, for some flight configurations, to
palliate this drawback and to restitute the object attitude, taking advantage of the variations
of the field received on the ground from a radio-electric on-board transmitter
(e.g. telemetry).

FORMAL ASPECT OF THE PROBLEM

The motion of a body in a known reference axis system linked to the observer has six
degrees of freedom.

The knowledge of the trajectory of the body centre of gravity in the axis system through
external measurements enables us to determine the variation of 3 of these degrees of
freedom versus time, i.e. the position of the centre of gravity in the reference axis system.

The restitution of the object attitude consists in finding the evolution of the other 3 degrees
of freedom versus time; i.e. finding the evolution of the angular orientation of an axis
system linked to the body, generally the pitch, roll and yaw axes, with respect to the
reference axis system.

In order to have a chance to find the body attitude using the field levels received on the
ground, the latter must thus be mandatorily dependent on the angular orientation of the
body in the reference axis system.

ORIGIN OF FIELD VARIATIONS

The power received on the ground from the object can be known easily owing to the
propagation equation :

- P is the total power emitted by the object; this power is constant.e

- G is the gain of the receiving antenna. In most cases, this antenna is directive andR

oriented towards the object; thus it may be considered as constant.

- 8 is the wave length of the transmitted signal; this value is constant.



- K is a variable coefficient introduced so as to take propagation conditions into
account. It may be considered as constant, or slowly variable in mean value for the
duration of a flight test. On the other hand, it can induce a usually low-level noise.

- d is the distance between the object and the receiving antenna; it is variable during the
test, but these variations are slow and known, since the object trajectory itself is
known.

- G is the gain of the transmitting aerial system mounted on the tested object. Thee

coverage of this aerial system must be as wide as possible and its gain cannot be
monotonous in the whole space.

Thus, parameter G  depends on the object presentation with respect to the observer, i.e. itse

attitude.

Therefore, the gain of the transmitting aerial system is practically the only parameter which
induces field variations upon reception. These variations occur in the relative mode with
respect to a mean value which is not accurate in the absolute mode and which cannot be
taken into account in the object attitude restitution.

RADIATION DIAGRAMS

The radiation diagrams of the object aerials, in the various possible polarizations, have a
great influence on restitution possibilities as well as on the field of validity of this
restitution.

Of course, the radiation must not be isotropic, which would prohibit every processing, but
this is virtually never the case.

Nor must the radiation be in circular polarization in every directions of space. As a matter
of fact, in such a case, the angular positioning of the object around the observation
direction becomes impossible and the object attitude is then ambiguous.

The aspect of the diagrams depends on the number of elementary aerials and, in the case of
several aerials, on the object dimensions with regard to the transmitted signal wave length
( in general 8 = 13.6 cm for 2200 MHz). In some cases, the radiation diagram may show
some areas of interference between aerials which are often rich in useful information
(e.g. interfringe distance).

Radiation diagrams are given in both amplitude and phase in the reference axis system
associated with the object.



INFLUENCE OF THE OBJECT MOTION

The motion of the object around its centre of gravity is of great importance with regard to
restitution possibilities. This motion results in a variation, versus time, of the object
observation direction in the reference axis system of the object. This variation, assumed to
be known, can be plotted in the radiation diagram of the aerial system. So, it is possible,
through simulation, to know the aspect of the received field variations. It is probable, even
certain, that in the case of an erratic motion, it will not be possible to reproduce the aspect
of field variations because, on the one hand, of the lack of accuracy on the absolute value
of the received field and, on the other, of the number of possible solutions.

The case which offers the best restitution possibilities is that of a rotational symmetrical
object having in particular a rotational motion around its main inertia axis with a high
“roll” speed in comparison with the other rotational speeds of the motion.

Then, the plot of the observation direction in the radiation diagram may be considered as a
sequence of parallel straight lines corresponding to a slowly varying angle formed by the
main inertia axis of the object and the observation direction. Then, the variations of the
received field can be found more easily because the motion becomes easy to represent by
parameters.

PRINCIPLE OF THE RESTITUTION METHOD

The attitude restitution method is based on the fact that the type of the object motion is
known and can be represented by parameters. It is thus possible, through a series of
mathematical operations, and in view of the known trajectory of the object centre of
gravity, to simulate, by means of the object radiation diagrams, the field variations
corresponding to a set of parameters selected among all possible values. The so-evaluated
variations are compared to the real field variations recorded during the test. Then a
scanning operation is performed on all the parameters sought after until the best possible
likeness is obtained. The simulated motion which gives this optimum likeness is then
selected as being the real motion of the object during the test.

Such a method may take a very long time if the number of parameters is considerable, and
if all the parameters must be sought after through a scanning operation, particularly if the
parameters are not independent of the point of view of effects produced on field variations.

For that reason, it is always interesting to determine some parameters in another manner
than through a scanning operation and, as far as possible, to select independent
parameters.



PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF THE METHOD

The attitude restitution method, the principle of which has just been explained, was
developed and tested in the specific case of a solid and dimensionally stable object having
a rotational inertial symmetry, and subjected to several forces the resultant of which passes
through the centre of gravity. The motion is then of the Poinsot type, as it is usually the
case in ballistic studies.

Then, the number of parameters to be determined amounts to seven, namely
- the aperture angle of the Poinsot cone,
- two angular speeds characterizing the roll and precession motions,
- two initial phases defining the object positions in roll and on the precession cone at a

time selected as a time reference,
- two angles defining the direction of the angular momentum of the motion within the

reference axis system.

Two of these parameters can be determined by spectrum analysis of the received signal.
These are the roll and precession angular speeds.

The other parameters can be found by means of successive scanning operations in a pre-
determined order.

The real and simulated field variations. are compared using numerical methods relying on
the correlation method or on the least squares.

RESULTS

The method was tested on several cases of real flight tests as well as on simulated tests.

The results obtained can be summarized as follows :

C in the case of a trajectory such that the observation direction remains fixed ( or varies
slightly) with respect to the angular momentum of the motion, the processing shows
two possible positions, for the angular momentum and the Poinsot motion. These two
solutions are symmetrical as to the observation direction and the selection of one of
these solutions is impossible.

C if the observation direction varies, which is virtually always the case, the same
processing performed at different times shows several couples of solutions, but only
one of these successive solutions remains invariable in space, in the galilean sense.
Then, this solution can be selected as being the object motion.



C if the aerial system of the object includes two aerials symmetrical as to the main inertia
axis, the roll position of the object can be determined only within 180E.

ACCURACY OF THE METHOD

The attitude restitution accuracy depends on several parameters such as the validity of the
radiation diagram plots, or the calibration of field receivers, or others.

Within the framework of the restitutions performed, the accuracy was estimated as less
than 5E for the angular position of the object and from 0.1 % to 1 % for angular speeds,
depending on the duration of the processed signal (from a few tens of seconds to 100 or
200 seconds).

CONCLUSION

The method presented above gave satisfactory results when used in the case of a simple
movement easy to represent by parameters.

Other applications can be envisaged in so far as the object motion remains easy to
represent by parameters. However, the information processing method utilized must be
re-examined and adapted to each case.
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FIGURE 2



HIGH “G” TRANSIENT RECORDER
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Abstract

In order to reduce the costs and the time necessary for the development of intelligent
ammunition it is especially important to have miniature systems for data recording and
transmission which offer high reliability even under very strong acceleration.

Many research centers, among which the French-German Research Institute Saint-
Louis is to be mentioned, have been developing telemetry systems for ballistic
measurement purposes. Sometimes, the use of these telemetry systems is restricted by
internal ballistics or terminal ballistics problems.

Therefore, we habe developed small digital transient recorders capable of memorizing
measured data under very harsh environmental conditions. The memory is then read either
by recuperating the transient recorder or by data transmission via PCM-telemetry during
the free flight time of the projectile.

Transient recorders with different memory spaces have been tested successfully in
projectiles from 35 to 120 mm caliber.

Introduction

A number of studies are currently performed with emphasis on sub-ammunitions and
intelligent projectiles with correction of the trajectory or with terminal guidance,
antishelter rockets, Doppler or infrared proximity fuzes, and time fuzes equipped or not
with devices for the correction of the variations in the initial velocity of projectiles.

To insure detection of the object, guidance and ignition of the aforementioned
projectiles or missiles, expensive sophisticated sensors and electronics must be located on-
board. Projectile firing and impact cause the on-board systems to be subjected to a
particularly high strain due to both the axial and radial accelerations which reach between
60 000 and 80 000 g’s for a 35-mm projectile.

Since these intelligent ammunitions or sub-ammunitions are very expensive, it is
obviously not possible to fire a large number of shots and to check satisfactory
performance in a statistical way. For checking proper operation of the electronic circuitry, 



sensors, and power sources, a variety of systems are available which can be roughly
divided into two groups:

- Passive systems to recover the projectiles. They include vegetable fibers [1], straps,
parachutes, [2] etc. There are also recovery facilities providing deceleration by means of
water [3] or compressed gas. These passive systems present the advantage of being non-
destructive such that the compenents can be checked after the test. On the other hand,
however, these methods are somewhat laborious to be put into operation and the results
achieved are not very informative with respect to the stability of electronics or mechanical
components during the proper acceleration phase.

- Active systems. Here the control data or measured data are transmitted by wire [4], or
HF or IR-telemetry. In addition, there is the possibility to store intermediately on-board by
means of a transient recorder the data measured during difficult ballistic phases, that is
in-bore measurements and measurements taken after muzzle exit or at the instant of
impact.

The storage of the data measured during in-bore movement or at impact is a data
acquisition technique which is in principle not really new [5]. Only recently, however, it
could be applied to small-caliber projectiles thanks to the availability of high density
memories contained in a miniature package (surface mounted devices).

There are two possible ways to read the memory content:
- Recovery of the memory either by means of an appropriate system, or recovery in the

target itself.
- Transmission of the memory content during the free-flight phase of the projectile.
The use of these transient recorders is of particular interest in the following cases:
- The inner and outer geometries of the projectile must not be modified significantly, for

example if fuze head functions have be verified.
- The data measured have to be acquired when the projectile or missile moves under

environmental conditions which are hostile for data transmission by HF- or optical waves.
Disturbances of this kind occur, for instance, during the perforation of armored plates,
concrete walls, hulls and superstructures.

- Data acquisition in recoverable sub-ammunitions.
- Underwater ballistic metrology.
In the framework of its activities, the French-German Research Institute is developing

small-size transient recorders at a laboratory level, which must meet the following
requirements:

- Maximal size: 25 mm in diameter and 25 mm high. The recorder must be located on-
board a 35-mm projectile.

- The recorder must withstand axial and centrifugal accelerations of 80 000 g’s and
above.

- Capacity of the memory: 2 K bytes with a possible extension to 8 K bytes. In the
latter case the outer dimensions can be slightly increased.



- Conversion time of 10 µs for 8 bits. This permits a maximum measuring time of 20 ms
for a 2 K-memory. This time duration suffices for interior ballistic measurements.

- Single voltage supply and low power consumption.
- Temperature range: from - 10E to + 50EC.
- Serial output of the signals to a telemetry system or to an external device. To this,

modified PCM-RZ code is used which reads the data.
It is obvious that these requirements limit severely the choice of the circuits. In

addition, an attentive examination of the design is necessary in order to limit both the
number of components and cost level to a minimum.

Transient recorder and PCM encoder (figure 1)

Analog to digital conversion is obtained using an ADC of the ZN 449 type from
Ferranti with successive approximation. The conversion time is 9 µs for 8 bits. Thereby the
internal clock operats at a frequency of 900 kHz. The linearity error is 1 LSB. The signal
needed to start the storage cycle of the measurements is generated by a pulse delivered by
a small piezoelectric plate at an acceleration level of 500 g’s. The control logic initiates the
address counter and detects the end of the storage operation. Thereafter, either it switches
the memory on the reading position or on the stand-by position for reading after recovery.
For this, a parallel-serial converter followed by a PCM encoder of the RZ format allows to
feed the serial bytes into the FM-modulation input of the transmitter or into the reading
device input, the output rate thereby being 32 times lower than the input rate. A coded byte
(see figure 2) consists of a synchronizing pulse whose duration corresponds to two clock
pulses. Thereafter we have eight bits and the eighth bit is added to the synchronizing pulse.

Miniaturization of the recorders is achieved by using integrated circuits and active
SMD components. Different versions are built according to the caliber of the projectile,
the memory capacity desired and the number of measuring channels required. Figure 3
shows a recorder which can be located on-board a 35-mm projectile. The data stored in the
memory can be transmitted with a miniature transmitter developed on the basis of the silk-
screen technique and built by Telefunken or by ISL in SMD Technologie, see figure 4. For
a recorder incorporated into a recovered penetration, the output of the memory with a 8 K
capacity is directly obtained on the PCM decoder. Since the reading of the output takes
place only a few days after having fired the projectile, a stand-by device allows to reduce
the power consumption by the circuitry.

Prior to being placed on-board the projectiles or missiles, the electronics are embedded
in an epoxy resin layer filled with silica powder. This allows the electronic components to
withstand the high accelerations involved.



PCM decoder

The signals coming from the telemetry receiving system or from the data recorder are
decoded in a device which is adapted to the PCM-RC format (figure 5).

After shaping, the digital signals are fed into a synchronizing pulse detector. A phase
locked loop uses the synchronizing pulses as a reference oscillator in order to recover the
bit clock frequency which is ten times higher than the synchronization frequenzy of the
bytes. After a serial-parallel conversion the signals are fed into a buffer memory which is
connected to a DAC or to a microcomputer via an IEC bus, for the purposes of analysis
and storage of the digital data on discs.

Checking and calibration of the decoder are achieved by means of a PCM encoder
incorporated into the arrangement.

For multichannel operation, a time-multiplex device is used at the input of the ADC.
The channels are synchronized by simply applying an input voltage to the synchronization
channel such that the 8 bits at the output of the ADC are at the 1 level. Only care has to be
taken that the maximum voltage of the measuring channels will not attain the level of the
voltage applied to the synchronization channel.

Range of practical uses - examples

The transient recorders have found a widespread range of practical uses. A few
examples are given hereafter.

- The fuze functions on-board a 35-mm projectile (figure 6) were tried to be verified
during the whole interior ballistic phase. The ogive of the projectile must remain
unchanged in this case in order to resemble that of an operational projectile. Figure 7 gives
a sectional view of the 35-mm projectile instrumented as follows:

- At the base the accumulator package is located with a capacity of 100 mA/h at 7.2 V.
- In the central area the miniature ballistic telemetry system is placed which transmits at

a frequency of 241 MHz with a power of 200 mW. The transmitting antenna is formed by
the dipole consisting of the front and rear parts of the projectile, which are separated by an
insulating ring.

- In the nose the transient recorder is located which receives the data measured by the
sensors placed inside the fuze.

Particular care has been taken for fixing all the electronics and mechanical components
because of the axial accelerations (55 000 g’s) and radial accelerations (84 000 g’s)
encountered.

The record (figure 8) shows a section of the signal transmitted during the flight phase of
a projectile. One can see the signal coded at the output of the telemetry receiver, the signal
decoded at the PCM decoder output, and a time base of 4 kHz.

- Another example for the use of these small-sized data recorders under difficult signal
transmission conditions is the measurement of the deceleration of a projectile penetrating



the successive protective layers of a shelter. Here the measured data from accelerometers
are stored in a transient recorder with a 8 K memory capacity.

The package containing the accelerometer and the electronics for the acquisition of the
data measured is recovered a few days later. The content of the memory is transmitted to a
disc via a PCM decoder for data processing.

- A last example is concerned with on-board measurements of the initial velocity of a
120-mm projectile. Obviously, it is difficult to transmit data of the initial velocity taken at
the muzzle in real time by telemetry through a medium which is strongly disturbed by gas
ionization. This is the reason why the measuring pulses are stored in a transient recorder.
They are then read during the free-flight phase of the projectile. Finally the content of the
memory is transmitted by a ballistic telemetry system to a receiving and signal processing
station.
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Figure 1: PCM-Encoder Functional Block Diagram

Figure 2: PCM-RZ Format Code (Modified)
 



Figure 3: View of PCM-Decoder Board - 2 K Memory

Figure 4: FM Telemetry Transmitter



Figure 5: PCM-Decoder Functional Block Diagram

Figure 6: 35-mm Test Projectile



Figure 7: Sectional View of the 35-mm Projectile

Figure 8: Record of Telemetering Signal



INSTRUMENTATION RADARS: TECHNICAL EVOLUTION
AND USE

John Bornholdt
RCA Electronics Systems Department

Moorestown, NJ 08057

The first tracking radar designed specifically to meet the needs of the test and training
community, the AN/FPS-16 was still being built when the first changes to its design were
being suggested (see Figure 1). These changes, and all those that resulted in further
modifications or new instrumentation radar systems, resulted from two causes: Either the
owner/operator of the instrument found that his users had newer data requirements that
exceeded his present capability, or he foresaw that his failure to upgrade his capabilities
would cause potential users to go to better-equipped facilities.

This situation presented the range operator/planner with the classic “chicken and egg”
problem: How could he obtain the funds and support needed to upgrade his equipment
suite when he didn’t have any users firmly committed to using that improved suite?

The user (of the data provided by the range) meanwhile knew that if he asked for data
requiring instrumentation beyond that already available, he would likely have to pay for it
out of his program—which probably didn’t have enough, or any, funds for testing, never
mind new instrumentation. He shopped around to get the best data for the least cost. He
compromised on his data requirements. These led him to use the most modern facility, or
one promising a combination of bearable costs with data approaching his needs.

But this temporizing by a user was a temporary thing; if his needs did not directly result in
an instrumentation improvement in instrumentation capabilities, it certainly started a chain
of events leading to those improvements. The range operator recognized that this was only
the first user with tougher requirements. Surely more would follow, and they did. The
operator now had some better data when trying to acquire range improvement monies.
Upon reflection, he realized that this was not an isolated instance. Rather, it was the
beginning of a never-ending task: the improvement and modernization of test range
instrumentation. The challenge was not in meeting the immediate requirement; it was in
trying to predict the course of requirements— Which direction was instrumentation
development going to take to support future weapons systems tests and training?



In the development history of instrumentation radars, at first there was considerable
pressure to constantly improve system sensitivity so as to track existing targets farther, or
to track smaller targets at existing distances. The first modifications addressed these needs:
employing 3-MW peak power transmitters versus the standard 1 MW; using RF pre-
amplifiers to reduce the receiver noise figure from 10 dB or so to 8, and later down to
2 dB; and increasing the antenna gain by increasing the antenna reflector diameter. These
modifications, however, except for the receiver sensitivity, quickly reached “practical”
(i.e., affordable) limits. Three megawatts with five to perhaps eight or 10 kW of average
power became available in the 1959-1960 period; nothing greater is available today,
almost 30 years later.

Transmitter power increases required tube development, always a risky technical
undertaking; the increase in cost per dB power output stopped further increases. An allied
effect of increasing power output was the need to go to ever-more sophisticated and
expensive ways to prevent arcing in the waveguide system: dry air, then compressed dry
air, then sulfur hexaflouride. One significant, late development in high-power
instrumentation radar transmitters came about because of the need for reduced system
losses in the MOTR design. This need led to putting the transmitter right at the antenna
pedestal. Previous designs required almost 30 ft. of linear space; this was not available in
the MOTR configuration. This in turn led to designing the system to convert input power
to 20 kHz, thereby reducing the size of power components. The resulting MOTR
transmitter, shown in Figure 2, is about the size of earlier 1-MW, 600-W average power
units; it can be mounted on the MOTR antenna pedestal trailer. This new unit is being
considered as a retrofit to earlier radars.

At the same time the higher-power transmitters were being developed, larger antennas
were being built. First, there were 16-ft. diameter reflector replacements for standard 12-ft.
diameter reflectors. This increased the antenna gain by about 3 dB, which in skin tracking
increased the system performance by 6 dB — a 41% increase in range on the same size
target. The cost was moderate and far less than the cost of increasing transmitter power.
However, there was a price to be paid in performance, as well as benefits to be gained.
The larger dish had greater weight and inertia, so the tracking rates and accelerations,
particularly, were reduced. This is important when tracking close-in targets. Also, the
beamwidth was reduced from about 1E to just about 3/4E. While this permitted marginally
better low-angle tracking, it also made the initial target acquisition a bit more difficult. A
29-ft. antenna was created for those who had good target designation and who needed yet
more system sensitivity; the antenna’s ultimate gain with improved feeds was 10 dB
greater than the original 12-ft. design. One such antenna is shown in Figure 3. In skin
tracking, this 20-dB improvement meant a more than trebling of the tracking range for the
same size target. But it also meant a far larger, state-of-the-art mechanical design pedestal,
if tracking rates and accelerations were to be maintained. The antenna beamwidth became



extremely narrow — about 1/3E. This system, which became known as the AN/FPQ-6 and
AN/TPQ-18 MIPIR class of radars, is still today, some 25 years later, the most precise
instrumentation radar known.

Only in the area of receiver sensitivity have we seen continuous development. At first,
improved mixers provided a few dB improvement; then there came the high performance
but complicated parametric amplifiers, then the maser. Both were replaced, first by tunnel
diode amplifiers and later by GaAs FETs, which provide both reliability and very low
system noise figures of just under 3 dB. Some improvement beyond this might be
forthcoming, but we are entering the region of diminishing returns, as we are becoming
limited by noise effects before the pre-amplifier and/or outside the radar.

When the large 29-ft. diameter antenna systems were being designed, it became evident to
the designers that the old methods of aligning the system in the field were impractical with
this 60-ton antenna pedestal. Trying to level it with jacks to a few hundredths of a degree
didn’t appeal to potential users. The alternative was to set it in place reasonably well, very
carefully measure its mislevel, and then correct the radar output data accordingly. This led
to a general purpose, programmable, digital computer as an integral part of the system. The
same reasoning led to the computer’s being used to correct the misalignment of the
pedestal azimuth and elevation encoders. Once the computer was in place in the system
block diagram, other uses became important, such as target designation. As time went on,
there grew an ever-longer list of things done by the computer; one of these involved
another modification to the instrumentation radar: pulse Doppler capability. Users at first
were satisifed to get target velocity and acceleration information differentiating the target
position versus time data. This led to some rather “noisy” (i.e. , imprecise) results. When
better information was needed, an answer appeared by adapting the instrument to
accurately measure the change in the frequency of the target return. This provided direct
measurement of the target’s range radial rate, that is, its velocity away from or toward the
radar. To mechanize this measurement in the radar required the use of a fast digital
computer, if “real-time” data was needed. This was the case when the data was used for
determining whether rapidly moving targets remained within range safety limits. With this
pulse Doppler available we added a fourth independent measurement to the radar’s
previous three of range, azimuth, and elevation. There was a price, but this time only
economically. The system had to be coherent; otherwise, we couldn’t accurately measure
how much the target return frequency varied from what we’d transmitted.

A series of radars that includes most of the above features, plus much-improved
transportability, was the AN/MPS-36, which was designed, developed, and built by RCA
in response to the White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) procurement specification.
Figure 4 shows one of the WSMR units, with a pedestal-mounted tracking laser system. 



This was a later augmentation to provide for improved data on low-level, short-range
tracking missions.

As time went on, the digital computer in the radar picked up more and more functions. In
the late 1960s, the instrumentation radar system designers decided to investigate just how
many of the radar functions could be performed by the computer and its program, and how
much specialized hardware could be eliminated. This resulted in the AN/TPQ-39(V) series
of radars, and some related fire control radars. Figure 5 shows the operator’s position and
electronics for one version of the AN/TPQ-39(V) that uses excessed Nike Hercules
components for the microwave portions of the system.

Notice, however, that all along we’ve tracked one target with one radar. This implies using
one radar crew, logistics support, and “overheads” for each single target. As testing
became more realistic, there emerged the need for high-quality data on more than one
target at a time. Satisfying this need with multiple single-target tracking radars sufficed
when only two or three, or even very occasionally four or five, targets were involved. But
when the number of targets went above five or so, or when such operations became more
the norm than the exception, there arose the need for a totally different instrument: the
multiple target tracking instrumentation radar. This demanded not the integration of
successively developed radar modifications, but a whole new system design utilizing
technology not previously applied in the instrumentation radar world. What was needed
was beam agility: the ability to designate the antenna beam to different points within
microseconds. This exceeded the physical constraints of mechanical structures and
required application of phased-array antenna technology. The technology available from
the tactical and strategic radar world was not directly applicable; the need for high tracking
precision and the ability to track skin and beacon-equipped targets meant a new type of
design.

All this was realized with the procurement of the Multiple Object Tracking Radar (MOTR)
by the White Sands Missile Range. Recently designated the AN/MPS-39, the first of this
wholly new class of instruments is currently undergoing acceptance testing at its
manufacturer’s plant prior to delivery to the WSMR. Figure 6 shows the operators’
consoles and other electronics during system testing at RCA’s Moorestown, NJ plant. The
MOTR design philosophy is based in part on the preceding instruments, particularly the
use of the computer as the center of its electronics.

To someone who participated in the development of the first instrumentation radar, the
AN/FPS-16, there is a real sense of deja vu: already, before the first AN/MPS-39 has been
delivered, potential owners/operators have requested changes in configuration to meet their
specific test needs. And others have stated what at present remain desirable features, such
as higher antenna gain and selectable antenna polarization. That modifications will be



included in later units, and that the first unit will be modified at some future date goes
without question. The question now is: What are the modifications needed in the short
term? Put another way: What are the users’ needs that are most critical now? There’s only
one significant change from the old days: The AN/MPS-39 is a very flexible unit, with
many capabilities that are only beginning to emerge as we progress through systems test.
We can expect that many more will be discovered as a result of operational experience
with the unit at the White Sands Missile Range. This flexibility should be investigated by
potential users before they consider changing the systems configuration, as keeping the
configuration basic is important in reducing the systems cost, not only to each user but to
all users sharing in producing these systems.



Figure 1. AN/FPS-16 at Vandenberg AFB, California



Figure 2. MOTR Transmitter During Assembly



Figure 3. AN/FPQ-6 S/N1 at Patrick AFB, Florida



Figure 4. AN/MPS-36 at White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico



Figure 5. AN/TPQ-39(V) NIDIR Operator’s Position



Figure 6. AN/MPS-39 MOTR in Test at RCA Moorestown, New Jersey



APPLICATION OF MULTIPLE OBJECT TRACKING RADAR
(MOTR)

John P. Tyler, III
Department of the Army

Washington, DC

INTRODUCTION

The Multiple Object Tracking Radar, (MOTR), recently designated the AN/MPS-39, is a
precision instrumentation radar designed to support development and operational test and
evaluation as well as training exercises involving realistic scenarios, i.e., having multiple
participants. The first MOTR is due for delivery to the U. S. Army’s White Sands Missile
Range, New Mexico, later this year. MOTR is the latest example of White Sand’s
leadership over the years in the development of instrumentation radar.

MOTR represents a significant technological improvement over single object tracking
precision instrumentation radars. Its ability to simultaneously track up to ten objects stems
from its phased array radar technology, which also provides capability for improved
relative accuracy and miss distance measurements, the ability to track lower elevation and
higher performance targets, greater operational economies, and other unique features.
MOTR’s test and evalutation support applications are reflected in the increased
capabilities phased array radars have provided our military forces. This paper addresses
MOTR test range applications to show the operational value of phased array radars at
locations such as the White Sands Missile Range.

OPERATIONAL CAPABILITIES

Compatibility with Current Instrumentation Radars

MOTR is operationally like the FPS-16 and has been designed to be integrated and work
with the FPS-16, MPS-36, and MPS-25 radars. It can stand alone and track ten targets
simultaneously, or it can be netted with combinations of the other radars facilitating
coverage of more than ten targets, a feature that test designers and evaluators often require
for realistic test scenarios, including a simulated threat environment. Modern air defense
systems, for example, have the capability to engage multiple targets. Test evaluation of
such defense systems demand data that provides the precise location, as a function of time,
of the targets and the engaging missiles. Strategic offensive ballistic missile systems now



have multiple warheads that require defensive systems to engage with multiple missiles.
Keeping track of the numbers of objects in ballistic missile defense testing requires
MOTR’s capabilities.

Simultaneous Targets

The capability to track ten targets becomes even more useful when considering
simultaneous tracking of several high performance target drones. Even though the drones
are positioned using separate radio frequency components, range safety requirements
demand that a redundant tracking system provide data on drone positioning and direction
of travel. Thus, if the test scenario calls for a four target drone engagement, four single
object tracking radars would have to be assigned. The number of single object tracking
radars can go up into the tens and twenties supplemented by optical trackers when the test
calls for simultaneous multiple engagements of several drones, aircraft and missiles.
MOTR’s ten target capability provides test support for a wide variety of more realistic test
scenarios.

Economy

There are economies afforded by using MOTR such as reducing the numbers of single
object tracking radars that have to be operated and maintained. One MOTR should replace
two, three, or more MPS-3’s or FPS-16’s, for example, depending upon siting and other
range and test parameters. This economical advantage is readily seen when one realizes
that the annual O&M cost of a MOTR and a single object tracking radar is just about
equal. Figure 1 shows how one MOTR, properly sited, can replace multiple single object
tracking radars.

Tracking Targets with Extreme Acceleration

The significant feature of MOTR is the inherent agility of electronic beam steering or
positioning which allows MOTR to track targets with angular accelerations as high as
25,000 mils/sec  (Figure 2). High performance aircraft and cruise missiles may fly very2

close to MOTR without altering engagement scenarios and sitings as is required for
mechanically moved dish-type radars. This same capability applies to vertically launched
missile and rocket systems which have hypervelocity lift-off accelerations. Prior to
MOTR’s advent the radar location had to be sufficiently distant from the launch point so
that the single target tracking radar’s servo capabilities were not exceeded. This led to
compromising the data available for range safety, especially in the first few seconds of
flight.



Tracking Targets at Lower Elevations

Another basic MOTR feature (Figure 3) is the capability to track targets at lower
elevations than conventional front-fed dish antenna equipped radars. (Both, of course, must
cope with clutter and multipath tracking induced errors.) Many critical tests involve
devices whose operational use involves flying close to the nap of the earth — bombers,
cruise missiles, attack helicopters, and their drone simulators, for example. By virtue of its
reduced antenna side lobes, MOTR can track these targets at lower elevations and is also
able to acquire vertically launched rockets and missiles at lower elevations, giving added
range safety confidence. In the past, low elevation problems often have called for altering
flight scenarios and patterns. Examples exist where testers have had their test results
severely challenged because of what appeared to be favorably altered flight patterns when
in reality the test was constrained due to support instrumentation inadequancies. MOTR
will permit much more realistic test scenarios.

Target Motion Resolution

MOTR phased array technology, along with its pulse repetition frequency, peak output
power, and pulse-to-pulse In-phase and Quadrature (I&Q) coherent measurements and
recording, provides some special range applications. For example, resolution of yaw, pitch,
and roll motions of an object can be accomplished by off-line analysis of the I&Q data
(Figure 4). Data pertaining to missile spin, nutation, attitude, and staging can also be
derived.

Intercept Mode

MOTR has what is known as an “intercept” mode of operation. For example, if a test
involves the launch of a missile from an aircraft, MOTR tracks the aircraft in one of its ten
“object files” and places another track beam in a position that will “see” the missile as it
leaves the launching aircraft. This feature greatly reduces the probability of the radar
failing to acquire and track the second, smaller, more dynamic target when it appears.
With the missile now in track, its trajectory is precisely measured by MOTR. Assuming it
is being fired against a target drone, that drone is also being tracked in another of MOTR’s
object-files. The entire engagement (shooter, missile, and target) is now being measured by
MOTR — from its single antenna location. Thus, there are no inter-instrument errors
(Figure 5) and the resulting relative measurements, such as the missile’s score against the
drone, are more accurate than were obtained using past methods.

The intercept mode also allows MOTR to track an aircraft or missile being flown into
selected areas of a chaff cloud and to measure the rate of chaff dispensing and chaff cloud
formation. MOTR will be better able to track bomblets and rocket weapons emerging from



their larger carrier using the intercept mode feature. Missiles designed to attack area
targets have warheads that disperse large numbers of bomblets and other munitions; about
the best that could be done with existing instrumentation was to use optical and video
tracking to get a general idea of the dispersal pattern. MOTR, if programmed to do so, can
track the centroid of a number of objects. This facilitates, for example, tracking a stream of
small gunfired projectiles and providing scoring during gun/projectile evaluation or
training.

Occasionally, a test object must be destroyed for range safety reasons or a failure occurs
resulting in destruction of the object. MOTR can automatically place portions of the debris
in track using its intercept mode and multiple beam capability. This assists range safety
and aids in locating of key portions of the object for later analysis to determine the cause
of the failure.

Multiple Tracks of a Single Target

Figure 6 helps understand yet another MOTR feature. It is possible to place a single target
in more than one object-file, which allows the target to be tracked at different frequencies,
allowing the operator or data user to select the “best” data. Similarly, a target can be
tracked using both skin and beacon or by varying other radar parameters in order to
improve greatly the probability of acquiring track data on a particularly difficult or very
key test object.

Radar Resource Flexibility

When one becomes familiar with MOTR, one realizes the inherent flexibility in its
application. MOTR has available a 1280 system PRF, that is, 1280 “dwells” each second.
These are ordinarily allocated according to Inter Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG)
radar “standards” or protocol. For example, all 1280 can be directed to a single target, or
640 to each of two; or 640 to one and 320 to two; or 80 to nine, 320 to one for a total of
1040 dwells on ten targets leaving an unused resource of 240 dwells. This usused resource
can then be used in a surveillance/search mode as shown in Figure 7. The flexibility of
MOTR’s operation is also demonstrated by this feature. MOTR allocates its resources as
its operator directs, or it can be preprogrammed to allocate its resources itself The
operator, of course, can mix resource allocation methods as best fits the test support
requirements or the developing conditions of any given test.



Mobility

The MPS-36, developed some years ago by White Sands Missile Range and RCA
Corporation, and other single object tracking radars are vehicle mounted for off-range use.
This movable or transportable feature was mandated for MOTR. MOTR can be moved
and put into operation in one day by a crew of four to five personnel which permits testing
in other than range environments. The movable capability is particularly useful for
operational tests and training exercises.

SUMMARY

MOTR with its multiple precision track capability; its ability to control multiple target
drones when suitably augmented; its surveilance/ search feature; and its mobility, makes it
a deployable, essentially standalone, range instrument that can provide decision makers
with the data they need. Clearly, the first MOTR will be the flagship of a new fleet of
multiple-object tracking phased array instrumentation radars. MOTR has many outstanding
operational and economic advantages over older range radars. Like the experiences with
older radars, we will undoubtedly discover many additional unique capabilities as we
experience MOTR operation at White Sands Missile Range and other test ranges in the
near future.



Figure 1. One MOTR Can Replace Many Single Object Tracking Radars

Figure 2. MOTR Tracks Objects with Extreme Accelerations



Figure 3. MOTR Tracks Targets at Lower Elevations

Figure 4. Target Motion Resolution

Figure 5. Intercept Mode



Figure 6. Multiple Tracks on a Single Object

Figure 7. Surveillance/Search Mode
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MULTIPLE OBJECT TRACKING RADAR:
SYSTEM ENGINEERING CONSIDERATIONS

Ralph L. Stegall
RCA Electronics Systems Department

Moorestown, NJ 08057

ABSTRACT

The Multiple Object Tracking Radar (MOTR) is being developed to meet projected range
needs into the next century.

This paper addresses several important implementation trade-offs that confronted the
system designers of this modern phased-array radar. A brief description of MOTR is
given. The basic system requirements are stated with the constraints imposed on the design
by economics, applicable standards, and the range environment. Major system trade-offs,
including hardware/software balance, data processor implementation, n  time ranging onth

multiple targets, and phased-array antenna architecture, are covered in some detail. In
addition, several aspects of software architecture and processing are discussed: the PRF
processing philosophy, Cartesian coordinate target filtering, and methods of data
correction. Several radar variants desired by the range community are noted.

INTRODUCTION

Currently in development by RCA under contract to the White Sands Missile Range, the
Multiple Object Tracking Radar (MOTR) will support the precision instrumentation radar
needs of test ranges through application of phased-array antenna technology. MOTR’s
phased array, mounted on an elevation-over-azimuth pedestal, enables it to track up to 10
targets simultaneously, with accuracies better than 0.2 mil rms angle and 1.0 yard rms
range. Additionally, a 5.7-dB signal-to-noise ratio is achieved while tracking a 6-in. sphere
with a 1.0-µs pulse at a 100-kiloyard range. The radar is mobile, and its design is based on
Inter Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG)  timing, transponder, and frequency standards.*

Table I lists important MOTR system parameters.



MOTR has the built-in flexibility to meet a wide variety of applications at many different
test ranges. The system can be used for range safety, performance evaluation of target
vehicles, and detection of discrete events in a mission. It supplies target data in range,
azimuth, and elevation, as well as X, Y, and Z Cartesian coordinates on skin-tracked or
transponder-equipped targets.

The system has unique features not provided by conventional trackers. Its inertialess beam
enables it to track objects exhibiting large angular accelerations, which occur during
proximity fly-by or lift-off of small missiles. MOTR tracks objects having angular
accelerations of 25,000 mils/s/s. A 50-µs pulsewidth capability permits tracking small
targets to long range. Relative accuracy between targets is better than that obtained with
two or more single-target trackers, because residual pedestal biases and timing differences
are excluded. The system architecture enables the operator to concentrate transmitter
power on a single object, or to distribute this resource among several objects. While
tracking 10 targets, MOTR simultaneously supports two independent search beams.

The emplaced MOTR has two primary components: a lowboy and an electronics van (see
Figure 1 for an artist’s rendition of the lowboy). The pedestal jacks down through the
lowboy and is bolted to a concrete pad. The lowboy equipment includes a transmitter, an
antenna/RF receiver, and a pedestal/servo. A 50-ft. van houses MOTR’s low-level
electronics and provides an environment suitable for radar operations and maintenance
personnel. The van equipment consists of twin operator consoles, a waveform generator,
an IF receiver, signal processor cabinets, and the data processor and its peripherals. A
system block diagram is shown in Figure 2.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Several important implementation trade-offs confronted system designers during MOTR
development. These trade-offs are highlighted in the following discussion.

System Requirements/Constraints

From the outset, a number of constraints were imposed on the new radar. A single MOTR
was to perform the functions of several current single-target precision instrumentation
radars of the AN/FPS-16 and AN/MPS-36 class. Consequently, several system parameters
and characteristics of those radars became MOTR requirements. Significant examples
include the operating frequency band, transmitter peak power, antenna gain, and an
elevation-over-azimuth antenna pedestal.

MOTR will be deployed on test ranges that have been in existence in excess of 30 years;
the radar design must provide satisfactory operation in the environment that has evolved at



each of those ranges. Fortunately, IRIG standards, which control range timing, transponder
coding, frequency considerations, etc., ease this problem. The major difficulty that remains
is the radar/range data interface, for which there is no inter-range standard and little
commonality. MOTR is configured with a flexible user interface that can be tailored to the
requirements of each range with little additional design effort.

MOTR is, basically, sophisticated test equipment. To reduce its cost, which is always a
concern, commercially available components were used whenever they were available. For
instance, a commercially available computer was chosen for the data processor.

Major System Trade-Offs

Hardware/software balance was the first major question faced by MOTR designers. As
computer memories grow and processing times decrease, the logical point at which
hardware/software implementation choices are clear undergoes change. There are radar
functions that clearly should be in hardware and others that just as clearly should be in
software. Then, there are those processes that could be in either. For example, should
hardware phase shifters be implemented to align monopulse error channels? For these
functions, there is less risk in the hardware implementation, but it is more costly, less
flexible, and less reliable.

MOTR software designers chose the software solution whenever possible. All logic and
computational requirements having time periods longer than the radar’s shortest pulse
repetition interval (780 µs) are processed in software. MOTR’s data processor receives
five samples of in-phase and quadrature data on each target in track at the pulse repetition
rate. All phase compensation is accomplished in software.

Designers realized that selecting the software solution would strain available computer
capacity. At the same time, however, they recognized that based on past computer
development, the processor capacity would grow to meet the need— and it has. The first
MOTR will be delivered with a 15% worst-case load processing time margin. Recent
work, has shown that most of the desired radar variants can be added with little time-
margin impact. Opting in favor of software has resulted in a very flexible system; most
variants can be added with software changes only, and others are primarily software with
minor hardware revisions.

A second important decision involved the type of data processor to employ. At the time the
decision was made, distributed processing was in favor, and there was strong sentiment to
divide data processor radar functions between many processors. In-depth timing studies
showed that available computer bus implementations would not support MOTR data
transfer at the required rates; thus, the distributed processor approach was abandoned.



Because of volume and weight constraints imposed by radar mobility requirements, system
designers decided that a machine no larger than a super mini-computer should be selected,
if one could be found with adequate processing capability. After benchmarking several
commercially available candidates, the Gould 32/9780 was selected to be the MOTR
computer.

Original MOTR specifications did not require n  time around track on multiple targets.th

This feature is not necessary for short-range testing, but is mandatory for long-range
launch and re-entry mission support. MOTR uses a high system PRF that is distributed
between all active object files and search beams. The system PRF determines the radar’s
unambiguous range for all objects. For a system PRF of 1280 Hz, the unambiguous range
is limited to 128 kiloyards.

Early during design, MOTR system engineers determined that modifying the completed
radar to add n  time ranging on multiple targets would be impractical. It was recognizedth

that it was a complex design, one affecting both hardware and software, but that it would
not be expensive in terms of hardware recurring cost. Thus, the feature was included. As a
result, MOTR will track 10 targets to 8192 kiloyards, employing automatic transmitter
phasing to avoid transmit/receive and receive/receive object conflicts. Figure 3 shows a
representative transmit/receive mix that might be encountered in a typical long-range
mission scenario.

The phased-array antenna was the single most challenging development facing the MOTR
designers. Multiple technical trade-offs were required. Selecting the space-fed array over
the corporate-fed array was easily done based on the cost/performance ratio. The
corporate-fed array, although an excellent performer, is expensive; its primary advantage,
small antenna volume, was not a significant MOTR selection factor.

The choice between the two types of space-fed arrays, i.e., between the transfer array and
the reflect array, was more difficult. The reflect array was clearly the more economical and
was the initial selection. In-depth studies of its characteristics, however, showed
performance was lacking in several areas, the most significant being accuracy. It was
decided that MOTR could not tolerate this degraded performance, and the reflect array
was abandoned in favor of the superior, but more costly, transfer array.

Many trade-offs were faced in designing the angle scan coverage. One might think the
larger the electronic scan coverage, the better. The larger area does not come without
penalty, however. For a given aperture size and lattice structure, the usable scan area is
directly related to the number of antenna elements employed.  For larger scans, not only1

are more elements required, but the space available to each element in the aperture is
smaller, resulting in a more difficult design. Consequently, the costs rise rapidly.



Another concern was that the antenna performance degrades as a function of the cosine of
the off-broadside beam-pointing angle. For large scan angles, system sensitivity and
accuracy are seriously affected. The prime requirement for MOTR is precision tracking,
which limits practical electronic off-broadside scan coverage to about 30E. The final
MOTR antenna design is based on a symmetrical, equilateral triangle element lattice that
produces the scan coverage shown in Figure 4. Radar search and tracking operations are
implemented into the six cusps. Note that there was a choice of orientation for the cusp
coverage. The lattice orientation chosen provides 66E coverage at the horizon, where there
is generally a preponderance of targets, when the array broadside is mechanically
designated to 18E elevation.

Several trade-offs were also encountered in the antenna beam-steering logic design.
Conventional row/column techniques were discarded in favor of a method that takes
advantage of the symmetry of the equilateral triangle lattice structure of the array. It was
found that the array can be divided into six identical sectors, greatly simplifying the beam-
steering design. A 3000-gate gate array device, part of each antenna element, was
developed to economically accomplish the beam-steering function. Very little off-array
logic is required with this approach. Note that the beam-steering logic design must (and
does) support the MOTR n  time ranging function.th

Software Considerations

In the world of instrumentation radars, several MOTR data processing approaches are
unconventional. Three of these are worthy of discussion: 1) target filtering, 2) PRF
processing, and 3) data correction. Figure 5 is a simplified block diagram of MOTR target
return processing in skin-track mode; it shows the interaction between filtering, PRF
processing, and data correction.

Traditionally, instrumentation radars have used polar coordinate tracking in range,
azimuth, and elevation (RAE). The system designers of MOTR chose to use Cartesian
coordinate filtering in X, Y, and Z, because Cartesian divorces the intrinsic target motion
from the range and angle acceleration and jerks induced by mapping into polar
coordinates. For example, consider a high-speed, constant-velocity target traveling a
straight-line path with a close-in crossover range. During the time interval subtending
crossover, there are extremely high values of radial acceleration, radial jerk, angular
acceleration, and angular jerk. Tracking in RAE would produce large lag errors,
influencing radar accuracy. But expressed in X, Y, and Z, all accelerations and jerks are
zero, and no lag errors are induced in the Cartesian coordinate filters.



In the past, in order to reduce computer load, single-target tracking radar error data has
been smoothed over several PRIs prior to application to the target tracking filters. This
technique limits tracking filter bandwidth, but in the case of single-target trackers, where
all transmissions are dedicated to one object, this limitation is of little consequence.

MOTR must handle from one to 10 targets at a maximum PRF of 1280 Hz. It would be
advantageous to smooth error data when tracking one target; but smoothing would not be
permitted when tracking, for example, eight targets, each with an object PRF of 160 Hz; in
this case, smoothing would limit the tracking filter bandwidth to unacceptably low values.
Thus, for this case, MOTR must processs each radar sample completely through target-
track filtering without pre-smoothing. This computer load is even more severe than
processing a single target at 1280 Hz. Therefore, no pre-smoothing is ever done for any
PRF/target combination. Because of this, MOTR is able to support tracking filter
bandwidths to 320 Hz; but more important, the process is more straightforward and
flexible without the pre-smoothing function.

Another significant departure from past single-target tracker implementations is the way in
which data correction is handled in MOTR. Traditionally, pedestal bias data correction has
been accomplished at the radar/user report interface, where for a single-target tracker the
computation rate is a non-stressing 10 or 20 Hz. Also, to reduce computer load, external
single-target tracker input designation data is normally not processed for inverse data
corrections, because extreme pointing accuracy in designation is generally not necessary.
In the case of MOTR, there are 10 target reports to be made for the external interface at a
20-Hz rate, which would result in a total data correction computation rate of 200 Hz.

It was realized that if the pedestal encoder data were corrected in the computer program at
the earliest possible point, the overall computation load would be less, because the data
processor pedestal servo computations execute at a rate of only 160 Hz. As shown
previously in Figure 5, all other target data corrections (including range slope and bias,
receive phase and gain, angle slope and bias, and refraction correction) occur at the target
PRF rate at the earliest point in the processing chain. The important result of this
processing philosophy is that the data smoothed in the X, Y, and Z tracking filters is a true,
unbiased estimate of target position, velocity, and acceleration; because this is the data that
drives MOTR external reports, displays, and recording, etc., this data is also without
known errors.



CONCLUSION

The Multiple Object Tracking Radar has been under system study and development at
RCA for nearly six years. Presently, a number of MOTR enhancements desired by the
range community are under investigation. A partial list of these radar variants includes:

C Range user interface modifications
C Multiple polarization antenna
C Clutter suppression
C Coherent integration
C Star calibration
C Radar control language
C Building installation
C Remote sensor control

The first MOTR is to be delivered to the White Sands Missile Range in late 1987, where it
will undergo extensive field testing prior to final acceptance.
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Figure 1. MOTR Lowboy Equipment



Figure 2. MOTR System Block Diagram



Figure 3. N  Time Ranging on Multiple Targetsth



Figure 4. MOTR Electronic Scan Coverage



Figure 5. MOTR Target Return Processing



Table I. MOTR System Parameters

Parameter Value

Radar Frequency C-Band (5.4 to 5.9 Ghz)

Antenna:
Directive Gain 45.9 dB
Beamwidth 1.05E
Scan Volume 60E cone plus cusps

Transmitter Power:
Peak 1.0 MW
Average 5.0 kW

Range 0.5 to 8192 kiloyards

Radar PRF (Selectable) 80, 160, 320, 640, 1280 Hz

Per Object PRF (Selectable) 20, 40, 80, 160, 320, 640, 1280 Hz

Pulsewidth (Selectable):
Non-Chirp 0.25, 0.5, 1.0 µs
Chirp (Expanded) 3.125, 12.5, 50 µs
Chirp (Compressed) 0.25 µs

Pedestal Servo:
Position Servo Rate-aided Type 2
Maximum Rate:

Azimuth 800 mils/s
Elevation 300 mils/s

Maximum Acceleration 200 mils/s/s

Tracking Filters:
Coordinates Cartesian (XYZ)
Types Alpha-Beta, Alpha-Beta-Gamma
Bandwidth PRF/2 to 0.1 Hz
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ABSTRACT

This paper provides an insight into the techniques and processes employed in the
manufacture of a next-generation, high precision, multi-target, instrumentation radar. The
paper emphasizes the practical implementation of high-technology concepts such as the
operator interactive controls and displays; the compact high power transmitter and the
phased-array antenna sub-system.
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ABSTRACT

The U.S. Army’s White Sands Missile Range awarded a contract to the RCA
Corporation’s unit at Moorestown, New Jersey in August, 1984, for the first Multiple
Object Tracking Radar. This MOTR is scheduled for delivery in December 1987. This
paper discusses the radar, its system characteristics, results of subsystem and system
testing to date, as well as plans and objectives of field tests to be conducted at WSMR.
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ABSTRACT

In addition to the weapon systems development and integration testing and performance
measurements which are carried out by specialized test centers, the users have to perform
operational evaluations and training flights.

Facing the complexity of systems, the variety of functions and electromagnetic
protections. It becomes necessary to make a summary of them and to reconstitute the
operational mission.

AMD-BA have defined a self-contained installation. simple when it comes to placing it
on board series aircraft, and are also able to ensure acquisition through mobile, easily
transportable facilities.

1 - NEEDS

For operational evaluation of modern aircraft (missile firing, training in electronic
warfare environment ... ) it is no longer possible to ask the pilot to give an accurate report
of all that he could see whereas he was using the system in its various functions. Some of
the anomalies are even due to incorrect displays which would be difficult to reproduce.

The flight data recorder can enable a flight to be reconstituted, but the items of
information recorded do not suffice to reconstitute the mission. All the interesting items of
information circulate in digital buses and, very often in a limited number of them, between
the sensors, the navigation and weapon system, the pilot’s visualizations and firing orders.



These are :

C Flight information (altitude, Mach speed) from the pressure unit.
C Aircraft attitude (inertia unit).
C Aircraft position (inertia unit).
C Radar information (elevation, distance).
C Status of the various armament systems selected, release order.

In an other bus, the active or passive countermeasure boxes condition can be found.

In some cases, the interest may be in some other buses internal to the equipment or in
separate units of the central computer. This can be the case when it is desirable to use a
G.P.S. navigation receiver which is not coupled to the aircraft inertia unit.

2 - STRUCTURE OF SYSTEM TEST AQUISITIONS

For flight tests we have defined a very general acquisition system according to the same
principles as for an avionic system designated as DANIEL 90 and whose integration we
ensure (Plate 1).

An AGP central unit ensures the management of the system by means of a bus
(simplified Digibus type). To this bus, various types of coupling auxiliaries can be
connected which will make it possible to couple acquisition systems from different makers
which can have their own internal data buses.

Each coupling auxiliary can send out a PCM message in addition to the two PCM
messages sent by the AGP.

The AGP loads the utility programs into the ACs and gives them the time.

These coupling auxiliaries can also be in self-contained operation when the program
management card is inserted instead of the bus coupling card.

Since in general, analog acquisitions are not necessary for operational evaluations, a
box, very interesting for our application, is the self-contained operation ACB.



3 - DESCRIPTION OF THE ACB

3.1 - General Description

The ACB is the unit capable of acquiring digital buses of various types. The ACB is
capable of two operations :

C either coupled to the AGP of the Daniel 90 system,
C or self-contained.

The main functions of the ACB are:

C Acquisition of six high frequency (1 MHz) digital buses or of 12 low rate (100 KHz)
buses. The parameters circulating in these buses are acquired in a spying mode and
collected according to a program defined by the user.

C In the coupled mode, the connection to the AGP is ensured by a bus (simplified Digibus
type) for :

C
C loading the acquisition program.
C trouble indication by status word.
C transmitting the acquired data.

C In the coupled mode and self-contained mode, generation of an independent PCM
message at the rate of 16 000 words of 16 bits per sec.

This rate of 16 000 words is not a limit and can be, in the future, increased to 32 000,
64 000 words per second and even more if need be.

C Datation re-synchronized by the AGP central unit in coupled mode or, directly by the
airborne time base synchronizable from the ground, in self-contained mode.

C High accuracy datation for the acquisition of certain buses.

In the general case, the datation accuracy is 1 msec. In some cases, for quick buses such as
radar internal buses, a more accurate datation of 500 or 250 µsec. turned out to be
necessary. The user therefore has the possibility of having more accurately dated
acquisitions.



3.2 - General characteristics

3.2.1 - Physical characteristics

The ACB is in the form of a 1/2 ATR rack, with the following standard physical
characteristics:

C Dimensions: 380 x 193.7 x 124 mm (1/2 ATR)
C Weight: 7.5 kg
C Supply: 28 V
C Consumption: 100 watts approx.
C Connection: by AMP ARINC 404 connector. Rackable sytem to AERI standards.

3.2.2 Electrical characteristics

The ACB comprises:

C 1 supply
C 1 Management and Control Central Unit Card fitted with a 68 000 microprocessor of

Motorola.
C 1 Generation Card for an independent PCM message, fitted with a 68 000

microprocessor
C 3 general slots for taking 3 bus acquisition cards each capable of 2 acquisition chains.

Each acquisition chain is managed by a 68 000 microprocessor.

In the AGP coupled version (Plate 1), a user card enables the ACB to be coupled to the
connection bus. In the self-contained version (Plate 2), an EEPROM non volatile memory
enables the loaded acquisition program to be stored directly into the ACB.

3.2.3 - Performances

Each acquisition chain is characterized, according to the bus received, by an
interchangeable module. A mixing of the buses is therefore possible.

C A box can take 3 acquisition cards with 2 chains each.

C A chain, by simply changing its module. is capable of acquiring:
C 1 DIGIBUS
C 1 ASCB/SPERRY bus
C 1 1553/MIL STD bus
C 2 ARINC buses



C 2 RS 422 buses
C 1 MISSIBUS/CYRANO or RDI bus
C 1 Electr. flight control bus

3.3 - Operation

The bus acquisition operation is the same in the coupled mode as in the self-contained
mode. Upon initialization, the Central Unit Card loads the recognition and collection tables
into the acquisition cards as a function of the buses to acquire.

Two kinds of buses can be spied: The “message” type bus such as DIGIBUS for instance
which is therefore constituted of several messages with an identification (MID) followed
by data words (Plate 3).

The “Label” type buses in which each word has its own address. The ARINC bus is of the
Label type (Plate 3).

Acquisition: (Plate 3)

In case of message type bus, the recognition table contains the various identifications to be
acquired e.g. MID 1, ... MID 3, and the collection table makes it possible to collect the
data words concerning the programmed test.
Example: In MID 1 message, collection of D2

In the case of the label type bus, the recognition table contains the labels to be acquired:
L1, 1-5, ... The collection table makes it possible to group data D1. D5 depending on the
user’s needs.

The various collected data are formatted and dated and put at the disposal of the Central
Unit Card.

In the coupled version, according to the acquisition program defined. some data are routed
towards the AGP to constitute the message(s) or towards the PCM output independent of
the ACB.

In the self-contained version, the acquired data constitute the PCM message independent
of the ACB.

Note: In each acquisition chain the recognition table enables to collect up to 128 MID.
The collection table has a total capacity of 2048 actions.



4 - GENERAL MIMIC DIAGRAM OF ANOPERATIONAL INSTALLATION

4.1 - Basic system (Plate 6)

C The bus messages acquisition is ensured by the ACB.

C Timing is ensured by an airborne time base which can be synchronized with the ground
time base.

C The DANIEL format PCM message can be telemeasured and / or recorded on board.
C It is also essential to record the pilot’s audio.
C Remote control: we have made provision for a remote control of the various

boxes.
C Time base starting and resetting
C Video transfer.
C Recorders and radar responders starting.
C Synchronization pip with pilot stand-by control.

The purpose of this remote control is the adaptation of the various controls without having
to interfere with the aircraft wiring, especially in the cabin.

4.2 -Video option

For certain types of tests, the acquisition of video signals is of interest:

C Camera for head-up outside filming.
C Video indicator signals recording.

In order to avoid the mounting of two recorders, magnetic / analog and video, it must be
possible to mix the low rate (< 64 Kbits/sec) PCM message with the video signal.

4.3 - Trajectography

An accurate trajectography can be obtained in the conventional way, using external means,
by mounting a radar responder and by synchronizing the time bases.

It is preferable to envisage mounting a GPS assembly, with test bus acquisition by the
ACB. Ground processing using the information from the inertia unit will result in an
accuracy at least as good as the one corresponding to external trajectography, particularly
if care is taken to install a reference receiver in the operation station.



The accuracy that can be obtained will namely make a dogfight training application
possible. An aircraft relative trajectography accuracy of about 10 m and the automatic
synchronization of DANIEL PCM messages with the satellite time will make for an easy
operation. A screen visualization of the real dogfight can be of the same type as that of
simulator training.

The on-board recording of messages makes this installation fully self-contained and avoids
telemetry frequency jamming.

5 - AIRBORNE INSTALLATION

The ACB must be situated in the routing of the aircraft quick buses. Since it is in the
standard ATR format, it can easily replace a less used operational equipment. We usually
replace the TACAN box, and the other items of equipment, namely the recorders are
placed in the compartments reserved for the guns.

For this application and especially if the message is recorded on board, a single
telemetry antenna can suffice and avoids routing co-axials cables. The development of
synchronizable small size telemetry transmitters would improve reliability and installation
quality.

6 - GROUND INSTALLATION

On-board mixing of bus information and transmission by a moderate rate DANIEL
PCM message enable users to be proposed operation stations at reasonable costs. It is
possible to realize this operation within an air-transportable mobile station, 20 or 30 ft.
shelter. The use of GOULD type multiprocessors with memory buses, would easily make
it possible to mix the acquisitions corresponding to several aircraft.
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ABSTRACT

The architecture and application of a comprehensive, integrated Flight Test System (FTS)
is presented which demonstrates how real-time acquisition, processing, secondary storage,
and advanced Man-Machine Interfaces (MMI) allow higher confidence in safety of flight
and better results in quality of maneuvers over a wider envelope range. Standardized file
structures allow interactive correlation between previously recorded results and current
incoming data with statistical distribution analysis.

Keywords: Telemetry, real-time, data acquisition, processing, flight test, graphics display

INTRODUCTION

Telemetry acquisition and real-time processing requirements are steadily increasing
because of the increased complexity of the platforms under test and the demand for more
comprehensive interoperability testing. Conversely, quicker certification is required to
increase productivity and reduce costs and idle time. These facts were emphasized many
times during a recent survey of manufacturers and government flight test ranges.

The prerequisites for the test system appear contradictory. To accomplish increasing
testing needs, ground station test systems must advance technologically faster than
platforms under test. Real-time acquisition and processing has proven to be a tremendous
time saver in the testing cycle. Unfortunately the processing power to produce real-time
results is expensive and bulky. The time and expertise required to set up these real-time
systems for multiple tests on multiple platforms are prohibitive and cumbersome.
Mechanisms for data display range from traditional strip chart recorders to very expensive
graphics workstations. The former relies heavily on the test engineer’s memory for
interpretation and comparison to previous or predicted results. In the latter case, multiple



engineers have access to, and are assisted by, a computer’s power, memory, and
correlational capabilities to achieve more complete results. To date such real-time systems
were individually created at considerable time and expense with varying degrees of
success and little or no standardization.

The SYSTEM 500 was designed to test the platform to its full design specifications and
determine deviations during real time. It provides real-time decision support information to
accelerate the certification cycle while maintaining safety and integrity. The SYSTEM 500
(Figures 1, 2) is a real-time data acquisition, processing, and color graphics display
system. It brings together, into a single integrated unit, those attributes needed to speed up
and maintain the integrity of the certification process:

Data acquisition from multiple diverse streams including PAM, PCM, FM,
analog, digital, time, and MIL-STD-1553.

Processing data in real time through a variety of standard compression,
processing, or user-developed algorithms (either as algebraic notation or
through high-level programming languages).

Data output to one or more devices and formats including analog (strip
charts), digital, MIL-STD-1553, DMA (to an external computer system),
digital tape, mass storage, PCM, Gbyte disk units, etc.

Man-Machine Interface (MMI) display system providing a bidirectional
pathway to set up and control the system as well as analyze and present
processed information in a concise meaningful manner.

BUS ARCHITECTURE

Today’s technology permits a high degree of integration in microprocessor-based
telemetry data acquisition and processing systems. Major functions such as bit
synchronization, decommutation, or array processing may be placed on a single circuit
board. The bus or data distribution network becomes the backbone of the system, moving
data from acquisition device, to processing, to storage, or to output ports. The MUXbus
network, utilizing data flow technology, is the System 500’s backbone. Telemetry consists
predominantly of many single word measurands and data items. The System 500
architecture encapsulates in a single word packet (token) both data and its descriptor (tag).
The entire token is moved simultaneously on the MUXbus, a broadcast bus, where all
devices requiring a data element receive it simultaneously (Figure 3). Receiving modules
(e.g., processing, storage, or output) are preprogrammed to acquire only specific data.



Comparing the MUXbus to traditional computer bus architectures reveals several
advantages. The computer bus is held until data transmission to a single output device is
complete. Other devices wanting the bus must wait until transmission is complete and each
receives permission to use the bus. A fixed priority scheme often limits data access or
results in contention and a maximum loading efficiency of 75%. The MUXbus broadcast
technique results in efficiencies over 100% when compared to the traditional bus. The
example in Figure 3 shows a 500% efficiency, as two processors, disk, tape, and channel
to an external computer receive data simultaneously. Thus a 12-MHz bus actually has an
instantaneous equivalent throughput rate of 60 MHz. A rotating priority scheme insures
that each output device has an equal opportunity to transmit data, further increasing bus
efficiency.

As system requirements expand beyond a single chassis of up to 15 circuit boards,
additional chassis are added. Simply extending the MUXbus would quickly overwhelm
even the fastest or longest practical bus. Instead MUXbusses from multiple chassis are
linked in a hub and spokes network, called the MUXnet. A bidirectional gateway passes
only that data required external to the chassis, further magnifying bus throughput of the
entire system. Programming the gateway occurs automatically as a by-product of System
setup. The hub and spokes network concentrates data from data acquisition chassis to
processor chassis. In order to cope with acquiring data from multiple high-speed sources,
the hub chassis operates at three times the speed of the sending chassis.

A separate bus network for control and display links the acquisition and processing chassis
to the group of graphics workstations. Additionally, the graphics workstations may include
a full computer system as a node. Inside the chassis the bus is a traditional small computer
parallel bus. Ethernet was chosen as the network because (1) it is an industry standard
supported by virtually all computer systems, workstations, and portable and proprietary
operating systems and (2) its 10 Mbit/see serial bus is compatible with requirements for
graphics display and control data.

DATA ACQUISITION

Multiple data streams from a wide variety of sources may be acquired by the System 500.
Data from each stream is converted to one or more parallel words, assigned a tag, and
“limit checked” before placement on the MUXbus. Although each acquisition device is
typically a single circuit board, multiple boards are also grouped together to provide
complex functions of PCM bit synchronization and decommutation. A partial list of data
acquisition modules appears as Table I. Multiples of each module type may be distributed
throughout the data acquisition chassis network to meet the requirements of the most
demanding application. IRIG time is also viewed as a data acquisition source. It may be
synchronized to an external reference, or generated by a single board contained in a data



acquisition chassis and deposited as tokens on the MUXbus, or generated externally and
acquired as multiple digital words or encoded in the data stream. The IRIG module also
controls industry standard analog tape transports and searches for data by specific time
intervals.

REAL-TIME PROCESSING

A system generating many millions of parameters per second requires a similar processing
capability. Even though today’s superminicomputers are seeing dramatic increases in
processing capacity, their less then 10 MIPS (million instructions per second) capacity is
inadequate to meet real-time processing and data movement demands. Traditional
solutions to overcome this bottleneck utilized special purpose compressors, array
processors, and EU (engineering unit) conversion devices based upon bit-sliced integrated
circuit technology or multitudes of standard processors arranged in a complex parallel
architecture. While speeds were achieved by bit-slice solutions, algorithm development
was complex, expensive, time consuming, and usually relegated to the mystic conclave of
microcoders.

Today new technology is available that enables superminicomputer processing power on a
single small circuit board while providing standard computer languages for quick, easy
algorithm development. Adding this capability to the data flow architecture of the
MUXbus network, with its ability to easily support multiple processors, produces a system
capacity of millions of parameters per second. Although the high-level language compilers
are efficient and take advantage of the parallel pipelined architecture of the attached
microprocessor, an extensive library of traditional telemetry processing algorithms was
created in microcode to achieve maximum throughput. The on-board, high-speed floating
point unit offers a platform for EU conversion through polynomial expansion, fast Fourier
transformation, and power spectral density algorithms. Multiple algorithms may be chained
to produce complex processes without creating intermediate tokens. This decreases
overhead while saving tag space. It is also possible to define new unique algorithms and
processes through direct entry of algebraic notation. For example:

NEWPRES = ((PRESS1 + PRESS2 + PRESS3)/3)*SIN(THETA)

Telemetry data processing offers an excellent environment for parallel processing. System
throughput many times that of a single processing element may be achieved by (1)
processing subsets of the parameters for a common algorithm on individual processors or
(2) dividing a time-consuming complex process over several processors as in a pipeline.
Example 1 provides a truly linear result, but Example 2 introduces overhead due to the
time spent creating and absorbing intermediate tokens. Figure 4 graphically presents these
examples.



OUTPUT AND STORAGE

Raw and/or processed parameter data storage may be maintained within the system. The
parallel architecture offers two advantages over real-time storage in a central computer.
First is avoiding the tremendous resource utilization required by the computer system. The
above discussion of a broadcast bus shows that there is no additional bus overhead
required to capture data for storage (i.e., resources to store data are free), while in
traditional computer systems separate bus cycles are required to move data to storage and
the CPU for postprocessing. Second, multiple disk or tape subsystems can be employed
when traffic exceeds that of a single system. Storage functions may activate on command
or automatically upon receipt of specific data or alarm conditions. Data format may include
tag, or be without tag, as arranged in specific blocks as captured periodically by a current
value table (CVT). Upon command, data may be retrieved for display, processing, or to
aid in setup, training, or simulation.

Traditional output device data sinks are available including: analog for display on strip
chart recorders; digital (discretes); DMA (direct memory output) to busses of Digital
Equipment, Data General, Gould, Hewlett Packard, Sun, Apollo, Floating Point Systems,
and IBM computers and workstations; serial (both RS-232 and Ethernet); IEEE 488
parallel (also called GPIB); and MIL-STD-1553 serial bus.

SIMULATION

Modules are provided to aid in system setup and simulation for training and development.
A single-card PCM/PAM simulator module provides a simple mechanism to test and verify
decommutator setup, check algorithm development, or assist in training system operators.
MIL-STD-1553 serial bus and PCM encoder output are ideal sources for introducing more
complex data for similar functions or simulation in flight-test simulators or development,
test, and integration of avionics RTs (remote terminals) and BCs (bus controllers). Here
actual PCM or 1553 data streams are created in response to tokens created by the
processors or external sources.

DATA DISPLAY AND SYSTEM SETUP

The goal of the System 500 is to, as much as possible, transparently solve user problems,
that is, users should concentrate on platform testing, not on having to work through a
complex operating system and control software. This is accomplished by employing an
operator interface which makes extensive use of large high-resolution graphics
workstations, pull-down menus, pop-up windows, and color graphics screens controlled by
a mouse or the more traditional cursor and alphanumeric keys. While a single workstation 



may control the entire system, multiple workstations may be utilized to set up individual
chassis, develop algorithms, or view real-time data.

In keeping with our goal of transparency, users are normally hidden from the complexities
of the operating system. When the system is powered on, a window appears on the
workstation display and a login prompt is displayed, followed by a password prompt. Each
user of the system has an access level associated with their account. There are multiple
access levels. On pull-down menus the users see only the selections that are valid for their
access level.

As a user establishes a connection to a chassis, a new window is created. A single user can
establish multiple connections to unique chassis and multiple users can establish dedicated
connections to unique chassis. The test directory describing all parameters for the setup
and operation of a chassis has associated with it a baseline test and a series of subtests
which are deltas of the baseline. The user can create a series of displays for each test or
subtest. As each test is performed, the display information is made available to all users of
the system.

Multiple levels of Man-Machine Interfaces assist users in movement around the hierarchy
of menus and setup information including pointing to a selection with a mouse, using
cursor keys, pressing the “next” key to advance to the next possible selection and typing in
a selection. Two default display modes are provided: the single screen and the four
window screen. In quad mode, each window will support a display of approximately 56
characters per row by 28 rows. A variety of graphic displays may be defined for each
window including scrolling strip charts, x-y crossplots, bar charts, meters, status, and
alarms. Both modes also incorporate a single command line and separate status panel
showing the test scenario in use, status of the active decommutators (search, lock verify,
check) and several important parameters. A menu selection look-ahead technique generally
shows the selections for the next menu or the possible choices ahead of the current menu.
A similar feature provides typists entering commands a similar capability (e.g., typing the
first letter of a command produces the most likely response, additional strokes may be
required to specify less likely commands). Color is employed to draw attention not
confuse. Foreground, background, and alarm colors are user selectable.

The parameter page (Figure 5) is an example of the method used to define setup I/O
module characteristics or define parameter processing. Here it is used to select algorithms
from libraries, give the parameter a name and tag, and define the input parameters and
arguments.



CONCLUSION

The System 500 was developed to produce a complete, expandable, tightly integrated
system for telemetry data acquisition and real-time processing. Incorporating state-of-the-
art technology for processing, data display, and Man-Machine Interface, the System 500
offers a solution for test engineers to speed up the process of platform certification.

Figure 1. The System 500 Data Acquisition, Real-Time Processing
and Display System



Figure 2. Block Diagram of the System 500



Figure 3. MUXbus Broadcast Bus Data Distribution

Figure 4. Two Methods for Parallel Processing in the System 500



Figure 5. Example of the Four-Window Screen Showing the
Define Parameter Page Used in System Setup

Table I
System 500 Data Acquisition Modules and Sources

Bit Synchronizers Parallel Input Module
Single Board (1 Mbit/sec)
Standard (5 Mbit/sec) DMAP (External Computer Bus Interface)
External Controller

MIL-STD-1553 Interface
PCM Decommutator

Standard RS-232 Interface
Single Board
Multiformat ARINC 429
High Speed Multiformat

Ethernet Interface
PAM Decommutator

IEEE-488 Bus Interface
Quantizer (Analog - Digital Converter)

IRIG Time Code
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ABSTRACT

A distributed data acquisition and control system has been developed for the NASA
Flight Loads Research Facility. The DACS II system is composed of seven computer
systems and four array processors configured as a main computer system, three satellite
computer systems, and 13 analog input/output systems interconnected through three
independent data networks. Up to three independent heating and loading tests can be run
concurrently on different test articles or the entire system can be used on a single large test
such as a full scale hypersonic aircraft. Thermal tests can include up to 512 independent
adaptive closed loop control channels. The control system can apply up to 20 MW of
heating to a test specimen while simultaneously applying independent mechanical loads.
Each thermal control loop is capable of heating a structure at rates of up to 150EF per
second over a temperature range of -300 to +2500EF. Up to 64 independent mechanical
load profiles can be commanded along with thermal control. Up to 1280 analog inputs
monitor temperature, load, displacement and strain on the test specimen’s) with real time
data displayed on up to 15 terminals as color plots and tabular data displays. System setup
and operation is accomplished with interactive menu-driver displays with extensive
facilities to assist the users in all phases of system operation.

INTRODUCTION

The data acquisition and adaptive closed loop direct digital control system (referred to
as the DACS II) described in this paper was designed to increase the capability of the
NASA Ames Dryden Flight Loads Research Facility by replacing the aging DACS I
system. The DACS II is a distributed data acquisition and control system including seven
digital computers, four array processors, five programmable data acquisition controllers, 



and 13 remote multiplexers. Data acquisition capability extends up to 750,000 words per
second and accommodates up to three independent tests running concurrently.

The Flight Loads Research Facility is a part of the Dryden Flight Research Facility of
NASA Ames Research Center at Edwards, California. This facility provided NASA with
the capability for combined loading and heating tests of structural components and
complete flight vehicles, and the calibration and evaluation of flight loads instrumentation
under the conditions expected in flight. A wide variety of test activities is incorporated
within the Flight Loads Research Facility to support the broad spectrum of flight research
programs of NASA, DoD, and other aerospace organizations.

The Flight Loads Research Facility consists of a large high bay test area equipped to
accomplish research and development of aerospace structures, particularly hot structures
that find use in supersonic and hypersonic vehicles. Systems for mechanical, thermal, and
vibration testing of structures, as well as for data acquisition and test control are
incorporated in the facility.

The previous loading and heating system (the DACS I) was used to test an entire YF-12
flight vehicle as a part of a comprehensive flight loads research program, simulating both
engine hearing and Mach 3 aerodynamic heating.

The Flight Loads Research Facility recently modernized several of its systems that
support combined loading and heating tests. The previous data acquisition and control
system (the DACS 1) used minicomputer technology from the early 1970’s and analog
acquisition components dating from the early 1960’s. While the DACS I was an effective
system accomplishing the YF-12 laboratory tests, it was limited in its ability to control
high heating rates. Also, it became very difficult to maintain due to the age of its
components. The DACS II replaced the DACS I and substantially upgraded the capability
of the Flight Loads Research Facility to accomplish structural tests in support of generic
hot structures research and such programs as the National Aerospace Plan [NASP] project.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

The research testing to be accomplished in the Flight Loads Research Facility called for
a data acquisition and control system capable of precise control of test conditions and the
acquisition of research quality measurements. The major requirements to be met were as
follows:

1.  Acquisition of 1280 data channels consisting of accelerometers, flowmeters, heat
flux thermocouples at rates of at least 10 measurements per channel each second. The
error in measurements, based on the connection of perfect transducers and including all



error sources, must be no greater than ±.15% or ±20 microvolts, whichever is greater, with
a three sigma level of confidence.

2.  Perform temperature control for static set points within ±.5% or ±5EF. For dynamic
set points, and within +1% or +10EF for temperature change rates of up to 10EF per
second, within ±2% or ±20EF for temperature change rates of up to 150EF per second.
Control temperature for intermediate change rates with allowable errors in direct
proportion to those specified for the maximum temperature change rate. Control extends
over the range of -300EF to 2500EF except where limited by available electrical power.
external input of algorithm constants prior to or during a test activity by digitally
commanding the 512 existing electrical power controllers. These controllers employ zero
crossover switching of up to 20 MW of 480 Vac, 60 Hz power to electrical heater
systems.

4.  Display measured results, control performance, and system status in forms designed
for system operators and test engineers.

5.  Generate set point profiles for existing servohydraulic load controllers. The load set
point profiles must be coordinated with the thermal set point profiles to simultaneously
create the desired thermal and mechanical environment.

6.  Operate up to three independent test operations simultaneously and be able to
combine system resources to accomplish a test operation using the entire system.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

There were several more design considerations and tradeoffs made in developing an
optimum DACS II configuration. Some were driven by the functional requirements, some
by the physical layout of the Flight Loads Research Facility, and some were driven by
environmental conditions under which the system must operate.

Facility Layout

NASA’s Flight Loads Research Facility is located on the edge of Rogers Dry Lake on
Edwards Air Force Base, California. This location is near the western edge of the Mojave
Desert. The facility consists of a large high bay test are (see Figure 1) with an adjacent
laboratory, office and storage area. The 120-ft. by 150-ft. reinforced concrete floor of the
test area contains “tie-down” slots to anchor test setups and is accessed from the entry
ramp by a 136-ft. by 40-ft. door. a 5-ton rail crane services the entire test area floor.
Systems for mechanical, thermal and vibration testing of structures, as well as data
acquisition and test control are incorporated in the facility. The DACS II provides the data
acquisition and thermal control function and provides command set points for the
mechanical test function.

The data acquisition and test control room is located on the second floor overlooking
the main test area. Instrumentation and electronic support laboratories are also provided. In



addition, closed-circuit television for visual monitoring, together with public address and
headset audio communication systems are available.

Frameworks that support banks of radiant heaters, which are custom-contoured to the
vehicle or component shape, are erected around the test article for the heating tests. The
radiant heaters are constructed of reflectors on which banks of quartz lamps are mounted.
Each bank or zone of lamps is wired into a digital, adaptive, closed-loop control system.
The temperature of each zone is forced to follow a desired time history, based on feedback
from a control thermocouple located on the specimen within that zone. An adaptive
algorithm is used to compute commands to silicon controlled rectifier power controllers.
As many as 512 zones can be controlled to distribute tup to 20 MW of available power.
The power controllers are located on a balcony inside the high-bay test area across from
the control room which contains must of the DACS II computers. A dedicated 20 MW
electrical load center is located outside the test are building adjacent to the power
controller balcony.

Maximum temperatures of 2500EF, and temperature rates of I50EF per second have
been achieved using the DACS II system. Heating rates of 100 Btu/ft -sec have been2

achieved with the lamp arrays and power controllers in the Flight Loads Research Facility.
Liquid nitrogen is used when cooling is required to simulate cryogenic fuel or initial
conditions of a high-altitude launch.

Adaptive Control Algorithms

The development of an adaptive closed-loop control algorithm which will provide a
change in temperature of a non-defineable test item structure of from static temperature
with .5% or 5EF accuracy to 150EF/ second with 2% or 20EF accuracy over the range of
-300EF to 2500EF was considered the principal design consideration.

The heat is applied to the test specimen by high powered lamps placed just above the
structure to be heated (typical lamp and its reflector is approximately 10 inches x 18
inches). The amount of heat transferred to the structure is a function of the non-defineable
structure (thickness, shape, and material type), how far the lamp is located from the
structure and how many cycles/second (of 60 Hz power) the lamp is energized. The lamp
wattage of up to 6 kW per lamp structures in well under 60 cycles/second of illumination.
A simplified block diagram of a single control loop is shown in Figure 2.

Each of the 512 thermal control loops must operate independently even though there
may be some interaction from adjacent heat lamps. An adaptive algorithm was required
because it was not possible (or practical to establish all constants for each test specimen or
portion thereof in advance of the test. At the same time, in order to simplify the complexity
of the adaptive portion of the algorithm, it was considered acceptable to run a short



identification test prior to the test run to establish the two critical constants based on the
physics of the specimen.

The thermal profile requires data and setpoints at a minimum of 4 times/sec for each
control loop. The thermal control algorithm inputs are the temperature setpoint and the test
specimen’s actual temperature (measured by a thermocouple attached to the structure
below the center of the heating lamp). The heating level is an integer between 0 and 15
(inclusive) representing the number of cycles the heating lamp is powered during the 0.25
second setpoint update period.

Originally, Teledyne selected a Proportional Integral [PI] algorithm for the closed loop
control system. A functional block diagram of the PI closed loop system is presented in
Figure 3.

FIGURE 1.  NASA FLIGHT LOADS RESEARCH FACILITY TEST AREA 

FIGURE 2.  THERMAL CONTROL LOOP SIMPLIFIED BLOCK DIAGRAM



FIGURE 3.  FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE PI CLOSED
LOOP SYSTEM

The PI closed loop system has two degrees of freedom: the coefficients K  and K  (fromP  I

the formula below):

where:

J is the time variable

t is the current time

t  is the initial timeo

K  is the proportional coefficient of the PI algorithmp

K  is the integral coefficient of the PI algorithmI

An inherent steady state error occurs for ramp function inputs when a PI control
algorithm is used. A theoretical analysis has been performed to determine the required
relations between the control algorithm coefficients (K  and K ) and the test specimen/p  I

scenario characteristics (test specimen thermal inertia, temperature profile slope and the
maximum allowed temperature error).

Since the heat lamp represents a discrete heat source that is on from 0 to 15 times per
setpoint, the specimen actual temperature will rise in a sawtooth manner while attempting
to approximate a ramp function. The actual average temperature is phase delayed from the
desired temperature. The amount of delay is proportional to the structure thickness as
illustrated in Figure 4A. Figure 4B shows the sawtooth ripple effect of the on/off cycles of
the lamp while the algorithm is attempting to follow a predefined straight slope.



FIGURE 4A.  RIPPLE EFFECT OF THE COMMAND PULSES

FIGURE 4B.  RIPPLE EFFECT OF THE COMMAND PULSES



During the prototyping of thermal control subsystem, a constant delay appeared
between the actual temperature and designed profile, where the delay is dependent on the
specimen characteristics and test environment. It was observed that an analog Laplas
Transform analysis model of the control system ignores the natural delay existing in any
digital computer control system; therefore, there is always a delay in the actual
temperature. In addition, the stability region of actual control system would not match the
theoretically calculated boundaries.

As a result of the above observations, the control loop analysis was redone using the Z
transform techniques and adding the actual delay into the control loop. Figure 5 shows the
new control model with natural system delays.

FIGURE 5.  CONTROL MODEL WITH DELAY

The digitized PI control algorithm using the )t as unit of time is as follows:

where: n ) t = Current time
U  = o  i # oi

Delay  + Delay  = m)t1  2

U = Power level
X = Profile set point
Y = Specimen temperature
A, B, C are specimen
coefficients a

The new analysis method resulted in more stable control and removed the inherent
latency in specimen temperature. Stability regions were defined accurately and control
parameters were selected so that errors in online calculation of specimen coefficients
cannot cause instability in the temperature control.



In order to minimize the total pick load generated by the heating system, a load
balancing algorithm is implemented which optimizes the pulse distribution versus heat
level.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The DACS II system consists of a main station, three satellite stations, one thermal
station, one mechanical station, and one test engineering station. Each satellite station
includes a remote data acquisition controller and several remote multiplexer/demultiplexer
units. The mechanical and thermal stations include output control instrumentation and
demultiplexers.

Three independent star shape networks interconnect the DACS II stations. The main
station is connected to all other stations at least via a DecNet network. The thermal station
is connected to all the satellites via a DLX network.Figure 6 shows the general
architecture of DACS II system. A third network connects the remote data acquisition
controllers to the Remote Multiplexer units and to the main station via (2.75 Mwps) full
duplex synchronous fiber optic links. All three networks use DAMs as their interface to
the computers.

FIGURE 6.  DACS II ARCHITECTURE



The DACS II may be physically divided into five functional areas:

1. Remote Multiplexers and Demultiplexers that acquire analog temperature and
pressure data, output analog signals to the MTS mechanical loads subsystem,
monitor and control the power distribution circuit breakers, and control the heat
lamp power controllers.

2. Satellite Computer systems that control the remote Satellite multiplexers sampling
analog temperatures and strains, calculate up to 256 adaptive temperature control
algorithms, and control up to 16 local load exciters when a Satellite system is
working autonomously.

3. Main Data Acquisition and Control Computer that manages all other subsystems
when DACS II is performing a single large test.

4. Thermal Loads Distribution Computer that performs load balancing of the heat
lamps.

5. Mechanical Loads Control Computer that generates the predefined mechanical
loads profiles applied to the MTS, Inc. load exciters when the system is
controlling a single test.

The interrelationship of all these systems is presented in Figure 7, a top level system
block diagram.

Satellite Multiplexers

There are twelve multiplexers in the current DACS II configuration that function as
analog input sites. (The system has a capacity for 24 satellite multiplexers.) Each
multiplexer has a 16 I/O card chassis, giving it an ultimate input capacity of up to 512
channels. For the DACS II application, it was only configured with 64 one, two or four leg
bridge inputs, 64 thermocouple inputs and 16 analog outputs. It is capable of acquiring
data and outputting analog control signals at rates up to 125k sps. However, for the
DACS II application the maximum required sampling rate for any single channel was only
1000 sps. Low level multiplexing is provided with any of 9 gains (from 5 to 1024)
software selectable on a channel by channel basis. A 21-channel calibration multiplexer
card provides nine negative and nine positive precision analog signals and three shorted
inputs to permit three point calibration of all nine gains in the common gain programmable
amplifier. The analog/digital converter is 12-bits with a ± 5.12V full scale input, providing
a sensitivity of ± 2.5 microvolts/bit with a GPA gain of 1024. Signal conditioning inputs
provide damage protection from fault signals of 480 Vac with common mode rejection of 



FIGURE 7.  DACS II - SIMPLIFIED FUNCTIONAL OVERVIEW

120 dB at 60 Hz for common mode signals up to 130 volts peak. A functional block
diagram of a multiplexer is presented in Figure 8.

The sampling format for the multiplexer is stored in an 8-channel remote multiplexer
controller unit that is co-located with the Satellite computer. The controller is capable of
controlling up to 8 remote multiplexers and provides over 2000 crystal controlled sampling
(word) rates, programmable from the Satellite processor. It communicates with the
Satellite multiplexer via a full duplex, synchronous, fiber optical link running at 2.75M
bps. It has an 8k word sampling format memory with separate mainframe/subframe
address counters, permitting the use of any size data cycle map within IRIG limitations.
Data is transferred from the controller to the Satellite computer via DMA. It is
simultaneously sent in serial format via a fiber optical link to the Data Acquisition Host
Computer system which receives realtime data from all three Satellite computers.

Extensive built-in calibration capability was included on each 8-channel dc bridge
multiplexer. This included voltage substitution calibration (for thermo- couples), excitation
disconnect, plus/minus shunt calibration (for bridge sensors), and zero calibration. System 



FIGURE 8.  SATELLITE MULTIPLEXER

error was less than ± 0.15% (or ± 20 microvolts) of the selected measurement range. Open
thermocouple detection was required.

Eight-wire plus shield inputs were required for all bridge sensors with a separate
connector per channel. In order to reduce costs, a 0 to 50EC, 19 inch rackmount
multiplexer package was mounted in a short steel cabinet on wheels with a Kooltronics air
conditioner attached. A rotating red flashing beacon on the top of the cabinet was excited
whenever a test was in progress. A photograph of several satellite multiplexer systems
adjacent to a thermal test setup is presented in Figure 9.

Satellite Computer Systems

Each of the Satellite Computer Systems [SCSs] can control four 128-channel, analog
input site multiplexers (512 channels) and output up to 16 analog commands to mechanical
exciters. The SCS can execute 100 adaptive thermal control algorithms while displaying up
to 100 channels of data updated 4 times per second. The SCSs are packaged in mobile,
environmentally protected enclosures that are located on the hangar floor. Figure 10 is a
photograph of an SCS with one graphics terminal, two alphanumeric terminals, and a line
printer. The terminals are outfitted with industrial membrane keyboards to protect them
from sand and other contaminants present in the hangar floor environment. The floppy
disks in the SCS were militarized Miltope RX11 equivalents so they could be loaded in the
harsh environment at the SCS.



FIGURE 9.  DISTRIBUTED TEST SETUP WITH
510 TEMP. CONTROL CHANNELS

FIGURE 10.  SATELLITE COMPUTER SYSTEM

Each SCS can be controlled from a local terminal or remotely from a terminal
connected to the Data Acquisition and Control (Main computer. Prior to a local test,
profile data contained in the Host is downloaded to the SCS for local test control. All data
acquired by the SCS is also sent in realtime to the Host computer. Thermal commands for
the 100 thermal control loops processed by the SCS are sent to the Thermal Loads
Distribution computer where load leveling algorithms are applied before the heat lamp
command pulses are sent to the power controllers. Figure 11 is a functional block diagram
of one of the three Satellite Computer Systems.



FIGURE 11.  SATELLITE COMPUTER SYSTEM

Data Acquisition and Control Computer

The Main Data Acquisition and Control computer system is a VAX 11/750 with 4MB
of main memory, 484MB of mass storage, three tape transports, and an Analogic Array
Processor. Data display is provided via two 19" VS11 color graphics terminals, three
B&W (VT-100 series) video terminals, a 600 lpm printer and a Seiko color copier.

The VAX has DEC DMR11-AC high speed, network link modules for communications
with the three Satellite computers, the Test Engineer’s computer, and the Mechanical and
Thermal Loads computers. Three Teledyne high speed receivers accept serial data at
2.75M bps from each of the Satellite stations. A Teledyne single channel multiplexer
controller and a co-located remote multiplexer provides 64 channels of analog output to
drive the NASA-provided stripchart recorders. IRIG B time from NASA’s master timing
source is applied to a Datum 9310 time code generator/translator which provides DMA
time to the VAX, as well as slo code to the stripchart recorders and time displays at the
Test Engineer’s and System Operator’s consoles.



RX11 floppy disks and a card reader are provided for program development interfaces.
A DRI1-W DMA interface provides high speed data transfers between the Main computer
and the Test Engineer’s computer. Figure 12 is a photograph of the Main and Test
Engineer’s computer systems installed in the computer room overlooking the test hangar
floor.

FIGURE 12.  DACS II - MAIN COMPUTER ROOM

Test Engineer’s Computer System

The Test Engineer’s computer system is a VAX 11/730 with 2MB of main memory,
121MB of fixed and 20.8MB of removable mass storage, two cartridge tape recorders, and
one reel-to-reel tape transport. Data display is provided via four DEC VS11 color graphics
terminals with joysticks. Black-and-white hardcopy is produced by a Hewlett-Packard
7220C plotter with color hardcopy of the graphics terminal presentations generated on a
Seiko CH5201 color copier time shared with the four VS11s via a Teledyne 4-channel
multiplexer. A Calcomp Series 9000 digitizer is used for automatically entering
temperature and vibration test profiles into the computer system (they can also be entered
manually from a video terminal).

The Test Engineer’s computer has access to the realtime database in the Main
computer via a DMA channel. Intercomputer commands are routed via the DMR11
network link which interconnects all the computers in the system. The reason for providing
a separate computer for the Test Engineer as opposed to integrating the function into the
Host 11/750 was twofold. One, the customer originally specified a separate computer so
the Test Engineers could develop and test applications software. Two, the customer
originally envisioned using H-P 9845 color graphics stations as the graphics display media.



However, the lower cost VS11 solution was selected, as it permitted acquisition of more
terminals even though the VS11 needs a DEC host, since it is not a standalone graphics
engine like the H-P and Tektronix graphics processors. Finally, this provided an all DEC
solution as far as maintenance and spares were concerned.

Thermal and Mechanical Loads Control Computers

The Thermal and Mechanical Loads Control computers are both PDP 11/24 CPUs with
0.5MB main memory, 10.4MB of fixed mass storage, and dual 512kB RX11 floppy disks.
Both are connected to the Main computer by network links.

The Thermal Loads Distribution computer receives heat lamp control commands from
each of the Satellite computers via three DMR11-AC network links. The fourth network
link to the Main computer is for setup and control. The Thermal Loads Control computer
executes the load leveling algorithms so the differential lamp load from cycle to cycle of
primary power is minimized.

Electrical control of the heat lamp circuit breakers and individual lamp power
controllers located on the balcony on the opposite side of the hangar from the computer
room is implemented from a Teledyne remote multiplexer adjacent to the power control
cabinets. This multiplexer has 512 discrete outputs to turn on/off the power controllers and
512 discrete inputs to monitor the controller outputs and verify lamp energization. It also
has 32 discrete inputs/ outputs for monitoring and control of circuit breakers providing
primary power to the heat lamp controllers.

The Chief Electrician monitors the power control system from a ruggedized VT-100
video terminal adjacent to the power controllers. Communication between the Thermal
Loads Distribution computer and the remote multiplexer/CRT terminal is via two full
duplex, fiber optical links. The terminal baud rate is 9600 bps, while the multiplexer is a
synchronous duplex link operating at 2.75M bps.

The Mechanical Loads Control computer generates up to 64 different load control
profiles predefined before the test. This is an open loop control system with a Teledyne
multiplexer applying the load profile analog outputs directly to the MTS exciter subsystem.

SOFTWARE

User-friendliness and flexibility of operations has been the major design goal for the
DACS II software development. DACS II provides for a menu driven interactive user
interface which guides the operator in every step of testing and related operations. The
DACS II system supports up to three independent test or pretest activities in addition to



several scenario generation and post test activities. A single satellite or several satellites
can be combined into one test which provides great flexibility in operation of the system.

Software is distributed between 7 computers, 4 array processors and 5 programmable
data acquisition controllers. This makes processor coordination for a single test operation a
challenging task. DACS II operations are divided into four major functions: scenario
generation, pre-test, test run and post-test activities. The software to support the four
functional areas is distributed across the seven computers in the system as depicted in
Table I.

TABLE I

DISTRIBUTION OF FUNCTIONS BY PROCESSOR

Function Computer Computers Computer Computer Computer
Host-DAC Satellite Engineers Loads Loads

Test Thermal Mechanical

Test Scenario X X X
Definition

Test Hardware X X X X
Setup Support

Calibration X X X

Data Acquisition X X

Mechanical Loads X X
Control

Thermal Loads X X
Control

Display Generation X X X X

Report Generation X X

Data Recording X X

Archiving

Save X X
Purge X X X
Restore X X

Replay X X



All functional areas run in the Main computer except mechanical and thermal loads
control which may be executed in either the Satellite Computers and for the dedicated
thermal/mechanical loads computers. Thus a minimum of two different computers are
required to support a single test.

The DACS II system provides three modes of test operations: independent test mode,
combined test mode and remote test mode. The number of channels that may be used in a
given test is related to the operational test modes. Table II presents the maximum number
of input/output channels available for a single test configuration. The Independent Test
mode has two subsets of operation: (1) local mechanical control computed in the Satellite
and output to the mechanical exciter via the Satellite multiplexer, and (2) remote
mechanical control using the mechanical loads computer. With a combined mode using all
three satellite the database may have up to 2176 channels excluding the tabular and
graphic displays.

TABLE II

MAXIMUM INPUT/OUTPUT CHANNELS
VS. OPERATIONAL MODES

Operating Mode Channels Outputs Outputs

Number Number Number of
of Input of Thermal Mechanical

Independent, Remote 512 100 12
Mechanical Control

Independent, Local 384 64 12
Mechanical Control

Combined, 1 Satellite 512 256 22

Combined, 2 Satellites 1024 512 43

Combines, 3 Satellites 1536 512 64

Remote 512 0 12



Test Scenario Generation

Scenario generation includes all the steps required to generate the runtime databases.
These steps consist of scenario definition and profile definition to establish the static
database; later using the compiler, data map generator and profile preprocessor the static
database is converted to runtime database. Figure 13 shows the relationship between major
software elements used in the test scenario and database generation. The scenario editor is
used to define the test scenario. Each test scenario consists of: a scenario form, input
channel forms, closed loop forms, sensor calibration forms, and display format definition
forms.

 FIGURE 13.  SCENARIO AND DATA BASE GENERATION

Test Scenario Generation may be conducted in the Main any of the three Satellites, or
the Test Engineers Computer. It permits a test engineer to define input and output
(command) channels to be used in the test and to load test profiles either manually through
a CRT terminal or automatically via the digitizer tablet. Scenario generation includes the
entry of the calibration requirements and the definition of tabular and graphic displays to
be used for realtime monitoring and analysis of the test.

The sampling rate for each monitoring channel (temperature or strain) is defined. For
thermal tests a thermal control channel is paired with a temperature input channel for each
closed loop control algorithm generating a thermal profile. Closed loop warning and fatal



deviation ranges are entered for each loop along with the thermal power limits for each
channel.

Display Generation

Display generation is a key verification point in Scenario Generation activities. The
software supports alphanumeric displays, graphic displays and plots of acquired data in
realtime. Alphanumeric displays include: Input channels display, general thermal loop
displays, mechanical loop displays, status displays, and listing reports. Graphic displays
include: Bouncing dot, bar graph, scrolling vector, XY plots and strip charts. Predefined
displays can be assigned to logical terminals and an operator at any terminal can call up
any of the predefined display formats. Displays from only one test can be presented on a
single terminal however, when multiple tests are running concurrently. Definable variables
include the input channels, the display position for each channel, the color of that channels
data, the engineering units for each channel, the XY axis labels for plots, strip chart
channel assignment and scale factors, and alarms levels.

The Input Channels display lists for each channel being displayed: the transducer name,
the transducer address and the input value in EU. It also lists time of day, test run date, test
scenario name and the display name. The operator can modify this display during the test
by deleting channels and adding new channels.

The thermal loops display list the closed loop name or zone number, the transducer
address, the lamp firing level (cycles) per second, the power controller rack and channel
numbers and the output channel address. The mechanical loops display lists the transducer
name and address, the zone or jack, the transducer EU value, the setpoint deviation from
load profile (in EU), the setpoint percentage of maximum mechanical load, and the cell
size.

Bouncing dot displays present measurement deviations from load profile setpoints. The
display is divided into three rows of up to 170 points, each corresponding to a closed
thermal loop. The dots move up or down from the centerline indicating instantaneous
positive or negative deviations from the setpoint. Indices are located every 10 points to
facilitate location of specified point. Each row is divided into user specified zones of the
test specimen with different colors of the points in each zone. For each set of up to 510
bouncing dots two warning and two fatal deviation ranges can be user specified. When the
dot crosses into a warning range its color turns to yellow and when it crosses the fatal limit
its color turns to red. Up to ten sets of warning/fatal ranges may be specified for a display
as a function of load profile elapsed time. Alarm areas at the bottom of the bouncing dot
displays are used for alphanumeric listing of up to fifteen closed loop channels exceeding
their warning/fatal limits.



Bar graph, scrolling vector and XY plot displays are all classical graphic presentations
of realtime data. Strip chart outputs are in EU and are channel and scale factor assignable.
Power level outputs computed by the thermal control algorithms are presented on the chief
electricians terminal upon request.

Status displays are generated on the terminal designated as the system control terminal
supporting a test. In addition to the test specifics (test name, scenario, date, time, etc.) this
display shows the following status:

1. Total elapsed time of

a) data acquisition
b) thermal loading
c) mechanical loading

2. Cumulative hold times (mechanical & thermal)

3. Sampling rates

4. Calibration information

5. Data recording parameters

6. Satellite stations used in the test

Status shown on the Main may also be shown on a separate terminal other than the
designated control terminal.

Pre-Test Activities

Pre-test activities are divided into four functional areas: Setup, Calibration, Health
checks and Specimen Identification. Setup includes the downloading of the sampling maps
to each of the remote multiplexer controllers and the verification that the controllers and
multiplexers are connected and operating correctly. The hardware generates fault signals
when a sensor (or its cable) is open to assist the operator in verifying the connectivity of
all cables and channels used in a test. Internal calibration channels are provided on each
multiplexer input card plus the overhead cards to assist in fault isolation to the card level
during maintenance actions.

Thermal control channel outputs are tested by sending a defined number of lamp
control pulses to each power controller and monitoring the power verification output of the



controller to verify each pulse was received by the controller. For mechanical loads
channels a predefined ramp to an absolute level is applied to each actuator. Since
mechanical loads are open loop controls, the operator must visually monitor and verify
actuator operation.

Calibration is used in the raw to EU data conversion process. Two types of calibration
are supported; supplied calibration and measured calibration. Supplied calibration is the
sensor calibration data provided by either the sensor manufacturer or the sensor calibration
laboratory. These data are manually entered into the database by the operator. Transducers
may be calibrated individually or by sensor type. Either a lookup table or coefficients up to
a fifth order polynomial are accepted. A linear transformation from engineering units to
counts must be entered for each mechanical actuator.

Measured calibrations are based on sampled inputs with a known stimulus. Plus/minus
R-Cal and Z-Cal are used for gain and offset calibrations. The calibration software tests to
ensure that the measured data is within predefined limits and alarms the operator of any
failed channels. During data acquisition sensor excitation voltages are monitored and
actual values are factored into the EU conversion algorithm.

Calibrations can be run from either the control room or from a Satellite Computer on
the hangar floor adjacent to the test specimen. This simplifies the communications required
when making signal conditioner manual adjustments. Calibration data is labeled with an
alphanumeric name, date and time and stored under operator command in the Static Data
Base.

Specimen identification is an important element of pretest activities. In order to reduce
the complexity of the adaptive thermal control algorithm a short thermal test run is made
outputting a predefined number of control pulses to each heat lamp in the system. When
individual lamps are energized the actual rate of temperature rise of the test specimen
under the lamp is measured to permit calculation of the approximate value of the two key
coefficients in the PI control loop. These coefficients are reviewed by the operator and
stored in the database for use in realtime thermal control during the test.

The Test Run

The test run activities concern five major subsystems: data acquisition, command and
control, recording, thermal control, and mechanical control. The data acquisition
subsystem receives the raw data from the RCU and HSDMA drives. The incoming data is
then corrected using the pre-test calibration data in the runtime database, converted by an
array processor, and deposited in the global memories to be displayed. Data is time tagged
to the nearest millisecond and stored on the disks of the involved CPUs. Selected



measurements are gain checked to see if the signal level is within a prescribed range. It is
not, the addressable gain of the gain programmable amplifier in the multiplexer containing
that channel will have its gain address modified to bring the signal level into the desired
range. When closed loop deviations or input controller problems are detected alarms will
be sent to the appropriate alarm terminal and stored in the memories of the involved CPUs.

The command and control subsystem coordinates the activities of the satellites, main,
thermal and mechanical computers. Each computer has a test control task where all test
controls in the system are slaves to the main test control. The recording subsystem receives
the time-tagged raw data and records the data either on disk or on the tape. The recording
rates are selectable and modifiable by the operator. The status display shows remaining
time for recording based on available storage capacity.

The capability is provided for the operator to start, hold and/or ramp down, mechanical
loads applied in accordance with the predefined load profile. The operator can also cause a
load channel to ramp up to a percentage of full load and hold at that point. The capability
is provided to detect a manually applied preload on the test specimen and adjust the
outputs to the load actuators to compensate for this preload so that the total applied load
corresponds to the values specified in the load profile (preload detection and correction is
not invoked after the load profile is initiated).

Exception conditions during the mechanical loads test run cause the alarms to be
displayed and printed.

Mechanical load rates can be up to 100 points per second per channel (for up to 64
channels).

The operator can also interactively control the thermal loads control subsystem with the
capability to start, hold and stop thermal loading. Exception conditions during the thermal
loads test causes alarm generation, display and logging. Operations of thermal loads
control subsystem, mechanical loads control subsystem and recording subsystem are
totally independent from each other.

Post-Test Activities

Software for post-test activities supports replay of the test, report generation, archiving
and thermal control analysis.



Replay

Replay of the test consists of reproducing the displays generated in realtime from test
data stored on the disk. It provides the capability to produce other displays not generated
during the realtime test. The replay function is available on either the Main or the Test
Engineers Computers. If all of the information required for replay is on the disk it is not
necessary to perform a preliminary archive operation before starting the replay. Replay of
a test can be frozen whenever the operator wishes to have a closer look at the changes in
data.

Report Generation

The software will produce reports on the line printers, the color hardcopy devices or on
9-track tape. Measurements reported may be chosen by time slice periodicity and/or input
channel identification. Hardcopy can be made of any of the displays on request. Color
hardcopy is supported for the color graphics displays with black and white hardcopy of
tabular displays.

Reports may be generated prior to a test run for a previously conducted test, during a
test run for other previously conducted tests or during a test run after data recording for
that run has been stopped. Three types of reports may be generated: (1) Engineering Units
reports, (2) Listing reports and (3) Test Scenario Description reports.

The Listings report provides a tabular printout of EU data listings, time tagged with the
time of day, thermal and mechanical profile times of samples were taken and the selected
parameter columnized with headings listing the transducer and EU value. Engineering
Units reports presents the same data as the listing report but stored on 9-track tape. The
Test Scenario description reports are generated on either the line printer or a color
hardcopy unit. It contains all of the information for the specified test scenario.

Archiving

The Archive function supports three subfunctions: Save, Purge and Restore. The Save
function permits archiving of an entire test run including test scenario definition,
calibration information, data measurements and the operator’s action log. Multiple test
runs or part of a single test run may be archived on a tape depending on the amount of data
and the test run period. An archive directory is maintained with the history of tapes and
test runs.



The operator may selectively Purge data files indicating which data to purge. He may
also purge all data from a particular test run and/or a test scenario including the associated
calibration data.

The ability is provided to copy an archived test run from tape back onto the Main disks
for replay (the restore function). The capability is provided to only restore the test scenario
and calibration data from a test run. Once retrieved the test can be rerun or the test
scenario modified.

The save facility is only provided on the Main computer while the restore and purge
facilities are provided on both the Main and Test Engineers Computers. For remote site
operations the Save facility copies data onto floppy disks that can be transferred to the
Main computer for archiving.

SYSTEM CONTROL

The operator controls DACSII system usin a menu driven display console on any
terminal on the Main computer or on the satellite computers. Each DACSII menu provides
several options to the operator, it changes the system state, activates a new display or asks
for more information upon the user selected command. The first menu displayed upon
activation of DACSII on any terminal provides the following options:

1. Exit to DCL
2. Scenario Edit Mode
3. Profile Generation/Edit Mode
4. Display Mode
5. Compile Mode
6. Archive Mode
7. Console Control Mode

Exit to DCL exits out of DACS II and allows the operator to communicate directly with
VMS Digital Command Language. The Scenario Edit Mode and Profile Generation is used
to create and modify the Test Scenario Data Base and Test Profiles. The Display Mode
allows the operator to select one of 13 displays to be activated during the test or replay.
The compile function allows for the compilation of different components of static database
and generation of the runtime database. The Archive Mode provides access to archival
support functions and utilities. The Console Control function is used to activate a test,
setup or data acquisition processes. This feature will allocate the databases, terminals, and
all the resources needed to successfully execute the test scenario. The system resource
manager arbitrates the usages of system resources between ongoing test activities.



The pretest Console Control menu allows the user to select the system state. Figure 14
shows the Global State Transition Diagram for DACSII system. The user can select to
start any of the pretest activities needed to setup and calibrate the test instruments. These
include adjust and diagnostic, calibration, data acquisition check, health check, and
specimen identification functions. Once test engineers are assured that testing environment
and instruments are setup properly, they can start the test. Figure 15 shows the three
different stages of a test activity. The pretest state guarantees health and integrity of the
system. The post-test state gracefully releases the system resources to resource manager.
The Status Display and Console Control menu is activated whenever the system enters the
active test mode.

FIGURE 14.  TEST SYSTEM STATE FIGURE 15.  TEST PHASE STATE
TRANSITION DIAGRAM TRANSITION DIAGRAM

The Status Display shows the state of each subsystem, their active time and hold time.
These include the data acquisition, thermal, mechanical, recording and strip charts. Figure
16 shows the state transition diagram for the thermal subsystem and Figure 17 shows the
state transition diagram for the mechanical subsystem. The Console Control menu allows
user to change the state of any subsystem while the testing is in progress. It always checks
the user commands for validity and rejects invalid selections. The DACS II test state and
all subsystems states are controlled by a general state machine built as the heart of control
subsystem. A Test Control state machine exists in each of the 7 computers and all test
controllers are slaves to the main computer test control.



FIGURE 16.  THERMAL SUBSYSTEM FIGURE 17.  MECHANICAL SUBSYSTEM
STATE TRANSITION DIAGRAM STATE TRANSITION DIAGRAM

TEST DATA

The most critical portions of the DACS II development and commissioning were the
proof of the adaptive thermal control algorithm and the correlative power loads distribution
algorithms. These algorithms must operate interactively to permit each thermal loop to
accurately follow it’s predefined temperature profile. Part of factory acceptance testing
was a live test on a small (6 foot long) titanium structural section using six of the NASA
heat lamps and their controller while simultaneously applying a mechanical load profile to
the structure. This demanding test was successfully conducted as a part of an exhaustive
sequence of tests of both variable profiles and absolute temperature limits. Test data
curves from three of the hundreds of runs conducted on the test specimen are presented at
the conclusion of this paper to show the close tracking of the entered thermal profiles by
the actual test specimen temperatures. Correlative plots of temperature errors showed all
data to be well within the allowed limits specified (Figures 18 through 21).



CONCLUSIONS

The DACS II system is a high performance distributed data acquisition and adaptive
direct digital control system for research involving the heating and loading of structural test
articles over a wide temperature range and as large as an entire hypersonic aircraft.
Software development proved to be the major challenge, involving 20 manyears of effort
which resulted in about 300,000 lines of code. Project success was due to prototyping the
crucial temperature control algorithm and the phased development and testing of modular
subsystem elements which gradually increased system sophistication and complexity to
meet NASA’s requirements. The system has been in use at the NASA Flight Loads
Research Facility for over a year and is supporting the ongoing test activities of the
Facility. The system has significant potential growth capabilities in terms of additional data
acquisition hardware and system throughput that should provide NASA with a viable
structural loads test capability for many years to come.
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With the advent of true state-of-the-art 32-bit multiprocessing engines, and open bus
architecture standarizations, a low cost and modular Advanced Telemetry Processing
System (ATS) adaptable to a wide range of telemetry applications has been realized. This
paper details the ATS system, its design, capabilities, and future direction.

The ATS is a turn-key telemetry processing system intended to provide a compact multi-
stream stand-alone telemetry procession and display capability. The system is designed
around the 32-bit VMEbus and consists of an IBM-PC compatible systems terminal and a
compact VME system chassis. The system incorporates all software and hardware for the
setup, data processing, display, and control of up to 8 (eight) high-speed real-time
telemetry data streams.

INTRODUCTION

ATS DESIGN AND CAPABILITIES

a. ATS Design Goals

b. ATS System Configuration

c. ATS Processing Capabilities

d. ATS Expansion Capabilities

e. ATS System Software

ATS SYSTEM APPLICATIONS

ATS FUTURE DIRECTION
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HIGH SPEED PREPROCESSING IN REAL TIME
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ABSTRACT

Modern vehicle testing is requiring ever increasing telemetry data rates, more complex
formats, and more real time decision making. These requirements have created a need for a
more powerful and sophisticated telemetry preprocessor. Fairchild Weston has developed
the Telemetry Multiplex Preprocessing System (TEMPS) to meet this need. This
equipment is described in this paper.

TEMPS consists of an EMR 8715 Telemetry Preprocessor and a host software package.
To meet higher processing rates than ever before, the 8715 uses high speed floating-point
word-slice processors. The 8715 is capable of performing engineering units conversions at
rates up to three million words per second. The internal processors may be configured in
various parallel or pipeline combinations. This allows for the processing architecture to be
tailored to specific test formats. All of the memories and control registers are set up over a
common VME bus, interfaced to a host computer through a high speed channel.

Increasing the hardware capabilities only solves half of the problem in a telemetry system.
TEMPS is supported also by a host software package which provides expanded data base
capabilities, supports user-defined processing, and allows a user to configure the hardware
processors to maximize processing efficiency. The host software will also allow a user to
change processing routines dynamically.

INTRODUCTION

The EMR™ 8715 PREPROCESSOR is a new and unique hardware device for use in
telemetry and other time-multiplexed data systems. It can perform most of the real-time
repetitive processes which are required in high-speed data analysis, at rates several orders
of magnitude faster than they can be performed even in a large and powerful minicomputer
system.



This unit is a modular device, and can be configured to the appropriate size for any
application. The smallest configuration will handle one data stream with one processor
module, and output the data to one or two destinations. The largest configuration can
handle up to 16 input streams plus time, process more than 3,000,000 words per second in
up to eight parallel processor modules, and distribute the results to up to eight destinations.

This preprocessor, and its relationship to input devices and a host computer, is shown in
Figure 1.

The entire concept of this unit is that a telemetry preprocessor is a powerful companion to
a host computer, intimately related to that host through both hardware and software. The
purpose of the telemetry preprocessor in the system is to reduce data volume and work
load at the host, thereby freeing the host for those unique processing and control tasks
which only a large general-purpose computer can handle. Design of this hardware and
software has emphasized that concept, using high-speed, friendly interfaces for data and
commands, and distributing software tasks such that the preprocessor handles its functions
under control of the host. A system using this preprocessor can be operated by one person.
A local terminal is available for diagnostics and monitoring, but it is not a substitute for the
host terminal.

With this being the sixth generation of data preprocessors at Fairchild Weston over a
period of 16 years, and with designers of the previous five units still on board, it was
logical that we take advantage of this collective experience as well as suggestions from the
hundred or more users of those units. Such was the case.

Certain characteristics are common to all our previous models, and were easily adopted as
design objectives for a new telemetry preprocessor. For example:

1. Any preprocessor must have the capability to merge asynchronous data from
several sources.

2. It must merge one or more time-of-day inputs.

3. It must tag every measurement parameter uniquely for identification.

4. It must accept different types of numbers and convert each into a common
numbering system.

5. It must perform the traditional telemetry compression algorithm tests.



6. It must preprocess, starting with the need to change integer data into engineering
units by N-th order polynomial conversion or table lookup.

7. It must distribute the data selectively via high-speed output ports.

Certain other characteristics were adopted as design objectives because of advances in
telemetry front-end technology and computer technology. These included:

8. The unit must handle data words to 32 bits in length.

9. It must handle higher data rates than ever before --- the goal was 2,000,000 words
per second per port.

10. It must have a greatly expanded algorithm repertoire.

11. It must reassemble concatenated words.

12. It must derive parameters from incoming data.

13. It must operate with 32-bit floating point precision and accuracy.

Finally and most important, certain design objectives were established in order to make
unique and very significant steps forward in versatility and throughput rates. For example:

14. It was decided that, with data rates in telemetry systems increasing so rapidly, a
preprocessor of the late 1980s should be capable of throughput rates at least as
high as 2,000,000 words per second with a typical mix of preprocessing tasks. That
was set as a design objective.

15. Early preprocessors used a serial architecture; words were always handled in the
order of their entry into the system. Later, modular processors and parallel
processing were introduced. Each of these architectures has advantages with
certain types of data and disadvantages with other types. This new design goal was
to give the user a choice of serial or parallel processing, on a measurement-by-
measurement basis, with software assignment of the mode.

16. Because telemetry system requirements grow, preprocessors must have growth
capability. Even though the individual modules in this new unit were planned to be
more powerful than ever before, the design team set a goal that a large number of
modules could be used in a single chassis, and that an auxiliary chassis would be
made available for unusual growth.



17. Because part of the expandability theme is related to internal buses, the team set as
a goal the use of two types of buses:

C A data bus was proposed which would have a demonstrated speed of at least
10,000,000 transfers per second, each transfer consisting of a 32-bit data word, a
32-bit command, and 17 lines of priority arbitration. This bus would handle both
raw data and preprocessed data.

C A second bus was proposed which could have a slower speed. It was envisioned
as an industry-standard bus, such that modules from other manufacturers could
be purchased and installed in the unit. It would handle all setup from the host
computer, and would be used in a minor degree as a data bus.

All of the design objectives were met or exceeded by the design team.

ARCHITECTURE DESIGN

The preprocessor is built in a 20-module chassis. A working unit may use as few as six
modules, but we demanded growth capability. A second 20-module chassis can be added
via chassis interconnect modules, such that even the largest applications can be
accommodated.

Then a high-speed priority/command/data (PCD) bus 81 bits wide was developed for data
handling. To get the demonstrated 10,000,000 transfers per second, a sending module
always asks for the bus and asserts its priority one clock cycle before data and commands
are to be transferred. In this way, bus contention is resolved instantly and the highest-
priority sender has the bus just 100 nanoseconds after the request is made.

For setup and a small amount of data handling, the industry-standard VME bus was
selected. More than 300 vendors make modules for this bus; expansion is possible in many
directions. We have already chosen VME modules to interface Ethernet, DR-11W, or
HSD (SEL) setup lines from computers to the preprocessor unit. Other modules handle
DACs, array processing, disk or cartridge tape control, and other potential expansion
devices.

Finally and perhaps most significantly, the goal of interchangeable serial and parallel
processing under software control was incorporated. The user, through menu setup at the
host computer, can specify the processing sequence for any combination of parameters.
For example:



C If the time sequence of two or more parameters must be preserved, they can be
routed through the same processor module.

C If multiple processing is to be performed on two or more parameters and if their
time sequence must be preserved, they can be routed through two or more
processor modules in sequence.

C If two or more parameters are to be processed simultaneously, they can be routed
through two separate processors in parallel.

This gives a user all the advantages of sequential processing plus all the advantages of
parallel processing, on a parameter-by-parameter basis as specified by the user during
setup at the host.

DATA INPUT AND TIME INPUT MODULE DESIGNS

Hardware and software support up to 16 data input modules in the dual-chassis
configuration.

Several types of input data are accepted, after pre-conditioning in separate telemetry front-
end synchronizers. And that too was a subject of design study --- the question of whether
front-end synchronizers should be integral to the preprocessor box, or separate. The
decision was made that, for the general system application, separate boxes are more
useful. This gives the operator a more versatile front end, local or more remote control of
functions, local displays, box-level diagnostics, and other less obvious advantages.

Each input module accepts data words up to 32 bits long, in either of six number systems
(ones complement, twos complement, offset binary, sign-magnitude, BCD, or straight
binary). Each word is converted to twos complement notation for internal processing.

Each word is tagged by the input module. Up to 8K parameters can be handled by each
input module, with a system capability of 32K parameters total. Word rates to 4,000,000
per second for minor frame data (2,000,000 per second for subcommutated words) are
accepted. Even previously-tagged data from another preprocessor is accepted, at rates to
1,000,000 words per second.

Time and/or status words are accepted via the system utility module. This is a 48-bit port;
up to three such ports can be used in the preprocessor.



MAIN PROCESSOR AND AUXILIARY PROCESSOR DESIGNS

First, the designers looked at the type of processor logic to be incorporated into the unit.
Three basic types were examined in detail --- the Texas Instruments TMS-320 processor
with a floating-point co-processor, the Motorola 68010 processor with its 68881 floating-
point co-processor, and the Analog Devices word-slice floating-point processor family. It
was determined that, to accomplish the goal of 2,000,000 words per second throughput
with a specified algorithm mix, it would be necessary to use 34 of the TMS-320
processors, or 68 of 68010 processors, or 5 of the Analog Devices processors. So despite
the per-processor cost, the Analog Devices family was chosen to meet the overall
objective. This, incidentally, is the processor technology used in the latest array
processors, input/output processors, and high-performance computers; this assured the
designers of design support and availability of logic elements.

Even though five processor modules accomplish the design goal, the team decided to
design the unit to accommodate up to eight, and to give each a 64K word data memory
(4K parameters, and 16 words of storage per parameter).

The processor technology is implemented by microcoded commands. A memory on the
module contains up to 100 microcoded algorithms (up to 40 commands, 96 bits each, per
algorithm). Using these high-speed logic elements and this efficient microcoding
technique, the team was able to achieve demonstrated port-to-port throughput rates on
each processor module of:

C Floating-point first-order polynomial engineering unit conversion: 416K words per
second.

C Floating point fifth-order polynomial engineering unit conversion: 156K words per
second.

C Table lookup engineering unit conversion, 32 points: 135K words per second.

The range of functions handled by this logic includes:

Add AND
Subtract OR
Multiply XOR
Divide Transpose
Square Root
Compare
Convert to floating point



Convert to integer
Logical shift left or right
Arithmetic shift left or right

Very significantly, all processing is done with IEEE 32-bit floating-point accuracy and
resolution.

For those processing tasks such as derived parameter calculations which do not lend
themselves to microcoding and conventional preprocessing, a 68010-based general-
purpose auxiliary processor module is available as an option with the preprocessor. Data
to be handled here is transferred via system utility module from the PCD bus to the VME
bus, then to this processor module. Processing can be defined by a Fortran statement of
eight lines or less. The result of each process is tagged and put back on the buses. Since
the 68010 is much slower than the microcoded chips, these calculations are performed at a
fixed update rate rather than at the word rate.

Each processor module has four general-purpose flags which can be set or cleared by the
processor, VME bus, or host computer. Any flag can cause a vectored interrupt to the
processor, VME bus, or host computer.

OUTPUT MODULE DESIGN

In order to take full advantage of the speed of internal data transfer, the output module is
interfaced to the high-speed PCD bus. This module is capable of on-the-fly conversion of
each IEEE floating -point 32-bit number to either the IBM, DEC, or SEL 32-bit numbering
system (the output numbering system is software-assignable). Output rate is up to
2,000,000 transfers per second for the module; each transfer can consist of up to 48 bits
(32 bits of data and 16 bits of tag), and can feed a 16-bit or 32-bit port on the host
computer, array processor, disk controller, or other output device. The tag transfer can be
inhibited where pipeline processing from one input stream is used, if the operator wishes.

Data for archival storage (disk or tape) in the host is fed through one of the computer ports
which has been developed by our company for high-speed direct-memory access (DMA)
to computer memory. The port automatically assigns each word to a specific memory
location, and builds two to four cyclic buffers in computer memory to facilitate storage.

Data for display at the host is fed through the same type computer port in the external-
addressing mode, where each tag is the address (or relative address) of its accompanying,
data word in computer memory. This results in current-value table (CVT) construction and
maintenance, such that displays can be serviced asynchronously by host software. In this
mode, the port can output up to 16 words per parameter transfer; after the first word, an



index increments through subsequent memory addresses to store related data regarding the
same parameter (time or statistical data, for example).

The output module has a serial port also, and can drive a DAC/discrete unit for analog or
discrete data derivation. This output mode supports 2,000,000 word per second operation.

Up to eight output modules can be accommodated in the preprocessor unit.

CENTRAL PROCESSOR MODULE DESIGN AND INTERFACE TO HOST

A central processor module is incorporated into the preprocessor unit to deal with the host
and to provide internal housekeeping. This module meets all the design objectives for host
interface and internal housekeeping.

The central processor module is designed around the 68010 microprocessor and 68881
floating-point co-processor. It has 1M byte of RAM and 128K bytes of PROM.

This module accepts commands from the host, and sets up internal modules via VME bus.
It has an RS-232C interface to an optional local terminal (or even a microcomputer), for
diagnostics and monitoring. In keeping with the basic design concept, however, this is not
a substitute for the intimate preprocessor-and-host relationship.

Provision is made in the preprocessor to display an algorithm chain, then to walk the
system through each step in the chain and verify performance. This is a powerful aid to
debugging algorithm sequences.

Each module in the preprocessor box has a unique PROM on-board where diagnostic
details (configuration, revision level, testing instructions, and other information) are stored.
The central processor module, under control of the local terminal or the host, can activate
each PROM in turn to run module-level or box-level diagnostics.

The central processor monitors the VME bus for error flags also, and sends error messages
to the local terminal and the host.

Two-way interface between the preprocessor unit and the host is via bit-parallel transfers
across the VME bus, using either an Ethernet interface or a conventional DR-11W
interface. The host can address the central processor module, and also has the ability to
deal directly with other modules in the box. Definitions of algorithm arguments, for
example, are a communication from the host to processor modules, and can be off-line or
dynamic during data processing.



SOFTWARE IN PREPROCESSOR AND HOST

Software related to the preprocessor was developed in conjunction with the hardware, to
make the unit accomplish the objectives which have been stated in the previous
paragraphs. In line with overall design philosophy, the software within the preprocessor
box is an extension of that in the host, to accomplish a single overall task.

All the software is menu-driven at the host. A new technique, the “virtual screen”, is
incorporated into these menus, such that a menu of any length can be scrolled through the
available viewing area of a terminal, giving the user a line-by-line opportunity to create or
review system definitions.

Since the basic purpose of the preprocessor is to process data before it enters the host,
preprocessing software starts with the parameter data base in the host. Here, all
preprocessing rules are established by the system user, and data displays are serviced after
preprocessed data enters computer memory. To this end, our parameter data base software
which existed already for smaller, less powerful systems was expanded as necessary to
encompass those additional definitions required by this new and more powerful hardware.

Following parameter definition, the user has a software package in the host to establishing
the algorithm chain for each parameter to be preprocessed. This involves selection of
serial, parallel, or any combination of serial and parallel preprocessing for the parameter.

Baseline algorithms are supplied with the preprocessor, and include a variety of
compression, engineering unit conversion, number conversion, concatenation, time, output,
monitoring, and miscellaneous processes. In addition, a user may develop new algorithms
at the host using IEEE standard assembly language, or may prepare new algorithms in
microcode.

Derived parameters are specified at the host also. There are four ways to derive a
parameter from incoming data --- use a baseline algorithm and derive the parameter in a
processor module, write a new algorithm and derive the parameter in a processor module,
write a Fortran statement (eight lines or less) and derive the parameter in the auxiliary
processor module, or write a Fortran statement of any length and derive the parameter in
the host. The choice is related primarily to the complexity of the required derivation.

Three software functions relate directly to the central processor module. The supervisor is
generated at the host, while diagnostics and CRT support packages are resident.

The host software takes care of formatting (and disk storage of compiled setups if desired),
loading into the preprocessor unit, and verification of proper loading.



Control of the entire system is a function of the host software. The preprocessor unit is
command-driven, and all commands originate at the host. This insures that the overall
system accomplishes one purpose, and that all elements of the system are inter-related to
preserve the integrity of data handling.

SUMMARY

The EMR 8715 Preprocessor is a closely-coupled input device for the host computer in a
telemetry system. It performs much of the data and time merging, number conversion,
floating-point processing, and data distribution which are necessary to relieve the load on
the host. It offers the user a choice-of serial or parallel processing, or a combination, on a
measurement-by-measurement basis.

This high-speed device is versatile to meet the growth requirements which are typical in
telemetry applications.



Figure 1. Block Diagram of EMR 8715 Preprocessor
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents data on a project which successfully transmitted temperatures from
thermocouples mounted on the turbine wheel of a Sundstrand Turbomach gas turbine
APU. Engine speed was 64,000 RPM. Twenty-four thermocouples at various locations on
the turbine wheel were monitored and data telemetered by a commercially available
transmitter mounted on the shaft centerline. Wiring and connector designs, mounting
systems and data acquisition systems are discussed in addition to the telemetry equipment.
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ABSTRACT

The NASA Ground Network (GN) provides range and Doppler data for orbit
determination of Space Shuttle and scientific missions from the Merritt Island, Florida,
Bermuda, and Wallops Island, Virginia tracking stations. This paper describes a new
generation of S-Band tone ranging equipment developed under the Goddard Space Flight
Center, System Utilization Enhancement (SUE) Project. The Ranging Equipment
incorporates several novel design features, emphasizing reliability and maintainability for
support of NASA missions during the next decade.

INTRODUCTION

As part of the System Utilization Enhancement (SUE) Project of the Spaceflight Tracking
and Data Network (STDN), NASA/GSFC is installing a new ranging system at its Merritt
Island, Florida, and Bermuda launch-support tracking stations and the Wallops Flight
Facility tracking station in Virginia. The Ranging Equipment (RE) will be used to support
pre-launch, launch, orbital and landing operations of Space Transportation System (STS)
missions and compatible scientific spacecraft.

The new Ranging Equipment is part of the upgraded Receiver/Exciter/Ranging (RER)
System which also includes refurbished Multifunction Receivers (MFR), S-Band Exciters
(SBE) and a new Range Switch and Master Controller. A typical RER link is shown in
Figure 1. The Range Switch is used to connect an RF equipment configuration for ranging.
The Master Controller will be used primarily for automatic set-up of the link and for some
additional functions such as semi-automatic error channel phasing for antenna autotrack,
equipment-status and data-quality monitoring and operational-event-data logging.



BACKGROUND

The Ranging Equipment design has evolved from a succession of tone ranging systems
developed by NASA/GSFC in support of NASA and international missions at both VHF
and S-Band frequencies over the past 25 years.

Some of the GSFC-developed tone ranging systems preceding the RE were:

Goddard Range and Range Rate (GRARR) System (Reference 1)

Syncom Range and Range Rate System (Reference 2)

Applications Technological Satellite Range and Range Rate (ATSR) System (Reference 3)

Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network (STDN) Ranging Equipment (SRE) (Reference 4)

The new ranging equipment is a replacement for the SRE, providing comparable range
accuracy and improved Doppler instrumental accuracy with respect to the older design. It
incorporates, in a consolidated design, capabilities for baseband and STS sub-carrier
ranging and the improved tone ambiguity resolution technique developed for use in the
SRE.

RANGE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

The RE performs a range measurement by transmitting a phase modulated pattern of
sequentially applied sinusoidal tones and a pseudo-random code to cooperative
transponders on the Space Shuttle or earth-orbiting spacecraft. The S-Band carrier with
modulation is coherently retransmitted to the ground station for a time delay measurement
to determine range and a Doppler frequency measurement to determine velocity.

The range delay measurement is implemented by adjusting a ground-generated replica of
the transmitted signal, modified by Doppler, until it coincides in phase with the received
sinusoidal signal during the acquisition process. Following correlation of all the tones, only
the major tone need be transmitted. The time delay between transmitted and received
signals is then measured and provided to tracking data users for conversion to units of
range.

High-accuracy and long-range capability are achieved by the use of ranging signal patterns
composed of high- and low-frequency components. The high frequency (500KHZ)
sinusoid provides a signal with a short repetition period required for the 1-nano-second
precision and 1-meter instrumental accuracy desired from the system.



An ambiguity problem arises if the repetition period of the sinusoid is less than the
roundtrip transit time to the spacecraft. The solution - that of transmitting a signal phase
pattern with a repetition period greater than the expected roundtrip transit time - is
achieved by transmitting a succession of sinusoidal tones each with increasingly longer
period and finally a pseudo-random noise (PRN) code. The tone system provides
unambiguous range to 15,000 Km, with the PRN code used to extend the system capability
beyond 500,000 Km when required.

A common problem with a tone-phase-measurement scheme of this sort is the possible
introduction of phase biases at various points within the system (demodulation, tone
correlation, counter synchronization) translating directly into range biases.

Automatic Alignment Capabilities

Achievement of the stated range accuracy therefore first becomes dependent on alignment
of the RE to compensate for phase shifts throughout the RF system. Improper alignment at
certain critical points in the system can cause the introduction of fixed biases, anywhere
from 150 meters to greater than 18 Km, which corrupt the range data. The RE has been
designed to minimize this possibility by performing automatic alignment of circuitry
critical to the prevention of range biases.

Automatic Demod Phasing

Demodulation of the range tones is the first step in the acquisition process. Automatic
phasing of the reference signal provides optimum intermodulation cancellation and adjusts
for path-length and phase-alignment differences between MFR’s used for ranging. The
automatic phasing routine takes about 1 second to perform and guards against occurrence
of 18.75 Km range biases caused by phase inversion of the demod reference frequency.

Automatic Minor Range Tone Phasing

The series of minor range tones (100KHz, 20 KHz, 4 KHz, 800Hz, 160 Hz, 40 Hz and
10Hz) used for ambiguity resolution by the RE must be aligned to compensate for the
differential phase shift encountered in traveling through the system’s electronics. Incorrect
correlation of any tone will result in a range bias related to an increment of the tone period.
A software routine is used to sample the correlator output prior to a tracking pass and to
automatically align the phase of each tone to achieve a balanced output. This alignment, in
conjunction with the use of an improved minor-tone correlation scheme developed at
GSFC for the SRE, results in a very low probability of minor-tone-related range biases
(References 5 and 6).



Automatic Range Counter Alignment

An additional automated routine to align the fine and intermediate stages of the range
counter prevents the 300 meter range biases caused by counter misalignment which
occurred in the previous ranging system.

The automated alignments incorporated in the RE provide the capability, before each pass,
of optimizing the critical adjustments required for range-bias prevention - alignments
which formerly were complex and time-consuming maintenance procedures.

Automated Zeroset

In addition to proper system alignment, systematic (or bias) error is controlled through the
process of zero-setting - determining and removing - the tracking station equipment delays
prior to ranging.

In the GSTDN this is accomplished by ranging to a small conical antenna mounted on the
edge of the 9-meter tracking antenna which translates the uplink signal to the downlink
frequency and radiates it back into the dish. The delay is known precisely from the
geometry of the antenna pair and is used as a means of calibrating out the phase delay in
the RF system’s electronics.

The new RE provides an automated capability for performing the zeroset operation. In a
two-step process, it first ranges through the zero-range antenna configuration and measures
the total range. It averages the total range measurement and computes a number known as
the system delay which, when subtracted from the total range, leaves the delay
characteristic of the propagation distance of the 9-meter zero-range configuration.

As the second step of the automated routine, the ranging loop is reset and restarted, again
through the zero-range antenna configuration, to verify that the system correctly measures
the known propagation time delay between the two antennas with the system delay bias
removed.

The system is now ready to range, requiring only removal of the target spacecraft’s
electronic delay by the data user to obtain the desired range measurement.



DOPPLER MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

The Doppler frequency is extracted in the MFR essentially by comparing the frequency of
the downlink Doppler-shifted signal with a sample of the uplink frequency, scaled by the
identical frequency turn-around ratio experienced through the spacecraft. The difference is
the desired two-way Doppler.

The approach of extracting the Doppler in the MFR provides a cleaner, less complex
interface than used in past systems. The new implementation allows filtering of the noise
and spurious components of the LO signal by the MFR’s phase lock loop prior to the
loop’s output being supplied to the RE’s high-speed Doppler counter, thereby providing
improved Doppler instrumental accuracy.

Two-way Doppler frequencies of up to ± 230 KHz can be measured to 1-milli-Hertz
resolution. The Doppler, imposed on a 240 MHz bias frequency, is continuously counted
and sampled non-destructively at a 10-per-second rate.

SYSTEM TEST SUBSYSTEM

The Ranging Equipment incorporates the ability to do system test simulations and
performance analysis in BYPASS mode (within the RE itself) or in NORMAL mode
(including the rest of the RF system) for both baseband and Shuttle subcarrier modes of
operation.

Range can be simulated up to 500,000 Km in 15-cm increments. Range simulations can be
static or, in conjunction with the Doppler simulator, can be made to dynamically change by
selecting any Doppler frequency over the Doppler simulator’s ± 230 KHz range in 1-milli-
Hertz steps.

The resulting test data, range and Doppler at a 10-per-second rate, may be stored on a
RAM disk for up to a 15-minute test duration and subsequently recalled to the display
screen or printer. Performance Analysis Reports containing all the test data plus mean and
standard deviation statistics are available for each test.

The System Test subsystem provides a means to isolate problems, simulate system
dynamics and, in general, characterize system performance. The combined simulation and
analysis capabilities of the RE provide the potential for improved on-station quality control
of the metric tracking data.



COMPUTERS IN THE RANGING EQUIPMENT

The Ranging Equipment is comprised of a computer, the Ranging Slave Controller, and
several microprocessors under the control of one micro called the Internal Micro-
Controller (IMC).

The Ranging Slave Controller (RSC), a Digital Equipment Corporation Micro PDP 11/73,
with a color display terminal, is the interface between the operator and the Ranging
Equipment. The Internal Micro-Controller, an Intel 8088, communicates with the RSC and
coordinates the activities of the various ranging subsystems, including three other
microprocessors, in a distributed processing arrangement. A monitor also outputs the
activities of the IMC to the operator, providing additional valuable information about the
internal functioning of the RE, particularly during the critical range tone acquisition
process.

RELIABILITY & MAINTAINABILITY

In the next decade, as Shuttle flights resume and NASA begins building the Space Station,
the need for the launch-support S-Band ranging system at the tracking stations on Merritt
Island and Bermuda will again become paramount. For this role in particular, the issues of
reliability and maintainability of the Ranging Equipment must be addressed as an important
element in NASA’s launch operations.

Part of the overall question of reliability has already been addressed in the discussion of
those subsystems (for automated alignments, zero setting, system testing and acquisition
monitoring) provided to guarantee accurate, unbiased ranging data.

At a more fundamental level, the issues of hardware/software design and implementation
and real-time equipment health-status monitoring, enter into the reliability assessment. The
hardware design, based on microprocessor and integrated circuit technologies, has
achieved significant improvements (50% reductions in parts count and power dissipation)
over the STDN Ranging Equipment (SRE) designed in the early 1970’s. Improvements
were also made in RF and digital circuit design, layout, packaging and provision for testing
in the new hardware.

A significant innovation in Network hardware design, affecting both the areas of reliability
and maintainability, was introduced in the new Ranging Equipment design. A network of
74 monitor points was incorporated throughout the RE circuitry, designed to monitor
critical parameters for equipment HEALTH STATUS assessment and to be utilized by a
diagnostic system to trouble-shoot to the module or circuit board level. The goal is to make 



the RE, among the most complex of tracking station equipment, maintainable in a timely
manner.

The diagnostic system monitors the 74 Ranging Internal Monitor (RIM) points organized
into 12 functional subsystems, detecting hard faults as well as slightly out-of-tolerance
values indicating the need for alignment. The hard faults are reported immediately to the
operator’s display screen in the form of an equipment HEALTH STATUS assessment. The
display indicates GREEN for a healthy, ready-to-support condition, RANGE ONLY or
DOPPLER ONLY indicating a problem in a subsystem required for Doppler or Range
respectively or RED if the problem affects both the range and Doppler capabilities of the
equipment.

Upon receiving anything other than a GREEN status, the operator presses a button on the
console to display the DIAGNOSTICS summary display, listing all 12 subsystems. This
display shows all subsystems and indicates by color (red for fault or yellow for out-of-
tolerance) which subsystems have RIM points with non-nominal values. The trouble-
shooting process continues by calling up a display of the faulted subsystem where the
search is narrowed to the particular test points which are faulted or out-of-tolerance. The
system also provides the ability to select a subsystem for rapid updating, allowing the
operator to perform some alignments while using the computer as the feedback display.

Diagnostic Expert System

A natural extension of the RE diagnostic system, presently under study at GSFC, would be
the addition of a diagnostic expert system incorporated in the Ranging Slave Controller.
When called upon it would survey all the fault conditions (presumably the central
causative fault and its consequential faults, as well as related and unrelated out-of-
tolerance conditions) and point the operator in the direction of the module most likely to
have caused the indicated conditions. Additional advisory dialog between the expert
system and the trouble-shooter, assisted by various electronic test instruments to extend
beyond the existing RIM indicators, could be added to further expand the capabilities. As
systems such as this evolve, they will have the effect of incorporating the knowledge of the
designers and principal support engineers into the machine itself, bringing the level of
Network expertise to a higher and more uniform level between geographical locations and
shift personnel at a given location.



LOGGING

One of the functions of the hard disk incorporated in the Ranging Slave Controller is to
provide various information-logging capabilities. The logging capabilities include:

System Fault Report

All system faults (RIM’s) are logged to the disk, along with the time of occurrence and the
time they returned to nominal value, if applicable. This information is logged, regardless of
the log function’s being turned on, and may be displayed on the RSC screen or on the
printer as a System Fault Report.

System Operational Event Report

Operational status changes may be selected for logging including, if desired, range and
Doppler data at selectable rates. This provides a time record of equipment performance for
post-pass analysis, and should prove valuable in relating the feedback from orbit
determination analysts to the actual ranging equipment behavior at the time in question. All
data are logged on hard disk in floppy-disk-sized files for convenience in downloading for
archiving. The information is also available to the operator on the RSC display screen or
on the printer as a System Operational Event Report.

A similar logging function is available in the RER Master Controller for the purpose of
logging operational status changes of the RER System’s receivers and exciters.

CONCLUSIONS

The SUE Ranging Equipment is the latest in a succession of tone ranging systems
developed at NASA/GSFC over the past 25 years. Its primary mission is as a Shuttle
support system at the NASA Merritt Island and Bermuda tracking stations.

In the design, emphasis was placed on reliability, both for insuring range data accuracy
and for maintaining equipment functionality. Maintainability was also a key design factor
for minimizing equipment downtime during the upcoming Shuttle/Space Station era.
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ABSTRACT

A new industrial telemetry system for a better understanding of operational conditions of
rotating machines rotors (static and dynamic behavior) has been developed.

This system is made of on-board miniaturized modules, a transmission part and a ground
segment for data processing.

Because the miniaturized modules have to be mounted on the rotating part of steam turbine
or electric motor, they have to resist to particularly severe environment.

Due to the same problem, an original rotating transformer with inductive coupling has been
developed and patented to supply power to the modules and to transmit data to the ground
segment.

This modular equipment has been designed to answer to various measurement
configuration requirements.

This paper describes the on-board modules and the ground data processing segment.

In addition to, measurement difficulties on rotor for large alternator increase because of
high voltage. Therefore, an additional module has been developed to ensure high galvanic
insulation between channels.

As a world premiere one such telemetry system based on these new modules has been
installed on the rotor of a 1500 Megawatt alternator.



The description of this equipment and the results are presented ; they demonstrate what is
able to be acquired and explored during such experiments on heavy rotating machines.

1/ NEED FOR MEASUREMENTS ON THE ROTOR OF ROTATING
MACHINES

E.D.F., well known as the electricity producer operating the largest park of nuclear power
stations in the western world, has been investing substantial sums since 1974 and now
avails of an installed capacity of 45 000 Mw supplied by 49 PWR reactors. EDF is also
the contractor in charge of construction of its power stations. The utility has thus
conducted a large programme of studies in close collaboration with the manufacturers to
guarantee the safety of its installations and a high degree of availability.

The increase in size and efficiency of machines makes them more sensitive to dynamic
stresses (vibrations, pressure and temperature transients). This observation is particularly
true of rotating machines which are essential systems of the installation. A major
experimental programme to collect data is conducted in parallel to the development of
computation tools which identify the stresses exerted on the structure for a range of
operating conditions.

An important feature of this programme is the acquisition of data relating to the rotor of
rotating machines : vibrations of turbine blades, temperature inside the rotor of the motor,
etc, are difficult magnitudes to compute with accuracy, but very important for the safety of
the device.

EDF has developed a digital telemetering system for rotating machines to meet the need
for a reliable and precise acquisition and transmission unit to record measurements on the
rotor of machines under difficult environmental conditions.

S accurate : the system must measure static magnitudes with accuracy, allowing
efficiency to be calculated with an accuracy of a few percent.

S reliable : one of the aims is to measure the vibration of a 4 m diameter Low Pressure
turbine blade or to be able to effect monitoring reading when the integrity of the sensor
is guaranteed.

S difficult environment : due to the installation in rotating machines, the environment
becomes the main constraint of the design of the fitted electronic device. The
characteristics of the environment in which the unit of equipment must operate is
identified hereafter ; it should be underlined that it is difficult to guarantee reliable
supply and transmission because of electromagnetic disturbances and the presence of
large metal structures.



In addition to, the system had to be easy to install and operate.

The equipment, marketed by ENERTEC-SCHLUMBERGER, has been used for several
tests in power stations..

2/ MEASUREMENTS

Therefore, the system specifications are:

S In the case of turbines, the electronic system operates in low-pressure exhaust steam,
with superimposition of water spraying,

S It may remains under such operating conditions for a long time, over 10000 h,
S Temperature varies according to the type of measurement, the most severe can go over

150EC in the case of turbines,
S Centrifugal acceleration is very strong ; it can increase up to 9000 g on the electronic

on-board modules and to 18000 g on the sensors at the top-end of the blades.

The operation of the complete on-board unit of equipment described in this paper is
guaranteed over the temperature range 0 to 125EC at 10000 g.

In addition to, a system approach was necessary to offer a complete modular solution
compatible with the various configurations of the field.

To solve the supplying of the energy to the rotating modules and the data transmission
under such so severe operating conditions, we investigated various solutions.

Finally, it has been designed and patented a unit that is particularly suitable for rotating
machines : THE ROTATING TRANSFORMER.

For the ground segment,the problem was simpler and the idea was to use equipment as
standard as possible.

ON-BOARD SYSTEM

Figure 1 : Functionnal diagram of the on-board part

The data acquisition system itself is compound of

S the modules for the conditioning of the sensors,
S the amplifying and multiplexing modules,
S the encoding and transmission modules.
The number of data channels (7, 15, 23 or 31) depends on the application and the modular



approach enables the various equipments to meet the exact number of channel needed. To
change this value, we only have to do the correct programming of the coding-emission
module and select the exact number of amplifying-multiplexing modules needed, each
module being supplied with high frequency a.c. voltage.

Figure 2 : Example of 7 and 31 channels configurations

A/ Conditioning of sensors :

Two types of supply can be provided, depending on the sensor,
S Voltage source for measurements with a static component ; temperature, torque,

stress,...
S Current source when the interest relates to the dynamic part of the signal ; vibration,

stresses, ...

B/ Amplifying-multiplexing :

This type of modules performs the following functions ; amplification, anti-aliasing
filtering and multiplexing.

Each module has 8 differential amplifiers whose drift as a function of the temperature is
very low.
A Butterworth three-pole active filtering is used, with a cut-off frequency of 1200 Hz. The
multiplexer is controlled by the clock in the “coding-emission” module.

An important feature of this type of module is the high accuracy that we obtain on the
measurements. High precision performed all along the acquisition and processing chain.

GAIN ACCURACY at 25EC :  + or - 1.3 %
DRIFT OF THE GAIN at 125EC :  + or - 2 %

C/ Coding-emission :

This module converts the multiplexed signal applied into a digital signal before modulation
for its adaptation to the transmission channel.

The module performs the sequencing functions of the whole system and meets the
synchronisation constraints.



The coding is done on 12 bits and parity with a conversion speed of 25 K conversions per
second.
The digital message can be either in NRZ-L or in Bi0/-L and the synchronization word is
inserted in the frame of 8, 16, 24, or 32 words.
The maximum bit rate is up to 327,680 bits per second.

The modulation scheme is Phase asynchronous modulation, 0 or B.

ROTATING TRANSFORMER

Figure 3 : Example of fitting of a supply and transmission device
The digital telemetering modules require a power supply of few watts and this supply must
be independent of the rotating speed of the machine and be able to operate at high
temperature under strong centrifugal acceleration.
In the case of the data transmission channel,we also had to find out the best way to receive
the signal from the measuring device fitted on the rotating machine.

Power supply :

The device comprises two short coils whose gap is small compared with their diameter.
Although they are fastened on supports made of insulating material, the coupled circuits
are located close to large metal masses. So that, magnetic leakage increase very quickly
which results in a reduction of the coupling coefficient of the coupled circuit. All these
features have been taken into account to optimize the power transmitted to the whole
device and to secure high transmission efficiency in all cases.

Transmission channel :

For the data transmission, several alternative solutions have been explored before finding
the right answer.

Ring and brush collectors are not applicable for high linear speed, and therefore can’t be
used on large diameter machines.
Radio-electrical transmission (antenna, line couplers) is not a good solution because it
requires elements whose specific impedance is well defined, and a high grade radio-
electrical receiver.
And finally, use of these methods without great care can lead to rapid and sudden changes
in the signal received during the rotation of the machine.



Therefore, the approach adopted here followed a very similar method to that used for
supplying the energy : The transmission channel is formed of weakly-coupled air self-
inductances.
Each inductance is fitted to the shaft of the machine using a unique concentric wiring.
Similarly as for power supply, because of the vicinity of metal masses, the over-voltage
coefficient of each inductance is low, and decreases as the size of the machine increases.

In practice, the carrier wave frequency can be between 6 MHz and 20 MHz.
In this narrow band channel, the type of modulation selected makes simultaneous
transmission by several systems possible.

The idea behind such developments was to find a system which enables an operation as
automatic as possible to avoid human intervention and so, whatever the machine status
was (stopped or rotating).

Because of the rotating transformer (no limit for life-time expectancy as for system based
on battery, no dependence of the system operation on the rotating speed, ...) we can,
nowadays, explore the way to use this system for control and monitoring over a long
period.

GROUND SEGMENT

Figure 4 : Block diagram of the ground segment equipment.

The reception system which composed the ground segment has two parts. The supply
system secures the power transmission needed to the on-board sub-system. The receiving
part is formed of a series of synchronizers which, after the demodulation organize the
digital signal and reconstitutes the addresses of the multiplexed channels.

Except the demodulation head which has been designed with the rotating transformer and
this in order to reduce the complexity of the on-board part, the other functions are quite
standardized and exactly suited to the application to reach the cheaper price.

We find :

S Bit synchronisation
S Frame synchronisation
S Decommutation
S Computer interfacing and data processing, ...



Depending on the type of test conducted, the data received can be stored on an analog
tape, acquired and processed in real time by a mini computer, or decommuted and
converted into analog voltage values.

3/ MEASUREMENTS IN THE ROTORS OF ELECTRIC MACHINES

Due to the presence of a strong electromagnetic field, measurements in the environment of
the rotors of electric machines add to the difficulty.A distinction can be drawn between :

S inductions at electric network frequency, due to the vicinity of the field of the motor or
generator, which are mainly substantial during major transients. It is important to make
the cables of sensors symmetrical and to shield the whole device.

S inductions at variable frequencies which are experienced during startups of
asynchronous motors. In addition to the former preventive measures, the reduction of
the passband of sensors does away with these parasitic signals.

The small size of the devices enables the above capabilities particularly effective. Electric
machines were thus subjected to a certain number of test-bench trials ; in particular :

S the characterization of a generator exciter,
S sets of qualification tests of reactor coolant pump motors, which is a basic component

for the safety of operation of PWR stations.

Figure 5 : describes the instrumentation installed for reactor coolant pump rotor
instrumentation.

Although all these test-bench had proven the quality of the measurements taken and the
validity of the methods used, it was still impossible to conduct these tests at full load in
power stations or to use these devices for monitoring purposes.

Indeed, in operation, a generator can be subject to transient fault conditions. They can
produce extremely high voltages at the connectors of these measurement systems (higher
than 2500 Vpp). The destruction of the measurement system can threaten the safety of the
equipment.

Wishing to extend the possibilities of use of telemetering systems to electric rotating
machines for testing and monitoring purposes at full load, a galvanically insulated
measurement unit has been developed. This insulated unit, a world premiere, guarantees
the safety of the instrumentation and the equipment during abnormal transient operating
conditions, and is compatible with the accuracy of the whole fitted system.



4/ NEW ON-BOARD MODULES

Therefore, in order to meet such new need, a new type of on-board modules is born

THE INSULATION MODULES

They have to work under the same severe operating conditions and that was the first part
of the specifications for these new modules. So physically they look like the first ones and
can be mounted as the others.

The second very important point for these modules was the accuracy of the whole chain of
data acquisition and processing. The full compatibility between the various equipment had
to be insured to avoid a distorsion in the final data.

We can define two main functions in the module.

The first one is the measuring head where we integrated the best components that we
could found on the standard marketplace. The second one is related to the environment and
concerns all the mechanical integration we had to design to offer so powerful module.

The basic specifications for such modules are
INSULATION
Inputs Constant current 2,500 volts DC

Altern. current 50 Hz 1,500 volts RMS

5/ USE OF AN INSULATED MODULE : TESTING OF A PROTOTYPE 1750
MVA ALTERNATOR

The aim of the tests is to measure in a nuclear power plant the temperature at different
points of the rotor of a new generator which is to be installed in future 1500 MW power
stations. This is the first time a real scale test is to be effected.

The manufacturer has fitted 28 temperature sensors in the rotor busbars. The sensors are
connected to the galvanic insulation modules according to the synoptic diagram below.

Figure 6 : Telemetering systems fitted to a 1750 MVA alternator

The tests are scheduled for July 1987. Their outcome will make it possible to secure
accurate knowledge of the temperature range of this rotor, build the operating instructions
from it and possibly take corrective action before the completion of the power plant.



CONCLUSION

In this paper, we described an industrialized system for data acquisition and data
processing of measurements on rotating machines.

The aim was not only to design a new series of equipment in our trials group for research
and development purposes but to explore the way and obtain a system for monitoring and
controlling rotating machines under operations and over a long period.

Today with all these various modules and especially the INSULATION ones, the industrial
application of this concept is very soon.

Fig. 1 : FUNCTIONNAL DIAGRAM OF THE ON-BOARD PART



FIG. 2 : EXAMPLE OF 7 AND 31 CHANNELS CONFIGURATION

Fig. 3 Examples of fitting of a supply and transmission device.



Fig. 4 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE GROUND SEGMENT EQUIPMENT



FIG.5: Reactor coolant pump rotor instrumentation.

FIG.6: TELEMETERING SYSTEM FITTED TO A 1750 MVA ALTERNATOR
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0.  ABSTRACT

Slipperiness Early Warning System supports the road winter maintenance of the highway
authorities by exploring weather and road conditions for a slipperiness forecast. An
especially developed multifunctional compactsensoric detects the temperature, the
covering and the height of moisture and the salt concentration on the road surface. An
infrared sensoric is tested for aerial detection. The datas of road conditions and air are
transmitted by a special procedure. They are the basis for a safe slipperiness forecast. So
salting of roads can be optimized to guarantee traffic safety and to minimize the burden for
budget and environment.

KEY WORDS: weather telemetering, road conditions testing, roadsurface sensoric,
spontaneous data transmission. road winter maintenance, slipperiness
forecast.

1.  APPLICATION - OPERATION - PROBLEM

Salting roads is very important for the safety of winter-roadtraffic. On the other hand
salting burdens environment and budget. The consequence is minimizing of salting. This is
one demand. Another demand is that salting has to be done in due time. This requires a
slipperiness forecast that predicts especially ice with sufficient warning-time.
For these reasons it was to develop a SLIPPERINESS-EARLY-WARNING-SYSTEM
that gives

# a slipperiness forecast with sufficient warning-time and
# an information about the road-salt-conditions.

Before the telemetering problem is defined, something should be reported about the kinds,
causes and places of slipperiness and the telecommunication system at German highways.



There are four sorts of slipperiness: black ice, frost, advection dew and compact snow.
Their causes are different:

- air temperature from -10EC to +10EC (TA),
- humidity of air from  30% to 100% (HA),
- roadsurface temperature from -10EC to +10EC (TR),
- roadsurface moisture from dry to moist to wett (MR),
- salt concentration from 10 to 20 to 30 g/l (SC).

Optionally the following parameters should be tested to extend the system to a general
weatherforecast system:

o wind strength (WS),
o wind direction (WD),
o precipitation existence (PE).

Dangerous places of slipperiness are bridges, slopes and ridges along the highways as
shown schematicly in figure 1.01. Dangerous places are areas with several dangerous
points that are to inquire.
The telecommunication system is shown also in figure 1.01. It consists of a long-distance
telemetry network connecting the highway authorities and their central control-station, a
local network of CF-2-wire-lines and switch huts. Only in the switch huts it is possible to
enter the telemetery network or to connect it with the local network while the local
network can be entered at every point along the highways.
A special and very hard condition is that there are generally no power lines along the
highway. Power must be fed by the CF-2-wire-line with small cross-section.

2.  ANALYSIS OF THE TELEMETRY PROBLEMS

The telemetry problems result from an analysis of the situation shown in figure 2.01.

Data Acquisition:
At every dangerous point the datas of the road conditions must be acquired, while the
datas of the air must be tested only onetimes at every dangerous place.

Sensoric:
The road construction demands small dimensions of the road sensors. Because of
limited power supply the power consumption must be small.

Testing and Processing Procedures:
To hold down the power consumption testing, processing and transmitting of datas
should be computer-aided by a mikroprocessor at every teststation that is responsible
for one dangerous place.



Telecommunication Procedures:
The distance between two switch huts is up to 20 km. The section belonging to one
switch hut is 10 km long and includes up to 10 dangerous places respectively 10
teststations. Only one 2-wire-line with only one telephon channal connects the
teststations with the switch hut. The datas will be transmitted from the switch huts to
highway authorities or central controlstation by the Impuls Telemetry System IFS 8 of
ANT. Data transmission must be done with low power consumption, too.

Power Supply:
In the switching hut only 10 W / 100 V  can be fed into the 2-wire-line. EveryDC

teststation must be able to select, to store and to control power.
Operating Conditions and Construction:

The system has to operate at temperatures from -30EC to +70EC. The temperatur can
rise to +200EC momentarily during road construction. The system and its components
must be weather- and waterproof, non-corodible and mechanically robust.

3.  CONCEPT OF SOLUTION

The concept of solution is described in figure 3.01 in form of a functional diagramm with
single blocks, which are connected by a system bus.

At first there is the roadsurface sensoric with sensors for the temperature, moisture
covering and height, salt concentration and alternatively to moisture for roadsurface
precipitation. On the other hand the air sensoric will measure the air temperature and the
air humidity.
Measuring amplifiers transdure the measured different quantities into uniform dynamic
ranges.
If there are several dangerous points respectively testpoints an analog-multiplexer will
connect them sequentially to the teststation.
In the block data acquisition and processing the measured quantities are digitized and the
datas formated and stored for transmitting.
The block data transmission will generate the transmitted data telegramm and transform
it into a FSK.
The block station procedure control is very important since it gives the commands for
testing, processing and transmitting. It was decided to develop the system for spontaneous
operation instead of interrogating by a central station. All blocks are working in pulse
operation to safe power exept a timer that gives a cycle for switching on the blocks. This
cycle must be chosen in reference to the fastest timegradient of weather changing.
The power supply consists of AC-/DC-filters to separate signal and DC-power from the
2-wire-line, power buffers to store continously fed small power and voltagecontrol units,
because the voltage along the 2-wire-line decreases.



The circuits are chosen in CMOS-technique with a range of operating temperature from
-40EC to +85EC because its low power consumption.
All mounting, construction and housing are robust, weather- and waterproof and
noncorodible.

4.  THE REALIZED SYSTEM

To get some variableness in system circuitry the single functional blocks of the concept are
not realized by only one circuit but by more.

4.1.  SENSORIC

The air sensoric is a combined thermo-hygro-pick-up and mounted at a mast in a height of
2 m as shown in figure 4.01. A PT-100-element tests the temperature from -25EC to
+25EC and transduces it to voltages from 0 to 5 V. A hair-hygrometer measures the
humidity from 30% to 100% with an outputvoltaqe from 0 to 5 V.

Considering the road construction and the behaviour of heat transfer and heat storage the
road sensoric should be small. But with one small sensor only a point test and no area test
is possible. Therefore the road sensoric is positioned as shown in figure 4.02 in the middle
of the overtaking lane, since this is the position with the worst road conditions.

The road sensoric is designed as a multifunctional compactsensoric as shown in figure
4.03. The sensors for temperature, moisture covering, moisture height and salt
concentration are laying in a synthetic bedding that is hold by a high-grade steel frame on
an aluminium case.
As sensor for roadsurface temperature a PT-100-element is used here. too.
The sensor for moisture covering consits of 6 steel electrodes which form with the steel
frame 6 little gaps. The 6 electrodes and the steel frame are connected by a resistor
network as shown in figure 4.04. The input resistance of the network will change
depending on how many electrodes will be conductive to the frame by moisture.
3 conditions are defined: no moisture, particulary moist and completely moist.
The sensor for moisture height is shown in figure 4.05. 5 electrodes located on two
different levels of a small hill are connected with the steel frame by a resitor network. The
input resistance will vary in 3 stages dependent on the height of moisture or wetness.
3 conditions are defined here, too: no wetness. 1mm and 2 mm wetness.
The sensor for salt concentration consists of a pair of electrodes located on the bottom of
the little funnel as shown in figure 4.03. The funnel form is a compromise between steep
and flat funnel to get complete current flow allready with little moisture and on the other
hand self-cleaning. The electrodes are fed with 300 mV / 2 kHz by a separating
transformer. The relationship between temperature and resistance with salt concentration



as parameter is shown in figure 4.06. The curves are non-continuous with appearing ice.
This is a possibility to give a last warning just before the formation of ice.

Alternatively an active infrared sensor was developed for areal testing of moisture and
mounted on top of the mast as shown in figure 4.01. Figure 4.02 shows the tested area
with a cross-section of 1 m . The infrared power diode of the controlled and temperature-2

stabilized transmitter is pulsed and modulated with 9 kHz and has an inputpower of 1.5 W
at 950 nm. The infrared receiver works with auto-calibration and phase-selective
demodulation. Figure 4.07 presents the outputvoltage of the infrared receiver dependent to
6 different road conditions. So it is possible to detect the conditions: wettness film,
wettness, moist, partculary moist, dry, snow.

4.2.  DATA ACQUISITION AND DATA PROCESSING

The central unit of the teststations hardware is a CMOS-microprocessor 80C85
compatible with INTEL 8085 and with low power consumption and an operating
temperature from -40EC to +85EC. The clock frequency given by a crystal-stabilized
oscillator is 2.48 MHz / 1.24 MHz.
There are 2 peripheral devices for data communication: a parallel interface RIAT and a
serial interface USART. The parallel interface is connected with the sensors by 16
controllines for synchronous or sequential interrogation. It controls also the multiplexer.
The serial interface is connected with the transmitting modem by 2 data- and 2
handshake-lines over a RS 232 C-interface.

An 8-chanal-multiplexer receives the signals from the sensors and switches them to an
A/D-converter. Both are combined together in one unit. With inputvoltages from 0 to 5 V
the discrimination of the A/D-converter amounts to 256 steps, 250 steps for data
acquisition and 6 steps for error messages. So the temperature is measured in steps of
0.2EC.

During the try-out period it was observed that electromagnetic interference brought the
microcomputer into undefined conditions. Therefore a controlcircuit called watchdog was
instaled to give a resetimpuls in this case.

4.3.  POWER SUPPLY

The power supply exists of 3 components: filter for separating AC and DC from the
2-wire-line, a buffer for storing small input power and a voltagecontrol. Since the aspect of
low power was considered at circuit design the whole power consumption amounts 2.4 W
pulse power for 2 s every 5 min or round about 250 mW continuous power.



4.4.  PROCEDURE CONTROL AND DATA TRANSMISSION

The test cycles are given from a timer and can be chosen between 8 s and 0.5 h. The
timer is the only one unit that operates continuously, whereas all other units of the
teststation are pulsed for 2 s every 5 min. It is clocked by a free running oscillator with
intended frequency scattering. Frequency scattering prevents regular transmission-
collisions of the spontaneous telegramms of up to 10 teststations.
Figure 4.09 shows the timing diagramm of the testprocedure. The sensors are
synchronuously activated and sequential interrogated. Two testdatas form one
protocolblock. The length of 4 blocks included reply-messages and retention-/ forward-
cycles amounts round about 1 s. The blocks are transmitted with 600 bd and the FSK
frequencies of 1300 Hz and 2113 Hz.

4.5.  CONSTRUCTION

The air sensors are mounted on an arm of a zinc-coated steel mast 2 m above ground. On
top of the mast the infrared sensor for detecting roadsurface precipitation is positioned.
The infrared sensor case protects against dirtying of the optics and against light
interference.
The synthetic bedding of the multifunctional compactsensoric is protected against
abrasion by the enclosing steel frame and by added quartz powder. The aluminium case
that houses the connectors is waterproof.
The road lines are teflon isolated because the high temperatures during road construction
and drawn in steel pipes that protect against electromagnetic interference and mechanically
destroying.
The microprocessor case gives protection against weather and water.

5.  DATA INTERPRETATION AND DATA PRESENTATION

Data interpretation and data presentation is done by a personal computer with graphic
display and a plotter in the centralstation of the highway authorities. Thera are three
different forms of presentation:

# real time presentation of all datas of all teststations,
# history of all datas of one teststation,
# history of one data of all teststations.

Figure 5.01 shows a hard copy of the second variant for the last hour in 5-min-steps and
for the last 12 hours in 1-hour-steps.
The format of data presentation is flexible and may be chosen in consideration of special
requirements of the highway authorities.



The diagramm in figure 5.02 shows the weather and road conditions dependent to time. It
is only the basis for the slipperiness-forecast.

6.  TRIAL

The SLIPPERINESS EARLY WARNING SYSTEM was tried out during wintertime
1985/86 in a mountain region on the German highway A 45 near Siegen. The measured
datas have been observed and compared with other weather datas. The system operated
exactly and reliablely and will be a help for slipperiness forecast and for minimizing
salting of roads.
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Fig. 1.01 Highway-Telecomunication



Fig. 2.01 Slipperiness-Early-Warning-System integrated in Highway-
Telecommunication

Fig. 3.01 Concept and Functional Diagram of the Slipperiness-Early-Warning-System



Fig. 4.01 Mast with Sensoric

Fig. 4.02 Position of the Road-Surface-Sensors



Fig. 4.03 Multifunctional Conpactsensoric for Testing Roadsurface Conditions

Fig. 4.04 Surefacemoisture-Sensor for Testing Moisture-Covering



Fig. 40.5 Surefacemoisture-Sensor for Testing Moisture-Height

Fig. 4.06 Calibration of Saltconcentration-Sensor



Fig. 407 Calibration of the Infrared-Sensor for Road-Conditions

Fig. 4.08 Blockdiagramm of the Testequipment



Fig. 4.09 Test- and Transmission-Procedure at Test- and Central-Station

Fig. 5.01 Weather- and Road-Conditions at Teststation Siegen / A 45



Fig. 5.02 Graphical Evaluation of 24-Hours-Datas for Slipperiness-Firecast
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ABSTRACT

The response of blood pressure (BP) to pressor tests is often evaluated with single
indirect measurements, which proved not to be sufficiently accurate in comparison with the
intraarterial technique. The intraarterial Oxford system represents a unique method to
reliably assess BP changes during these manoeuvres.
It consists of a portable blood pressure transducer which is connected through a cannula to
an artery of the arm. Blood pressure signals are recorded toghether with the
electrocardiogram on normal C-120 cassettes. The analysis of the short-term pressure
variations determined by the pressor tests is usually done manually on printed tracings.
This method of analysis however is not accurate and is time consuming.

A computer programme is presented for the automatic analysis of BP and heart rate
(HR) response to pressor tests performed during Oxford monitoring. Cold pressor test,
head up tilting, Valsalva manoeuvre, hyperventilation, hand grip, bicycle ergometry and
track running were studied. Analogic to digital conversion of the BP signals is off-line
performed. Systolic, diastolic and mean BP and HR are evaluated beat by beat by a
Fortran IV routine using an algorhythm based on the physiologic characteristic of the
sphygmic wave. Mean baseline BP and HR values are evaluated over 30 seconds before
the test. The response of systolic diastolic and mean BP and HR is evaluated for each test
and the following analysis is performed: 1)average BP and HR values over the entire test
2) standard deviation of BP and HR over the entire test 3) periodic evaluation of systolic,
diastolic and mean BP and of HR every 30 sec. for cold pressor test, 60 sec. for hand grip
and 120 sec. for tilting and dynamic exercise 4) evaluation and timing of the lowest and
highest systolic, diastolic and mean BP and HR calculated on 5, 10 and 15 consecutive
cardiac cycles. This analysis allows a far more precise and complete assessment of the BP
response elicited by the pressor tests; besides the usual information it provides the average
BP change during the whole test and an automatic singling out of the 5 to 15 highest
consecutive cardiac cycles.

ITC '87
This CD-ROM duplicates the published proceedings in that only an abstract of this paper was published.



LORAN - A LOW COST SOLUTION
FOR CERTAIN RANGE APPLICATIONS

Philip M. Maltby
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ABSTRACT

LORAN is currently being adopted by the FAA as an enroute and non-precision ILS
approach radio navigation aid. This decision, along with advances in receiver technology,
have breathed new life in the LORAN navigation area. This provides some new
opportunities for applying LORAN as a medium accuracy, very low cost range
instrumentation tool. Many applications for low cost TSPI capability exist and will be
discussed here. The capabilities and limitations of LORAN will be discussed along with a
description of methods which improve LORAN accuracy and performance.

INTRODUCTION

LORAN (LOng RAnge Navigation) is a radio navigation system that has been in existence
since WWII and has evolved through several revisions into what is known as LORAN-C.
Originally developed for maritime navigation, it now extends to aviation and terrestrial
tracking applications.

LORAN transmitters radiate groups of very precisely timed pulses of a 100 kHz carrier
which typically have an effective propagation range of several hundred kilometers over
land or over 1000 kilometers over salt water. Transmitters are grouped in a geographical
area and are referred to as chains: a chain consists of a master and two or more secondary
stations. For example, the U.S. West Coast chain has its master located in Fallon, NV and
its “W,” “X”’ and “Y” secondaries located at George, WA; Middletown, CA; and
Searchlight, NV; respectively. The master will transmit a group of nine pulses followed in
turn by each secondary transmitting a group of eight pulses. This pattern is continuously
repeated and the time interval between each set of master pulses is referred to as the
Group Repetition Interval (GRI). In the case of the West Coast Chain the GRI is 99,400
usec. A chain is identified by the four most significant digits of the GRI, in this case 9940.



A LORAN receiver must be able to receive signals from at least three transmitters in order
to obtain a position fix. It does so by measuring the relative times of arrival (TOA) of the
pulses from the three transmitters and calculates two time differences (TD1 and TD2) from
the pulse TOAs of the master and each secondary. The TD values derived from a pair of
stations are characterized by a family of hyperbolic curves whose transverse axis is
defined by the baseline between the stations and are referred to as Lines of Position (LOP)
(see Figure 1). The intersection of the two LOPs defines the position of the receiver. Most
receivers today have a spheroid based coordinate conversion model used to calculate
position (expressed in latitude-longitude) from the TD values.

CURRENT LORAN SYSTEM STATUS

It has been assumed by many that with the impending implementation of GPS with its
improved accuracy, LORAN would be phased out as early as the early 1990’s. (A GAO
report in the early 1980’s recommended that the Coast Guard stop funding new efforts to
upgrade the LORAN system based on this reasoning.) However, a number of
developments have occurred that would make it politically difficult for a LORAN phaseout
until well beyond the year 2000.

The LORAN user base has exploded in numbers of the last several years. As in so many
other areas, the microprocessor has had a major impact on LORAN technology; it has
made LORAN cheaper and easier to use. Over 40,000 aircraft are now equipped with
LORAN receivers and the number is expected to be in six figures by the end of the
decade.

As a result, the FAA has approved LORAN for enroute navigation and currently has a
pilot program underway that will eventually lead to the use of LORAN for non-precision
ILS approaches at potentially thousands of general aviation airports which do not have
ground based ILS equipment. Over 200 monitors will be installed primarily at VORTAC
locations around the country to continuously monitor LORAN signal quality for this
program. Since LORAN started out as a maritime navigation aid, coverage in the central
U.S. has been poor; therefore, the FAA, in conjunction with the Coast Guard, is
proceeding with construction of several new transmitters to eliminate the so-called
“midcontinent gap.”

A number of LORAN-based Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) systems are emerging
which are designed to automatically track terrestrial vehicles in real time. This area
perhaps will provide the greatest growth in terms of number of users over the next few
years.



The use of LORAN is growing in the number of applications and number of users. All of
this is mentioned to emphasize the commitment that government and industry are currently
placing on LORAN and to underscore the fact that LORAN will be around for quite some
time to come.

LORAN ACCURACY:  SOURCES OF ERROR

The purpose of this paper is to recommend consideration of LORAN as a tool to provide
Time and Space Position Information (TSPI) for certain range applications. The questions
that arise are: What kind of position accuracy can be expected from LORAN and is it good
enough? The answer to the first questions depends to a large extent on location and to a
lesser extent on time of day, time of year, and meteorological conditions. The answer to
the second questions won’t be answered here, but a discussion of the accuracies LORAN
users are currently able to attain and what can be done to improve accuracy will be
presented. But first, an examination of sources of error in determining position will be
considered.

The sources of error in tracking the position of a vehicle include: 1) vehicle dynamics, 2)
wideband RF noise, 3) narrowband RF noise, 4) local signal distortions or anomalies, 5)
geometric dilution of precision (GDPO), 6) diurnal and seasonal propagation effects, and
7) the TD to lat-log calculation model.

Vehicle dynamics can contribute to error in determining its position at a given instant in
time because of the latency involved in acquiring TD updates and the subsequent data
processing. Given the earlier example of West Coast’s chain’s 99,4000 usec GRI, a
vehicle will travel for a minimum of a tenth of a second between TD updates. For most
vehicles, this does not present a problem, but for some high dynamic vehicles it may be a
consideration.

The largest sources of error arise from GDPO, local anomalies, and propagation effects.
GDOP is a function of the relative position of the receiver and transmitters; Figure 2
demonstrates the effect of GDOP. If the LOPs at a given position are generally
perpendicular to each other, the area defined by the uncertainty of the TD values is
relatively small and the expected accuracy is high. If the LOPs at a position are more or
less parallel, the area of uncertainty is larger and the probability of an accurate position fix
is reduced. The GDOP is particularly severe in the vicinity of transmitter baseline
extensions and is the primary reason usually more than two secondary transmitters are
constructed for a particular chain. Local anomalies causing distortions in the expected TDs
(sometimes called grid warp) may be attributed to fixed features that alter the local
propagation path (i.e., hills, man-made structure, etc.). Time varying propagation effects
can also cause a shift in the TD grid and are periodic on a daily and seasonal basis.



Variations in TDs have also been correlated to passing weather systems. These variations
in TD values are usually relatively small (tenths of microseconds) but sometimes can cause
shifts in the TD grid of several hundred meters over a period of hours.

Noise sources (both man-made and natural) can cause position errors in LORAN
receivers. Some locations are subject to narrowband interference from low frequency
transmitters operating on frequencies in close proximity to 100 kHz; the Navy has several
such transmitters operating on both coasts. Utilities sometimes use Power Line Carrier
(PLC) systems to transmit data over power lines. PLCs often operate in the 70 to 130 kHz
region, but are generally not a problem except in the immediate vicinity of the power lines
using them. Another source of interference is the LORAN system itself: Because all
LORAN chains use 100 kHz carriers, and because chains have different GRIs, pulse
coincidence from different chains at a given location is inevitable. This is referred to as
cross-rate interference (CRI) but is periodic, predictable, and can be filtered. Because
LORAN signals are amplitude modulated, static noise from a thunderstorm can’t be
filtered and can cause the signal-to-noise in its vicinity to deteriorate to the point of making
LORAN unusable.

ERROR REDUCTION METHODS

As indicated above, shifts in the expected TDs can cause position errors up to several
hundred meters. Fortunately, methods are available to reduce the effects of most errors to
the point that very good accuracies are attainable.

The GDOP problem can be dealt with by using a receiver capable of simultaneously
tracking several stations across more than one chain. For example, one manufacturer
makes a receiver capable of tracking up to eight stations from four chains. Multiple LOPs
improve the probability of making available two or more LOPs with good geometry for the
position solution. The advantage of this method was demonstrated on the St. Lawrence
Seaway: Position accuracy improved from 80 meters with the best two TDs to 50 meters
for the solution using all possible TDs (1).

Like GPS, LORAN can be operated in the differential mode to eliminate error resulting
from propagation variances. In this method, a monitor receiver at a fixed known location
compares the calculated position derived from the signals-in-space to its surveyed position.
Since the propagation error is common mode for all receivers over a relatively large area,
the accuracy of a mobile receiver’s position can be improved by factoring in the offset
determined by the monitor. In a similar manner, the FAA will utilize its LORAN monitors
to provide pilots offset data to improve airport approach navigation accuracy.



Some LORAN receivers employ automatically tuned notch filters to eliminate interference
from narrowband noise sources. The receiver passband is periodically scanned to search
for offending signals and the notch filters are retuned as required.

In many locations, accuracies within 200 meters or better can be expected. In their studies
of Harbor and Harbor Approach (HHA) navigation requirements, the Coast Guard
surveyed LORAN performance at over thirty ports on the continental U.S. coasts.
Accuracies (2-drms) ranged from 194 meters to 30 meters without differential operation
from 100 meters to 14 meters in the differential mode (2). The FAA considers LORAN
signal quality that produces a position fix within 0.3 nautical miles of the actual to be safe
for non-precision ILS approaches (3). Most AVL users have indicated accuracy within 200
meters is adequate.(4)

A RANGE IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 3 shows a proposed low cost implementation of LORAN-based range vehicle
tracking system. This system is based on a technique used by meteorologists to track
weather balloons (5). The LORAN receiver associated with a particular vehicle resides not
in the vehicle itself, but at a fixed ground based location. The raw LORAN signal is
received at the vehicle and is used to modulate a telemetry channel of sufficient bandwidth
which is transmitted to the ground station. The signal is demodulated and fed to a LORAN
sensor (receiver) capable of multi-station/chain tracking, which then determines position
based on all available TDs. This approach permits the use of a smaller, simpler, and lower
cost electronics package in the vehicle when compared to installing the actual receiver on
board.

A typical differential mode ground based tracking system (Figure 4) would consist of
several vehicle dedicated LORAN sensors, a sensor channel to serve as a monitor, a CPU,
mass storage (disk or tape), range time reference interface, and interfaces to provide real-
time TSPI information to other range instrumentation systems. This system would provide
real time display and historical recording of time tagged position, bearing, speed, and
acceleration for several vehicles simultaneously.

COST ADVANTAGES

The attractiveness of LORAN to its users is based on its reliability, relatively good
accuracy, ease of use, and perhaps most important, its low cost. LORAN receivers
currently enjoy a 5 to 1 (or better) cost advantage over GPS receivers. Custom gate arrays
and surface mount devices are now being applied to high performance LORAN receiver
technology bringing prices to under $1000 per unit. Additional gains in integration are 



possible and a $50 to $200 receiver is not an unreasonable expectation within the next few
years.

CONCLUSION

While the accuracy of LORAN appears to be adequate for most users, future
improvements in receiver technology and the additional knowledge gained concerning the
propagation of LORAN signals will provide further improvements in accuracy. Receiver
costs will decrease as a result of higher production volumes, automated assembly
techniques, and higher levels of circuit integration. All of these factors combined make
LORAN an attractive, low cost tool for vehicle tracking in range applications.
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Fig. 3
LORAN Vehicle Tracking System



 Fig. 4
Multi-channel Differential LORAN Tracking System
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a GOES (Geostationary Operation Environmental Satellite) satellite
telemetry system used by Colorado Springs, Colorado for dam safety monitoring of the
City’s water collection system. The telemetry system transmits mountain reservoir levels,
seepage, precipitation, temperature, solar radiation data, and status alarms to the water
operations control center at Colorado Springs.

This paper is a “how to” guide for water utilities interested in using the GOES Satellite.
The paper includes: an introduction to the GOES satellite; a description of the Colorado
Springs telemetry system; how to obtain a GOES license; and a description of
procurement, installation and programming of the telemetry system by Colorado Springs
personnel.

INTRODUCTION

In early 1983, in the interest of increased dam safety and improved watershed management
the Water Division decided to pursue electronic transmission of reservoir levels and stream
flows to the Operations Control Center in real time or as close to real time as economically
possible.

The City of Colorado Springs, Water Division has an active dam safety program which
consists of engineering inspections and an engineering and construction program to
improve spillway capacities to meet requirements of the National Dam Safety Act.
Additionally, caretakers who live and work on the watersheds and act as dam tenders all of
whom have received training in dam inspection by the State Engineer and are charged to
inspect and maintain their respective dam(s) in top condition.



COLORADO SPRINGS SYSTEM

Colorado Springs has an extensive water collection system stretching diagonally across a
100 mile x 200 mile (20,000 square miles) area of Colorado. The system consists of
mountain river diversions, impounding reservoirs, tunnels, pipelines, and pump stations. In
order to link this vast system together, the GOES West Satellite is used to bring all data to
the Operations Control Center in Colorado Springs. The GOES system lets the city
monitor its dams for level and flow into and from the reservoirs.

GOES SYSTEM

There are three GOES satellites: East, Central, and West. Their primary purpose is for
weather forecasting. The central satellite is for backup and is moved to an easterly location
during the Atlantic coast storm seasons. The satellites are parked approximately 22,500
miles high and rotate at the same speed as the earth. Many governmental agencies use
these satellites for transmission of meteorological, hydrologic, and oceanic data. The
eastern half of the United States uses the East Satellite and the western half uses the West
as their primary satellite. The users of the GOES system consists of federal, state, and
local governments. Private users may use the system with a government sponsor.

The GOES system is managed and administered by the federal government. The primary
controlling agency is the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) with
the National Environmental Satellite Data and Information Service (NESDIS) handling the
day to day operation of the system. The main benefit for the user is a standard
specification for equipment which makes all vendor equipment comparable. Frequency and
time slots are rigidly controlled so that interference is basically nonexistent. NESDIS
sponsors an active users group which meets quarterly to discuss problems and to stay
abreast of any changes. For the users who do not have a Direct Readout Ground Station,
NESDIS maintains four 1200 baud lines which a user may call in to the central computer
and access their data so that ground stations are not an absolute necessity. Other ground
station owners offer services where they process data, store, and have call-in capabilities.
Generally there is a charge for this service where the NESDIS service is free.

To obtain an operating agreement to use the GOES system contact NESDIS and they will
forward a  comprehensive questionnaire which potential users must complete. The
principal requirement is that data must be hydrometeorological in nature. After acceptance
a memorandum of agreement is entered into between the user and NESDIS. The critical
requirement in the agreement is that a DCP (Data Collection Platform) must be turned off
within 24 hours if it should malfunction. Depending on a user’s terrain in winter that could
be very difficult. The general thought is if you cannot rent a helicopter buy one. In lieu of
renting or buying a helicopter Colorado Springs has three snow cats located throughout the



watersheds so that response time is four to six hours. After the agreement is signed the
next step is to license all the remote sites with the Federal Communication Commission
(FCC). This type of transmission falls into the experimental class of FCC licenses. At the
same time a user requests channel and transmission time assignments from NESDIS.
Transmission time is defined as a one minute time slot every four hours. As a user you are
expected to start transmitting ten seconds into the minute and end transmitting ten seconds
prior to the end of your time slot. This is a built in safeguard for timing drift. The
transmission rate is 100 baud. All times assigned are based on Greenwich time. Greenwich
time is used so that all users, regardless of their locations, are using the same time world
wide.

DIRECT READOUT GROUND STATION

Colorado Springs does have its own Direct Readout Ground Station. Several factors
entered into our decision to purchase a ground station including the ongoing costs of long
distance calls to NESDIS or another user’s location, and if we used another user the
service charges. Our dam safety program made it essential that we receive any alarms or
warnings as soon as possible. The basic ground station consists of a 5 meter receiving
dish, receiver, demodulators, multiplexer, IBM-PCAT, and 2 loggers. One logger is
dedicated to alarm reporting and the other is for reports and inquiries.

The ground station is programmed using a fill-in-the-blank method which establishes a file
in the master configuration file. This data is entered into the SAT (name for preprocessing
program) program so that when a transmission is received, messages are accepted and
placed into the data files, or alarms files, in the case of random transmission.

In the area of water management the satellite system has the benefits of using other users
information. With a ground station all that is necessary is to program the station to accept
the data we are interested in. This is another reason that attendance at the user group is
essential as locations and data formats can be exchanged.

DATA COLLECTION PLATFORMS

With the DCPs we are presently bringing in reservoir levels, stream flow, precipitation,
temperature, and solar radiation. The system is configured for expansion of alarm
contacts/float switches, entry alarm or any other contact closures. A full weather station
with wind speed, direction, humidity, barometric pressure, and evaporation is also being
monitored. The DCP software takes sample readings on all sensors every 15 minutes,
checks for alarm conditions and if alarm conditions exist reports them over a separate
frequency which is for random reporting. All samples are put in a buffer until the assigned
time slot and are transmitted on the normal channel. These transmissions are called self-



timed and happen every 4 hours. With a sample rate of every 15 minutes a user receives
sixteen samples per sensor each time a transmission is received and that data is placed in
long term storage.

The random reporting is based on parameters of how fast the rate of change occurs in the
sensor samples. The faster the change occurs the faster the random reports are transmitted
and received.  This rate is programmable so that any change causes a transmission or
transmissions only occurring with an accumulation of large changes. Programming of the
DCP’s is simple by the question/answer session on a portable programming terminal.
New sites are easily added to a system. After receiving a new channel and time
assignment, it is just a matter of installing the equipment and programming. Program the
ground station with the proper site information and it will start receiving the data.

CONCLUSION

Satellite communications was chosen over radio communications because of the
mountainous terrain and the inability of obtaining a radio frequency to cover such a large
area. Consideration was also given to utilizing radios and repeaters, however, the repeaters
became the weak link in the system as several radios use the same repeater and the loss of
a repeater causes the loss of several data collection sites. In addition to the physical
constraints, monetary costs were also a factor. The cost of repeaters, the annual Forest
Service lease costs, coupled with the increased maintenance from the added repeaters
escalated the price. Colorado Springs also chose the GOES system of telemetry over other
electronic means due to the fixed cost and simplified maintenance of such a system.
Installation can be performed by Water Division personnel. Most areas of the United
States have DCP’s owned and operated by other users which can minimize the number of
DCP’s an individual user has to install to achieve the desired coverage. The total system
can be maintained by technicians after installation and does not require contracting or
coordination with other specialty groups. Expansion can be achieved with minimal
problems thereby eliminating reconfiguration of an entire system.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a review of the Digital Seismic Telemetry System (DSTS) which
was designed primarily for the shallow water petroleum exploration industry. The DSTS is
a real-time digital multichannel seismic telemetry system which incorporates modern
digital modulation techniques to provide a large number of closely spaced simultaneous RF
channels in the 216-220 MHz telemetry band. Dual seismic analog data channels are
digitized and time multiplexed prior to duobinary narrow band frequency modulation
(NBFM). This paper will focus on a low cost spectrally efficient telemetry system. System
performance data will be presented along with planned enhancements.

1.0 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Figure 1 shows the overall DSTS block diagram. From left to right the Digital Seismic
Telemetry System (DSTS) is composed of up to 200 Data Acquisition Telemetry Buoys
(DATB) and a single Central Station. The Central Station is composed of a PC-AT as an
overall system controller and a set of 17 receivers referred to as Seismic Data Receivers
(SDR). Each SDR is capable of data and clock recovery of up to 12 DATBs, at 12
contiguous RF channels.

Operationally the DATB and system have 2 modes. The first is in a continuous mode,
where the DATBs are continuously acquiring seismic data in real time, and then telemeter
the data back to the Central Station, typically for recording, in this mode. The second
operational mode is the COMMAND mode. In the COMMAND mode the DATBs
respond to transmitted commands from the Central Station in response to operator inputs. 
The Central Station also synchronously enables a Remote Shooting System for firing of
explosive charges.



Figure 1



The DSTS consists of 2 components of special interest to the data acquisition system
applicable to low frequency wide dynamic range systems. First is a dual channel data
acquisition system applicable to 1ow frequency wide dynamic range systems. Second is a
low cost, spectrally efficient, digital telemetry system. This paper focuses on the telemetry
portion of the DSTS.

2.0 TELEMETRY SECTION - DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE

TELEMETRY SECTION MODEL
The DSTS telemetry section provides the digital telemetry link from the remotely

located seismic buoy to a central data receiving station. The telemetry system requirements
are:

C Provide a reliable (BER#10 ) data link for channel path loss of up to 125 dB.-6

C Compact RF spectrum (18 KBPS data rate in 20 KHz channel) for efficient
multichannel usage of bandwidth. This requires low out-of-band spectrum on each
channel to avoid adjacent channel interference.

C Allow the use of high efficiency class C - nonlinear power amplifiers to conserve
battery power and space.

C Low cost per channel.

These requirements were met by employing the spectrally efficient duobinary encoded
FM system shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2  DSTS DIGITAL TELEMETRY LINK



DUOBINARY ENCODED FM
Duobinary encoded FM is the modulation of a linear FM modulator by the duobinary

encoded signal. Duobinary encoding is a source encoding technique. This technique can be
expressed as a specific case of source encoding known as either partial response signaling
(PRS) or correlative-level coding. Partial response signaling does not try to eliminate
intersymbol interference (ISI) but deliberately introduces a controlled amount of ISI over a
span of two or more bits. The basic idea is to combine successive binary pulses together in
a known fashion which will result in reshaping of the spectrum to fit specified transmission
constraints. Since the ISI introduced is known, its effects can be removed by the receiver
to recover the original data. Some benefits of partial response signaling are:

C It permits the transmission of more bits per second per Hertz (bit/sec/Hz) than the
Nyquist type zero memory system.

C Partial response signaling may be implemented with a low cost filter which is
relatively insensitive to variation in transmision rate (speed tolerance).

C Partial response signaling allows errors to be detected without introducing any
redundancy into the original data stream.

Since duobinary encoding (a form of PRS) is a source encoding technique, its output
may be combined with various modulation techniques for use in broadcast transmission.
Linear FM is chosen for use in the DSTS system due to its constant amplitude property
which makes it compatible with nonlinear power amplification, relatively immune to
impulse noise in the channel, and eliminates the need for a complex coherent receiver. The
performance of each block will be detailed in the following paragraphs.

SOURCE ENCODER
The duobinary source encoder consists of a precoder in series with a duobinary

analog shaping filter shown in Figure 3. The precoder prevents error propagation. In order
to understand the need for the precoder, the duobinary model will be presented first. A
model for the duobinary encoder is shown in Figure 4.    It consists of a digital filter H (f)1

followed by an ideal brickwall low pass filter H (f) with cutoff frequency at one half the2

data rate. The digital filter transfer function may be written as

(1)

where, T = bit period

The ideal low pass filter has the transfer function

(2)



Figure 3  DUOBINARY ENCODER WITH PRECODING TO PREVENT
ERROR PROPAGATION’

Figure 4  MODEL OF DUOBIPARY ENCODER



The duobinar shaping filters transfer function can now be written as

(3)

Its magnitude response is a cosine function

(4)

while the phase is linear. The corresponding impulse response of the duobinary filter
is

(5)

This impulse response is made up of the addition of two sinc pulses at T spacing apart as
shown in Figure 5. It can be seen from the figure that there are only two nonzero samples
at each of the T sampling instants. Since the nonzero samples last for only a finite period
of time (2 bits for duobinary), the ISI is introduced in a controlled manner. An example of
an input sequence and the duobinary converter output is shown in Figure 6. Decoding the
encoded data is the reverse process. The receiver can recover the original data by
subtracting the effect of the previous input symbol. A problem which arises with this raw
duobinary encoded data is error propagation at the receiver. This is caused by the fact that
previous symbols were not available at the receiver and only their estimates were known.
The use of the precoder in Figure 7 eliminates the effect of previous symbols at the source
where they are known precisely. Decisions at the receiver are then made independently of
one another and error propagation will not occur. An example of preceding followed by
duobinary encoding is shown in Figure 8. The same figure also shows how the duobinary
signal may be decoded. At the receiver, the decision rule is

(6)

Instead of making a two level threshold decision, a full wave rectifier may be used to
convert the three level duobinary signal into a two level signal with only one threshold.
Note that since a decision is made independently of any previous bit decisions, no error
propagation can occur. It is also important to note from the impulse response of the
duobinary filter that, except for the two sampling instants where the time function has a full
response, the response contributes to ISI everywhere except at the other sampling instants.
In other words, the tails of the duobinary impulse response go through zero amplitude only



at multiples of T. It would not be correct to use an integrate-and-dump type receiver. The
integrator will only sum up the tails of the previous pulses and contribute to uncontrolled
ISI. The receiver must make its decision at the sampling instant only.

Figure 5  IMPULSE RESPONSE OF DUOBINARY FILTER

Figure 6  EXAMPLE OF DUOBINARY ENCODED SEQUENCE WITH NO PRECODING



Figure 7  DUOBINARY PRECODER

Figure 8  EXAMPLE OF A PRECODED DUOBINARY SEQUEHCE



In the DSTS system, the preceding filter is implemented digitally using an EX-OR
gate for the modulo-2 adder and a shift register for the one bit delay. The duobinary
shaping filter along with the X/sin X shaped aperture equalizer (required for rectangular
non-return to zero (NRZ) pulse transmission) is implemented using a three pole analog
filter. The magnitude of the transfer function for the duobinary filter with X/sin X
correction is then

(7)

The actual filter response is plotted along with the desired filter response in Figure 9.
The actual magnitude response matched the desired magnitude response to within .4 dB
over the 3 dB bandwidth. More importantly, the phase nonlinearity is only 7 degrees. The
eye pattern shown in Figure 10 is obtained by applying a random duobinary encoded signal
to the vertical display on a digital storage oscilloscope while triggering on the horizontal
sweep with the data clock. The opening of the ‘eye’ graphically demonstrates the
vulnerability of the encoder to the effects of noise, envelope delay, and timing jitter. The
three levels of the duobinary signal can be clearly seen at each multiple of T. The spectrum
of the random uncoded NRZ signal versus the duobinary encoded signal is shown in
Figure 11. Whereas the uncoded NRZ signal has the familiar sin X/X high side lobe, the

duobinary encoded signal ideally requires a response up to only 

Figure 9, IDEAL VS. ACTUAL COSINE DUOBINARY (1-D)(X/SIN X) FILTER
RESPONSE USING A 3- POLE ANALOG FILTER.



NORMALIZED TIME (.2T/DIV)

Figure 10  EYE PATTERN OF A DUOBINARY ENCODED SIGNAL

Figure 11  SPECTRUM OF DUOBINARY ENCODED SIGNAL

FM MODULATOR
Frequency stability, low operating power, and low cost make up the design criteria for

the FM modulator. In order to keep adjacent channel interference low, not only does the
RF spectrum have to be compact, but each channel must also be maintained within its own
frequency slot even under extreme temperatures. A battery powered field unit does not
provide the luxury of using a crystal oven. Rather, a temperature compensated voltage
controlled crystal oscillator (TCVCXO) is used. A X9 frequency multiplier is used to
convert the TCVCXO’s frequency of approximately 24.4 MHz up to approximately 220
MHz for transmission. Since a frequency multiplier also multiplies the FM modulation



index, the TCVCXO does not have to deviate its frequency linearly with respect to the
modulation voltage over the full frequency deviation range. The long term frequency
stability is now directly related to the stability of the TCVCXO. The optimum peak
frequency deviation was experimentally determined to be approximately 3.1 KHz for the
18 KBPS data rate. This low frequency deviation helps to minimize the severe differential
group delay effects of the receiver’s IF channel filter on ISI. The channel filter
characteristic will be presented in the next section.

In order to keep the RF spectrum proportional, the peak frequency deviation for a
9 KBPS data rate was set to be half the 18 KBPS case. This compact spectrum will help
system performance in the presence of adjacent channel interference. The actual RF
spectrum for the duobinary FM is shown in Figure 12. Since the channel spacing is
20 KHz, the RF spectrum at the edge of the channel is down by approximately 30 dB at
0.556/T for the 18 KBPS data rate and approximately 60 dB at 1.111/T for the 9 KBPS
data rate. It is important to remember that the goal of the DSTS system is to be able to
support a data rate of 18 KBPS in a channel spacing of 20 KHz. The limiting factor in this
telemetry system is its bandwidth. The performance will ultimately be evaluated on the
system’s ability to support a BER of less than 10  for path loss of greater than 125 dB.-6

Figure 12  ONE SIDED DUOBINARY FM SPECTRUM



TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER
Figure 13 shows the block diagram for the transmitter and the receiver front end.

Typical of a FM system are the class-C power amplifier at the transmitter and the
amplitude limiter at the receiver. If a non-constant envelope modulation technique had
been chosen, it would not have been possible to use these non-linear circuits.

Figure 13  BLOCK DIAGRAM OF TRANSMITTER AND
RECEIVER FRONT END

In order to keep adjacent channel interference (ACI) at a minimum, an IF filter was
used to limit the bandwidth at the receiver. The filter used is a crystal filter with a very
sharp amplitude cutoff. The amplitude and group delay response of a typical filter are
shown in Figure 14. Since the bit period for the 18 KBPS data is 55.6 microseconds, the
usable bandwidth is then approximately the bandwidth in which the group delay distortion
is no worse than 55 microseconds. Thus the usable bandwidth of each channel is around
10 KHz. The eye patterns for the 9 KBPS and 18 KBPS data rates are shown in Figure 15.
Group delay distortion in the filter almost completely closes the 18 KBPS eye pattern. The
closing of the ‘eye’ indicates that the noise margin will be drastically reduced as opposed
to an optimum system. Furthermore, the sensitivity to decision threshold, sampling offset,
and jitter will also increase.

Figure 14(a)  WIDEBAND LOG MAGNITUDE RESPONSE



Figure 14(b)  PASSBAND GROUP DELAY RESPONSE

Figure 15  EYE PATTERN AFTER CHANNEL FILTER



DATA RECOVERY AND BIT SYNCHRONIZATION
A frequency discriminator is used to demodulate the FM signal to baseband. Before

the duobinary encoded baseband signal can be decoded, the data clock must be recovered.
A block diagram for data recovery and bit synchronization is shown in Figure 16. The
decoder’s decision rule has been detailed in an earlier section. The clock recovery consists
of a phase lock loop (PLL) band pass filter to lock to the discrete clock component in the
data spectrum after the absolute value nonlinearity. The clock phase shifter circuit shifts
the edge of the clock so that the sampling instant is lined up with the instant that the eye
opening is at its maximum.

Figure 16  DATA RECOVERY AND BIT SYNCHRONIZATION

The performance of this telemetry link was characterized under various conditions.
The power level at the transmitter is 2 watts (or 33 dBm). With 125 dB of path loss, the
power at the receiver input will be -92 dBm. Thus the sensitivity of the receiver must be
less than -92 dBm and still maintain a BER of 10  in order to satisfy the system-6

performance requirements. The DSTS was able to achieve a BER of 10  at an input level-6

of -93 dBm for an 18 KBPS data rate and -102 dBm for a 9 KBPS data rate. This
corresponds to a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of 30 dB and 21 dB for the two data rates,
respectively. To maintain a BER of 10 , 5 dB less S/N is required for 18 KBPS, while-4

only 3 dB less is required for 9 KBPS. Due to severe group delay distortion evident in the
channel filter response, it is noted that the usual steep slope of the BER versus S/N
performance curve has been flattened out.

The sensitivity of the system to detector threshold voltage is characterized next. At an
18 KBPS data rate, for every 1% change in threshold setting (with respect to the full eye
opening) one additional dB of S/N will be required to keep the same BER performance. At
a 9 KBPS data rate, the first 5% change in threshold does not require measurable
additional S/N to maintain a BER of 10 . A 10% change in threshold will require 2 dB of-6

additional S/N to maintain the same BER. These data correlates with the observation of
the eye opening presented earlier. The original eye opening out of the duobinary encoder is
38%. The eye opening after the channel filter for 9 KBPS is 24%. The eye opening of the
filtered 18 KBPS is only 5%, which leaves very little room for error in threshold voltage



setting. The biggest contributor to threshold voltage level change in the system is expected
to be caused by the FM modulator’s gain. A 1% change in modulator gain means that the
system performance will be degraded by 1 dB at the 18 KBPS rate.

The sensitivity of the system due to timing offset is discussed next. At an 18 KBPS
rate, the first 3.6% change in timing offset with respect to T will degrade the system
performance by 1 dB. A 7.1% offset in timing degraded the system performance by
2.5 dB. For a 9 KBPS rate, a 7.1% offset in timing degrades the system Performance by
1 dB. A 12.5% offset in timing will, however, degrade the system by 4 dB. Again, the eye
width observed from the eye pattern gives a good indication of the sensitivity of the system
performance to timing offset. The original eye width out of the duobinary encoder was
55%. The eye width after the signal has passed through the channel filter is still 55% for
the 9 KBPS rate and 26% for the 18 KBPS rate. This indicates that duobinary will be fairly
tolerant of timing offset or timing jitter. When measured, the peak-to-peak clock jitter of
the clock recovery circuit for 18 KBPS data rate is only 4%, while the peak-to-peak jitter
for 9 KBPS data rate is 5.5%. This small amount of clock jitter did not contribute much to
the BER performance of the system. This is the benefit of speed tolerance due to
duobinary encoding.

Finally the adjacent channel interference performance is evaluated. This evaluation
consists of monitoring the BER of one channel while varying the level of an adjacent
channel until it degrades the BER in the channel being monitored. To maintain BER of
10 , the adjacent channel power may be up to 24 dB higher than the monitored channel for-6

the 18 KBPS rate. The 9 KBPS rate is able to tolerate an adjacent channel power of up to
48 dB higher.

3.0 FUTURE PLANS AND SUMMARY

The present telemetry link met the DSTS system performance requirements. This low
cost per channel telemetry system is realized as a compromise to an optimum S/N
telemetry link. It is clear that the main cause of system performance degradation arises
from the group delay distortion in the channel filter which causes severe ISI. It is also
desirable to increase the ACI immunity for the system to increase selectivity among
channels. In order to satisfy the above two additional requirements, it is necessary to first
equalize the group delay distortion and then to pack more bit/sec/Hz into the signaling
scheme. Utilizing presently available digital signal processing (DSP) hardware, it is
possible to equalize the group delay distortion. Sophisticated yet flexible DSP
microprocessors also open up the opportunity of using M-ary PRS schemes such as
duoquaternary or modified duoquaternary encoding. Duoquaternary is a direct extension of
duobinary, while modified duoquaternary is a direct extension of modified duobinary. 



Modified duoquaternary, like modified duobinary, has no frequency components at or near
D.C. This eliminates the problem of D.C. offset drifts in the transmitter and receiver.

In both of the PRS quaternary cases, the input is a four level signal instead of a two
level signal, as in the PRS binary case. The PRS quaternary encoder converts the four level
input into a 7 level signal. Partial response signaling using quaternary encoding is capable
of packing a maximum signaling rate of 4 bit/sec/Hz as opposed to 2 bit/sec/Hz in PRS
binary encoding. Higher level signaling exchanges S/N for bandwidth reduction. The extra
S/N required is predicted to be 7 dB over what is required for duobinary [1]. Most of this
loss can be recovered from the present implementation by the equalizer. The reduced
spectrum will allow better ACI performance. The DSP processor also allows functions
such as automatic level control and error detection to be implemented without adding extra
hardware. These extra functions allow both faster system alignment during manufacturing
and self-monitoring of system performance during normal operation.

The crowded radio spectrum demands bandwidth-efficient signaling schemes. It has
been demonstrated that the duobinary encoded FM offers performance as well as economy
in a digital telemetry link. With presently available DSP processor hardware, the
combination of correlative encoding and FM may be fully optimized. The promise of a
high density, good performance, and economical digital telemetry link can be realized with
todays technology.

REFERENCE
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DIGITAL TELEMETRY SYSTEMS FOR GAS TURBINE DEVELOPMENT
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ABSTRACT

Rotating electronic measurement systems have been in use for many years using well
proven VHF/FM transmission techniques. Recent developments in monolithic Analogue to
Digital converters, greater availability of surface mount components and the design and
utilisation of a family of custom integrated circuits using a relatively new BiMOS process,
have led to a generation of high simultaneous channel capacity digital telemetry systems.

This paper describes the progressive development and application of three systems in
everyday use which enable a variety of parameters to be measured within the high
temperature and high ‘g’ environment of gas turbine rotors.

Because of component density and limited space available, typically 10 cubic inches, in
which to mount the electronic system, extensive use was made of thick film hybrid circuits
and surface mount components. Custom integrated circuits are now being incorporated to
greatly ease manufacture and also to increase the measurement capacity.

A requirement to investigate the phenomena associated with flutter on fan blades of large
turbo fan engines initiated the design of a 48 channel, 3 KHz bandwidth, 10 bit resolution,
induced power system called ‘PRESSTEL’ (pressure telemetry) capable of measuring AC
and DC pressures and AC strain.

Having demonstrated successfully the application of digital techniques to strain and
pressure measurement, a 13 KHz battery powered system was developed enabling strain
and temperature measurements to be made on low speed compressor and turbine systems,
where temperatures of approximately 80EC (180EF) and acceleration levels approaching
2500‘G’ can be encountered. The system was designed for minimum power consumption
from the batteries to enable realistic operating times to be achieved (8 hours). The
simultaneous channel capacity is 24 and each channel is digitised to 8 bits resolution.

An induced power version monitoring 12 channels with a bandwidth of 27 KHz was a
natural development from this system enabling measurements to be made on multi-stage
high speed compressors and turbines where ‘g’ levels are in the order of 35,000 and



temperatures reaching a maximum of 120EC (250EF). Utilisation of surface mount
techniques and custom integrated circuits enabled two parallel systems to be
accommodated within the space envelope of the telemetry rotor metalwork.

Each of the three systems utilise “on-line” control facilities enhancing the overall
capabilities by providing further selections, data validation and calibration facilities and, in
the battery powered system, a ‘sleep’ mode which considerably extends the useful life of
the batteries.

This paper will describe the basic design philosophy of each system and constructional
techniques used to enable the electronic systems to operate within the environments
experienced in gas turbines along with system capabilities and applications.

INTRODUCTION

It is necessary to obtain mechanical integrity information on the rotating components
within a gas turbine in order to verify design predictions and to enable more accurate
forecasting of component lifetimes, which can in turn, lead to big financial savings. It is
also necessary to research new materials and to investigate physical conditions applying to
gas turbines.

A phenomenon known as ‘flutter’ has been known to occur on compressor and turbine
blades of turbo-machinery for many years, but with the introduction of large fan engines it
has become necessary to investigate it thoroughly to facilitate the design of blades that will
not flutter in the operating range of the engine. Flutter considerably affects engine
performance and reduces the lifetime of the fan blade.

To investigate the flutter phenomenon, small pressure transducers can be mounted on the
suction and pressure surfaces of adjacent fan blades. In order to establish the pressure
patterns between the blades the signals from these transducers need to be continuously
monitored and both AC and DC pressures transmitted and recorded for later analysis.
Telemetry systems already existing with in the Company were not capable of making the
number of simultaneous measurements required neither did they have the required
accuracy. A new system capable of meeting the following specification was required.



TELEMETRY UNIT SPECIFICATION

Simultaneous Capacity 48 measurements
Number of Selections 2
Bandwidth DC !> 3 KHz
DC Accuracy ±0.5% FS
AC Accuracy ±1% FS
Dynamic Range 60 dB

On line calibration facility for gain and frequency response verification.

Transducer polarise/depolarise facility for signal verification.

APPLICATION

The system was required initially for two applications:-

(a) An RB211 development engine.

(b) A model scale fan rig.

The engine LP speed was 3,900 rpm with an ambient temperature of 60EC (140EF) whilst
the rig speed was in the order of 11,000 rpm with a temperature of 110EC (230EF).

Three options were considered in an attempt to meet the specification.

(a) Sliprings

These have been used for engine tests previously to provide the measurements required,
but in our experience do not have the capacity required. Whilst being suitable for LP
engine systems, a form of support has to be mounted in the engine intake which creates
disturbances and may invalidate the results. For the rig application it was doubtful whether
slip rings would survive for long periods of time at the maximum speeds.

(b) Multi-Channel RF Carrier System

Present systems available in the Company utilise six radio frequency transmitters to
transmit information from six transducers each channel having a bandwidth of 30 KHz. It
was considered feasible to increase the simultaneous capacity, by use of three subcarriers,
to 24, whilst still maintaining the required 3 KHz bandwidths During the feasibility study it
became apparent that, although the AC requirements of the system could be satisfied, it



would prove very difficult to achieve the DC requirements over the entire operating range,
within the space envelope allowed. Many of the features considered in this study were
incorporated in later systems, although at this point in time we began to consider an
entirely new approach to our rotating telemetry systems.

(c) Digital Systems

Although the use of a digital system was now being considered, one important design
philosophy remained, this being the fact that we were designing a complete system and
redundancy would not be incorporated ie. full operation of the system would only be
possible if all of the rotating electronics functioned correctly. It is entirely possible that
failure of one interconnecting wire could cause the total system to fail. This has been a
design rule for many years and considerable experience has been gained in the
manufacture and commissioning of such systems and failure rates due to this type of
problem are now virtually zero. It was found essential to adopt this philosophy if the
required system capacities were to be achieved.

Using digital techniques the required capacities and accuracies could be achieved and the
data could be transmitted on a single RF carrier. A digital system should be capable of
expansion in terms of bandwidth and capacity by trading one against the other. Due to the
additional complexity associated with a digital system different methods of manufacturing
the electronic modules also had to be considered.

PRINCIPLES OF DIGITAL DATA CONVERSION

If an input voltage is applied to an analogue to digital converter (ADC), then, assuming it
is being supplied with the correct timing signals, its output will be a group of codes, in
either parallel or serial form, generated with respect to the input signal and a reference also
applied to the ADC. If these codes are applied to a digital to analogue converter (DAC)
then its output will be a voltage proportional to the original input signal to the ADC.
Quantisation errors will occur in the DAC output signal, these are due to the inherent
uncertainty in digitising an analogue value due to the finite resolution of conversion
process. The quantised value is uncertain (in error) by up to ±Q/2 where Q is the quantum
(or step) size. These errors can only be reduced by increasing the resolution of the
converter. When digitising signals with AC contents above a few hertz, with most
converters, it becomes necessary to use a sample and hold circuit to maintain the input at a
constant value during the conversion process.

There is a primary consideration which is critical in any A/D conversion system, this being
the sampling rate. The sampling rate establishes a limit on the maximum frequency that the
system can accurately process. The Nyquist sampling theorem states; to define a sinusoidal



signal in terms of its frequency and amplitude requires at least two equally spaced samples
per cycle. Inadequate sampling of the input waveform produces aliasing errors. If the
sampling rate is less than twice per cycle, an apparent low frequency signal is created as
part of the recovered signal. To avoid this problem, an analogue signal must be sampled at
a rate of at least twice the frequency of any signal (or harmonics) which has an amplitude
of at least one half of a least significant bit. As a general rule any signals which are (n+l)*6
dB down on full scale are still significant in an ‘n’ bit system.

In practice it is usually necessary to band limit the input signal to prevent aliasing. In a
worst case situation where the sampling frequency is only twice the maximum frequency
of the signal of interest and an out of band signal of a slightly higher frequency is present it
is necessary to design a filter which will attenuate this unwanted signal by at least the
resolution of the conversion system. This can lead to some highly complex filter designs. A
compromise between sampling frequency and filter design can be reached, but it must be
remembered that increasing the sampling rate increases the amount of redundant
information that has to be transmitted.

In a system where it can be guaranteed that higher signal frequencies do not exist, due to
transducer or material stiffness for instance, a filter is still desirable to prevent noise being
aliased back into the wanted spectrum, thus increasing the original noise content.

The conversion time required by the ADC determines the maximum sampling frequency
attainable with that device. In systems with only low input signal bandwidth requirements
it is possible to time division multiplex signals from several sources into one converter and
then onto a single information channel. In systems where multiple ADC’s are used, such as
ours, their outputs can again be time division multiplexed onto a single digital channel
reducing the number of signal paths required to transmit the data, but, increasing the
bandwidth requirements of the single channel.

SYSTEM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

A telemetry system for a gas turbine suffers from conflicting requirements. It requires high
accuracy, operates over a wide range of temperature and acceleration, must have a large
measurement capacity yet occupy a very small volume. It must also operate continuously
for long periods and at any time be capable of demonstrating the validity and accuracy of
its output.

In order to achieve this, three interfaces are required between rotor and stator, these being,
control, power and data. The interfaces usually take the form of coils for the power and
control transfer and capacitive coupling for the data transfer (Figure 1).



FIGURE 1

The electronic circuits are made in modular form and housed in an annular module carrier
(Figure 2). Each application having a differing number of slots available for modules. In
installations where only a limited number of slots are available then full system capacities
cannot be realised. It is essential to limit the number of “overhead” modules, ie power
supplies, control modules, to a minimum in order to provide a useful system in such cases.



TELMETRY SYSTEM COMPONENTS

The first element of the telemetry system is the transducer which in our case is the pressure
sensor and is in the form of a bridge. This is polarised from a constant voltage source the
stability of which, over the entire operating range, is better than 0.1%.

The power source is derived from a power oscillator which drives the rotor stator
interface. The power frequency being 480 KHz. Power from the rotor coils is rectified,
smoothed and regulated. The power supplies for the electronics are generated in the same
way but are not designed to have the same stability. Each power supply is supplied via its
own rotor power winding, the number of turns depending upon its output voltage. Each
supply is rated at approximately 0.5 Amps. It was found necessary to mount the series
pass device external to the module (see Figure 2) to limit its junction temperature to
acceptable levels.

The outputs of the transducers for the required pressure range was 0 to 80 mV at a
maximum frequency of 3 KHz. 12 modules are available to perform signal conditioning
and analogue to digital conversion, each module having to condition 4 transducers. By
incorporating an analogue multiplexer prior to any conditioning, 2 banks of transducers
and 2 calibration signals could be included, see Figure 3.

FIGURE 3



A differential amplifier is used to amplify the signals into the operating range of the ADC.
The amplifier has to satisfy several important conditions, these being:-

i) Output Offset Voltage: This has to be kept as low as possible in order to maximise
the dynamic range of the converter.

ii) Offset Voltage Drift: Any change in temperature causes a dc change at the
amplifier output which appears as an apparent change in pressure at the output of
the system. By keeping this below 1µV/EC we can achieve less than 1 bit error due
to temperature effects. For very accurate measurements the use of the calibration
signals allows the amplifier offset to be calculated and eliminated in later analysis.

iii) Common Mode Rejection: The amplifier must be able to maintain its linearity over
the full range with 3.5 V dc common mode signal applied and be able to reject
induced signals in the wiring produced as the engine rotates.

Each amplifier is followed by a four pole low pass filter, the attenuation produced in the
stopband being sufficiently high to prevent aliasing when using a sampling rate of four
times the maximum bandwidth.

The output of each amplifier is then sampled by a multiplexer into a sample and hold and
finally into the converter, which produces a serial output data stream.

The complexity of this module was an estimated eight fold increase on any module
previously constructed and methods of achieving its manufacture had to be carefully
considered. Thin film techniques had already been investigated in a previous project and
had proved totally satisfactory in the environment. However, because it is a single layer
technique and very difficult to ‘Stack’ thin film substrates, it was decided to use a thick
film hybrid approach. Two subcontractors supplied the hybrid circuits. Each divided the
circuit into three separate parts and constructed each part on a separate substrate
(Figure 4).

One construction utilised aluminium bonding wires, with passivation layers under each
bond to prevent shorting in the event of bond wires deforming at high ‘g’ levels, whilst the
other used gold bonds which were secured with a chip coat and total encapsulation. Chip
coat was considered necessary due to failures on previous devices due to collapse of the
bond wires. Apart from these hybrids all other components used in modules are required to
have aluminium bonding. Over the last twenty years a comprehensive list of components
suitable for high ‘g’ applications has been compiled and any new components are
subjected to this environment before being incorporated into systems.



In a full capacity system twelve conditioning modules are used. The digital data outputs
from these modules are now multiplexed onto a single line. For each multiplexer position
the data is formatted to consist of all 12 MSB’s followed by the next most significant bit
etc. Between each new set of data a synchronising word is inserted to enable identification
of the data. A status word is also included to provide information on the conditions of the
rotor. (Figure 5). The data stream is then randomised and filtered so that it is suitable for
modulating a UHF transmitter operating in the region of 380 MHz. At this point the data is
a 7.68 Mbits/sec stream. The transmission aerial consists of a single copper stripline whilst
the received signal is picked up by sectored strips each connected via a phasing harness to
minimise group delay problems.

FIGURE 5



A control facility is available by which a high frequency carrier can be amplitude
modulated with a pulse position modulated code, applied to the control interface and
decoded by one of the rotating modules. By using a carrier frequency of 15.36 MHz this
can be used as the system clock for the rotor. Control facilities available are changes in
selection, so more than one bank of transducers can be interrogated, two DC calibration
sources and one AC source, the frequency of which is controllable from the ground station.

The final option available is depolarisation of the transducers. This removes the voltage
source applied so that any rogue signals induced in the wiring can be identified and
removed during the data analysis.

An interface unit is required to condition the signals both transmitted to, and received
from, the rotor unit. This is usually located within the engine or rig test cell and contains
the 480 KHz power oscillator the 15.36 MHz control amplifier and a UHF receiver. The
unit is pressurised to prevent influx of any explosive gases that may be present and also to
maintain the ambient temperature at less than 50EC (122EF) as power dissipation in the
unit is in the order of 200 W.

The ground station is situated in a measurement facility often up to 100 metres from the
test cell and is connected via three co-axial cables to the interface unit. The ground station
provides clock and data recovery, demultiplexes the digital data stream, reconverts to
analogue signals and finally after a small amount of signal processing produces 96
analogue outputs.

RUNNING EXPERIENCE

The first Presstel system was fitted to a large turbo-fan engine and configured to measure
54 pressures and 6 AC strain signals from fan blade mounted transducers. The system ran
for a total of 2.5 hours and no operating problems were encountered.

A second system was installed on a model fan rig where higher speeds were encountered.
This system monitored 60 straingauge signals in two selections of 30 straingauges. The
system ran for a total of 46 hours and again no problems were experienced. Future tests
using the Presstel system are planned in the near future and one application incorporates
two units in one engine. As well as ac strain and pressure, these units have been
configured to measure temperature from thermocouples and temperature mats, and also the
outputs from rotating load cells.



FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS AND APPLICATIONS

Once the increase in simultaneous channel capacity had been demonstrated using a digital
system further applications arose. In order to perform a complete straingauge survey on the
LP components of an engine, an estimated 50 gauges required monitoring. Systems
previously available only allowed 6 simultaneous channels and was limited to 3 KHz
bandwidth. Any selection change had to be made manually with the engine stationary. The
proposed system called DIGBERT (Digital Battery Energised Radio Telemetry) had a
simultaneous capacity of 24 channels with 3 selections being available, these being under
remote control removing the necessity to stop the engine before a selection change. The
signal bandwidth was chosen to be 13 KHz to accommodate signals from the booster
stages of new engines. As before the system was battery powered.

Experience gained on the development of the Presstel system showed that digital systems
tend to require much more power, so, being a battery system, careful attention had to be
applied to the circuit design to minimise current consumption. It was proposed that the
system should have a capacity of at least 8 hours continuous operation. As a remote
control facility was to be incorporated it was decided to provide a ‘power down’ option
which conserved battery life during long periods of testing when continuous monitoring
was not required. it was intended to use the systems in flight and so operating temperatures
of -40EC (-40EF) to +80EC (176EF) had to be accommodated. In reality the temperature
limiting component is the battery.

Straingauges are polarised with a constant current in the range 0.5 to 5 mA and the
resulting gauge signals, which range from 5µV to 2 mV pk to pk, depending upon
application, are then amplified and filtered, as in the Presstel system. Each output is then
sampled by a 24 way multiplexer, also incorporating a further gain stage, and the resulting
signal applied via a buffer to an 8 bit flash converter. By eliminating the need for multiple
converters power consumption could be drastically reduced. Flash converters have the
added advantage of not requiring a sample and hold, which, operating at the speeds
required was difficult to produce in the space available. Initially the system was
constructed using discrete surface mount components. Time taken to construct and test the
modules was considerable and often very expensive. In order to alleviate this problem and
to ultimately increase the simultaneous channel capacity a suite of custom integrated
circuit designs was commissioned.

These consisted of:-

1 A polarising device consisting of 12 matched current sources, programmable in the
range 0.5 mA to 5 mA. Each source was capable of supplying one of three gauges
and providing a signal path from the selected gauge to an output pin. It also



incorporates an intermittent gauge detector which removed the polarising current in
the event of an intermittent gauge circuit, to prevent any possible crosstalk. The
devices requires only three external resistors and offers 0.1% matching between
sources and a drift of less than 1% over the entire operating range.

2 A device containing four instrumentation amplifiers with a fixed gain of 50, with a
four way differential multiplexer and similar current sources to provide gauge
polarisation. It offers 1% gain flatness to 100 KHz, less than 0.2µV/EC input
temperature drift and less than 5 mV initial output offset (although this is trimmable).

3 A third device was a high speed analogue multiplexer. Each of the 24 inputs are gain
programmable in blocks of 8, by 2 digital input lines. The settling time of the device is
specified at 0.1% in 460 nS for a 2 volt step.

Evaluation is still taking place on the last two devices but they will be incorporated
shortly.

4 A requirement for a very high speed parallel to serial register was also foreseen for
use in high capacity systems, and a low powered device was designed, it has 16 TTL
compatible inputs and complementary ecl O/P’s and operates with a power
consumption of less than 0.5 W at a maximum speed of 500 MHz.

All devices have been designed with a 100 KHz bandwidth and with an ultimate
simultaneous system capacity of 48 channels. By rationalisation of designs it has been
possible to configure a second system capable of interrogating 144 channels in 6 selections
of 24 measurements at a bandwidth of 30 KHz. This system operates at ‘g’ levels in
excess of 30,000. Future developments include development of the 48 channel system and
the adaption of existing systems to monitor hot film gauges and possible acoustic emission
signals.

SYSTEM RUNNING EXPERIENCE

The DIGBERT System has now been used on three types of engine and in several different
environments. Slight modifications to each system has enabled static and dynamic strain
signals to be recovered as well as temperature information from thermocouples. To date
approximately 500 running hours have been achieved during which time only one failure
has been reported due to an overtemperature situation in which the unit reached around
140EC (284EF). Since the introduction of high capacity systems the use of LP telemetry
has increased significantly and similar increased usage is expected when the full capacity
induced power systems are brought into service.
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ABSTRACT

A natural gas well monitoring and control system based on a low power microcomputer is
described. The system includes gas dehydrator temperature monitoring and control and
optimal well start-up flow control. The gas flow is measured with a orifice plate system
with very fast and accurate computation using the AGA3/NX19 technique. All data are
stored at the base station in a format accessible by a relational data base. The results of a
demonstration project using a UHF telemetry link are presented.
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PART 1.  INTRODUCTION

The gas well control program is designed to operate on the ETI Micro/Texas Instruments
8640 industrial microcontroller. The Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) consists of a
microcontroller with a power source, a radio communications system and a protective
housing with the communications antenna mounting attached. The unit consumes about
8 Watts when in the receive mode.

The RTU is normally used in conjunction with a central or host computer utilizing a master
station control program, but can also be operated in a standalone mode using a small hand-
held computer. A block diagram for a standard base station/RTU system is shown in
Figure 1.



The software is designed to measure and control the entire range of equipment and
processes at the natural gas well site. Since wellhead equipment varies from well to well
and from field to field, the program has a modular design, allowing operators to tailor the
level of sophistication.

A typical natural gas well and its associated production equipment used in the Four
Corners area of New Mexico is shown in Figure 2. Referring to the figure, the system
consists of the well itself, a production unit where liquid water and hydrocarbons are
removed from the gas stream, a storage tank for the liquid hydrocarbons (or drip gas), a
dehydration unit for removal of gaseous water, a gas flow control valve, and a orifice plate
flow metering run. Casing and tubing pressures are measured at the well head. The gas
then proceeds to the separator or so-called production unit where monitoring points are the
dump valves’ status, the separator level, and the separator glycol temperature. The volume
of liquid hydrocarbon product in storage is monitored by measuring the pressure at the
bottom of the tank. Referring back to the main process stream, the gas then enters the
dehydrator unit. In this unit, monitoring and control points include the glycol storage level,
the reboiler burner pilot status, the reboiler temperature, the glycol flow rate, contactor
temperature monitor, reboiler main burner control, and the glycol recirculation pump
control. The gas then passes through the control valve into the metering run. Here the
points monitored are the down stream static gas pressure, the orifice plate differential
pressure, the gas temperature, and the control valve status (full open or full closed).

The approach to well control gives the operator complete information about the status of
each of the wells at any time, enabling well-informed decisions regarding the production of
the wells. The program regularly logs data, provides alarms for out-of-tolerance
conditions, and automatically acts to correct those conditions when possible. It also
permits an operator to directly monitor and control the well through a well-defined and
easy-to-use command structure, using either an on-site, hand-held computer or via radio to
a master computer using the master station control program.

The gas well control program operates under a multitasking operating system, running the
water/drip gas dump monitor, the flow measurement, the drip gas tank level monitor, the
communications monitor, and the alarm monitor as separate tasks with short response
times typical of interrupt driven programs.

Part 2.  Gas Flow Measurement

Measurement Technique

The orifice plate static pressure, differential pressure, and temperature are sampled at 5000
times per second with a 12 bit analog to digital converter. The measurements are averaged



and then used in the AGA-3 gas measurement and NX-19 supercompressibility formulae
[1,2], to obtain the flow. This calculation takes about 50 milliseconds. The flow is then
totalized and a 15 minute volume production datum is stored.

Flow Data Logging and Recording

Data are logged at the RTU and sent to the central computer either when polled
automatically or by special operator request. This internal log allows for over ninety days’
flow data storage with time and date stamping. Therefore, in the event of a
communications failure, no datum is lost. Stored data can be retrieved when
communications are restored, or through a hand-held computer taken to the RTU site.
Normally, data from the RTU is logged into a data base at the main computer at regular,
operator-set intervals. An operator can then chart or graph historical trends and provide a
documented operating history of the well. These logged data are made available in files
compatible with several standard data base programs.

Part 3.  Throttling Valve Control

The gas well control program uses a modified proportional flow control algorithm to open
or shut in a well, to control the flow pressure from a well, or to produce a well to a specific
volume.

When first opening a well, the program can produce the well at a high flow for an
adjustable length of time (typically three minutes), then drop the flow to a normal
production level. The initial high flow forces most of the liquids which may have collected
in the tubing out of the well, permitting a smoother subsequent gas flow.

The program may also be set to maintain a constant flow pressure if possible. If the flow
drops below a setpoint then the well is shut in and an alarm generated. The well may also
be produced to a specific volume during a specified time period.

Part 4.  Operator Commands

Commands can be sent to the RTU at any time from the main computer console via the
telemetry system, and are the primary means of remote well control.

The PRODUCE Command

Production of the well is controlled with the PRODUCE command which initiates a
message from the base station to the RTU. Before the message is sent, a screen prompt
will then ask the operator if the well should produce at a steady pressure level or produce



to a given volume of gas. The operator enters the appropriate value, which is automatically
sent to the RTU.

The RTU must have the following conditions present before it will allow the well to begin
production:

*  Have a PRODUCE command
*  RTU battery voltage above minimum
*  Line pressure above minimum

The STOP Command

A STOP command will shut in the well and not allow the RTU to initiate a restart. The
STOP state requires a correction of the condition which caused the STOP plus a new
PRODUCE command from the operator to resume production.

Part 5.  Alarms

The well control program recognizes and acts upon alarm situations which affect the
operation of the well. An alarm is declared whenever some parameter of the well’s
operation falls outside operator-set limits. An alarm is immediately time stamped and
logged at the remote. After the base station poles the remote, the alarms are indicated on
the operator’s console and logged at the base station. The alarms require
acknowledgement before the system returns to its normal state.

In addition to notifying the operator, the RTU can, upon registering certain specified
alarms, automatically execute an RTU STOP command or an RTU SHUT-IN command,
depending upon the circumstances.

The RTU SHUT-IN Command

An RTU SHUT-IN command will cause the RTU to close the throttling valve and wait for
automatic restart, which will be initiated by the RTU when the alarm condition no longer
exists.

The RTU STOP Command

An RTU STOP command will shut in the well and not allow the RTU to initiate a restart.
The RTU STOP state requires a manual correction of the condition which caused the RTU
STOP plus a new PRODUCE command from the operator to resume production.



Part 6.  Operator-supplied Variables

Well-specific variables are down-loaded into the gas well control program via the
telemetry link and are stored in battery-backed memory. These variables include such
parameters as the orifice plate hole diameter, plate material, and gas composition.

Part 7.  PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT MONITORING AND CONTROL

Measurement and Control Functions

The production equipment monitoring and control module monitors the temperature of the
separator, the liquid level in the separator, and the status of both the water dump valve and
the drip gas dump valve. An alarm is generated if either of the dump valves is open longer
than a user-specified time (on the order of 2 minutes).

PART 8.  WELLHEAD PRESSURE MONITORING

The wellhead tubing and  casing pressures  are  monitored for logging and control. The
well is allowed to produce only when tubing pressure is higher than casing pressure.

PART 9.  DRIP GAS TANK LEVEL MONITORING

The drip gas tank level monitoring allows an operator to keep a close watch on tank levels.
Information on changing tank levels helps an operator project “full” dates, which allows
optimized pumper scheduling. This also provides for tank security, an especially important
consideration in remote areas where theft of drip gas can go unnoticed for days or weeks.
Any drop in tank level shows as an “illegal drawdown” alarm if the key-operated switch at
the well site is not in the allowed-drawdown position.

PART 10.  DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS

FARMINGTON AREA DEMONSTRATION

A natural gas well with a full set of production equipment, drip tank, and flow
measurement monitoring and control points was operated near the Northwest Pipeline
company’s Gobernador camp in Northern New Mexico. This demonstration project has
operated during the last year. The project used both simplex radio communication and
single repeater communications over a direct path of about 10 miles at about 450 MHz. A
Bell-202 type FSK modem was used to modulate and demodulate the FM radios. Typical
data from October of last year are shown in Figures 3 through 5. These data were taken on
15 minute intervals. Referring to Figure 3. the peaking of the well flow immediately after



production start-up can be seen. Figure 4 shows the response of the well’s critical gas
pressures as a function of flow from the well. Note that the well reaches an equilibrium
relatively quickly after production begins. Finally, Figure 5 shows the reboiler, natural gas
output, and the production unit’s separator temperatures. Note the gradual decrease in the
separator temperature. If this trend were to continue, a low separator temperature alarm
would be initiated and displayed at the base station.

CONCLUSIONS

A typical natural gas well like those used in northern New Mexico has been completely
automated for both independent and remotely monitored operation. Out-of-tolerance
conditions can be detected via local means and be immediately acted on both at the remote
site and by an operator at a central master control site.
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Figure 1 - Base Station/Remote Terminal Unit Block Diagram.



Figure 2 - Four Corners Area Natural Gas Well.



 Figure 3 - October, 86, NWP Flow Data.



Figure 4 - October 86, NWP Pressure Data.



Figure 5 - October 86, NWP Temperature Data.
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ABSTRACT

An approach is described for designing a software system associated with high data rate,
multi-processor, distributed processing realtime telemetry systems. The need for
developing software systems that provide a user-friendly planning/operating environment
is discussed. The target goal of such an environment is maximum flexibility with a
minimum requirement for in-depth knowledge of the internals of the software system. Four
recent telemetry system efforts are sighted as examples. A set of general requirements
which define a user-friendly system are derived and a design which satisfies those
requirements is then presented. The design uses traditional database tools to define
realtime environments. An intelligent realtime environment compiler generates integrated,
executable realtime applications from the database and a run-time interpreter provides a
method for interactive reconfiguration at setup time.

INTRODUCTION

The large, high data rate realtime telemetry systems developed and installed today are
comprised of a tightly integrated collection of programmable devices. Some degree of
physically configurable devices is still appropriate. However, more and more emphasis is
placed on software control. While the programmable devices within a telemetry system
vary in level of sophistication and programming complexity depending upon their
functions, each device must perform as an integral member of a multi-processor,
distributed processing system. To accomplish this, each programmable device must be
supplied with sufficiently complete knowledge regarding:

! the structure of incoming data
! the identity or order of individual incoming data items of interest
! the processes to be applied to individual data items by the device
! the structure of outgoing data
! the identity or ordering to be associated with outgoing data items



The process of planning/operating a realtime environment, be it an individual flight test or
the reconfiguration of a plant monitoring system, requires that the planner provide all of
the requisite information needed to set up each programmable device. It is the method by
which these two critical issues--required information and device setup--are addressed that
defines the user-friendly nature of a realtime system.

BACKGROUND

Four distinct large realtime telemetry system efforts which have evolved over the past two
years offer varying examples of how user-friendliness can be addressed. These efforts are:

! a supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system developed for Los Alamos
National Laboratory for plant monitoring and control; delivered in October 1986

! the Fixed Base Data System (FBDS) currently under development for the McDonnell
Douglas Helicopter Company; scheduled for delivery in November 1987

! the system specification contained in the Request For Proposal (RFP) from the Naval
Air Test Center, Patuxent River, Maryland, for the Realtime Telemetry Processing
System (RTPS) III; dated 3 June 1986

! the preliminary Request For Information (RFI) by the Pacific Missile Test Center for its
planned Telemetry Processing System; dated 29 January 1987

Of these efforts, three required (or resulted in) the development of

! a database defining instrumentation and environments
! a realtime environment compiler
! a run-time interpreter

The fourth effort is in the process of gathering design recommendations from the
development community and has found opinions both for and against this type of
approach. The potential for creating a rigid system at the expense of responsiveness to
near run-time modifications was the major concern of those against such a design. In
dealing with this concern over flexibility, the issue of user-friendliness comes into sharp
focus.

DISCUSSION

The user is really a varied community of users, the most obvious of whom is the
operational user who has frequent and detailed contact with the system. Project managers,
data analysts, instrumentation engineers, and system maintainers are also members of the
user community.



Friendliness is the ability to achieve acceptable results with minimum user effort. Since a
failure is not considered friendly, acceptable results are an absolute requirement. The level
of user effort involved in satisfying that requirement is the remaining variable that can be
manipulated.

The need to make modifications to a realtime environment virtually by hand just prior to
run-time is obviously necessary. Such modifications, however, increase the risk of
affecting the acceptability of results.  This risk is significantly multiplied where high data
rates are handled through multi-processor, distributed processing architectures. An
integrated design consisting of database, compiler, and interpreter is an appropriate
method for providing flexibility while minimizing risk.

Database. To adequately address the database function, a design should include

! a database management system for handling the system configuration and realtime
environment definitions and historical measured data

! a database interface to facilitate the entry, retrieval, and quality checking of
environment data

! provisions for accessability to database items by application programs
! information in its natural (external to the system) form
! only those data items that cannot be logically derived from other pieces of database

information

Figure 1 depicts a typical database function.

Compiler. The realtime environment compiler design should

! derive as much device-specific data as possible from the natural information within the
database

! include complete knowledge of the programming requirements of each programmable
device

! provide intelligent methodologies and algorithms for automatically distributing
workloads over a number of similar devices

! make extensive use of data structures to communicate knowledge between the various
programmable devices

! provide for the generation of a complete set of integrated, executable realtime load
modules that can be bound to environment-specific data structures at run-time

Determining the balanced distribution of a workload across a set of similar devices is a
critical function. A prime example would be a group of parallel processors that convert
sampled count data to engineering units (EU), detect wild points, compute derived results



from sampled data, monitor limits, and perform data compression. In a high data rate
environment with a large measurement set, it is no small task to evenly distribute this
processing load over “k” processors.

A compiled environment should be generated in advance of its actual use to allow time to
correct any inconsistencies that are identified during compilation. Figure 2 shows the flow
involved in compiling a realtime environment.

Interpreter. The run-time interpreter should be designed to operate upon the compiler-
generated load modules and data structure to

! provide the capability for the user to define the configuration of the realtime
environment through a controlled, interactive procedure

! handle the environment definition without requiring updates to the database
! analyze and report the potential effects of requested configuration changes
! implement the configuration at the device level by binding the load modules to the data

structures at setup time in a manner that retains the compiler-generated integrity and
ensures acceptable results

! retain the configured environment in a manner that allows repeatability

The designer must determine what amount of flexibility is appropriate for the system and
what degree is affordable. Obviously, a sufficiently complex interpreter can allow
modification of almost all aspects of the realtime environment; however, at some point, the
interpreter would merely be repeating the compiler process.

One example of the flexibility one might design into the interpreter would be the ability to
turn off the processing of measurements that, during a pre-flight calibration check, are
found to have instrumentation problems. If, however, a measurement to be disabled was
also an input constituent to several derived values and some of those were, in turn, inputs
to other derived values, the interpreter would need to be capable of determining this and
reporting that to the user.

A further example of flexibility would be the ability of the interpreter to take the balanced
workload planned for “k” parallel processors and rebalance over “k-1” processors in
response to a changed configuration.

Figure 3 shows the various steps associated with a run-time interpretation.



IMPLEMENTATION

This design is implemented in the Fixed Base Data System (FBDS) being developed for
the McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Company. FBDS is a realtime telemetry data
acquisition system with two realtime hosts clustered with a database system. The database
system hosts a general-purpose, off-the-Shelf database management system and a realtime
environment compiler. The realtime hosts have a run-time interpreter. The compiler is
called a Test Plan Compiler (TPC) and the interpreter is the Test Plan Interpreter (TPI).
The TPC and TPI are both developed software packages and, along with the database
capability, were designed to satisfy the requirements identified in the above discussion.

Each realtime host is a Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) VAX-11/785 and has a
multi-stream (PCM) telemetry front-end (TFE) comprised of an Aydin S2000 frame
sync/decom and two Intermediate Processing Units (IPUs), each with 13 Motorola 68020
mono-board processors operating in parallel. Each host has an Aptec IOC with two,
1.2-gigabyte Ibis disk drives, an array processor, and a graphics system.

Providing a user-friendly capability for a system with that number of sophisticated,
programmable devices required the design of a very intelligent test plan compiler. The
compiler designed takes test plan definition information (residing in its simplest form in a
database management system) and develops an integrated set of load modules that satisfy
the requirement of each programmable device and use common data structures to
communicate data. To generate a compiled test plan using this compiler, the user merely
identifies a project, aircraft, and test number--no other action or information is required.
Once compiled, a test plan remains intact and resides on disk where it can be requested by
either of the realtime hosts for interpretation and loading.

Once a realtime test is to be conducted, the user directs the compiled test plan to a target
realtime host where the test plan interpreter is invoked. The interpreted test plan is an
executable image that is retained on disk and can be reinstalled and replayed in seconds. It
is at this point that the design of the compiler-generated data structures pays dividends --
the interpreter is able to make significant changes while maintaining the overall integrity of
the test plan.   A test can record up to six data streams while only two are simultaneously
visible to a TFE. However, all recorded streams are processed at some time via playback.
The entire set of issues associated with the various reasons for having to play back data
defined the degree of run-time flexibility needed by the user and identified what steps the
compiler needed to take to provide that flexibility to the interpreter. The need to select
which recorded stream(s) were to be processed without having to recompile dictated that a
compiled test plan include all possible streams with selection implemented at run-time.



Figure 4 depicts a simplified schematic of the FBDS with an overlay of the steps from
planning to setup.

CONCLUSION

The need for user-friendly, realtime telemetry data acquisition systems is clear. The need
for system designs that provide a maximum amount of flexibility in configuring the
realtime environment at run-time is, as always, necessary but risky. Using the approach
described--an integrated system design using a database, a realtime environment compiler,
and a runtime interpreter--is a proven method for providing flexibility at run-time while
ensuring acceptable results.

Figure 1 - Data Base

Figure 2. - Compiler



Figure 3 - Interpreter

Figure 4. - Steps From Planning to Setup
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SDMS - 12 Channel Serial Data Multiplexer System

This document describes Loral’s Serial Data Multiplexer/Demultiplexer System (SDMS)
featuring IRIG-B time insertion, zero block insertion, synchronous and isochronous
channels and built-in bit count guarantee (BCI) logic. This system is based on the
commercially available, off-the-shelf, ADS 100 product line manufactured by Loral
Instrumentation. This system is a high performance, modular, expandable serial data
Mux/Demux system which properly demultiplexes channel data in high noise
environments.

SDMS General System Description

The SDMS multiplexes and demultiplexes serial data streams by building and
decommutating “fixed format” PCM data frames. The SDMS multiplexer section is
responsible for collecting channel data and inserting that data into a PCM data frame
(aggregate frame) according to a software algorithm which processes the channel rates
supplied by the operator or control equipment. The SDMS demultiplexer section
decommutates these PCM frames and routes the data to the appropriate output channel for
serialization. The multiplexer and demultiplexer systems operate independently and can be
programmed for completely different formats, channel setups and aggregate data rates. An
IRIG-B timing channel is also included to track transmission path delays and provide a
stable time reference at the demultiplexer for time correlation of user data.

This system is built from data processing modules of various types interconnected by two
proprietary bus systems. One bus is the ADS 8086 microprocessor bus. It is used for
setup, control and monitoring of module data processing activity. The second bus is a real-
time (250ns cycle time) parallel data bus (MUXbus) on which all data traffic is transferred
between modules. These buses operate independently, allowing modules to be setup or



changed “on-the-fly” without interrupting data processing activity, The 8086 processor is
used for operator/host defined setups only. All real-time data processing and transfer is
done by dedicated hardware and/or bit slice processor modules. A 12 channel SDMS
simplex link is shown in Figure 1.

SDMS Aggregate Data Multiplexer System

Figure 2 shows the data flow and processing modules in the aggregate data Mux section of
the SDMS. These modules perform clock synthesis, serial to parallel conversion, data
formatting and aggregate generation. This section combines user channel data streams into
an aggregate PCM data stream. All modules are setup by the 8086 microprocessor
according to operator defined channelization. Data processing continues in real-time
without further assistance from the system processor (8086).

Synchronous Clock Synthesizer (SCS)

The Synchronous Clock Synthesizer module will generate a stable clock whenever the
channel is to operate in the synchronous mode. This module contains eight frequency
synthesizers which are only used for synchronous mode channels. This module also
performs the RS-422 to TTL conversion for connection to the SDM module.

Serial Data Multiplexer (SDM)

The Serial Data Multiplexer module converts serial data into parallel words for transfer to
the Parallel Data Processor (PDP). Each channel is assigned a unique “tag” by the
software. This tag is part of the parallel data transferred to the PDP and is used by the PDP
to uniquely identify the data source and to access the appropriate channelization algorithm.
The SDM also keeps track of the total bits received during the minor frame for each
channel. These “fullness count” values are also sent to the PDP over the MUXbus at the
end of each aggregate frame.

The SDM always operates in the isochronous mode. Data words are reserved in the PCM
frame for parallel words generated by the SDM. The Channel clock frequency and word
allocations are defined by:

M (total bits allocated) = (10000*(CHANNEL RATE{peak})/(AGGREGATE)/16
rounded to next highest integer
1 <= M <= 545

The IRIG-B demodulated data from the IRIG TIME module is multiplexed into the
aggregate data as the thirteenth serial channel.



Figure 1.  Block Diagram For A 12 Channel Simplex Link



Figure 2.  Aggregate Data Multiplexer System Data Flow



Data Frame Formatting (DFF) Algorithm

The Parallel Data Processor module is responsible for packing the channel data into PCM
frames and sending them to the Encoder module.

The PDP accepts 16 bit parallel channel words (including IRIG time) from the MUXbus
for formatting. This data is initially buffered by a high-speed input FIFO before processing
by the microcode software. The microprogram removes each word from the input FIFO
and places that data in the appropriate location in the PCM frame. When all of the
“fullness counts” have been received from the SDM, the aggregate frame is flagged as
“ready for output” and the PDP will begin filling a new (empty) PCM data frame. This
forms a “double” buffer scheme. There is always one frame being filled and one frame
being output.

Data is input under as many as 26 tags (13 channel data tags plus 13 channel fullness tags).
When the aggregate frame is filled, it is output to the MUXbus under several different tags.
These tags trigger the Encoder module to capture the data frame for serialization. Different
tags are used to activate different Bits Per Word (BPW) values and to trigger the insertion
of the CRC check word(s). A control line generated by the Encoder module and monitored
by the PDP is used to regulate data flow to the Encoder module to keep the FIFO from
becoming empty.

Aggregate Data Frame structure

Data is passed in a fixed aggregate data frame structure. Examples of the allocation
algorithm are shown in Figure 3. The data structure consists of fixed and semi-fixed areas.
The fixed areas include the frame sync, subframe sync, CRC, format switch, BCI (rate)
words and the “zero fill” words. The semi-fixed area consists of 26 words in minor frame
0 and 77 words in minor frames 1 to 7 (565 words total). These words are “allocated” to
the data channels and IRIG time channel according to the percentage of aggregate
bandwidth needed by each channel. Channels do not always use all of the allocated words
(bits) so a “fullness” indicator for each aggregate frame is passed with the data in the BCI
field. This allows the Demux to determine the exact number of data bits for each channel
in each aggregate frame. This information is used to control the data reconstruction and the
clock reconstruction (clock frequency).

Major Frame Sync (SFID) Parameter

The major frame sync (SFID) is a 4-bit counter which contains values from 0 to 7. This
binary counter is used by the MX Decom to establish the frame numbering for the tagging
function.



Figure 3.  Aggregate Frame Structure Detail



CRC Parameter

The first CRC is used to “clear” the CRC logic so that we can calculate a CRC only over
the small interval containing the format switch and the BCI data. This CRC test is ignored
by the receive processor.

Format Switch Parameter

This format switch value allows the synchronous switching of the channel data formats
(bandwidth, creation, deletion, etc.). The first aggregate frame of a new format has a new
value for the format switch parameter. This parameter is used to synchronously turn off
one of the MX Decoms at all receive demultiplexers and turn on the alternate MX Decom
to accomplish the switch to a new format. This switch occurs with no loss of data and no
change of delay.

BCI Parameters

These words contain data to perform the BCI guarantee algorithm at the receive
multiplexer. There are twelve 16-bit words in this block to allow for BCI control for each
of the 12 input channels. Each 16-bit word contains the 16 LSBs of a running integral of
the bit count for the associated channel. A channel startup example is shown:

Agg Frame #Bits In Integral BCI Sent
Agg Frame

init ... 0000 . . .
0001 9000 9000 9000
0002 9001 18001 18001
0003 9002 27003 27003
0004 9030 36033 36033
0005 9040 45073 45073
0006 9100 54173 54173
0007 9090 63263 63263
0008 9080 72343 6807 (72343-65536)
0009 9070 81413 15877 (81413-65536)
0010 9060 90473 24937 (90473-65536)
0011 9050 99523 33987      .           .
0012 9033 108556 43020      .           .
0013 9022 117578 52042      .           .
0014 9011 126589 61053
0015 9066 135655 4583



By subtracting consecutive samples, the receive processor reconstructs the bits per
aggregate frame information in addition to the integral data. The receive processor will
reject any BCI data that does not get through with a good CRC. When bad BCI data is
received, the receive processor will use the last derived “bits per aggregate” value for the
output clock rate. This “guess” rate data is added to the local integral to “predict” the next
BCI integral to be received. If they match, the “guess” was correct. If they do not match,
the error bits (ahead or behind) can be calculated by subtracting the local and received
integrals and adjusting the next count value and data block to “catch up” or “drop back” to
restore the BCI. This recovery algorithm can “coast” through aggregate data dropouts of
up to 32767 aggregate frames under worst case stable rate conditions giving a drop out
tolerance of over 32 seconds! Under worst case conditions (with channel transients and
rate perturbations) the aggregate dropout tolerance will be 51 aggregate frames. This gives
a drop out tolerance of 51 ms at an aggregate rate of 10 Mbps and +7% channel clock rate
transient.

CRC Parameter (again)

This second CRC reflects the check of the BCI and format switch data areas. This CRC
test is used by the receive processor to determine the quality of the BCI data and the
format switch parameter.

Zero Data Parameters

This data area is filled with binary 0s to guarantee that a block of 512 zeros will always
occur within 5 seconds to guarantee decrypter resynchronization.

Channel Data (or IRIG time) Parameters

The rest of the aggregate frame is used for user channel data. The channel data is packed
into consecutive locations in the available data area. Channel data allocation is semi-fixed.
Channel data word allocation changes only when the software requests a change in
channel bandwidth allocation, opens a new channel, or closes a channel. Changes to one
channel will not affect the data integrity of any other active channel. IRIG time is passed
as a thirteenth channel using the ISOCHRONOUS clock mode. The demodulated IRIG B
time is passed using a 1 KHz clock from the IRIG Time Decoder/Generator Module. This
will always be the first channel in the aggregate data block.



Encoder Module

The Encoder module accepts the formatted data block and converts the data words to
serial format. This serial data output is the aggregate data channel. The encoder module
decodes 18 different tags to activate the appropriate serialization function.

IRIG Time Decoder/Generator Module

This module is used to decode the IRIG B timing source and generate a demodulated,
error-free, serial IRIG channel (Figure 4.). This serial time channel is connected to an
isochronous input channel for muxing into the aggregate data stream. The unmodulated
IRIG time signal is a pulse-width modulated bit stream at 100 bits per second. The 1KHz
clock from the IRIG module will drive the channel input to the aggregate frame. The data
and clock are recovered at the Demux end and the modulated IRIG time is remodulated.
This remodulated IRIG time signal is sent to the Demux’s IRIG time module to “clean up”
the signal; removing bit errors and data dropouts.

Figure 4.  IRIG Time Signal Characteristics

SDMS Aggregate Data Demultiplexer System

Figure 5. shows the data flow and processing modules in the aggregate data demultiplexing
section of the SDMS. These modules perform PCM frame decommutation, data tagging,
data deblocking and channel data re-serialization. This section disassembles the aggregate
data into individual data channels. The data processing modules in this section transfer
data over the ADS 100 MUXbus. All modules are setup by the 8086 microprocessor 



according to operator defined channelization. Data distribution continues in real-time
without further assistance from the system processor (8086).

Two MX Decoms are used in this system in a foreground/background mode. Only one
decom will output data at any one time. This leaves the other decom available for setup to
a new channelization format. The system first programs the background decom for the new
format; then that background decom goes to LOCK on the major frame (but does not
output data); and finally, the format switch parameter passes through the system and
synchronously turns off the foreground MX Decom and turns on the background MX
Decom. This format switch is accomplished with no loss of data and no change in the
delay characteristics.

MX Decom - Multi Format Decom Module

The MX DeCom decommutates and “tags” the PCM frame data. Tags are assigned for
individual data channel sub-block data, BCI control words, IRIG time, format switch
parameter and “quality” word. The decom outputs parallel words and tags to the MUXbus
for processing in the PDP. Frame sync, subfrarne sync, zero words, CRC words and all
unused word locations are not output to the MUXbus.

Data Frame De-formatting Algorithm (DFD)

The Parallel Data Processor is responsible for unpacking the channel data for distribution
to the individual user data channels. The PDP processes five different elements of the
aggregate PCM data frame. They are the BCI guarantee words, format switch word, IRIG
time channel and channel data words. The following describes the processing of these data
elements. PDP receives CRC results directly from the MX Decom through the I/O port.

BCI Guarantee Parameters

These words are collected from minor frame 0 and 8. If the CRC for minor frame 0 is bad,
they are all discarded. If the CRC is good, they are used in the BCI guarantee algorithm to
adjust the channel bit count.

Format Switch Parameter

This word is collected from minor frame 0. If the CRC for the frame is bad, it is dumped.
If the CRC is good, it is returned to the MUXbus under a new tag to switch the MX
Decom format.



Figure 5.  Aggregate Data Demultiplexer System Data Flow



Channel Data (or IRIG time) Parameters

Channel data/time words are buffered and then output to the Serial Data Demultiplexer
(SDD). Unused channel data words are deleted so only active data is sent to the SDD for
reconstruction. The PDP also must calculate the channel output clock rate control word for
the SDD. The quantity of data bits sent and the channel clock rate control information is
adjusted by this PDP firmware to guarantee the Bit Count Integrity of all 12 data channels
plus time.

Serial Data Demultiplexer (SDD)

Each module accepts channel data words and channel bit count words from the MUXbus
(from PDP) and generates up to 8 data output channels (clock and data). The SDD module
converts parallel data from the MUXbus into serial form. Data words and bit count words
are identified by unique tags generated by the PDP module. These tags are used by the
SDD to activate the appropriate channel (1-8) and channel function (data or count).

All channels derive the channel clock from the aggregate data clock. All channels operate
in the isochronous mode and it must be understood that the rate varies. Therefore, the
channel clock is derived from the channel rate word (calculated by the PDP). This means
that the channel clock may change frequency slightly on every major frame according to
the following formula:

CHANNEL CLOCK FREQ = (AGGREGATE CLOCK FREQ)*M/10000
where 0000 <= M <= 9040 (M is calculated by the PDP)

For stable isochronous input clock frequencies, the output channel clock will toggle
between two values as follows:

HIGHER FREQUENCY = (AGGREGATE CLOCK FREQ)*(M+1)/10000
LOWER FREQUENCY = (AGGREGATE CLOCK FREQ)*(M)/10000

This toggling effect will result in the proper output channel effective frequency and will
track isochronous channel input frequency changes. The output channel will track input
channel frequencies from 0 bps up to the assigned channel peak rate. The frequency
modulation of the channel clock will undergo a “low pass” filtering effect as it passes
through the Mux/Demux system. The graph in Figure 6. shows the attenuation for this low
pass filter applied to the channel frequency modulation signal.



Figure 6.  Isochronous Channel Frequency Modulation Attenuation

Channel Clock Stabilizer (CCS)

This module contains 8 programmable phase locked loops and circuitry to remove the
clock jitter present in the SDD output clock. The SDD has already regulated the frequency
to within one channel clock per aggregate frame. This one clock of phase jitter (per
aggregate frame) must be removed to restore a stable clock to the channel. The jitter (± 1
aggregate clock period) introduced by the rate multiplier circuits in the SDD modules must
also be removed. This means that for a stable isochronous data channels, a 1 bit FIFO
would be sufficient for the clock stabilization function.

A digitally controlled phase locked loop circuit is implemented which takes 0.1% steps up
or down in frequency as the method of regulating the FIFO fullness. This will be a large
enough change to catch the biggest allowed isochronous channel frequency modulation
and small enough to stay within the 0.25% jitter specification and use only 8 additional bits
of delay.



IRIG Time Decoder/Generator Module

The IRIG Time Decoder/Generator module in the demultiplexer section is used to decode
the timing channel demultiplexed from the aggregate data stream. The timing channel is an
unmodulated IRIG B signal. The IRIG time module will synchronize its internal generator
to this timing channel. The on board software will keep the generator in sync with the
timing channel. This method allows accurate IRIG-B time output even when the aggregate
data drops out for up to 150ms. The IRIG time module can even track small variations in
the IRIG time rate (<= 3%).

Summary

A generic Serial Data Multiplexer/Demultiplexer system has been presented with a design
approach that combines the needs of the communications industry with the capabilities of
the telemetry industry. In addition flexible menu-driven programming allows
reconfiguration in a matter of seconds.

Parameters of concern in the communications industry such as bit count integrity, resync
time, channel delay, and IRIG time correlation have been addressed from a PCM telemetry
point of view.
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SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION

With newer and faster processing power available for data reduction applications, a basic
system for telemetry analysis should be more compact, yet have greater throughput.
However, with the flux of “high state” equipment, it seems that many data reduction tabs
are inundated with expensive equipment that is not efficiently used. This problem is
conceived through mainly a lack of definition for desired processing before system
configuration. This paper will present a compact system that is in use today at Northrop for
Remotely Piloted Vehicle (RPV) data processing. The model system works as an
integrated unit for most telemetry processing, but can still be broken down for specific
tests, such as EMI evaluation.

This paper is organized into five main sections, including this introduction (Section 1). The
second section will present the data reduction requirements for the telemetry system for the
Northrop RPV program. The third section presents some specific configurations of the
decommutator and mainframe processor for the program. Section 4 will discuss an
additional test in the program of which only a module of the processing system is required,
demonstrating flexibility in the system (the test is EMI evaluation). The final section will
be the summary of the paper.

SECTION II - DATA REDUCTION REQUIREMENTS

The main goal of this telemetry processing system is the conveying of data in the fastest
and most efficient means possible. The first step in configuring this test system was the
defining of the required measurements for the project. Once the measurements were
defined, the proper recording, reduction equipment and data processing were defined. This
section will review the data reduction requirements for the RPV under test, including the
equipment currently being used.



The first requirement for data correlation is for real-time test evaluation. While particular
vehicle software, flight and engine tests are conducted, data is needed, in real-time, for
quick look pre-evaluation test results. These results, for the most part, are processed in the
decommutator where EU values, two’s complemented data, and compression and/or
concatenation of word values are calculated. Another processing requirement at this phase
is the need for limit checking and alarm recognition (warning). The main reason for using
the decommutator for these exercises is to keep the configuration as small as possible to
avoid throngs of strip chart or other display units. The more equipment used, the more
difficult it is to decifer the results quickly.

The second requirement of this RPV system requires extensive use of all the data reduction
equipment. Once flight testing has begun, extensive amounts of data is needed for test
evaluation. Usually, the flight data is backed-up on analog tape and replayed into the
decommutator which in turn preprocesses and distributes data to the other components of
the system. These components include: strip charts, printers, digital tape and processor
(mainframe). The strip charts provide relational analog displays for quick peak values
(spikes) during post analysis. Printers are used to confirm or detail values of strip chart
recordings. The digital tape interface is included for recording selected parameters of the
PCM stream for downloading to processors. Finally, processors are required for detailing
relations and interactions between parameters (there are certain relationships and
processing that can only be handled in high level software). Again, the main goal of the
system is to provide quick, yet efficient information for the analysis engineers. Between
the use of strip charts, printers and mainframe outputs, the desired medium and
correlations can be presented.

The configuration for EMI tests is mainly the use of the decommutator with 1553 (a MIL-
STD data bus for many weapon systems) simulation and monitoring options, and the use of
strip charts for relational displays. With the advanced 1553 options of the decommutator,
any part of the RPV flight can be emulated, and with varied EMI levels, testing of noise
infiltration can be accurately accomplished. In EMI testing, the strip charts and CRT
displays give interactive results to the engineer and allow immediate interpretation.

In the basic configuration, as shown in Figure 1, the main correlator of RPV telemetry data
is the decommutator. The instrument used is a SSA-100 manufactured by Loral
Instrumentation. This instrument provides all PCM decommutation as well as 1553
monitoring and simulation, both in real-time. The SSA is fully programmable and very
flexible in both preprocessing and distribution to the strip charts, printer, digital tape and
processor. The RPV Data can be transferred directly to the processor through DMA ports
or the mainframe can read the data off the digital tape recordings. In the preflight testing
scenario described in the first paragraph of this section, the SSA is providing the
decommutation and preprocessing for quick look displays. In the EMI evaluation to be



described in more detail in Section IV, the SSA is providing both 1553 control of the RPV,
decommutation of RPV measurements, and preprocessing for CRT displays and strip chart
recordings.

The system as described in the preceding paragraphs displays flexibility and powerful
processing capabilities for Northrop’s data reduction needs. In many cases, modules of the
system can be used separately for other aspects of the project(s).

SECTION III - PROGRAM PROCESSING

With the data reduction requirements defined, including equipment acquisitions, telemetry
processing is relatively straight forward. The decommutator provides the quick-look, real-
time displays and distribution, and the mainframe provides the final data correlations. This
section will give more specific processing configurations of the decommutator and
mainframe computer, the two most expensive pieces of equipment of the RPV data
processing system.

The programming of the decommutator for telemetry specifications is fairly simple and
predefined. Through use of the telemetry reference document, a vital part of any telemetry
project, the decommutator can be programmed through menu driven pages to setup
variables such as bit rate, IRIG code, word count, frame count, ect. The reference
document also provides information as to word or measurement information allowing the
Data Reduction Engineer to easily program the decommutator to extract samples of the
telemetry matrix (this is done by creating “parameters” in the decom, defining word and
frame locations for measurement words). When creating parameters in the decommutator,
the programmer may also specify the distribution of the parameter to various ports such as
strip chart recorder, digital tape and so forth. Other system parameters may also be created
to perform EU conversions, compression, concatenation, delta functions, sorting and other
advanced functions on the prime samples of the PCM stream.

Quick-look displays, printouts and strip chart recordings provide convenient displays, but
can not provide full data manipulation and comparisons that mainframes are capable of
(not yet anyways). Although the power of a mainframe is not always needed in all
telemetry applications, the speed and handling of data can not be matched to that of higher
level languages. With the extensive post flight evaluation of the RPV, the mainframe
allows interaction between all vehicle systems in the test, and thus, non-telemetry
information (such as radar location files) can also be correlated directly with the telemetry
results. This provides the capabilities to obtain the most complete point to point results for
this particular program.



One note here: The analog tape playback speed should be as slow as possible to allow all
devices (especially printers and interfaces to processors) to properly
collect data without drop-outs.

SECTION IV - EMI EVALUATION

EMI evaluation for the RPV program uses the 1553 simulation and monitoring capabilities
of the decommutator to emulate various modes of actual and pre-flight testing. The test
engineer can vary the level of noise manually while running the RPV through simulated
flight, telemetering the vehicle health interleaved with IRIG time for post test evaluation.
Throughout testing the engineer can display and compare 1553 control of the RPV with
the telemetered results, giving him or her real-time results of flight control. This setup
allows the engineer to quickly obtain results from real flight control in the presence of EMI
without having to write complicated software on a high speed processor to emulate flight
commands.

SECTION V - SUMMARY

The purpose of this paper was to present a model system which is in use today at Northrop
for RPV data acquisition. Furthermore, this presentation was intended to help in the
development of future labs, hopefully highlighting the major areas of concern when
configuring a system. A data reduction lab need not be complicated or expensive to
structure. Granted many items listed in this paper are not cheap (the decommutator or
mainframe), but the time they save in setup and processing speed (software development),
and the fact that these items are used in many aspects of different projects, clearly
demonstrate their cost effectiveness. The important criteria for any telemetry project is to
first determine the data or measurements desired to properly evaluate the vehicle and then
decide the equipment required to obtain the results.



“Figure 1.  Example of Basic Configuration”
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In this paper, a new multi-target Remote Control/Telemetry integrated System is
presented. This system is a advanced multi-function integrated system which can be used
in RPV and others. Its main tartic/Technical performances are as following:

Target Numbers:        4
Functions:     Remote Control/Telemetry/rough direction
Radio Frequency:       2.2~2.3Gc
Telemetry Data channels:   32X 4 (8bits)
Sampling Rate:   64/Sec
Command Codes:

( I )  Key (on/off)      32X4 (8bits)
(II)   Proportion (Continuous) 4 x 4 (8~16bits)

Range: Remote Control: 350 Km.
Telemetry: 350 Km.
Direction: 200 Km.

Frame Synchronization Code   (Optimumzation):
16~32 bits

Secret code (Yes, if use.)
Real time data processing by the micro-computer
Indicater:   Colour CRT.

Address: RPV lnstitute, Nanjing Aeronautical Institute, Nanjing, China

ITC '87
This CD-ROM duplicates the published proceedings in that only an abstract of this paper was published.



Introduction

Since its organization in 1960, The Telemetering Standards Coordination Committee (TSCC) has
served the telemetering community as a unique arena for discussion and review of existing and
proposed standards. With the broad representation of the members, we bring together a unique mix of
users and suppliers, both government and private, for the exclusive purpose of being such a forum.

This, the 26th annual report, covers our activities since April 30, 1986.

Activities

The TSCC has conducted two meetings since its previous report (July, 1986). Our annual meeting
was held October 17, 1986, at Las Vegas, Nevada in conjunction with ITC’86. The second meeting, an
optional working meeting, was held May 21, 1987 at San Diego, California. Subcommittee
consultations were conducted throughout the year as required.

Items submitted to the committee for review included revisions to IRIG 106 PCM Standards,
proposed IRIG 106 FM Standard changes and Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems
standards and procedures. Still to be reviewed are revisions to RCC Document 118-XX pertaining to
Magnetic Tape Recorders.

The Time Division Multiplexing Subcommittee, under Don Sackman, was able to respond to the
PCM standards in time for their recommendations to be considered by the TG. These PCM standards
continue to be the most active and controversial topics to be reviewed by this committee.

Hugh Pruss and the Space Data Systems Subcommittee were very active reviewing the final drafts
of the CCSDS standards. These included continuing review of “Packet Telemetry” and “Telemetry
Channel Coding”, preliminary review of “Time Code Formats” and “Radiometric and Orbit Data”, and
back-for-comment Telecommand handbooks.

As a result of the Subcommittee’s hard work the “Final” First Issue was distributed to the
committee at our May meeting.

As may be seen by the new TSCC letterhead, the TSCC has been forced to sever its long time
association with the Instrument Society of America (ISA). We of the TSCC regret this necessity but do
wish to thank the ISA for its many years of support. The TSCC will continue with the support of the
IFT.

Thus the TSCC has seen a year of high activity and change. Hopefully, the year to come will afford
us the opportunity to continue at a high level of contribution to the telemetering community.
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